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Preface

The 22nd European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division
ofthe European Physical Society, was hosted by and local arrangements
were made by the JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK. Following
the guidelines of the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the
1995 Conference included topics from the areas of: Tokarnaks;
Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement Schemes; Magnetic
Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics; Plasma
Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; and Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics.

The scientific programme and paper selection was the responsibility
of the International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected
492 contributed papers (out of 600 submitted abstracts) for presentation
as posters in four sessions at the meeting. In order to maintain
participants interest throughout all four poster sessions, the sessions
were not divided into topic groups, but a mixture of posters from all
topic groups was arranged at each session. As a consequence, the
Proceedings of the Conference are published in four volumes, which
correspond to the four poster sessions (Sessions P, Q, R and S) rather
than to the Topic Groups.

In 1994, for the 21st EPS Conference, the Board of the EPS Plasma
Division agreed to an important change in the arrangements for
contributed papers. The Proceedings were printed after the meeting,
allowing a later submission date for abstracts and giving authors the
opportunity to present latest results in the four-page papers. This
arrangement was continued for the 22nd EPS Conference, in 1995.
Consequently, authors of contributed papers handed in their four-page
papers to the Scientific Secretary during the conference and these are
reproduced in these volumes.
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According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference

Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those contributions for
which at least one author was a registered participant at the Conference.

There are 462 papers which satisfy this condition. The four volumes of
the proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of the
Conference.

The papers of the nine Review Lectures and 18 Topical Lectures will

be published in a Special Issue of the journal “Plasma Physics and

Controlled Fusion”, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

B E Keen, P E Stott and J Winter

July 1995
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H-MODE, ,rB—LIMIT AND INSTABILITY STUDIES ON
COMPASS-D

A W Morris, L C Appel. J D Ashall. K B Axon, R A Bamford, R, Barnsleyl
M G Booth. R .l Buttery. P C Carolan, G G Castle, A Colton. N .I Conwayz,

T Edlington, A M Edwards. S J Fielding, D Gates. T C Hender, J Hugill. C IIunt,
B Lloyd, G J McArdle, S J Manhood, I M Melnicka. M R O’Brien, R O’ConnellZ,

M O'Mullane‘l, N J Peacock, T Pinfold, D C Robinson, P R Simpson, M Singleton“,

K Starnmel‘s, J Tomas, T N Todd, M Valovié, P Vyas, J Waterhouse, G A Whitehurst,
C D Warrick and the COMPASSD and RF teams

UKAEA Government Division Fusion, C'ulham. 03:07; 0X14 319B UK
{UKAEA/EURATOll/I Fusion. Association)

1 Leicester University, UK 2 University College, Dublin, Rep of Ireland
3 University College, London, UK 4 University College, Cork, Rep of Ireland

1 Introduction
In order to be able to predict the performance of the next generation of toltamalts such

as ITER, the scaling of the key parameters and operating regimes has to be established
on the soundest basis possible. The modest size of COMPASSD, combined with the
ability to make ITER.—like singleenull divertor (SND) configurations with H—modes and
strong additional heating will provide information on the size scaling, and the adaptable
systems for instability control and error—field studies are used to address MHD stability
issues, in particular the question of the effects of error~fields. The SND geometry allows
edge physics models to be tested, such as for helium exhaust [1]. The device parameters
(achieved) are: 1,, g 320kA; HT 3 2.0T, R : 0.56m, a 3 0.21m, s 2 1,6 (SND). Nine
ZOOICVV, GOGHZ gyrotrons are available for additional heating and up to 1.4MVV has been
injected into the plasma. in a variety of combinations of wee, QwCC, X, and Osmode, low-
field and high—fieldside antennas. Two 300kVV 1.3GHz klystrons are installed, and IJI'ICD
power levels approaching ZOOkVV have been launched into COMPASS-D plasmas.

An overview of the results is presented here, with several other papers at this confer—
ence describing the data in more detail.

2 High-5N experiments
The use of ECRH allows heating without significant momentum injection, and thus

studies of the fi-limit without strong rotation efiects are possible. Injection of 700c-
IMW into low density (fig 2 8 X lOl'a) discharges with qg5 : 4.0 A 4.5.1,, : 150kA,
ET : 1.2T leads to an experimental limit of {3N :4 2.1 where {3N E fi(%)/(Ip/aBT)
(MA,m,T). The limit is either hard (disruptive) or soft, but in both cases a large m :
2, n = 1 mode grows. A systematic scan of the launch angle of the ECRH waves has
been performed [‘2], which shows that the best performance is obtained when the high
field—side lines are orientated to provide counter—current drive on axis. Operating at
low density means that these discharges have very high temperatures: the diamagnetic
average temperature (1.5 (1);) his) can exceed SkeV (the ions are cold, 3 QSOeV) and
the central electron temperature is expected to be over lOkeV (beyond the measurement
range of the Thomson scattering system). As a consequence, the collisionality is very low
(m,E ~ 10—3), and a large bootstrap current. flows (N 70701,, from initial estimates based
on a steady-state calculation with the SCENE code). The loop voltage is generally well
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below lOOmV and often below zero.

3 H-modes, thresholds and ELMs
H-modes have been produced routinely in Ohmic SND discharges over a wide range

of parameters ((195 : 2.7 e 5) [3]. Both ELM-free and ELMy discharges are observed and
show the normal characteristics of H-mode, with indications of impurity accumulation
in ELM-free periods [1]. Examination of the Hemode threshold has been undertaken
and it is found that while H~modes occur when the power exceeds the ASDEX scaling
law (Pun-”h oc fieBTS) at high densities. there is a sharp increase in power required
for the transition at low density. Adding ECRH to low density plasmas leads to good
confinement (H N 2 compared to ITER89»P L»mode scaling, but apparently with weaker
power degradation), but not all the Hemode characteristics are then seen (for example
no clear ELMs). The power required is very high confirming the failure of the threshold
scaling law at low density. No H-modes have yet been observed with unfavourable VB
direction in Ohmic or low density ECR heated plasmas. There is a threshold observed for
the transition to ELM-free H-mode, which appears to be better represented by a threshold
in 3N than in power [5], and can explain the hysteresis in power for HrL compared to L7H
transitions. A pressure threshold may lend credence to the “peeling” mode as a cause
of ELMs, as this edge-current-driven mode is stabilised by pressure between two limits.
Some more direct evidence is provided by discharges where 1,, is ramped up and down,
and ELM—free H~mode is triggered on ramp—down and ELMs stimulated on ramp—up [3, 5].

Turning to the ELM itself - both type-Ill and type—1 ELMs are seen, as defined by
the behaviour of the repetition frequency with power (type—I having a frequency which
increases with increasing power). The comprehensive magnetic diagnostics in close prox»
imity to the plasma on COMPASS-D allow precursors to be clearly seen to both types of
ELM. Rotating precursors (my ~ 105m.s'1) with n = 3 —- 5 are seen propagating normally
to B, with more than one component present in general. The energy loss at the ELM
can be modelled assuming that the precursors correspond to magnetic islands close to
the plasma edge [6]. Whether these modes are related to the peeling mode has yet to be
determined (the present peeling-mode theory is for highly»localised mode structures),

4 Changes in plasma rotation in H—modes
Passive spectroscopy of Clll has been used to measure the rotation in the outer regions

of COMPASSD, with new results [7]. Previous data when BIV alone was used has been
confirmed with improved resolution (Av ~ 0.5kni.skl) 7 very little change (N 1km.s‘l)
in poloidal velocity is seen from BIV, which emits from r N 0.75a according to impurity
transport modelling. The new results come from the CHI emission (from r w 0.9a) viewed
both poloidally and toroidally. The transition to ELM»f1-ee H-Inode is marked by a sudden
change in Um! (Z-Bkms'l/ms, Avwi starting within 0.3ms of the final ELM) leading to
velocities in the electron diamagnetic drift direction of up to m ZOkms"1 corresponding
to AE, N —20en_l, i.e. directed inwards. The full change in up“ takes 5-10ms. The
reverse transition at the end of the ELM~free period is even faster, 10l(n1.s"1/ms. The
change in mean velocity at the onset of ELitily I'Lmode (from L-mode) is small.

The toroidal velocity of BIV does show changes during ELMefree Hemode, but in gen
eral these are much slower. The central toroidal rotation as seen with X-ray spectrometry
from core—resident ions also changes by a similar amount, and this change in bulk plasma
rotation appears to play a vital role in the behaviour of the plasma in the presence of
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errorel'ields in Elih‘lvfrec Hemode (see below and [8])

5 Error field studies and instability control
External saddle windings (poloidal extent N 90°) below the X—point have been used

both to gc'nerate and correct error fields. Errorefield islands have also been removed with
localised ECRH [8] These coils form part of the comprehensive array of saddle windings
covering the whole COMPASS—D vessel. A campaign on the effect of plasma pressure has
been conducted [8] for (195 N 4.5 and it is found that. at least up to 33’ w 1.0 (produced by
lMW of ECRH), the critical error—field to produce an island is not influenced significantly
by the pressure, and the general characteristics of the driven island are similar to those
in Ohmic plasmas, e.g. sawteeth are removed after penetration of the error—field. The
saddle windings have also been used to change the power flux to the divertor target 7
production of a magnetic island leads to movement and splitting of the strikepoints, as
modelled with fieldAline tracing and measured with infra-red thermography [9]

The situation in H~mode is very different: once the plasma enters ELM~free HeHlOClE.
it becomes much more sensitive to error-fields. For example, for an errorelield level that
will produce an island only for fie 5 l — 1.5 X 101911'1—3 in L—mode Ohmic plasmas, in
ELM-free H-mode it will lead to an island at densities an order of magnitude higher,
{1,3 N 1 X 10201114. This increase in sensitivity is correlated with the measured change
in toroidal lluid rotation in the bulk plasma after transition to ELM—free H-mode in the
absence of any error-field. The rotation change is in the direction (ion drift) to make
penetration easier. However, the strong poloidal impurity (CHI) rotation in the electron
drift direction at the plasma edge seems not to affect the penetration. Once the island
appears, an ELM is triggered, and thus careful use of helical fields may provide a technique
for controlling ELMs, as does localised ECRH [l0].
6 Vertical instabilities and disruptions

The similarity of the plasma shape to that in ITER and the relative robustness of
COMPASS-D make it Well suited for disruption studies [1 1]. Disruptions are invariably
accompanied by vertical displacement events (VDEs) in single null plasmas. ELM»free H-
modes often terminate in disruptions either initiated by an ELM which triggers a VDE and
a consequent current quench, or an m:‘) mode grows triggering either an ELM or a. quench
directly. llalo current measurements show that, with the assumption of axisynnnetry, the
current flowing through the divertor tiles can exceed 40% of the flat-top plasma current.
The thermal energy quenches occur in 20-300ns and peak current decay rates of 500MA/s
are observed, with some indication of slower decays at higher densities [ll].
7 Microwave heating and current drive

An 8-guide antenna is installed in COMPASS-D to launch 1.3GHz waves for LHCD [12].
Coupling studies have led to an optimum phasing of the antennae, and good coupling has
been achieved which allows continuous injection through transitions into H—mode. At
relatively modest powers (14UkVV, in = 7 — 8 X 1018m_3, HT 2 1.4T). the full plasma.
current (l35kA) has been driven noneinductively. The efficiency is 7m : 0.03.5 — 0.04,
in accord with theoretical predictions. This system has allowed 1 second discharges to
be produced, corresponding to many thousands of seconds on ITER (scaling the resistive
diffusion time). and initial data on sawtooth stabilisation has been obtained.

The highly adaptable ECRH system on COMPASS—D [13] has allowed routine injec—
tion of powers well in excess of lMW, and both vode and O-Inode heating at the first
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harmonic have been demonstrated. Changes in antenna angle (i.e. 1:”) have. been used in
the u-liiiiit studies described above. After conditioning. injection into very low densities
is possible without. impurity influx or significant radiated power fraction (Fwd f, 15%),
even at the very high power densities used (> l0:\’l\‘\llll—2 for 1cm deposition width on
the tiles and small radiative losses). A system for modulating the gyrotron power (up
to 2.51317A square wave) has allowed a programme of fast feedback control of the m : ‘2
tearing mode to start, and initial closed loop experiments have been performed.

8 Summary
A wide range of topics has been investigated experimentally in a single—null configu~

ration on COMPASS‘D which are briefly covered in this overview. An experimental beta
limit (flN N 2.1) has been found significantly below the optimum ideal-MHD fi—limit
(9N ~ 3), whose actual value depends on the direction of EC current drive (i.e. the de-
tails of J(r))_ Electron temperatures in excess of lOkeV are deduced for these. low density
low collisionality plasmas. H-mode studies continue to show that there is a lower density
limit for H-mode access. contrary to the traditional scaling laws. The transition to ELM»
free H—rnode seems to depend on [3N rather than power, pointing to pressure-stabilisation
of type-HI ELMs. New data on edge-localised rapid poloidal velocity changes at the
transition to ELM-free Hemode have been obtained, corresponding to a large inward—
pointing radial electric. field. Changes in toroidal velocity during ELM-free Hsmode lead
to much higher sensitivity to error-field-driven magnetic islands, indicating that there can
be problems even at very high densities (7'75 N l X lomm‘3 on COMPASS—D).
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Characteristics of radiative boundary discharges with different
impurity injection conditions

A. Kallenbach. R. Dux, G. Haas, A. Herrmann. S. Hirsch, V. Mertens, J. C. Fuchs, F.

Mast, S. de Pena Hempel, F. Ryter. H. Zohm, ASDEX Upgrade— NI— and ICRH—Teams
MPI fiir l’lasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching & Berlin, Germany

1 Introduction

Although impurity—induced, improved Lamodes exhibit quite high energy confinement“?
the H—mode ist still the first candidate as the reactor operational regime owing to the narv
row confinement margin for the achievement of ignition and self-sustained burn. There-
fore, indispensible measures to reduce the power load of the divertor have to be compat-
ible with Hemode operation, though the intense power bursts connected to type-«I ELM
activity in the H-mode will not be acceptable at ail in a reactor.
The Completely Detached High—Confinement (CDH—) mode recently discovered in AS—
DEX Upgrade3 would meet the requirements for an operational mode of a reactor: ra—
diative power removal closely inside the separatrix moderates the ELM activity from
typed to type—1H enabling the divertor plasma to buffer the remaining small power
bursts before reaching the target plates, while high H~mode energy confinement is pre~
served. However, the extrapolability of this regime to reactor conditions is still an open
question, the answer to which mainly depends on the relative locations of the H—tL and
detachment power thresholds: the CDH mode in ASDEX Upgrade is obtained only in
deuterium plasmas, where the H—iL power threshold is low and subsequent detachment
relatively easy to achieve. Since neither the H-mode- nor the detachmentethresholds in
a reactor are precisely known so far, flexibility has to be demonstrated in present day
experiments in order to develop different solution scenarios which can meet the various
requirements.

2 Influence of the divertor neutral flux
An important experimental parameter is the neutral flux in the divertor. it is measured
by ionization gauges and feedbackecontrolled by deuterium pufling in the main chamber.
An increasing divertor neutral density has two beneficial effects on the performance of
discharges with impurity injection“: Firstly, the divertor retention increases leading to
better pumping of noble gases and faster feedback response on the request of radiation
reduction, Secondly, and more important, the higher divertor neutral density creates a
higher edge electron density in the main plasma5 and increased ELM activity. These
effects lead to a higher radiative capability at the edge and core screening of impurities].
The price for the improved radiative behaviour is a moderate degradation of the energy
confinement of roughly TE 0( naggt. The discharges presented in this paper had the
divertor neutral flux feedback-controlled to our ’standard’ value corresponding to ng‘”:
1.5-1020 m'a.
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3 Comparison of highly radiating discharges with Ne, Ar and N3 injection
Fig. 1 compares 3 discharges with high radiation levels obtained by injection of NC, Ar
and N2 under otherwise almost identical external parameters. Discharge # 6136 exhibits

CIl'I emission oulcr divenor W/(m**2*sr) electron densil)’ peaking a.u. Prad main chamber MW

J 4 6136, Na

°“‘ / mu "1
v .

Prud main: frnc. inside sep. l‘rad

shorl Lrphasss

Ill lllllLJ|. . . . I . . .
1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6

“me (5) 1.5 2 25 3 35
lime (s) |ime (s)

Figure 1: Comparison ofhighly radiating discharges with Ne, Ar and N2 injection
in the main chamber. PM”: 7.5 MW; DO —>D+ NB], 1p: 1 MA, q95= 4.

the CDH—mode with stored energy, radiation level (well feedbackmontrolled) and density
peaking approaching stationary values. Using Argon, the electron density profile shows
higher peaking factors and short Lephases are triggered by the high radiation level. With
Nitrogen, compound—ELMS and L—phases appear even at a radiation level lower than that
obtained with Neon.
The radiation fraction inside the separatrix is calculated with a special fitting proce—
dure to bolometer line integrals in the upper halfplane under the assumption E: f(p,,,,;)
prescribing the functional profile shape in accordance to impurity transport simulations.
The emission function is then used to derive the total radiation Find: fhppmfl” inside'a rod
the separatrix using the total main chamber radiation taken from 30 line integrals of
the horizontal bolorneter camera, P322: (1-fi,1)-P;';‘;,‘" + Pig}, the total radiation outside
the separatrix, is the sum of the SOL radiation in the main chamber and the divcrtor
radiation. the latter taken from the deconvolution of all the 7'2 bolometer line integralsfi.
As shown in Fig. l the emissivity is shifted towards the interior plasma with increasing
Z of the radiating species. Sirmiltaneously7 SOL and divertor radiation decrease leading
to a reduction of the parameter PfiEQ/Ptzd by a factor of 2 from Nitrogen to Argon.
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4 H-mode thresholds in radiative scenarios
The most important parameter for radiative ll—mode scenarios is the value of the H—>L

threshold power. Taking intrinsic radiation into account, Pig”: 0.1255118, is a good
approximation for ‘standard’ conditions. the corresponding value for the l-l—)L backtran—
sition being about a factor of 2 lower.
Figure '2 shows Pm, versus fie . B, for discharges with various radiation levels, the dashed

line indicates the ’standard’ L—>H threshold. The factor (2.6 ~ 0.8Aplasma) takes into
account the isotope effect of hydrogen in comparison to deuterium (factor 1.8 from D to
H). The analysis of a number of discharges with strong radiation reveals that the power

7.00 D 3
H A w: 42x41”

0 <b 9° : A 0A. \\
0 o g 04> ' A ‘3 ii \ 04.67- 0‘+ i ,: D4 2' \A A n '

0 K V. I ‘ .g. ‘h’ \ \Q%
E ._ o,l A“ K _. o\\ 0cu + MIt. . s a \ o o

' , A D: oV‘ 3 +3 +a 135' “ix/1‘ " ‘ I. o °AF~I§A1TII la , , ’ \‘2 A 5" “a a _“4 \l’ 0‘ o H-I + 1. .
a: cue All-HI x L det "0.00 - o .

12 20 23 55 I .5 4.0 6.5 9.0
n 19 -3 mlne-Bt- (2.6- 0.8m [10 m -T] 11ad [MW]

Figure 2: Operational diagram Of Figure 3: Ratio of radiation inside and
radiative discharges With {6596“ to the outside (SOL+divertor) the scparatrix ver—
Staflda‘rd L4H transition threshold for D sus the total radiated power. Ar data points
and lasmas. NeY Ar and N2 injection, are systematically below, N2 data slightly
Pheut: 5‘81”l ID: 0-8‘1 MA, L195: 2-8’4~ above the dashed curve

flux over the separatrix, PEP: Phat-Pin, is a useful parameter for the ELM—types and
H—mode threshold, although the influence of radiation outside the separatrix cannot be
ruled out completely so far. However, the hysteresis between the L—>H and H—>L transi-
tions disappears in highly radiating scenarios. It may be speculated, that this behaviour
is coupled to the overall alignment of improved L and H—mode in these scenarios.
An important parameter for the performance of radiative discharges is the ratio
nQ/Pm, where Pifid is limited by the H—)L separatrix threshold power. Fig. 3 showsu

out
rad /Pi’;d as obtained for various experimental parameters versus the total radiated

power: High values of P321, are closely connected to comparatively low radiation levels
in the SOL and divertor. For reactor conditions with high H—>L threshold, a high value
of Pf:§/Pf.“d would be required simultaneously with a high level of the total radiateda

power.

5 Control of ng/Pigd
The feedback control of the total radiated power in the main chamber also allows to
vary the radiated power fractions inside and outside the separatrix. Fig. 11 shows an
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heating power MW Neon valve flux . . . . .”WW... I “U5 Figure 4: Radiation feedbackI

«5E+06- {M .252] control with different impurie
ties: Ne radiation is replaced96401

MIMHJMM. by Ng radiation, while the to-
_5E+19 ~ F 4521 tal main chamber radiation is

‘ ' " A kept constant. The parameter
mainchambcrradiation fraction NeVIQ402 nm W/m“2 fin decreases from 0.68 at t:

nominal 1'0 Vf’"\_ 2 s to about 0.54 at t: 2.5 S
1 —0.5 - X —2000 . . .
m Km /‘- (see bolometer line integrals foractual , -fi MK

I | ' . 1 1 a ' i. .
lme-mtegratedradmnon W/muz NV 124 nm w/mHZ 3 tangency radii). Comparison

”on. —-—@1——,— . . .PST“; / 0.97 'l 4F5 ‘.,fil-Wh‘« of VU V line emsisswn reveals» H — . ,.
\ ’ l ”5000 that N2 is eflbctively pumped

x I one u/ (mun. by the walls. H0 —>H+ NBI.
2 Lime (5)3 2 time (5)3 1p: 1 MA, (195: 3.2

experiment, where the total radiation was feedback—controlled by neon injection, while
N2 was injected with a preprogrammed flux. The variation of the injected gas allows to
control the radial emission profile and hence the parameter Pigg/Pigd.

6 Conclusions
Stationary CDH-modes are routinely obtained with Neon injection in ASDEX Upgrade.
In comparison to Neon7 Argon shows higher radiation levels inside the separatrix and
less SOL and divertor radiation. Owing to the stronger ne peaking, it is unclear wether
impurity accumulation in the center can be avoided and long and stationary CDH-modes
can be achieved for ASDEX Upgrade conditions with Argon. Nitrogen exhibits the most
favourable values of the parameter Fifi/Pin, however, up to now no 'quiescent’ CDH-
mode could be obtained due to the disturbing appearance of large compoundvELMs and
early H—>L backtransition. For the experimental parameter space covered in ASDEX
Upgrade so far, high total radiation levels are always connected to low radiation levels
in the SOL and divertor. If this behaviour cannot be overcome by improved divertor
concepts in the future, reduced target plate power load in a reactor can only be achieved

PL—HIunder radiative H—mode conditions if up is low.
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‘Helium and Neon Transport Experiments at JET’

M van Hellermann. K.Barth, A..l.Bickley. D.Campbell, U.Gerste1. J de Haas. D.Hillis*.

L.Horton, A.l-lowman. R.K6nig, L.Lauro-Taroni. C.Mayaux. P.Nielsen. W.Obert. G.Saibene,
M.F.Sta1np, D.Stork. M.Wadc*. K-D Zastrow

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA. UK, =(‘ORNL Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

I. Introduction - In the pumped divertor phase of JET. dedicated helium transport

experiments were carried out based on edge and central (beam) fuelling. Exhaust studies
involve the use of argon frost on the divertor cryo~pump in order to achieve active pumping of

helium. Charge exchange spectroscopy measurements are used to monitor the evolution of

helium density profiles. Transport and exhaust of neon and nitrogen was investigated in

radiative divertor experiments.

II. Helium Confinement and Exhaust Studies - 'l'he helium content added by the short

(0.15) gas-puffs is ofthe order 2 to 3-1020 (or 5% of the total plasma particle content). Particle
replacement times are experimentally determined by the measurement of the volume

integrated impurity density profiles (He, Ne, N) and the temporal evolution of inward and

* idV'HZ(P)
'r :____

P . _ .
outward radial particle flows: A (rout Fm)
pulse comment FNB Ip ne(0) “01(0) Te(0) Ar- * Tl-

MW MA |019m‘3 1018m-3 keV frost TD (5)
(S)

33333 ELMy H-mode 10.5 2.0 5.0 2.1 5.0 yes 5-10 0.25
scan ofx-point

33476 L-mode 5.0 2.0 3.5 1.8 3.5 no >ll 0.24
33994 L-mode 130 2.0 3.5 4.2 4.0 yes ”i0; 0.25
33995 ELMy H—mode 4.0 2.0 4.0 3.4 3.0 yes >12 0.45
34324 ELMy H~mode 4.0 2.0 4.0 1.5 3.0 no >22 0.64
Table I Overview ufp/u.r/nu data in representative lie/[um edge nfferperimems With active argonfi‘ast pumping
(diver-(or large! tiles are graphite).

Typical tLvalues for helium are of the order 8 to 155 (l-l-mode) in the case of active argon-
frost pumping. compared to 20 to 305 in the case of no argon-frost (Fig.1). Corresponding
values for L-mode confinement are approximately half the values of the H-mode case. The
observed alpha particle replacement times exceed energy confinement times TE, which are of
the order 0.3 to 0.55, by more than a factor of 20 (H-mode, argon-frost) and 5 to 10 (L-mode,
argon-frost). Time dependent variations of the particle replacement time following the initial
pump phase indicate saturation effects in argon frost pumping. Sweeping of the x-point and
the location of the strike zone with respect to the pump duct leads to significant changes in
deduced particle decay rates (Fig.2). The L-mode evolution of NE: (no active helium
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pumping) (Figla) is decribed by a fast decrease (<30ms) following the initial peak induced

by the gas puff and settling then to a steady level which is detemiincd by the recycling level.
20 10

I" _- In 20 KID

,5 “3‘76 10 #3311174 . man: 1
E ‘ lrmudmnn mmflmil ' emlmirguntrost :trlkapoinlun ;
g L5 hurlzunlulmraet ‘V
,3 1.0 1.13 - 1

— HitlHHlHllJrlHlHlllHJrHHlHl’rtHHl’ Lo , ”WM _
E 0.5 g
a ".5 g

e r
:a 0.0 . n.n . a as . mg

15.1) Ian 17.0 1;. 17 1s 19 20 E ' . . .um) time) =- Slrlkl'pnlntluxl .. >
10 20 abm corner pummn

XI" .' ' ' e
E 1,110 H-mutlc.nnnrgnnimst 1-5 M ”""""°'“g“""““ 0'0 i4 is la in I22
=:- 0'75 l ‘ I j z ‘ ‘ W 1(1)

5 "'5" Fig.2 (1) Particle content and variation of its
T; 0.25 "'5 decay rate in the care of sweeping of .v-pnint
' 0111) and strike zone position. The deal)! rate

' i5 17 in 1'9 M in {7 1'3 [‘9 reaches a maximzmz at a position close to the
”ml HM) corner points of the diver-tor. Next to no

Fig.1 05'5“." 0f ’0’“, alpha particle content in ’1"? case ofnn pumping is observed when the strike zone is on
sir-frost for a) H~mode, b) L-mode and active Ar fi-ast the vertical target plates.
pumping, e) Himade d) L—mode.

pulse comment PNBl Ip “13(0) nNe(0) Te(0 Tp TE

MW MA 1019m-3 1017m-3 keV (sec) (sec)

32778 ELMy—ll-mode 18.0 3.0 5.0 l.l 5.0 5.5 0.38

33953 L—mode 10.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 4.5 1.8i0-1 0.20
34372 L-mode 14.0 2.0 2.5 1.6 5.0 l,3i.07 0.26

Table [I Overview ofplasma data in Mean edgefire/ling and exhaust studies in L- and H-modes

III Neon exhaust in radiative divertor plasmas - Distinctively lower particle replacement

times are observed in the case of neon gas-puff experiments (see table 11), which were carried

out as part of divertor radiative cooling studies. Similar to helium the l—l-mode particle
confinement time T; is about 2 to 3 times the L-mode case. Fig.3 shows the rapid decay of the

Ne10+ content following a puff of 2001115. Neon particle replacement times are about 5 to 10

times the energy confinement time.
IV.Experimental transport data (He gas—puff experiments) - Substantial progress has been ‘

achieved in the last experimental campaign at JET by a simultaneous measurement of carbon

and helium CX spectra. By imposing the ion temperature deduced from CX CV1 the

uncertainties in the analysis of the Hell spectrum - in particular in erroneous profiles gradients

induced by ‘plume‘ effects etc. - can be much reduced. Diffusion coefficients and convective
. . . . . . Vn

velocmcs are derived from particle flows F2 and gradients V11Z ( 1e. 4 =— ’ +vZ )
n n7. 7

measured during the period of density perturbation following the brief edge gas puff.
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Fig.3 Total confined neon content and its decay in L- d} steady state reconstruction afdensitvprofiles
mode and H—mode from 11(1), 0(1) and comparison wit/1

experimental zipper and lower error bars.
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Fig.5 Helium profile evolution during an H—mode, radiative divertor, gas-p19?" experiment (Be target tiles)
Experimental data and splinefit shownfor 4 minor radii, Vertical bars indicate statistical errors.

B) Neon transport studies - Neon density profiles (similar to the intrinsic impurity carbon)
remain even during substantial edge fuelling hollow (both in L- and H-mode) and convection

velocities are directed outwards for the major part of the profiles.
‘ 17

11.011 : A—-->—- ._...,..,...... 1m dirt-1111111 \110
flav- mms :rldinll 1.110

0,0
0.75

41-15 —. (unvufinn : 11,75
fl ;' Ilcldy 51.1: runmtmrtinn
i EE e.
5 «.50 ‘0-5 E 11.50.a.sn 5'E

0.15 1 u Imsss. 1.411114. “115

mg ""4" ’ 11339531 L417 1111:
tons), Land: ”395:. L-mod: 1 . 1 u m

." .., ,, , . 1 “W 1 1 1 41 '1‘" “‘1 o"‘_r:'6 0'“ M M 0.2 0.1 13.6 11.11 1.
an n, 11, 11.5 in .o ' ‘ ' x-« :12.120 1150 I, 1,511 3 ‘x=m l r -

lrldlmlzmrnl)

Fig. 6 Deduction ofneon transport data in L-mode confinement phase.

V. Beam fuelling experiments - A few experiments were performed with H- and L-mode
helium core fuelling making use of the two neutral beam boxes at JET one acting as a source
of high energy neutral helium and the second as diagnostic beam.
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Fig.9 Profile evolution afler .s'wilching—oflt/Ie lie fuelling beam a) L-mode #35473, b) H—mode #35466. For
comparison electron density profile (divided by l 0 and 20 respectively). Profiles at 20. l.\' and every 35ms.

Conclusion - Edge and central fuelling experiments were performed in the JET divertor
phase. Active pumping was achieved by deposition of an argon frost layer on the divertor
cryo—pumps. The observed helium replacement times Tl>>TE indicate that the development of
efficient helium pumps will have to play a key role on the route to acceptable values of 12;).
Edge and core fuelling have demonstrated that steady state helium profiles are reached on a
short time scale (both in H- and L-mode), and that in contrast to intrinsic impurity profiles,
such as Be. Ne, or C, which are found to be consistently hollow, helium assumes profile
shapes very similar to that of electron density profiles. No evidence at all is found of either
helium accumulation on the magnetic axis or close to the separatrix. Core transport appears
therefore not to be a limiting factor for projected next-step devices.
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Strongly inhomogeneous electron heat diffusivity in RTP
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FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica ’Rijnhuizen’,
Associatie EURATOM-FOM, P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

1Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita degli Studi di Milano, Milano, Italy
ltituto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Milano, Italy

1. Introduction

The standard assumption that the radial electron thermal diffusivity Xe is a smooth
function of the radius, is challenged by recent experimental results in the RTP tokamak.
These includes high resolution Thomson scattering data, pellet ablation experiments,
perturbative transport studies, and steady state off—axis heating. This paper reports on
these findings and relates them to observations made in other tokamaks.

RTP (R0 = 0.72 m, a : 0.164 m, ET 3 2.4 T, I1, 5 150 kA, pulse duration 3 600
ms) is equipped with a comprehensive set of diagnostics with high spatial and temporal
resolution, including a 20-channel heterodyne ECE radiometer, a 19-chord interferometer
and a 5-camera, SO—Channel SXR tomography system. A Thomson scattering system
measures electron temperature T8 and density ne along a vertical chord through the centre
of the plasma at 100 radial positions simultaneously, with a spatial resolution of 1.7 mm.

The plasma conditions can be manipulated with Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
and pellet injection. The ECH system consists of two 60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms gyrotrons,
(LFS O—mode and HFS X-mode, respectively), plus a 110 GHZ, 500 kW, 200 ms gyrotron
(LFS X-mode).

2. Experimental evidence
2.1. Thomson scattering data
The most direct evidence for the existence of a transport barrier comes from Te profiles
measured with Thomson scattering. A salient feature common to many Te profiles of
centrally EC heated RTP plasmas, is a narrow steep gradient region, i.e. a step in Te,
apparently associated with the sawtooth inversion radius rim, (Fig. 1) [1]. The step in
T8 is most pronounced at high qa. Temperature gradients of up to 1 MeV/m have been
observed, corresponding to a drop of the electron thermal diffusivity Xe with up to 2 orders
of magnitude in this narrow region, i.e. down to the neoclassical level of z 0.01 mZ/s.

2.2. Pellet ablation
Pellet ablation was studied by injecting a single pellet (velocity 2 700 m/s, 2 5 - 1018

atoms) into ohmic target plasmas (€1a = 4.1 — 5.3, n.3(0) : 3.5 — 5.5 -1019 m‘a) and taking
Thomson scattering profiles at various times during the ablation of the pellet [2].

Until the pellet reaches Tm, the changes in both Te and 71,: are restricted to the area
outside the pellet position, and here the decrease in Te is nearly balanced by the increase
in ne, i.e. hardly affects the plasma pressure pa; see Fig. 2a,b. When Tim, has been
passed, a rapid collapse of the core pressure takes place, brought about by a collapse of
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Figure 2: 1’: profiles affour RTP discharges during pellet

Figure 1: Ezample of a T, profile ablation, all taken on the some day under the same plasma

of an ECH heated RTP plasma with conditions (closed symbols). For comparison a pre-pellet

9a : 6.7 and 119(0) ': 2.5 - lfllnm‘a. profile in a similar discharge is plotted for each case (open

The sawtooth inversion radius for symbols). The region passed by the pellet is indicated by a

this discharge is near 2.5 cm, close horizontal arrow,- a vertical arrow indicates rm”.

to the location of the steep gradient. Note the collapse ofpc ahead of the pellet in the two latter

(10865.

Te without a compensating increase in ne; see Fig. 2c,d. The ECE time traces show a

behaviour consistent with the Thomson scattering profiles.
The rapid loss of energy within a few tens of its once the pellet has crossed rm",

corresponds to a temporary increase of Xe to 2 100 mZ/s over a large part of the plasma

cross—section. Apparently the pellet crossing rim, causes a temporary strong ergodization

of the magnetic field. This is corroborated by the behaviour of runaway electrons during

pellet ablation in TEXTOR [3]. These observations as such are no proof of the presence

of a transport barrier, but show that Tim, plays a special role in thermal transport.

2.3. Perturbative transport studies

The shape of xi“ near rim, was probed in RTP in a series of off-axis modulated ECH

(MECH) experiments, with on 2 3.2 — 5.0. The ECH resonance was always rm. = -4 cm

[4], which was outside rim, except for the lowest qa where rm 2 rm. For a resonance

position outside rm, the amplitude/phase data show a deep central hole/bump (Fig. 3a),

which is flattened out when the resonance is inside rm, (Fig. 3b).
The abrupt change of behaviour when the rim, position is met by the resonance radius

is an indication of the existence of a transport barrier located near rim. The different
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Figure 3: Phases and amplitudes (circles and diamonds, respectively) of heat pulses induced by MECH

as a function of radius. The first harmonic of the modulation frequency is shown for two RTP discharges
with (1a : 3.74 (left) and 3.25 (right), both with 110(0) '2 3.0 , 1019711‘3 and r", = 4 cm at the HFS, An

arrow indicates the position of rim; the power deposition is given by a shaded area.

Also shown are the best fits of the phase (full lines} and amplitude (dotted lines) profiles, obtained with

a transport barrier near rim. Only the HFS data and data in the central region (closed symbols) were

fitted, since the LFS data (open. symbols) sufi'er from suprathcrmal radiation.

behaviour of the discharge of Fig. 3b would then be due to power deposition inside rather
than outside the barrier. The simulations shown in Fig. 3 correspond to the latter hy-

inc
8pothesis, and have been obtained with a X profile characterized by a transport barrier

at rim (with xi“ 2 0.1 m2/s over a Width of 2 1 cm) and a nearly constant value of xi"
= 4-5 m2/s elsewhere.

2.4. Off-axis ECH
In a series of off-axis heating experiments with the 110 GHz gyrotron, 350 kW was in—
jected at rm/a 2 0.3 into ohmic target plasmas (on = 5.0, Zeff : 2 — 2.5). Thomson
scattering profiles of Te and n3 were taken 30 ms after switch-on of ECH, ie. when a
steady state has been reached. At. high densities hollow Tc profiles were obtained. For
the discharge shown in Fig. 4 a local electron power balance analysis was performed. As-
suming Xi = Xgmeacm”, one finds that X51} 2 0.02 mZ/s < x?" inside map. Even under

1.2. ‘ ‘ i” * ' _ .
AW“ Hit : Flgure 4: Te profile of RTP d15-Cwt i»O 8 .; b a I charge r19940701.034 during ofi—azis

‘ L 4‘3 twat I ECH, 30 ms {2 IOTE) after switch-; _
u’ i e a? _if. 0 6 : Waugh with 3 “Ni - on (closed symbols), compared to thec F My, ”h

E— 0 4 f o ‘3 W ‘ ohmic profile 0 a similar dischar el W 7 9
0,2:— ‘3’ - (open symbols}.
00 LL . T The ECH resonance position is

—50 O 50 100 marked by an arrow.
2 [mm]
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the unrealistic assumption T, : 0 everywhere, the calculated c’b 2 0.1 mZ/s is close to

neo-classical for r < rdep. Outside the power deposition zone xi” : 1 mZ/s, the usual
anomalous value for RTP.

It should be noted that these experiments differ from the previously described ones:

off-axis heating creates a hollow current density profile, and q rises above 1 everywhere.

Instead of a narrovsr transport barrier a broad region with low transport has appeared,
coinciding with the zone of inverted magnetic shear s.

3. Observations from other experiments

Fine structures in Te profiles measured with Thomson scattering have been seen in other
machines [5] Evidence of the existence of a transport barrier also comes from impurity
injection [6, 7] and pellet ablation [8].

Examples of transient regimes ofimproved confinement due to negative magnetic shear
s are the PEP-mode in JET [9], the regime achieved in DIII-D by rapid elongation ramp-
ing [10], and the Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance regime in Tore Supra [11].

4. Discussion
The Thomson scattering data provide persuasive evidence for the existence of a. strong
transport barrier near rim. Off-axis MECH experiments showed that power modulation

inside or outside 71,,” yielded Te perturbations with dramatically different phase and am-

plitude profiles, thus confirming the presence of a barrier near 7;“. The pellet ablation
experiment highlights the special role of Tim, in radial thermal transport: as soon as the

rim, surface is hit by the pellet, transport increases dramatically, not only at this radius,
but also in the outer region.

The creation and maintenance of a steady state hollow T2 profile is a unique observa-
tion, achieved in RTP because of the very good localization of the 110 GHz 2nd harmonic

X—mode ECH, and the large ratio PECH/Pg. With off-axis ECH no peaking of Te brought
about by an inward heat pinch is observed, as in DIII-D [12].
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1. Introduction. MED features of the low-aspect ratio tokamak plasma have been

studied on the START tokamak [1] both in “natur ” divertor and double-null (DND)

configurations [2]. Although the operational limits diagram in l/qcy. vs noR/B, space, Fig.1, is

similar to that for a conventional tokamak, no hard disruptions have been observed either at

high density or low-q limits. The internal reconnection event (IRE), which limits the

operational space on START is described and discussed.

2. Density limit study.

The density limit has been

studied using additional gas

puffing during the discharge.

The density rise was limited by

internal reconnection events

(IRE) [4], but these did not lead

to a major disruption.

Sometimes a spontaneous

density rise (451,511 ~ 50%) has

been observed in the “natural”

divertor configuration. In this

case the density rise features a

“soft” saturation or is limited by

1lqcyl qcyl
1.0 1

qq‘(START) from ITER definition

0.3 , J(START Jan 94 - Jun 95)
amen-1992)

”CV-19942Jmo1991)0-6 - Pmo / / -
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..fownb...” ...................... .

.4 > 0
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, (JET-1990)(FTU-1993)
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BER/B4; (1020/m2T)

Fig.1. Operational limits (Hugill) diagram for START.

sawteeth, but not by IRES, and is accompanied by a strong peaking of the SXR-profile, an
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increase in MED-activity level with a transition to a lower poloidal mode number, an increase

in bolometer signal and the appearance of a “radiating core".

A spontaneous density rise has also been observed in the DND-configuration,

accompanied by a decrease in the high-frequency fie fluctuations in the region of 0.6 - 1.4

MHz. At densities higher than 3x1019m‘3 edge localised activity has been observed mainly seen

near the X—point region, Fig.1. Irregular and regular (with frequency f ~ 3 ~ 12 kHz) spikes on

the Da signal are observed which are not correlated with sawteeth, central SXR or Mimov

oscillations (no magnetic precursor has been detected so far).

E
F' .2. lThe edgleglocalised guwwfiuimitwA.IIitiI,Iin.liii.l.I.11.I{t},I.1MwitmlilltitI,IJl1l.litallliltwltllliittt: Du X-puim’ an.

activity on a . é
START in DND gimmw'mhwwmWwwwwwmww .
configuration. 2— E Dumxdplnne’ a.u.

; MM /DND formation 3 ‘
E : C mmidpli, 3.11.

Elll‘il‘il lIL‘l J lliJLLlillliiillllilllliilllillllil'Zr mmidpi’ an.
27 3O 33 36 t, ms

2x104
l3=0
b/a:1.6

i 5:025
J (10:1.15

3. Low-q limit study. At the

low-q limit, values of qw ~ 4 have been

achieved, limited by IRE’s. The change viii-:3
of the plasma inductance during the IRE

leads to a loss of equilibrium in the

absence of a horizontal position 0 ‘
feedback system, preventing further 2'4 ' 2'8 3‘2 q‘V

reduction in q. Fig.3. Increase in q.y critical for low A, ERATO

The sufficient condition for ideal MHD stability of a cylindrical plasma, q." - (in > 1, [3]

at low aspect ratio becomes more severe. According to Degtyarev [4], the critical qw value

for destabilization of small-scale ballooning and ideal modes for A: 1.3 is q.”cril S 3.5 — 5
depending on the peakedness of the current density profile. ERATO code simulations for ideal
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n=1 kink modes for START show similar values of
tqf’i, Fig.3. The value of qW less then 4 obtained

on START is close to this ideal limit.

4. Internal Reconnections in START.

The extension of the stable operation region in

START both in the low-q and high density

directions is limited by IRES. Improvement in the

C I ll '— i ., vacuum conditions and boronization help to expand
L_14_L_JL1::::££E£ZJso3,54 3.57 36 363 366 3769 the operational space. During the IRE a large

SXRT
120 -— e- ___..

t, ms positive current spike occurs, Fig.4, accompanied

Fig.4. IREin START: plasma current, by an increase in radiation (CHI is shown as an
central SXR, CHI, amplitude ofMI-lDfl ctu tions with f>0 2 MHz example) and a decrease in the central SXR signal.

u a . .
Internal reconnections can happen any time during

the discharge and can have different precursors and consequences. As discussed in [5], low-

frequency (f < 200kHz) precursors to IRES are not always observed. However, the amplitude

ofhigh frequency magnetic fluctuations increases 10 - 20 us before an IRE.

In regimes with sawteeth and “snakes" it has been detemiined that the inversion radius

of the IRE is close to the q = l radius. The possible stabilization of sawteeth and other low-m

modes in the low-aspect ratio configuration is predicted by theory [1], but START appears to

be more stable than predicted, for example, by the criterion for collisionless reconnection of

the m=1 mode, [6]. However, the stability diagram plotting shear at the q = 1 surface along

the vertical axis, and density and temperature gradients along the horizontal axis, Fig.5, shows

some agreement with the trends predicted in [6]. Here all parameters are calculated with the

ASTRA code [7], using the experimental Tc and rtc profiles and assuming neoclassical

conductivity.

The density profiles in START often feature the broad shoulders with a peaked central

part, Fig.6. This peaking may be connected with the neoclassical particle pinch or with the

accumulation of impurities. If, as suggested by theory, the existence of a high density gradient

near the q = l resonance surface can stabilize the internal reconnection, then both flattening
of the density profile (caused by sawteeth or a reduction in the pinch) near the q = 1 surface
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or peaking ofthe profile inside q = 1 surface could cause the IRE. According to the Thomson

scattering data, the first case seems to be more plausible on START.

Fig.5. IRE stability diagram on START Fig.6. Typical tie and Te profiles

o - Unstable (IRE) .#24154 Te! eV #21610 n . 1019mg
0-6- o - Stab/e 500 e 6

“#23599 O —— Te
T1 0 4 . #21665 Ne

—°' I ' #23350 0 #216101: #21086. 01124175 0 250 3
. #23481 #24088
E #23501 0 #24041

0-2’ 00 O# 1747 01317784
#2350 #23290 q —l1 (AslTRA).~

0 #22999 8 . . , , 8
0.0 - ' ' .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
R, m(1.4 R is.” (n'In) (1.0.11 ’3) 1 4:1

5.C0nclusions. The operational regime space on START without auxiliary heating is

similar to that for a conventional tokamak, but is limited by internal reconnections (IRE) and

not by hard disruptions. Decrease in the density gradient near the q = 1 resonance surface may

be a possible cause of the internal reconnection.

A spontaneous density rise and edge localised activity seen in the DD. signal have been

observed in the Double-Null Divertor configuration. An increase in visible light radiation at the

magnetic axis, accompanied with spontaneous density rise and an increase in the low-m MHD

activity has been observed in several regimes.
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Introduction
The COMPASSD tokamak (R = 0.56m, 11 5 0.22m) is equipped with a vari—

ety of tools for study and control of low-m instabilities in single null divertor plasmas
(n‘ : 1.6) similar to those proposed for ITER and used on JET. High power ECRH (in
excess of lMW at GOGHZ) is used to approach the fl-limit and for control of both rotating
m = 2,72 : 1 instabilities and error-field-driven magnetic islands. Current—carrying sad-
dle coils outside the vacuum vessel allow error-field studies in H-modes and at high-5N,
including effects on ELMs. Key diagnostics for the error-field studies include fast Doppler
spectrometers [l] for measurements of the impurity-ion flow.

Error-field penetration in H-modes and at high flN
The model for penetration of helical field perturbations into rotating tokamaks de-

veloped by Fitzpatrick and Hender leads to a scaling with density in agreement with the
general observation that error—field-driven islands occur most readily at low fie. It has
been found on COMPASS-D, however, that errorvfields can penetrate very easily into
ELM-free H-modes [2] at very high densities (its up to 1.2 X 102°m'3). This has both been
eficial and troublesome consequences: generation of islands with small external fields can
help to spread the power striking the divertor target plates [3], and ELMs are triggered
by m = 2 modes, driven or natural, leading to a possible control method; on the other
hand the ELMs tend to be large and lead to disruptions [4]. It is notable that the ELMs
triggered by a stationary error-field island have rotating precursors, and the prompt effect
of the ELM can extend further into the plasma than the error-field island itself [2].

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of impurity toroidal velocity [1] as a helical field is applied
during an ELM-free H-mocle. The field is provided by four saddle coils below the X—
point, of about 90° poloidal extent, similar to the lower saddle coils in JET. lkA in all
4 coils provides Bf=2‘"=1 = 2.30G on a surface with R = 0.557111, 7‘ = 0.127m, K = 1.4.
Examination of a sequence of shots, with (195 = 3.3 — 3.9, shows that longer delays
between application of the error—field and penetration are associated with the plasma
velocity taking longer to drop sufficiently. 'The velocity shift before penetration seems to
be about 75% of the final value after penetration for these cases. The theoretical scaling
of penetration threshold is B;"=2‘"=1/B¢, 0c (Afm=2)“/3n§/3, where Afm=2 is the frequency
Change to bring the m = 2 frame to rest. Therefore, with the assumption that the m = 2
frame is shifted by a constant frequency with respect to the measured BIV velocity, Afm=z
is reduced by a factor 4 and hence the critical density is increased by a factor 16 for the
same error field. The observed its at penetration is indeed increased by about an order of
magnitude (scaling experiments remain to be done). The large change in poloidal velocity,
as measured from CIII emission [1], seems to play no major role; this may be understood
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in terms of its being localised well outside q = 2 in the H-mode transport barrier.
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Fig. 1: Penetration of error-fields at high density in an Ohmic ELM-free H—mode. Note
how the toroidal velocity drifts in the direction to make penetration easier (a). The pene«
tration, removal of sawteeth and subsequent ELM and disruption are seen in the enlarge—
ment (b). (195 = 3.6,BT = 1.21 T, 1,, = 170kA, 71:0: 170ms): 1.0 x 1020m_3.

Fig. 2 shows a pair of L—mode shots with and without ECRH, showing that the
error-field threshold is not substantially affected by the Change in [9N (flN reaches ~ 1.0
with ECRH) and the normal spin-up of the mode is seen after the error~field is removed
(cf. DIII-D, [5]). ECRH does however change the plasma rotation in a stabilising sense -
it increases via,(BIV) in the electon drift direction, and in many cases the locked mode
starts to rotate while the error field is still present, the rotation slowing if the ECRH power
is reduced. Initial data at higher fiN indicates a modest increase in error-field sensitivity.
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Fig. 2: Penetration of emor-fields into a high power ECRH discharge, compared to a
similar OH shot. 1,. = lGOkA, Br 2 1.16T, qg5 = 4.5 — 4.7. The critical Inddle is seen to
be the same (EN ~ 1 for the ECRH case) and the sawteeth are removed at penetration.
Both density traces are overlaid in the lower figure.

Modelling of ECRH for removal of error-field-driven islands
It has been shown [2] that ECRH localised close to the q = 2 surface can be used to

remove error-field—driven modes in COMPASSD. As with rotating modes, it is expected
that depositing the power at the 0—point should be much more effective than X—point
or average heating. However, experiments showed that there was little sensitivity to the
phase of the locked island with respect to the ECRH/ECCD antenna position (the error-
field was slowly rotated toroidally), and thus another mechanism for the stabilisation is
needed. It has been shown [6] that changes in A' occur quickly enough to influence the
stability as rapidly as observed, but the robustness of the technique and the fact that the
error-field mode is removed and stays absent suggests that more is involved. A non—linear
reduced-MHD code with plasma rotation included has now been used. An error-field is
applied to a stable, rotating plasma at a level to cause slowing, penetration and a steady
island. Axisymmetric heating is then added, and if the power is located sufficiently close
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Fig. 3: Modelling removal of error-field island with localised ECRH in rotating plasmas.
(a) the island unlocks for Ihcat = 0.84 —— 0.90 (:cq:2 = 0.82,r 2 r/a), (b) a threshold in
power, Plant, is seen. S = 105, and the 5% island remaining is due to the relatively low
value ofS in the simulation.

to q=2 (Thgag—qg 5, 0.1111 P(r) = Pheate_200(r_r"‘“‘l2) it is found that the initial reduction
in the island size due to A' changes is sufficient to allow the viscous drag from the rest
of the plasma to spin up the island which then decays (Fig. 3). A threshold power is
required (Fig. 3(b)) for the island to unlock.
Summary

Error fields are shown to penetrate at very high densities (fie ~ 1 X 10201114) in
ELM-free Hemode, and this is attributed to the slowing of the electron fluid rotation. The
Hemode transport barrier seems to have no significant effect on the penetration threshold.
No strong dependence of the errorefield threshold on M; is seen in ECRH-heated, L—mode
plasmas at 5N S 1, the limit of the data set. Earlier results showing removal of error-field-
driven islands by ECRH localised to q = 2 are consistent with resistive MHD calculations
when the effect of the bulk plasma flow is included.
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1_ H-mode thresholds

The H—mode threshold has been studied on COMPASS~D (R=0.557m, a=O.l7m, single-

nuu X-point divertor configuration, K~l.6) with emphasis on H-mode access at low density,

the regime proposed for H‘ER to minimise additional heating power. It has been reported

previously [1] that H—mode occurrence on COMPASS-D at line-average densities above

fie~2.5x10‘9m‘3 is not inconsistent with the ASDEX-Upgrade power scaling P,hresh /S(MW/m2)
: 4.4x10‘3BT fieB.r (103°m"1") [2], although sharp L-H transitions are not normally seen in

Ohmically heated discharges. Below fic-v2.5x10'9m'3 the H-mode was not observed, with up
to 0.7MW of ECRH. In this paper we report observation of improved confinement transitions

at considerably lower line-average densities, ~7x10‘3m'3 , using two different ECR (60 GHz,
$1.4MW) heating configurations.

With 2o)Ge X-mode ECRH (BT:I.IT, nominal resonance R=O.54m, IF=155kA, q95~4,
PENSIMW) efficient absorption is obtained at line-average densities substantially lower than

the local cut-off value, 2.2x1019m'3. Fig LOOP
1 shows data from one such discharge 2"?)"5 1. SN ”480 ‘
(fie~8x10”m'3) where the ECRH power scan 0 ‘ ‘ ‘ - A
is increased in steps to identify the $35;02E
threshold. Substantial electron heating 32:3:zl-
is produced: the loop voltage falls from (10%”) 0 ..
~lV to £0.1V and volume—averaged Dam) I...“
election temperatures exceeding 6keV dam/dd“?
can be inferred from the measured (T/S)mum
diamagnetic energy. When me RF input . [LG"
power exceeds ~0.6MW a sharp, ~factor gillzldalofl

2, reduction is seen on the DI signal EMSOW
accompanied by a marked increase in 0too 140 180 220 260
dfie/dt (from ~0 to ~5x1020m'3/s). If it Time(m5)
is assumed that the density increase Fig 1: Parametersfor have ECR heateddeulerium

coficsponds to a transition to infinite discharge,lp=150kA,BT=1.1T. The H»made
transition is at ~197mr. The value of 15 after
~21OM: is unreliable due to RF cubafjf

particle confinement time, then the
required particle influx to give the
measured density rise rate, scaled to the D0, level, gives a particle confinement time of 5ms prior
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to the confinement enhancement. This. when compared with the measured energy confinement
time of 8ms prior to the transition, is not an unreasonable value and suggests that particle
retention is indeed very high after the transition. The total radiation rises from 35kW to
l65kW (~ 1/4 of the total input power), whereas the density increases by a factor 2.5. indicating
no increase in relative impurity density. Diamagnetic measurements show only a modest rise
in energy confinement time at the transition, from 8 to 10 ms. The transient nature of this
increase is a direct result of the particle confinement enhancement — as the density rises the
coupling of the RF into the plasma is reduced, the electron temperature falls (loop voltage rises)
and TE (calculated with reference to the incident ECRH power) decreases to ~3ms. The peak
measured ”CE of 10ms corresponds to an H-factor of ~2 (cf ITER89P), with H~l.6 prior to the
transition. No clear ELMs are seen in these discharges but the reduction in DCl , increase in fie
and decrease in magnetic edge activity suggest that this is an H-mode which is self—
tenninating, but not abruptly so, due to the degradation in RF heating efficiency as the density
rises. Low density 2a)cc ECR heated discharges can be sustained for longer periods, and attain
H-factors Close to 2, provided that the H-mode transition is avoided [3].

ECRH has also been applied in low density discharges using a combination of low—field—
side O—mode and high-field-side X-mode launch with fundamental absorption at higher toroidal
field (BT=I.9T, IP=200kA, q95~5). Loop 1: SN15393 E
The cut-off density (O—mode) is a mltageé— _E
factor 2 higher than for the 203w ECRH 0
experiments (4.4):10'9m'3 at the Power
resonance field value of 2.14T, which Unity/‘2 0
occurs 0.07m inboard of the plasma dens“)!

(1019m‘3h5
t

centre; off-radial propagation and
refraction effects broaden and shift 0M3“)

the absorption zone). Code 53
calculations [4] show that the RF dBe/dt
absorption is less efficient at mm, (Us) -50 II In

05 .—
particularly for O-mode. Fig 2 shows PoloidalM

Beta OETHilllil||illlilllilllilllilllill
260data from a discharge with stepped 100 140 180 220

RF power, which exhibits a transition Time (ms)

ill
ll
ll
ll
ll
l

ll
ll
iI
ll
l

event, with a sudden decrease in D
‘1 Fig 2: Parametersfor 2w“, ECR heated deuterium

and mcrease In [15' “16 dens1ty disc/large, lp=200I01,BT=1.9T. The Harrods- — r9 -3increase saturates at DMZ-5X“) m transition is at~192ms.Dithering H—mode
as a regular near-sinusoidal H—L-H walnut-220m-
oscillation, or dithering transition. develops (see Du trace) indicating threshold behaviour. The
L-H transition occurs at about the maximum available heating power and higher power
behaviour cannot presently be explored. by values (~O.55) are less than those reached with 20)“
heating (~O.75), despite nearly twice the input power, and the lower loop voltage drop also
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indicates less efficient heating.

Estimated energy confinement times

(~3ms) and H-factors (~1). computed

using the incident rather than absorbed

power. are low in these discharges.

Again. no ELMs are observed in these

low density H-modes.
Fig 3 shows these ECRH

discharges on a P/S vs fieBT diagram,

together with data from Ohmic

discharges. It is clear that at low

densities on COMPASS-D the H—mode

power threshold increases as the

density is reduced, in contrast to the

usual Pumhocne or news scalings. At
fic=7x1013m'3. the 10west density at
which an H-mode transition has been

ELM-[tee H-mode l [1.1T] . [1.9T]
ELMy H-mode El (1.1T] O [1.9T]

a
o. o 5’

0 2 ‘0' Q‘ U v
o c

l o 030.15 0 p.
E I C! o
\ o3 O ' o
E 01 D I

Q 3
n. 0.05 CI /

/

o / lo 0.4 0.8 1.2
neBT(102°m‘3 T)

Fig 3: H-mode threshold diagram for Ohmic and ECRH
discharges. The line shown corresponds to the
ASDEX-Upgrade scaling:

Pt],resh/S(MW/m2)=4.4x10'3neBT(l020m‘3 T).

Obtained, the measured P”mh of 0.65MW is a factor ~40x that predicted by the ASDEX—

Upgrade scaling. Reversal of the ion VB drift direction has given only L—mode plasmas,

although not all scenarios have been investigated for this field direction. DUI-D have also

observed a power threshold minimum at intermediate densities, Alcator C-Mod and JFT-ZM

report low—density limits [5]. A possible cause for these observations is discussed in the next

section.

2. MHD stability of ELMs
At higher densities the transition to

and from ELM-free H—mode in
COMPASS-D is better correlated with
[5N [5B(%)aB1/IP(MA)] than with
power alone [6], suggesting that
pressure stabilisation of the
instabilities responsible for Type III
ELMs plays a role. Current ramp-
down, where the edge current density

is reduced, stimulates a transition to

ELM-free H—mode see fig 4. Also
shown is the opposite effect, where a
programmed rise in surface voltage is
applied in order to increase the edge

Plasma _cum“. '80 __ SN13961 _
(M) 130 _ _.

LOOP 1.0 — .d
Voltage —— _
(V) 0.0 — _

Dutau) 0‘2 —
DJ

160 170 150
Ptasma 150 swam —Cun'ent W
(M) ‘40 I :

2.5Loop _
Voltage 2" _
(V) 2.0 _

I.6 —
0,3 — __

Du (an) 02 _ _
0" lullJJliHllHlilllilll] JJJIJUIIIIIII

160 mm (m) 170
Fig 4: SN 13961: Ohmic discharge with current ramp-down
to reduce edge current. This results in production of ELM
-free H-mode. SN13988: Discharge with programmed surface
voltage rise to increase edge current. This results in the
production oftype-III ELMs in an ELM-free ohmic discharge.
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current. In this case. Type III ELMs are produced in em ELM—free part of the discharge. Both of
these observations suggest that edge current is destabilising. In these particular examples the

effect is transient. limited by current diffusion times (~15ms for Ar~0,08m at lOOcV) and is

only reliably produced in discharges close to ELMefree and ELMing behaviour respectively.
Edgeelocalised ECRH reduces the frequency of type 111 ELMS [7], consistent with
improvement in H-mode stability due to increased edge pressure or pressure gradient.

The currentadriven peeling mode [8] which is an ideal—mhd mode localised near the surface
of the plasma, driven by finite edge current and stabilised by increased pressure gradient, has
many of the right properties to explain these phenomena. The criterion that [3N exceed some
critical value (~l) for ELM-free Hanode may also explain the low density observations. At
constant IF and ET, the criterion implies that the plasma energy must exceed some threshold
value. At these low densities on COMPASSD "CE x nc' [8] and hence Pamh cc 1/nc. In addition
the low collisionality associated with high Te means that fire bootstrap curent becomes more
significant, increasing the edge cun‘ent density and so increasing further the power threshold,
according to peeling mode theory. This is consistent with the observation in high temperature
20)“ heated discharges at the ELM—free H-mode transition of experimental [3N values greater
than those at higher densities [6].

3. Summary
A significant increase in H—mode power threshold is observed on COMPASS-D in low

density ECR heated discharges. H-factors as high as 2 are observed High particle confinement
after the L-H transition and the absence of ELMs leads to a fast rise in density, degrading the
RF coupling into the plasma and limiting die duration of the H-mode.

,At higher densities, where Plhrcsh increases with ma, experiments which change edge current
density and edge pressure gradient are observed to influence ELM behaviour, consistent with
discharge stability determined by the current—driven peeling mode. The observed increase in
power threshold at low densities is also consistent with this theory.

This work was jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and Euratom.
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Estimate of magnetic reconnection in sawtoothing
RTP plasmas by means of soft x-ray tomography

C.P. Tanzi. HJ. de Blank‘. and the RTP team

FOvlnstituut voor Plasmaivsica 'Rijnhuizeni. Association Euratom-FOM.
13.0.Box 1207. 3—130 BE Nieuwegein. The Netherlands

‘ hilax—Planck lnstitut fiir Plasmaphvsik. EL'R.»\TOM Association. Garching. Germany

Introduction, motivation
Sawtooth instabilities are in general clearly visible on soft X-ray (sxr) diagnostics. and

their 17! 2 l poloidal mode structure is often well reconstructed by means of multiple

camera tomography. On RTP. five cameras covering the whole plasma cross section

allow to reconstruct the 2D emissivity profile [1] and to stud)‘ the spatial structure of

the m = l instability during sawtooth oscillations.
Various theoretical models proposed for the sawtooth collapse have attributed

different importance to the processes of {i} ideal MHD convection. (ii) resistive MHD
reconnection. and (iii) enhanced crossfield transport. The presence of either processes

{1'} or (ii) is well established. because of the clearly observed in : 1 ('lisplacement

of the hot core. It has long been hoped that process (ii) could be distinguished by

sxr tomography because changes in magnetic topology cause changes in the topology
of emissivity contours in tomogranis. However. even with the increasing numbers of

poloidal views of present day sxr systems. the determination of changes in magnetic

topology has remained ambiguous.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that (plantitative estimates of the

amount of reconnection and/or radial transport during the m = 1 precursor phase can
be given. hence di. iminating between the ideal m : 1 displacement (7?) and the noir
ideal processes (ii) and {iii}. The method. first presented in Refs. [2.3] is to compute
from the sxr tomograms several ideal MHD invariants that systematically decrease when
nonrideal relaxation processes (reconnection. transpcn't) are present. These decrements

are then compared with the values obtained from a model (phantom) of the emissivity
during m : 1 reconnection.

In contrast with Refs. [2.3]. now definite quantitative results can be given. “‘5 now
provide proof that the changes in measured ideal MHD invariants cannot be caused by
the finite spatial resolution of the sxr diagnostic in combination with the tomographic
method. For this we have used phantoms that represent purely convective (ideal MHD)

m : 1 displacements. and have verified that for m 2 1 amplitudes that match the
observed ones. the MHD invariants derived from the tomograms do not change signifi—
cantly. The ease of one sawtooth precursor during intense ECR heating of RTP plasmas
is presented. with an m = 1 precursor which is consistent with an ideal in = 1 displace-
ment. By contrast. precursors during ohmic heating. a few sawtooth periods later in
the same discharge. are shown to involve reconnection.

Description of experiment
Two sawteeth during the same discharge are presented. as they allow comparison of ECR
heating and ohmic limiting. The target plasma has a central density 77C 2: l >< 103011173.
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11111) 2 3,1 and T1 varying betwez-‘u T1 : 1lte\" during the 340 11“" ottlaxis heating phase
with the 110 GHZ EC‘RH system [l] and an estimated a. SOOeV in the ()hmic phase.
The 11 = l radius is estimated from the Tho111sor1 scattering T, profile following new
1115;: al 1:1,)11du1‘tivity at 1'1’11 ”a 0.3 (.3 em)[3]. EC'RH power is depositml otllaxis at about.
r/‘n 2 (1.13. 1.leter111i11i11g a low shear and 11(0) 2 1. \V'e first. 1‘('>neentrate on a sawtooth
with large precursor during the heating phase. which we compare to another sawtooth
4 ms after EC'RH was: switched ofi’. The latter emissivity profile is broader and the
emissivity in the centre increases by 30%. The sxr tomog 1111s of the precursors of both

sawteeth show a displacement of the hot 1‘01‘9 and a flat region in the emissivity, During

the rotation of thsee m : 1 structures. the Hat region continuously changes shape. with
the result that visual inspection of the toinograms cannot distinguish an m : l island
from an ideal MHD perturbation. \Ve therefore in the next seetion use the method of

Refs, [2.3].

Analysis method
Two alternative models [phantoms] are used to simulate the 111easure1nents ot' the

m = 1 redistrilmtion of soft xera‘v ennssivitv prior to the sawtooth crash.
One model for the emissivity profile is based on the 111agueti1‘ reeo11necti011 model

of Kadomtsev i6] and is described in Ref [3] To ensure that the emissivity in the

«frow i110 island 1s exa1tlv constant. the e111issivit1 profile 1s 1l1osen as in Ref [3}: 1~(r*) ~

lruidth
b1 111E1l‘( lung the two values I r (I .r and j (,7 r“ 1/“.1‘. The sawtooth mixing radius rum. in

1' The heiulrt and width oft (r J to fit the e\pe1i111ental profile are obtained

the model is chosen ('onsistent with the measurement hi the model. rum : 1:1.

The other. new_1l ' developed. model 11111111 es ideal \lHD motion onl) \Ve assume

incompressible flow 111 the poloidal tiny) plane giverr by the stleam function 1/5. with
{(1') ~ (1 r r2]2[l + 21'2). and where 1' is normalized to I'mi» Line integrals over the

emissivity profile e(.r.y) t.1150]1(,l()elllislll‘Glllt‘ll'fSi). deformed by this flow pattern. are

computed by traeing baelc a sufficient: number of points 1111 these lines a1:<.‘or‘1,li11g to the
repeated steps Ar : 7At 1/ [f 4. rfE/J/r). Ay = At ‘/ ray/r. For comparison with the
111easure111e11ts. the local emissivity is calculated by tomographic inversion. The same

emissivity profile as for the reeon11ertive phantom is used.
As mentioned beftu‘e. it is inadequate to directly eon1pare the tomograms 11.1211)

of the phantoms with tomograms of the 111easured data, Instead. we employ suitably
ehosen ideal MHD invariants. They are integrals over 1 111s of the t1.)111ographie do-
main. bounded by given values of ctr. 1/). The present definition differs from the one in
Refs. [2.3] by employing MT instead of (._ This Choice is based on the dependence of 1: on
density and temperature as E X 111T“. so that VT is approximately conserved. Exat't
conservation is assumed in the reconnection model for the emissivr ‘ In the absence of
sources and sinks. the conservation is exact it o : 0 (mass conservation) and it o = 2

(energy conservation). The invariants are of the form

Hte_. )E / (12.1'(\/1T‘— flit} — / (fifty/:7 \./1—j_1\_)'l

1I>1_ c>z+

This C ualititv decreases Whenever reconnection. or )‘drticle and enerO'v trans wort. tnliesl . (-1, l
)la1‘e in the domain defined b\' L _ < r < t: . l11 the ease of island n‘rmvl‘h. the decrease. + c:
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is quadratically proportional to the reconnected area. On the longer time scale of
the sawtooth rise, H increases due to heating. In our analyses, the full range in e is
subdivided into 14 intervals [e_, 6+], equally spaced in ME.

Results
Fi . 1a shows the invariants H calculated from the tomograms of one sawtooth du-

ring the ECRH phase, together with em” and its displacement (1') as in Refs. [2,3].
We concentrate on the behaviour close to the crash time, comparing its slope with
the slopes in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c, which show H computed from the reconstruction
of pseudo—measurements for the Kadorntsev and the ideal MHD model, respectively.
Fig. 1c shows that H is indeed an MHD invariant, even after the spatial resolution of
the system is taken into account. The comparison of the slope of H in Fig. 1a before
the crash with Fig 1c shows that the sawtooth of Fig. 1a is consistent with an ideal
displacement 2 Sam (r/a : 0.3) (for which a similar slope is seen). It can be seen that
the reconnection model (Fig. 1b) with an island width of less than 3 cm (corresponding
to 30% reconnection) exhibits such small decrease of H that it is also consistent with the
measured values (Fig. 1a). However, the displacement (:c) of the hot core (also shown
in Fig. 1b) is too small to be consistent with the measurements. We conclude that in

this case the process is driven by ideal MHD.

A 8"——-—F“‘—fl——————
5
i

6— _

4 _ ‘ ...

x 2 l l

ma
(a

.u
.)

H
(c

m
)

O 2 4 6

time (ms) island width (cm) displacement (cm)

Fig. 1 The MHD invariant H as given in this paper, shown for / of14 equispaced intervals
in V5. The line corresponding to the q : 1 surface is marked; surfaces inside the q = 1 are
lines below it. em” and its average (:5) displacement are also given. (a) From tomograms of
a sawtooth during ECR heating. From tomograms calculated from the pseudouneasurements
Ola model following Karlomtsev (b), and following ideal MHD displacement (c).
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For (-omparison. we show a sawtooth during the Dllllllt' phase. for which it will be shown

that 1’t-‘(‘(‘)1111CC121()]1 does take place. Measurements are shown in Fig. 2a and the decrease
ofH is Visible from 1‘ = 109.1 ms, Fig. ‘21) shows that. before the sawtooth Crash. at 199.2
ms. this is consistent with an island width of about Jeni. corresln'niding to about 50%

recomiet't'ion. Fig. 2e shows the ideal MHD evolution of a phantom wit h I'm“ : \f‘j 117:1”

in which there is no mmparable (let‘rease of H. lt van be argum’l that. dur- to loss of re»
olution. H is not always constant for ideal MHD displacements. as Fig. 1(: in particular

shows. However. to olitain a decrease of H comparable to the one in Fig. 2:1. a "mix

too large to lie eonsisteut with the measurements would be needed, This is consistent
with a decrease of the magnetic Reynolds number of at. least 30% from the previous

vase. Summarizing. the analysis shows that a sawtooth in the EC‘RH-frec phase (though

prolialily not Fully relaxed to an Olllllit‘ steady state) shows at least 5091. retroimectim1
before the crash. so that the m 2 l precursor is not ideal KlHD. Sawtooth prerursors
during oil-axis EC'RH on the other hand are determined by ideal MHD processes.

time (ms) island width (cm) displacement (cm)

Fig. 2 .15 Hg. 1. for a sawtooth during the Ohmir phase.
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MODELLING THE NEUTRALISATION AND ENERGY

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF MeV IONS DURING CONIBINED
ICRF AND NBI HEATING IN JET

AJ.G.Stuart, S.C.Dalla, L-G.Eriksson, AGondhalekar

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 313A, England

Introduction: Impurity Induced Neutralisation (UN) of hydrogenic ions [1] is applied to analyse the

flux of MeV energy atoms during combined hydrogen minority ion cyclotron resonance frequency

heating (D(H) ICRF heating) and deuterium neutral beam injection (NBI) heating in JET. When NBI
was applied during ICRF heating simultaneously (i) the ICRF driven proton tail temperature Tp was

observed to decrease slowly, (ii) a reduction in the proton density n in the tail took place, and (iii) a

deuteron distribution was created with energy 0.§5E(MeV)sl.1. ese measurements'suggest that
during NBI the RF power available for fundamental frequency heating of proton minority decreases,

that part of the ICRF power goes to second harmonic heating of the high energy deuteron species and

that flit/“D decreases due to beam-induced dilution and/or transport.

To test this hypothesis we present (i) measurements of hydrogen and deuterium fluxes, using a high

energy neutral particle analyser (NPA), showing the behaviour mentioned above, (ii) an outline of the

{IN model and its application to the above data in order to deduce the energy distribution function

f(E) of the ICRF driven protons and deuterons, (iii) modelling of the Stix energy distribution function

{5(5) for the experimental conditions.

Experimental setup and measurement of evolution of hydrogen flux, FH(E):

Pulse N0135266 Pulse No: 35266

E 6 A m b ' lE 4 _ irH (E = 0.29 MeV) [RA I._ \ . k.E 2 ‘ w
l9 \ — E = 035 MeV r»,_\ |

0 . —,_,~M ”Mg—1
A 15 E % , t
5 0 4 ‘ — E : 0,45 MoV in“, l
:- 1 ”Mi “‘m—

e 5 — A.
a“ . 3. — E = 0.56 MeV fro.“ t

0 1 Jew.“ e-_\__t/, Aa ,t a ‘g a _ l)“ I _ E = 0.63 MeV Him ‘
i — J 4““ l
,_ 4.14V] ‘ ”l ‘—‘,’WM+ we“
3 NF, aM Mk,“ _ E = 0.82 MeV New, l
A "\a ”\WWNIi like;M l> U ”.M
g 1 — \ ' E = 0.95 MeV that? ‘
:3 LN ; .t-.k',avlt'ri»t l ”WM0 - a « —‘ ' ””fl‘ "
u", -W—xh l' ""‘x l E =1.10Mev | li‘t W]
‘1 0 1‘1 1‘2 l— . Hd'ulttlt"‘.‘(ilt.l Vi l'l‘tuth‘twc _ L, - 3
I. 11 12 13 14

Time (s) _,I mm (s)

I“.1:Dr' I 'thB=3.2T,I ,
Hg 6“ ertum P asma M ‘l’ ‘l' Fig. 2: Hydrogen flttxreceived in the eight channels
_ _ 19 -3 _
gjitu'a? gafffigm ”' in' 2:01???"a):'eIf; of the NPA Spanning 0'295E(‘l[.“V)51'1' rtze
configuration, was applied for D(H) ICRF hearing literature or t=12 5 rs due to NB.[ rumng the denstty

at the plasma cenrre. NBI deuterium was applied at of electron donors which are etther [H] tons or the

80 kV in oct.4 and at 140 kV in 061.8. The [art trace beam atoms themselves.
shows evolution of0.36 MtytIrogen flux received
by the NPA from the plasma.
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Measurements were made with the NPA located
at the top of the torus with its vertical line-of-

sight intersecting the ICRF resonance and the
oct.4 NB at lhe plasma centre. The measured
hydrogen flux THUS) is due to neutralisation of
lCRF driven protons with vZ/v4, 2 2x102, their
banana tips lying on the line-of-sight and within

the ICRF power deposition region. Thus THUS)

and inferred fP(E) are representative of the FU'59N‘7‘35269

plasma core region. 3 5 _

Fig.1 shows evolution of ICRF power, total NBl [2)

power, Tc(0) and I‘H(E) in one NPA channel. As if 0 k
15 - [by—v -

expected, FH(E) arises with application of ICRF

and is amplified due to NBl raising the density of

electron donors at t=12s. However FHGE) decays

to zero at t=13s whilst ICRF and NBI are still

applied. Fig.2 shows that such evolution of

FH(E) occurs at all energies. This is due to a

combination of reduced plasma transparency for

the exiting high energy hydrogen atoms,

increased attenuation of the NBs, and reduced
nH/nD due to NBI induced dilutiOn and/or
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transport. Fig.3 shows deuterium flux, FD(E), E 11 H

which arises when NBl is applied. Thermal Time is)

deuterons are unaffected by the ICRF; only beam

deuterons are heated. Fig. 3: Evolution of deuterium flux at £20.36 MeV

in a similar plasma to #35266. Note that the flux

arises only when NB] is applied.

Deduction of fp(E) from measured flux THO?) using IIN modelling: Agents for neutralisation of

MeV energy protons are hydrogen-like [H] ions of the main impurities in JET plasmas, carbon and

beryllium[1]. Significant populations of such [H] ions are maintained by charge exchange with ,

deuterium atoms present in the plasma due to recycling, NBI, and NB halo. When the NPA line-of—

sight intersects a NB contributions due to direct CX with beam and halo atoms also arise. Thus,

fp(E’) = F1103/ { ME) X 805) } (1)
where €(E) is plasma transparency for the exiting high energy hydrogen atoms and PV(E) is the total

proton ueutralisation rate. PV(E) is the sum of rates due to: charge exchange with thermal deuterium

atoms, beam atoms, halo atoms, different species of [H] impurity ions q; and recombination

respectively. Densities n [or C5+ and Be3+ are computed in a steady state, infinite, homogeneous

plasma with characteristic parameters of the plasma centre using measured densities of C6+ and Be‘jML

and using a statistical balance formalism for ionisation equilibrium between impurity nuclei and [H]

ions. Only collisions with electrons and neutral deuterium are considered; minority species are

assumed to have no effect on the ionisation balance. Hydrogenic impurity ions created in octant 8, 9

metres around the torus, may migrate to octant 4 and, in a similar way, those created in octant 4- by ex

from NBI may leave the region viewed by the NPA: we denote the coupling coefficients by 74,8- The

background thermal deuterium atom density ad is the only free parameter in this model which is

determined over a controlled change of beam neutrals.

In figure 4 we show the deduced experimental proton distribution function integrated along the NPA

line-of sight; in fig. 5 we shew the deduced deuterium distribution function.
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Table I:
- ammcters:

gigsgijdnpdcnsity, new) [1019 111—3]

electron temperature, Tc(0)[c]

average plasma ion charge, Zeff . ‘3

best fitted thermal deutcnum dcnstty nd (0) (m )

ity from octnnt 4 NB] ( 1013 [n.2, )

neutral density from octant 8 N131 ( 1013 m'3)

density of beryllium nuclei ( 1017 111-3)

coupling coefficient from octant 4 N131;Y4

coupling coefficient from octant 8 N81: 1’8

density of hydrogen-like beryui ( 1013 “3)

density of carbon nuclei ( 1017 m-S)

coupling coefficient from count 4 NBI: Y4

coupling coefficient from octant 8 NBI: Y8

ity of hydrogen—like carbon ( 1014 m-3)

ncuml dens

dens

”5:036 MeV) ( 10-3 5‘1)
E(13:0.36 McV)

measured FH(E=O.36 McV) ( 1011 rn'zkeV‘lst‘ls'l)
deduced fn(E=O.36McV)( 1013 m-Zkev~lst-1)
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Fig. 4: Deduced ICRF driven proton energy
distribution fiinction f (E), integrated along the
NPA Iine-ofisight. fag?) at t=12.155 has been
mate/ted to that at 17.95 by adjusting the thermal
deuterium density in the plasma whilst assuming the
proton distribution fiinclion is unchanged: "d =
1012 m‘3 is deduced. The tail temperature of the
distribution function reducer slowly and the
hydrogen minority density in the tail above 0.3 MeV
continuously decreases after NBI is introduced.

1:11.95 t=12.155 1:12.55 1:12.85
2.8 3.0 3.9 6.3
5.5 7.8 8.7 7.8
1.8 1.7 2.2 2.0
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0 22.7 11.6 1.5
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n/a 0.037 0.038 0.045
n/a 0.026 0.026 0.025
3.1 16. 21. 5.7
5.4 5.2 12. 14.
n/a 0.030 0.031 0.033
n/a 0.026 0.026 0.026
2.0 8.8 12. 3.7
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Modelling of ICRF-driven proton distribution function using Stix's analytic theory:

The energy distribution function was modelled for

the experimental conditions using the Stix theory [3] ”Pulse No: 35266

which determines a flux surface, pitch angle
averaged distribution fS(E) in the zero»banana—width
approximation. The linevintegrated fS(E) was
calculated at several time points close to those of the
measurements shown in fig.4. The [CRF power
deposition profile PH(r) required as input for the Stix
calculation was computed using the PION—T code
[4] in which the effect of N81 was simulated by
rapidly increasing the deuteron majority temperature

from measured Ti a 4 keV before NBl to 30 keV

during NB heating. This caused reduction of ICRF r

power available for hydrogen minority heating due ‘1‘ _

to increased absorption at second harmonic of trans/er 1“ "We \\

deuteron ion cyclotron frequency. \ "I” \ \

Using PH(r) computed with constant nH/nD = 0.1 "0’: x 0‘4 0‘13 &3—\ [0’

during NBl, the modelled fS(E) gives tail BMW)

temperatures strongly decreasing with time, shown ‘

in fig.6. This is contrary to the measurement of

nearly constant TP until 12.55 and then a slow
decline. A better correspondence of modelled fS(E)
with measurements was obtained when nH/nD was
allowed to linearly decline from 0.1 to 0.03 during ‘ . , . ‘b , E

125t(s)sl3. This result is only of qualitative value "II/”D = 0] The Igniting Stir dmn monffi.)
. . . shows rapidly decluzrng rail temperature, in

because: (I) Whlle the NPA measures f (E) for tons disagreemenrwirh the measurements/town infig 4.

in a narrow pitch-angle range around 31/2, [5(E) is

pitch»angle averaged, (ii) the Stix model is valid in steady—state while the experimental conditions are

transient with PH(r) varying on a time-scale shorter than the slowing~down time of the measured iOns.

These weaknesses may be overcome by using the timeidependent PION-T code in which the Fokker—

Planck equation is solved without using the approximations of Stix.

tlsllTo (key)

Log
is

(m
'Z

‘ke
V"

-s
t“)

,5)
.

i.)
mu

;

Fig. 6: Result ofsimulutiwr raring Slix‘s model. The
required input of radial profile of [CRF heating

power density available to hydrogen minority,

PH{r), was computed using the PlON—T Code with

Summary:
1. The IIN model has been used to deduce the energy distribution function of lCRE driven protons

and deuterons during combined ICRF and NBl heating.

2. Thermal deuterium density in the plasma centre of 1012 m'3 is determined with estimated
uncertainty 3 factor of three.
3. Sharing of applied ICRF power between proton minority and NB injected deuterons is observed.

4. In order to model the measured evolution of proton tail temperature during NBI it is necessary to

invoke steady reduction in nH/nD due to beam induced dilution and/or transport.
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Abstract
Runaway electrons up to few MeV energy have been detected in the plasma current ramp—up

of JET low density ohmic discharges, by measuring the emitted perpendicular hard X—ray
bremsstrahlung radiation A diffusion model, simulating the temporal evolution of the line
integrated hard X—ray signals has been used to obtain2 the runaway radial transport coefficient
in the central region of the plasma (r/a<0.5): D ~0.2 m2/.s The data allow to set a lower limit on
the level of radial magnetic field fluctuations 1n the plasma core.

1. Introduction
The diffusion of runaway electrons in tokamak plasmas provides useful information for

understanding the mechanisms involved in anomalous particle transport
Both electrostatic and magnetic turbulence theories have been considered in order to explain

the anomalous transport; runaway electrons are particularly suited to testing magnetic
turbulence as they closely follow the magnetic field lines. So far, the runaway diffusion
coefficient has been measured in several tokamaks by using different methods and typical
values are in the range D: O.05- 1 m2/s (see [1] for a review).

The runaway electron measurements described 1n this paper have been performed during the
start up phase of JET ohmic discharges 1n the 1994 campaign. Typical discharge parameters
were: it ~ 0. 5— 1. 5x1019 m 3, p—l— 1.6 MA and B ~2.75 T. Three sets of instruments have
simultaneously detected the x-ray bremsstrahlung emission (perpendicular to the magnetic field)
of runaway electrons: the collimated fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) monitor, with 10
horizontal and 9 vertical channels [2], sensitive to x-rays in four energy windows from 133
keV to 400 keV (such cameras replace the neutron detection cameras in the neutron profile
monitor when LHCD studies are in progress); the y-ray spectrometer, with a vertical central line
of sight; the hard x-ray monitor scintillators, viewing at the plasma on the equatorial plane.
Both the spectrometer and the scintillators are sensitive to photons above 200 keV.

2. Experimental Data
A typical time trace of the line integrated x-ray emission (”photon brightness") from the FEB

central vertical detector (channel 15, energy window = 133—200 keV), is shown in Fig.1 for
shot 29586, together with the LIDAR electron density, the plasma current, the loop voltage, the
hard X-ray and neutron emission. The signal starts at t~0. 2 s after the beginning of the
discharge, it increases up to a maximum at tp ak~~l s (tpflk=time of maximum signal in the
central chord) and then it decays to almost zero level at t~4 5. Tile same behaviour is shown by
the y-ray spectrometer, whose spectra also indicate an average electlon energy of roughly 2
MeV.

The most interesting feature of the FEB data is the different time evolution of the line
integrated signals in different chords (Fig.2). The maximum ill the measured x-ray emission is
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reached progressively at later times in the edge chords than in the central ones: the effect is
present on both cameras and is symmetric with respect to the plasma magnetic axis (venical
camera) and the 2:0 cm plane (horizontal camera).

The brightness data are converted to the local X-ray emissivity through a l-D inversion
algorithm. The code (ORION) uses a minimisation procedure which fits a trial FEB emissivity
radial profile. It ts found that the emissivity radial profiles, initially peaked, tend to flatten with
time. The local x ray emissivity dI/dtdhv (in W/m3keV) can be expressed by the approximate
relation:

:1tt ph
where hv is the photon energy, nr the runaway electron density, Z6” the effective ion charge
and C a constant Tph IS the “photon tetnperatutme" a parameter related to the energy distribution
function of the electrons and also depending on the photon energy interval 111 which IS evaluated
[3]. Tph, as obtained both from FEB and y ray spectrometer data, shows an initial morease but
after [peak it remains constant at ~160 keV (Fig.2)

The values of the totoidal electric field responsible for the electron acceleration, obtained
from the experimental Vlmp are in accordance with those calculated by means of the transport
code IE'ITO: from initial values at the edge of the plasma of ~0.25 Win, E decreases to 0.04
V/m at tpedk (the Dreicer field at this time is: ED~1V/m); E at the centre is a factor of 2 lower
The main production and acceleration of runaways takes place 111 the interval 0 2— l.O s, as is
also indicated by the rise of Tph.

These results suggest the following picture: a beam of fast electrons may be produced 1n the
plasma central region during the initial low density ( ~10 m ) phase of a JET ohmic
discharge. The electrons are accelerated by the electric field above the critical energy and enter
the runaway regime. As the runaway production stops (a t peak when Vlonp < 1.5 V), the radial
X-ray emission profile broadens, indicating an outward diffusion of the electrons which finally
hit the vessel walls (note the peaking in the signal of the x-ray monitors at t ~ 5 s in Fig.1).

d1 : cncnrzeff exp[—%1!~] (1)

3. Diffusion Model
A diffusion model in cylindrical geometry has been used to simulate the time evolution of the

X-ray bremsstrahlung biightness. The equation governing the process is the following:

anr(r,t) _13 Bnr(r,t))
at — r ar(rDr(r) 8r +3, (2)

The simulation starts at tpeak and the subsequent electron dynamics has been assumed to be
only detetmined by diffusion. Moreover, as the runaway production strongly decreases after
tlmk, the source term S has been set equal to zero. The critical energy is increasing after tpcnk,
therefore a low energy fraction of the fast electron distribution ts progressively slowed down
and no longer contributes to the may emission. As this collisional slowing down effect is
neglected in the model (i.e. the observed decay of the FEB signal is assumed to be due to
diffusion only), the determination of the diffusion coefficient using eq. (2) is an upper limit.

The code uses the time traces of Zeff and na to calculate, for each FEB line of sight, the
photon brightness to be compared with the experimental one. The initial nr used in eq. (2) has
been determined by means of eq. (1). The Zeff (whose radial profile is assumed constant with
radius) has been taken from the visual bremsstrahlung diagnostics and the ne from LIDAR. The
analysis has been restricted to r/a < 0.5, where Tph is almost flat and constant in time (the
exponential factor in eq. (1) can be set equal to a constant). At the edge, where E, is higher, we
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should have an increased electron acceleration which, in turn_ should produce higher x—ray

. - and T ; however, this effect on T , is not apparent due to the large error bars.
61111551011 ph . p1 .

The diffusion equation has been solved ustng a flat D,. The best agreement between the

redicted and experimental photon brightness is found with DI ~ 0.2 m /s (fi ,3), for discharge

29586' Depending 0“ the disc’mrgci Drcan vary in the range 0.14-0.21 m /s. This diffusion
coefficient refers to electrons having energies in the range 0.2-2 MeV and is consistent with

results from other tokamaks [1].

4, Discussion
The determined radial transport coefficient Dr can be used to set a lower limit on the level of

fluctuating radial magnetic field (b,) in the plasma core. Using the relation [4] Drsttu(b‘/Bl)2,

in which q is the safety factor, R the major radius and u the electron velocity, it is found that
(b,JBi) > 6*106 (discharge 29586). This is only true if the runaway electron diffusion is due to
magnetic turbulence. Under such assumption, it also follows that magnetic turbulence cannot
be the main cause of thermal electron transport in the plasma centre, as (with Xe evaluated for
discharge 29586 by means of power balance calculations) we get Dag: 0.07—1, while the
theory predicts a much lower x5 (according to [5] we should have D,/)(e ~ u/v",h ~ 13).

On the other hand, electrostatic turbulence might reconcile both thermal and runaway
experimental diffusion coefficients: the predicted ratio of Dr to Xe (given in this case by D/xc'v
VI uju) is marginally consistent with the measured value, but at the same time a high value of the
electric field fluctuation is needed: ~5 KV/m.
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New Insight into Runaway Electrons Production and Confinement

G. Martin, M. Chatelier and C. Doloc

Association Euratom-CEA, CEN Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, FRANCE

1, Introduction

Runaway Electron avoidance and control are both important issues for future large

Tokamaks like ITER, Runaway Electrons have been observed on toroidal devices since their

very beginning, that is for more than 40 years. On small machines they were produced

pn'man'ly during the "break-down" or "current plateau" phase of plasma pulses and could be

avoided afier some operation time or by working at sufficiently high density or in clean

machines. On present large devices like JET, JT60U, TFTR or Tore Supra, they are produced

in large amounts during disruptions, with the noticeable exception of DIIl-D where none have

been detected [1]. They might prove detrimental for first wall components, especially in

actively cooled devices. Reliable models, for both creation, energy limit, confinement and loss

are still needed to explain or predict the behaviour of these electrons. Important features that a

model should accommodate are discussed on the grounds of several years of observations on

Tore-Supra and other devices. A code has been developed to show easily where damages are

to be expected.

2. Classical Runaway Electron Creation Rates

The runaway electron creation process during the current plateau of tokamak discharges

has been well understood on small tokamaks [3]. The plateau production depends strongly on

plasma density and much more weakly on other parameters like tag. the toroidal field.

Extrapolations to firture devices can be made with some confidence, although they are not very
usefiil since this source of electrons is generally weak enough to be ignored.

The large amounts of runaway electrons produced during plasma current disruptions on
present days large tokamaks seem to follow quite different rules as observed on Tore Supra.
On figure 1, the number of photo—neutrons detected during disruptions for a variety of pre-
disruptive conditions is plotted (this number can give a good estimate of the number of
electrons accelerated to energies well above 10 MeV). While photo-neutron production does
not seem to depend on the pre-disruptive plasma density over a broad range (1-5 10'9m-3), it
increases significantly with the value ofthe toroidal magnetic field. Below 2T, photo-neutrons
are only rarely detected (coherently with DIITD results which always works below 2T7). At
3.8T, the value for present experiments, systematic photo-neutron production is observed.
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Fig. 1.‘ Photo-neutron production due to disruption induced runmmy electrons an TORE-SUPRA

( The 109 line .rhows the detection limit: points below this limit are for "cu/r011 free disruptions )

3. Model for runaway electron creation

In classical models, plasma parameters evolve slowly compared to collision time scales,
typical for electrons to cross the Dreicer limit. In disruptions this is no longer true: the thermal
quench duration ‘rqE is much shorter than the mean collision time Tm" for fast electrons. One of
the most striking feature ofdisruptions is the fact that this duration is more or less the same on
all tokamaks, irrespective of their size. On figure 2, “cm“ (a v3/ne) has been plotted for supra-
thermal electrons in atypical plasma at 4.1019m'3. It can be seen that 6-10 keV electrons loose
only a small fraction of their energy by collision during the typical 0.5 ms duration of the
thermal quench.
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During the thermal quench, the stored energy is lost through two channels: radiation,

enhanced by impurity influx and lower temperature, and transport due to a partial ergodisation

of the magnetic structure. This suggests a natural model in which the fate of the electrons

depends on their initial energy:

We The colder bulk experiences a high collision rate and strong interaction with impurities.

Electrons lose their energy mainly through radiation on a time scale dominated by atomic

PhySiCS: the observed "Collapse duration", which does not change from one tokamak to the

other, being due to local phenomena.

Q? The hotter tail is more SenSitive to field ergodisation, These electrons are less collisional

and travel more rapidly along the field lines. They are lost in a dit‘fiisive process, which means
that their number decreases exponentially with time. At the end of the quench, when the

magnetic track restores, some ofthese fast electrons are still there Due to the low temperature

ofthe bulk, the Dreicer limit is then very low, and all these residual electrons "run away".

ne = 4.10MB m—3/Te =1 keV

F(Te)

1,0"

Electron Energy (keV)

2.0 4.0 6,0 8,0

Fig 2 : Typical Collision Time forfirst Electrons (ms)

In this model, the density does not play a dominant role, but the magnetic field and the

size of the device do. It has been observed that runaway electrons confinement is better for

stronger field during plateau conditions [3]. The diFFusion process of fast electrons is greatly
enhanced in low field plasma (D at v.(SB/B)Z), and the number of electron still there at the end
ofthe quench depends exponentially on the field strength, as well as on the small radius ofthe
plasma.

This model is still qualitative: we lack the precise measurements needed during the quench
phase to put real numbers on the phenomena. It is anyhow possible to check that the order of
magnitude and tendencies are correct. In particular, the number of runaways is always a small
fraction of the number of the electrons initially carrying the plasma current, and this fraction
varies from one disruption to the other, as expected from a diffusive loss mechanisms
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Runaway Electron Traj ectography

To follow electron trajectories after their creation, with the main goal of determining
possible impact location, a new method has been developed, Initially conceived for fusion
products [4], the code uses adiabatic theory. Collisionless fast particles are followed in the
magnetic topology aid ofthe conservation ofthree invariant:
‘1) Their energy, which change very slowly on the cyclotron characteristic time.
We The magnetic momentum, which is supposed to be equal to zero for runaways.
We The toroidal momentum: I. 2 27!.m.\'i,/.R +r]. Z¢(R,Z).R

The magnetic potential AP is related to the vertical flux function ‘I’p. The poloi’dal

projection ofthe trajectory can then be represented by equation {I}: gap(R,Z) = E'l.ER—+ 430
a o

where the function m,Z) is the flux function ‘l’p, normalised to tio.R.lp, p1P is the poloi’dal
W—vwasonim$(‘”%a and (p0 is defined by the initial

e/JU. P ,, AL-i
Larmor radius of the electron

position of the electron
The structure ofequation {1} suggests a graphical method to find easily the trajectory : it

will be represented by the intersection of the flux function, a usually available equilibrium
parameter, and an oblique plane. The slope of this plane is determined by the electron energy
and plasma current ratio. An example is given on figure 3.

FLUX MAP I
TRAJECTORIES R

Fig 3: Graphical determination ofRimmmy Trajectories.

[1] Proceedings from the [MBA TCM on Tokamak Disruption, Culliain Laboratory, 10-12 Sep. 1991.
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[4] C. Doloc et al, accepted to be published in Physic of Plasma, Princeton, 1995
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New TORE SUPRA steady state operating scenario
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1. Introduction

Operation for times larger than the time required to reach full equilibrium conditions in

plasma wall interaction (several minutes) is one of the main goals of TORE SUPRA. This

operationallregime can only be achieved with a non inductive plasma current. Lower Hybrid

Waves (LHW) are used for this purpose. Steady state plasma control has been successfully

achieved at TORE SUPRA by developing a new plasma control system which not only allows a

better control of the plasma shape and position, but is also able of feedback control on some

global plasma equilibrium parameters like the safety factor at the plasma edge qtp(a), the loop

voltage V, and the plasma current ramp rate d/dt. Its capability to control the current drive

and operate TORE SUPRA plasma discharge in steady state regime has been demonstrated.

2. Plasma Shape and Position Control

The design ofthe poloidal field system ofTORE SUPRA [1] is particular in the sense that

it fiJlfils in a single set of coils ohmic heating, radial and vertical position control ofthe plasma.

In this way, the total installed power and the total weight ofthe conductors is minimised. The

poloidal field system is constituted of9 coils, associated with 9 power generators, allowing the

control of the plasma boundary at 9 points. They are located on 9 axis directed towards the

coils, the eigen axis ofthe system (see figure 1). The plasma control system makes use of the

magnetic measurements ofthe poloidal field B0 and the vertical flux on the vacuum vessel. The

position of the plasma is identified through the isoflux method along the 9 axis. Differences

between the measured points and programmed ones are then converted into generator voltages

aid ofa 9X9 transfer matrix.

During plasma operation, the required plasma shape and position are parametrised by 4

parameters: major radius R, vertical position Z, elongation e and small radius a, obtained

consistently with the contact between the plasma and one of the movable limiters or the inner

wall. At each step of the control algorithm, the required plasma shape {R,Z,a,s} is translated
into 9 control points {pi} along the 9 eigen axis, by using simple trigonometric formulas.
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3. Real—Time Determination of Equilibrium Parameters

Ifthe forward mapping, from {R,Z,a,e) to {pi}, is straightforward, the inverse mapping
is more difficult to perform in real time. Due to its non—linearity, it requires the use of a Multi
Layer Perceptron Neural Network [2]. This network fits an ellipse characterised by its central
position {R,Z} and its two axis {a,b} on the 9 plasma positions {pi'}, determined for the
generators voltage control. A typical result for the major radius R has been plotted on figure 2,

along with the programmed value, The small oscillation around 11 Hz shows the characteristic
time response of the feed-back loop,

More sophisticated parameters are then calculated:
9 PIAO.‘

t=l RI‘PI'

in

Q5 The safety factor at the edge: q.,, a 2—]— Ianrm: BMR0 Preliminary tests
71 0

have been performed to control its value, either by varying the plasma current or the plasma

position. An example is plotted on figure 3: the plasma current has been modified by the pilot,

and the feed-back system has changed the major radius to keep the safety factor close to a

constant value (6.5).

Q> The two first Shafranov momentum [3], which are integrals of the poloidal field on the

measurement surface, i.e. the vacuum vessel. They allow the determination of the stored

energy in the plasma via the equilibrium field: B+li/2
Q9 The kinetic energy ([3) can then be separated from the magnetic energy (Ii) with the use ofa

diamagnetic loop surrounding the plasma. This second parameter will be used in a near future

for current profile control algorithms, in particular during current ramp-up.
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4 Feed-back Control during L.H.W. Current Drive

The new plasma control system has the capability to control the iron core flux

svelution, by modulating the main poloidal generators It allows in particular to run constant

flux plasmas, a necessity for very long discharge (true steady-state), provided that some non—

inductive current drive is used (L.H.W on TORE—SUPRA). In contrast with constant current

mode operation for which the typical decay time of the iron core transformer system is very

long, this zero loop Voltage (constant flux) operating mode allows OH current to decrease with

a time constant of about 4 see.

In this kind of scenario, the plasma current is able to take any arbitrary value,

depending on plasmas parameters and the LHW current drive efficiency. As the plasma Current

intensity has a large effect on the current profile and plasma performances it cannot be allowed

to vary outside a limited range and one must control precisely its value. Therefore, a second

proportional feedback algorithm was install to control the pulse amplitude ofthe injected LHW

power to keep the plasma current constant rather than the usual opposite (i.e. constant rf

power but varying current) (see figure 4).

fl krcedAbaclc Ip aLH
FEEDBACK; =4: .. . .. . .W

(WW, “7.» . , Jive, n>

; t
V Jean/t); Prugnlmmm‘l( -__l)
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2 ‘ 5 a 1" 12 “ i: z 4‘ 6 s to 12 14 16

Fig 3: Control afthe Safety Factor Fig 4: Control (1p with LHW Power

Thanks to this new plasma control system which has proven a versatile tool, fully non
inductive steady state regimes for the first time in a large tokamak could be maintained for up
to 15 seconds without indicating any operational limit [4],
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We have put in evidence during these experiments the need for an extra margin in the

available LHW power to cope with temporary losses of current drive efliciency and/or plaSma

confinement. On the other hand during full Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), after the few

seconds needed by the profile to evolve from its ohmic to LHCD shape, a strong MHD activity

arises very ofien and degrades subsequently plasma performances. For some LHW spectra,

however, no MHD activity appears, indicating potential stable Ll-lCD current profile (figure 5)‘
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CURRENT CARRYING REGIMES IN A TOKAMAK
WITH ADDITIONAL INCLINED COILS.

Paul E. Moroz
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706, USA

and Lodestar Research Corporation, Boulder, CO 80301, USA

A tract A device of a new type, stellamak [1], that can be ascribed to the stellaratora
tokamfik hybrids is discussed. This device features two systems of coilszl the standard

toroidal field (TF) coils of a tokamak and an additional system of Simple coils-t0 produce
the stellai‘ator-like effects._ As an example, a system of additional vemcally inclined planar
coils is used in the otherwrse standard tokarnak configuration. The present paper 18 focused
on the regimes with the plasma current. It is demonstrated that smooth transmon from the
pure stellarator mode to the pure tokamak mode, or operation inthe alternating current (AC)
regime are feasible. thus making possrble the continuous operation of a stellamak.

In r u tion. Continuous operation of a future thermonuclear reactor is. probably,
absolutely necessary to make the electr1c1ty production cost comparable With the other non-
fusion methods [2]. However, the main type of fusion deViccs, tokamaks, are p‘rinCipally
ulsed devices. Various current drive schemes are intenswely analyzed. theoretically and

experimentally, to convert a tokamak into the steady operated device.‘However, there is no

solution so far fully acceptable for the reactor parameters. Second main type of devrces for
magnetic plasma confinement are stellarators, which are inninSically the steady devrces.
However. stellaratots have there own drawbacks. There is one more approach to a

continuous operation: AC regime in tokamaks [346]. However, this regime can be beneficial

only if the plasma is not lost at current reversal. Although the experiments on a small

tokamak, STOvM [3], have been encouraging and demonstrated an electron density of at
least 2 1012 cm‘3. the similar experiments on a large tokamak, JET [4], stated that the plasma
ionization was fully lost during the dwell time at current reversal. Stellamak conception
combines the best properties of both, tokamaks and stellarators, to make the ohmically heated
and continuously operated device. Ohmic heating is efficient and, in principle, can alone
bring plasma to ignition [7,8]. Good plasma confinement properties of tokamaks can be used
also in a stellamak. Continuous operation of a stellamak comes from successive switching
between the stellarator and tokamak modes without plasma loss. The AC stellamalt operation
is possible, and the plasma can be confined during the dwell time via the stellarator
properties. A few stellaratontokamak hybrids have been considered in literature in the past:
semi»stellarator [9], tokatron [10], or a tokamak with tilted coils [l 1]. Many early stellarators
had the ohmic heating possibility as well. However all these devices have not been designed
and operated as a stellarnak, which permit the fully featured tokamak and stellarator modes of
operation, as well as smooth transition between them.

Vacuum flux surfaces produced by the planar inclined coils. The principal scheme
of considered configuration of a stellamak is presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 gives the 3D
perspective view of the coil system together with the last closed vacuum flux surface, while
Fig. 2 shows the poloidal view of the coils and two sets of closed vacuum flux surfaces
(internal and external sets [12]) in two cross—sections: at the toroidal location of the inclined
coils (solid curves), and between the inclined coils (dashed). Shown are the rectangular TF
coils used for a pure tokamak operation. inclined circular coils used for a pure stellai'ator
operation, and a few poloidal field (PF) rings necessary for compensation of the vertical
magnetic field produced by the inclined coils. The shapes of the rectangular TF coils and the
circular inclined coils shown have been chosen only because we are proposing to use this
system for the modeniization of the Phaedius—T tokamak, which presently has the rectangular
TF coils and a circular plasma cross-section. In principle, some other simple coils can produce
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the stellarator effects (see, for example, [12]), and thus can be used as a basis for a stellamak
For simplicity, the magnitude of all currents in the PF rings was chosen to be the same‘
However, to make the PF system compensated, the direction of the currents in the PF rings Ed
R : 0.4 m is opposite to the direction of currents in other PF rings, thus making the 10131
current to be zero. Compensation of the PF system is not necessary for the pure Stellaratol-
regime, but it is important durittg transition from the stellarator to tokamak regime with the
ohmic current when the net current in the PF system might interfere with the performance of
the ohmic current transformer Dependence of the produced rotational transform on the
average minor radius is shown in Fig. 3. The internal and external sets of flux surfaces are Hot
equal clue to toroidicity [12]. While the external set is featuring the strong magnetic well (and,
hence, good plasma stability properties), the internal set has a magnetic hill. However, the
finite plasma pressure improves the situation In particular, for the internal set, the magnetic
well appears for the significant part of the plasma already at [3 ~ 0.5 %.

Transition between the stellarator and tokamak modes. The three-dimensional
equilibrium code, VMEC [l3—l5], in its free—boundary mode, is used in these calculations,
Our main requirements for the configuration of flux surfaces during the transition process
were the sufficiently large rotational transform (1 > 0.1 everywhere in plasma) and a magnetic
well, whiclt ensure good stability properties of the configuration at all stages of transition,
The starting flux surface configuration corresponds to the pure stellarator mode, and is
similar to the vacuum one presented in Figs. l. 2. The main visible difference for the plasma
with finite [320.5% is a further shift of the magnetic axis to the low-field side. For the
external set, other effects are: rotational transform at the magnetic axis has increased to L(O) =
0.29, and the magnetic well has increased to IWI : 30 ‘70, in comparison with IWI = 21 % for
the vacuum case. Detailed calculations [16] have been carried out for many intermediate steps
of the transition. Here we present results for a half transition when a relatively small plasma
current of 16 kA is induced in the plasma (for comparison, the nominal plasma current in the
device considered with the parameters of the Phaedrus—T tokamak is 70-90 kA). In this case,
half of the toroidal magnetic field is due to inclined coils and half is due to the standard TF
coils of a tokamak. Fig. 4 shows the equilibrium flux strrfaces in two cross-sections, under
the inclined coils (solid curves) and between them (dashed). With the current, the flux
surface shape became closer to the circular one, typical for the PhaedrusT tokamak. The total
rotational transform in the center became t(0)=0.36, and at the plasma edge, t(a):0.l 1.
Further increase of the ohmic current, ttrruing off the power in inclined coils, and doubling
the current in the TF coils brings the configuration to the standard pure tokamak mode.

As. regime of operation. AC operation, in general, has a lot of advantages over the
pulsed operation [5,6]. The magnetic energy stored after the first half of a discharge can be
utilized for the strhscquent discharge withottt need for additional power for the ohmic
transformer recharging. Regarding the future reactor, the continuous electrical energy output
can be obtained with minimum-cost energy storage unit. Stellarator properties of a stellamak
used during the dwell time can make AC operation especially beneficial. Availability of two
sets of closed flux surfaces with opposite helicity is an important feature for AC operation of
a stellamak. Each helicity supports the ohmic current of definite direction, and two available
sets will support the configuration near the current reversal phase. To demonstrate this effect,
we present results of calculations for two cases with the low plasma current, Ip = 12 kA, and
opposite current directions. The plasma with [320.5% is considered. Fig. 5 shows two sets
of flux surfaces in the. cross-section uttdcr the inclined coil. The external set corresponds to
the case with the positive plasma current, while the internal set — with the negative current.
Significant intersecting region is seen, although each set is shifted, relative to the inclined coil
center, to the side corresponding to its location in the pure stellarator tnode. The total
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tationfll transform for these two sets has opposite sign, and shown in Fig. 6 together with

r: ohmic Current contribution. The rotational transform is above 0.1 everywhere in the
[lgsma while the contribution coming from the plasma current at the edge is only

t (2020.045. One can see that the stellarator rotational transform produced by inclined coils
Ohd the ohmic rotational transform add constructively for plasma currents of both directions.

€q$ imprOVCS plasma stability near the current reversal phase when currents are small and

cannot support the stable plasma by themselves. It is important to note that the total rotational
Hal-[storm is not equal to the sum of the stellarator andohmic contributions. This 18 because
of the location of flux surfaces is different from that in the pure stellarator mode. For the
internal set, for example, the magnetic _ax1s has a large shift in comparison With the pure
stellarator mode and the stellarator rotational transform does not contribute near the center.
Only when there is good correspondence between the shape and locauon of flux surfaces the
10m] rotational transform becomes close to the sum of the stellarator and ohmic contributions.

Discussion. The properties of a new_type of device, stellamak, are analyzed. The system
with the additional planar inclined cotls is used'as an example. In Ref. [12] it was clarified

that there are two main current filaments of the inclined corls responsible for the stellarator—

like properties and exrstence of two setsof closed flux surfaces With opposite hehcrty: the
external current filament (atthe large'major radius) and the internal filament (at small major
radius). Different engineering solutions can be found that conserve the external and/or
internal current filaments but change the overall inclined c011 geometry. In fact. there were a
few proposals for tokamak modernization in the past to use the corls of different geometry
[9,17,18] not encircling the plasma in the p_olo_1dal direction. Although the particular ,

stellamak configuration presented in this paper is simple, effective, and fully suitable for the l
proof—of-piinciple experiment, in our future studies we are planning to search for even more 1
efficient and simple stellamak configuration, with the good plasma confinement, stability, [
and accessibility properties.
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Evalution and Optimisation of Neutron Emissivity Profiles in JET

F B Marcus, J M Adams“, D S Bond*, M A Hone, 0 N Jarvis, T T C Jones, R Koenig,

M J Loughlin, M F F Nave, G Sadler, B Schunke, P Smeuiders, N Watkins*

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 3EA, and *AEA Technology Harwell, U. K.

l.lntroduction . _ .. _

The goals of the JET program Include maxnnlsmg d-d (and d-t) neutron production
and fusion Q Several operational parameters are involved in this optimisation: neutral beam
trajectory (by choice of Posmve Ion Neutral Injectors, IPlNIs), beam energy and particle
current; beam power waveform; MHD equilibrium; particle densny and profile. The JET

neutron emission profile monitor (Fig. l) is used to observe the effects of these parameters.
2. Beam Deposition

To investigate the extremes of beam trajectory, two plasma discharges were compared,
both with the same M]-ID equilibrium, with the magnetic axis at 0,3 m above the machine mid-

plane. In #33398, Pl'NIs are chosen preferentially w, and in #33420, E from the plasma
axis. The line-integral neutron rates measured by the horizontal camera at 12.6 S are shown
for both discharges in Fig. 2, The channels measuring off-axis neutron emission show similar
rates, but the profile is slightly broader for #33420, and the chords passing through the axis
are significantly lower. The vertical camera channels show a similar pattern. Tomographic
inversion ofthe data from both cameras shows that the axial neutron emissivity is a factor of
two lower in #33420 with off axis injection. However, the global properties of the two
discharges are similar in stored energy, MHD activity and ELM-free period, The global
neutron rates afier 1.1 s of beam heating are 1,9x10l6 n/s in #33398 compared to
1.6x“)16 n/s in #33420, i.e. only a weak dependence on beam trajectory.
3. Density Profiles

Two 4 MA plasmas, #31893 and #32798, with similar MHD configuration and stored
energy (~ 9 MJ), are compared to study the effect of different electron density profiles. In
Fig, 3, these profiles for the two discharges are shown at times corresponding to l s after the
start ofhigh power beam heating at 18.2 MW. Due to a higher recycling level in #31893, the
density is higher and hollow, compared to the peaked profile in #32798. The line integral
neutron emissivities from the vertical camera are compared at this time. In #31893, the Full
Width Half Maximum (FWHM) is 1.1 m versus 0.8 m in #32798, indicating that the beam is
being trapped away from the plasma axis, as is indicated by beam deposition calculations. The
total neutron rate in #31893 is lower (as is the peak line integral) at 1.4x1016n/s compared to
2.3x1016n/s. Since the thermal emission is a feature of the plasma core, beam ions deposited
near the edge do not contribute to raising the axial ion temperature. Furthermore, beam ions
trapped near the edge where the electron temperature is 1-2 keV contribute a lower beam-
thermal neutron emission per ion than those trapped near the axis.

The initial rate of rise in #31893 of the neutron emission rate is about half that in
#32798. Modelling of the initial rate of rise of the neutron yield in #31893 indicates an initial
deuterium fraction nd/ne of 0.5, contributing to a reduced rate of neutron production despite
beam fuelling with pure deuterium. Contamination is more deleterious at high plasma target
density, Since the fraction of contamination compared to beam deposited deuterium is greater.
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4. High Neutron Rate
Discharges in NET have produced high global neutron rates, up to 4.8x1016n/s in

#33043. a 4 MA plasma with 18.5 MW of beam heating. The neutron rate, stored energy,
and plasma density all increase continuously until 1.3 see after the beginning of full powel-
beam heating. The neutron emissivity profile at this time is shown in Fig. 4, as determined by
tomography from the neutron profile monitor. The peak emissivity of 3x101511/m3s is within
15% of that calculated from Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS)
measurements. The global yield seems to be predominantly from thermal fusion. The
implication is that optimisation of the fusion output is strongly related to optimisation of the
thermal fusion yield. This hot-ion ELM-free H-mode discharge was terminated by a sawtooth
crash, accompanied by an inversion in the neutron emissivity profile at intermediate radius, and
a giant ELM.
5. Beam Power Step Down

ln order to avoid or delay MED events and maintain a discharge at a high performancs
level in a quasi steady state condition‘ the plasma density and stored energy need to approach
steady state conditions while maintaining a high rate of neutron production. One method of
achieving this is to reduce the beam power and its associated fuelling rate. The best results
were obtained using a power step down by eliminating 80 keV beams and predominantly
retaining 140 keV beams. which have a low particle fuelling rate per MW delivered (and a
high beam—thermal fusion rate per ion). With low wall recycling and the in—vessel cryopump,
the plasma volumetric density increase is reduced to the beam fuelling rate, both before and
after power step-down.

In the 35 MA. 3.4T plasma #34236, high-performance, quasi-steady state operation
was achieved. with an equivalent d—t fusion Q maintained above 0.5 for l s. approximately the
energy confinement time, as shown in Fig. 5 (using an approximation of the equivalent d-t
fusion Q ~2.5xl 0‘10[NeutRate/BeamPower(W)]). (If corrections for alpha heating and beam
shinethrough were included, Q would reach 08. and exceed 0.7 for l s.) The rate of density
rise is slower after step down. and the neutron rate and stored energy are nearly constant.
Nevertheless. the slow increase of energy and density finally lead to a discharge terminating
ELM. The ion temperature is also approaching the electron temperature. The discharge
remains ELM—free during this time. In Fig. 6, the count rates from horizontal neutron camera
channels 5—9 are shown for #34236. At power step down. the outer channels are unchanged,
but the central channels show a drop before reaching a new steady state.

In Fig. 7, the measured global neutron yield is shown, together with calculated global
yields based on CXRS measurements ofion temperature and density, including the 80 and 140
keV beam contributions separately. the thermal d—d contribution, and their total. which agrees
(except at maximum density) with the measured neutron rate evolution. Most of the neutrons
are produced by thermal fusion. At step down, when the 6 ofthe 8 high current 80 keV PTNTs
are turned off", their beam-thermal contribution becomes negligible. The neutron rate is then
constant for 0.2 s. and afterwards there is a decrease in the neutron emissivity on axis,

corresponding to a decrease in the thermal fusion yield.
The fusion Q during the step down is more representative of steady state Q values for

d-t extrapolation, since the energy and confinement times are nearly in steady state. At
13.15 s, the time of maximum fusion Q. tomographic inversion ofthe neutron camera data has
been used to calculate the local 2-D neutron emissivity profile, for which the maximum
emissivity is 1.7xl015n/m3s. The calculated (‘XRS axial value is similar, and the integral
totals are the same. The emissivity is dominated by thermal fusion.
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In Fig. 8. the results of step down from 164 MW to 4.5 MW are shown for the 4 MA

a #33106. The stored energy stayed nearly constant for 0.5 3‘ and the plasma was ELM
The energy confinement time increased from about 1 s before to 1.6 s after the step

down. with 10 — 11 M] of stored energy, The plasma loss power was only 6 MW, compared

to the beam power ol‘45 MW, The Fusion Q was 0.7 - l.O . The rate ot‘denstty increase was

slowed It is encouraging that ELM free H-modes can be maintained With a low loss power.

6. Conclusions and Discussion . _ . .

Neutron production is relatively insensitive to (possrble) variations of beam trajectory.

The altered neutron emissivity profiles within the plasma correspond to only a 16% reduction

in the integrated total emission in the two discharges compared with different PINT chotces.
Hollow and high density profiles reduce the plasma ion temperature and broaden the

neutron emissivity profile. The global emission was reduced by 40% in this comparison, due

to reduced temperatures, beam trapping at the edge, and an initially low deuterium fraction.

In hot—ion ELM-free l-l-modes with the highest neutron production, in the present JET

configuration. and especially with beam power step down experiments, the d-d neutron

production by thermal fusion significantly exceeds the beam thermal contribution. The plasma

stored energy and neutron rate are limited by Ml—[D instabilities (Hender et al; Smeulders et a],

this EPS conference), not by maximum power. Once the plasma enters the H-mode via high

power beam heating (to rapidly increase the density and ion temperature), this mode can be

maintained with a step down to low input power at the plasma loss power level, near the L—H

transition threshold of about 5—10 MW at a medium plasma density of 4-6x1019m‘3.

Enhanced fusion Q can be obtained at low beam power in quasi—steady state. Plasmas with
beam power step down still have a residual density increase. approximately equal to the
reduced beam fuelling rate. The problems associated with this density increase are: beam

trapping near the plasma edge; ion temperature reduction and instability or H to L transition.
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Measur

Introduction

In a collaboration between Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and A.F.Ioffe Physical»

Technical Institute, a high energy neutral particle analyzer (NPA) has been installed on JT-60U

tokamflk to clarify the alphfl‘Pflmcle physics for future tokamalt reactors [1]. This paper presents

the measurements of fast atomic hydrogen fluxes using the NPA in ICRF—heated discharges

Neutral Particle Analyzer

The NPA is an EHB type analyzer and has eight energy Channels. The main parameters are as

follows: energy range 0'5'4'0 MCV for alphas 'dfld 0-2-20 MeV for protons, energy resolution

is 6-11%, detection efficiency is 0.05—0.4 for helium atoms and 0.2—0.4 for hydrogen isotopes
In comparison with similar devices [2,3], this instrument is first equiped with 16-channel pulse

height analySiS SyStem for all the NPA dcmwrs- USing the different pulse height response of
detector, this system provides reliable distinguishing the particle signal from a noise even under

intense neutron and y—rays radiation. The NPA is located on the top of torus and its line of sight

intersects vertically the plasma center and allows to detect the banana particles.

Results and Discussion
Successful application of this new data acquisition system is illustrated in Fig.1 for DD-

plasma operation. Typical pulse height distributions are shown in Fig.2 for NBI and NBI+ICRH
discharge phases where appeared particle peak is clearly seen. Neutron and Y—ray background
(Rn) separated by the NPA detectors is rather similar to detected by neutron diagnostics (Sn).

Extracted particle signal (R0) is coincided with ICRF power timing. There are also observed the
correlation with sawtooth activity and slowing down process after switching off the ICRF
power.

Energy dependences of neutron sensitivity and energy resolution of the NPA detectors are
compared with calibrated data in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. Enhancement of the sensitivity
and its slight rise tendency with channel number are due to an additional contribution of n(p)—
reactions on detector chamber wall which is opposite to detector row. Small reduction of the
energy resolution properties is explained by inhomogeneity of photocathode surface and its
broader (than under monoenergetic cyclotron beam) illumination because of the wide energy
spectrum of detected particles.

Study of higher harmonic beam ion acceleration (from 2nd to 5th harmonic) was carried out
for combined ICRF+NBI(Ho) heating by scanning the toroidal magnetic field (1.6-3.8T) with
fixed antenna frequency (116MHz). In contrast with the previous result below 200 keV [4],
effective tail temperature (Teff) evaluated within 0.32—0.86 MeV energy range is found to be
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increased with harmonic number (except for 5th harmonic case. see Fig.5) and decreasjn
tendency is observed for tail ion stored energy defined as Wrail=2/3(AWdia—AWr/r_l. Energy
spectra of hydrogen atoms for central position of all the resonance layers are presented in Figfi
Both tendencies are consistent with calculation of a 1-D full wave code incorporating a Fokkeg
Planck equation [SI and explained by dependence of RF diffusion coefficient on harmonic
mmmrmdmnMewhdfiWdfiflWJHsmMMdmmn3hMmmmcwwpmmm
may be intercepted by 6th harmonic resonance layer (simultaneously existed in plasma from low
field side). Since this layer is near to tokamak wall (r/a:0.85) these intercepted particles are fast
lost(sec VVuul)

Parametric study of dependences on launched IC power and on plasma density Were
investigated in 2nd harmonic H-mjnority ICRF-heated discharges without a beam injection.

Independence of tail temperature (Teff) on IC power and saturation in atomic fluxes for the
power grater than ~5MW are measured (see Fig.7). The typical energy spectra are shown in
Fig.8. It should be noted that chargeexchange process on H-like light impurity ions (05, B+4,
Be”) is considered as a main neutralization mechanism of fast protons at present time [2] and the
similar saturation effect measured on JET was explained by a reduction in H-like impurity
(target) concentration [6]. In our case, however, this explanation is not suitable because of
extremely the same plasma parameters and influx of neutrals from the wall. Besides the
saturation is also observed in tail ion stored energy. This tendency is considered to be caused by
enhancement of the part of IC power absorbed by very high energy particles which are not
confined in plasma and lead to increasing the power losses.

On the contrary, the changes in target should be taken into account for density scan
experiment. As opposed to measurements on JET [7] for fundamental harmonic hearing, a slight
rise tendency of effective tail temperature caused by increasing the more energetic atomic flux
with plasma density has been found (see Fig.9). On the other hand, significant reducing the tail
ion stored energy confirmed by ‘I—spectroscopy data is observed as well. The degradation of ion
energy spectrum is compensated in atomic fluxes by rather substantial gain of the target density
owing to charge exchange of light impurity nuclei on a neutral influx from the wall (see Hu-
emission). It should be noted that Fokker-Planck simulation finds more strong dependence of tail
temperature with density for fundamental than for 2nd harmonic case and explains the same
reduction in fast ion population for lower particle energy: 0.5MeV (fundamental harmonic, JET
case) in comparison with 2.5MeV (2nd harmonic. JT»60U case).

Decay time of effective tail temperature of hydrogen atoms (aT/T=—t/2 rs ) is plotted in Fig.10
against classical slowing down time within wide variation of electron temperature and density.
Notice that significant reduction in plasma current does not change this dependence, but low
current discharges are corresponded to low effective tail temperatures. So the relaxation time of
fast particle population with mean energy equal to Teff is comparable with slowing down time.
Summary

First applied pulse height distribution system provides reliable distinguishing the particle
signal from neutron and “Hay background noise in DD»plasma operation. Sensitivity to neutron
and ”Hay radiation and energy resolution of the NPA detectors are found as comparable with
calibrated data. Enhanced sensitivity is due to additional contribution of u(p)—reactions on
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deteclor chamber walls. Reduction of resolution properties is caused by more broad illumination

of detector window because of wide energy spectra of detected particles.

Observed tendency of increasing the tail temperature with harmonic number (2nd-4th) is

conSiSlem with FokkerAPlanck code simulation. Reduction for 5th harmonic is probable deal

with the interception of higher energy protons by 6th harmonic resonance layer. Saturation of

both cxfluxes in MeV-range and Wtail is observed for ICRF power above 4-5MW. This

phenomena is probably explained by absorption of 1C power by more energetic particles which

are “01“)“ . . . .
increasing the plasma dert51ty IS opposue to Y—rays and Wm] measurements and may be

explained by significant changes in CX-target. The relaxation time of fast particle population

mean energy equal to Teff is comparable with classical slowing down time.

fined in plasma. Absence of degradation tendency in CX—fluxes and Teff with

with
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1. Introduction

The behaVior 0f 1 MeV tritons produced in the d(d,p)t reaction is important to predict

the properties of D-T produced 35 MeV alphas because 1 MeV tritons and 3.5 MeV alphas

have similar kinematic properties, such as Larmor radius and precession frequency. The

confinement and slowing down of the fast tritons were investigated by measuring the 14 MeV

and the 2.5 MeV neutron production rates. Here the time resolved triton burnup

measurements have been performed using a new type 14 MeV neutron detector based on

scintillating fibers[l], as pan of a US-Japan tokamak collaboration.

Loss of alpha particles due to toroidal ripple is one of the most important issues to be

sowed for a fusion reactor such as ITER. We investigated the toroidal ripple effect on the fast

triton by analyzing the time history of the 14 MeV emission after NB turnvoff.

2. Diagnostics
The detector consists of an array of scintillation fibers embedded in an aluminum

matrix coupled to a magnetic resistant photo tube with a high current-capable base. Because

the maximum recoil-proton range for a 14

MeV neutron is 2.2 mm in plastic

scintillator, we chose to use either 1 mm or

0.5 mm diameter scintillation fiber optics.
Because only the neutron coming on the

axis of the fiber gives the highest energ
deposition in the fiber, this detector has an

intrinsic directionality, which has been
evaluated to be :30“. The detector is

4 Fl (m)mounted in a small collimator box, 40 cm x

61 cm x 61 cm Of borated polyethylene, in Fig.1 Schematic ofxt'ghthnes‘ offl'—60U.for the

. , i _ horizontal and titllable delcclors.
order to improve the directionality. The
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full-width half maximum of the Viewing angle with the collimator box was measured to be

15° using a 14 MeV neutron generator.
Two sets of detectors have been installed near the midplane of the vessel, just outside

the toroidal field coil position as shown in Fig.1. The scintillating fiber detectors have been

calibrated by the shot-integrated l4 MeV neutron yield measured with the neutron activation
technique using a pneumatic foil transfer syste1ii[2]. The foils are irradiated at 20~30 cm

outside of the plasma. The counts of the scintillating fiber detectors and the 14 MeV neutron
yield measured with the neutron activation technique have a good linearity in the range of 14

MeV neutron yield 1012‘ 1015 /shot.
Figure 2 shows the typical £21137

wave forms of total and 14 MeV A . 16 a r as A. . . a to um ~ a
neutron emiSSion in the neutral beam § ’ g

. V m
(NB) heated discharge. Here total a): m2

, . . . 0
neutron CmISSIOn is measured Wlih ; g

. . . . m 5 °’
neutron monitors usmg 235U fisston 2 .1014 E

V

chamberB]. The scintillating fiber 2 V
_ U)

detector system operates in a 2 (116 r
. E 10background of DD neutrons which are 3

, . . c 1014~100 times brighter than the D 1‘ (I)
F

neutron signal, at the counting rate up 1012 5
to 100 MHZ. The peak DT neutron Time is)

rifle at the time Of “Cl'rml beam(NB) Fig.2 Typical waveforms ofmi'ul and 14 Mei" neutron

[Lu-“.0“ is as high as 2% Of the total emissions in the neutral beam heated discharge.

neutron emission. After NB turn—off,

14 MeV neutron emission decays
exponentially with time constant of
435 ms. The total neutron emission decays exponentially with faster time constant of 121 ms

just after NB turn—off. After 8.3 5, total and 14 MeV neutron emissions coincide each other,

which means that 14 McV neutron emission is dominant because the neutron monitor is

designed to has almost same detection efficiency in the range of energy 5 eV»14 MeV,

3. Time Dependent Analysis

We measured and analyzed the time histories of the 14 MeV emission after turn-off of

the 1.5-2 second NB injection. Table 1 shows plasma parameters for three discharges

analyzed here, where rcn‘ is an averaged radius weighted by the triton birth profile as

-2 Fir-dir nr,,,0(t)r (1)
rcfl‘: ,

J 27E "Ftrilmxrflh
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When: FWM is the triton birth profile calculated by the steady state version of the 1.5D

tokamak code TOPICS [4] .

Table. 1 Shot list of time dependent analysis

Shot number
21137 23664 23663

Plasma current (MA) 22 1.5 1.5

Major radi“ (m) 3.13 3.19 3.46
Volume (m3) 49 69 67

Cleff
4.5 6'5 5‘6

{eff/H 0.36 0.37 047
Ripple rate at Yefl‘ (£70) 0.02 0.06 0.2

The time-dependcm 14 MeV "Cum?“ Emissivity was simulated by a simple classical

510“,n down model. The Plasma was divided into 51 annular shells in the calculation. In

CfiCh Shall, the tn'tons were divided into 500 10 is t . , ~ - . t . - , . .
#21137 6—- normalized here

groups according to their birth time, with 10

ms time bins. The number of tritons in a \
// D=0.00 mz/s —. . 7

group is proportional to the m5 MeV neutron 10 M Experimem \ 005 2/

3 - ~ , ‘ = m s:

emissivity at the birth time of the tntons, ‘ 3

Tritons were allowed to slow down in each , 0:0.iom2/s \ :

shell according to the classical energy loss E m —

b followinv formtth: FA 1° ‘3 ' ' ‘ " '
represented y g t L”, m“ e 7 a 9 1o

: l l l l :

[41; = _ i-fiE (2) E #23664 Cf. normalized here E

11! classical V: Z % : :

_ .13 ,. 1/2 2 "J J' E 10 .3 —a—1.81x10 lit/\“A z 2 A~ m >
J J S :

2 ll L. ,fi=3.18x10'151n/lui Z; 215 510.2,.
(Tc) . g

where E is the triton energy , TL. is the a 3 .
. . _ \

electron temperature both in eV, 776 IS the E 10 “ WWW-
, . , st 5 6 7 8 9 10

electron densrty in m'3 and [It/l is the ‘— 10 “ z i v - . "I I a
:x 3663 ,. ;

Coulomb logarithm. A and Z are the triton EXPerIment/ ”O'm'l'md “9’9 :

mass and charge number; n}. 2l and Z} are 10 n _

the hydrogen and impurity density in ni'3,

mass and charge numbers, respectively. 1012 ,— )2 J\ _

First term of R.H.S. of the ql) is the “WW“ *\iu \ 3
, . 0:020 mQ/s \\ \‘

slowrng down on electrons and second on is ' it k M
. 1011 a,“ I l -..Itt. vul-

On tons. 5 6 7 B 9 10
The loss of confined tritons was taken into Time (3)

« . . Fig.3 Experiment! and calculated 14 Mcl/ neutron
account ass i u . A; l k _ V ~ .. q 1 a

‘ umna an e\ponentnl decay OI cnuxstmtsfor #21137fi23664 and #11663.

the number of tritons of the form 2"” where t
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and r are the time since the birth and the confinement time of the tritons, respectively The
diffusivity of fast triton, Dm-w", was estimated by using the relation for the confinement lime
r : ap2 /5.SDm-,0,i, to reproduce the experimental triton burnup ratio. The time history of the
14 MeV neutron emission rate was calculated by using the electron temperature profile from
ECE measurement, the ion temperature profile from charge exchange recombirimion
spectroscopy, and the electron density profile from the FIR and C02 interferometers as the
time dependent plasma parameters. The triton birth profile was calculated using the TOPICS
code for a typical time and the shape of the profile was assumed to be constant dun'ng the
period of the triton burnup. The angular distribution of the tritons was assumed to be
isotropic. First orbit losses were taken into account.

Figure 3 shows the experimental and
calculated 14 MeV neutron emissions for three
discharges listed in Table l. Calculated cuwes
are normalized to the experimental data at the

trit
on

time of NB turn-off to reject any systematic 0
error of detection efficiencies for the total and
14 MeV neutron emissions. The fast triton
diffusivity, DUI-,0”, of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 mZ/s 0.01 0.1 1give a good agreement with the experimental 58/8 at re" (%)

' 7 " '7 7 ‘7 _ y . ' .date In Shm #“1137’ #“3664 and #“3663’ Fig.4 Fasttrtton dif/“itrtvny plotted agamruhe
respectively, which indicate [hm Dtrilon toroflai ripple rate (112,15 ejfictivemmar radius
. . , . oft/re triton bin/i profile.increases With the tormdal ripple rate as
Shown in Fig.4.
4. Summary

The time resolved triton butnup measurements have been performed using a new type
14 MeV neutron detector based on scintillating fibers. Time histories of 14 MeV emission
after NB turn—off have been analyzed based on the classical slowing down theory. Assuming
the loss of fast tritons can be represented as a diffusivity, then values increasing with
increasing toroidal ripple were determined between 005-015 mz/s, form the modeling of the
time histories of the 14 MeV emission after the NB turn-off. We have a plan to evaluate the
fast triton diffusivity due the toroidal ripple losses using the OFMC code[5].
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In the absence of a first principles understanding of the physics that governs plasma

energy transport, empirical scaling relationships have been developed that describe global

energy confinement. These expressions have been developed from single machine databases

(With no size scaling) and in large multi—machine databases (where a size scaling can be

addressed). In general, these expressions have been developed assuming a power law fit of

the form
I=CO 1:1 19%” 13°“... (1)

Unfortunately, these expressions do not describe the radial variation of the plasma profiles

and therefore neither ignition nor local transport issues can be addressed.
The goal of our work was to develop a scaling expression which adequately describes

profiles in existing tokamaks and which could be used to predict plasma profile shapes and

magnitudes for future devices, such as ITER and TPX, without the need for a plasma

transport model. This paper presents a multi-machine feasibility study of this goal.
Specifically, we present an initial assessment of an effort to derive an empirical expression
for the normalized plasma electron temperature and electron density profile in terms of global
quantities. We chose a form

where Mp) is a fitting constant similar to C0 in Eq. (1) but here is a function of the
normalized toroidal flux (p). Global instead of local variables were chosen since they
allowed a large enough database to be assembled for this statistical study. If this general
approach appears fruitful a more detailed analysis in terms of local variables may be
warranted. In Eq. (2) the exponents, fg(p), are functions of p in contrast to the (1‘s in Eq. (I)

which represent a constant value.

ANALYSIS

Data from both JET and DIII—D were obtained in a single—null configuration with
an expanded boundary divertor. The JET H—mode data used in this study consists of 48
ELM-free discharges heated with neutral beams (NB) and combined NB and ICRH from the
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1990-1991 time period. The JET experiments were carried out between 1.4 T and 2.9 T,
with an 112 range of 2.0—3.0 MA, (195 from 3.0 to 7.0, Pam; from 1 to 13 MW, and an ’7:- 0f
(].3_5‘2) X 1019 111-3. The 63 ELMing Hemode discharges from DHl—D all have NB heating
and a BT parameter range of 1—2 T, IP from 0.8—2.0 MA. ([95 from 3.0—9.7, Pam from
1—15 MW, and ’78 from (30—107) x 1019 m—3.

The unknown functions,fg(p). of Eq. (2) are estimated using smoothing splines and
linear regression [1]. This profile parameterization methodology has most recently bee“
applied to JET data [2]. We consider for each machine the parameters 1p, PL, 716,, PRF/Paux,
BT. Zeff, ([95. and VL and retain only those that improved the quality of the fit as determined
by the sequential selection procedure described in Ref. [1]. Our analysis indicates that for
both JET and DIH—D the ne shape is described by 11) and the Te shape by (195. Paux, and
PRF/Paux- Since our dataset contains a sufficient variation in [p and 3]“. we can contrast the
(195 dependence with the separate 1p and BT dependencies. Furthermore. the lit, and T,3
profiles have similarfflp) dependencies in both machines. Figure 1 displays. as an example,
f[(p) for DIH—D and JET ne data. The ti(p) curve represents each machine‘s average ”5
profile.

Since the same global quantities are required to describe JET and DIll—D profiles
separately and the exponents [fg(p)] are similar it makes sense to combine the data and
determine a size scaling for the profile expressions. However, since the aspect ratio is similar
for both machines an individual R and a scaling can not be determined. Instead, a general
size scaling has been used and will be written in terms of R. Our analysis indicates that the
He and Te profiles in the combined database are well described by the same variables as in
the individual fits with the addition of the size R. The variables 31‘, Zeff, and VL are not
important parameters for modeling our dataset. Both K and R/a had too small a variation to
be studied. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the fg(p) and tt(p) dependencies for the rig and Te
profiles respectively.

Figure 3 uses the Te fit to give the reader
a feeling for the quality of our analysis. 1'5 _ _
Figures 3(a,b) show the measured TS and the : ~ ‘ . Ll
predicted profiles from our scaling expres— 1; ~ . _ _
sion for DIII~D and JET respectively. We :_ JET ' ' ‘ ~ ‘
evaluate the average relative error (similar to j ‘
reduced X2) for each profile and the his 0-5f_ _ - Dill—D ‘
togram displays [Fig. 3(0)] these values for : ’ — - . f
the combined Te fit. The location on the his- 0—- , ’ ‘ \
togram of the two temperature profiles : , ' ‘
shown in Figs. 3(a,b) is marked by vertical : - ‘ '
arrows. Morethan50%oftheTeprofiles -0.5 III]
are predicted more accurately than those 0 0-2 0-4 pQ6 0-8 1
shown in Figs. 3(a,b). For the entire data
base the average relative error for the Fig'13 JET and.Dllll—D "‘1; profiles aredescribed In a Slmllal‘ way y Ip.
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O 0.2 0.4p0.6 0.8 1

Fig. 2. (a) Density profile broadens with
l and R. (b) Temperature profile broadens
with R and becomes more peaked with 1p and
PRF/Paux-

normalized electron density fit is 8% and is
16% for the electron temperature. Relative
error tends to weight the edge more, so our
predictions are significantly better than this
in the core of the profile.

DISCUSSION

Our density profile parameterization
[Fig. 2(a)] indicates that as the plasma
current is increased, the ne profile broadens
and the edge gradient increases. This is
entirely consistent with what is observed
during operation of either JET or DIII—D.

(b)

JET
Te (keV)

o ..,...........f..[.....
O 0.2 0.4p0.6 0.8 1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Relative Error

Fig. 3. (a) Sample DIII—D TC data with our
predicted value. (b) Sample JET Te data
with our predicted value. (0) Combined
dataset histogram of relative error for the
Tcprofile fit.
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With higher current comes not only more density but a broader density profile with a steeper
edge gradient. In contrast the temperature [Fig 2(b)] becomes more peaked with increasing
([95 and RF power fraction and the Te shape broadens slightly with increasing beam Power
([13 is almost constant in p). The importance of the RF power fraction arises from the JET data
where their experiments have shown that the TC profile broadens as the RF power is
deposited farther off~axis. In general RF power deposition is more centrally peaked than NB
power deposition. The T6 profile dependence on (195 is in agreement with the concept of
profile consistency. For both the Te and ne profiles, the DIlI—D profiles are more peaked
than the JET profiles as illustrated by the average profile (u) in Fig. 1. Near the edge, the
DllleD profiles decrease much more than do the JET profiles. This shape differenee is
attributed to plasma size in our scaling expression. As a result, fR(p) is negative for p<0.5
and increases rapidly for p>0.8.

Similar to a scaling expression that predicts confinement, our density and temperature
scaling expressions can be used to extrapolate to ITER profiles. Our predicted ITER density
profile is hollow and our temperature profile has a similar shape to the flat ITER Te design
profile. We do not believe that a hollow density profile correctly represents ITER. Our Te
profile flattens (hollow by about 20%) at p=0.5 compared to p=0.4 for the ITER design and
then decreases out to p=0.8 with a similar slope of the ITER design profile. Outside of p=0,s
our ITER profile substantially increases due to the increasinn(p) seen in Fig. 2(b). Moving
to a local variable representation may allow a better description of profile size scaling
Additionally, combining JET ELM-free discharges with DIIl—D ELMing discharges probably
enhances the difference in profile shape between the two machines. We predict a :79
substantially below the ITER design value and a T6 substantially above the ITER design
value. Our optimistic T9 for ITER is understandable since both JET and DIII—D operate
below the Greenwald density limit while ITER is designed about a factor of 2 above the limit.
If we arbitrarily increase our density to the ITER design value and reduce our Te by 1/ We, as
seen in DUI—D experiments, our ITER prediction is similar to their design value.

Since this technique can (1) adequately describe JET and DIII—D profiles with each
machine requiring the same global parameters, (2) produce scaling behaviors that are
consistent with experimental results, and (3) produce a reasonable core Te profile shape
estimate for ITER, we feel that this analysis method can be a fruitful avenue of research for
describing profile behavior. Expanding to local variable analysis could begin with the )1!
profile by replacing the 1p dependence with Bp or J. Additionally a specific set of discharges,
for example only NBI-heated ELMing H—modes, could be gathered to eliminate some of the
uncertainties associated with profile broadening in the larger machine. Future work should
also focus on understanding the predicted magnitude of ”(and Te for ITER.

This is a report of work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-ACO3—89ER51114 and Grant No. DE-FGOZ-86ER53223.

[1] [true K, Riede] K S, and Schunke B (1995) Phys. Plasmas 2 1614 (1995)
[2] Schunke B. Imre K, Riedel K S (1994) in Proc. 21st EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys.

Montpellier, France (European Physical Society, Petit-Lancy) Vol. 1813, p. 668.
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Introduction

It is thought that a steady state tokamak reactor will need a substantial fraction of the plasma

current to be provided by the neoclassical bootstrap effect To achieve this requires that the

poloidal B be significantly greater than unity which. in turn, requires good energy confinement

without the use of very high plasma ctiiTents. It is likely that such a plasma would also have to
achieve BN 2 3 (BN : BTaB-I-IIp in %mT/MA) if very high toroidal fields are to be avoided.

Experiments have been performed in JET with the demanding aim of simultaneously achieving

these conditions, high BF, high confinement and high BN. in steady state. The investigation of

the characteristics of plasmas in this domain, the so-Called ‘Advanced Tokamak Scenario', is

necessary to assess the prospects iOI steady state 1eactor concepts.
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Fig I: Comparison 0m film/3.8Tpulscs #25264(1991) and #32847(1994)

Quasi Steady State
Improved power handling has been achieved in the new JET pumped divenor configuration and
has allowed long pulse high power heating of ELMy (Edge Localised Mode) H mode plasmas
which reach quasi steady conditions with iespect to density and plasma stored energy Figtue 1
shows the comparison between a recent high [3}, plasma (#32847) and a discharge obtained
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before the installation of the JET pumped divertor (#25264). Stationary conditions have 1356“

achieved in pulse 32847. whereas in pulse 25264 the density rises in the ELM free H mode

until a collapse of the plasma stored energy occurs during which the density falls The cringe of
this collapse has not been unambiguously identified [1]. but similar values of [5p have now bee"

achieved without either the density rise or the collapse phenomena. However. significantly
higher additional heating power is required to reach the same value ol‘ BI, in the ELMy regime.

This. together with the more modest plasma density in these plasmas, results in a signifieam
fraction (: 30%) of the plasma Stored energy being due to fast particles, The fraction of the
plasma Current driven by the bootstrap el‘l'eet is estimated (using only the thermal pressure) to
be z50% in the ELMy regime compared with about 70% in the ELM l'ree experiments.

High [3p Plasmas
Figure 2 shows the achieved values of [3p plotted against qr); The plasma currents were in the
range lp=l.0~l.75MA. Approximate lines of constant [3N are shown for the JET pumped
divertor configuration A notional 'Advanced Tokamak Domain'. typical of reactor concepts
such as SSTR [2]. is indicated, The optimum value of (195 depends mainly on the achievable
BN- Plasmas have been obtained approaching the overall conditions required for a steady state
reactor although the bootstrap current in these plasmas is probably insufficient to provide the
necessary fraction of the plasma current required for a true 'Advanced Tokarnak' (>70%).
3.0 W .‘3'

Q? 5 Upper bound for:
t "eifill lpziMA

2'5 iAdvanced In a HITERBQL—F 52
: Tokamak : 4 e
I Domain ' gc2.0 A '7f, a ‘ n9

€

69%
Q0

1_
0 5 O 9 . 0 o a

I 0 1994/5 data g 0 Peak value 8 3
ATyplcal 1991 data O ' Siahorjary >1 second ‘ . ‘ 5

0 i l . i I l E; o 2 4 6 8 10 12
a e 8 10 12 14 Clss

Q95

Fig 2" flip-(dia’l'ag’lf’ld P/o’n'dlfik’umill (795 ”3 3-' fifl’hli‘mmgfi(If?)[driller/(lgfliltsl (195

High [5N Plasmas
Figure 3 shows the values of [3N achieved in 1994/5 with Ipxl.0— l ,75MA. The curves indicate
the power limit at Hl’l—ERggL,p=2 (typical for this dataset [3]) for plasmas with IplA in both
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Vi

he high and low (19; domains. The ITER89L7P scaling is given in ref [4], The curves differ in
t c “
the [W0 r

ull‘fil beam heating (up to 2(JMW), whereas combined neutral beam and radio frequency
ne

anions since at low cm the high values of [SN have been achieved with predominantly

heatin" up to 2SMW has been employed at high C195 (BT > 2.6T at lMA).

Atkhigh values of q); the plasma performance, and hence the value of BN, has been limited

by the plasma confinement and available additional heating power. At qss < 4, however, the

plasm
guaoestiVB that a global [3 limit may have been reached.

a stored energy can exhibit confinement degradation at high heating power levels which is

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of a pulse at ('95 = 3.1 with a plasma current of IMA and

a toroidal field of lT Where the neutral beam heating power is increased in three steps to

17.5MW. The total plasma stored energy increases at the first two power steps, but at the third

step no significant further increase is observed. The maximum value of [3N is about 3.8. The

frequency of the ELMs in this discharge increases at the filial power step. and this may be the

cause of the reduced confinement. The calculated fast ion stored energy for this plasma

represents about 40% of the plasma stored energy during the high power heating phase. This

results in a more modest value for BN when only the thermal plasma energy is considered,
A ”www—— 20Pulse No: 32879
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Fig 4: Time evolution nfu plasma at Fig 5: Time ei'olmion Ufa plarma at
lil/IA/lT(z]95:3.]) [MA/1.4T (“15:47)

The pttlse presented in Fig 4 is representative of a conventional ‘ITER-like’ configuration
(qgs z 3.1, elongation z 1.65. triangularity : 0.2). In Fig 5 is shown the time evolution of a
plasma more representative of the steady state tokamak domain. In this case the plasma current
is [MA and the toroidal field is 1.4T giving qt); = 4.7, and a more shaped equilibrium is used
(elongation : 1.7, triangularity : 0.4). This discharge combines high [Sp (z 1.8) and high EN
(= 3.8) with HITER39L_p z 2.2 in an ELMy H mode plasma with steady density.
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The pulse shown in Fig 5 achieves a similar Value of [3N to that in Fig 4 despite the higher
toroidal field strength and almost identical neutral beam heating power. This is due to [he
degraded confinement in the lower field discharge at high power. Since the high value of Ba
was only just attainable at the highest power in the high field case. it is not known whethEr
there would be degradation of confinement at still higher powers. It should be noted that the
fast ion stored energy represents a smaller fraction of the total plasma stored energy in the Cage
shown in Fig 5 (z 30%) resulting in a higher achieved thermal BN.

Long Pulse Experiments Long pulse heating has been applied to
Pulse No:31829 plasmas at high [3,, to assess the long

E 15 llmlmfihfil'wkvfim timescale effects. Figure 6 shows the time‘ i k "l‘fl’i 7E 10* l evolution of a plasma with [iv = 15 anda? 5— ,_i"-" l_ . , . x ..of l: BN = 3.0 maintained duiing a 7 second
15 , ”P Jfixer"WWWTAU‘V\«rwx heating pulse
(1).:— y/’ \Vk Although the timescale for

0 M’—'.7k_ redistribution of the plasma current profile4— “A M (%m T/MA) , . .(1.» WWMMNWM‘ in the plasma core is stlll longer than the2 . .,9 heating pulse length of these discharges,
the plasma current density in the plasma
periphery should have reached a steady
value in 273 seconds. Any effects on<n

s>
(x

10
‘9

m'z
‘)

O
—‘

m
{J

O

8 10 12 id 16
Time (5)

Stability from the edge bootstrap current
density in these plasmas should have been

m 6' [mg pm“ WNW m IMA/ 4] seen on the timescale of these experiments.

Conclusion
Quasi steady state conditions approaching those required for a steady state reactor have been
achieved in ELMy H mode plasmas for pulse lengths in the range 1—7 seconds, Longer pulse
experiments are required to assess the effects of current redistribution in the plasma core.

An apparent global [3 limit has been observed at BN 2 3.8 with [195 = 3.1. Similar values of
[3N were obtained at q95 = 4.7 but it is not possible to establish whether a [3 limit has yet been
reached with the available heating power.

References
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[2] M Kikuehi, Nucl Fusion 30(l990) 265.
[3] A C C Sips, et al, this conference.
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Density Scaling of the H-Mode Power Threshold in JET
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1. Introduction

Analysis of the ITER Threshold Database revealed a linear dependence of the H-mode power

threshold on the plasma density [1]. However the JET database has never been conclusive on

the subject, although there was the indication of a density dependence of the H-mode power

threshold, as well as of the lower threshold of H-modes produced by Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Heating (ICRH) in single null X—point configuration on beryllium target plates, Since one of

the crucial issues for the design of ITER is to establish field, size and density scaling of the

power threshold, the ITER Confinement and Transport Expert Group has asked JET, DIII-D,

ASDEX—U, JT60-U, COMPASS, C-MOD, IFT-ZM, and PBX-M to carry out a series of

experiments in a given ITER-like configuration with q9533 at the transition, This paper

presents results obtained on the JET tokamak using both Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) and

ICRHr

2. Experimental parameters

The experiment was carried out in a single
Pulse No: 33470 lMA/JT

null X—point JET standard fat configuration, m 2 Da

with X-point height of about 25cm and E 1

plasma distance from both the inner and outer O

walls of about 80m. The ion VB drift was

towards the target plates, while triangularity 3:5 9-

was kept constant at 530415. At the transition 29 :5

the edge safety factor was q9553, which

allowed us to work at different combinations
21 23 25 27 29

time (seconds)
of toroidal field and plasma current, namely

lMA/lT, 2MA/2T, 3MA/3T. Density was

increased by both gas puffing and controlled
Fig.1 Transition mm H—mode for a discharge in the

database. KG] here indicatcx the FIR interferometer:
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NBI fuelling, with the cryopump at the LHe temperature Two heating schemes were Used

namely D0 NBI and H minority ICRH in D plasmas The present paper is focussed On the

results obtained with CFC divertor target tiles and NBL However, preliminary analysis of

experiments using a Be target are reported, as well as very recent lCRH-only H-modes on Be

at 3MA/2.9Tt All data were taken about 30msec before the L—H transition and were validated

against a dataset ofL-rnodes.

3. Density scaling of the power threshold

The power threshold Pm was determined at

the L-H transition as total power coupled to

the plasma,

9 PAUX +POHM ' (1 )

where PM“ is the power of the auxiliary

system used (ICRH or NBI), while Form is the

101‘ :

Ohmic power input; or as power flux through

the separatrix,

Qm : (Pm 7 P35 7 ciwDm /dt) / s , (2)
with Pfi'gtotal radiation emitted by the bulk
plasma, while dWDm/dt is the slope of the

diamagnetic energy, and $5140 in2 is the
0.1:
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_ ZMA/ZT A2MAI2T-Be A
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Fig} The (Jam roughly agree with the ITER NCO/[Hg

[l]. with the exception ofsume oft/re 3ill.»’l/3Ta'ala.
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Fig 2 fI-iriade power threshold scalmg with volume

averaged density. Duta have been obtained with NB]
and CFC large! (open symbols), Be target (filled

svmbolx}, and/CR1? on Be (filled circles).

plasma surface areas As shown in Fig.2, the

threshold has an approximately linear

dependence on <nc>. Departure from the

linear scaling is evident for the 3MA/3T data

at low and high densities (Figs.2.3)i Analysis

is in progress to estimate in the low density

range the amount of N81 shine through,

which could reduce Pvml‘ by up to 20%, Note

also that the ICRH data indicate a power

threshold somewhat lower, in agreement with

results from the 1991-92 database [2]. Also,
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h e is no appreciable difference in P“, with either Be or CFC tiles and N131 heating, although
r er

hiah <n > no data exist. The dependence of Pd, on Bt and< nc> has been determined
at a ‘

thrOUgh nonlinear regression analysis:
74it B!” < na> 0Pror s (3)

QNETocfii<n >0“, (4)c

similar to dimensionally correct forms of the H—mode power threshold [3,4].

4 Edge measurements

12 fry—E In this SBCtiOU are summarised the first partial

- 1MA/1T
- 2MA/2T AA results obtained from the measurement of
— 3MA/3T

9; edge electron density and temperature, and

E - neutral flux at the divertor, thou ht to beE . g
x

g 6', 0 relevant to the understanding of H-mode

CE! : % 0A transition physics. Line integrated electron

3; A0 <66 density at the plasma edge (R=3.75m) was

: 0 obtained and cross-checked using both the- El- % _ _ .
0' t . . . LIDAR Thomson scattering diagnostic and

0 1 2 3 4 5
edge line integrated no “019 m-2) the Far Infra Red (FIR) interferometer. These

Fig.4 Ne! power/711x through ”19 “Pam”! m H measurements show that the power flux QNE'I-

fimmo" 0f“lg" ""6 magma] ‘19”s (CFC dnta)‘ depends roughly linearly on the edge density

n“ for the 2MA/2T and 3MA/3T data, while the IMA/lT series shows a much weaker

dependence (Fig.4). Moreover, the B. scaling at the plasma edge is not so clear-cut as in Fig.2:

in particular, there is no clear distinction between the 2MA/2T and 3MA/3T data. On the other

hand the dependence of QNET on the neutral flux, obtained with pressure gauges in the divertor

[5,6], is weaker than that with neg, while that on Bi is clear.

The electron temperature was measured at R:3.6m, for B1=2,3T with the heterodyne

radiometer, and at R=3.75m, for B.=1,2,3 T with LLDAR, Tca shows a nonlinear dependence

on both n“, and B., the latter indicating the importance of Larmor radius.

5. Conclusions and future analysis

The power threshold, expressed both as PTOT and QNET, depends roughly linearly on < n=> and

on nu, although there are deviations from linearity at low and high densities. Scaling with B, is
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evident with Pym, not so much with QNET. The database is roughly in agreement with the ITER

scaling, although deviations exist for low and high densities (Fig.3).

Results of regression analysis are similar to dimensionally correct forms of Pd, [3,4].

Similar discharges carried out on CFC and Be divertor target plates show no significant

difference in the power threshold. No data however were obtained at high densities

(<11; 56x10l9 mg) with Be.

ICRF—only H-modes on Be target show a lower power threshold. Future analysis will compare

ICRH and NB] produced H-modes to clarify the reasons for the different Pm.

QNm- shows a mildly nonlinear dependence on the neutral flux as measured at the divertor, and

a roughly linear scaling with B.. However a link needs to be established between L-H transition

and recycling conditions at the edge, of which the particle flux is only a partial measurement.

Measurements ofelectron temperature at the plasma edge show a nonlinear dependence on the

the edge density and the magnetic field. Further analysis in this direction will include the

scaling of Te“ with Bl at the plasma edge.
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[ntroduction In hot-ion H-mode high performance discharges an immediate difference was

observed in the frequent ELM behaviour compared with earlier operations in which the ELMs

had
high [3 regimes. Correlations have been found

between the peak reaction rate achieved

during a pulse (fig.1) and the ELM free

period (fig.2) with the particle influx as

measured by the Da line intensity, this

providing the impetus for a study of the

recycling behaviour in these discharges.
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Fig.2: ELMfree period vs vertical D“ intensity
sorted by plasma currrenl I (lid/1)

to be actively induced through strong gas-puffing, the use of hydrogen fuel or operation in
10 , ,17.5<P(MW)

0° 015.0<P<17.5
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Fig.1: DD reaction rate vs vertical DUL intensity
soric'd by neutral beam input power P (MW) for
High Flux Expansinn (HFE) and slamlard FAT
cmy’igw'ations. Filled symbols refer to pulses
with crvopump.

Detailed modelling of the recycling can be

found in [1]. Conditioning has been achieved

by D and He GDC and the use of 2 or 4 Be

evaporators. The divertor cryopump became

available in August 94 and the improvement in pumping is evident from fig.l which includes

pulses with and without cryopump. A clear reduction in the particle influx is normally

observed when the cryopump is used (see also [2]), Fig.1 also has data from some of the best

high performance discharges run during the 1991/92 operations. The Da line intensity is

comparable with measurements for the best pulses in the 1994/95 campaign.
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Configuration In the 1994/95 campaign. even when low recycling was achieved. only a

change of the magnetic configuration from the ‘Standard FAT' to a ‘High Flux Expansion’

(HFE) configuration allowed access to a high performance regime with reaction rates

> 3.5x101c‘ s". This change was due to improved stability against ELMS as evidenced by an

increase in the ELM-free period. this hardly exceeding 0.5 s in the ‘standard FAT‘

configuration. Higher triangularities and elongations were achieved in the HFE configuration

which have a stabilizing effect on edge pressure gradient driven modes due to the higher edge

shear. Although the optimization of these parameters was found necessary for the

achievement of long ELM-free periods. other parameters must be considered to explain the

wide range ofperformance subsequently achieved.
IOBeam deposition Of crucial importance in VS.8<I(MA)

03.3<I<3.8
02.8<l<3.3
nl<2.8

achieving high performance in the hot-ion

regime is a low target density. which in the 4370]
J

present campaign, is limited by the maximum
' . _ ~ 6 33680

permitted beam shine-through. This IS n
1 0‘

6rs)

illustrated in fig}, this diagram including all

of the best 30 pulses ofthe current operations.

A low target density requires a sufficiently

l.)

I |

low level of recycling. In pulses having the 0 2 4 6 8 a 10t
. . . . , Line averaged ll: (“ii/n1 )

best conditioning. the increase in the total D
Fig. 3: DD reaction rate vs line m’eraged larger
electron density sorted by plasma cnrrem 1 (MA).

below the beam fuelling rate. in the highest 77“? 50““, “’79-" mark ”'6’ bUWIdUIZV of 1/76
operational space

count corresponded to or could even fall

performance pulse 33643, the pumping is so

strong that the beam fuelling is insufficient and D gas fuelling is required to maintain the

plasma density. More usually in these hot-ion H-mode discharges the density rise exceeded

the beam fuelling rate by ~3-4><lO20 particles/s. An extensive investigation of the effect of the

particle influx on the beam deposition and 11,. profiles showed no marked dependence, fig.4.

The effect of beam deposition on the neutron emission profiles is discussed in [3], A clear

effect is seen on the neutron emission profile but not on the total neutron yield. The evolution

of the nu and beam deposition profiles are illustrated for the highest performance pulse 33643.

This is a 3.7 MA discharge. with D fuel and 18.5 MW of D NBI. An overview of the plasma

parameters is shown in figj. In fig.6. it can be seen that. as nu rises. the beam particles are
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d sited increasingly towards the plasma edge. The same behaviour is found for the power
6P0

deposition profiles. This effect is summarized in the deposition profile ratios shown in Fig.7

f r the pulses along the sloped boundary marked in fig.3. It is observed that the turnover in
o

RDD occurs at

C
2‘0 E,Sawtooth )

o (>6)
u: 8 ea: 0
g”) :0 WW0 3;, Eon on °

<5:

0
o 2010

Du (llph/s in2 sr)

Fig.4." a) Inverse peakingfactor of beam particle
deposition at start of NE] vs horizontal Du. The
peaking factor is defined as the ratio of the
number of particles deposited between a
normalized minor radius of 0.0 and 0.55 to those
deposited between 0.55 and 0.85. b) Ratio of
initial tofinal peakingfactors of beam deposition
vs horizontal Du. The initial value is taken at the
start of NBI,‘ the final value is taken at the roll-
over ofRDD 6) Ratio of initial tofinal ng peaking
factors vs diver/or D“, The peaking/"actor of he is
defined as the ratio of electron density integrated
between a major radius of 3.25 In and 3. 35 m to
the electron density integrated between a major
radius of3.65 m and 3.8 m.
Figures sorted by peak Root V 8 X1 OMSRDD,
o 6X10’63RDD<8 x10”, 0 4 x10’“sRDD<6 x10”,
D RDD<4><10’6.

a ratio of ~2-3. The edge pressure gradients are determined from LIDAR 11c

and Te measurements and charge exchange

spectroscopy in and Ti data which come from

a new high resolution edge diagnostic. When

data from reflectometry and hetrodyne ECE

radiometry are available these are included in

the calculation of the pressure profile. The

best available edge pressure gradients are

shown for the same pulses in fig.7. A

correlation is observed between the duration

of the threshold ELMs and the delay in the

rise of the beam deposition ratios, The longer
#33643

10 PNB[(MW)
5 RDDU /s

WD|A(MJ)

neMaxU

2010 6 (keV)

'3) Ratio

45 tIO
~ rD(1 /s)

2.5 paw)

t(s)
Fig.5: Overview ofplasma parameters for pulse
#33643, neutral beam power, DD reaction rate,
total stored energy from the diamagnetic loop.
maxinmm electron density from LIDAR, electron
and ion temperature, ratio ofparticles deposited
between normalized minor radius p=0. 7 and p=l
to those deposited inside p=().3, electron + ion
pressure gradient at R=3.77nt. deuterium gas
influx rate, vertical Du intensity.
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#33643

, r . . . .
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8

Normalized minor radius

Fig.6: Electron densitr' and calt‘ulated neutral
beam particle deposition {integrated over flux
surface) profile evolution VS normalized minor
radius at tl= [2.0 .r, {2:124 s, t3=12.8 S,
14:13.13, (5:13.35.
this delay the more the terminating

instabilities are postponed and the higher the

neutron yield. Among such instabilities, of

particular concern in the present discharges

are the giant ELMs [4] and the slow rollovers

[5]. Choosing pulses at a constant target

density. the threshold ELM duration shows a

relation to the particle influx as measured by

D figS. this being a possible additionalm

explanation for the benefit of low recycling in

achieving high performance.

I6
Rm

uo
ls)

EH
IJ

U!
\l

'0
o

o.
b

o.
Ra

tio [J

vO
SP

a/
m

)
w

1')
~

:3
b

'0

Fig.7: DD reaction rate, ratio of particle;
deposited between normalized minor radius
p:0.7 and p=l to those deposited inside p203
and electron + ion pressure gradient at
R=3. 77 m is time for a) pulse 33643, b) pulse
34499, 0) pulse 32925. The l indicates the end of
the threshold ELMperiod.

v3.8<t(MA)
0'7 03.344333 ° 02.s<t<3.3

5 0,6 ul<2.8E Q
.3 0.5 oa OS.t, o:3 0.4
.3 Do 0

§ 02 ° °
: o

0.2
l | I l I l_ I ‘ I l I0.4 0.3 0.6

Du (I O1 x phls m2 5r)

Fig. 8’: Duration oftltresltold ELMS m vertical Du
sorted by plasma current I (MA), at constant
target density for pulses along dashed line of
fig.3.

Conclusions The performance of hot-ion H-mode discharges depends crucially on the lowest

target densities being achieved. this requiring low recycling. Although no correlation has been

found between the deposition of neutral beams and recycling, a tentative relation is suggested

between recycling and the duration of the threshold ELMs. These delay the unfavourable

build-up of beam deposition in the plasma edge. which leads to the onset of the terminating

instabilities.

[I] K McCormick et al.. [2] G Saibene ct al, [3] F Marcus et al.. [4] 'I‘l‘lender et al.. [5] P Smeulders et 21]..

1995. all this conference
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ohm’s Law For Tokamaks and Toroidal

Current Drive by Radial Plasma Flow in
Pellet Injection Experiments

S.G. Kalmykov, A.F.loffe Physical-Technical Institute
V.Yu. Sergeev, State Technical University

St.Petersburg, Russia

1_ Boot—strap current and the radial plasma flux. The fact that the

boot-strap Current is related to the radial velocity of the neoclassical diffusion, jbs ~
Vrdij/BH/C (B0 is the poloidal magnetic field component), might be deduced even fiom
the pioneering works of A.A.Galeev and R.Z.Sagdeev [1] In [2,3] this relation is more
highlighted by means of another formulation of Ohm’s law for the toroidal current

j: = al|5P(E= + KBg/C), jpfd = O'Uspl/c—Bg/C, (I)

which is entirely equivalent to the "standard" form 3'; = ”MOE; +jbs. In Eq. (1) jpfd
may be called "plasma flux driven current" because it is proportional to the net radial
velocity, including both the neoclassical diffusion and the Ware pinch, whereas the
standard jbs is only the ”diffusion driven current".

Eq. (1) looks like as if the toroidal component of the Lorentz electric field, Vn/c,
was a force driving the current jpfd. This may be explained in a simplified way [4] with
the aid of a poloidal sign dependent force, F9 = —V9p,» — snap/6:9 + (o’ is the plasma
potential). It originates from induced by the gradB drift poloidal variations of plasma
pressure and potential. Then, in the frames of the .MHD approximation, F9 projection
onto the magnetic field line will maintain jpfd: Rpfd = —nejp,:d/a,‘5p = —F9“ (Rpfd is the
ion-electron friction force), but the transverse component induces the radial particle flux:
I‘r : nVr = cL/eB. Eliminating F9 from the both latters, obtain Rpfd :: finevn/c.

However, actually the transport in tokamaks is very far from to be neoclassical.
Thus, under quasi-stationary OH conditions in the tokamak T—lO (see Part 2) the ve—
locities at r/a : 0.5 are: Wig): m 3cm/s, Kjfiid, a: —16cm/s (l) whereas experimentally
K655“, z 3— lOcm/S. In such "distorted" situation jg?” calculations, performed for many
tokamak experiments and using neoclassical formulae [5], seem to be rather doubtful.

The Ohm’s law formulation of Eq. (1), Where Vr was the velocity of actual plasma
flux deduced from the experimental data, has been successfully applied to explain
"anomalies" in the loop voltage behaviour in experiments on off—central pellet injection
in the tokamak T-10 [6].

2. Experimental evidences. In the experiments mentioned in [6] (Sh. 49961,
R0 = 150cm, (1 : 28cm, B1 = 30kG, IF; = 200kA, D2), small pellets of LiD and of
H2 evaporated somewhere half way towards the center of the discharge. They weakly
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disturbed the plasma and caused by them large increase in the loop voltage (30111d
explained neither by the weak and transient electron temperature decrease nor by the
vanishing variation in effective ionic charge (Fig. 1). In Fig. 2 results of lOOp voltage
simulations are shown together with supposed boundary temperature variations, TEE, t)
which were not measured experimentally The simulation took into account variation;
of plasma conductivity, induced by the change in TE, 71 and Zejf, and inductive eflects
due to the accompanying modification of current density radial profile but assumEd no
plasma motion. From the above it is clear that the plasma voltage behaviour required
a nontrivial explanation.

In contrast to the temperature, the profile of plasma density exhibited Stronger
variations (Fig. 3). Such an evolution suggested that a plasma influx arose, at blast,
in an inner part of the discharge where the ionization rate 5, << an/at. Two velocity
profiles for such an influx taken at t = 567ms are presented in Fig. 4. They Were
derived as V,(r) : ‘(for art/at rdr)/(nnr) at different assumptions about boundary of
the area where S,- might be neglected: r/a S 0.55 (curve 1) and r/a S 0.67 (curve 2)
These velocities have been used in Ohm’s law (Eq. (1)) which was incorporated into the
loop voltage simulation model. The results of the simulation are displayed by dashed
curves in Fig. 5, The current, driven by the actual plasma flux, is very likely to be
the explanation required. Velocities obtained by taking into account the ionization rate
contribution (see [6]), V,(r) = (fo'(Si — 6n./6t)rdr)/(nr) (in Fig. 4 curve 3 for t : 567m
and curve 4 for the quasi—stationary OH stage at t : 560ms, and the time cvoluticm
V,(r = 12cm,t)), have provided the good agreement between simulated (Fig. 5 , black
dots) and experimental (solid line) loop voltage waveforms.

The currents 9},e were calculated for the both quasi-stationary and dynamic phases.
In Fig 6 they are compared with the net plasma current density, jpg, and with neoclas-
sical jg,” estimated by using formulae [5] At the steady state jpfd is distributed more
peripherically than jg?“ but its total value is three times as much as the latter.

The “anomalous" loop voltage behaviour suggesting the influence of the current,
driven by the actual plasma fiux, has also been observed in other dynamic experiments:
in the off-central injections of small pellets in T—lO [G] and in TUMAN—S tokamak [7],
and in pro-programmed current ramp~down in T-lO (not yet published).

3. Is the current driven by the actual plasma flux compatiblegwith the
neoclassical physics? The question arises if such substantially modified jpfd (Fig.
6) is compatible with the neoclassical mechanisms. The response may be positive be-
cause jpfd is defined, in addition to the magnetic configuration, by the plasma potential
space variations (see Part 1). As soon as the potential is distorted, both the radial flux
and the boot-strap current will vary proportionally keeping to be quite neoclassical. A
little change in relative velocity of electrons and ions in their ambipolar flow seems to
be sufficient to produce a significant plasma potential variation. Such a change might
be provoked by some non-stationary intervention into the discharge or/and by a rel-
atively weak turbulence which played then role of a “trigger". Thus, to explain both
V, and jpfd in the experiments above described, the equivalent poloidal electric field,
E; = Fo/ne, should be about 713mV/cm (awimm ~ 0.5V) at r/a = 0.5 for the
dynamic phase when the particle flux flowed inwards. At the plasma column periphery,
where V, m 100 — 150cm/s, E9 ~ 40mV/cm and o,,,,,_bmm ~ 73.5V. Of course, a direct
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. ce on the transport accompanied n0 contribution to the boot-strap current may

influefl xcluded for the case of a strong turbulence.

“OTB glasma flux driven current in the L —> H transition. The chain

Hents occurring at the L a H transition [8] suggests noticeable variations in jpfd

0f even It starts with a dramatic alteration in the plasma potential value and even

as :he lsign, what reveals itself through the change in the poloidal plasma rotation.

wk [1 the plasma outflux drops; in [7] even the inversion of the radial particle flux has

gee: observed The loop voltage increase happened there also. It might be related to

the jpjd inversion but the authors of [7] have explained it by a hypothetical boundary

temperature depression (Tam) was not measured in the experiment).
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ctrons and Ions Heating and Improved Confinement Regime in Lower
Ele

Hybrid Heating Experiments on FT-Z Tokamak.

V.N.Budnik0v, G.1.Chashchina, V.V.Dyachenko, L.A.Esipov, M.A.lrzak, E.R.Its,

S.I.Lashkul, A.D.Lebedev, K.A.Podushnikova, O.N.Shcherbinin, V.Yu.Shorikov,

A.Yu.Stepanov.

A.F.Ioffe Physico—Technical Institute, 194021, StPetersburg. Russia.

In the previous lower hybrid (LH) heating experiments on FT~2 tokamak the effective

heating of electrons and ions has been observed [1]. The general scheme of the plasma—wave

interaction is showu in Fig. 1. The loop voltage drop AUL/UL -— (1), charge exchange fluxes at

energies 1.5 ’ (2) and 3.7 keV # (3), the derivative c/dr — (4) for the moment of LH

pulse switch on, electron and ion temperature increase A7} — (5) and AT, — (6) with respect

to the end of LH pulse are presented here as a function of current density. AUL/UL represents

the current drive efficiency and dTi/dt — the power transfer to the bulk electrons For these

characteristics no is the central plasma density at the moment of LH pulse switch on. It can be

seen that the electron heating and the fast ion generation begin at the same density. This fact

permits us to make the conclusion about the same mechanism of wave interaction with ions

and electrons for the densities no > nd. According to our previous investigations [2] this

mechanism is associated with the parametric decay of the pump wave fa. The ion heating with

the most efficiency occurs for the densities, when the energy input to the electrons vanishes

(dTe/dl = 0) and can be explained by the classical mechanism due to the fulfillment of LH reso-

nance condition in plasma center.

In the experiments described below we planned to confirm and to investigate in detail the

regime of the effective plasma heating, but, unfortunately, we failed to reproduce it. Neverthe-

less, the data obtained in these experiments seems to be very useful for heating mechanism un—

derstanding and, as we hope, permit us to find that “latent" parameter, which is responsible for

the irreproducibility of the LH heating experiments [1],

The experiments conditions are described in rep. EPS 22/329, this conference. The RF

power 100 kW at a frequency 920 MHZ was launched from the outer side of the torus through

a two-waveguides grill and exceeded the ohmic heating power (60—80 kW). Ion temperature

profiles and fast ion fluxes were registered by two movable charge exchange analyzers in hori-

zontal and vertical directions. The measurements in all directions gave the coinciding results.
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The main result of these experiments is the observation ofthe influence ofthe electron tem.

perature upon the wave absorption process Electron temperature depended upon the quality
ofthe chamber wall cleaning during the set of experiments. Fig.2, 3 and 4 show three different
T, profiles at RF heating, obtained by chord scanning of CK analyzer. Fig 3 and Fig.4 referred

to the described set of experiments For the same values of 21,. 8,, 1,. and PM»: 100 kW 170.)

profile in Fig.4 is considerably broader than in Fig 3, The narrow T,(r) profile (Fig.2) have b56311

obtained in the previous set of experiments [1], characterized by high electron temper-amre

T, : 700 eV, high value of tl'f: 3, but low radiation losses. The common discharge (Fig.3)

had high radiation losses, T, m 500 eV and Z,” z 3. The lowest value of the electron tempera.

ture was observed in the “clean” discharge I; z 350 eV, Zcfl-z 1.8, Fig.4. For this case the ion
temperature had been also checked by the Doppler broadening of 0V line (278,1 nm), Fig.6, It

should be noted that during RF heating the emissivity position ofthis line change phase due to

the electron temperature increase. Time behavior of T,(r) for the described discharge types is

presented in Fig.5. Thus, when the central electron temperature is rather high, the pump ae
reaches the center yielding the high heating efficiency. The curves marked in Fig.5 by I, II and

III correspond to experimental conditions of Fig.2, 3 and 4, respectively. The modification of

the discharge type influence also upon the characteristic density nd In the experiments [1] the

threshold density nd was 29-1013 cm‘3 (Fig.1). While the transition fiom “dirty” to “clean” dis-

charge happens, 1),, decreases from 1.81013 cm‘3 to l 3- 10” cm's.
We associated the fast ion generation with the parametric decay instabilities [2]. A neces-

sary condition for developing these instabilities is the exceeding of the threshold for the wave

power Pm x Yfl/nfl [3], where a, ,B= 1—1 5 depend upon the type ofinstability. When the elec-

tron temperature decreases the pump wave decay region shifis to the lower density, which is

reflected in the broader Ti profile and lower nd. Thus, the sought—for “latent” parameter,

responsible for the irreproducibility of LH experiments seems to be the electron tem-

perature.

We have reported earlier about the observation of the transition to an improved confine-

ment regime in LH heating experiments [4]. In the post-heating stage MI-lD activity and Hfi

line emission decreased, while total diamagnetic signal rose, The energy confinement time in-

creased by the factor of 23. We have observed also the ELMS (edge-localized relaxation

modes), which ofien arise in the improved confinement regime and reveal themselves as out-

bursts on Hfl line emission and SXR signal, Fig.7a. Hfl radial profiles, registered by the rapid

scanning optical system, also modified during transition to the improved confinement regime,
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where 1, 2, 3 point to the moments of Hp profile scanning. The above mentioned

Fig-7b, . . _ . . .
(r) are more distinct in the electron drtfi direction.

modification of Hp
Cross-correlation analysrs of magnetic probes stgnals indicates to the decrease of the elec—

tron poloidal rotation velocity at the plasma periphery in LH heating regime:V;(OH) :

7.1050n1/5,V;(LH) z 5-105cm/s. In the post-heating phase, when the improved confinement

regime is observed, poloidal velocity has the same value. It should be noted, that both mag-

netic probes signals and microwave reflectometry data show that electrons poloidal rotation

Velocitiv; : V5 +1]; increases from the center to the periphery and for the radii r > 4 cm ex-

ceedS the electron diamagnetic velocity,Vj,(4 em) = 3105 cm/s. 1t testifies to the significance

of the radial electric field at the plasma periphery During LH pulse, also rises up to the

value 5.105 cm/s on the radius 4 cm, Unfortunately, up to now we have no data concemingV;

for r< 4 em. But the estimations of the impurity rotation velocity, obtained by the Doppler

shifi of 0V line, indicate at the absence of noticeable influence of the radial electric field on

plasma rotation in the center of the discharge. During LH heating the poloidal rotation velocity

in r < 4 cm region rises due to theinereased diamagnetic velocity and for r > 4 cm decreases

due to the damping in the radial electric field. The poloidal rotation shear at the plasma periph—

ery can be responsible for the appearance of the characteristic indicator of the improved con-

finement regime — the suppression of MHD oscillations on the frequencies up to 500 kHz.

Such suppression have been observed by magnetic probes, enhanced scattering of microwave

radiation method and reflectometry technique.

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant #23000 from

the ISF and by Grant #95-02—04072-21 from Russia FS.
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Microwave Backscattering Experiment in Ohmic H-Mode Discharge in
Tuman-3 Tokamak

V.Bulanin, D.Korneev, V.Rozhansky, MTendlerlc
State Technical University, St. Petersburg, Russia

*Fusion Plasma Physics, EURATOM-NFR AssociationAlfvcn LaboratoryRoya]
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden

I. Introduction.

The collective scattering of electromagnetic waves has been employed by many research

cups in order to address the issue of plasma turbulence resulting iii anomalous transport in a

tokmnak. Yet, investigations were primarily focused on mtenstties of plasma fluctuations versus

values of local transpon coetfictents. The novel approach based upon collective scattering

method has been put forward in [1] thereby offering to measure a diffusion coefficient directly

from the shape of the scattering spectrum. The method has been successfully employed on
Tote - Supra tokamak using the C02 — laser scattering. Here, the similar approach has been

used in order to unravel the backscattering spectra resulting from the tangential microwave

probing during the L — H transition, carried out on the TUMAN 3 tokamak.

2. Collective scattering from turbulent plasma

Along the lines of the new approach [1] in a case where the plasma turbulent motion is
statistically independent of the electron density fluctuations, the scattering spectrum is directly
proportional to the Fourier transform P(K,ru) of the probability distribution P(A, r) ( Here A

is the plasma displacement—in— time ‘C, the scattering wavevector is defined by the Bragg
condition- KZKS—Ki V), When the observation wavelength kiln/K is larger than the turbulent
motion correlation length, a brownian—type diffusive plasma motion with a variance (A1): 2D:

determines the probability distribution. Here D is the turbulent difiusion coefficient, The
scattering spectrum has to be a Lorentzian profile, centred at the mean plasma motion Doppler
frequency -KU:

ZKZD
3 (1)S a) : -———

( ) (w— KU)2 +(K3D)

According to Eq.(1) the frequency spectrum width is directly connected with the cross-
diFFusion coefficient. So the plasma mean motion velocity and diffusion coefficient could be
recovered from the relative measurements of spectrum shape.

In the specific conditions of the strong shear of plasma rotation during the L-H transition
the additional mechanism of spectrum broadening takes place. The shear of poloidal velocity is
followed by another dependence of the mean square displacement in time I along the poloidal
direction: AB 2} (dv0 /dr)A,1: (A39): (1/3)D(dV9 (dry-:3. The scattering spectrum now is

defined as:
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The associated estimate of the spectrum width for the strong shear of rotation is7 \1/3
D(t/Ivg / dr) KZJ 7 The spectrum becomes similar to the Gaussian-like profile. It ism1e

only for the scattering wavevector directed towards the poloidal velocity ( Kr=0 ). That iSJUStthe case ofthe backseattering under the tangential probing in tokamak, Note that this effect ofspectrum broadening does not appear under the probing beam directed transversely to the flux
surface ( Kg=0 ) because of the microwaves are scattered mainly from the radial mOVedfluctuations,

3. Experimental results

To study the backscattcring spectrum evolution during the transition to the H-inode tWosimilar tangential probing schemes have been implemented in Tuman-3 for the simultaneouSmeasurements of signals reflected from the both high and low magnetic field sides [2]_TWOantennae horns were used to transmit the O-mode microwaves under the angle of 500 With
respect to the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and to receive the backseattering signals. TheFig I shows schematically the ray tracings for different incident beam frequency. The presentedtrajectories have been obtained neglecting the antenna directivity width for the electron densityprofile measured before the transition. Two typical spectra obtained in the both upper andlower frequency sidebands just before and after the transition are shown in Fig 2,a,b. The
spectra have been computed using the output signals of dual homodyne receiver [2] in a timeframe of 0.5 or 1.0 ms The spectrum profiles are found to be basically of Lorentzian shape,
The best fit Lorentzian curves are presented in Fig 2 as well, The difference between spectrumwidths before and after the transition is evident. The calculated spectra are happened to beshified towards the electron or ion diamagnetic drift directions. The poloidal velocity
recovered from the frequency shift (I'g=6w/K) is depicted in Fig 3 in relation to the distancebetween the microwave trajectory turn point and the LCFS. Here K has been estimated for the
turn point space position. The data have been obtained while using the different incident beam
frequencies at two moments of time — before and just after the transition. It is quite clear that
the presented data are averaged over the whole scattering volume. Nevertheless , the velocity
pattern is in qualitative agreement with that obtained by other methods in the divertor
tokamaks,

The Lorentzian—type spectrum width has been calculated over the whole period of a dis-
charge. As an example Fig 4c shows the temporal behaviour of the spectrum width under the
inside probing at incident frequency 21.5 GHZ. The set of curves illustrating the transition is
presented here as well. One can see the drastic drop of the width Af during the transition. Note
that the level of fluctuations is kept constant or even increased for the same period of time
(See Fig.4d). Under the assumption, that the spectmm broadening is determined by the cross-
difl‘usion (see (l)), one can estimate the diffusion coefficient values. The D-scale in Fig 4c cor-
responds to Kevalue at the trajectory turn point. The estimated coefficients are the right order
of magnitude for the diffusion process in plasma edge obtained from the balance discharge
analysis [3]. So this result can be treated as an evidence of the turbulent diifiision suppression
during the ohmic H-mode appearance that is in line with theory ofthe transition [4].
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AS for the low magnetic field side probing there is no strong evidence of the spectrum
'ng during the transition At seine inCident frequenCIes even the increasmg of the

naeWl Width has been observed (see Fig 4e). The different behaviour of the spectrum width
5 admin“, and high magnetic field sides has been accounted for the particular space positions

forthe Ocattering regions regards to the LCFS. Under the outside probing with 22 GHz

0f the i: the microwave trajectories are coming just near the LCFS where the shear of
fieq‘ien jyssiflniflcai‘lt. So it is believed that the spectrum width could be determined mainly by

rotalLOeZF ofcr’otation. In Such a case the diffusion coefficient estimate seems to be problematic

the (she accurate velocity shear value is required to be known. Usmg the theoretically predicted
{glue - 105 Cm/s at the moment of transition [5] the _difiiision suppression can be recovered

from the outside probing data as well as from the inSide ones, However another indirect

evidence of the diffusion reduction at low magnetic field side is connected with the

reflgctometry data obtained under the probing directed transversely to the magnetic flux

surfaces- lfthis is the case. tlie‘shear of rotattoti influence on the spectrum shape is disappeared

thus the spectrum narrowmg is expected to occur along With the difSion suppressron during

the transition. The Fig 2c,d shows two typical spectra ofreflcctometry output signals. The both

5 ectrum widths are drastically decreased as compared with the tangential backseattering ones.

In accordance to the formula (1) the spectrum narrowing could be due to the incident beam
wavenumber decrease near the cut-ofi" layer. The difference between the widths of spectra

derived before and afier the transition is seen as well, The Fig 5 presents as an example the

temporal dependence of the output spectrum width in a discharge with ohmic H-mode. One

can see the drop of the spectrum width which could be associated with the cross-diffusion

suppression in the low magnetic field side. The accurate estimation of the diffusion coefficient

from reflectometry data seems however to be impossible due to the pronounced uncertainty of

K-value in the scattering region.

4. Conclusions.

The impact of the rotational shear and the resulting from it suppression of the anomalous
cross — field diffusion has been addressed by the microwave backscattering diagnostics. The

shape oftlie backscattering spectrum has been demonstrated to yield the dramatic dependence
on the shear of rotation. The reduction of the anomalous diffusion during the transition has
been demonstrated to be maintained at both the low and high field sides of the tokamakOur

measurements yield the absolute value of the diffusion coefficient consistent by order of
magnitude with the value obtained from the particle balance.
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Chat‘flCleriStiCS of Low q(a) Plasmas in the CDX-U Spherical Tokamak‘

Y 9 Hwang‘ TU. Jones, D. Stutman, W Choe, E. Lo, J. Menard and M. Ono

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton, NJ,08543, USA,

I. Introduction

The spherical tokam

Sin" pOSSibilities for a COSI‘EffCCtive, high-performance (high beta. high bootstrap
I:

ak (ST) or low-aspect-ratio tokamak (LART) configuration offers

pronii
fraction) plasma reg

1* high m advanced fuel reactor ill. The recent results from START have been
ime which lends itself naturally to a compact volumetric neutron source

as well as

ncotlr’t"i”" [2], To test the viability of the LART configuration at MA»leve1 plasma
C ta :

currents the National Spherical Tokamak Experiment (NSTX) [3] is being proposed. The

CDX-U tokamak at Princeton [4] with the recent installation of an ohmic heating (OH)

solenoid can be used to protoetypc LARTs such as NSTX. In a typical LART design, space

for a central Ol-l solenoid and For central toroidal field (TF) conductors is very limited. This

means th

of effective, it

internally generate

ation have been reported previously [it Present research on CDX-U (a LART

at ohmic current drive efficiency is of major concern in addition to the development

on-inductive current drive methods. Non-inductive current drive results using

(1 bootstrap currents and helicity injection current drive in a low-aspect—

ratio configur
with R r: 35 cm, A 2 L4, and hf < 730 RA) has focused on issues that are relevant for NSTX,

in particular, efficient tokamak start~up and the MHD Itf/lp. 01' (1(a) limit.

In this paper, we report the recent LART experimental investigations in two important

areas; I. tokamak starrup experiments in CDX-U using ECH break—down to minimize the

voltrsecond consumption as well as the induced wall eddy currents. and IT investigation of a

low q(a) regime [q(a) S 5 for A : lit in CDX7U.

2. Experimental Set-up
CDX—U is it low-aspecbrtttio tokatnak facility with R = 35 cm , A 2 1.4 and with Itf S 250

kA (steady-state or pulsed). Presently, an OH power supply with a 40 mV-s flux swing

capability (OH solenoid capability is ISO mV-s) is operational on CDX—U. Four pairs of PF

coils are used to control the plasma shape and position. One 2.45 GHZ, 4 kW ECH source

provides initial plasma break-down for the start‘up. The device Cross~sectional view is

shown in Fig; ii The inner wall containing TF and OH coils, is made of a 4 in. OD. lnconel

tube with 1/8 in. thickness wall. Top and bottom vessel walls are 5/8 in. thick stainless steel.

The otitcr wall is made of 1.5 in. thick Aluminum with a toroidal electrical break. A low

base pressure, P S 172 x [0’7 Torr is maintained with the combination of cryoepumping and

’ This work was supported by DoE contract No, DEAAC02-76-CHOP3O73.
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Tiegettering. The experiment was conducted mostly with hydrogen gas puffing. DiagnosuCS
include a 27D scanning microwave interferometer, a poloidul array of magnetic pick-Up COils,
and a 27D scannable magnetic probe. Recently. various spectroscopic/soft X-ray diagnOSU-Cs
have beeti added and a multiepass Thomson scattering system is being installed in
collaboration with the loffe Institute.

3. Low-Aspect-Ratio Tokamak Start-up and Volt-second Consumption
Since the CDX—U vacuum vessel. like that of NSTX, is relatively close to the plasma and

has a toroidally continuous vessel wall, OH Slitt‘teup techniques in the presence of significant
wall eddy currents must be investigated. Using ECH preionization, it is possible to initiate
low»aspect-ratio tokamak plasmas with a wide range of TF current [11ft 7O kA - 180 kA With
RtECH) = 16 cm ~ 40 cm]. Plasma initiation is also possible with an almost arbitrarily 10w
loop voltage of Vloop S lV. though we have typically operated with a peak voltage of Vloop
= l - 8 V, depending on the desired Current rampeup rate. Plasma Current generating
efficiency of 1,7 kA / mV-s was obtained up 101;, : 60 kA. Figure. 2 shows the maximum
plasma current obtained thus far in CDXeU ohtnic discharges as a function of volt-second
expenditure for various discharges. An Ejima coefficient CE [6]. a measure of ohmic currem
drive efficiency, has been obtained down to 0.3 which is quite low compared to that of
typical large tokamaks. An average current ramp-up rate of 6 kA / ms for CE=O.3 has been
obtained in these efficient ohmic current drive. When ltf was reduced by a factor of 2.3
(from ltf = 160 RA to 70 km, the observed current generating efficiency and the ramp-up rate
only dropped by 100/} unless plasma current or qt’a) limits are reached.

4. Lower qta) Discharge Characteristics
A typical plasma equilibrium in Ihis louwaspecHatio geometry, shown in Fig. 3, has been

reconstructed with the EFlT equilibrium code [7], from magnetic measurements, and has
plasma parameters of: R = 0.34 m. it = 0.22 at, line integrated density, nel. = (0.3 ~ 2.0) x
1018 m'z, and estimated Te in the range of 100 ~ 200 eV from both VUV spectrometer and
soft X-ray measurements. These parameters indicate that the plasma is already iii the low
collisionality regime with \’*e = 0.1- 0.3, where trapped particle effects become important.
Maintenance of a 5-10 ms flat~top discharge at 113 2 35 kA, with an average loop voltage 2 1-
3 V also indicates that the plasma has entered a relatively hot, collisionless regime. We
typically observe an increase in the central plasma density and density gradient with the
toroidal magnetic field, suggesting an improvement of plasma confinement,

Taking advantage of the relative insensitivity of ECH plasma start—up to the toroidal
magnetic field (BT), it is possible to attain q(a) < 5 tokamak discharges for a wide range of
81". Maximum plasma current obtained thus far in CDX-U ohmic plasmas, as a function of
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n in Fig. 4. The maximum plasma current at a given BT appears to be
idal field, is show

d to q(a) 2 35 (ql = 1) and L1(0) = l as shown in Fig. 4.
used, internal reconnection events (lRE) Similar to those Observed intoro

fimhc
As I

START

With close

with relatively it

turn causes a large d

materials from graphite to

1 radiated power loss is less than 20 % of OH heating power) and abrupt plasma

also been reduced. However, lower q(a) plasmas still show abrupt

he rim) is decre

[7] have been observed more often with relatively smaller plasma current spikes.

fining top and bottom graphite limiters, vertically stretched plasmas hit limiters

ot temperature particles, resulting in strong carbon impurity influx, which in

ensity increase and rapid cool down of the plasma. By changing limiter

Molybdenum, carbon impurities have been reduced significantly (

tota
termin

tenninati
impurity influ

10.15 kl—lz rat

at the low field side than the high field side, and strong inside the plasma than

ations h’clvC

on due to plasma~limiter interactions and strong MHD activity even without strong

xes. Also, a significant enhancement of mzl-S/n:1 internal MHD modes in the

ige, as shown in Fig. 5(a), was observed with lower q(a). Fluctuations are

stronger
outside the plasma. The radial structure of these modes shows a dip in the SBz/Bz signal but

not in the .SBR/Bz signal as shown in Fig. St’b), which suggests the possible existence of large

magnetic islands at the low field side. As the central safety factor (1(0) goes down to less

than one, these islands can couple with m=1/n=l sawteeth which can lead to disruption. The

q([)) of maximum plasma current discharges for various toroidal magnetic fields were

estimated to be near one, which supports the above conjecture. Detailed MHD studies of

possible sawtooth activity are ongoing.

5. Conclusion and Future Plans

In the CDX-U low-aspecteratio tokaniak, a lower qta) regime (i.e. q(a) S 5, A = R/a : 1.5)

has been explored for 1p 5 65 kA, and q(a) 2 3.5 [q](a) 2 1]. The MHD activity shows an

increase as the edge safety factor is reduced, which could lead to some abrupt plasma

terminations due to the MHD induced plasma—limiter interactions. More detailed study of

these modes and possible stabilization schemes will be continued. Also, high-harmonic fast

wave heating and current drive experiments are under preparation. Fast wave heating and

current drive will be an essential tool for achieving NSTX missions such as a long pulse

discharge, and high beta, advanced ST regimes.
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H-mode Threshold for Ohmic Plasmas in TCV
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1. Introduction
Following the first boronisation of the TCV vacuum vessel, a clear H-mode transition has been

observed With Single-Null (SN), Double-Null (DN) and highly elongated Limited magnetic

configurations using ohmic heating only [1,2]. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed magnetic

equilibria at the time of the L—H transition for a variety of plasma shapes for which a transition

has been observed. For SN equilibria (Fig. la -b), H~mode is obtained only when the ion VB

drift is directed towards the X-poirrt. In DN configurations, H—mode transitions are equally

observed independently Of which of the X-points (upper Fig. 1d or lower Fig. 1e), lies on the

sepaIatIiX- For most of these discharges, a clear density threshold is observed, in that, once the

full magnetic configuration is established, as the density rises, H—mode is achieved at a density

value that is often well reproduced by subsequent similar discharges.

Following a brief description 0f the general character of the H-mode transition in TCV, this

paper reports on the behaviour of the density threshold for this transition. Whilst there is some

early evidence for a dependence of the transition threshold on magnetic configuration, notably

the plasma triangularity, there are strong indications that the threshold density is dominated by

local recycling conditions.

[5545 [[7271 Jena: [5342 {(5595 315777 #5453
1—0550: worm: t=l.0505 {-0 sons t-o.450= inuzsrs l—O.550§

I.=339u I . lto: SM

01) (C)

Figure 1. A selection of plasma equilibria at the time of the L—H transtion

2. H-mode Characteristics
The essential features of the ohmic H—mode transition in TCV are illustrated in Figure 2, where
the time variation of the Dot emission integrated along a vertical chord through the plasma is
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shown for four different discharges, reasonably typical of the observed behaviour. In gefleraL
the transition is marked by a sharp reduction (20 - 70% in less than 0.5ms) in the Dot intensity
It may be preceeded by a relatively calm phase marked by small fluctuations in the DOL intensi
(Fig 2a), or by large amplitude oscillations (“dithering" phases) together with Smaller
fluctuations due to the effect of sawtooth activity on the edge plasma (Fig Zbd). Indeed, many
of the transitions are observed to be provoked by a sawtooth crash. The transition is most often
followed by a quiescent "ELM-free“ phase of at least 20ms, and later by small ("mossy"
large, probably type I, ELMs [3].

)or

L-l-l transitions with/without dithering to ELMy / ELM free
6540 ' ' ' '
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Figure 2:
Examples of different Dot
intensity behaviour across
the H-mode transition
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3. Transition Threshold
.1 omari nwi Pehr‘hl lin

With ohmic heating only, the existence of a power threshold (as proposed in [4] as a scaling of
the power per unit surface crossing the last closed flux surface (P/S) with the product Brie) is
not easily determined. Each configuration requires a certain minimum current in order to enter
H—mode which limits operation to 2.1 S q95 S 3. Following the L~H transition, the loop voltage
often decreases by ~30% and the plasma density rises due to the improved particle confinement.
The loop voltage is also observed to increase with plasma density both before and during the H-
mode.
Thus, in a discharge with constant shape and plasma current, P/S is a fairly linear function of
density. Figure 3 illustrates a TCV discharge in which the locus of P/S Bne follows the power
scaling law until the discharge passes into H-mode. Although, in general, the plasma
parameters at the transition are in agreement with the proposed power scaling [1], the
subsequent decrease in the heating power and the concurrent density rise imply that the neutral
particle beam power determined P/S, Bne law is less relevant as a description of the ohmic H-
mode transition.
3.2 Behaviour with lhnsity
The wide flexibility of TCV for the generation of varied plasma shapes and the easy access to
the ohmic Hrmode permit an examination of the density threshold as an independent function of
a number of parameters, such as elongation, triangularity, wall separation, wall conditioning
etc. In TCV, H-modes have been observed with a line averaged threshold plasma density in the
range 1.7 to 7.1 x 1019 m’3.
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Effect of wall conditioning: At present, graphite protection tiles cover ~64% of the vessel

surface including, the entire central column and the top and bottom divertor target zones. The

well known tendency for uncontrolled gas release from carbon surfaces coupled with the open

divertor configurations of TCV, mean that the local recycling effects and wall conditioning may
be expected, and are in fact observed, to have a strong influence on the transition threshold. For
the SNU configuration of Figla, with 1p parallel to Bo (both ACW looking from the top of the

machine). fresh boronisation and prolonged helium glow results in ELMing H—mode plasmas,
with the ELMS becoming rarer with successive discharges and with the density threshold for the

transition generally increasing. The consequent ELM—free H~modes often terminate in high
density disruptions and further periods of He glow are required both to recover the ELMs and
reduce the density threshold. Eventually, only ELM free vodes are possible and a further
boronisation is necessary to restore the initial conditions. Interestingly, inverting the direction of
13¢ appears to change the character of the H-mode in SNL discharges (ion VB drift again
directed towards the X-point). Dithering phases and large ELMs are virtually absent and the
discharges show a significant number of H—L-H transitions despite repetitive He glows and
further boronisation. This is in contrast to the SNU (Bo ACW) where repeated H—L—H

transitions are observed only in discharges following a long post-boronisation period. The
reasons for the differences are as yet unknown and are under further investigation.
Efi’ect ofplasma shape: Results of a series of SNL experiments in which the density threshold
is measured as separate functions of plasma elongation, plasma triangularity and wall separation
are inconclusive. The density threshold is, for example, observed to rise by 100% as the plasma
elongation is increased from 1.5 to 1.65, whereas a different series of similar discharges
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showed less than 30% change. Varying these parameters changes the position of the diaOI'
strike points and is therefore also likely to influence the local recycling. Figure 4 Shows 1h:
variation of the density threshold as a function of the upper triangularity, on for SNL discharges
(Fig 1b). Here the divertor magnetic geometry and the lower triangularity remain Virtual]
unchanged with 5,, varying from 0.14 to 0.26 (elongation varied only slightly from 1.58 to
1.60). A clear and reproducible scaling is observed in which the density threshold increases
linearly by 80% as 5“ increases.

110

6 0
Figure 4: 5.5 o
The scaling of the density _ 5
threshold for the H-L transition :6 H 0 GP
with upper triangularity :é‘ o

a 4

3.5 O

03.14 0.15 0J8 0.2 0.22 0.24 026

Upper Trinngularlty

5. Conclusion
Under boronised wall conditions, ohmic H-mode transitions in TCV are observed in a variety
of SN, DN and limited equilibria provided that in the SN configurations the ion VB drift be
directed towards the X—point. With ohmic heating alone, since the heating power depends on
the density via the loop voltage, it is difficult to determine a power threshold for the transition,
A clear density threshold is, however, observed for configurations with easy access to the H-
mode. This threshold can vary strongly with time and appears to be strongly influenced by wall
recycling, leading to poor reproducibility in experiments designed to quantify the threshold
dependence on plasma shape parameters. For a series of discharges in which recycling effects
were minimised, an increase in the density threshold of 80% was observed as the upper
triangularity of a SNL configuration was increased from 0.14 to 0.26.
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1, mtroduction
TCV is a rather unusual tokamak since it allows the creation of an extreme

variety of plasma shapes and magnetic configurations. The MGAMS shape and position

contIOl algorithm [1] has been developed specifically for TCV with the aims of versatility,

accuracy and ease of operation. The basic idea is that the operator only specifies the

plasma shape and plasma current evolution and everything else is done automatically by

the MGAMS software. This concept has proven very efficient in TCV since it allows us

to create completely new plasma shapes in a single discharge, without using any

information from previous discharges.

Plasma shape control in tokamaks involves basically four steps: (21)

Identification of the plasma shape in real time, (b) Comparison of the real plasma shape

with a preprograrnmed shape, (c) Evaluation of coil current corrections such as to bring

the real shape as Close as possible to the preprogrammed shape, (d) Evaluation of coil

voltages to produce the desired c0il current corrections. In the following sections, we will

show how each of these four steps is implemented in the MGAMS algorithm.

2. Shape Identification

ln MGAMS, the plasma current distribution is reconstructed, in real time, in

the form of a finite element matrix [2]. The current elements are fixed in space, and their

amplitudes are determined such as to produce the best fit to the magnetic measurements

(magnetic field probes, flux loops, coil currents and vessel currents). It should be noted

that in TCV, it is essential to include the effects of vessel currents in the shape

identification procedure, since the vacuum vessel has very low toroidal resistance (55

M2). Once the plasma current distribution is known, shape parameters can be derived in

various ways. The standard method in MGAMS consists of defining a number of

moments of the plasma current distribution,

2 Ii (Zi - Z0) vertical position

)3 Ii (Ri - R0) radial position

2 Ii (Zi - Zo)2 elongation
211(Zi-ZO)(R1~RO) n11
211a, - z0)2 (R0 — Ri) triangularity
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where Ii is the total current in the i-th element, (Ri , Zj) are the coordinates of the
current centroid of the i-th element and (R0, 20) are the coordinates of an arbitrary

reference position, usually taken as the expected initial position of the magnetic axis,

Alternatively, the plasma shape can be defined in terms of flux errors at the
plasma boundary [1] or, equivalently, in terms of gaps between plasma surface and

vessel wall.

3. Reference Shape
The time evolution of the reference plasma shape must be specified by the

operator, either in analytic form, R(t) : R0 + a cos (9 + 5sin9 + XsinZB) and Z(t) =
Z0 + a K sine, where 9 is the poloidal angle and the parameters R0, 20, a, K, 5, 7t are
functions of time, or in the form of discrete boundary points, Ri(t) , Zi(t). The number of

boundary points specified at each time slice is typically between 4 and 20. In additionI
coordinates of X-points and separatrix strike points can be prescribed as functions of
time. Using this information, MGAMS starts the shot preparation by computing a
number of freeeboundary equilibria [3]. This gives us a first estimate of the coil currents
as functions of time. From these equilibria we also compute the various moments of the
plasma current distribution, as defined in section 2. They serve as reference wavefonns

for those shape parameters which are feedback controlled. The final step in the shot
preparation is the calculation of feed-forward coil voltages. This is achieved by solving
the circuit equations for the complete tokamak discharge, including plasma and vessel
currents.

LIUQE Equilibrium Reconstruction SHOT: 5559 FBTElZ
0.063 secs 0.116 secs CUBS sec: 0.222 secs 0.275 secs 0.326 sec: 0.38‘ secs 0.434 sec: 0.487 secs 0.540 secs
Iim .. .3 4.- ,.. n. ;

. I
0.752 secs 0.9” secs 0,954 secs L017 secs i070 sec:5 A ' . - I

Typical plasma evolution in TCV discharge (Ip‘ max = 810 kA, Kmax : 2.0)
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ff
4 C0“ Current Corrections and Coil Voltages

I Coil current corrections are computed in real time by the TCV hybrid matrix

ultipliel' [4], In MGAMS, these corrections are usually applied in the form of moments
at
(Vertical field, radial field, quadrupole field, hexapole field, etc.). Each moment is defined

by a particular

Th6 moments

real time, depends on the deviation of the measured shape parameter from its

programmed value. If the plasma shape is expressed in terms of flux emors at the

coil current distribution and, ideally, controls only one shape parameter.

are constructed as an orthogonal set. The amplitude of each moment, in

EZSma boundary, the coil current corrections are evaluated in such a way as to minimize

the flux errors [1]. The computation of instantaneous coil voltages which are required to

produce the desired coil Current corrections is basically straightforward, but it is

complicated by the perturbing effect of the vessel currents.

5, User Interface
A graphical user interface has been developed for MGAMS, based on

MATLAB software. The operator first specifies all input parameters: The plasma

current must be given as a function of time (rampup phase, flattop and rampdown

phase). The shape evolution must be specified, as explained in section 3, above. The

ramdWfl phase is usually assumed to be the exact inverse of the rampup phase.

However, in many cases, it is advantageous to program the rampdown phase slightly

differently in order to avoid disruptions during rampdown. Finally the proportional,

differential and integral gains have to be specified for the various feedback loops

(plasma current, vertical position, radial position, plasma density, shape parameters,

etc). Once the operator has set the various parameters described above, the MGAMS

shot preparation is launched. Coil currents and voltages are computed as functions of

time, and the control matrices and reference waveforms are generated. Matrices and

waveforms are then loaded into the TCV hybrid computer and the machine is ready for

triggering a discharge.

6. Results
The MGAMS algorithm has allowed the creation of many different plasma

shapes in TCV. A typical plasma evolution is shown in Fig.1. The equilibrium

reconstructions shown here were performed after the discharge, using the LIUQE code

[5]. The plasma current is ramped up to 810kA in 0.43 sec and the maximum elongation

is 2.0. The accuracy of the shape control algorithm can be verified by comparing the

preprogrammed shape with the shape obtained from full equilibrium reconstructions. It

can also be tested by making use of other diagnostics, such as soft X-ray and visible

imaging cameras. It is found that, for vertically elongated plasmas, the radial accuracy is
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generally better than 5 mm and the vertical accuracy is of the order of 1 cm. Fig.2. Shows
a number of plasma shapes that were produced in TCV, using MGAMS. Each image is

taken from a different shot, and in each case, the shape is shown at the time when the
plasma current has reached its maximum value. Some of the shapes shown here Were
generated for testing the algorithm, but in most cases, the particular shape was a
necessary condition for reaching a certain physics goal.

it 5280 # 5650 ,4; 6041 # 6402 it 5753,t=1.1505 t: 1.0505 =o.5505 t: 1.0503 t=0,sooSlp: 310 RA |p= 326 kA |p= 509 RA 1p: 387 RA lp= 447 M
. .xI x

Fig.2. Selection of equilibrium reconstructions of plasmas produced in TCV using
the MGAMS algorithm

7. Conclusion
MGAMS has proven to be an extremely versatile tool. It can generate any

arbitrary plasma shape, subject to obvious physical constraints, without reference to a
data base of precalculated equilibria or previous discharges. The shape accuracy
depends on the precision of the magnetic measurements and is typically between 5 mm
and 1 cm. Thanks to a graphical user interface, the algorithm is very easy to use. The
original goal, i.e., that the operator only specifies the evolution of plasma current and
shape and the algorithm does the rest, has been fully attained.
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1. Introduction

Quantitative evaluation of TF ripple loss of DT alpha particles is a central issue for

reactor design because of potentially severe first wall heat load problems. DT experiments on

TFTR [1] allow experimental measurements to be compared to modelling of the underlying

alpha physics, with code validation an important goal. Modelling of TF ripple loss of alphas in

TFI'R now includes neoclassical calculations of alpha losses arising from first orbit loss,

Stochastic ripple diffusion, ripple trapping and collisional effects. Recent Hamiltonian

coordinate guiding center code (ORBIT) [2] simulations for TFTR have shown that collisions

enhance the stochastic TF ripple losses at 1 F) R [3]. A faster way to simulate experiment has

been developed which uses a simple stochastic domain model for TF ripple loss within the

TRANSP analysis code [4].

2, ORBIT/TRANSP Renormalization of the Stochastic Domain Model

TRANSP, the primary PPPL time—dependent analysis code, has been upgraded with a

simple model of fast ion ripple loss, renormalized by guiding center code simulations [3]. A

Simple criterion was obtained by Goldston, White and Boozer (GWB) for fast ion particle loss

due to the TF ripple of tokamaks, which lack perfect axisymmetry due to a finite number of

toroidal field coils [5], The criterion, derived with a zero banana width, collisionless

approximation in simplified geometry, compares the TF ripple 5 = (BMA x -

BMIN)/(BMAx+BM1N) to a stochastic ripple loss threshold SGWB =(E/N1tq)3/2(1/pq').
Here BMAX and BMIN are the maximum and minimum field magnitudes at constant major

radius and elevation, E= inverse aspect ratio, N = number of coils, q is the plasma safety factor,

q' = dq/dr and p is the ion Larrnor radius. Trapped ions whose turning point lies in a region

where 5 exceeds the threshold, 5GWB, are subject to stochastic ripple diffusion.

The ripple loss model in TRANSP is based on the above criterion. For both neutral

beam ions and fusion products such as alpha particles. Monte Carlo ions are followed so that at

each bounce point the TF ripple is compared to a threshold 55 proportional to 5GWB. The ratio

as/BGWB is evaluated by comparing particle and energy loss fractions to those found from

ORBIT simulations for the same equilibrium geometry and source profile [4].
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The total alpha energy which was ripple lost in each TRANSP and ORBIT Simukition
was used to renormalize the stochastic threshold for alphas. The 55 = 0.6 BGWB threshold for
alphas is reduced compared to the GWB model estimate, posgibly due to the large banana Width
of the alpha particles. Eriksson and I-Ielander [6] have examined semi—analyticaliy_ the
stochastic ripple loss of RF heated ions at JET. They find that finite banana width causes the
stochastic threshold to be decreased by as much as an order of magnitude.

For neutral beam ions, evaluating the stochastic threshold is complicated by the effects
ofcharge exchange which are significant for these ions in the plasma TRANSP follows beam
and fusion product ions with an algorithm for artificial acceleration of pitch angle collisims
(AAPAC) relative to the banana bounce time, to minimize computational time. The stochastic
threshold for neutral beam ions is very sensitive to the AAPAC level. 55 = 2 BGWB is practical
at the default level used for routine transport analysis at TFTR, but 55 = 4 BGWB corresponds
to minimal AAPAC. For 100 keV beam ions, this high threshold, compared to BGWB, may

arise from collisional stochastization of the resonant contribution to banana ripple diffusion or
from present oversimplifications: the finite ripple diffusion time for neutral beam ions is "0t
modelled, requiring an effectively higher threshold to match ORBIT code losses.

These code comparisons indicate that analysis codes, such as MAPLOS and SNAP,
which set 55 = 0.5 56WB for all fast ions and which do not include effects of pitch angle
scattering on the loss fractions, will underestimate alpha particle ripple losses by about a factor
of 2 and will overestimate neutral beam ion ripple losses by about the same factor. The
TRANSP code calculates the selfconsistent evolution of the plasma equilibrium along with
ripple loss, collisional effects, beatn driven and bootstrap current, are. As a result, a new
stochastic loss region develops near the magnetic axis when ripple losses are calculated [4].
The appearance of this region may be an artifact of modelling the diffusion process too
simplistically.

3. Comparison with Experimental Measurements
The renormalized stochastic domain ripple model has been used for analysis of current

TFTR DT experiments. Ripple loss energy fractions range from 215% for alpha particles and
from 2-20% for neutral beam ions. The effects of pitch angle scattering accummulate over 10‘;
so that losses increase as Ip increases, as was also found in ORBIT simulations [3].

General Atomics, the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and the Ioffe Physical-
Technical Institute have developed a pellet charge exchange diagnostic (PCX) [7] to observe the
confined alpha particle distribution function. For a sawtooth free experiment (#84550), good
agreement with the ORBIT/TRANSP renormalized stochastic domain model [8i is found. This
is an important validation of the ripple model, unaffected by unresolved questions about
sawtooth modelling.
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f
Limiter heating found with DT experiments agrees within a factor of 2 with estimates

heating based on 6.2 MW maximum fusion power [9].
from alpha . . . .

alpha measurements [10] are difficult to compare quantitatively With the TRANSP
Lost

odelling which does not follow the entire ripple lost ion orbit. Figure 1 shows (a) the Ip
m .

phas measured on IF IR at about 20 degrees below the midplane and 1.7 cm

hadow, as well as (b) the TRANSP global loss rates for the alpha particle

rst orbit losses. TRANSP error bars are due to Monte Carlo noise for

particles. Both measurements and calculations of global stochastic

dependence of a1

behind the limiter s

stochastic ripple and fi

simulations with 2000

‘pplc [osses show increased loss with increasing Ip at low current. At high Ip, the current
n
dependent behavior of midplane alpha data [1 l] and its time dependence after neutral beam

ml,mff is similar to the TRANSP global first orbit loss, with no increase in alpha loss per DT

neutron nor decreased

5 calculations, The predicted increase in stochastic ripple loss after NBI, Strongest at

be observable with the probe. Differences between the observed and

average lost alpha energy after beam turnoff, unlike global stochastic

ripple los

zero degrees, might not

PfediClCd current and time dependence of alpha losses after beam turnoff, may be due to the

midplane probe COIlCCfing Significant first orbit and "fattest banana" orbit losses. Further work

is in progress to resolve understanding of the data.

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02»76-CHO-3073.
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Fig, l: Ip dependence of alpha ripple losses for R=2.52m plasmas from a) midplaneprobe measurements and b) TRANS? calculations of global first orbit and stochasticripple loss.
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Improved performance of tritium—fueled supershots has been achieved in the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) by using improved techniques to cover the limiter surface with

lithium (Li), These techniques include increasing the number of Li pellets injected prior to

plasma heating With neutral beam injection and depositing additional Li on the limiter surface

by injecting multiple pellets into three Ohmic pre-conditioning discharges. This sequence of

discharges was designed to “paint" the limiter surface with Li just prior to attempting the

supershot of interest. These techniques have led to supershots with enhanced core

confinement properties as well as with extremely peaked density and pressure profiles

Indeed, because of this peakedness, several of these Li-assisted supershots have reached

central ratios of fusion output power to input power approaching unity (2 QDTtr=O) = 0.6 A

0.8) even though the global QDT of these discharges remained at the more modest value of

027. Moreover, experiments employing these techniques of limiter conditioning have

culminated in a tritium—fueled discharge which reached a Lawson triple product of nerE*T1 =

9 x 1020 m“3 5 keV. This discharge exhibited both the highest energy confinement time (TE =

330 ms) and the highest ion temperature (T1 = 45 keV) attained to date in TFTR .

In Fig. 1 is shown the time evolution of the Lawson triple product for shot #83546.

This quantity is compared against several similar discharges fueled only by deuterium and

which did not have the advantage of Li conditioning. It should also be noted that shot #83546

was carried out at the highest toroidal field and plasma current which were consistent with

the injection of the maximal number of Li pellets (4 pellets, 5.5 T, 2.3 MA). Clearly, the

combined effects of tritium fueling, Li conditioning and operation at high plasma current and

high toroidal field have led to enhanced particle and energy confinement in shot # 83546.

This, in turn, has led to a dramatic increase in the attainable Lawson triple product.
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Fig. 1 The Lawson triple product aft/11's discharge (shot #83546) is seen (0
increase dramalicaily when compared to D-only superrhols at the same beam
power. This discharge had 17 MW of Temily neutral beam injectimr.

Additionally, an unexpected phenomenon has been seen in the behavior of the electron
teniperature in these discharges. In several of the I)JT fueled supershtns studied in these
experiments, the electron temperature was seen to rise dramatically after the termination of
beam heating. Shown in Fig. 2 are two traces of electron temperature taken for discharges
which were each heated with l6 MW of NBI power. In one case D and T beams at roughly
equal powers were injected into a discharge with a plasma current of 2.3 MA and a toroidal
field of 5.5 T. In the other case, beams were injected into a 2.1 MA, 5.1 T discharge fueled
with D only. In both discharges, four Li pellets were injected just prior to the. start of NBI. In
both cases the electron temperature is seen to rise after the termination of neutral beam
heating. However. in the D~T fueled discharge this rise is much more pronounced. This
dramatic rise in Te is finally terminated by an MHD event just before the start of the ramp
down phase of the discharge, This particular discharge, shot # 83545, exhibited the highest
electron temperature (Te = 15 keV) of any TFTR discharge to date,
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f
Because neutral beams are a source of cold electrons, some modest rise in Te is to be

ted when beam heating is terminated. Indeed this rise is often seen in TFTR supeishots
expec

d 5 represented by the comparison shot 1n Fig.7_. However, the anomalously large rise in
an 1

-T supers

g to this phenomenon. While it is still under study, this phenomenon iseen in D hots With maximal lithium conditioning suggests that additional physics
Te 5

is contribllun
sidered to be a consequence of improved core confinement and may be associated with

con
residual alpha particle heating of electrons

Electron Temperature
15 . . . . . . 'I' .

10-

ke
V

5 NBI16 MW
“9% \\.

0.0 0.5/ 10+ 1.5
End Beams Start Ramp-down

Time from Start of Beams (sec)

Fig 2 The eleclron temperature is seen to rise dramatically after the

termination of D-T neutral beam injection. A much smaller rise is seen in the

case Ufa D-anly discharge.

The improvement in fusion performance outlined in this work is a result of the

conditioning effects of Li and may also be a consequence of the manner in which Li was

introduced onto the inner wall in the discharges preceding the supershot of interest. Generally,

before attempting a tritium~fueled supershot, the graphite limiter surface of TFTR was pre-

conditioned by a series of three D-only Ohmic discharges. These preconditioning discharges

were initiated on the outboard limiter of TFTR. After establishing plasma breakdown on the
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outboard limiter and waiting until the early MHD activity had dissipated, the plasma Column
was moved inward to engage the inboard limiter just long enough to accomplish the injection
and subsequent pump—out of {our Lj pellets. The plasma column was then moved back Onto
the outboard limiter and aIIOWed to terminate This outboard—inboardeoutboard procedure Was
undertaken to minimize the amount of Li eroded from the inboard limiter by the MHD
activity excited during plasma breakdown and termination. As is shown in Fig. 3, each 0fthe
three pre—Condinoning (hscharges \vas eanied out at a difierent nnfior radius;the firm
discharge was carried out at R = 245 cm, the next at R : 252 cm and the third at R = 257 Cm.
This increasing sequence of major radii was undertaken in an effort to "paint" the limiter With
Li
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Fig. 3 The scenario employed to fire—condition the TFTR graphite limiter in these
experiments is summarized in thisfigtu‘e, Three discharges with sequentially
increasing major radii are each injected with four Li pellets. Each ofthcse low
current, Olinnc discharges is initiated and tenninatcd on the outboard limiter, The
Plasma column is allowed to engage the inner lilillit’l‘jlisl long enough to
aet‘omnmdate the injection and subsequent pumnaut ({ffmu'pellets. These tactics
were used in on 217011 to cover as much afthc limiter surface as possible while
avoiding erosion Ofillé' Lt (luring breakdown and termination of/he disrhizrge'.
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Supershot Performance with Reverse Magnetic Shear in TFTR
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1. Introduction

Discharges with large regions of reversed magnetic shear and good energy and particle

confinement have been produced in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR).[l] Negative

magnetic shear has been predicted to improve transport by stabilizing some classes of
magnetohydmdynamic instabilities such as ballooning and resistive tearing modes, and also
some microinstabilities. It is also desirable for good bootstrap current alignment. The

stability is dependent upon q(0), the minimum value of q (Qmin)a and the location of the qmin

surface [normalized minor radius (r/a)qmin or major radius qin], as well other parameters

which are as yet unknown. Several techniques have been developed to control the q profile
on TFTR and are described in section 2. High-performance discharges are created by

injecting more than 18 to 25 MW of neutral beam power into a reversed-shear target plasma.

Such a discharge is described in section 3.

Heating of the plasma during a rapid plasma current increase is necessary to produce a

reversed-shear current profile. Heating raises the plasma temperature which increases the

current diffusion time and slows penetration of the plasma current to the center of the plasma.

The most efficient method is to start the heating as early as possible during a “prelude” phase
during the initial current ramp. The current ramp alone is insufficient, as shown in Fig. 1.

The prelude heating can be from tangential neutral beams (NB), as shown in Fig. 2(c), or

from ICRF. The preferred “prelude” phase of the

discharge has Pnb = 5 MW beginning at about 5 _ Prelude

055 sec and increasing to 8 MW at 1.0 sec with 5

Pco = 6 MW and PC” = 2 MW. The plasma A 4 '
current rises at a rate of 1.6 MA/scc for the first 5 .
half second. The ramp rate is then decreased to D- 3

0.4 MA/sec until the desired plasma current of 2 _ \__ .. ‘g _
1.6 MA is reached at 2.0 sec. The plasma major ~ No P-relude
radius is approximately the final value of 2.60 m 1 I 2: 0 I 2 :5 I 3|.0 I 3:5
at 0.1 sec. The toroidal field reaches its full Major Radius (In)

Value Of4'6 T at 2‘60 m at 0'0 SCC' Fig. 1: The measured q profile at 2.55 sec for
Profiles of the magnetic-field pitch angles in disclrargeswillt and willroutprelude heating.
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TFTR are measured by a motional-Stark-effect

polarimeter with good spatial and temporal

resolution.[2] The

reconstructed with the VMEC free-boundary
equilibria are then

equilibrium code[3] which determines the
values of Clmin and (r/a)qmin with accuracies of

10% and 5%, respectively.

2. q-Profile Control
Control of the q profile has been achieved

by optimizing the plasma startup, prelude start
time, the NB directionality during the prelude
heating phase, and the plasma current ramp
rate. It has been observed that high levels of
MHD activity during the prelude phase can
lead to very rapid current penetration even with
early neutral-beam injection. The resulting
plasmas have lower values of (1(0) and no
regions of reverse shear. Details of the plasma
startup such as current ramp rate, time at which
the current ramp rate changes, major radius
evolution, and value of q(a), have been
optimized to avoid such MHD.

Shear reversal over half the plasma minor
radius at the start of the heating phase has been
obtained by very early beam injection as
shown in Fig. 3. Delaying the prelude heating
decreases the size of the reverse shear region.
The value of Clmin also decreases at 2.55 see
(the start of the high-power phase) from Qmin =
2.8 to 2.0 as the prelude start time is delayed
from 0.55 to 1.5 sec. Also, q(0) decreases from
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Fig. 2: qmin (a) and (r/Gqin (b)for discharge;
with (0) and without (+) a liigikpower phase
starting at 2.5 sec. The plasma current and
neutral-beam healing waveforms are shown in (c),
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Fig. 3: Delaying {he prelude heating start time
decreases qmm (-) and the size oft/1e region with
reverse shear (X) at the start oft/re high-power
healing phase.

about 6 to about 2. The prelude start time has little affect on the rate at which the shear
reversal region shrinks or Clmin decreases. Further control of (r/a)qmin and Clmin can be
achieved by varying the start time of the high—power heating phase, as shown in Fig. 2.

The q profile is also affected by the direction of the injected neutral-beam power during
the prelude. For example, unidirectional NB injection would lead to strong beam-driven
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4 Th6 largest values Of (r/a)qmin are Fig. 4: Co-dominated NB injection during the
Fig- , . . .
created by predominantly co-mJection. However,

co-Oflly injection of 8 MW during the prelude

caused the discharge to disrupt. It is not yet clear

whethCl' pure co—injection of less than 8 MW raises qmin more than does a co-fraction of =

0.5.
Increas

e and its evolution. Discharges with faster ramp rates reached the final current earlier

prelude phase increases 4min (-) and the region
of reverse shear (X). Ctr-Fraction is defined as

(Pco ' PctrNPnb-

ing the current ramp rate from the nominal 0.4 MA/sec after 0.5 sec modified the

q profil
in time than 2.0 sec. Comparisons at 0.16 see after a plasma current of 1.6 MA was reached

showed that a 20% faster ramp rate increased both the size of the reverse shear region and

lamb quantities were reduced at the fixed time of 2.55 sec, however. Because qmin and
0min

decrease at a predictable and reproducible rate during the discharge, a range of(r/a)qmin
values can be accessed by varying the time of high-power injection.

Figure 5 displays the wide range of q profiles, as parameterized by qmin and (r/a)qmin,

produced during the high—power phase of reversed—shear discharges through the techniques

described here. Modest independent control of (r/a)qmjn and of Clmin has been demonstrated.

During the discharge, lower values of qmm and (r/a)qmin are reached since both quantities

continue to fall during a discharge. Future

experiments are intended to develop methods
. . 0

that change the relationship between these 3.0 — _
-

o o
quantities and to create larger regions of E _ 0;? _

reversed shear with controlled values of Clmin- E - . : ' .
U- 2 . 0 Q ..

‘v
lv

lv
l

Raising the plasma current from 1.6 MA,

increasing the plasma current ramp rate, and
beginning beam injection as early as 0.3 sec 1_o . I . r . I . I I

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6
will be explored. It will also be important to (”8) Of qmm Surface

develop techniques such as mode—conversion
current drive (MCCD)[4] 0r lower—hybrid

current drive (LHCD) to hold Clmin and (r/a)qmjn

constant during a discharge.

Fig. 5: The qprofilc control techniques described

in this paper have accessed these (1 profiles. Data is

shown at the start of [he high-power phase.
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High performance discharges were created
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Fig. 6: The pressure a! the center of (he Plasma

evolution of any of these quantities. is greatly increased when the discharge enters [he
When an observed Pnb threshold of 18 to 25 [6/5 "W1“

MW was surpassed, the discharge entered the
reversed shear confinement mode (R/S mode) with drastically reduced particle and Encrgy
transport in the core of the plasma.[1] Figure 6 shows that the pressure in the center of the
plasma was like that of a typical TFTR supershot before the R/S transition occurred during
the high-power phase. After the transition, the pressure and pressure peaking factor
[p(O)/<p>] increased greatly. The increased central pressure reflects an increased Central
particle density caused by a dramatic decrease in both the electron and ion particle,
diffusivity. The global energy confinement time also increased

The plasma performance of the reverse shear plasma during the prelude phase was
already similar to that of the supershot mode. Both have high electron and ion temperatures,
high ratio of Ti/Te, peaked density profiles, and energy confinement enhancement greater
than 2 compared to L—mode scaling. When the plasma made the transition into the R/S mode,
performance was further improved.

Most of the discharges reaching the R/S mode have disrupted due to MHD instabilities.
The driving mechanism has not yet been determined unequivocally. However, the MHD
activity was only observed outside (r/a)qmin which is significantly outside the location of the
peak pressure gradient. There was no activity observed in the core of the plasma. In contrast,
the disruption stability of standard TFTR supershots is limited by MHD instabilities in the
plasma core at the peak of the pressure gradient.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02~76-
CEO—3073.
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Introduction

it essential role of the electric field on the fusion plasma confinement and equilibrium is

1j_ The etTect ol‘ the electric field on the behavior of toroidal plasmas is

1.
Th
well recogm”d l
[wot‘old The first is the control ol‘ some confinement processes by static electric field. The

cited 01‘ the intrinsic electric field on the plasma confinement through the RH! drift was

discussed both in the bumpy torus [2] and stellarators [3], After discovering of the li-regimes

the Significance of the static radial electric field in tokamaks was recognized also [4]. The

second is the effect of the electrostatic fluctuations on the transport processes [5]. The Heavy

Ion Beam Probing (HIBP) is the only method allowing to investigate both sides of the

phenomenon of the plasma electric field. HlBP is able to measure as the potential time

evolution (oscillations) in each selected point, as the radial electric field profiles in ditTerent

time interval of discharges. The measurements are possible both in the plasma edge and in the

plasma core [6]. in this report we describe the basic properties of HIBP on TJ—l tokainak, and

some results of the plasma potential and density investigation.

2. IIIBP Diagnostic Set-Up

To study the T.l—1 plasma a system for probing by Cs* beam with the energy up to 100c

was developed (Fig 1), There was installed the toroidal steering electrostatic plates before the

energy analyzer to correct the toroidal displacement of the secondary ions. The detector grid

in the tnidplane of the plasma for the toroidal magnetic field B:1.5T, with corresponding

values of beam energies and injection angles is placed also in Fig.1. lt shows that the total

plasma cross section can be observed with the energies (3-62c and injection angles 270i

12°. The most of the measurements were carried out along the detector line passing through

the center of the discharge chamber (bold line in Fig.1). The spatial resolution was LiZ-Smm,

temporal resolution was limited by the data acquisition system (the bandwidth 20kHZ).

3. Experimental Results

The measurements were performed in the regime with the magnetic field B=l.1-l.4T, and

current I=26-32kA, pulse duration 25ms. The energy analyzer is schematically shown in

Fig.2(a,b). Fig.2 also presents the typical traces ofthe secondary beam currents l1 - 14 coming

from the plasma centre to four detector collecting plates (1—4 in Fig.2 (b)). Here also the total
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secondary current 1101 :11 x. 12 + [3 t 14 is presented. which is connected with the magma
density n as follows; I'm. 1 n L. Plasma potential (p and toroidal displacement Ztor- produced
by the poloidal magnetic field, are calculated from these currents by:

(p or. (12 +13 -l1-I4)‘l[0[. Zmr "— ([1 * [2 ‘ 13 '14)"[IOI'

Plasma potential is presented in absolute values, toroidal displacement in arbitrary “nits.
Fluctuations of the density and potential during the short titne interval are shown in 1110re
details. The typical oscillation frequency is 10 kHz. the phase difference the density and
potential oscillations is 180". The level of fluctuations is changed in different discharges from
5% up to 25%. Fig.3 presents the example of the absolute plasma potential and relative
density profiles. obtained by scanning of the injector angle three times during one dischargg
The scanning time was less than Znts. The solid lines were obtained during one shot by
scanning along the central detector line. The dashed line was obtained in another shot along
the outer detector line. The absolute potential reference was made by absolute calibration of
analyzer on the He gas target. It is in agreement with the lztngmuir probe potential
measurements. The shift oftlte plasma column along the detector line (down and outward), is
in accordance generally with SXR emission measurements l'he spatial structures on the
density profiles could be connected with magnetic islands near the rational q surfaces.

4. Conclusions
1 HIBP on 'l‘J-l demonstrated the possibility of measurements of the plasma parameters
(electric potential, density) with a good time and spatial resolution. Shot by Shot
measurements allow to obtain the time evolution of the plasma parameters in every desired
point of the detector grid. Used bandwidth of the system allows to see slow oscillations.
Scanning along the detector line in the single shot allows to get a few profiles.

2. During flat-top phase of discharge the density profile is symmetrical and the plasma
column is generally centered. In the current ramp domi phase the density profile becomes
non symmetrical and moves generally outward.

3. There are space nonregularities on the density profiles, their presence may be connected
with MIID structure near the rational q surfaces.

4. During the discharge the plasma potential change its sign front negative values in flat top
phase to positive one in the current ramp down phase. The potential and the electric field
change the Sign very rapidly. This evidence is reproduced in Hand D discharges with toroidal
fields 13:]. 1-1.4T.

5. The absolute values ofthe plasma potential are changing, in general, from -50V to +300V.
6. There are the lOldIz Oscillations on the density and potential profiles. The phase difference
the density and potential fluctuations is 180°.
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Abstract: This paper presents an overview of the experiments carried out to study and

haracterise the Influence of flCIIYC pumping on the miun plasma and divertor parameters

Eur-mg the JET Mk1 199495 experimental campaign. Results are presented for pure Deuterium

plasmas? for a study of impurity retent10n and flows effects see [1].

1, NEW FEATURES OF THE FUELLING AND PUMPING SYSTEMS OF JET

Gus can be introduced into the vessel from 10 individually controllable modules. which provide

a distributcd source for the plasma, with up to 5x102: D" s'1 steady state fuelling capability. Six

modules provide fuelling in the main SOL, and the remaining four modules, located in the

divertor, fuel gas into the private llux region.

Active particle removal during plasma discharges is provided by a toroidally continuous

cryopump [2], located below the divertor plates (figure 1). The cryopump operates at 4.6 K,

therefore all gases but H: and He are pumped by cryosorption. The pump is equipped with an

in-situ Ar spray system, to allow pumping of He and H; by cryotrapping (Ar frosting). The

effective Deuterium pumping speed of the cryopump on the vacuum vessel is about 160 [11354,

while it is about 240 m3s'l, or = 1x1025 atoms mbar"s" at the LN shields (gauge 5 figure 1).

The pump capacity is = 300 discharges.

2. DEUTERIUM PUMPING DURING PLASMA DISCHARGES

23. Particle removal in Q, L and H mode regimes » Due to the toroidal gaps between tiles

in the Mkl divertor target, particles are pumped for all separatrix positions on both the

horizontal and vertical divertor target plates. The particle removal rate varies only by a factor

oftwo, for any separatrix position (figure 2).

The removal rate is directly proportional to the neutral pressure in front of the cryopump,

which in turn. depends on the plasma density and confinement regime.

In Ohmic and L mode discharges, the pressure in the divertor increases with the plasma density

whilst, in Elm-free H modes, both the Da and the pressure in front of the pump are low

(typically z 5x10"i mbar), due to the improved particle confinement. and decoupled from the

main plasma density. However, higher particle pumping is observed during ELMy H modes,

when pressure bursts in the divertor are measured = 101113 after the D1 spikes. The integral

particle removal associated with isolated giant ELMs can be of about 30% of the typical

plasma particle content. For normal type I ELMy discharges, the integral particle removal

associated to one ELM varies, up to approximately twice the net plasma inventory loss. This
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indicates that some of the particles removed by the pump are originated by plasma induced
desorption from material surfaces [3]. The particle removal rate also depends on the type find

duration of the ELMs and on the “baseline" recycling level (i.c. on the discharge Configllrfltion‘
density and fuelling). Hence. either an equilibrium between particle input and removgt] Or net
wall depletion is achieved. In the case of short, high power and low recycling dischargeS‘ net
wall depletion is generally not observed.
2!). Neutral pressure in the divertor and fuelling effects (see also [4]) — The Plasma
configuration sketched in figure 2 was used to carry out detailed comparison between Pump 011
and off, and to assess the effects of the gas inlet location (#31584, pump Offv top fuelling;
#31585. pump off, divertor fuelling; 31725, pump on, top fuelling). These discharges had
volume average density ol'3it10igm'J . In figure 3, the neutral pressure profiles (gauge 4, figure
1) are compared to those of the ion flux Jim, measured with a triple Langmuir probe sitting at
the same poloidal location in the outer strike zone. The characteristic decay length of the 10"
flux AM is = 2.5cm, while A“ for the sub—divertor neutral flux is approximately 15cm, for both
the pump on and off cases. This result is consistent with neutral recirculation playing an
important role in determining the neutral distribution. The broad pressure profiles explain the
good pumping obtained in every magnetic configuration. For #31584, we compared the
integrated ion and Du fluxes at the outer strike zone to the neutral flux as measured by the
ionisation gauges below the divertor target: these are about 4.6x1031s'l, and all agree to within
25%. When the plasma detaches [5,6], the equivalence between ion flux and neutral pressure in
the divertor no longer holds. Therefore, active particle exhaust is maintained also for detached
plasmas. The location of the gas inlets (top or divertor, pump on or oft) does not strongly
affect either I,“ at the target or the neutral pressure (with the exception of the private flux
region]. The integrated fuelling efficiency decreased with the pump on from 2 10% to 2%.
2c. Effects of active pumping on plasma parameters — l-l-mode discharges with active
pumping are characterised by a reduction of the Dr, intensity both in the main chamber and in
the divertor and by an increase in the plasma stored energy, central ion temperature T, and
neutron rate RDD.[7, 8 and 9]. These changes are more pronounced in plasma configurations
with a medium—high “intrinsic" level of recycling. The improved performance can be correlated
with the changes in the density profiles. in particular for ELMy H modes, the edge density
(inside the separatrix) is generally reduced, and more peaked temperature profiles are
measured. This is consistent with reduced recycling from the wall, and an improved neutral
beam penetration. Changes are also observed in the diver-tor parameters (Jul, 11B and Te) with
the pump on: target profiles become steeper“ by approximately 20% in—between ELMS, while
during ELMs, the n,_. profiles become steeper and TE profiles are broader. The integrated ion
flux to the target decreases by a factor of = 2. the peak electron temperature Tc in both strike
zones increases by approximately the same amount, whereas the peak density nc is down by a
factor of 2 at the inner target and is a factor of 3 to 4 at the outer target.
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rm
Densil" control during H modes - With the pump on, density control in steady state is

2d - ‘
flared dtll‘ll

inrues. ln contras
1g ELMy H modes. both for neutral beam only and neutral beam+gas fuelled

mil
1 t to pump off cases. where the steady state plasma density is determined

disc
be'ttll fuelling and the ELM characteristics. the combination of fuelling and pumping

e t e V
b\' ll] _ . . i . . i
ll \s the steady state density of H-mode discharges to be varied by a factor oi two (figure 4).

a 0v.
3 He pUhIPING

Tlfl Ar frost technique. used in He transport and exhaust experiments, has proven to be1 .

difficult. and this has limited the amount of useful data obtained. In contrast to DIH—D [10], we

(1 th‘lt the Ar spray contaminates the plasma facing surfaces. leading to Ar contamination of
fin
the discharges and disruptions, Two to three pulses are required to recover normal divertor

Plug—mu operation. The He pumping speed Sue depends on the D" load on the Ar layer (figure 5)

and also on the flow rate of D“, In particultu‘ we have evidence of “recovery" of pumping speed

between plasma pulses. This would indicate that D0 and He diffuse into the [Ottm thick Ar

layer in the time between discharges (2 301mm

Even before the He is injected (lxlO20 He atoms), the amount of Deuterium used to fuel is

typically around 5x1022 D“, corresponding to an Ar/(D"+He) of about 20. Around this ratio

and below. SH.) starts to decrease exponentially, with loss of effective pumping.

4. SUMMARY

The JET divertor cryopump has been routinely used during the 1994—95 campaign.

The plasma ptu‘ameters and confinement regime both affect the pressure in the divertor. and

therefore the ptu‘ticle removal rate. The strongest pumping is observed during ELMy H modes.

Depending on the nature of the ELM and fuelling, true steady state or net wall depletion can

be achieved. Broad neutral pressure profiles are measured in the sub—divertor region, consistent

With the high transparency of the Mk1 target, and explain the weak dependence of the pzu-ticle

removal rate on separatrix position.

Plasma performance is improved with active pumping. The reduction of the main chamber

recycling and of the edge density are correlated to the peaking of the temperature profiles and

increased fusion reactivity, With the pump on, the combination of fuelling and pumping allows

density control during steady state ELMy H modes.

Ar frost is very effective in pumping He, but only at low D” and He loads. Ar contamination of

the vessel and saturation of the layer have limited so far its application for He exhaust

experiments.
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Characterisation of Long Pulse Steady-State H-modes

in the JET Pumped Divertor Configuration
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I. Introduction
ELM)’ H-modes with 'giant' (type I) ELMs have been identified as a regime of interest to Next

Step Devices (cg: lTER-EDA [1]) in the route to ignition phase. It is also important to establish

steady-5m” behaviour where the Hemode period (tH) is much longer than the energy and

Pam'cle confinement times (TE, 1p) and also long compared to the resistive diffusion time (IR).

For ignition. TTER requires an energy confinement enhancement (H) over eode

UTERSQ-P) of ~ 1.62.0 [l], with operation at q95 ~ 3.and Zeff< 1.8. Hence H/qgs ~ 0.53—

0.67 is relevant.

In this paper. we report a study of such H-modes in the JET Pumped Divertor configuration

with the Mark 1' divertor target (’JET-PD(I)'). Achieving these H—modes in the JET—PD(I)

configuration is helped by the engineering capabilities of the machine [2] notably:

-

the excellent power handling capabilities of the Mark I divertor CFC target;

_ the ability to sweep the divertor strike zones to spread the power load on the target;

a the in-vessel divertor cryopump to provide non—saturable (on the timescale of a pulse)

pumping for particle control [3].

2. Steady-state H-mode overview
The Mark I divertor configuration routinely produces ELMy H—modes with type I ELMs. The

mechanisms for this are not fully understood but the ELM—free period has been shown clearly

to depend on the edge shear and triangularity [4] and also the recycling level. The plasma

configuration used for the longepuise Steady—State I-I-mode (SSHm) development has low

triangularity (5 S 0.2) and edge shear (895 ~ 3) and so is a naturally ELMy configuration. The

plasmas were also well separated from the vessel inner and outer wall structures (> lOeni

distance). The recycling conditions are discussed below.

ELM production generally helps to spread the power over a larger area than the ELM—free

H—mode and ELMs contribute to the ability to give steady-state plasmas in which impurity

ingress is kept at bay.

Figure 1 shows the longest duration ELMy Hernode achieved in the JET-PD(I) machine.

The discharge length is limited only by the machine engineering constraints. This discharge (at

2MA/2.1T) has: an H—mode duration tH ~ 50*TE (15 ~ 0.45) and tH ~ 0.85‘EitR, where the

resistive diffusion time is evaluated at mid—radius. The internal inductance in is constant

indicating that the discharge current profile has reached steady state (the incidence of sawteeth
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brings the relevant time down below the calculated 1:10. The energy confinement time. 0105“:~ ‘ . 0the lTER93H-P scale value for ELMfrce H-modes: Zcff. recycling conditions and radiated

nt and

hat th.. , . , Epumping has not saturated Within the pulse. unlike prevrous JET campaigns [5] where Only

power fraction an in steady—state. In addition. the divertor tile temperatures are cengia
well below the design value (ISOODC). The control of density and recycling indicates 1

wall—pumping was available.
The regime in which SSHm discharges have been achieved with tn 2 10*rE covets

l 5 1p 5 3MA: 2.2 S (195 S 4.7: input power up to ZOMW and discharges with normaHSed
[3N > 3 (the last are considered in a separate paper [6]). The density range over which theregular type I ELMs exist in Steady-State is 3.5 1019m-3 < (he) 5 9‘1019m‘3 for power lCVels
up to lS—ZOMW.

At the upper end of the density range. strong deuterium puffing establishes small ('rype III’
or 'grassi") ELM behaviour. In these discharges (see Fig 2‘). the. confinement enhancement
relative to L-mode has dropped to ~ 1.2-1.3, a factor ~ 0,670.7 of the ITER93.HF
confinement.

3. Power balance and energy confinement
Radiated power levels in the SSHm regime are found to be ~ 254070 of the input power. The
radiation is split in the ratio ~ 2:] between the X—point region and the bulk plasma. The powm
conducted across the separatrix (Pin—Prfldmulk» is typically in the range ~ iii—1.5 times the
L—H transition threshold, which is found in JET discharges to be approximated by the ITER
scaling PL-H ~ 0004 : (nc)BTS [7]. The radiated power in both regions does not show a
monotonic dependence on either (mg) or (DC);

The energy confinement enhancement (H) relative to L—modc is found to be:
— in the range HITERRQP ~ 1.6-2.2;
— independent of density, ie. the density form of ITER89P seems to hold;
— independent of qgj down to (195 ~ 2.2:
7 declining as the normalised main chamber recycling increases (see Fig 3).
Examination of individual discharges shows that the effect of high recycling may be

important in influencing the early ELM behaviour so that edge pedestals for ion and electron
temperatures cannot build up Lower recycling can increase the central T; by as much as 30‘
40% in otherwise similar discharges.

4 . Impurity Behaviour
The intrinsic impurity concentrations in SSHm discharges remain low and constant throughout
the evolution of the discharge. ELMs are beneficial in keeping target—generated impurities from
entering the plasma. The Zcff profiles for a typical 3MA/2,8T SSHm are shown in Fig 4.

4.1 Use of different target materials
SSHm's have been generated using both the CFC and beryllium target plates in the JET—PD(I)
configuration. To first order. there is very little difference between the H-modes generated on
the two targets The only differences are that plasma oxygen levels are much higher with the
CFC target (factor ~ 5). In all cases, Zcrf remains low (~ 1,5).
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ertOF and edge characteristics
anlly disturb the edge recycling. impurity radiation and probe signals in SSHni's5. Di"

ELMS sigl‘ific 4
pproximately constant 'base' levels extst between ELMs.

but £1 ‘
ELM frequency increases with input power, but the variable behaviour with density and

dried was puffs make scaling studies difficult. Between ELMS, the scrape—off layer (SOL)

a 4m;er5 measured by target Langmuir probes show a more dense (by ~ 2—3: 1) and colder

33;: 2:1) plasma at the inner strike zone than at the outer strike zone. The SOL thicknesses

are in the range of lel.5cm at the target with the outer zone density scrape off length being

Somewhat larger. During ELMs the SOL thicknesses increase up to 3-fold (Fig 5).

The inner Strike Zone density is much larger than the midplane separatrix density

~ 8 1019m'3 compared to ~ 1019111“3 from the rcflectomcter) but high recycling conditions are

marginal at the outer zone between ELMs. However, a basic analysis shows that between

ELM-Y the target fluxes at each zone are ~ 6—9 1035’] (roughly balanced inner and outer)

whilst during ELMS the fluxes rise to ~ 8 1033—15 103434 (outer—inner). These fluxes are

much higher (by an order of magnitude) than those which can be inferred from the flux across

the separatrix ( 1415p : ND + ND / TP — FNBI where Tp is assumed 2 1 sec ie. Zl‘i‘IE). Titus

high recycling conditions even between ELMs seem plausible, The electron temperature at the

target is ~ 20-50 eV.

6. Conclusions
The successful generation of Steady—State ELMy H—modes in the JET—PD(I) with duration up to

50 energy confinement times: confinement enhancement equivalent to ELMifi‘ce H-mode

scalings under the best recycling conditions; adequate plasma Zuni H/q95 in the ITER relevant

range of0.53-O.67, and demonstrated impurity control, is an important step in the development

towards ITER. The giant ELMs accompanying these discharges exist at plasma density levels

up to ~ 1030111”3 for power conducted across the separatrix at 10—50% above the L—H transition

threshold. It is likely that high recycling conditions exist in the divertor region throughout these

H-mode periods.
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_Maxwellian velocity distributions and spatial structures

N911 electron temperature profiles of ohmic and EC-heated
m discharges in RTP
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Abstract ’
\{ultipOSiCiOH Thomson scattering measurements in the Rijnhuizen tokamak experiment

RTP are presented. Electron temperature profiles measured with a spatial resolution

of 1.7mm show structures with a typical size of 1cm. Statistical tests are presented

shoWing that these structures are significant and no artifacts are introduced by the diag—

nostiC. Individual spectraI resolved in 57 wavelength channels with a spectral resolution

of 3,9nm, Show a two-temperature character. This is especially pronounced at high

gradients, and depends on the phase of the sawtooth cycle.

Introduction

Detailed measurements of the electron temperature (Te) profile in RTP (R/a = 0.72/016

m) have shown a variety of small scale structures [1] These include hot filaments in the

centre of the plasma and steep gradients (Te jumps of 1 keV over 2 mm) near the sawtooth

inversion radius under intense electron cyclotron (EC) heating. Also ohmic discharges

show bumps with a typical scale of lcm. The measurements were done with a multi

position Thomson scattering (TS) set up, which measures along a vertical cord through

the plasma with a resolution of AZ 2 1.7 mm and AA = 3.9mm covering -53< 2< 110 mm

and 580< /\ < 800 nm.
These measurements challenge the conventional picture that the magnetic field in a

tokamak is formed by a nest of perfect, nested flux surfaces. In this paper we present an

extended data set T.3 profiles of both ohmic and EC-heated discharges, and statistical

analyses aimed at assessing the statistical significance of the measured structures. The

high resolution also allows an assessment of the Maxwelllan character of the individual

spectra.
Although a Maxwellian velocity distribution is assumed for the TE determination, the

TS spectra sometimes show significant distortions from this ideal spectrum. A mixing
between high and low temperatures is seen as a function of the temperature gradient
and the phase of the sawtooth cycle. Furthermore, we will discuss random structures in

the spectra with variable extend in wavelength combined with spatial extension of up
to 10 mm in the plasma.

Testing the significance of structures on the TE profiles.
A series of 8 ohmic discharges were selected in which the discharge conditions were kept
nearly constant (719(0) 2 7.2 - lO‘gm‘a, q:l :7). The average squared Fourier spectrum
(power spectrum) of these profiles is shown in Fig. 1, where it is compared with the

power spectrum of artificial data. The latter is obtained by taking a smooth fit of the
Ta profile and generating simulated measurements of this fit with added random noise.
The simulation mimicks the entire diagnostic. The noise introduced is tested separately

and is in agreement with the error bars determined independently [2]. Clearly, there
are significant structures in the real data of size down to a few mm. Also note that the

Spectrum of the simulated data is very flat. and approaches the measured spectrum at
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Figure 1: Averaged PS of 8 ohmic
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Figure 3: FKfits of ohmic (top) and simulated (bottom) T.3 profiles Pp is the probability
of £9 improvement.

very short wavelength (indicating that the errors are not underestimated) The same
analysis is applied to a larger data set (79 similar discharges) gave the same result.

To study the significance of the structures in more detail in the real space domain,
a method based on free knot cubic spline (FK) fits is used In this test, a cubic spline
with N free knot is fitted to the Te profile and the X2 value of the fit computed. Next,

the same is done with a cubic spline fit with N+1 knots, An F—test is used to determine

whether the improvement of X2 is sufficient to warrant the additional knot. An FK fit
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an Boheated Tc profile, Fig. 2, 715(0) : 1.7- 10197114, qn=7, needs 20 knots.
e shows that edge structures down to 1mm, the filaments as well as the steep

T gradients are significant. The top of Fig. 3 shows the fits of Te profiles of 4 ohmic

dieficharges from the above data set. To test the method, also the fits of 4 simulated Tc

ptOfileS were carried out (Fig. 3, bottom). 20 to 24 knots are needed to fit the measure-

mentS, Whereas 1 to 10 knots suffice to get a good fit of the simulations. The fits of the
measurements clearly indicate bumps of size down to 1cm.

through
The figur

Non-Maxwellian shape as a function'of the temperature gradient.
For Ohmic and EC-heated plasmas the ratio between the temperatures derived from a

fitting of the wings and of the central part of the Thomson spectrum are investigated
[1 of the temperature gradient. The division between the wing and central

region is chosen on the place where the velocity of the electrons corresponds to the
thermal energy. The fit to the central region leads to a ‘center—temperature’. The blue
and red wings are fitted together which leads to a ‘wing-temperature’. It appears that

the ratio Taping/Tantra“ is inCreasing with the gradient steepness. This effect seems most

pronounced in EC—heated plasmas just after the sawtooth crash (see Fig. 4). For longer
times after the crash the ratio decreases at the highest values of VTC as shown in fig. 4.

After the sawtooth crash there are steep gradients outside the mixing radius and it is
in this region Where the highest ratio is found. This can probably be understood by the
fact that the collision times are of the same order of magnitude as the local transport

times in these steep gradient regions. The high and low temperatures are mixed and
this effect is affected by the sawtooth crash.

as a functio

T—ving/T—cenler before and after [he sawtooth crash
L4WW"W

T-
w

in
q/

T-
ca

n!
"

0 lo 20 30 40
Temperature gradient (Kev/m)

Figure 4: nng/Tmm as function of the gradient steepness. Note that various values

are put together in 4 bins with increasing gradient.

Other non-Maxwellian features of the Thomson spectrum.
Visual inspection of the measured wavelgth spectra gives often the impression that some
structures exist superinposed on the Maxwellian spectra. The verification if these struc—
tures are significantly above the statistical noise level, has been done on two ways. First
the FK analysis as described before indicated that 12 knots were significant whilst from
simulated data 3-4 knots would be significant. This suggests that indeed some structures
could be real.

The second method has been used to see if a deviation at a selected wavelength
extended also in real space, i.e. on neighbouring spectra. For every camera pixel in the
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/\.-, zj domain the errorfunction was calculated
POW; zj) = ETfl([menn(’\n Zj) A Ifi‘(’\1vzj) /0(’\i) Zi)lv

in which [mean is the measured intensity, I,“ the intensity as follows from the Maxwellian
fit and :7 the statistical standard deviation at the pixel Ag, zj.

In Fig. 5 a contourplot of P(A,,z.) is given for P:-O.68,-0_85,—O.95, 068,0.85‘095
indicating deviations more than 1, 1.5 and 2 a. For comparison the same is shown for
simulated data. From this it can be concluded that some structures of about 10 mm in
wavelength and up to 1 cm in real space might be real, but if so coming only barely
above the statistical noise level. It should be investigated if these structures are of in
strumental nature. More analysis is needed.

Typical example M a plasma discharge m1]! ECRH S|mu|alim.17. ~——,—.—.—,—.—‘—.—.———.—.».7 __,‘

-r
m

h
l.
..

\uo ‘5U
m m)Fink-.9.el.en7,o.né,DmP-n1,om,n.96

Figure 5: Contour plot of the structures.

Conclusions
The statistical tests of the Te profiles measured with the high resolution TS diagnostic,
show the significance of structures in both ohmic and EC—heated plasmas of sizes down
to low. In addition, these tests showed that the structures are not caused by any
instrumental effect.

Furthermore, analysis of the TS spectra indicated that the ratio living/Tame, is a
function of the Te gradient and seems to be affected by the phase in the sawtooth cycle.
Finally, it appears that the TS spectra contain random structures which extend in real
space.
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1 Introduction
TI :3 COMPASS-D device can provide a variety of plasma conditions that alter the fluid

1

velocity) ofien within a single dlSCharge. These include Ohmic L- to H—mode transitions[l],[2],

mOde locking, either naturally occurringp] or due to applied resonant magnetic Penurbations,

W5, [4]. Multichord Doppler spectrometers are used to examine the behaviour of boron and

carbon impurity flUid rotation at the edge Tegiofls, both toroidal and poloidal. Core Doppler

measurements of chlorine and aluminium are obtained from an X-ray spectrometer. The fast

time resolution available allows the investigation of synchronism down to ~0_15-0_3 msee time

resolution. We concentrate primarily on the ELM-free periods.

2 Experimental arrangements

Our earlier attempts[1] at Observing poloidal velocities were restricted to a single chord at a
time and using a BIV line (282nm). Wecollection lenses | WW?

and fibres .5 have since looked further out in the._ art-ml plasma, using a CIII line (465nm), and
upgraded to a multichord system,
incorporating an 8x8 multi-anodal
photomultiplier (MAP)[5]. An order of
magnitude higher improvement in photo-
electron statistics is also available from
another spectrometer with a UV CCD
detector array. The viewing geometry is
shown in Fig. 1. Each chord is about 30mm
wide in the equatorial plane. Also shown
are typical magnetic reconstructions.
Statistical errors oftypically ~2km.s'1 are
obtained for the chord integrated Doppler
spectra at a 0.3msec time interval. Up to 4
chords are observed simultaneously. The
CCD spectrometer provides the high
velocity resolution (~0.2km.s‘1) at a timeFig.1 Po/oida/ chord views

resolution of~1msee. Estimates of the
regions of maximum line emissivity place

CIH and BIV at ~20mm and ~40mm from the separatrix, respectively. Absolute velocities are
obtained using a nickel spectral lamp and radial views.
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3 Il— mode plasmas

In Fig. 2 are shown typical temporal behaviours ofchord--integrated poloidal velocities (CH1),
during an Ohmic H mode discharge. Ihe quality ofH-mode improves gradually with
decreasing ELM frequency followed by the appearance ofELM-free periods interspersed With
ELM bursts. The upper graph compares the D-alpha signal and the CHI velocity obtained from

Veloc1t)(C(.D) \s Du1phaX 16000
gaff <

_ 031mm 3]
A 10? 113110 :rflZ-cl g
1" R f:E ' E .. .V
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Fig.2 Several po/oidal views (Cl/l) compared with D—aipha signals

the CCD spectrometer measurements and the lower graph shows three chords ofCIII velocities
(the arrow shows the ion diamagnetic direction) derived from the photomultiplier system; the
middle trace is from the outermost chord (#6), shown little change in velocity, and the other

Pol. lower #4, carbon. 15999 ‘Yvfimma'mmwmgViews (upper#2 and
7/? hi"? _ . + Diam. it lower#4 - cf. Fig.1).
E ' Changes to the poloidal
Y 9-0 _ 0 velocity entering ELMy H-
713 6.5 W 0 mode are relatively gradual
> 4.0 and up to 5km.s'1, On

02 t . entering the ELM-free
3 E period, high poloidal and
5 O 1 i W_ toroidal accelerations are
Ei \ikfl seen from C1'[I, approx

1—< 0.0 ‘l 7km.s“l.ms'1;3km.5'1,ms'1,
respectively. During the

0.125 0-131 0-136 0-142 ELM burststhe velocity
. . tlme (SEC-l drops again, even more

Fig.3 PO/Olda/ velocity (Cl/I)at beginning of ELM—free period rapidly. In the case of HIV
the changes in poloidal
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it smaller, follow the CHI but the toroidal accelerates ~2-3 times slower and is in
yelOCity, albe _ , . . . . .

tic direction l.e, opposne to CHI. (Core lmpurltles, AlXII and ClXVI, show
the ion diamflgHe

, ’lar toroidal velocity behaviour to HIV.) The velocity shifis, particularly for C111, are
slim

enerally much larger

g emperatures and modelled imPUrity-density Scale-lengths (30eV and 10mm,
than the impurity diamagnetic velocity, estimated to be ~3km.s'1 from

Dopplert
respectively) _ . _ ' _ ‘

dal velocity are assomatcd With a radial electric field. The outermost polOldal View sees

or no velocity change (<0.5km.s'1), while the peak velocity change is ~20lcm.s'1 for C111

Pol. upper #2, carbon. 16020 andUPto ~10km~S'1 for

Therefore, a simple radial force balance indicates that these changes in the

poloi

little

2.0 _ HIV. The peak ofthe
7,? -5. 5 , 4\ NW derived electric field AEr
E 9 O ? *Dim _ ~ -20kV.m'1, i.e. pointing
\f ’ ' H/F/N inwards. Figure 3 shows
6 ”12-5 7 _ synchronous changes to
> '16'0 the poloidal velocity and

0.4 , the shift to ELM-free
S behaviour, During the
5; 0.2 — DalphaX — ELM-free periods there is
E; W a reduction in the poloidal
H 0 0 velocity (of. Fig. 2) with a

(5 200 0.205 0.210 O 215 decay time of~30msec.

I time (sec ) I ELM bursts, or single
. . . ELM,f ll ' ELM-

Fig.4 Po/OIdal velocn‘y (Clli)at end of ELM-free period 5 .0 owmg
free periods produce the

fastest poloidal, ~20km.s‘1.m5'1, as seen in Fig.4. The effect on the poloidal velocity is
synchronous with the start of an ELM, within the sampling time of0.15msec.
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4 Rotation and mode-locking
Impurity velocity behaviour during mode-locking in L-mode discharges in both COWASS.C
and COMPASS-D has been reponed elsewhere[3]. Here we deal with ELM-free periods
during Ohmic H-mode discharges. An example ofa naturally occurring locked mode is shown
in Fig. 5. Also displayed are the changes to the toroidal velocity ofBIV and the CHI poloidal
velocity (generally similar to its toroidal component). The poloidal velocity (in the electrOn
diamagnetic direction) decreases as the mode locks. The drop in poloidal velocity, together
with the appearance ot‘the locked mode, is rapidly followed by a reversion to an L-mode
plasma. The toroidal velocity (BIV), still accelerating in the usual way following the transition
to ELM-free H-mode, is ~5km.s'l (ion diamagnetic direction) when looking starts and reaches
~10km.s'1 when the ELM—free period terminates. It may be noted that the poloidal velocity of
C111 is observed remote from the (1:2 surface and is in the same direction as the mode velocity_
The shifi in BIV toroidal velocity is in the same direction as during mode-locking in L-modes.
In RMP locked mode studies[4], the BIV ions are observed to shift in toroidal rotation from
weakly in the electron direction (~5kms‘l) to 10-20km.s‘l in the ion direction and consistent
with the acceleration ofthe electron fluid rotation. In ELM—free H—modes such ions (excepting
the C111 ions) are observed to be moving in the ion direction naturally. It can be inferred[6] that
the electron fluid is more susceptible to locking,

5 Discussion and Conclusions
The high values of poloidal rotation observed from CHI lines in ELM—free H-modes indicate, as
on other devices, the presence ofa transport barrier with a width of~20mm and a negative
(inwards) radial electric field up to ~20kV.m'1. The timescale for formation of the barrier is a
few msec and it is abruptly reduced by ELMs in <O.2ms. The effect oftransitions to and from
ELM-free H-mode transitions on the BIV ions, which radiate ~20mm further into the plasma, is
smaller (~1OkV,m‘1). In ELM-free tel-modes there is a gradual increase in the toroidal velocity,
in the ion drift direction, seen from BIV to the core ClXVI and All'l ions, which indicates an
increase in the radial electric field, The application ofRMPs, which can slow and lock MHD
modes at resonances such as the (1:2 surface in both L-mode and H-mode plasmas, produces
the expected increase in ion toroidal rotation in the ion drift direction. The locking effect
occurs more easily in an ELM-free H-mode plasma, (sometimes with an unstable mode in the
absence ofRMPs), whilst the bulk ofthe plasma is already rotating in the ion drift direction.
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1, Introduction

The quasi—helically symmetric configuration and attractive transport features of compact L=1

1015mm“ having a spatial magnetic axis are described. In addition to the simplest coil

“mature am‘mg Other helical Sys’emsa the negative Pitch modulation of coil winding law
reduces Significantly the effective toroidal curvature and gives rise to the quasi-helically
symmetric configuration. This novel feature is really confirmed by the particle Orbit and

collisionless particle confinement calculations. There is the pitch modulation parameter to

optimize the confinement.

2, Quasi—Helical Symmetry of L=l Torsatron

The strength of the magnetic field in magnetic coordinates (w,0,¢) on a given flux surface

W=constant) is represented by its Fourier components A (w) as follows,11.!"

Btu/M) = Auto/H 2224,...twcostntzi— ma) (1)
Where the prime indicates that the uniform term n=0, m=0 is excluded from the sum The
each term A”, can be determined numerically in an automatic manner by following the field

line. The relatively large inhomogeneous components correspond to (mm) = (NO), (0,1), and
(NJ), where N is the field period number. The Am component corresponds to the field
ripple on the magnetic axis, the Aul term is due to the toroidal curvature and the helical

curvature term AM leads to the helical symmetry axis of the system. In the case of spatial

magnetic axis configuration, the rotational transform N associated with the twisting of the
surface about the major axis must be added to the usual rotational transform in stellarators
with planar axes my), so that

9N4W)¢+w, 60=N¢ (2)
where the relation of a) : N¢ is exact near the magnetic axis[1]. With {(w) ~ 1.0, N = 17 in
present case, equation (2) gives 9~ N¢ and an expression for B,

3mm) ~ Aflowwzmmwn Alm(w))cost9+ 2A,,liV/icosii7a— 9)
~ A0.0(l,u)(1—5,(y/)cosi9—5,,(ul)cos(17¢—6)) (3)

where we define E,(i//)E—2(AOJ(l/l)+i4l7.o(l//))/AO'OU/l) and 5,,(t/I)=72A17J(gz/)/Anon/1)

Accordingly, the toroidal curvature term proportional to c059 is given by the effective
toroidal curvature term a, rather than the original toroidal curvature term JAM / AM, and
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the helical curvature term by 5/.— These three Fourier components are compared between the
different values of coil pitch modulation parameter a *; the coil winding law is
t): N¢+ a*sin Na). The negative pitch modulation (a*<0), in which the coil pitch angle is
larger inside than outside the torus, strengthens the good local curvature of the magnetic fines
of force and makes the local magnetic well[2], As shown in Fig. I, the helical curvature term
A”l is the largest compared with other inhomogeneous components except around the
magnetic axis region, depending on (1* so that it decreases in association with the pitch
modulation. It is noteworthy that two symmetry-breaking components of Am and Am, have
each other same sign for a*>0, on contrary, opposite sign for a*<0. Hence, the effective
toroidal curvature term .9, is increased for a *>0 and decreased for 0/ "‘<0. The profile of g,
is nearly flat and £,(y/) ~ 0 at w N 0.35, ul~l .0 for a *:—O.2. The significant reduction 0fthe
effective toroidal curvature (especially for a*=—0,2) gives rise to the quasi—helically
symmetric configuration with 6,, >> 8,. The novel features of reducing the effective t0roida]
curvature and quasi-helically symmetrizing the configuration are really confirmed by
collisionless particle confinement calculation in next section.

3. Collisionless Particle Confinement in L=1 torsatron
In order to confirm the quasi-helical symmetry of L=1 torsatron mentioned above
collisionless particle drift motion is investigated. If the confinement system has a symmetrical
configuration, collisionless particles are completely confined, The guiding center drift orbits
are calculated by solving the drift Hamilton‘s equations in Boozer‘s magnetic coordinates
since they only depend on B in magnetic coordinates B(i/I,t9,¢), and its derivatives[3]. The
particles are started at a given magnetic flux surface 51/ with random values in the pitch angle
77 En, / v(v is absolute value of velocity, v“. parallel velocity to magnetic line of force) and
with the particle energy EX up to 100keV. The trajectories are followed until (out = 105. Fig.2
shows the loss cones in the configurations with a*:—0,2 and a*=70.4 for the particles
starting at different positions of 6' but for ¢=O,w:0,5. The most part ofloss particles can be
seen for the starting position of 6=¢:0 where B is minimum. The average over 9 and at
enhances the confined particle number fraction, The averaged fraction over 6 for a*=—O.2
case is 95%(156/164)for EK=25keV and 94%(154/164)for EK=lOOkeV, and for a*=—0.4
case is 86%(141/164) for :25kev, which is smaller than that for a *=—0.2 case as a result of
the larger 8,. For the particles starting at the inner flux surface y/=0.3():O.55a or aspect ratio
15.3)and ¢=0, the loss cone region becomes narrower and the averaged confinement fraction
for a*=—0.2 case is 97.5%(160/164) for =100keV, which is larger than that for the starting
position of y/ =0.5.

4. Comparison with Banana Center Orbit Theory
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ator regime with 1» 5,, >> 5,, the banana center drifts along trapped(super)

a orbit with the excursion width ASE ~ rule, / 8,, or untrapped(transit) banana orbit with

e excursion width Am
ulated configuration with 6,, >> 3,. The observed eXCursion Width of the

In the stellar

banan

th ' dnegatively PI‘Ch'mo 7
orbit is N1.8X10"m in the configuration with a*=—0.2 and larger with

~ 115, / E,,)[4]. Actually the super-banana orbit is observed only in

supalmiganana
a*=-0_4, for 1

villi the predicted at yl=0,5(or 1:0.711) although it is independent of EA. Decreasing
\

he particle starting r/I=O.5 and EflOOkeV, being quantitatively consistent

article energv to EK=25keV from 100keV makes its excursion width smaller by a factor ofp .

about a hal
comparable to the banana width ~5 >< 10'3m in tokamak plasma with reactor grade parameters

(rslokeV, B=10T, safety factor/J34) and means the same order of magnitude as the
i

fl as shown in Fig.3. The value of A5,, for =10keV is ~6 >< 10'3m, value of which is

tokamak diffusion coefficient in low(banana) collisional regime. The observed excursion

width of ASE depends on not only a, but also the other higher harmonic field components.

The effect of the higher harmonics on A3,, is nearly equal to that due to 5,. This result gives

an indication that the higher harmonics indeed break the helical symmetry of configuration in

conjunction with 6,, The fraction of the super-banana particles is predicted to be, which is ~1

x 10“ at ty=0.5 for a *=v0.2 case. This value is compared with the averaged fraction of the

observed loss particle number for the particles starting at y/=0.5 and 1/120, which is ~6% for

EK=100keV and less than or comparable to the predicted value of J5, depending on EK, As

mentioned above, the consistency between the predictions and the observations for

collisionless particle orbits indicates the real contribution of g, to the confinement and

suggests a great improvement of diffusion coefficient, which is the same order of magnitude

as that for tokamak reactor plasma. The energy dependent excursion and fraction of super-

banana particles would be explained by solving exactly the drift equations of banana center

with the inclusion of higher harmonic field components

5. Conclusion
In the conjunction with the torsion and curvature of helical magnetic axis, the negative pitch

modulation of L=1 torsatron coil winding reduces significantly the effective toroidal
curvature proportional to cos 6, 5,, as the result, leads to quasi-helically symmetrical

configuration. These novel features are really supported by collisionless particle confinement
calculation, indicating a great improvement of diffusion coefficient which is comparable to
that in tokamak reactor plasma,
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I. INTRODUCTION
{—1.1 is a toroidal helical axis stellarator of major radius 1.0 mt mean minor radius

0330 m, 3 field periods and a variable rotational transform in the range 0.6 < z. < 2.0
[1], ln quasiecontinuous mode. plasmas are formed using 60 kW lon Cyclotron Range
plasma formation at 70 MHz with very low magnetic fields. Bo (< l‘200 G). The RF
power is coupled to the plasma by a phased pair of earthed saddle coil antennas [‘2].
Improved plasma formation has been obtained using a 300 Torr.liter/second neutral gas
injector based on a VEECO-PVIO piezoelectric valve with orifice bored from 0.5 to 1.3

mm. The gas injector has been installed directly in the vacuum with a 1.13 liter plenum

chamber. A 0.70 mm ID. 100 mm long capillary tube directs the gas towards the RF

antennas.
The main diagnostics employed in the following experiments are a pair of diamag-

netic loops located at toroidal locations. o:335° and 2‘25” which measure < .3 >. a RF
Rogowski coil installed on one of the antennas at o = 135° to monitor the RF sheath
current for breakdown detection and a ceramically shielded (o : 3mm] Langmuir

probe at toroidal location 0 : 0 [‘2].

II. EXPERHVIENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. l shows the final pressure rise in the l‘I-l tank and the instantaneous flow rate

of the gas injector as a, function of the applied pull time width for a bias voltage of 180
V. Note that for short times the flow rate is highest and settles to a constant value for
long pulse widths. The minimum number of injected particles is about 1. X 10“3 at
30 ”seconds.

Plasmas were produced in both helium and hydrogen with maximum achievable
0n~axis densities of ~ ‘2 X [0” and T X lDllcnf5 respectively In this paper we only
present hydrogen results. Since the low density, quiescent plasma of the heliac in quasi-
continuous mode is amenable to probe techniques. we have begun an investigation of
the decay of [m and < g} >. These results were taken in the decay of the discharge
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alter 1111: termination ol' the HF pulse 11) 1‘ll111l111'111’ RF citects 1m confinement 111111 the
probe.

Characteristic 111' both types «11' plasma is that termination of 1 he it F pulse produce-3
a decay otlhe ion satiu‘ation current [ml and < .1 “~ in the range 1]. .1 - ‘3 Insecs which is
much longer than 1-xpec1e1l 1mm enerq‘i‘ or particle confinement it one unrealistically
assumes that. all the RI power is etiecti1 cl\ coupled into the l)llli\ plasma enemya

150 (TV then the global ene1m confinement tor 11 hydrogen plasma is 1)nl\ 1111011:
50 11secs (lower limit) at Ba x .360 (3. Fig. ‘3 shous the dependence ol the RF sheath
current central [mi and the scalinrr of the decay time of [m on [301for lhe standatd
magnetic coniifjtuation [1] No1e that [Wttails shari)lv above 700 (1 without any eflect
on the decay time. Both a wax eguide 1‘utotf and inte1‘1‘e1ence by the probe are responsible
for the reduction in plasma density at high field. For hydrogen plasmas. the < :3 >
measurement was not sufficiently sensitive to confirm this time decay scaling at high
fields but at low fields the < (.3 > decay time was about half the 1'“It decay time. The
15111 decay time is observed to increase linearly with magnetic field as shown in Fig. ‘21:.
Note that the horizontal lines in the [W time decay plots are the instrumental baselines
tor a fast rise—time square wave pulse.

Further investigations of the decay indicated a detectable dependence on radial
location. the confinement tending to be better at inner radii as shown in Fig. 33, for the

standard configuration. This dependence on radius is inconsistent with a simple low
order diffusive mode. Radial profiles of the probe floating potential are also shown in
Fig. 13a for the same conditions. The probe floating potential is —‘200 Volts in the centre
of the plasma implying a negative plasma potential. If one assumes a plasma potential
01' —'200 V then the resultant plasma rotation velociiy of ~ 20 km/sec is comparable to
the Bohm velocity. ~ 30 ltm/sec for Ts z 1530 e\‘. The decay of the probe floating
potential however is much more rapid than that. of 1's,“ and implies that the decay
of the plasma density and temperature is not influenced by the plasma potential or
by the decay of any plasma rotation. Moreover the plasma potential observed would
be positive if it were determined by an earthed RF antenna. it has been observed
for helium that the strongly negative floating potentials can be made smaller or even
positive by"gas puffing after the plasma has been established. in the absence of puffing
the prlo )e floating; potential 1egains its large nenatiie value in the <“en11e on a time scale
oi about 10 msecs, Gas putting 1. 111mg the plasma decay had no observable effect on
the decay time constant.

For comparison with the standard configuration. Fig. 3b shows the same results close
to the 1:1 resonance where the plasma. is divided between two islands [3]. Although
a double peaked structure corresponding to the stationary plasma density profiles for
each island are not evident in Fig. 3b. it is clear that the plasma densi1y and the plasma
decay time have both decreased significantly. We may conclude that both the global
confinement and the plasma decay are adversely affected by the presence of islands.

The probe bias voltage was typically set to around 400 volts due to the high negative
plasma potential. The possibility that the plasma was maintained by the probe was
excluded by examination of the plasma dynamic response to small signal RF power
modulation and by delaying the probe negative bias until the plasma afterglow.

Finally Fig, 1 shows the dependence 01' the < ,3 > decay time 1111 the instantaneous
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7"”

hvdrogen filling pressure reacl from a ‘fast. ion gauge. The nonereproducibility in the

(‘5 > data is due to a. denSity transition resulting from the proximity of a waveguide

cut-Ofi- This is a common olzservation in plasma formation experiments in the helicon

wave range of frequcnmes: 'lhe <1 ‘5 > decay time however decreases quite uniformly
with filling pressure. Conastent With degraded energy confinement at higher electron»

neutral
We c

Port anaIYSiS for

collisionalit}:

onclude that. measuremems of the Isa: decay time may he used [or local trans—
a range of magnetic fields and configurations in ill.

11 HAMBERGER SM. et. al. Fusion Technology 17. (1990) 123,
2‘ BLACKWELL et. al. accepted for publication in Fus. Eng. and Design,

1SHATS MG. 60 al. Nuc. F115, 34. (199-1) 1653.{3
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Heliac devices are three dimensional (3D) stellarator configurations with relatively

large rotational transform per field period and relatively weak magnetic shear. They

are realised with toroidal coils appropriately displaced about a central conductor to

reduce bean shaped plasmas that rotate around this conductor. The H1 heliac is cur-

rentl)’ in operation at the Australian National University [1]. It is a L = 3 field period

deViCC of aspect ratio A 2 5 that can operate in either a 13 pulsed mode at a field of 1

Tesla or steady state at a field of 0.25 Tesla.

In this paper we examine the global internal ideal 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

stability properties of a sequence of configurations with 3 field periods that encompasses

the standard configuration of the H1 heliac. The 3D equilibria have been obtained nu-

merically with the VMEC Code [2] and are constrained to have nested magnetic flux

surfaces. The starting point of the sequence corresponds to a helical axis stellarator

with nearly circular cross section and we linearly change the M 96 0 Fourier components

of R (the horizontal distance from the major axis) and Z (the vertical distance from

the midplane) that describe the plasma-vacuum interface so that the end point of the

sequence corresponds to the H1 heliac in its standard configuration. This allows us to

define the continuous parameter f as a measure of the transition from the helical axis

stellarator to the H1. Hence, f = 0.4 corresponds to the configuration that is 40% the

H1 and 60% the helical axis stellarator. In this procedure, however, we have also fixed

the (M = 1,N = 0) and (M = 1,N : 1) components to roughly conserve the aspect

ratio and we have altered the (M : 0, N = —1) component independently to guarantee

that the edge rotational transform remains approximately constant. We employ the

labels M and N for the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers of a Fourier decomposition

of the equilibrium state. These are to be distinguished from m and n which correspond

to the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers of an instability structure. The plasma mass

profile is prescribed as
M(8)=M(0)(1—3)) (1)

with an adiabatic index T = 2 used to evaluate the corresponding pressure profile [2].

The radial variable 0 S 3 S 1 is proportional to the toroidal magnetic flux and the

volume enclosed. We vary M(0) to fix the volume averaged fl to 1.65%. The entire
sequence, including the H1, is unstable to Mercier [3] and to ballooning modes [4] at

this value of B. We also prescribe zero net toroidal plasma current within each flux

surface in the computation of the equilibria. The rotational transform L profiles for

configurations with f : 0.4 (solid dots), f : 0.5 (dashed curve), f = 0.6 (dot-dash

curve), f : 0.7 (dotted curve) and f : 0.75 (solid curve) are shown in Fig. 1a.
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The 3D TERPSICHORE code [5] is used to investigate the global internal madea of
the sequence of equilibria calculated with VMEC. An initial test of stability Was Car.
ried out with a set of Fourier modes to describe the instability structure limited to the
m = 7,7L = 8 component and its three closest poloidal sidebands. The configuratio“a
with a boundary description less than 40% of the H1 have nonmonotonic L profiles (age
Fig. 1a) and in particular have the L = 8/7 rational surface near the centre of the
plasma and near the edge. This initial test demonstrated a dominant core localised
m = 7,7; = 8 mode that became marginal as the L = 8/7 surface near the centre van.
ished into the magnetic axis as the plasma shaping was increased to a. 3/8 fraction of the
standard H1. The family of Fourier components that have toroidal mode numbers that
are a multiple of 3 (the number of field periods) constitute the modes of the equilibrimm
Those that are not a multiple of 3 constitute a single family that describe the structme
of an instability [6,7]. It has been our experience, however, that an arbitrary selectiqm
of toroidal sidebands in helical axis stellarators yields very ill conditioned matrices. The
selection of toroidal sidebands of the main instability structure, therefore, requires a.
careful evaluation of the dominating Fourier components of the equilibrium state. The
most relevant components of the equilibrium for the sequence we have investigated are:

M NL

0~4 0
1,2 *3

0—5 3
1,2 —6

0—3 6
0—3 9
2~5 12

where NL denotes the product of N times L. We have found that the m : 5,71. : 5
component becomes more important than the m = 7,n : 8 component as the plasma
shaping increases because as shown in Fig. 1a the value of L on axis decreases to almost
unity for the configurations that are 70% — 75% of the H1 before starting to increase
again. Considering the m = 5, n. : 5 as the dominant component of the instability, we
obtain that it couples with 48 additional sidebands of significance through beatings with
the equilibrium components we have identified (eg.,m — 5 = M,n — 5 = NL;m + 5 =
M,n + 5 : NL) [6,7]. The eigenvalues as a function of the square of the inverse of the
number of radial intervals (which were varied from 48 to 108) for the configurations with
f = 0.5, f = 0.6, f : 0.7 and f : 0.75 are shown in Fig. lb. In Fig. 2a, the converged
eigenvalues extrapolated to infinitesimal mesh in Fig. 1b are plotted with respect to
the shaping parameter f which reveals that the configuration that is 78% the H1 heliac
and 22% the helical axis stellarator becomes marginal to the m = 5, n = 5 mode. This
stabilisation is mostly due to the deepening of the magnetic well with f, but also the
increase of L on axis for f > 0.7 that displaces the L = l resonant surface further away
plays a role. The five dominant Fourier components of the radial component of the
perturbed displacement vector as a function of the radial variable 3 are shown in Fig.
2b for the configuration with f : 0.75 and the corresponding profile of the potential
energy perturbation is shown in Fig. 3a.

The M = 8, N = 3 component of the equilibrium state constitutes another potentially
important contribution to the stability picture because it corresponds to a resonance
condition within the plasma where the parallel current density can diverge. We have
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included two additional sidebands, the m : 3,71. = 4 and the m = 13,71 = 14
which couple with the main m = 5,n = 5 component to beat with the

ilibrium = 8,NL = 9 term. We obtain eigenvalues that are more unstable, but

equ nvergence Study in the radial mesh size shows that the perturbed potential energy
0 6function about the L : 9/8 resonant surface as shown in Fig. 3b. The mode

hat are excited all localise about the 9/8 rational surface and the magni-
eigenvalues depend sensitively on how close the mesh point is located with
he 9/8 surface as we change the number of radial intervals. Therefore, this

type of instability appears to be a manifestation of a shortcoming of the equilibrium
description. The extreme localisation of the perturbed energy suggests that the model
may be inadequate. Magnetic islands and finite Larmor radius effects should resolve

thu5
components'

a c
becflmes 3
structures t
tude Of the

respect t0 '3

the narrow unstable layer.

In conclusion, We have analysed a sequence of equilibria that lead to the standard

H1 configuration with respect to global ideal MHD internal modes. This study sug-

gests that the H1 should be stable to global structures well beyond the fi limits imposed
by local Mercier and ballooning modes.
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Figure 1: (a) The rotational transform L profiles for the configurations with f = 0.4 (top dotted
curve), f = 0.5 (dashed curve), f = 0.6 (dot-dashed curve), f = 0.7 (lower dotted curve) and f = 0.75
(solid curve); (b) Radial convergence of eigenvalues for configurations ranging from 50% to 75% of the
standard El
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Figure 2: (a) The converged eigenvalue dominated by the m = 5,7; = 5 component with 49 mode
pairs as a function of the heliac shaping parameter f; (b) The Fourier mode structure of the radial
component of the perturbed displacement vector with 49 mode pairs for the configuration with f : 0.75
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which is dominated by the m = 13,71 2 14 component
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1. Introduction
Preliminary experiments to study the plasma beta behaviour were performed on

ECRH plasmas in T] -IU torsatIon. So far, all the beta data obtained show a similar behaviour

versus the electron density, that is, the plasma beta increases with the electron density in the

low density region and becomes saturated in the high density region. However. those

improved beta data obtained with an inward shifted magnetic configuration form a different

branch from the normal one, as a function of the electron density. Their beta values are

almost twic

magnetic configuration seems to be important to achieve these higher beta values. Careful
e the normal beta values obtained with the standard magnetic configuration. The

control of gas puffing is also needed in order to control the special time evolution of electron

density which can jump suddenly at some critical density up to the value close to the cut—off

density. In this paper some preliminary analyses of experimental data are presented. Further

analyses and more experiments are under way.

2. Experimental set-up

'U-IU[1] is a f=1/m=6 (one helical field coil with six periods) torsatron with a major

radius R0:6Ocm and an average plasma radius 71:10am. The device can be operated with

average magnetic field at the magnetic axis B(O)=0.5T/0.67T for the 286H2/37.SGHZ

ECRH (2nd harmonic heating) plasma experiments, respectively. The rotational transform t

in the standard magnetic configuration is above 0.2 with almost negligible shear, and the

depth of magnetic well is about 6.9%, reaching tip to the plasma boundary. For an inward

shifted configuration, Jc-value decreases and the shear increases to be positive. The depth of

magnetic well decreases for both inward and outward shifted configurations. The shape of

magnetic surface crossesections varies toroidally: it is elliptical at (13:00 and triangular at

¢=300 (half period). The magnetic axis has a slight helicity with i2.5cm elongation.

Figure 1 shows the vacuum magnetic surfaces measured at (p=10U in TJ-IU for two

magnetic configurations used for plasma beta experiments: (a) the standard (Rax:59cm) and

(b) the inward shifted (Rax:58.5cm) configurations. With this 0.50m inward shift of
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magnetic axis, the propcmfiS of
tnagnetic configuration Change
slightly: t-value decreases about
5%, the depth of magnetic Well
decreases by 7.3% and the
magnetic shear increases to 4%,
respectively.

3. Analyses and results
Plasma beta experiments

are carried out in TJ-lU at a 10w
magnetic field B(O):0.5T, and
ECRll plasmas are produced by

tJ Two magnetic configurations lira/fl” plasma hem cxpvn- one ZSGHZ gyrotron with 200kW
meals: (a) the rtalidrtrti and (It) the inward slit/tad conjtgtirmmm:

, u IM_266 ,, ‘ IM_265
(a) Rax=59cm (b) Rax=585cm

input power (ZSms duration)
launched perpendicularly at

¢=300. Those improved beta discharges are all obtained with the inward shifted magnetic
configuration as shown in Figlb.

Figure 2 shows the time behaviour of two kinds of discharges: shot #767 represents
improved beta discharges and shot #710 is one of normal discharges obtained with the
standard configuration (Figla). Signals displayed front top to bottom are: plasma beta [5(0)
03(0) E3<B>) from magnetic measurements, line average electron density he and gas puffing,

thin ECE signal, OV line emission, Ha signal (1800 away from gas-puffing port), plasma
current lp, microwave transmission signal ECA (free microwave power in the chamber, 1800
away front ECRH injection port), and the central plasma temperature T(0) estimated from
signals of plasma beta and electron density with assumed profiles of T(p)=T(0)=t=(1-p2)1»5
and ne(p)=ne(0)*(l -p 2W5, where p is the normalized minor radius of plasma. As it can be
seen, an increase of about 80% in the peak value of plasma beta has been obtained for
improved beta discharges. The highest values of plasma beta correspond to the highest
electron density before reaching the cutoff density. However, even if the electron density in

shot #767 is similar to or even lower than that in shot #710 during the time interval of 15-
Zlms, the plasma beta is already mttch higher in the former than in the later, and it increases
rapidly. This is probably due to the more effective heating and the increase in plasma
temperature, as indicated by some relevant signals in Fig.2. Such kind of beta increase
behaviour has been found for all improved beta discharges.

In addition to the above mentioned differences between these two kinds of discharges,
a big jump in the he signal of #767 can be seen. However, there are no corresponding
changes in Ha signal and 0V emission. This fact means that the profile of electron
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densily might have changed suddenly. 0.2 J ml. H 'l .. .. l' .1. “I‘ll .. H:

This kind ofjump in the electron density § 015 €- #767 g

is a common characteristic of improved : 0-1 :_ """ #710 _:

beta discharges. The jump can occur 2 0055:- lh/ ""2... _

earlier or later, depending on the gas A 0 :1 [fl 1‘ ”I! .. u I. . .. I. .. \L g

puffing. In fact, there exists a critical "E 6 :- _____ ff;% ‘3

density for the density jump, the value SEQ 4 :_ _:

of which is (2.0-2.4)x1012ctn‘3, The 2x 2 :_|. _2

reason for this phenomenon is not clear I; 0 :1”; ‘ .. . .. .. . . .. . '7‘”: 3

yet, probably the magnetic configuration 7 l i I I I ' #l767 j

plays an important role here. 3 E

The rise of plasma beta can be 8 O 5 :_ _:

divided into two phases, as seen clearly L” O 3 . .. .1. I. . H I. . I I:

in Fig.3 which shows the plasma beta A _' E‘l' ""' 7'6' ' ""' l 'E

plotted versus the electron density for a 1 E‘ .1 71 _:

three improved beta shots (#763, 767 ; 0.5 :_ j

and 776) and one normal shot (#710), O : 3

Generally, the plasma beta increases A 2} #767 _-

with the electron density in the low :1 4 E. ..... #710 _-
density region and becomes saturated in :5 7 i E

the high density region For those :1: “ ; 3

improved beta shots however, the Li) 1' ._'

increment of plasma beta within the g 2 :

density range of (1.4-2.4)x1012 cm-3 is at 2 '_ _'
very sharp (fourfold) By applying the la: : :

curve-fit I3(0)~fic0L to the experimental 0 - ,:

data, we find that the exponent tx=2.8- ’3? 0'4 —_

4.0 (increasing phase) and 0t~0.1 :1 0.2 _—

(saturated phase) for improved beta 8 1

shots, while fornormal shots 0L=0.5-0.7 0 “iii: ”ii Hi: i: : ”ii H :1 H h:

(increasing phase) and otzOBS 9 300 :— tt767 -:

(saturated phase). The later cases follow 3 7—00 2- #710 __

roughly the LHD scaling[2], but not the E 100 E_ ““‘ ‘s é

former cases which have very large 0: 0 3.. ' I. . . 11..“ 11...]. .n:

values. One possible explanation is that 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

for these improved beta shots, the Time (ms)

absorption of ECRi—l power by plasmas , _ _
. . . . Fig.2 1mm beliavmur oflwo kmds ofdittclmrgex:

has improved Significantly. The electron #7671341 high hum .t/tol um! #71!) [1 annual 3710!.
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temperature estimated from soft Xeray

data is about 250eV for improved beta 0.15 - _
shots. against the value of lSOeV - #0.."s _
obtained for normal shots. Other ' A ’55 Q __ -
experimental evidences of the better _ '
absorption of ECRllpower during these 0.1 -— _
improved beta shots are also found from § ' '
the signal reduction in microwave 8 _ W
transmission monitor ECA, the signal (‘3 ' ~
, . 0.05 — ”'"O #776 _increase in ECE detector and the _ . -A- -#767 _
enhanced plasma radiation measured by ~ ””0 "763 .

_ - -+- - #710bolometty. C? .

0
4. Summary and discussion 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Experimental investigations of N6 (“013/l )

plasma bet“ are performEd OI] ECRH Fig.3 Plamta beta versus electron dcm‘ity.'#763,
plasmas in TJ-IU torsatron operated at #767undfi‘776arc [rig/them A’ll()l.1'(1fld#710i.\‘

a low magnetic field or B(0):0.5T. “ “""”“” "‘0"
Improved beta discharges with peak
values of beta about 0.15% have been
obtained with an inward shifted magnetic configuration. The achieved higher plasma beta
values are mainly due to the more effective absorption of ECRH power by plasmas during
these shots, which results in the increase of plasma temperature

For those improved beta discharges, a big jump in the time-evolution of line average
electron density is always observed. The reason for this is not clear yet, so more experimental
efforts need to be done. There exists a critical density to start the density jump, the value of

which is (2.0-2.4)x10 ‘3 cm’3. It seems that the density profile might have Changed suddenly

after the jump. It is probable that the magnetic configuration used for those shots plays an
important role.

Plasma beta experiments in 'l‘J—lU are going on, more data will be available from

some new installed diagnostics. Also, new experimental programs will be carried out soon
with scans of magnetic configuration, electron density, ECRJ’I input power, etc.
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ION CONFINEMENT STUDIES IN THE TJ-IU SPANISH
TORSATRON

B. Zurro, E. Ascasibar, J. Qin, B. P. Van Milligen, T. Estrada, C. Burgos, K. J.

MCty! F. Tabares, D. Tafalla and J. Vega. Asociacién EURATOMJCIEMAT para
Fusion. 13-28040 Madrid. Spain

Introduction. Initial spectroscopic studies have been carried out on ion heating, rotation and

impurity emission asymmetries in the TJ-IU spanish torsatron. In this l/m = l, 6 torsatron

02:60 cm, a = 10 cm), the plasma is created and heated by injecting 200 kW of ECRH at 37.5

(3H2 through a quartz window. the microwaves are guided from the Gyrotron to the plasma

by a cuasi-optical system. The magnetic field coils are powered by capacitor banks and the

discharge lasts around 30 ms. The generation of runaway clecuons during the fields build-up

is avoided by a pro-programmed gas pulse, two other additional piezoelectric valves are used

to obtain the desired density. The gyrotron is turned on when a hydrogen base pressure of

around 4x10'5 Torr is achieved.

Preliminary results of parallel proton and impurity temperatures and relative toroidal rotation

of O V as a function of plasma density are reported, as well as the observation of O V

emission asymmetry and its temporal evolution along a standard discharge.

Experimental. High resolution spectroscopic studies have been performed using a l m high

resolution spectrometer. In addition, a 1/4 to monochromator has been used to systematically

monitor the time evolution of the 2271 A C V line used as a basic electron temperature

monitor. The first apparatus has two kinds of detectors in its double focal plane: a

photomultiplier and an intensified multichannel detector. By the use of a folding mirror either

of them can be used in a particular discharge. The plasma was observed through the same

quartz window used to inject the microwave heating power. The plasma radiation was relayed

to the spectrometer by means of an optical head made up of a quartz lens and a 1 mm diameter

and 25 m long fibre. The optical head can be moved up and down in a shot to shot basis to

scan 10 cm of the plasma cross-section along a toroidal line-of—sight.

The bulk electron temperature has been determined by fitting the time evolution of the C V line

(2271 A) by iteratively solving the carbon ionisation equilibrium. The estimated electron

temperature values in this campaign are similar to those measured by ECE in the previous

campaign at 28 GHz, for standard densities ranging between 150 - 250 eV.
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Density scan of temperatures and rotation. The proton temperature has been dedUCed

from analysis of the Ha line wings. Its behaviour with plasma density is shown in Fig, 1 (a),
A similar plot for O V temperature is depicted in Fig. l (b). Because of fiber transmisSiOn
limitations the hottest impurity ion available to Doppler studies, with an unambiguollsly
identified spectral line, was 0 V (2781 A); its line-integrated emission peaking at a radius 0f4
cm. The observations were made almost tangential, therefore, the rotation and ion tempemtme
to which we refer here are parallel to the toroidal field. The O V ion temperatures, plotted in
the figure, were determined using the spectral line shape averaged along the linC<Of-Sight while
assuming that the whole width. after correction by the instrumental function, was due to
Doppler broadening. The quasi—static Stark effect produced by the heating wave electric field
was ignored, but perhaps its effect at the ECRH injection port in particular might not be
negligible.
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Fig. 1. (:1) Plot of the proton temperature against electron density; (b) Plot of Chord—averaged
O V ion “temperature” versus electron density for a constant ECRH injection power of 200
kW.

Two features must be highlighted in the temperature trends shown in Fig. l. Firstly, the
central proton temperature is higher than expected and secondly the apparent O V temperature,
averaged along the line-of-sight, is higher than for the former and exhibits a different
behaviour with density. The expected kinetic temperature behaviour with density has been
estimated using a zero-dimensional model (1). The results obtained, for the highest density
case and for three different values of neutral concentration, are plotted in Fig. 2 (a) as a
function of the enhancement factor in the electron~ion heat transfer term These results suggest
that in order to understand the central proton temperatures obtained some anomalous ion
heating mechanism providing a power input to ions of around a factor three the classical
collisional term is needed. The different behaviour of proton and impurity temperatures can be
understood by considering the existence of nonthermal velocity fluctuations whose influence
in the latter is more dramatic due to their higher mass.
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Fig 2. (a) Theoretical ion temperatures in TJ-lU, for different assumed neutral densities, as

a function of enhancement factor in the electron-ion heat transfer, (b) Simulation of O V chord-

averaged intensities and temperatures and their comparison with local magnitudes.

The o V apparent temperature behaviour can be understood to be caused by the presence of

nonthermal velocities. They have been analysed using a method, borrowed from astrophysics,

and already used in the TJ-I tokamak (2). In Fig. 2 (b), the relationships between 0 V chord-

averaged data (intensity and temperature) and local one are shown.They have been obtained

u5ing a code explained in Ref. (3). From the relation between the apparent impurity

temperature and the kinetic one, Tapp = Ti + AQv Tmrb, where A is the atomic mass of the

impurity ion and Tmrb the energy of the turbulence causing the nonthermal velocities, we can

deduce the required level of nonthermal velocities in the plasma bulk. This is plotted as a

function of the electron density in Fig. 3 (a). Notice the qualitative correlation between these

turbulent velocities and the relative toroidal rotation of O V which is depicted in the

accompanying plot of Fig. 3 (b).
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Fig. 3. a) Level of nontherrnal velocities as a function of electron density, deduced from the

difference between proton and O V apparent temperatures ; b) Similar plot for the toroidal shift

of O V 2781 A line; the maximum relative rotation change shown in this figure is = 6 km/s.
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O V up/down emission asymmetry. We have determined, by spatially scanning the 0V
2781 A line, that an up/down radiation asymmetry is evident in the limited profile We
obtained. A slice prolile is shown in Fig. 3((.a) The strength of the asymmetry was quantified
by the asymmetry parameter defined by 'g-— (11--12)/(11+12) where 11 and 12 are the'mummy
of emission peaks at the upper and lower part of the vertical scan.

65 0.15
(a) / . \ (b)

60 — ’A. / \ .2. 0.1 -
3' I ° 5‘:3 55 — n ‘ D.

—° / 5 0,05 —
50 ~ 2

__ fa ‘ \ . SCAN
45W O

-6 -4 -2 O 4 6 2 3 4 S 6 7 8r(em)

Fig. 4. (a) Plot of O V most asymmetric line—averaged emission profile; (b) Tempera]
evolution of the asymmetry parameter, the elapsed time between scans is 6 ms.

The asymmetry parameter evolves along a discharge as shown in the plot of Fig. 3 (b), Here
the asymmetry parameter is plotted as a function of the multichannel detector scan, the time
between successive scans is 6 ms. Although these kinds of asymmetries are extensively
reported in tokamaks experiments, see Ref. (3) and references therein, we have found only
one report of similar asymmetries in stellarators (4). In the latter no systematic behaviour was
found when studied at different toroidal positions, in contrast to tokamaks where
interpretations based on physical principles have been advanced.
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1. Introduction

TJ.I Upgrade is 31:1, m=6 torsatron in operation at ClEMAT, Madrid since April 1994 [l]. lt

has a major radius of 0.6 m, average plasma radius of 0.1 m and average magnetic field, B =

0.5+0_7 T, and magnetic ripple of 7.6 %, on axis. In the standard configuration the rotational

transform, t, is above 0.2 with negligible shear, and magnetic well of 6.9%. ECRH plasmas

(X—mode, 2nd harmonic, P : 190+250 kW, pulse length z 25 ms) have been produced at 28

and 37 5 GHZ. TJ-I U coils are powered by capacitor banks, producing a useful "plateau" of

up to 30 ms. Within it the maximum variation of magnetic field never exceeds 1%.

2. Control of the magnetic configuration
TJ-l U magnetic configuration is determined by two relevant current parameters: CVF ( = levf/

Ihc), which controls the inward/outward shift of the magnetic axis and, consequently, the value

of rotational transform and magnetic well depth, and ot ( = 1i He“), which can change the

shape of magnetic surfaces and modify the Jc-profile, where ‘t Ievf and 1i are the currents

in the helical, external vertical and internal vertical field coils. respectively,

Recently, vacuum magnetic configurations [2] have been intensively measured in the range

CVF = 0.35 — 0.52, on = i 0.8, corresponding to a rotational transform variation, {(0) : 0.1—

0.6 (horizontal magnetic axis shift of 15 cm). The shape of the magnetic surfaces can be

Changed dramatically with or. from beamshaped (elongation, K = 3.4) for ot = - 0.8 (at < 0

meaning that the direction of current Iivfis reversed) to almost circular (K x 1.3) for (x = 0.8.

Internal and external sources of field errors have been identified studying the effect of changing

the magnetic field intensity and reversing its direction on the measured magnetic surfaces. As a
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,7 3 .1i final result a theoretical model has been
5:: 7 E_ elaborated which can reproduce very accurately
‘5' “g— the measured surfaces and can be used
1:: 5 confidently to simulate the real magnetic
i # configurations in full field operation.
A 0.6 I ttt+a+n+t+n+q+i+++++f

"-‘E f_ .. ,3 3. Heating. Power modulation
2" 0.4; g' _ E ECRH plasmas are produced using second
E g: ‘ harmonic extraordinary waves, launched
2 0‘2 perpendicularly to the magnetic field
T: 0-4 I j . Microwave power (Gaussian beams with almog

“ ” linear polarisation) is transmitted by means ofa
g 0‘3 quasieoptical transmission line (four cylindrical
ii 0.2 mirrors coupled in pairs so that the curvature
> 0,] radii of each couple lie itt perpendicular planes)
Q T ; ' . , . and injected through a quartz window located at
0W0 35 30 35 an external equatorial port (ti) = 30° ).

Time (ms) Recently, a power modulation system has been
Fig. 1: Plasma [racesfi‘omdischarges developed. It allows to modulate the gyrotron

#1830 (dashed line) and #1831 (solid line).
Top to bottom: microwave monitor signal, . ,line electron density and C V line emission kHz), by means of the modulation of the Olltput

voltage of the gyrotron power supply. With the

output power in the drift frequency range (4-40

help of this system, experiments aiming to detect non—linear interactions between the plasma
turbttlence and externally excited waves are about to start.

4. Experimental results and discussion
4.] Wall conditioning and fueling

In TJ-l U the nonebakeable stainless steel chamber acts as a limiter: Incomplete wall
conditioning typically leads to strong impurity desorption during the microwave power
injection [3} Wall conditioning by means of He DC glow discharge (2 anodes, p = 7 x 10'3
torr, I = 20 HA cm"-) has been used in order to minimise the impurities contribution (<1()%) as
compared with the injected working gas one.
A critical problem was found when trying to control the density ramp-up after the plasma
formation. There were two almost antagonistic requirements to satisfy: on one hand the neutral
pressure just before the microwave pulse should be low enough (< 5 x 10’5 torr) to allow
plasma starteup: otherwise only cold plasmas were obtained. This fact is illustrated in figure 1,
which displays two consecutive shots with the same magnetic configuration. The only
difference between them is that in the second one, #183], the initial neutral pressure was
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slightly increased, in an attempt to raise tltel i i
electron density, still under the cut—off level.l\.
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avoid the presence of high energy electrons.

To face this problem a gas injection system

based on two fast (rise time = 1 ms)

piezoelectric valves that cart be supplied with

W
(J)

tip to four short gas pulses has been designed

and constructed. Evert with such a complex

puffing system the operational window for

L
9

4
5

plasma start»up is extremely narrow, so that an

additional ultraviolet source for preionization

l0

[4] is being constructed and will be installed in

the next experimental campaign.
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Fig.2: Plasma tracesfrom discharge #1321. Radiative electron temperature, as deduced

TOP ’0 bottom: microwave ”10’1”” signal, from ECE measurements during the 28 GHz
'18 electron densi t. ener I 1 content and 0 V . .

hi 0 ‘9 campatgn was Tr(0) = l40:—2()O cV, tn
line emission

plasmas with line average electron densities,

<ne> = 0.3 X 1013 cm‘3. Typical shots in this campaign had stored energy of about 5 1,

although "improved" beta discharges were obtained for inward shifted configurations [5| in

which peak beta-values reached up 0.15%, corresponding to stored plasma energies about 10 J.

During the 37.5 61-12 series of experiments, higher electron densities have been attained, <ne>

= 0.6 x 1013 cm’3, with plasma energy values up to 10 1. Figure 2 shows a typical 37.5 GHz

shot, displaying the temporal evolution of several traces: microwave detector signal (measuring

the free microwave power inside the vacuum vessel), line averaged electron density, energy

content (from magnetic flux loops) and O V line emission,

In some shots, the fraction of absorbed power may be estimated front the microwave detector

(diode) signal, as shown in figure 1. The difference between the two microwave signals gives

an estimate of the absorbed power fraction in the first discharge: it is about 20%, corresponding
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to an energy confinement time of about ()2 ms. Electron temperature in the second campaign
(37.5 GHZ) has been estimated by means of two different methods: a) Fitting the time CVOIUIion
of the C V line (2271 11.) by iteratively solving the carbon ionisation equilibrium [6], and b)
Measuringr the intensity of two He emission lines (706 and 728 nm) after injection of a Small
amount of helium into the H plasma discharge [3]. Both methods yield values of eleetmn
temperature ranging between 150 » 200 eV. Similar values are also estimated from the Signals
of plasma beta and electron density if temperature and density profiles are assumed [5],

4.3 Turbulence
Radial fluctuations profiles have been measured by means of an array of four Langmuir Probes
in the plasma edge [7]. The edge electron temperature, near the last closed magnetic Surface
(LCMS), is about 15 eV, and the electron density, in the same position, about (0‘5 - 1) x 1012
cm’3.
A comparison of TJ-l U with other stellarators in terms of edge plasma turbulence has been
done ([8]. While the estimated plasma density fluctuations level in the bulk plasma side is larger
in TJ-l U (low shear) than in W77AS (low shear) and ATP (moderate shear), the value of
bicoherence in TJil U is similar to the one observed in ATF.
Comparative studies of the edge turbulence in TJ~I tokamak and TJ-I U torsatron [9] have
shown that there is a strong similarity in the statistical properties of the turbulent fluxes in both
machines, supporting the idea of the universal character of plasma turbulence in magnetic
devices.
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studies of Hot-Spots and Their Correlation with Other Phenomena
in PF-Type Discharges

L. Jakubowski and M. Sadowski

soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 054100 Swierk n. Warsaw, Poland

1' Introdudion _ . _ .

It is well known that highcurrent carrying discharges of the PF type are sources of intense

X“), pulses [1—2]. Such a radiation is usually accompanied by the emission of fast electron and

. Streams, and in the case of deuterium discharges » by the emission of neutron pulses [3—4].

lOflccmiy, attention has been paid to various non-linear phenomena which appear within a pinch

cRoiumn. and particularly to miniature regions with increased X-ray emission which are called hot

5 ts [5.6]. Such phenomena have also been investigated at SINS in Swierk, Poland, by means

of different plasma facilities, and in particular with the MAJA’PF and PF 360 devices [7—8]. The

previous studies have revealed the correlation between the spatial distribution of hot—spots along

the pinch axis and a temporal sequence of their appearance [9]. There have also been observed

some correlations with other phenomena, e.g.,with corpuscular emission pulses. Studies of such
correlations are of particular importance for the understanding of physical processes occurring

within a dense magnetized plasma. The main aim of this work has been a detailed spatial , and

temporal study of the hot45pots and their correlations with other kinds of the radiation,

2_ Experimental Facilities and Diagnostic Equipment
Detailed measurements of X-rays and e-beams have been carried out with the MAJA—PF

device [7]. The system was powered by a condenser bank which was usually charged to 44 it] at

35 kV. The integral x-ray emission has been registered by means of a pinhole camera equipped

with an input diaphragm of about 100 pm in diam., which was covered with a imam-thick Beifoil

filter. Use has also been made of a standard ionization chamber of the VAJ type.
Time-resolved measurements of the X-ray emission from the whole pinch region have been

performed by means absorption filters and scintillation detectors coupled through optical cables

with fast photomultipliers Philips XPZOZO type. The first detection system was adjusted at the
angle of 453 to the z—axis and it made possible the registration of a relatively soft radiation of
energy ranging from 1 to 8 keV, and a harder Xarays of energy 15—40 keV. The hard X-rays
(above 100 keV) were registered with a scintillation probe which was placed at a distance of
about 5 m from the electrode ends, and used also for neutron measurements.

Time—integrated X—ray pinhole pictures made possible an analysis ofa spatial distribution
ofhot-spots. A comparison of those pictures with time-resolved X-ray signals has shown that the
formation of a distinct hot-spot depends on a distance from the electrode ends [9]. In order to
investigate this dependance there was designed a special measuring system made possible to
register the X—ray emission from two selected regions of 8 mm in diameter, which were situated
at the pinch axis at distances of about 10 mm and 30 mm, respectively. X-ray pulses, as emitted
from these two regions, have been measured by means of scintillatonphotomultiplier detectors.
The waveforms were registered with a multichannel 250 MHz digital oscilloscope of the HP-
16500 type, and compared with other diagnostics signals (up to 12 traces).

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Studies of hot-spots. An analysis ofx-ray pinhole camera pictures, as taken under

different initial gas conditions, has shown that an admixture ofa small amount of a noble gas to
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the working medium (deuterium) can induce the formation of small bright (strongly emitting)
regions, i.e. distinct botispots. Within the MAJA—PF device a small argon admixture can caugc
a considerable increase in the number ofthe hot-spots observed. it has, however, been found that
for the argon admixture within 535% range there appears the saturation effect, and an average
number of hot spots per shot is about 5. The maximum hot-spots number amounts to 12.

Measurements ofthe X-ray emission from the small regions placed at the axis ofthe Pinch
column have enabled to discern pulses originating from individual hot-spots, which accidentally
appeared within the field of observation. In Fig.1 there are presented some pulses emitted b
separate hot—spots formed close to the electrode end (at 2:12 mm, trace XSN) and at a larger
distance (at z=28rnm, trace XSF). They can be compared with a soft and'hard X»rays emitted
from whole FP-region (traces XS, XH) as well as with a spatial X—ray picture taken with the
pinhole camera.

333';

Fig]. Comparison of spaceeresolved hot—Spot‘s and time-resolved XSN and XSF signal;
corresponding to the soft and hard X—mys, emitted front the whole pinch region (X9XH).

Lifetimes individual hot—spots, as characterized by FWHM values of X—ray pulses emitted
from the hotaspots, have been estimated to be about 7-10 ns. These values have evidently been
overestimated because of the limited frequency band of the detection system.

Average values of the measured
[L 20 l l hotspots life times vs the percentage
0 0 close to the electrode end admixture otargon have been presented
“é 1:? /-o\ x tar irom the electrode end in Fig.2. ”lire longest life-time has been
E £15 1 observed for a 5% argon admixture, but
"5 3 \J in general the hot-spot lifetime
$210 u decreases with an increase iii the Ar
E? ‘9 amount. It should, however, be noted
3: 5 that for a low argon concentration life-

0 10 20 so 40 time of the hot-spots formed at a larger
PERCENTAGE OF ARGO” distance front the electrode front plate

is about half of that observed for the
Fig.2. Average life-time ofhot~sp0ts within two different hOL'SPOtS Situated near the electrode
regions as a function oft/16 argon admixture end For higher argon concentrations
(above 25%) the average life-times of all the hot—spots are comparable. An analysis of the X—ray
pinhole pictures has shown that linear dimensions of the considered hot spots are usually below
100 pm

An average amplitude (intensity) of X-ray pulses emitted from individual hotispots has the
maximum value when the percentage ofthe argon admixture is about 20-25%. This dependance
has been observed for the hotspots formed close to the electrode front plate as well as for those
generated at a larger distance, as shown in Fig.3. A comparison of the both curves shows that
intensity ofthe hot—spots near the electrode end is several times higher than that for more distant
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It means that hot-spots emission intensity decreases with an increase in the distance from
nes. ”>2

. _ a , I

the CIBCII’Od‘J OUtICt ' ' 3 L“ o clolse lo the electrode and
Within about 300 investigated E L5 x tar [mm the electrode and

. charges the Xaray pulses from the g 1.4 °

dlst spots formed near the electrode 22 /
. _ ' o‘-

i’l‘ortt plate have appeared earlier than é M V

51056 from more distant region. Time 2 Dis
“J 0.4

differences between those pulses have 2 0-2 ..

45-85 ns. Consrdering that the 5
been th ‘ 0 1D 20 30 40

current sheath collapses On 5 Z’ams PERCENTAGE oF ARGON

first at the electrode end‘plate, dul’lng Fig.3 Amplitude 0fX—raypulses from the hot-spots formed
later phases other parts 0f the current Within two different pinch region, as measured for various
sheath are compressed, and a region argon adminurcs
ofthe maximum plasma concentration ~
can propagate along the axis. Under this assumption one can estimate a phase veloc71ty of such

a region. It has been calculated, that an average value of this velocity is (1.5-3.5) x 10 cm/s. The
maximum velocity of the collapse region (along the z—axis) has been observed for a 10-15% argon
z“mixture.

3.2. Correlations with other phenomena. It has been found that soft X-ray pulses, which

are registered from the whole pinch region depend strongly on dynamics and microstructure of
the pinch column. Therefore, these pulses characterize the positioning and appearance of

individual hot-spots (vide the XS - trace in Fig.1). The emission of such a radiation lasts usually
about 150 ns.

Harder X~rays (XH), as measured within energy range from 15 keV to 40 keV, are well

correlated with voltage- and current-peculiarities, and they are usually emitted during 300-400 ns.
On contrary, the emission Cfvery hard X-rays (above 100 keV), as registered with the seintillation

probe placed far from the stainless steel experimental chamber, lasts about 100 ns only. Hard X-
rays have also been registered with the VAJ-type ionization radiometer during experiments

carried out with different argon admixtures. An analysis of about 250 discharges has shown that
with an increase of the argon concentration in the working deuterium gas, intensity of the hard
X-ray emission decreases even by an order of magnitude and the steepest decrease is delivered
for admixture up to about 15%, as demonstrated in Fig.4.

In addition to neutron time—resolved measurements with the scintillation probe, there have
15 3 also been performed tirne~integrated

I measurements of the neutron emission
by means of silver activation counters
placed perpendicular and at 45° to the
z—axis. It has been observed that the
side-on counter indicates usually the/

5\ , \ 1 neutron yield about 3 times lower that
x registered by the second counter. lt

M says about a relatively large anisotropy
o m 20 30 do ofthe neutron emission. An analysis of

pancenmca 0F ancou about 220 discharges, as performed
Fig.4, Intensity oft/18 hard eay emission 0/") and (he With the D2 filling and different argon
fusion neutron yield (Yn) as a function of the argon admixtures, has confirmed that the
admixture percentage) neutron yield decreases considerably
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with an increase in the argon admixture. The Yn characteristics are similar to these of the X-ra
emission (YX). It suggests that analogous physical processes are responsible for the generaum
of the two kinds of the emission under consideration it should be noted, however, that for lower
(5-10%) argon admixtures there is observed relatively large jitter in the experimental data.

In order to measure electron beams emitted in the upstream direction through a Central
10-mm-dia. channel. the use has been made of a Cerenkov-type detector placed at a distance of
40 cm behind the front plate of the inner electrode. To register electrons of energy down to 50
c there was applied a radiator made ofa diamond plate. Measurements of an electron e
spectrum within the MAJA-PF device have proved that it ranges up to about 500 keV,

Time-resolved electron measurements have shown that electron signals appear in the dog:correlation with the voltage spikes which are coupled with current peculiarities and hard X—ra
pulses. The electron signals last usually 30-50 ns and it is possible to discern spikes with FWHM
equal to about 8 ns. An analysis of numerous oscillograms has not however demonstrated an
distinct correlation ol'the investigated electron beams with the appearance ofindividual hOPSpots

nergy

4. Summary and conclusions
The most important results of the recent studies performed with the MAJA-PF device can

be summarized as follows:
1. Miniature regions of a dense highitemperature plasma (hot—spots) which are formed within

the pinch column, in particular within discharges with small admixture of argon, emit strong
X-ray pulses with FWH.M of 5-10 ns. Their linear dimensions, as determined on the basis of
X-ray pinhole pictures, are well below 100 pm.

2. During PF—type discharges the hot-spots are formed at the z—axis successively, starting from
the end ofthe inner electrode. This effect can he explained by the propagation of the current.
sheath collapse region along the axis, An axial velocity ofthis propagation has been found tobe (1.5—3.5)x107cm/s.

3. An admixture of argon (added to deuterium) induces an increase in the hot-spots population,
but simultaneously it reduces the hard X-ray emission and the neutron yield.

4. Fast electron beams, emitted in the upstream direction through the inner electrode, are well
correlated with voltage spikes occurring simultaneously with current peculiarities, but they are
not correlated with the number and appearance of hot—spots observed in the X-ray pinhole
pictures.
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Magnetic surfaces, plasma confinement and heating in Tornado-X

K B Abramova, G.A.Galetchyan, M.L.Lev. A.A.Semenov, E.M.Sklyarova, i-\.V.Vor0nin

' ' loffe Physico—Technical institute. 19402], St Petersburg, Russia

lJmerical calculation of magnetic field lines in a separatrLs-bounded volume has been

carried out. The field of the trap has‘been shown to possess a regular structure consisting of

nesting toroidal surfaces. Studlesuot the decaying plasma permit a conclusion that plasma

103565 are governed by classrcal dit‘fus1on.-Plasma heating by charged—particle drift in crossed

magnellc and electric fields has been achieved. The rotating-plasma parameters obtained in

Tomad0‘650 have been reproduced.

An

1. Introduction
The magnetic field of the trap for plasma thermal insulation. proposed in 1970 by Pere-

ood and Semenov [l], is generated by two oppositely directed currents. ‘in and Iout~ flow-

ing through spherically-arranged concentric helical conductors with radii rm and 1'out- The

spherical separatrix of radius rS = ,lrinrout , separating the closed magnetic field of the

trap. exists if the condition [out/[in : ,lrin / rout is met. The central region of the trap

with a lower magnetic field is surrounded by a magnetic barrier located near the separatrix.

Since the magnetic field is primarily poloidal, there is no toroidal drift. The closed poloidal

trap Tornado has an improved field structure and, thus, permits achieving larger plasma—to—

magnetic field pressure ratios. In an experiment performed on Tornadoe650 with stored ca~

pacitor bank energy of 100 k], barrier magnetic field of 0. 15 T, plasma density of 1013 cm‘ .

ion temperature of 200 eV, and proton rotation energy of 1 keV, the Alfven limit of plasma

rotation velocity was exceeded by a factor ten (3x107 cm/s) [2]. These results provide a basis

for plasma production with a density of 1014 cm'3, ion temperature of 1.5 keV, and directed

proton-motion energy of 8 keV in the Tornado-X trap with a barrier magnetic field of up to l

T.

2. Method
Numerical calculation of magnetic field lines in

the separatrix-bounded volume has been per—

formed. Calculationsof sufficiently long field-line
sections provide a basis for deriving the structure
of the magnetic surfaces.

The magnetic field lines were obtained by
numerical integration of coupled differential equa-
trons:

(in .@2 ”0°59@: 0&5
Hr) H9 Hm H Fig. 1 Schema ofrwa rpiral Tornado trap

where ds is the differential of the field line arc length, H is the magnetic field strength calcu»

lated from the Biot—Savart law, and n, 6, and q) are the spherical coordinates (Fig. 1). This

system was integrated by the fourtheorder Runge—Kutta method.
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Fig. 2: Srhemc ofTarnado-X experimeul

A mechanically rigid Tornado—X trap, capable of passing the required electric currentthrough the helical conductors and using highstrength materials, has been developed andmanufactured [3]. Final projection, selection of the material and manufacturing of spirals hadbeen carried out by scientific, engineering an technical staff of the Division of Fusion PlasmaPhysics, Alfven Laboratory in Stockholm.
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The trap confinement has been studied

. the decay of the electronic plasma

tron10nent density, which is measured

comp the trap diameter in the equatorial

31021511 With an HCN—laser interferometer

:g337 pm. Plasma rotation and heating

roduced in collisions of charged parti-

cles as they drift in crossed magnetic and

electric fields were achieved With the

trap filled by the plasma generated by an

amnion—type injector, and an electric
field applied between electrodes per»

endicular to the magnetic field of the

trap (Fig. 2). The plasma rotated around
the axis passing through the helix poles.

3. Results
The calculations yielded two types of

field lines, individual and generalized.
Individual field lines always encircle the
conductor of one turn (Fig. 3), and do
not encircle those of adjacent turns.

Generalized field lines encircle two or

more adjacent turns of the inner helix.
Individual field lines in the pole region
enter the helix gap and pass near the in—

ner side of the separatrix, thus forming

in repeated passes the toroidal surfaces
predicted in Ref. [4]. It turns out that

the generalized field lines form toroidal
surfaces with holes, out of which
emerge helical conductors encircled by
individual field lines. A typical feature of
the trap in question are surfaces which in
the (p = 0 and (p = rt regions encircle, ac
cordingly, one—two. three-four, five-six,
and seveneeight conductors. One of such
surfaces is shown in Fig. 4.

Toroidal magnetic
surface with holes

Fig, 4: A generalizing magnetic surface with conductor
of inn er rpiral surrounded by individual magnetic

strength line

Studies of the decaying plasma permit to get the charged particle confinement time. It de‘
pends upon the magnetic field. As the magnetic induction increases. the charged—particle
confinement time grows by a quadratic law up to B = 0.13 T and reaches 950 us. Further in—
crease of the magnetic field does not affect the lifetime of the plasma because of its decay
through volume electron—ion recombination. Recombination during the existence of magnetic
field can be suppressed by increasing the injector current with simultaneous reduction of in-
jector operation time.
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Rotating plasma experi» 0 2 Ma netic field
ments have been carried
out. Estimates based on
the measurements (Fig. 5) 0-1 7
suggest that the plasma is
fully ionized. rotates with 0 l i l ' #‘
velocities of up to 5x107 C . t f l 1
cm/s. and its ion tempera— 40 — kA “1 re“ 0 p 2151113 gllll
ture can reach 0.5 keV. 'fl0 ~—U llw-i—‘fig‘
4. Conclusions

The magnetic field of the ‘ 40 7
trap has a regular strucwre kV Voltage of rotating plasma
and consists of nesting — :
toroidal surfaces of two ‘: “W.types. The Tornado—X de- 4 _ ll‘f'dff“
vice has been established } H}-
to be closed, the plasma 0
losses from it being gov—
erned by classical diffu—
sion. An analysis of the
measured parameters sug—
gests that the plasma is
fully ionized and rotates,
and its rotation velocity is
considerably in excess of

2

the Alfven limit, the ion 1 — WA,W

0
temperature reaching 21 MN
few hundred electron ' I ' I
volts.

This work was partially - - f H line
supported by the Soros 2 RU. Rfldlatlon 0 3
Foundation under recom-
mendation of the American 1 | l I ‘
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17, 1993) and by the Ruse 0 1 2 1115
nan Minisni ci Since Shot 372 from 31.03.95

Fig. 5: Measured parameters
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Observations of 3 7pm Carbon Fibre Z-pineh

F. N. Beg, F. Lee. M. Tatarakis and A. E. Dangor

The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College

London SW7 EBZ, UK.

I. Introduction

There has been much interest in the dense Zipinch due to nuclear fusion [1] and radiative

collapse [3], For these applications the plasma must be both dense and stable for a long time.

Furthe

it is thus import

‘r’gesmd that it is possible to generate a eineh in a Plasma parameter range where

r. for radiative collapse to occur the current must exceed the Pease—Braginskii value [3].

ant that there is little expansion of the pinch and that instabilities do not develop.

It has been so

ideal nmgnetoliydrodynamics (MHD) does not apply. Indeed , Sethian e! a]. [4] reported two

experiments on 21 vinch where the pinch was seen to be free from gross instabilities up to

current maximum and coincident with this was a large neutron pulse. Similar results were re—

ported by Haminel and Scuddcr [5]. in a Zipineh produced in a frozen deuterium fibre, though

here instabilities were reported to occur earlier in some shots.

Deuteraled polythene fibres have been used by Kies er al. [6] on the KALIF pulsed power

geneffllOI‘. An inhomogeneous plasma was seen to develop along with a string of axially located

,2“)! bright spots. An isotropic neutron flux was also seen. Figura etal, [7] investigated a

quartz fibre Z—pinch with diameters that ranged from 10 to 125 pm driven by a current of 150

kA with a 50 ns rise time. The pinch was seen to develop m:O instabilities early in the dis—

charge. It was inferred that these instabilities developed in a coronal plasma and that the whole

fibre had not been converted into plasma by the end of the current rise. No enhanced stability

was seen.
The work presented in this paper investigates the dynamics of a 7 pm carbon fibre pinch.

Acurrent generator that gives current of 100 kA in 60 ns (dl/dt = 1.66 x 1012 As‘l) was used.

The details of the Current generator and the electrical signals can be found in ref. [8]. The Z—

pineh plasma was formed from commercially available 7 pm diameter carbon fibre, 20 mm in

length having line density of 4.6 x 10'8 m".

II. Experimental Results

1. Optical Emission

An optical streak camera was used to monitor the optical emission from the plasma. Fig—

ure 1(a) shows an optical radial streak photograph. The light appears at t = 0 (start of the cur—

rent). The pinch expands radially with a velocity of 1.2 x 104 mS’l. The modulated optical

emission is due to the axial motion of bright spots across the streak camera slit. The pinch

expands to maximum diameter of about 500 pm.

Figure l(b) is an axial streak photograph which shows that the breakdown starts from the

cathode at t=0 and light appears at the anode after 4 ns. There are two sets of bright spots. First
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set appears at about 7-8 as and second set appears at about 18 ns. These bright spots mmre aXially
in either direction with a velocity of 3 x 105 mS’l. The emission from the electrodes is 21150 ob
served. The optical emission lasts for 65 ns.

0.5 mail 9 o i 4' i T,“ 20 mm

.._———____.._ Cathode /I~——fi.
0 _ 63 0 7 18 .

Time (115) Time (as) 80

Figure Hal. rl/I optical radial sneak photograph Figure [{b)_ A” gluigal axial 5;);e Photograph
Showing Innliltitll‘L’l/ emission (Inc in motion of showing nan~lullf0l7ll [MPH/(dawn and axial mafia"
{lie brig/n wars. of (Ira brig/ii spots.

2. X-ray Observations
Figure 2 shows four time integrated x-ray pinhole images recorded on Kodak DEF759 film, A

set of the pinhole diameters and x-ray filters was used. These images show a series of bright Spots
non-uniformly distributed along the fibre axis. The filter used in Fig.2(a) transmits the line radia.
tion (characteristic and recombination) above 200 eV. The other three images are pinhole limited. It
can be concluded that the bulk of soft x-radiation was in the form ofline radiation. On average ten
bright spots were observed in every discharge. The total x-ray flux above 200 eV estimated to be 6
Joule, about 0.61 per bright spot. The anode emission is Visible and so is the capillary Used to guide
the fibre between the electrodes. The bright spot temperature in range of 807135 eV was obtained
from the time integrated x—ray pinhole photographs. The Bennett temperature at the time of appear-
ance of the bright spots assuming fully ionised plasma with 36 kA current is 21 eV.

Anode (a) 300 HID/10 pm Be (b) 50 pin/1.5 pm A1

\ F. a Q. i”.“ - u. a-

(e) 200 pin/2 pm mylar plus (d) 200 rim/6 pm mylar plus
0.8 pm A1 plus 0.25 pm Cu H 1.6 pm A1

i. c . '

Figure 2. A set nf'rimu i/iri-gruleil.r-ruy pin/mic photographs. Pinhole dimizctel‘s and x-I’urfiltcrs' used to
record [he images are lJlL’Illirfllr’t/ uhm‘c melt inmgc,

Figure 3 shows an x—ray streak photograph. The x-ray bright spots appear at about 7 ns of
the current start. The anode emission oeeurrs about 5 ns before the intense bright spots. These
bright spots were seen to occur only when the anode emission was largest. These bright spots
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re also obscI‘VCd to bit'urcate and move axially with a velocity of 3 x 105 ms]. The duration of x—
\\’C ‘ . . .

y emisfiiO“ from the plasma was ‘20 ns. The x-ray emtsSion from the anode was in the form of
m ‘ y . . .

ulseS each of duration 20 ns. X-ray pinhole images were streaked With several filters but good
P
image were obtained with the filters which transmit the line radiation (characteristic and recombi~

natiOfl)- , ~
The temporal and spectral information of the hard x~rays from the anode was obtained with

the Scintillator/photomuliiplier setup. Thcsc give 4 kA electron beam > 50 keV at the start of

cul‘l’C

intefir’dled x—l‘Lly pinhole camera and uncollimated filtered PIN diodes. An electron beam of 16 keV
ntt Second electron beam which is associated with the plasma was detected by a filtered time

and 20 kA was inferred from the x-ray emission from the anode using two filter method.

Cathode

- 300 urn/1.5 pm Al

20 mm

l—l
7 20

Time (ns)

200 pm/ 1 pm Ni

Figure 3. Ali .v-I‘ay .s‘trr’nk photograph .i'hmi'i'ng Bl)1l.\‘.l‘l0nflmll the plasma and the electrodes simultaneously The
time integrated .r—ruy pinhole photograph is shown on the left.

3. The Simultaneous Observations
Figure 4 show simultaneous optical and x—ray observations of the pinch. The results are

described below:—

(a) The bright spots do not occur simultaneously and they appear at different axial locations
along the fibre.

(b) The optical and x—ray bright spots were coincident in time and space.
(c) The life time of the x-ray bright spots was shorter than 1 ns

(d) The x-i'ay bright spots bifurcated like optical bright spots and after bifurcation x—ray bright
spot emitted less intense x-rays.

[11. CONCLUSIONS
The two observations, i) optical emission begins at the cathode and propagates towards the

anode, ii) there is a large high energy electron beam, clearly indicate that the breakdown is due to

the electrons presumably produced by the field emission from the cathode. Some of these electrons
impact the fibre closest to the cathode first producing secondary electrons and by this means the
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breakdown propagates along the fibre to the anode.
The rapid expansion is followed by the instability growth in form ofbright Spots. The Super.

sonic axial motion of bright spots is attributed to Jr x B force in the constricted regions [91-An
electron beam of longer duration is observed 5 us before the bright spots and these bright Spots emit
intense x—rays whenever there is electron beam suggesting that an electron beam plays an impor—
tant role in the dynamics of the pinch.

q Cathode!\ -" 3’? €-
. 2’. d. X—ray streak photograph

20 mm I .B ‘ (300 [rm/10 pm Be)

_ L ‘ Anode

;‘ if? ~ Cathode
. . r

20 mm i , , é. Optical streak photograph

/ ‘ia ' Anode
t—t—————t

150 tun/10 lam Be 0 16 80Time (ns)

Figure 4. A rinmlmnermx npn‘ml and .\'-my .vrmak photograph. The ran-esponding lime integrated xeray pinhole
photographs (m’ shown on the left.
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Mega Ampere Carbon Fibre Z-pinch Experiments
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1. Introduction

This paper investigates two particular phenomena common to dense Z-pinch

experiments. the hot spots and the disruption. A feature observed in dense Z-pinch experiments

is the appearance of highly localised. short lived, bright regions. These are referred to in the

uterztture as hot spots, bright spots or rnicropinches. The second feature, referred to as the

disruption generally occurs at late time. One of the signatures of the disruption is a pulse of

hard X—rays which signifies de-coupling of the current from the plasma into electron beams.

The experiments described here were carried out on the MAGPIE generator at Imperial

College, London using 25mm long, 33pm diameter carbon fibres as the load. MAGPIE is a

Terawatt generator designed specifically for dense fibre Z—pinch experiments [1]. The

generator was used at 60% of it‘s maximum charge resulting in a load current peaking at lMA

with a risetime of lSOns.

2. Experimental Results

2.1 Hot Spots

Optical streak photographs of the pinch axis have been discussed elsewhere [2]. The

emission is seen to become non—uniform within the first few nanoseconds suggesting the

presence of the m=0 instability. This early evolution of the m=0 instability is also seen in the

nanosecond frames of the X-ray emission and as early as Sns aim the start of current. During

the first 50115 of the current pulse, several groups of hot spots are seen to form. Shadowgrams

from the laser diagnostics show that the m=0 instability is indeed present throughout the hot

spot formation time. The actual formation of the hot spot is not resolved by the present

diagnostics but the emission from the small dense regions is the dominant feature in both the

X-ray and visible regimes at early tithes. Immediately after formation both emitting regions are

seen to move axially with supersonic velocities of 3x105ms’l. A typical X-ray streak of the

early discharge can be seen in figure 1, taken with a 300nm diameter pinhole and a lOttm Be

filter. The X—ray streak indicates that the lifetime of the hot spot is about two nanoseconds. It

can be seen from the streak and also from time integrated X—ray pinhole pictures that the X-ray

emission is dominated by the short lived hot spots. With 50pm diameter pinholes the image of
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the hot spots are pinhole limited
in the radial direction but can be
longer in the axial direction due
to the integration of the emissiim
throughout the period of axial

motion. The pinhole camera used
Figure l‘ 4\'~m\' .rn‘yuk ufZ—pi/rr/i um Showingfinmulimr produces six differently filtered

(lf/Ut'alisedliarSIM/Xwit/rmrA‘t’tfllL’Hlaria/motion, images on Kodak DEF film,

Using cross filtering techniques.

and by assuming the radiation is recombination and bremmsstrahlung only with fully stripped
carbon ions the temperature of the hot spots have been measured as 250:50eVi

An estimation of the radiated power from a single hot spot has been obtained from the
experimental data. Using the calibrations of DEF, the energy incident on the film of the time

integrated pinhole camera can be calculated. By deconvolving the filter transnussion, the hot
spot spectrum can be obtained. An integration of the spectrum then leads to the radiated

energy from the hot spot. Using 2115 as the hot spot lifetime. as shown by the X—ray streak

photograph. a radiated power of IMW per hot spot is obtained.
2.2 Hard X-ray Emission

1,5

,,, 1.0
E
I}

E as
<

0 0 ii'h V

-50 0 50 IUD 150 200 250 300

Time (ns) i‘lme (ns)

:1) b)
Figure 2: Hard vy cmiXA‘in/t during the (lists/tame, (7) Energy >100keV, b) Anode emission >10keV

The hard X-ray emission from a typical plasma shot is determined from the output of
the scintillator hard X-ray detectors[3] and is shown shown in figure 2a). The detectors are

situated outside the vacuum chamber and are filtered with 6mm stainless steel and several

miliimetres of lead. Typically one or two hard X-ray pulses are seen between ISO and 250 ns

into the current pulse. The energies of these eays have been measured by cress filtering
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t chniql-‘C‘ and lie between 350 and 500keV. Such high energy X—rays can only feasibly bee .
oduced by electron beams striking the electrodes.

Pr ‘
The X—ray emission from the anode is monitored using a collimated PIN diode filtered

at energies from 10c upwards. An output trace is shown in figure 2b). It can be
[0 look
seen that between 60 and llUns, a series of short pulses of X—rays are emitted from the anode

until at t:l30ns. coincident with the first signal on the hard X-ray detectors, the diodes are

saturated with a large X-ray flux. The PIN diode is again saturated when the second hard X-

ray pulse is recorded. An optical streak photograph with the slit of the camera aligned with the

pinch axis is shown in figure 3. The optical output from one of the hard X-ray scintillators is

[:0 ZOOns coupled to the streak camera and

appears as the two short signals

at the bottom of the signal. This

gives accurate timing between

the streak camera and the hard

X—ray emission. It can be seen

that at around 80ns, gaps start to

appear in the axial emission.
Figure 3: All optical streak offltc pinch axis and. underneath, The

This is also around the time when
output oft/m hard XWa)‘ .rrinlillamr

the lower energy X-ray pulses

are emitted from the anode. The large voltages likely to exist across these gaps will form E—

beanis which could be responsible for the anode emission. These gaps remain fairly constant as

time progresses until at t=l20ns the gap close to the anode is seen to widen more rapidly. One

half of the gap is accelerated towards the anode at which time the first hard Xaray pulse is

detected. After this the optical emission from the plasma is dramatically reduced and comes

mainly from one axial location. Emission from the anode is also evident from this time

onwards. The remaining bright region can then be seen to accelerate towards the anode. Again

a hard X-ray pulse is observed coincident with the bright region striking the anode. After this

second hard X—ray pulse. the remaining optical emission is dominated by that from the

electrodes. Shadowgrams at late time show a single or a few islands of plasma, several

millimetres in diameter. sttrrounded by tenuous plasma.

3.Summary and Discussion

From the data obtained in these experiments, it is possible to estimate the density of the

hot spots using the photon flux measured from the pinhole camera photograph. From the X—

ray streak camera, it can be seen that the lifetime of the hot spot is of the order of 2115, the
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resolution of the streak. An upper limit on the volume of the hot spot. Vt“. can be obtained
from the fact that the pinhole images are pinhole limited. implying that the hot Spot is
significantly less than 50mm in diameter. If we use the conservative assumptions that the
lifetime is a few nanoseconds and the diameter is 25pm then the ion density required to
generate the measured photon flux is ~ l0:7 m“. approximately 1% of solid density. This is to
be compared with densities of 1014 to 10151115 measured in the corona using interferometry

The current in the pinch at the time of hot spot formation is of the order of 100kA
which gives a Bennet temperature of approximately 6eV, assuming a fully ionised pinch
column. The hot spot temperature measured from the Xeray images is well above this value.
This can be accounted for by considering the ion line density in the hot spot. Assuming the

densnytand nahustnennoned above.the hne denshy hithe hotspotisinlhctredueed rdanve
to that ol‘ the solid l‘ibre. The axial motion observed on the streaks could be an indication of
the ejection ot'the material from the central region as the m=0 neck forms. Both the aspects of
axial motion and ol’ a decrease in the line density in the neck of have been observed in recent

2D simulations of the m=0.[4].

The hard X-rays emitted during the discharge are found to come from the anode.

Pulses of tens of keV are detected coincident with gaps in the optical emmission, forming
along the axis. It is reasonable to assume that these gaps are regions of low plasma density

which could be responsible for the production of runaway electrons The interaction ol‘ these
electrons with the plasma and the anode would be responsible for the hard X—ray emission.
The X~ra_v pulses at late time have energies of several hundred kilovolts, greater than the

anode~cathode vohage expected fin‘a budgninduefiveload. Tins Unphes a huge dtLItin

the load. At these times the anode cathode gap is tilled mainly by tenuous plasma with only a

few islands ol‘ denser plasma. This may account for a dramatic drop in the load current and
hence the generation of the high anode cathode voltage.
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1,111troduction

It has been recognized by the fusion community the importance and necessity of the

neutron sources of the energy of i-iMeV for the developments of the fusion reactor mate—

rials and also fusion nuclear engineering. We have been engaged in the conceptual design

works on the mirror based neutron source. "FEF'C since 198ml]. We have completed

{his design Study in 1990. and feasibility and issues have been publishedlE}. Recently.

the emphasis of the research work on the neutron source is the early construction of the

irradiation facility for the materials testing. For this purpose. we have started 'lFEF—ll"

project. FEF-ll is two—component plasma system (target plastna and high energy fast

ions). and has multi-pole field (Version l) or RF plugged cusp (Version ‘2) for MHD sta—

bility. Configuration of magnetic field is formed basically by long solenoid with mirror

field at both end. The fast ions are produced by oblique injection of NBI in mirror. These

fast ions play important roles in two—component DT plasma. These fast ions produce

intense neutron flux by fusion reaction between the fast ions and target plasma ions. We

have developed the computer simulation code to study the behavior of the fast ions in

the mirror confined target plasma. This code has been formed by combination of the

Fokker—Planck code for the fast ions and the rate equations for the plasma parameters

of the target plasma. In this way we are able to obtain the optimal conditions for the

plasma parameters both of the fast component and of the target plasma. as the intense

l-iMeV neutron source. which meet the requirements as the irradiation facility.

2.5imulation model

In the present simulation we assume that the target plasma is isotropic and Maxwellian.

and that mean free path of target ions for scattering into loss cone is larger than the mir—

ror length. These two assumptions contradict each other. however. if the mirror ratio is

large and the loss cone angle is small. then the results obtained in the present simulation.

The Velocity distribution of the fast ions is calculated by use of following Fokker—Planck

fl:i3[v2(.if+D3/Zi)]+%Dii[(1—Cg)6—f_]ei+5 (i)
1}

equation:

(9! v2 6n v A fit T“,
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where f is the distribution function of the fast ions, 5 is the production term of the fast
ions by NBI, Ta: is the charge—exchange loss time, C is the cosine of the pitch angle. The
FokkcrePlanck coefficients A, Dy, Di represent the slowing down, the energy (1131181011
and the pitch angle scattering, respectively[3]. the injected particles and C0 is cosine of
the injection angle. \Ve set 1/2771f(A’L/)2 : lkeV (my : mass of the fast ion), Ag : 0'01:
(a : 0‘82 (cosine of the lOSS—COHG angle).

We consider a model for the plasma including the temporal time variation of the
parameters of the target. plasma[4]. The particle and energy balance equations for target
plasma are expressed as follows[5]:

dn“ — fig Egfl] T“
d! (“CV “mega 61122.) cd) (2)

particle balance

energy balance(ion)

3 (101,71) _ 1 _§3 (In, ‘ _if dc l‘etlm*2e¢lldtl,,..+Q'e+Q"*p Q“ <3)
energy bala.nce(electron)

3 cumin?) _ 1 3T5 due
5( di ) - all) [m + fig] (glass X T} + Qei 'i‘ n -i- Q5“? (4)

where a is plasma species (ion, electron), ¢ is ambipolar potential, Z0 is 1/2 (ion), 1
(electron), R is mirror ratio, 77 is effective loss coefficient, Qab is energy flow from ospccies
to a—species, Q5“? and QC; represent energy flow by particle supply and charge-exchange,
respectively. [(1') and C(17) are error functions.

In the calculation, we assume that the ion density of the target is kept constant by
supplying particles. By using of Fokker—Planck equation and temporal varying model
for the target plasma, the velocity distribution function of the fast ions was obtained.
From this velocity distribution, axial distribution of the fast ions and the l4MeV neutron
emission are deduced. The axial of neutron flux at the test section is obtained by using
the neutron emission, In the simulation, we use the following parameters for initial value:

Tm : 15keV T80 : 300eV ENEl : lOOkeV INBI : 100A n50 : 11,0 : 4 x 10”cm‘

3.Results

When the density of fast ion become on Steady state (~30msec), we obtained depen—
dence of the neutron flux on various plasma parameters. As a result, dependencies of
neutron flux on initial electron and target ion temperature were found to be small (see
Fig.1,2). This due to the fact that electron temperature of steady state goes up to con—
stant independent the initial temperature by heating from target ions, and similarly that
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heated by fast ions. Furthermore we found that neutron flux is almost
target ions are

NBI trapped current (see Fig.3), and neutron flux strongly depend on
preportional to
NBI energy and on initial ions density of target plasma (see Fig.4,5). We have more

detailed studies on these subject, and we found that there is a trade off between NBI

energy and plasma density of the target plasma, for the fixed 14MeV neutron flux. We

have studied for the following two cases for the neutron flux:

a) 0.5N1W/IT12 (preliminary irradiation test)
(b) ZMW/m2 (main irradiation test)

The results are shown in Fig.6. From this figure, we are able to find the optimal

conditions for the plasma parameters for each cases, The obtained parameters are listed

in the Table 1. in the case(a), the plasma parameters are almost same as the ones

obtained in the ZXIIB experiments in 1975. From this result, we may be able to say

that the physics base for the mirror based neutron source for the preliminary irradiation

testing is exist already. The physics base for the one for the main irradiation testing

is also within our reach. This will be also confirmed from the operation of the neutron

source for the preliminary irradiation testing.

4,Conclusion

T0 obtained the optimal conditions for the plasma parameters of the mirror based

14MeV neutron sources, the simulation code has been developed by combination of

the Fokker—Planck code with the rate equations for the plasma parameters of the target
plasma. Among the parametric dependence of the neutron flux on the plasma parameters,

a trade Off curves is obtained between the NBI energy and the density of the target
plasma. By choosing a set of the plasma parameters, we found that physics base for the
neutron source for the preliminary irradiation testing was quite realistic
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quilibrium in Gas-Dynamic Trap at Intense Injection
Plasma E

of Neutral Beams
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The injection of atomic beams into relatively cold target plasma may under certain

circumStEmCes afiect the plasma equilibrium. The source of this effect is non-potential

part of the force arising when neutral atoms (trapped by ionization and charge exchange)

transfer their mechanical momentum to the plasma. This additional force f is very small

in comparison with the pressure gradient That is why it is usually neglected in the

problem of plasma equilibrium though can play significant role in the problem of plasma

stability as it has been known for a. long time [1].

When the force is neglected, the effect of the neutral injection on the plasma equi-

librium is reduced to slow reconstruction of magnetic surfaces in accordance with the

balance between trapping of the atoms into the plasma and losses of the plasma. Such

reconstruction takes approximately lifetime 7' of plasma ions, For such time scales, sta-

tionary solution may not exist since the plasma tends to spread out in radial direction

[2, 3]. However equilibrium still exists on a shorter time interval. In mirror confinement

systems, equilibrium state is achieved in the time of order l“1 < 7' with l" the growth

rate of flute perturbations. As it was shown in ref. [4], the additional force 3‘ considerably

affects the shape of equilibrium magnetic surfaces if non—potential part f‘ 0f the force is

as small as p/R where p is the plasma pressure and R is the curvature radius of magnetic

field line. Similar condition f 2 p/R (with the total additional force f instead of ft)

assures that the effect of injection on flute stability prevails over the curvature efiect [5]

If the magnetic field and the injection system were strictly axisymmetric (and, hence7

the target plasma too) then the effect of the injection on the plasma equilibrium would

be negligible since ft : 0. However a real injection system is not strictly axisymmetric

since total symmetry formally requires infinite number of injector units to be installed,
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Assuming the plasma. velocity v to be zero, we start with the equation of ideal MHD

3 l . .
87;; [Piéafi + (Pu — PrlTnTIJl = ElBla +101

where the force f is calculated in [5, 4], and 7' = B/B. Applying a routine procedure

described in [6] to the above equation we obtain

/d—f3:m8—b(Pi+P[|): -/BZIV fl (1)

where n = mm is the curvature, the symbols n, b, and T denote vector’s components

along the normal 71, binormal b, and 1' respectively. The integration in (1) goes along a

field line between two points (outside the central cell) where plasma density drops to a

value, small enough for the plasma to be treated as detached from any conducting walls.

According to the isorrhopicity hypothesis [7] pj and p“ are functions of the magnetic field

B and of a magnetic flux 2,!) which is constant along magnetic field lines.

Arbitrary magnetic surface It : const is comprehensively determined by its leading

contour which is the intersection of the surface 1/) = const with a predefined surface

B = const, e.g., with the midplane of the device (in the long—thin limit). Introducing

the polar coordinates To, 920 in the midplane and using the Eq. (1) we can find the shape

To = r0(ap0) of the leading contour for the equilibrium magnetic surface. In [4], leading

contour is found analytically for the case where few injectors are equidistantly spaced

over the azimuthal angle. Here we present the results of numerical simulation for the

Gas—Dynamic Trap (GDT) [8].

To appreciate how large can the distortion of the magnetic surfaces be under the

action of the neutral injection we estimate the force exerted on the plasma by single

neutral beam. Typically, mirror system consists of a section of a uniform magnetic field

of length L (where the injection is aimed to) and two mirror sections of length Lm; the

radius a of the system is small as compared to Lm. We assume that the attenuation

factor of the beam )1 is optimal, i.e., comparable with the inverse plasma radius, )1 ~ a'l.

Since the beam width D, as a rule, is also about the plasma radius, the total number

of hot ions produced in the plasma body per unit of time can be estimated just as the

total equivalent current of the beam In. Lifetime of fast ions is equal to the electron drag

time rdmg. Hence, the density 774, of fast ions can be estimated from the material balance

relation In N aah/Tdmg. Then the force fn ~ nMvnIn/DQ acting on the plasma from
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the side of single neutral beam can be expressed through the pressure ph ~ Muinh of the

hot plasma component: fn ~ (L/Liaph/vnrdmg). Bearing in mind that the curvature of

a field line is of order of a/Lfn, from Eq. (1) we evaluate the magnitude of radial distortion

of the magnetic surface with mean radius (in the equatorial plane) (r0) = a:

3 Mm 221.
0‘ varnga PC + Ph

Here pc is the pressure of cold target plasma. For the following set of parameters a = 10cm,

L = 2Lm = 103cm, inn 2 108cm/s, Tdmg = lmsec, ph >> pc relevant to the Gas—Dynamic

Trap (see [8]) the above estimation yields Ar/a ~ 1. Symmetrization of the atomic

injection around plasma axes as the number of injectors is increased efiiciently promotes

reduction of the distortions.

When making numerical simulation, we assumed that the attenuation factor % has

diffuse profile7 Le, x = M0 exp(rr2/a2). We also assumed diffuse profile for neutral

beams. As a basic variant we adopted that 240 = 1/o7 D : a : 8cm, injection energy

Winj = 20keV, density of target plasma n = 5-1013cm'3, temperature Ta = T; = 50eV

(the higher the temperature the smaller the distortions), equivalent injector’s current

In = 40A. GDT has 6 injectors by 3 units in two packages on opposite sides of the

plasma column. In a package, the units are separated azimuthally by 30°. Using Eq. (1) we
2%calculated the amplitude Am 2 5‘3 d—W e‘l’w of azimuthal harmonics in the e uilibrium0 q2-K dip

magnetic surface with the unperturbed radius r0 = 7cm. The results are shown on Fig. 1

(only integer values 771. have a sense). For comparison Fig. 2 shows these dependences for

the case of 6 injectors, equidistantly spaced on azimuthal angle. Solid line corresponds to

the above mentioned basic variant while dashed stands for D = 5cm.
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Magnetic surfaces in the system of 5 equidistant injectors: dashed lined—all units are

switched on, solid line—1 unit produces current reduced by 20%.

Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that distortions of magnetic surfaces drastically increase if

one of the injectors does not properly operate.
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Applicability of the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins-Model
used for ASDEX discharges

F. Woloch, G. Kamelander
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf, Austria

0. Gruber
Max Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Garching

nouirl
For the IET-tokamak the scaling of the heat transport coefficient and the critical electron

temperature gradient of the semiempirical transport model of Rebut—Lallia—Watkins seemed to

describe a broad variety of discharge regimes. As proposed in [Ref. 1] prefactors for the

smaller ASDEX have been searched for to fit the model to L-mode discharges. One Ohmic

hase and five neutral beam injection heating phases have been studied. The power of theP
hydrogen beam ranged from 0.8 MW to 1.5 MW having distinct energies of 40, 20 and

13.3 keV.
The study presented was performed not with an enhanced transport—coefficient to represent

sawtooth effects but the Kadomtsev model for sawtooth oscillations was added to the plasma

transport code IE'ITO [Ref. 2]. The temperature and density profile development was

followed through the oscillations in the plasma centre. To find the fast particle deposition

profiles from the neutral beam injection the SINBAD code [Ref. 3] was provided and

incorporated into the JE'I'FO version. Using the formula of Stix [Ref. 4] the energy

deposition was then obtained.
The resulting energy deposition profiles for electrons and ions compare well with predictions

from the Monte Carlo calculations with FREYA. IETTO contains the FRANTIC [Ref. 5]

package to deal with ionisation and recombination effects in cylindrical geometry.
The impurity isotopes carbon and iron were used in a fixed density ration of 10:1 in
connection with measured Zeff-profiles to calculate the ion density distribution, whereas the
the impurity radiation losses measured by bolometry are used as input.

The Rebut-Lallia-Watkins Model Ref 6
Following the idea of turbulence in hydrodynamics to occur above a threshold of the fluid
flow speed this model postulates a critical electron temperature gradient. Above it the
magnetic turbulence occurs and the anomalous heat transport coefficient of the model is used.
Below it neoclassical values are applied. This hard onset of turbulence is alleviated by using a
ramp between 20 % below and 20 % above the critical gradient. In any case even for the

This work has been supported by the federal Ministry of Science and Research and the
Austrian Academy of Sciences as the project Energietransport in Tokamaks numbered 02
77.825/2-[1/5/93 ’
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Ohmic shots a region of full turbulence should occur. The particle diffusion coefficient is Set
proportional to the electron heat transport coefficient. A convective heat flux was added to
the anomalous heat flux definition of the model to get the total heat flux.
To put the model to work five prefactors have to be defined

1) Creb, a prefactor for the anomalous contribution to the electron energy traDSport
coefficient (a fixed value of 200 mZ/s was used as neoclassical part)

2) Ceqei, a prefactor for the anomalous contribution to the ion energy transport coefficient
(the Chang and Hinton formula is used for the neoclassical part)

3) a prefactor for the critical electron temperature gradient
4) Alfp, a prefactor to find the hydrogen diffusion coefficient from the energy transport

coefficient for electrons
5) Alfinw, a prefactor to define the particle pinch contribution to the particle flux (this

contribution is assumed proportional to the plasma radius. The Ware pinch flux is also
always included)

I r r

The main plasma parameters of the discharges studied are summarized in the Table 1.

Table 1: Asdex Shots

Shot Mode 1013 Te Zeff
17529 Ohmic 6.71 0.88 - 1.5
17529 L 6.27 1.52 1.35 1.3
31440 5.24 1.17 0.85 1.8
31433 3.98 1.40 1.02 2.4
32993 3.33 1.52 1.46 2.3
32987 2.71 1.68 1.36 3.2

For all but the two last shots the selected procedure gave results as shown in Table 2

Table 2: Resulting Prefactors

A
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ic shot was used to fix the prefactor for the critical electron temperature since the1heOhm
lowest c]ectron temperatures and gradients occur there. The value found was 0.3. It is

interesting to note that this prefactor is 6 for the JET tokamak.

The general procedure selected was to start from the experimental profiles as initial

distributions keeping watch that the particle replacement time be comparable to the energy

Con{mement time; the necessary neutral flux accross the plasma surface was provided by the
puffing rate. After an initial transient steady conditions of maximal and spatially averaged

values of densities and temperatures for electrons and ions equal to the measured ones were

searched for by varying the input transport prefactor. For the electric conductivity the

neoclassical formula of Hirshman was used. The safety factors needed to initiate the

leconnection in the plasma centre were near 0.96 to get the measured sawteeth oscillation

period near 10 milliseconds. The running times for the transients were up to 0.2 seconds. The

allowed error of the solution vector for the system of equations is between 3 and 5 %.

For the L-mode of shot 17529 some results are compared with experimental data in Fig. 1-4.

WoesTable 2)
1) Besides the different critical temperature gradient also the prefactors to the anomalous

electron energy transport coefficient have to be reduced compared with JET results and

range between 0.1 und 0.2 for the L—mode discharges.
2) The prefactor for the anomalous ion heat transport is only half of the electron heat

transport.

3) Particle diffusivities are well below heat diffusivities.
4) It cannot be excluded that a smoother onset of turbulence controlling the electron

energy transport or other smoothing procedures as for instance used in ASTRA [Ref 7]
may lead to a smaller scatter of prefactors. No regression analysis was done so far.
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Colllsmnal Drlft Flu1ds and Drlft Waves
D. Pfirseh and D. Correa-Reslrepo

Max7PIaa-Institut fur Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association, D-857118 Garching, Hermany

1 INTRODUCTION . . ,
Dirift-we turbulence is Considered to be one of the possrble causes of anomalous transport in a plasma.

An exact theory describing these phenomena would be'extremely complicated. It is therefore desirable lo
'n [ifv the theoretical description. An attempt in thls direction is the widely used theory of Hasegawa

sudpwzikatani [1] While tlle steps leading from a twoAlluid theory to this approximate theory appear

all’lllslble to a certain extent, there may be problems, as can be illustrated by considering the relation

Fnterpreifll as the time derivative of the energy. In dimensionless variables the HasegawaWakatani

equations, describing quasiineutralrtwrrfluid plasmas with massless electrons of constant temperature,

cold ions, Constant magnetic field in the :7d1rection, unperturbed density gradients in the r»direction

and electrostatic perturbations, have the form (“Aw + v - Vt.) = (l/l/)Vfl(6n — g) , (7,611+ But" 4.. v . V571

: (1/u)Vfi(c5n 7 AP) with v = i X V99, w : Visa. Here we have introduced a dimensionless collision

frequency 1/ in order to indicate which terms relate to dissipation. The right hand sides of the first two

equations result from Ohm’s law for the parallel current densrty J” : (l/i/)V“[Lin 7 (,5). These equations

vield the relation [‘17], (1/2) (CV-Mo): + (611)?) dV : — frindypdl/ 7 (1/11) f (V"(6n — 50))" zll" .
The second term on the HHS 15 ohmic dissipation. The first term on the HHS is nonzero for l/ i 0.

It is the driving term for turbulence. Since it is proportional to the momentum of the plasma in the

1-.direction, it should be a constant of motion for the system considered, i,e. frinZXY/‘p (Il’ : must. If
this vanishes initially, the above driving term would be zero for all times contrary to numerical solutions.

The main part of this paper presents a derivation of collisional drift-fluid equations by a new

method allowing one to prove in a concise and consistent way conservation laws, such as for energy
and total angular momentum, and obtain the law for energy dissipation. Energy conservation

is of relevance to stability, in particular nonlinear instabilities relating to negativeenergy perturbations
[2‘ 3, 4]. Momentum conservation is of relevance to charge separation, generation of electric fields, and

the L-H transition. The method consists of three steps:
1. Consideration of single particle motion in drift approximation; description in terms of Little»
john's Lagrangian for particles in drift approximation [5] in the form given by Wimmel [6];

‘2. Obtaining, from the single particle Lagrangian, the Lagrangian for (in particular quasi—neutral)
dissipationless fluids in drift approximation with isotropic pressures;
3_ Introduction of dissipative terms such as resistivity, thermal forces, viscosity, heat conductivity

and energy transfer between the different particle species,
Both electrostatic and electromagnetic perturbations are allowed. The dissipative terms are in-

troduced by adding corresponding terms to the ideal equations of motion and of the pressures. These
equations. of course, no longer result from a Lagrangian via Hamilton‘s principle. Their

relation to the ideal equations implies, however, also a relation to the ideal Lagrangian
of which one can take advantage. Instead of introducing heat conduction one can also prescribe
T(x) : const or B -VT : O initially and talte the adiabatic coefficients 7 = 1. This preserves then the
initial property of T(x) for all times. Assumptions of this kind are often made in the literature (Hascgawa
et al.[l] and related papers). In this case the dissipated energy is not retained in the plasma as thermal
energy, which means that the time derivative of the energy does not vanish and is negative.

The variation of the Lagrangian, when expressed in terms of displacements, vanishes also for
the nonidoal equations, if these displacements describe a symmetry operation, and leads to the
correct energy dissipation for displacements discribing the time evolution of the system.

This new method is not restricted to the present kind of theories. It can equally well be applied
to theories such as multi-fluid theories without using the drift approximation.

In order to be flexible in introducing approximations relating to the masses without loosing the.
Lagrangian properties we replace the masses by mass tensors which distinguish between masses for
motions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. This allows different approxinlations
for the parallel and perpendicular motions.
II. LAGRANGIAN FOR FLUIDS IN DRIFT APPROXIMATION

Littlejohn’s Lagrangian for particles in drift approximation [5] in the form given by Wimmel [6] is

Lp : (e/cbcA‘ — e<I>' with A‘ : A + (171c/e)(r[4b+v13), 6‘1” : edi+pB + 71701;) +v25'l , V5 : (1%,
E : 7V(1! 7 16—A- , B = VXA , b : E , p : magnetic moment. qil is an additional variable to be varied
. 3f . . . . . . .
lndepently ofcx. \Vith Indices for particle species suppressed, the followmg expressron, as explained below,
should be the Lagrangian of n multi-fluid plasma in drift approximation:
L : mricm spam.“ I [n(x,t)Lp 7 :5—1 - E—riT, [Be — 133]](13; E E f E (131‘ , N,: number of species .

n(X,t) is the density of“q11asiparticlcs" , LP : §v(x, t) 'A-F‘I’ , v(x, t) the velocity of the quasipartiflefii
A : A' : A-I—Eg-(qflxifi +VE) .t : NV—yB : etl>+l§(m”q3+mrvi.) ,g :17ii£+(nnl7mJ_)bh,
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1”,. : (5m . The isotropic pressure }7(x,t) replaces the adiabatic-ally constant magnetic moment [I and rho"thermal" part of the parallel particle energy. This form of the Lagrangian refers to adiabatic SI’Stenis
Isothermal . ems have a dilferent pressure term, namely 7plntp/pt). with [IE an arbitrary reference
pressure \Vhen the quasi-neutral approximation is used. no electric fielrl energy tor-m Flu/8a
appears in L.

The notion “r:iuasiparticle" is introduced for entities which perform motions parallel to B with thevelocity rutxn‘), and perpendicular to B with the velocity V; in the form of drift motions consistingof EXB, polarization and centrifugal drifts, thr: usual additional drifts related to the variation of [herdirection of B, and a diamagnetic drift. This is in contrast to guiding centol’ motion as concerns t.diamagnetic drift, which replaces lhe VB drift resulting front the Lorentz force.
Quantities to be varied are 7:(x,i) , p(x,t) , v(x.l) , and in addition independently r/,;(x,f) , (I)(x‘f) and
Atxj).
III. VARIATION OF THE LAGRANGIAN

Since C 2 C (qi, n,p,v. (I). A, E(KI!, A), BtA)), the total variation of of the Laugrangian density 515
given by «51$ : 511.13(q+611gfi—t-Jp%+6vi%+6<It%+6A-%+dE-g—E+JBL%. Here, all the variations are
not completely arbitrary but have to fulfill the following constraints: (in = —V~(nC), (51,1 : ~C-Y‘p—7pv.c
(adiabatic systems). tip : ~V -(1JC), (isothermal systems), 6v : C+ (v - V)§ '— (C ~ V)V, with ( an
arbitrary virtual displacement- for each particle species and HE : —VJ‘TI — %tlA, 6B : TXJA. For
a prescribed magnetic field B : B(X,f]. i.e. electrostatic perturbations, one has JA : t). I“ this
case, Atx, I) and related quantities entering L" mean an explicit dependence of this quantity on x and
1‘. Usually, there is no time dependence of the prescribed magnetic field. which then allows to have
energy conservation An xedcpendeuce will influence. momentum or angular momentum conservation.in the following 6A will be considered arbitrary. l’or given magnetic field, however, the Euler—Lagrangp
equation corresponding; to (5A, which is An'ip‘ere's law, need not be satisfied.
insertion of the constraints in (MI results in the basic relation6L : a {0&7 aA-s—si +r {—ncs—w +tcvt“]v—d‘b%vi-JAX%} 'rdr— +450v 0,. W

{Wtfiil +("r- I)Z—fV17-i-7L>Vi—,l +v>< [VX%l -(V-VJ§—5 ~l%] ~ 5% {55%}
+5‘1’té‘ifi'vvl%ll+M‘{§—fi+%l%%si+v><%st

r,
Hamilton’s principle, 6 / Ldt : 0. yields the EulereLagrange equations, which result from the van«t tn

ishing 0f the factors of 6:14 and C in 61:. and of 6<1> and 6A in 51:; : :5]; In the following, the
quasi—neutral approximation is used. One obtains an oquation for the. additional variable (1,; of

I ‘TP-t-fipvigi]+VX[VX%]—
Na}: +

fin
(V -v) E'—L 7 V [v - [’7‘] —— 1 [‘1'] : U, the quasi-noutrality condition Z {:J

. "L , -

par], species, W : O, the equations of motion u\_' [I'LL] + (~,

(Iv i7v (I! (IV_. ,Lia «25—.LL; $122.15.-LUand AIIIPGICSIRWZ{LBA rm ]+1V><OD} —t0A arlanl+CVX an it.
\tiiEtlie-se relations are. taken into account, one is (2ft with
M3 : :51; z 2% p. 5v. _ %6A5%] +v , [—n(%—7p %+ [c , gs] v—JtI):'{—é +i$Ax%]}.
valid for all C. (54’, 6A. Explicit equations are obtained when the explicit expressions for the derivatives
are inserted. The relation for (LC: is used to obtain conservation laws. It is useful not only for conserva~
tive systems, but even when dissipative effects are introduced. For the non-dissipative theory the
method is Noother’s formalism.
IV. CONSERVATIVE SYSTEIVIS
The derivation of the conservation laws for energy and momentum are based, in the sense of
Noether's formalism, on the total variations of the Lagrangian density 6C3. a method which proves
advantageous also when dissipative effects are introduced. The. local and global energy conservation
laws are obtained by considering 15C, 6‘1) and 5A as resulting from the dynamic evolution of the system.
and not as virtual displacements , i.c. C : vrii, 6(1) : (bait, 6A : Adt. Since 6133 represents the variation
of £5 owing to the variations of n(x,r‘), ptxJ}. etc..., it holds that (My : 6105/“.
derivative is to be understood at constant. x. The equality of and ”(fie is the local energy con-
servation law. if there are. no contributions from the boundaries. space integration ~viclds the following
global energy conservation law

fii‘ : t) , E : f{z [¥ (murfi ~t-1uivi — mi (vi 7V15lg>+ T—Lri + 1133} [13.1-

This is the correct expression for the energy in adiabatic systems. In the case of isothermal
systems the term 11/(7 ~ 1) has to be replaced by pln ()J/flc). with 11.. an arbitrary co ant.

Momentum conservation laws are derived by considering the change in £3 caused by a sym—
metry displacement of tlic whole system C : (F. C, : 0, V » (5 : O . with the corresponding changes
(I‘I’ : ~C5 -Ttl>. 6A : —Y' [(5 VA] + C. x (V x A). Proceeding in a similar way as for the energy, OHC
obtains the local momentum conservation law. The cases in which the magnetic field is considered
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‘ We“ (electrostatic perturbations) and in which it is a dynamical quantity (electromagnetic pcrturba»
3? g ) have to be treated separately. However, assuming vanishing density on the plasma surface. which
340‘” mm ed by a vacuum and superconducting coils of some symmetry (plane or axial), both cases yield
l“; :usi‘arme global momentum conservation law
“ r". frm ‘1”l C.~71l'71iil’nb‘tmvil} = 0-
For plane si'mnietry (I'dePCUdGHCP only), Cs = conslew CS : coaster FOP axial Syl‘nmetry‘ C, :

mnsiflcw

v, DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS . . ‘ . . . _
The starting point is again the baSic relation for (M. In this relation, tlic diSSJpative equations (dissi—
pative equations of motion and time evolution pi'it) and the variations are_insertcd. The conservation

laws for local and global momentum remain unchanged by collismns. As concerns the energy

balance equations adiabatic and isothermal systems have to be COiiSidered separately. While the same
total energy exprossron as in the ideal case is conserved in the adiabatic case, the global energy

dissipation law of isothermal systems 15

%:cf[jpfljfltmv‘gwrtn do,
with 5 given above. Here jfl iS_ the v-relatcd quasiiparticle current. density jp = v, with p the total
charge density (including polarization charges). a is the resistiViLy tCIlSOl“ g is the stress tensor and R3 is

the thermal friction. The dissipated energy has to be absorbed by the heat reservoir which is necessary

to keep dT/dt = 0-
VI. CONSISTENCY PROBLEMS-COUPLING TO EXTERNAL CIRCUITS-STABILITY
The results obtained in the preceding sections are. also valid for systems which are coupled
to an external circuit, e.g. via an electric field driving the equilibrium current in a resistive
lasma. As conCerns the stability properties of such systems there is a problem that energy

could be fed into the perturbations or removed from them by this coupling. In an isolated

resistive plasma the driving electric field is generated by the decaying corresponding flux.
which does not eliminate the problem. This means that the investigation of the stability
properties of resistive plasmas must take into account these circumstances.

Another point concerns the electrostatic approximation. This approximation also implies
coupling to an - artificial - external circuit: 6B E 0 requires, strictly speaking, that at least
the currents corresponding to the perturbations be compensated locally by currents flowing
in an artificial medium. Since there are also electric fields with components parallel to
these currents, the currents in the artificial medium must be driven against these fields.
and this means that energy is fed into the plasma or removed from it. In order to find out
whether this process could be relevant. let us look into some details of the nonlinear energy
dissipation relation above. For small perturbations the r.h.s. of this equation is

of [.lpU 'fl‘jpfl + ii '1i 'l- Zip: 'Q‘jpo +jpl ’fl’jpl + - ' ] (1'a-
For discussion of the stability properties the second-order quantities are of interest. The
term which is bilinear in the first-order perturbation j,.. is negative, whereas the term linear
in the second-order perturbation jpg is not. This latter term contributes. however. only if
jpg possesses a nonvanishiug average - say in a straight tokamak with jpn = const — parallel
to jpu. Since for such an average current there is a corresponding global perturbation of
the magnetic field. the magnitude of this average current depends on boundary conditions
determining the inductance of the system. In a straight tokamak with walls only at infinity
the average of jpg must vanish and the second—order dissipative term is negative. If one
neglected the magnetic field perturbation, the term with jpg could become an instability
driving term overcompensating the. damping term bilinear in jpr.

A second point where neglect of the magnetic perturbation can lead to wrong results —
independently of the strength of the unperturbed magnetic field - is in the energy expression
itself: For an illustration let. us assume. as often done. mE : 0. TE = const, 771;" : co. T,- : 0.
En cc 7]. In this case the kinetic energy is the ion kinetic energy of the motion perpendicular

to B only. Its zero—order contribution is proportional to 173. The potential energy is the

thermal energy of the electrons and the magnetic energy. Their second—order expressions
in terms of displacements E‘. for the electrons can be obtained with the help of one of the
methods introduced by Pfirscli and Sudan [7]. The general expression for the second—order
thermal energy of the electrons is therefore

we”) 2 f I; {M +565 : ucVlnnen} .131.
The second«order magnetic energy can easily be obtained for the limit I] —) (J. In this case
the magnetic field is frozen into the electrons. One can then again apply the method of
Pfirsch and Sudan, which yields for the second—order magnetic energy
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., , i 2 . _1.11;) :){g(o<UB) +(E. -VEE)-Vp+%(fbx_]) MUD} .m.
It is important to note that this relation obtaines only when the equilibrium equatimls
are satisfied exactly. The interesting point with this result is the term with Vp. It is
independent of the strength of the unperturbed magnetic field and combines directly With
the thermal energy of the electrons. This “combined" thermal energy WE“) is

11:53) :I L {[nEOV - s. + H5» stem” 7 g (E. . v.7...)i’} .13..
It is noteworthy that the. term resulting from the magnetic field perturbation canceled the
term with the second derivative of the density profile. Only first derivatives are left.

The total second-order potential energy is l‘l'rmfif {817 (timB)J + i (5.: Xj) ~ri(1)B}(131‘. The
residual magnetic terms with :imB are the salne ones as in ideal lVIHD, with E replaced by
Er. It is again exuphasized that this relation for the potential energy is valid only for small
resistivity.

For I] : O the electrons behave "adiabatically" ifin addition the effect of the the electric
field corresponding to the magnetic field perturbation is neglected. This has the comma.
queuce that for modes one has 55 - V1150 : 0 and the "thermal" term resulting from the
magnetic perturbation does not enter. The kinetic energy is now directly of second order
and the potential energy is positive semi-definite and in fact positive for drift waves for
which «5min st 0. For 1] ¢ 0 the electron displacements can possess components in the direc—
tion of the density gradient and therefore allow expansion with corresponding lowering of
the thermal energy. The total second-order energy to become negative requires, however,
a minimum resistivity. This would be necessary for instability if the average of j,.g vanishes,
a result which contradicts the Hasegawa-Wakatani theory.
VII. SUMNIARY
Ideal and collisional drift-fluid theories were obtained starting with a Lagrangian for the
drift motion of particles. The adiabatic invariant magnetic moment and the "thermal"
parallel energy are incorporated in a pressure for which an adiabatic law combined with
dissipative terms or an isothermal law can be prescribed. Resistivity and thermal forces can
be added in a transparent way such that energy laws and conservation laws for momenta are
immediately obtained. The final equations for quasi-neutral electrostatic perturbations are
similar to those of. for instance. the Hasegawa—Wakatani theory and numerically tractable
like these. Also electromagnetic perturbations are possible. The only restriction involved
is the validity of the drift approximation. That the new theory avoids problems relating
to conservation laws and boundary conditions is of importance in several respects: energy
conservation for stability, in particular nonlinear instabilities relating to negative-energy
perturbations. Momentum conservation is important in discussing the generation of radial
electric fields. which are presently considered to be relevant for the L-H transition. Bound-
ary conditions which do not introduce unclear i‘externali’ influences can be imposed only
when treating a complete system without approximating unperturbed density profiles and
density gradients as contants. The latter is dangerous also, because it can create artificial
non-Hermitian parts of an in reality Hermitian operator. Although such a non—Hermitian
part is possibly small compared with the correct Hermitian operator. it can lead to artificial
instabilities.
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slMULATION 0F TRANSPORT IN THE IGNITED ITER WITH

BROAD DENSITY PROFILES AND HIGH RADIATIVE FRACTION
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EuratomAIPP Association. Garching

Germany“

ABSTRACT- The confinement in ITER EDA is explored by special versions of the
1,5—D BALDUR predictive transport code applying empirical transport coefficients.

Thp emphasis is on scenarios with flat density profiles and high radiative cooling in

the main Chamber due to argon and neon puffing. It is shown that self-sustained

steady state thermonuclear burn is reached. The required radiation corrected energy

confinement times are 4.1 s for argon and 3.5 s for neon. which are achievable
according; to the 1992 ITER ELM)" H-mode sealing. Neon is superior due to its

smaller radiative loss within the separatrix. In steady state. a helium fraction of
5 “/3 is obtained. The concentrations of helium. argon and neon and the resulting

fuel dilution are emisiderahly lower than with peaked density profiles.

The purpose of this work is to study scenarios of the International Tliermmruclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) |l| with flat density profiles and a high radiative

and to compare thepower loss in the main chamber caused by argon and neon |'2

results with modellings for peaked density profiles [3| The simulations are carried

out with specially developed Versions of the 1.5-D BALDUR predictive transport

code which include a. SOL model.

Transport Model
The computer experiments apply empirical relations for the electron and ion heat

(lifiilsi\'ities \‘ and \‘i. the diffusion coefficient D and the inward drift velocity 15,,

in the confinement zone of ELMy H-mode plasmas |2|. Helium and the seeded
impurities are treated by an impurity radiation model that. solves rate equations
for all ionization stages l4] and takes into account an impurity transport with the
anomalous (‘OPfi‘lCiGll't-S D, = D and “£11.! : vi”. The SOL model applies a Mach

number for hydrogen AIDT of 0.02. For helium and the seeded i111purities Mach

numbers more than an order of magnitude smaller than RIDT are taken.

The simulations use feedback control of the neutral beam heating power as a fast
lnu'n control scheme with the fusion neutrons providing the sensor signal. A11 equi—

librium moments code is applied which self-consistently computes 24D fixed hound—
ary equilibria with up—down synunetry. The calculations are performed until 400 s.

where the profiles are found to he in steady state.

Results and Discussion

The parameters in the si111ulations of the EDA device are given in Table I. In the
computations. the wall contour has a halfwvidth in the 111idplanc n”, : 3.09 m. an
elongation H = 1.6 and a. triangularity (5 : 0.3. The computer experiments in the
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argon and neon scenarios were conducted with a fixed radiative fraction frmun: =

Prad_1g{/Pu = ().72 corresponding to a. total radiative power loss in the main chamber

Prad,lrlf : 220 MW. Prescription of the total heating; then yields the same power

exhaust. to the divertor for both impurities “‘D‘

TABLE 1. Plasma parameters at 400 8 mm

in the simulations of ITER EDA "-

with argon and neon radiation. :
argon neon E I ”W

[p (MA) 24 24
B, (T) 5.7 5.7
If (m) 8.1 8.1
a (m) 310 3.0
< 715 > (1030 771—3) 1.00 1.00 c.
<n.-> (1020 m‘a) 0.93 0.91 M H " '"

Fig. 1
< Te > (keV) 9.0 9.3

< 11> (keV) 8.6 8.9 .9...
w”, (MJ) 872 894
< ,6; > (%) 2.3 2.4 3
TE (5) (required) 4.1 3.5 :
Pa (MW) 300 300
Pun-13) (MW) 132 82 E
R-ad($s)/Pmd,zoz (W 60 37
Nye/Ne (%) 4.9 4.8
NAr/lvg (‘70) 0.14 7
NNe/Ne (70) — 0.51
z.“ (0) 1.54 1.57 _
1,,5 (MA) 1.9 1.9 F‘g- 2

Simulation of the neon scenario with broad density profiles

The modelling requires careful adjustments of the transport coefficients. neon influx

rate, helium Mach number and < m > value by computer experiments. The main

results are presented in Table I and in Figs 1 to 8. A self—sustained steady state

thermonuclear burn is achieved with < T, > = 8,9 c. Computed density and

temperature. profiles at 400 s are plotted in Figs 1 and 2. The x coordinate is

the eifective radius of a. flux surface (1 normalised to the effective radius of the

wall contour p”. and X3 : p,/p,,, denotes the separatrix. The dilution of the fuel ion

density is evident. At the separatrix [nlhgl—l, the electron density and temperature

are found to he S.T><1[ll" 111"“ and 122 eV( respectively. Other results obtained at

400 s are the thermal energy content VV,,,. < 1‘3, > and the bootstrap current I)”. In

Figs 3 and 4‘ the required transport coefficients \p, \i. D and vi” are depicted.
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The power balance is plotted in Figsh and 0. It is obvious from the 13,." ,1 (‘ontribution
that a considerable radiative power is emitted from the confinement zone, primarily

due to bremsstrahlung. But the radiative loss is clearly reduced in relation to the
argon (asp especially when the edge is approached (see Table I). At the separatrix.

mating and loss powers are Pn = 306 MW". Pb : 35.3 M'W. POH = 2.6 MW,
Pc d : 146 MW’. P'mm, : 112 MW. Pm,’ : 81.6 MW and Pr, 2 0.3 MW'. The
tritazil radiative power loss is 219 MW'. i.e. 3T % of 13,714,101 is emitted from closed
flux surfaecs and 637‘ from the SOL. The resulting heat flux into the divert-or is
118 M\V. AS the radiation profile of neon is more peripheral than that of argon.

the l

the. requirements for the energy confinement time are somewhat reduced. After
C(m-ection fOl‘ Prnd (Xslt 011“ obtains TE (XM. 400 s) = 3.5 s which makes neon
preferable to argon (see Fig. 7). Especially at high radiative fractions one has to

av a lower price for divertor heat load reduction by using neon instead of argon.
Tlie 1992 ITER ELMy Helnode scaling predicts 7/14] % 4.1 s and after correcting for
the radiation 5.0 5. According to this scaling. the energy confinement time required
in the neon scenario can be easily reached. Figure 8 shows the neon density profile
at 400 s which is rather flat. The corresponding neon fraction and central Z?” value
are given in Table I. The helium density profile is clearly more peaked than the neon
profile because of the central helium source due to DT fusion. The helium fraction
is also given in Table I. In the present flat density scenarios. the concentrations
of helium, argon and neon and the fuel dilution are much lower than with peaked
density profiles |3|.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1. Profiles of electron. deuteron and triton densities in the simulation of ITER
EDA with neon radiation.

Fig.2. Profiles of electron and ion temperatures.

Fig.3. Profiles of electron and ion heat (lifinsivities and diffusion coefficient.

Fig.4. Profile of inward drift velocity.

Fig.5. Contributions of the cumulative heating powers to the total power balance.

Fig.6. Contributions of the cumulative loss powers to the total power balance.

FiO'.T. Energy confinement time versus radiative frat‘tion for the argon and neon
cases.

Fig.8. Profiles of helium and neon densities.
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RADIATIVE TRANSPORT VIA ELECTRON-BERNSTEIN WAVES

Satish Puri
1V1ax-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association.

857/18 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany

The importance of electron-Bernstein-wave induced radial electron thermal

(as well as particle) transport in a tokamak plasma is examined. Since,
instead of being concentrated near the local resonance, the cyclotron ab-

sorption/emission in a torus is spread over a wide region sorrounding the
10m] resonance zone, transport via the electron—Bernstein waves could be-

come significant in toroidal geometry.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron thermal and particle transport processes across a magnetic field con;

tinue to be persistent enigmas. In Refill, it was pointed out that the short-wavelength

electron—Bernstein wave radiation can, under certain conditions, cause substantial there

mal diffusivity in a magnetized plasma. In this paper the concept of Bernstein-wave

induced diffusivity is extended to include toroidal effects.
Electrons in a magnetized plasma are profuse sources of synchrotron radiation.

The collective effects in the plasma channel this radiation into fast (ordinary) cyclotron
and slow (extraordinary) electrostatic cyclotron—harmonic (Bernstein) modes. Since the

total radiated power scales as the k—space volume, radiation in a plasma is dominated by
the small-wavelength (of the order of electron gyroradius) electron-Bernstein waves [1].

Using the Rayleigh—Jcans approximation of Planck’s formula, Kirchhoff ’s law generalized
to anisotropic media gives the total radiated power density as [1 — 3]

1 2
:— kdk:fT k‘k- k k 1W (mg/nu W, / .< > M )d . H

k k

where k is the propagation vector, ki : S‘s’lk| and Va is the group velocity. The integra—
tion extends over all propagating waves that satisfy the dispersion relation

D(w,k,r) :0. (2)

In cylindrical geometry, the electron—Bernstein-wave radiation at the fundamental
cyclotron—harmonic frequency is typically in excess of 11WW m‘3. In Ref.[l], it was
shown that for low temperatures, this emision gives rise to electron thermal dif-
fusivity X ~ O(0.5 77125—1), which greatly exceeds that due any other known
classical mechanism. The thermal diffusivity due to electron Bernstein waves de—

creases rapidly, however, for higher temperatures due to the decreasing k-space volume
with increasing gyroradius. The normalized emissivity 715 = nT/E, normalized with
respect to the thermal energy density 8 = (3/2)7LT, as well as diffusivity X found in

Ref.[1] are reproduced in Figsl and 2, using the cylindrical—geometry value of e in a
tokamak with R0 = 3m, a = 1m, 7L,2 2 710(1 — p2), T8 = T0(1— p2), no : 1021 771—5,
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2. PARTICLE TRANSPORT

Absorption/emission of waves is inextricably bound with exchange of momentum
between the particles and the waves. Thus an energy exchange AE would be accom.
panied by a significant momentum exchange Ap = (k/w)AE because of the large k
associated with the small wavelength Bernstein modes. The parallel component of this
momentum will directly contribute to the radial electron diffusivity.

3. TOROIDAL EFFECTS

The cylindrical geometry absorption/emission profile is related to the imaginary
part of the plasma dispersion function E? [2(0] ~ exp(—C2). The width of the Gaussian
equals [521); where C : (w — 1LwC)/(kznt). Although, the wave emission is strongest near
the resonance Lu : mac, the contribution to the thermal transport is small because
the emitted radiation is immediately absorbed before it can cover a significant radial
distance. Further away from the resonance, the weaker emission is carried farther away
and is the principal eontributer to radiative transport. Thus, for effective radiative
transport one needs an extended region of weaker emission.

An extended region of weaker emission is precisely the contribution of the toroidal
geometry. In Ref.[4], it is shown how the fine splitting of the cylindrical—geometry
resonance. as well as the interplay between the reactive and resistive effects in a torus
combine to produce broad absorption/cmission profiles.

Preliminary numerical results abtained by the method outlined in Ref. [4] for the
plasma dielectric tensor component 653‘: in a tokamak are given in Figs?» and 4. The
parameters used are wRO/fint : 3300. n. : 300, and h : 1. Fig.3 shows that the
imaginary part of 5;”; is significantly broadened compared to its cylindrical geometry
counterpart (computed for the local C value existing at the given a and 0). Fig.4,
which compares the imaginary parts of cm in the toroidal and cylindrical geometries,
shows that this broadening effect reflects a general trend. The horizontal axis in Fig.4
corresponds to LU/UJC(0)7 where wc(0) is the value of the cyclotron frequency at the plasma
axis. It would appear that cyclotron waves absorption/emission originates from a large
region sorrounding the resonance and is not sharply confined to a narrow Gaussian
shape.
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4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have shown how the electron—Bcrnstein—wave induced thermal
(and particle) diffusivity in a cylindrical geometry found in Ref.[l] could be signifiCantly
enhanced due to the spreading of the resonance zone beyond the immediate vicinity of
the cyclotron resonance. A quantitative determination of the particle and thermal
dilfusivities D and y is being pursued using accurate ray-tracing methods outlined in
[1]-

cylof e”. The imaginary part, however, departs significantly from its cylindrical C0un—
terpart. Skiff] exhibits a somewhat undulatory behaviour as a function of both E
and 0; however. these preliminary results are not conclusive enough to Say whether the
undulatory behaviour arises from the echo like phenomenon described in [5] or if the
spreading of the absorption profile can indeed be approximated by asuming a toroidal
modification of k: in the manner of [6].

Still, it should be stressed that the present results do not appear to support the
possibility of alternating absorption and emission regions as implied in [7]. In fact, it is
difficult to see how negative absorption could ever occur in a Maxwellian, thermal plasma
which could make a ray traversing through it grow instead of decay. Thermodynamical
arguments should suffice to rule out such a possibility.

Further extensive computaitons are currently undertaken to enlarge our under—
standing of 5“" and thereby extract acceptable approximations for ray-tracing studies.

We have employed the Grishanov—Nekrasov [8] derivation of the toroidal dielectric
tensor in preference to more general and powerful approaches [9 -11] because of its
relative simplicity and transparency.

Some of the provocative features of electron—Bernstein-Wave radiative
transport pertinent to an understanding of toroidal transport include:
1. Since the ion emissivity is at least m/Il/I times smaller than the electron emissivity,
only electron and electron—thermal transport are modified.
2. Both D and X would rapidly increase towards the plasma edge because of the
increased emissivity at the higher values of k N 00:1).
3. D and X are intimately related because of the close connection between E and p.

From Fig.3 one observes that the real part of Em" substantially conforms to thatmm
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Limits of Radiative Edge Cooling by Impurities in a Fusion Reactor

U. Samm‘ M.Z. Tokar“ l3. Unterberg

titUl fi‘ir I’Iasmapl‘tysik. Forschungszentrum Jillich GmbI—I. Association KFA-EURATOMIns
D-52425 Jillich, Germany

1_ Introduction
The concept of a cold radiative plasma edge might be a solution for the power exhaust problem

Of future fusion devices like I’I‘ER, In previous experiments it has been shown that by impurity

Seeding (cg neon) about 90% of the total power (on a high power level, quasi—stationary) can be

radiated from the plasma boundary without loosing the good energy confinement properties

[]][2][3]. However. in a fusion reactor a burning plasma can only be maintained if the imptlrity

level in the centre is sufficiently low. In this respect the injected impurities necessary for radiation
cooling as well as the unavoidable helium ash have to be considered In this paper it will be

shown how the maximum radiation level is linked to the maximum impurity concentration

derived from the conditions for a stationary burning plasma.

2. A relation for the maximum radiation
For the purpose ofthis paper a simple expression for the radiation level Ysu/Phw is formulated
using a parametrization for helium exhaust‘ impurity confinement and the radiation
characteristics. He—cxhaust can be described by the effective confinement time rl'k, . which is
determined by the particle confinement time 1:”C and the recycling coefficient R according to
rif-EIIJU—R). The helium density in the plasma core for steady state is given by the product of
the deuterium/tritium densities, the fusion rate coefficient and the effective confinement time as
nHL, =11“ nT <av>fus rag . The concentration CDT : rim/nc of deuterium/tritium is then cDT = 1 - 2cm. -

Zc‘ , where Z is the charge number of the radiating impurity and CH5 and c, are the helium and
impurity concentrations respectively.

Impurity transport is parametrized by the particle confinement time c. ‘I‘ogether with the
radiation potential Emd [l] the radiated power can be linked to the total impurity flux via mErn
Ni/rl. N; is the total impurity content, which we also can write as Ni:n. V by introducing an
effective volume V over which the impurities are distributed (normally the whole plasma

volume). Many experimental data on the radiation potential of various impurities (mainly low Z)
[4] and corresponding model calculations performed with the code RITM [5] are available. In
steady state the total heating power is given via the energy confinement time TE by PW=E/IE.
The effective volume V“ to calculate the energy content E = VE 3 115T n is normally significantly
smaller then Vi (factor 2—4). Here n : I — ‘/2c“e - ‘/2(Z—l)ci represents a dilution factor due to the

impurities and T is the central plasma temperature.

The solutions for ignition are found similar to the calculations in a previous paper [6]. where the
ratio pfk, : 1,12/ rt, has been identified as a crucial parameter. The acceptable level of impurities
increases with decreasing p;4c . In this paper a further constraint is added to the calculations by
using a fixed nu‘rET value with the consequence that T is not anymore a fiec parameter. Assuming
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ngl:,.;T=l()llkeVs/m3 - a reasonable value
expected for ITER - we obtain the maximum 5
impurity level cum for a burning plasma as
a function of pt}: as shown in fig]. It is 4
evident from this figure that cmm decreases cm“
with increasing Z. Furthermore, we can 3
derive a scaling for the range o and pf“, %
=5-10 finding cm,“ ~ Z'“. where a = —2.3. 2
Note that cm,“ changes only moderately
with small variations of the fusion triple 1
product according to ~(nc‘rET)0". These \ \
results will now serve as a basis for 0 . ‘ :;\:

calculating the maximum radiation level 0 5 l 10
possible with cum . The radiation level is pH:

given by Figure 1 Marimmn impm‘io' concentration (annualized [0
Y - Fred 7 EradniVi/Ti (l) electron density as a fiuzcn‘on of (tie lieliujm arlmusr

Phcm 3 neTn Via/YE S parameter pm —rHc/1Ef0r nttEc 10 Ael .mn

or with pi = 'i:l / 1:5 and C; = ni / no

Erad °i( pee) Vir= — — (v)
3T7] pi VE

This relation describes the link between atomic physics, energy transport. Pie-exhaust. and
impurity transport. The quality of predictions obtained from this equation depends ofcourse on
the quality of the input data. These may be obtained by model calculations or from experimental
data.

3. Applications, predictions and scalings
We will apply equation 2 first to the experimental conditions found on TEXTOR for the case of
90% radiation (about3 MW) by neon—feedback [7]. The typical figures are Emd=30 keV, Tc=1
keV‘ p,=0.2 and Vi/VE:2. For ci we use the impurity concentration of neon measured in the centre
(:1%). With n=1 we obtain y: 1, thus a high radiation level, indeed consistent with the
experimental findings.

For the application to ITER conditions we have to extrapolate some parameters. For p].k:5 a

maximum neon concentration of c,=1.5% is obtained (Fig.1) This implies a dilution factor of
n=0,7. The central temperature will be T=15 keV and the profile factor is assumed to be also
Vi/VE=2. With respect to TEXTOR we expect an increase of TE by at least a factor of 60. Taking
into account geometry effects (W0) and higher plasma edge densities we estimate that 1:, will
increase by a factor of 1.5-8. Using the more pessimistic figure (larger 1.") we obtain pl:0.03.
With the same End for neon as in TEXTOR equation 2 then gives y: I. thus a cold radiative edge
with a burning plasma in lTER would be possible. This result is critical in view of the
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mimics: £1) The variation of pfic is one ofthc crucial parameters. If we double the value to

unC:10 then the maximum neon density and proportional to it also the radiation level drop to

31;; % of their previous values. b) Ti is mainly determined by edge parameters. whereas TE is

dpminated by bulk properties giving rise to significant uncertainties for the pg“ scaling. c) Using

adiation potential Em, for ITER and TEXTOR is only justified if the edge temperature

at the Separatrix Tc(a) lies below a certain value. According to our model calculations for neon

we conclude that this assumption is valid for TL.(a) s 150 eV: Le. a value close to half the

ionization energy ofthe Li-like ion. In case ofhigher TL.(a) values End drops significantly. This

problem can be overcome by choosing an element with higher Z (eg. Si: TL.(a) s 300 CV or Ar:

Tia) s 600 eV). However, Te(a) is not a free parameter. It depends largely on the radiation level

itself- Thus a self-consistent treatment ofthe problem is required (see RITM code [5][8J).

the same r

For more accurate predictions about y much more effort is needed for calculating the parameters

discussed above. Nevertheless, the estimates presented can be helpful to make a guess at the

feasibility of a cold radiative edge. Equation 2 may also serve as a tool to derive some sailings

which may be useful for a further optimization. For this purpose we apply a simple particle

transport model. This has to be seen in contrast to a complicated full transport modelling in other

papers (e.g.[9]). Already such a simple model gives in a good approximation some valuable

scalings. Particle transport is described only by diffusion. The particle source is determined by

the ionization length of the neutrals entering the plasma boundary. Inside the source free zone the

impurity profile (summed over all charge states) is flat [10]. The particle confinement time is

given by ti = (MD) (V/O). where V and O depict vessel volume and surface respectively and D

is the diffusion coefficient . In this simple picture we can derive an expression for the total

radiation per particle by integrating over the radiation from the different ionization shells z of

impurities. the width of which is given by J5? , where 1: is the ionization time. The radiation

potential then becomes [1 1]

Empis with S=Eizfifi . (3)
V5 z tl<ov>§

The sum S over the different charge states 2 represents the atomic physics including the local

values for the ionization rate coefficient <aV>i, the radiation function L(Tc) and the density 116

within the radiating shell. The factors 51 reflect the transport dominated ionization distribution.

Following similar calculations for non—coronal radiation from low Z impurities [12] we may use

the scaling S ~ Z}. Inserting expression 3 into equation 2 and using Pm, : Em, 1"I with I“i : ni Vi

/ Ti and Pm=3nTnVE/1E we obtain for the radiation level

y:\/l3ciSne/Psurf . (4)

PM is the power flow density onto the wall surface (=Pm/O). The first three tenns in this relation

represent atomic physics and transport, whereas the last two ones are more depending on machine

performance. For ITER a power flow density in the range of PM=03 MW/m2 is expected. which

is not too far from those power flow densities available in present day machines (eg. TEXTOR.

ASDEX-U. JET: 014-0. 19 MW/mz). With the neon conditions used before the product m S has

a value of about 1500 keVm/s . With an electron density of nc=101°nr3 and ci:l 5% we obtain for
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[TER again a value in the order of unity. But any deviation from the flat profiles of impurity
densities towards peaking or accumulation in the centre would decrease the maximum y_
Nevertheless. further optimization is possible as is evident from equation 4. With the scalings We

and S with respect to (low) Z we obtain the relation

Y w \/—D— 20.7 no / Psurf ' (5)

found for C IJTILH

Thus going to heavier impurities helps to improve the radiation level. but the improvement is
rather weak and limited mainly to low Z impurities (Z:6-l 8). The cotmter acting mechanisms of
radiation losses and dilution effects in the centre make these improvements even weaker for
medium Z and finally negligible for high Z species. It appears to be more important to choose the
impurity species consistently with the 'l'e-range expected at the separatrix. Another improvemem
of radiation is obtained by increased transport (D) at the plasma boundary. An important example
for such an improvement is given by the application of an ergodic magnetic field at the plasma
boundary. with the consequence of getting more radiation with less impurities in the plasma [13]_

4. Conclusions
A relation is found for the maximum radiation level possible in a burning Fusion plasma. It

describes the link between energy and particle transport. lie-exhaust and line radiation from
impurities at the plasma boundary based on an adequate parametrization. The relation provides
useful scalings and allows predictions for the next step machines. A cold radiative plasma edge.
egg. in ITER. appears to be feasible. although significant uncertainties still exist. However. there
seems to be enough margin to enhance the radiation level without further pollution of the plasma
centre with impurites. e. g. by enhzmced transport at the boundary (ergodic fields) . a higher Z than
neon and operation at the highest nc'rET possible.
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Transport Modelling in Tight Aspect Ratio:
Testing against START Ohmic Data

and Predictions for MAST

J W Connor, G Counsell, M Gryaznevich, A R Pole-veil, C M Roach,
A Sykes, M J Walsh, H R Wilson

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culliam. Abingdon, Oxon,
OX14 3DB, UK (UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

(1) IV Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia

Introduction
START’s detailed and extensive tight aspect ratio (TAR) ohmic data [1] allows a

test of transport models in a sparsely populated region of parameter space. Such tests
provide confidence in extrapolations to both standard aspect ratio next step devices such
as ITER, and to novel tight aspect ratio devices such as the proposed ] MA spherical
tokgmali lV’lAST.

Transport Modelling using ASTRA
ASTRA (‘Autornatic System for TRansport Analysis in a tokamak‘) [2], is an ex-

tremely powerful tool for sell-consistent 1.5D transport simulations of tokarnaks. lt is

based on a Very last moments solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation, including el~
liptical and triangular shaping of the poloidal cross section. Modification of transport
coefficients is very simple for the user, and a library of auxiliary routines exists to study
stability, neutral beam injection, and many other areas of tokamak physics.

We have chosen four theories of tokamak transport to test against START data: Tll
[3] [4], Rebut-Lallia-W'atkins [5] (RUN), Lackner-Gottardi as modified by Courier [6] [7]
(LG), and Taroni [8] (Tar). All of these models prescribe heat transport, but particle
transport is also prescribed by T11 and RLVV. With the exception of the T11 model,
density transport is neglected in all of our simulations.

Modelling Issues at Tight Aspect Ratio
Equilibrium Quality

The moments method solution to the Grad Shalranov equation is inherently approx?
imate. An ASTRA tight aspect ratio equilibrium has been compared with the solution
from a full 2-D tokamak equilibrium solver. Many properties of the equilibria have been
compared, and the discrepancies were Very small indeed. See Figure l.

Neoclassical Transport Coefficients
The finite aspect ratio expression for \v’f” from Chang and Hinton [9] interpolates

between xi“ at large aspect ratio and the c = 1 value (which is calculated exactly).
Additional effects on transport from plasma impurities is also included [10].

It; l.l?'n.,-51'5 P 1
1+ l.03,//i.; + 0.31%, l + 0.74}l.,‘él‘5 ( )X?“ : \/2 (PiaVii) {

We rc-evaluate Chang and Hintoni‘s explicit. lorrn for \f‘“ to be more consistent with
general geometry [ll]. In particular we compute numerically from the equilibrium the
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. . 51 B: .
flux surface average quantrties (5%) and (it?) and do not use the approxrmate aspect
ratio expansions given in [10]. We also use the appropriate flux surface averaged quantity
for the poloidal ion Larmor radius: ie we take

2 “ (W ”‘T‘ 1—2p" — Ze (v02) 33 (2)
1.0 .. 1 Irien' ,jfifi 120

100 Explicit

0.5- — A
‘1' 80 -
NU)

g E, 50-
N 0.0 o

=>< 4o

05 ~ - 20
O

_10_ , . ‘ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
' 0.0 055 10m) 1.5 2.0 w/«pu

Figure 1: Constant polmdal flux sur- Figure 2: x?‘ for aSTART equilibrium:
faces from ASTRA (dotted) and from explicitly according to Chang and Hin-
a full 2D solver (dashed) for a tight 35- ton (solid), and re-evaluating their ex-
pect ratio equilibrium. pression for TART geometry (dashed).

Model Comparisons with START Experimental Data

Shot It Ipz '72—,-
_ Shot 0 c c 2 (def)I d kA 1019 a 1 2 3 X"

”36" 1 45 [90) ( 2 5‘: ) 3 3.084 1.941 0.654 20.85 (7)
4 1‘50 91 2'38 4 2.709 32.526 1.856 6.835 (4)
5 1'45 86 3'6 5 6.412 7.42 1.25 37.63 (3)
10 1'45 93 1.38 10 1.693 13.441 0.85 6.93 (7)

Table 1: START discharge parame- Table‘2: Results of fitting Lhe density pro—

ters. R0 = .25 m, a = .185 m, 6 = .3 file “1““ ”= = CI (1 ‘ P) + ”3' Where P
and Bo : 376 T in all shots is related to the normalised toroidal flux.

Parameters of four START DEHSlt)’ Fits t0 ShOt 10
discharges are given in Table l. 11‘ 2 _TH
We have simulated these dis~ mE 3 _ _ _____pummetefisouo“
charges using the T11 model in 'b 2 ,. "x
ASTRA and have adjusted a. sin- V 1
gle parameter (in the neutrals C 0
model) to fit the experimental 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50
chord averaged densityfigexactly. R (m)

Figure 3: Density fits for shot 10.

In all simulations not using the T11 model we have fixed the density profile using a
fit to the experimental measurements.
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v31 (dot) U : UFW TE
(V) (ms)

8.29 (9) 1.63 : 2.0 1.0
8.81 (6) 1.53: 1.9 1.0
82.5 (10) 2.12: 1.8 0.85
8.08 (9) 1.47: 1.8 0.79

Table 3: Results from the T11 model.

@113? Model (1 (def) U : new TE
(V) (ms)

"3~ RLW 7.31 (9) 1.69: 2.0 0.96
4 RLW 3.37 (6) 1.76 : 1.9 0.81
5 RLW 15.0 (10) 1.71 : 1.8 1.30
10 RLW 3.25 (9) 1.58: 1.8 (1.64
3 LG 14.9 (9) 1.07: 2.0 1.00
4 LG 6.33 (6) 1.72: 1.9 0.85
5 LG 28.6 (10) 1.78: 1.8 1.20
10 LG 2.70 (9) 1.02: 1.8 0.05
3 Tar 1980 (9) 0,711 : 2.0 6.10
4 Tar 785 (6) 0.70: 1.9 5.20
5 Tar 1220 (10) 1.15; 1.8 3.60
10 Tar 2070 (9) 0.57 : 1.8 4.70

Table 1: Summary of RLW, LG and Tar results,

The fits have the functional
form given below Table 2, and
were constrained to reproduce the
experimental value of 7T... All den,
sity fits are given in Table 27 and
Figure 3 shows the fit and T11
prediction for START shot 10.
The \i values and associated de
grees of freedom in Table 2 indie
cate good fits to shots 4 and 10,
and poorer fits to shots 3 and 5.
Results from the T11 simulations
for n... and TC are given in Table 3,
and Table 4 gives the results from
the Fixed density simulations. All
model electron temperature pro?
files are compared with the exper—
imental data in Figure 4.
Our results indicate that the Ta—
roni model underestimates elec-
tron heat transport in START.
The RLVV model gives the most
accurate predictions, but T11,
and Lackner-Gottardi are also
consistent with most shots. The
simulated loop Voltages are gen-
erally lower than experiment, hut

the model predictions are sensitive to the assumed Z3” profile. Taking a larger value for
Zen generally improves the simulated loop voltage.

Electron Temperature for Shot 3
0.60 ' — 711 IA 050 7 ._. ........ FL

E 0.40 _ ..... Tar
as 0.30~10:

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.40 0.50
R ("1)

Electron Temperature for Shot 4
0.50 —hl‘1fl ’ E‘- 3

A 0.50 i 1|a 0.40E 11:12. a.‘ 7
é 0.307 l - 5
90.20 , ' 5

8:08T . *
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50

R (m)

Electron Temperature for Shot 5
——Tll ,1 \

0.00 0.10 0.20 0,30 0.40 0.50
RU“)

Electron Temperature for Shot
mow—T’fl

A 0.50:— W '1. .
i 0.40%» ‘ ’
350.3%~10:

0,00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50

R0“)
Figure 4: Predicted electron temperature profiles from different transport models for the
4 START discharges, compared directly with the experimental data.
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Predictions for a lVIega—Amp Spherical Tokamak
MAST T Profile with BMW NB!

5The parameters for a l MA spherical t()l{£t11‘ml{
proposal (MAST) are: I}, ~ 1.5MA. RU ~ .7111.
(1 ~ .Sm‘ Bo ~ .STT. N w 2, 6 ~ .25, n...” ~
2 X lllmiii“3. Z?” = | and Pm”; : 5l\“l\‘V. The
transport model which best fits START (RLW)
has been used to predict MAST performance, V
using a crude model for the auxiliary power.
The simulated temperature profile for such a
device is giVen in Figure 5. and we obtain the
following plasma parameters: ,3 ~ .133, gTT ~

0.0 r .__r_i‘
2.57. TE : ‘ZlIEmS‘ and 1/5,. ~ 0.15. Similar 0’2 0.4 mg 0,5 1‘0 12
predictions have been found from the LG model. _ y R (m)

7. . Figure :J: Temperature profile for\Mth a modest confinement enhancement \lAST .1} ’\lW' 1' VP”
MAST should access the beta. limit. ‘ i “1‘1 J‘ O i '

Conclusions
START is indeed a very good testing ground for transport models. It would appear

that RLW' describes START best, but TH and LC also perform reasonably well. Taroni‘s
Bolun like model underestimates electron heat transport on START. Improved data, and
justification of assumptions (eg the d profile) is needed to discriminate better between
the T11, RLW and LG models.

In the future we aim to simulate more START data and study sawteeth. In addition
with the addition of NBI to the START experinienh we hope to model auxiliary heated
START discharges.
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ECRH-assisted Start-up in ITER

B. Lloyd, P.G. Carolan and CD. Wanick

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB UK

(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

Introduction
In ITER, the electric field applied for ionisation and to ramp up the plasma current is limited

to ~0.3V/m for the reference start-up scenario in which the plasma is initiated close to the

outboard wall [1]. In this case, established theories of the avalanche process indicate that

ohmic breakdown in ITER is only possible over a narrow range of pressure, p, and error field.

Prompt breakdown (i.e. avalanche time d S 20ms) requires p < 2.5 X 10'5 torr irrespective

0f the poloidal magnetic error field level, whereas runaway production is expected for

p < 1.3 X 10‘5 torr. Low poloidal magnetic error fields broaden the available ‘pressure

window' but the widening occurs mainly at the low pressure boundary where runaway

formation is a concern. Therefore, ECH may be necessary to provide robust and reliable start—
up. It has been demonstrated [2] that even at low electric fields, ECH ensures prompt

breakdown over a wide range of prefill pressure and error field. ECH can also give control

over the initial time and location of breakdown. For ECH-assisted start-up in ITER, the

power and pulse length requirements are essentially determined by the need to ensure
burnthrough, i.e. Complete ionisation of hydrogen and the transition to high ionisation states
of impurities. This paper is therefore devoted to the study of the burnthrough phase in ITER.

Theoretical Model
A 0—D code (with inclusion of some l-D effects) has been developed to analyse burnthrough
in BER and includes the following features:— dynamic fuelling by the ex—plasma volume,
electrical circuit model, deuterium recycling, external gas influx, neutral screening, particle
balance for electrons, ions and neutrals, separate ion and electron power balance linked
through equipartition and a non-equilibrium coronal impurity model in which radiation losses
can be much higher than for impurities at equilibrium. The impurity model allows for finite
impurity confinement (impurity recycling), charge exchange effects on the impurity
ionisation balance and radiation and a time—dependent impurity concentration (impurity
influx).

Results
The 0-D simulations have revealed the possible important role of dynamic fuelling by the ex-
plasma volume, as a result of the small plasma size (compared to the vessel volume) during
start-up. Indeed, in many respects, control of the deuterium density appears to be the primary
factor in determining Whether burnthrough is successful. A pessimistic approach has been
adopted by assuming a deuterium recycling coefficient w > 1 and that the deuterium
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inventory is not depleted during the early avalanche. On the other hand, the deuterium is
taken to be fully dissociated from the outset, an assumption which will not strongly influencg
the power balance (since we already take an energy loss of 30eV per ionisation to account fer
deuterium radiation losses) but which has implications for the assumed neutral temperature,
and thus the effectiveness of neutral screening, which can be important for successful start-
up. A wide range of deuterium particle (5 - 50ms) and energy (~02 ~ 2 X TINTOR)

confinement times is assumed but may still overestimate the confinement at low plasma
current before magnetic surfaces are fully formed. The initial conditions are taken to be
Ta = Ti = leV and 1% ionisation. It is found that at modest prefill, i.e. initial neutral density
n0(0) ~ 2-3 x 1017 m3 the discharge can fail to survive even without impurities (Fig 1) if the
discharge is effectively fuelled by the large reservoir of deuterium in the ex-plasma volume
(Vplasma/Vvessel ~ 0.1 during start—up). The failure is attributable to large electron
equipartition losses to the ions which in turn lose energy primarily through Charge exchange.
In the case illustrated the resistive voltage, Vres, increases rapidly to the applied voltage of

0.2 O.|O —

n m (x 10‘9 m”) iptmm

/ / flu Start-upfailure with no impurities. Initial
/ prefill no(0) = 2 x 1017m'3 and PECRH = 0.

/ ’ POH = IPV,“ is the ohmic input power and Pmd
is the total radiated power, both plotted here as
power densities.0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 OiB 1.0
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20V and the plasma current saturates at ~10kA. On the other hand at 110(0) ~ 1.5 x 1017 m3,

which may result in a post-avalanche electron density ~ 1.5 x 1018 m'3 for a deuterium

recyCIing coeffiCient It! ~ 1, a beryllium impurity level of ~5% may be tolerable without

ECH’BSSiSt under certain circumstances (e. g. negligible impurity recycling). However, such a

discharge is predicted to fail if either a realistic impurity confinement time or a modest

decrease in the assumed electron and ion energy confinement times is introduced. Because of

the dynamic fuelling effect, even the minimum pressure which allows the avalanche to

proceed may result in a post-avalanche density which may be difficult to sustain without

ECH. Nevertheless, for the plasma geometry assumed, it appears that post avalanche densities

_ 5 x 1018 m'3 with 5% impurity level may be tolerated with ZMW (beryllium) or SMW

(carbon) of absorbed power for a wide range of confinement times and impurity recycling

times. ECH-assisted start-up (PECRH = 2MW) with a prefill density n0(0) = 5 x 1017 m‘3

and an impurity influx programmed to maintain a constant beryllium concentration

(nBe/HD : 5%) is illustrated in Fig 2. There is no external deuterium influx but a deuterium

LO {1 | 0

0.3 -.._ r10(>< to” m‘5) 0.8 1 (MA)P

LII

l ‘

0.0 0.2 0.1. 0.6 0.5 l.0 0.0 0.2 0.1« ()0.6 0.8 l.0
E S

Fig 2 Successfitl start-up with 5% beryllium and PECRH = 2MW. Initialprefill
n0(0) = 5 x 1017m'3. No impurity recycling. up is the deuterium ion density.
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recycling coefficient w = 1.01 is assumed. In this case the plasma current increases at a rate
of ~O.5MA/s for the constant applied voltage of 20V.
The calculations described so far were carried out with a fixed plasma size of a = 1m. Studies
of the impact of plasma size have shown that high power ECH (i.e. ~ SMW absorbed)
ensures that startiup remains robust but ZMW is insufficient to guarantee start-up with 5%
beryllium. It has been concluded that an absorbed power of ~ 3MW is necessary to ensure
bumthrough for beryllium over a wide range of conditions with ~ SMW required for carbon.
A pulse length of a few seconds is adequate and a frequency ~130—135GHZ is required for
start-up on the outboard limiter at full toroidal field.

Summary and Discussion
Control of the deuterium density is the key factor for ensuring successful start—up in ITER,
where the role of neutral screening is also crucial. If the effectiveness of screening of neutrals
from the plasma volume is reduced, for example because of increased neutral temperature,
start—up becomes more problematic, particularly for carbon impurity, but an ECRH power of
3MW remains adequate for a beryllium concentration of 5% for most conditions. Although
start-up is a complex process and there must remain some uncertainty over exact
requirements, we can conclude that without ECRH, successful startiup will only be possible
over a restricted range of parameters but 3MW(5MW) of absorbed ECRH power will ensure
reasonably robust start-up for a broad range of conditions with beryllium(carbon) impurity.
An outstanding question concerns the extrapolation from the absorbed power requirement to
the launched power requirement. If low-field-side launch is used, the ordinary mode must be
employed to avoid wave accessibility problems but this mode is weakly damped in the low
temperature conditions which prevail during start-up. The mode of launch has been observed
not to be critical in small devices; one can rely upon multiple reflections and polarisation
scrambling. However, this mechanism may not be so effective in the large ITER vessel.
Alternatively, if only start-up near the outboard wall is to be used in ITER, it may be
advantageous to consider extraordinary mode high-field-side launch from the top of the
vessel.
Additional experimental input, preferably from large tokamaks, which would aid the
assessment of start—up in ITER includes:
— efficiency of ordinary mode low-fleld—side launch for start‘up assist,
— relationship of nc(t) to prefill pressure when (Vvessel/Vplasma) » 1,
- measurement of typical impurity levels and impurity confinement time during start—up.
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pREDICTIVE MODELLING OF ENERGY TRANSPORT IN JET
DISCHARGES

M.Erba, A. Cherubini, V. Parail, E. Springmann, A. Taroni.

JET Joint Undertaking Abingdon Oxon OX14 3EA U K

1) INTRODUCTION

Energy transport in the different regimes of confinement observed at JET can be studied using a

BohmJike model for L-mode electron transport [1] as a starting point:

V n T |
_ fie—i219 .,_._ncocl+a, (1)

Xe’ae eBne 1 ’ K1_Ll 1Xe

where q is the safety factor, xneocl is the neoclassical ion diffusivity while (Jr-Pore are numerical

coefficients to be determined empirically. Using model (1) it is possible to simulate a variety of

L.mode and ohmic IET discharges with fixed numerical coefficients (sections 2 and 3).

Since at the L-H transition a global sudden reduction of the electron heat diffusivity is observed

[2], we have been able to set up a model for the H—mode regime reducing the diffusivities by a

constant factor over all the plasma (see section 4). It has not been possible to study the Bohm

versus gyro»Bohm aspects of the scaling of heat transport in H-mode due to the restricted

variation of plasma parameters in our selected discharges; a gyro—Bohmdike model with a

radially increasing shape [3] can be equally successful.

To simulate predictively the formation of the temperature pedestal we assume the existence of a

neoclassical transport barrier on a thin layer (~ppi) inside the separatrix, and the H-mode

numerical simulations have been repeated using these boundary conditions successfully

reproducing the experimental trends (section 5).

2) SIMULATION OF JET L-MODE DISCHARGES

In our approach we start from the observation that the results of TRANSP analysis of ordinary

L-mode JET discharges indicate that Xi > Xe all over the plasma column, so that we use eq. (1)

for xi with 0ti>1. We consider a set of L-mode discharges chosen in the IET data-base where

the experimental ion temperature profiles are available with parameters in the range: 0.113

<ne>(1020nr3) s 0.55 , 1p (MA) = 3 , B[ (T) = 3 , 4 3 Pin (MW) 5 18.
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The simulations have been carried out in a semi-predictive way ttsing the JETTO transport Code-
only heat diffusion has been modelled, while experimental density and Zeff profiles have been
imposed throughout the time evolution. It is found tltat a model with oze = 2.0-10'4,ai : 3
gives good results also in cases with predominant electron heating.

3) SIMULATION OF JET ()HMIC DISCHARGES

Analysis of ohmic discharges [4] has shown that when the density is too high the confinemem
time does not rise linearly with density as prescribed by the so-called Neo-Alcator scaling law
and saturates. Recent results front ALCATOR C-MOD [5] suggest that this regime might be
described using an L»mode4like model. We choose for simulation :1 set of 5 JET Ohmic
discharges with parameters in the range: 0105 <ne>(l()20m“3) S 0.37 , l S Ip (MA) 5 7 , 1.7
S Bl (T) S 3.3.
In fig. 1 the profiles obtained with a ncoalcatorrlike model [6], with the Bohm model (with the
same value of the coefficients given above) and the experimental profiles are shown. Analysis
of the corresponding values of thertnal energy shows that the linear sealing with density and
weak scaling with current, typical of the neoalcatordike model, are not in agreement with
experimental results, which are much closer to the L-mode scaling.

4) SIMULATION OF H-MODE ELM-FREE, MHD-FREE DISCHARGES

Following the results presented in [2], we derive a model for H-mode by reducing the
numerical coefficient ore by ~10 times with respect to L-mode down to 0.2- 10'4 . Due to the
non-linearity in the parametric dependencies of X this results in a reduction of the numerical
value of x by a factor ~ 3. We point out that due to this reduction the neoclassical ion transport
becomes important in the central part of the plasma column.

In this way we model the entire ELM-free H—mode phase for shots which have no large scale

MHD activity (like roll—over). and we succeed in simulating both the evolution of the thermal
energy and the temperature profiles at different times. Some of the selected discharges fall into

the category of VH—tnode with enhancement factor H>3, while others have 2<H<3.

We can simulate discharges with different values of the HAfactor using the same transport

model because an important role is played by effects not directly related to heat diffusion, like
the shape of the power deposition profile and the temperature pedestal. Edge temperatures of at
least 3 keV are in fact characteristic of high performance shots in JET, and roughly halfof the
total thermal energy is stored in this pedestal.
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5) A MODEL FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN H-MODE DISCHARGES

Assuming that perpendicular transport inside a transport barrier located at the plasma edge is of

mg order of the neoclassical one in the banana regime we obtain the following condition:

3 P i ..Xi ni VTi + 3 Ti D Vni = ~ni Tifl PT (2)
n

where pp, is the ion poloidal Larmor radius, Iii is the ion—ion collisional frequency, E is the

inverse aspect ratio near the separatrix, FT is a coefficient which depends on the geometry,

Collisionality and radial electric field and OSFTSI [7]. The boundary condition for electron heat

flow is similar to eq. (2) if we assume that the remaining magnetic turbulence near the

separatrix keeps the electron particle flux at the level of the ion neoclassical flow. We find that

using the above boundary conditions we can reproduce the experimentally observed ion and

electron temperature evolution near the separatrix in the best Hot—Ion H-mode discharges, and

that in case of relevant volume power losses the edge temperature is significantly decreased (see

fig_ 2a). An important property of boundary conditions (2) is that in the banana regime the heat

flow does not depend on the temperature near the separatrix and Qe-i“ n1» ne—i‘ This feature

allows us to explain the experimentally observed fact that the global plasma energy confinement

time in hot—ion VH-modes, formally defined as IE=W/(P—dW/dt), grows almost linearly with

time together with the total energy content W (see fig. 2b). A saturation may occur in collisional

regimes, where a temperature dependence is introduced by the plateau expression of the

neoclassical diffusivity.
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Numerical Studies of the Dynamics of MARFEs for
a Deuterium-Carbon Plasma at ASDEX-Upgrade

H. Kastelewicz, R. Schneider and J. Neuhauser

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Association. Germany

1. Introduction

Marfes are poloidally localized. axisymmetric regions in the edge plasma of tokamaks with

strongly enhanced plasma density. reduced temperature and high radiative energy losses due to

impurities (cf. .e.g., / l f). They occur close to the high density limit and are accompanied by a

strong decrease of the power flux to the divertor plates or even by complete plasma detachment.

In ASDEX Upgrade marfes are usually formed near the (lower) x-point. they may move upwards

at the high field side of the boundary plasma. eventually causing a major disruption / 2 /.

The formation of marfes is based on a thermal instability which may develop in an impure

p1asma if the radiation characteristic of the plasma has a negative derivative / 3 /. This is

preferably the case for low-Z impurities like carbon or oxygen which show strong destabilizing

radiation characteristcs in the temperature range around IOeV.

In the present paper, the multifluid B2 plasma code (D-C plasma) has been used to study

the formation, the temporal behaviour and possible stabilization of marfes at ASDEX Upgrade.

A more extensive treatment of this subject is to be published / 4 /.

2. Numerical Model

The edge and divertor plasma is described in the hydrodynamic approximation by the B2 2d
multi—fluid code ( for the 7 ions of D and C), which is coupled to simplified models describing

deuterium recycling from the target plates and neutral deuterium and carbon influxes from the

torus wall region. These influxes (assumed to be homogeneously distributed) are used to control

the plasma density and carbon concentration. Each ion species is treated as separate fluid. The

essential boundafl conditions are:

at the bulk plasma side: total energy input Pin = 950kW. zero density gradients Spy-15m : 0;

at the wall side and private region side: electron and ion temperature Ta = T; = ZeV, ion

density decay length (all ion species) A" 2 Item;
at the targets: Bohm conditions with I?” 3 emu}, (an = parallel velocity), recycling factor Rp = 0.8
Physically reasonable variations of these boundary conditions have been proved not to influence

the principal results of this study.

For the anomalous radial transport: we assume:

diffusion: D. = lmZ/s , or alternatively D. = (1/16)(Te/el")/(B/T)m3/s (Bohm ansatz);
heat conduction: nevi/n.“- = 1m2/s; viscosity: TIi/mmi : 0.2m2/s.
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3. Formation and temporal development of MARFEs

aul=zs v Io"‘nr‘ Athrlfiv Io‘Mr‘ um: rnv m'"... ‘ An,=251<|(l"‘m'1

Fig.1: n,2 contour plots showing the non—linear development ofa marfe

In analogy to the experiment, man‘e formation

is initiated numerically by starting from a pre-marfe

plasma and enhancing the external neutral influxes

of deuterium and carbon with time, keeping the

impurity concentration about constant ([C133% ,
Foo/Fm : cansi = 0.035). The development of

the marfe is shown by a sequence of ne contour plots

at different times in Fig. 1 (const. diff. coefficients).

The neutral influx rate (representing gas puff

and recycling) has been linearly increased up to the

beginning of the marfe (m 50ms) and then kept
constant. The marfe is formed near the x-point.
then — although all discharge parameters are fixed

— it moves further upwards at the inner plasma

side while increasing in intensity (density, impurity

radiation). In the final phase it penetrates to the

core plasma (bounded by the calculational grid).

During this last stage the radiated energy exceeds

temporarily the total input power on account of the

inner energy of the boundary plasma which cools

TOTAL IMPURlTY RADIATION

moo : l E l

kW “.... outer divertor

loo. -- ‘

inner diner-tor \

POWER LOAD '
i

u. i t l i

102%
1.00 --

1.50 --

DEUTERIUM INFLUX

0.00 ' i u
0 0 Id 0 23 ll ‘1.0 56 D 70 0

Fig.2: Temporal evolution of the total
impurity radiation. the divertor power

loads and the gas fizelling rate

down to wall temperature in the whole domain. The time dependence of some parameters are
shown in Fig. 2. This scenario corresponds to a typical density limit discharge, where the edge
cooling and current channel contraction by the marfe finally causes a major disruption.
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Other time dependent scenarios yield in principle the same results as long as a sharply

defined critical gas influx rate necessary for marfe formation is exceeded. Thus it seems that

marfes once formed. are principally unstable under such conditions.

4, Steady state MARFEs

Marfes can readily be stabilized by external feed-back control using the radiated energy

as control parameter. We introduce the following feed—back loop into the plasma code which

decreases the neutral influx rate Foo if the radiated energy Pmd exceeds a prescribed value

pm“, and vice a verse:

F00“ + At) _ F170”) Pratt”) _ Pradfl
— a

FDDU) Pradfi

where a is of the order of 10—2. a", :— '.‘,l) a W‘s.“ ’ me = to x "1‘5”.“ Am : 1.0x lu”m"

In this way one obtaines contin-

uously converging (stationary) solu-

tions with Pm; = PW”; and self-

adjusted neutral fluxes FDo and Fgo
(or F00). Fig. 3 shows some exam-

ples for different radial transport laws

and prescribed radiated energies. It

should be noted that the small ra-
. . . - ~ ‘ u) Buhm-dijfimuu by court, «hi/ffxtaejf. c) t‘UVUL dfl'flmjf.

dial diffuswny for Bohm diffusmn at FD» z 1.53 x Ill-"‘5”, FDu = 1.90 x 10%”, Fm : 1.49 X will“
new.“ = 5.0 x 10"“nra um” = 8.9 x ru'gur“ um,“ = 1.7 x 103"".-J

the marfe as compared with the case

of constant diffusion coefficients is F2'33 : Steady state marfer for dijj‘erent radial transport

compensated by a higher density laws and radiated energies

peak (and steeper density gradients). Thus in both cases a very effective cross-field transport is

provided which is the basic driving mechanism of a marfe. In die following we restrict ourselves

therefore to the case of constant diffusion coefficients. The position of the marfe depends in

particular on the radial transport law, the neutral particle model and the radiated energy.

In virtue of the feed-back loop which may be considered as an integrated part of the system

of plasma equations the complete set of stationary solutions can he represented in an F00 — Pmd

diagram of steady states by a double-valued function (Fig. 4) where the lower branch describes

matte-free and the upper branch marfe plasma states.

The upper branch can only be reached after having enhanced FDo above a critical value
FDo'm-t. No steady states are possible for Fpu > FDO‘CT”. In principle. the plasma system may
smoothly be moved along this curve and kept stationary at any desired value of Pwd.
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The local mechanism sus- DIAGRAM OF STEADY STATES
raining a steady state mar‘fe. 950

I‘m = 'llilkll’i.e. a region of enhanced den-
BZD ..sity and lowered temperature mm
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590 ,-

medium within a basically

diffusive system, is provided 550 «
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by a complicated dynamic

equilibrium between parallel ‘30 r
. . Mar/m 1m

and radial particle. momen-
anu l iturn and energy fluxes. From 1,30 1,50 190 2.20 250

the equation of continuity one DEUTEWU“ 'NFLUX [10%|
finds that the ions are trans- F[3.4 .' F00 — Pma diagram of steady states for a

ported to the density maxi- deuteriunrcarbon boundary plasma

mum in parallel direction and removed from there radially outward and inward by anomalous
diffusion. Thus a rnarfe like that of Fig.3c causes a strong — poloidally localized - particle sink
at die flux surfaces intersecting it, and provides particle sources in the adjacent (more outer and
inner) plasma layers. These sources induce poloidal ion fluxes on closed flux surfaces and an
asymmetry of the particle and energy outflow to the divertor plates. Actually, the marfe acts as
a barrier for the radial particle transport across the intersecting flux surfaces.

From the momentum balance one finds that the basic mechanism responsible for driving
the D+ and C+ ions into the local density maximum are pressure gradient forces. In addition
there is a strong coupling between the different ion species via thermal, frictional and viscosity
forces. Higher charged ions are dragged to me density maximum mainly by the strong frictional
coupling with the background plasma.

The energy is transported to die marfe by parallel conduction and convection and radiated there.
For the marfe of Fig.3c about 35% of the total radiation is emitted by the marfe itself (mostly
by C3+ and C2+ radiation).

Corresponding address: H. Kastelewicz, Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM

Association. Bereich Berlin, Mohrenstr. 40/41, D-10117 Berlin, Germany
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Alpha-particle driven TAE instability suppression
by the resonant RF field.

V.S. Marclienko and A.Yu. Pan‘kin

Institute for Nuclear Research, pr. Nauki, 47, Kiev — 252028, Ukraine

one of the major issues in the ot-particle physics of tokamaks is the low It

toroidicity—induced Alfven eigenmode (TAE) instability driven by ot—particle pressure

gradient and the resultant OL—particle transport [1-5]. The main results of the previous

studies of this problem are that the volume averaged oi~particle beta threshold for

TAE instability is small and is on the order of 10'4, and that for relatively low

fluctuation levclith (615’,/Ba)210"*l the tut—particle loss time is comparable and even

shorter than the a—particle slowing-down time, That is why the problem of efficient

suppression of this instability seems to be important.

Several damping mechanisms of TAE modes has been considered in literature.

They are: electron Landau damping [1], ion Landau damping [4], continuum damping

[6], collisional damping on trapped electrons [7] The last three mechanisms taken

together could increase afiparticle beta threshold by more than an order of magnitude.

In the present work we consider an alternative damping mechanism which should arise

in the stationary tokamak reactor, when the plasma current is driven by lower hybrid

(LH) waves, which is the most promising current drive scheme at present It is well

known [8] that a—particles could interact with LH modes via transversal Landau
resonance VphL:VaJ-, where VphJ-i vat are the perpendicular to the equilibrium

magnetic field velocity components of LH wave phase and ot—partiele respectively.

Such interaction have been observed recently during LHCD experiments in JET [9].

The interaction results in the quasilinear diffusion in the resonant part of the 0(-

particles phase space Quasilinear diffusion operator modifies ot—particle response on

the Alfven perturbation in a such a way, that TAE mode becomes heavely damped for

moderate values of LH power, This damping mechanism has been reported previously

[10], where continuum Alfven waves instability on the trapped otiparticles was

considered, Here we are extending the theory to the TAE instability driven by

resonance with passing owparticlest
With the help of Ampere's law and quasineutrality condition one could obtain the

following two coupled second-order eigenmode equations for the poloidal electrical
field E9, which include kinetic instability drive due to Cherenkov resonance with

passing particles [1] and dissipation due to quasilinear diffusion in the external RF

field (all other damping mechanism are dropped, see for detail [11]):
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where €,=3a/2R, the prime denotes radial differentiation, kn,“ =(m—nq)/qR is the

parallel wavenumber with a, R the minor and major radii respectively and q the safety
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It should be noted‘ that hereafter we ignore the LH power deposition prome and

put |E7|2(r): const, Treating kinetic terms in (l), (2) perturbativelyr we analyze the
stability of the TAE mode in the presence of external RF field resonating with (1.
particles. Figure 1 shows the grows rate (normalized to the real frequency) as a

function of the alpha particle density scale length L“ with [3,1 =/3,I(O)exp(«r3/L:) for
(0}
(u.

pm)a=0.05 with pm the alpha Larmor radius. vZVA, Ba(0)=1%, TLFIO keV,
, .‘ A 71/1Ire—10” cm J, Q/kOLvafl 7 2

the different values of v /cur,. The parameters chosen are the following: a/s/4‘

As one can see front Fig. l, suppression of the instability occurs for the

val/coo :5‘10’3. Corresponding RF field amplitude for the parameters chosen is
El," ~5klr"/cm. lhis value could be exceeded in future experiments on LH current
drive. The key point here is whether the RF power be considerably depleted due to
current drive before the q(7'):(2m+1)/2n=3/2 surface, where the TAB mode is
localized. Note that the threshold RF power does not depend on the Ba, but only on
the fraction of the resonating cut—particles, which in turn depends on the value
Q/kglvun.
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fic Ion Effects on the Propagation and Absorption of Kinetic Alfvén
Wave in Fusion Plasma

Energe

L. Huang N. Ding X. M. Qiu and \’.X. Long
Sonthwes/e/‘n Institute uf'l’hyvics, PIX/303‘ 1132‘ Chengdu 6/004]. 1’. R. ("Iii/m

1. Introduction

In recent years, fusion research on tokamaks has made substantial progress on plasma

confinement under condition with strong auxiliary heating power. An extensive series of

deuterium-tritium (D-T) experiments has been performed successfully utilizing lCRF heating

together with NBI heating at the TFTR, With combining LHCD and NBCD‘ current profile

control experiment was proceeded in JT-6OU. Both of these motivate one to investigate

combining Alfvén wave and NBI heating and current drive, In addition, the recent choice by
the ITER offast wave current drive with o)<u).., increases the importance of demonstrating and

understanding low frequency current drive in tokamak Especially, the Phaedrus-T tokamak

has first demonstrated Alfven wave current drive (AWCD) successfully[l], Either combining
Alfvén wave and N31 to heat plasma/drive current in tokamaks. or AWCD in an ignition

tokamak, addresses an important issue concerned in the effects of energetic ions on Alfven

wave.
In the present work‘ we study the propagation and absorption of kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW)

in the presence of fusion alpha particles in a D-T tokamak plasma. We examine the KAW
eigenfunction— the wave structure in the cylindrical geometry We take into account the
efibcts of ion sound and transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP) related to the finite-[3 value,
and discuss the influence oftwo different antenna structures, (#211121) and (-2, I), on Alfvén

wave heating (AWH), previous work[2] only considered the single mode (-2, l ).

2. Model
The fundamental equation for the AW with alphas is the three by three Ampere’s law:

VxVxE=(w3/c3)(xp+xu)AE. (l)

where E is the perturbed electric field and (n is its frequency Because a D-T tokamak plasma
has two components: the bulk plasma and the fusion alphas‘ x., and x“ represent the physics of
the bulk plasma response and the alphas response, respectively,

From the well-known low-frequency susceptibility tensor for a uniform plasma, a simple
self-adjoint x5, for the nonuniform plasma may be constnicted[3], including the various
important kinetic effects It is noteworthy that in this work the effects ofion sound and TTMP
are remained in (30,)”. and (x,,), ( i:r.i)t In the D—T tokamak plasma‘ the finite (D/(DU effect is
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much smaller than the equilibrium current density gradient et’r‘ect and may be drOpped, The
form for x... on the other hand is obtained[4 ] from the solution ofthe drift kinetic equatiori for
circulating alpha particles (the effect of trapped paiticles being neglected) F01 convenience
the electric field E ls decomposed into E — I: 1 +12 b « r 1 I! b whe1e b =13 B is the unit
vect01 along the magnetic field B and 1' is the unit vector in the iadial direction. Thus, E‘I-(l)
provides a unified kinetic description of the Alfvén wave heating plasma in the present Ofthe
alphas. It is solved numerically under appropriate boundaryI conditions.

In order to compare with our previous work[2]. the geometiy system. the equilibrium
magnetic field and the equilibrium profiles of the bulk plasma are identical to that used in
Reti[2]. The alpha particle density profile is taken to be u.L(r):H,,.1(O)c.\~p(—r3/If.). where l.u is
the alpha particle density gradient scale length. Both the slowing-down distribution[4] and
Maxwellian distribution of the alphas are used in calculations,

3. Results
In cylindrical geometry, a set of three second-order differential equations in I’ for the

perturbed fields E“ E,, and F is numerically solved by means of a computational physicg
method developed by Qiu and Ding[5]. The Alfvén wave field structure, the absorption and the
plasma impedance in the presence of the alphas for the TFTR parameters are given. Figure 1
shows the Alfvén wave structure of the (-2,l) mode in normalized radial position, with [see
Fig.1(a)] and without [see Fig.1(b)] alphas. We find that the wave structures are changed
remarkably by the alphas. On the one hand, the wave amplitude of the large rapidly varying
parts of Er and E, are decreased. On the other hand, the wave amplitude ofthe small rapidly
varying parts of E, and F. near the core are also decreased. These imply that the alphas
obstruct the KAW propagating in the plasma interior, which leads to damped more quickly
than that without alphas. It is worthwhile to point out that the compressional wave almost is
not affected by the alphas. In a word, the influence ol‘the alphas alters the propagation of the
Alt‘ven wave in the D—T tokamak plasma. Furthermore. it decreases the KAW amplitude, which
leads to the decrease in the energy deposition ofthe KAW.

Now let us consider the ditTerent mode numbers effect on the KAW heating in the presence
of the alphas. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present the most interesting results of the numerical
computation, the real part of the plasma impedance. 2,, plotted versus frequency normalized to
the Alfvén continuum threshold (defined to be the minimum of/r V.\)» For the (~11) mode [See
Fig.2(a)], the alpha terms induce a reduction in the impedance. In particular, for the lower
frequency, the effects of alphas on the impedance are remarkable. For the higher frequency, the
influences of alphas tend to vanish. as discussed in Ret‘Q. For the (2.71) mode [See Fig.2(b)].
the Zr—c) curve with smaller L... here Lia/350.3. exhibits two sharp peaks which correspond to
the destruction of the condition (WI/1,..../R..1..)"(0~.,.n.. where town is the diamagnetic drifi
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frequency Of'the alpha particle. the terms PM. and Rm] are the alpha particle contribution given

in Eq5.(12a) and (12b) of Refl. These high peak impedance may be unusable For heating D-T

plasmas because of the following two reasons, First‘ they are so sensitive to frequency that
under experimental conditions they are found only with difiiculty Second, the frequency in the
peak region is just unstableM], that is (0<UD,..:l /R.\,n)"o).m,,. However. as to increases or for
larger [m here Lg/I'P=0.4, the impedance varying tends to smooth. which is corresponding to (o

>(I’ic. /R...1)"m-m

4_ Conclusion
The alphas tend to alter the Alfve‘n wave structure and energy deposition We find that the

presence ofthe alphas makes the KAW propagate toward the central region of the tokamak

plasmas more difiicultly and KAW's amplitude reduce. The absorption of KAW by the bulk
plasma depends sensitively on both the velocity-distribution ofalphas and the spatial profile of
the alpha particle density as well as on the frequency of the injected wave. The calculations
using both Maxwellian and slowing-down alpha distributions are performed, showing that, for
the same alpha density and energy density, the slowing-down distribution more obviously
affects and reduces the energy deposition of the KAW than the Maxwellian distribution. The
energy deposition decreases rapidly as the total number ofthe slowing—down alphas increases
and as the number near the resonant layer increases. The influences of the ion sound and
TTMP on the KAW are remarkable. In addition, we point out here that for positive poloidal
mode number m, mm,“ is negative and hence (shaman, whereas for negative In it is positive and
hence outflow or comma-3. Our results indicate that the Frequency of the injected wave within
the range of KAW's continuum should be larger than the threshold tom.“ characterized by the
alphas
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1_ Introduction
Ion cyclotron emission (ICE) has been observed during neutral beam-heated supershot
discharges in the TFTR deuterium-tritium campaign at sequential cyclotron harmonics of
fusion products [1]. The emission originates from the outer midplane edge plasma, where,
during the initial phase of the discharge, fusion products are likely to have a drifting
ring-type velocityrspace distribution which is anisotropic and sharply peaked. The birth
velocity of fusion products is smaller than the local Alfvén speed at the outer midplane in
the TFTR supershot discharges considered here, in contrast to the situation for JET ICE
observations [2]. In this paper it is shown that the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability
[3], Which results in the generation of obliquely propagating fast Alfvén waves at low
cyclotron harmonics of the fusion ions, can occur under TFTR supershot conditions.
Moreover, the time evolution of the maximum growth rate closely follows the observed
time evolution of ICE amplitude, averaged over several TFTR supershot discharges.

2. Mechanism for Ion Cyclotron Emission from TFTR
The magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability (MCI) with k“ # 0 [3] provides the most likely
emission mechanism for ICE at fusion alphasparticle harmonics observed in JET [2,3] and
TFTR [1,4]. Free energy is provided by the distinctive non~Maxwellian velocity-space
structure, localised to the outer midplane, that arises from the drift orbit characteristics
of centrally~born fusion products with large Larmor radii [2-6]. In the locally uniform
approximation, the MCI can be studied by solving the dispersion relation [3]

(a. — sci/woes — WM) = ~62, (1)
Here the dielectric tensor elements 5,-1- are built up from contributions from thermal ions
and electrons, responsible for numerous damping mechanisms, as well as from the fusion
products. The drifting ring»type velocity distribution of the latter, appropriate to the
outer mid—plane, can be modelled analytically by

fa = na(27r2uvrnvri)“ exp{-(vu - veg/113“ - (vi - ”)2/v3r} (‘3)
The use of such models for the super-Alfvénic JET regime has yielded linear growth
rates for the MCI that match observed ICE power in terms of spectral structure, spectral
splitting, and scaling with fusion product concentration [2,3].

In TFTR supershots, fusion products at their birth energy are sub-Alfvénic at the
outer midplane emission region. While the MCI as originally conceived with k“ = 0 [7,8]
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cannot operate in this regime we have found that in the new theory with A24” 7. 0 [3]3
Eqs (1) and ('2 ) yield instability in the sub All1énic case with parameters applopriate
to TFTR [4].The MCI is however less robust in the sub- Alfve'nic regime: its growth
rate is typically lower and importantly, the MCI is mo1e susceptible to terminatiOn by
spreading of the fusion product pOpulation in velocitv space (Fig 1). In contrast: the
supe1-Alf1enic fusion products which are present in the outei midplane of ET can driVe
the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instabilitv even if they are isotropic 01' have a relatively
broad distribution of speeds [3,8 9] These conclusions mav help to explain the Observation
that fusion product- driven ICE in JET persists for longer than fusion product- driven ICE
in TFTR supershot discharges.

mas-us:

30— so~

120" 20-
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(x105) _
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E l J
0 1’9? I ' 200 o 1.80 1134 195

Fig 1: Linear grout/'1 rate of the MCI versus 0/ : w — [mm for alphaeparticles near the second
cyclotron harmonic, for subrAlfL'énic u/CA = 0.5 (left) and super-Alfvénic u/cA : 1.5 (right)

cases. Wave propagation angle 80216;: ID”, Via/n; = 104. vd/u : —0.5 in both cases. Solid
line: urn/u : 0.04 (left), 0.1 (right); dashed line: *e/u : 005 (left), 0.125 (right); dotted line:

Urn/u : 0.06 (left), 0.15 (right) and 1),; = v,” in all cases [4].

3. Time Evolution of Ion Cyclotron Emission in TFTR
The time variation of the linear MCI growth rate appropriate to a TFTR diSCharge can be
calculated [4] by introducing time evolution constrained by experimental data into Eq
(2.) Specifically, nn(i ) folllows the measuiecl neutron source rate [10] and 12,11,180“— 11,10)
foll0111's the velocit1 space spreading calculated from Sigma1 5 model [11]. The latter is
dominated by two physical effects: collisional slowing down of the alpha- particles and the
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measured evolution of their birth rate. For an idealised isotropic population, Sigmar’s
model yields [4]

v3+vfMM) ~ Ht” - VttllHtva - v) (3)

Here To = 500ms is inferred from the TFTR neutron rate [10] which happens to fit a
sin? dependence, 1),, is the birth velocity, vc is the usual critical velocity, and V(t) and
fly) describe retardation [4,11]. Numerical evaluation of Eq (3) yields the time evolution
of the full width at half maximum Av(t). Next we identify AUG) 2 v,“(t) = vri(t)
in our analytical representation Eq (‘2) of the fusion product distribution at the outer
midplane. This yields time-dependent expressions, obtained by evaluating the standard
kinetic integrals, for the dielectric tensor contribution of the fusion products. Inclusion
of these in Eq (1), and numerical solution of the latter, gives the time evolution of the
linear MCI growth rates The latter closely matches the observed time evolution of the
ICE power in TFTR (Fig ‘2).

JG
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”34
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0 l I I | I l l
0 20 40 60 BO 100 120 140

Time (ms)

Fig 2: Data points: time evolution of ICE intensity at the 3HE cyclotron frequency, averaged
over sin; TFTR discharges. Solid curve: linear growth rate of MCI using data from Ref [10]

and the model of Ref [11] for velocity space evolution [4].

4. Conclusions
A single emission mechanism, the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability [3,4], appears to
be responsible for ion cyclotron emission from fusion products in JET [2] and TFTR [1].
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Differences in the observed characteristics of ICE between JET and TFTR, including the
time evolution of ICE in TFTR, are explicable in terms of the properties of this instability.
The mechanism is distinct from that responsible for ICE from injected beam ions in TFTR
[12]. Measurements of fusion alpha-particle ICE from TFTR under regimes TCSEmbling
those on JET are continuing at present [1], and lend further support to the interpretation
in terms of the specific collective instability presented here.
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Modelling Collective Losses of Energetic Particles

L Berk, B N Breizman, J Fitzpatrick,‘ M Pekker, F Porcellif and H V WongH
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Instabilities due to shear Alfvérrlike modes such as the TAB and fishbones, have

been observed in several experiments. A critical question arises, particularly under fu—

sion conditions, as to how such modes can efiect containment of the energetic particles

that are generating the instability. We have developed a self-consistent nonlinear theory

that is based on the principles of weak turbulence theory for a discrete set of modes.

The essential aspect of the theory is to accurately follow the dynamics of resonant parti—

ales. The critical issue is whether resonance overlap arises due to the growth of unstable

waves. If it does not, modes saturate at a rather low level due to local flattening of the

distribution function, without otherwise significantly affecting the global energetic par-

ticle distribution function. If resonance overlap occurs, the wave energy can explosively

amplify to a level that causes global diffusion of the resonant energetic particle, possibly

giving rise to significant particle loss.
These processes have been modelled in several computer codes, One code is based

on deriving a self—consistent set of mapping equations for both the resonant particles and

the waves. This model has verified the theoretical picture for the paradigm problem of
the bump—on~tail instability, and is now being run for an Alfvén problem with energetic

particles. Results relating of mode saturation with and without resonance overlap are

discussed.
A complementary approach is the development of a quasilinear code, that can

simulate both overlapping and non—overlapping regimes. This code can also exhibit a

pulsating response to the instability.
The simulation results are obtained from a numerical code that follows the inter-

action of resonant particles with linear waves, based on a self-consistent wave-particle
Lagrangian mapping approach. By using action-angle variables for the unperturbed en—
ergetic particle and linear Alfvén modes, we reduce the basic Lagrangian to the following
form

L = Z [2369 MW — H(pe,p¢)]
particles

+ Z dA2+2Re Z Al/g(pg,p¢,)exp[—ioz—iwt+in¢+i(3(9].
modes particles

modes

Here 6 and as are the generated poloidal and toroidal angles and p9 and 11¢ their canonical

momenta; H (p9, 13¢) is an unperturbed guiding-center Hamiltonian; A and a are the mode

1permanent address: University of California, Berkeley, U S A
zPolitecnico di Torino, Italy
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amplitude and phase, a) and H are the mode frequency and toroidal number; and V,(p0, 10¢)

is the matrix element that describes the wave particle interaction [for a given mode
structure V1010, 17¢) is a known function of p9 and m]. From this Lagrangian, we construct

an area-preserving map that allows the energetic particles to be rapidly processed on
the time scale of the inverse instability growth rate; this is much more efficient than

following the particle dynamics on the inverse mode frequency time scale. Background
wave damping, particle sources, and classical relaxation processes are superimposed on

this map to allow appropriate simulation of the collective transport of the alphas on an
experimental time scale. The particle source is included in the code by modifying the
macro-particle weighting, rather than by introducing new particles. A similar approach
can be used to simulate the classical relaxation processes.

The simulation results show that either benign or an “explosive” response can arise
depending on the parameters that define the problem. In the benign case the distribution
flattens locally in phase space. If rut/w >> 1 (a): is the hot particle drift. frequency) the
distribution flattens radially at the resonance position at fixed energy. Figure 1 shows
this flattening due to pulsations when there is no mode overlap. With a slight change
of parameters, this mode produces overlap, with a larger release of wave momentum.

The excess wave momentum is extracted from the canonical momentum stored in the
distribution function. We see in Fig. 2 that particle distribution flattens over the three
modes present in this simulation. For N modes, the wave-momentum release increases
by a factor of N2 compared with the non—overlap case.

These simulations results suggest how a quasilinear model can be constructed to

give realistic self~consistent saturation levels when modes do not overlap, and give self-
consistent diffusion when modes do overlap. We now have results of a quasilinear model
for a one-dimensional distribution function, where the resonance width of each mode is

comparable to the separatrix width of the particle interaction. This model is capable
of demonstrating a “domino" effect, where the excess free energy of a few overlapped
modes allows more widely spaced neighboring modes to overlap. This case is shown in

Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 We see the mode widths, which is proportional to .41”, where A

is the mode amplitude rapidly broaden once mode overlap is achieved. This leads to a
loss of particles to the edge. This is seen in Fig. 4, where we plot the distribution as a
function of cc 5 1 - V/Vm.~1x and the relative time 'yL t.
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ABSTRACT

The MED model including first order finite Larrnor radius effects of core ions and finite

longitudinal electric field is used to compute both the radiative damping and the

eigenfrequencies of the Kinetic Toroidicity induced Alfvén Eigenmodes in toroidal plasmas
D

INTRODUCTION

The physics of weakly-damped Alfvén modes has been long recognised to be crucial for the
confinement of fusion born alpha particles in a tokamak reactor. Within the framework of ideal
magnetohydroclynamics (MI-ID) much attention has been given to the Toroidal Alfvén
Eigenmode (TAB), whose eigenfrequency lies in the shear—‘Alfve’n continuum gap As the TAE
eigenfrequcncy does not satisfy the local Alfvén resonance condition, it is more weakly
damped than usual cylindrical shear- Alfvén waves, and therefore it can be more easily

destabilised by resonant alpha-particles. in hot plasmas, Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) effects'
convert the TAE mode energy into Kinetic Alfvén waves increasing the outgoing wave energy

flux significantly; i.e., the overall damping of the mode via radiative damping. On the other
hand for high plasma temperatures, a new branch of Kinetic Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes
(KTAE) appears and can be driven unstable by energetic particles. Both the radiative damping
and the eigenfrequencies of the KTAE spectrum are very sensitive to the plasma parameters In
particular, toroidal and shaping effects in the plasma equilibrium are important.
In this paper the KTAE spectrum is computed for toroidal plasmas with an arbitrary shape
including realistic IET scenarios. The FLR kinetic effects and parallel electric field effects are
included in the toroidal linear MHD spectral code CASTOR. This model allows one to compute
effectively the KTAE spectrum and the radiative damping of TAE and KTAE for arbitrary
plasma configurations as a function of the relevant FLR parameter. Included in this spectrum
are two types of core localised modes], which may be particularly dangerous to plasma
confinement as they are peaked near the plasma centre where the drive from fusion alphas or
RF ions is strongest. We calculate the radiative damping of the lower frequency mode, and also
describe the transition of the upper frequency mode into a KTAE. These results indicate a
strategy for a systematic experimentalJ study of the KTAE spectrum.
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MHD MODEL INCLUDING FIRST ORDER FINITE LARMOR RADIUS EFECTS

In the outer region away from the resonance surface both KTAE and TAE can be described by
the ideal MHD equation, which reduces to a vorticity equation

2Le=b-V(Viv)¢i+Vv "3—7Vi ¢=o.v~A
Here, (I) is the eigenfrequency, vA the Alfve’n velocity, b the equilibrium magnetic field and (p is
the TAE/KTAE perturbated potential. First order FLR effects of core ions and a finite
longitudinal electric field modify the vorticity equation in the boundary layer around the TAB

resonance region. These corrections have been calculated in detail by Rosenbluth and
Rutherford“ and lead to the modified current equation:

3 [top 3 -4 2Vv'57——-— V ‘—
J 43205 J}: 4H

:l‘ (bVWZL‘
(L)

-H, with E“ 2 —ip3(l —i5)(b-V)V

The vorticity equation equation takes the form:
.,

l 03" 2,4ViiLip=u
A

7
b-V(V_2Lb‘V>¢1+V- ‘37,,“ :+—-—p§(l—i5Xb-V)Vi(b-V)V20+ 3

~ — ‘ 41m) 'A .
4

The structure of this equation is analogous to the structure of the resistive MHD equations
. T

with a general complex parameter 7] defined by: n = 41mm 35(05) + i4nm[§+ fl)?‘1 .

For typical of JET parameters, eg. 1mm] = 4.4 10‘: YIKL’V] ’1:os[(.,”—i] B,"[T], it is convenient

_ i - ’l
to express 1] in normalized units Im[n] :fl = 5.3 10 ,,—,which gives

llORmVA B-[T]
Im[fi] = 10“” in JET auxiliary heated discharges.

KTAE SPECTRUM IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY USING THE CASTOR CODE

The CASTOR code computes dissipative MHD spectra for arbitrary 2D axisymmetric
equilibria. Kinetic modifications to MHD can be modelled by CASTOR within reasonable

accuracy by introducing the complex parameter T1 in the induction equation. In this fashion, a

correct result is obtained for normal modes localised in the gap region. Furthermore the
coupling between the TAE modes and kinetic Alfvén waves yields the conversion of TAE

energy into Kinetic Alfvén waves inside the gap region. Although the propagation of kinetic

Alfve'n waves across the entire plasma cross-section is not accurately described, the energy

transfer from the TAE mode to the KAW is reasonably accurate in this model and since these

kinetic waves are strongly damped the radiative damping is well described within this

approximation. Applying the Castor code to a reconstructed JET equilibrium, the KTAE
spectrum was computed for the shot #34188. In this pulse #34188 several modes were observed
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'ng RF heating by the Active Alfvén diagnostic in the passive mode. The modelling shows
n . . ‘

:1“ exiSience of two sets of KTAE’s With tormdal wave number n=3, one set localized in the
e

central gap an _

hich are particularly undamped and locallzed where the RF ion drive is strongest. The
w
fre uency of the modes is within 10% of the experimental values and their spacing also agrees

witch the experimental results using Im[fi]=10'6 in the modelling. Both branches exhibit

at the second set at a minor radius of r=0.5. The central set consists of 11:3 KTAEs

equally spaced modes and the damping increases linearly with radial wave number p, for the

first branch. For the second branch the damping depends strongly on the mode parity.
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Figure 1 a) KTAE spectrum for the shot #34188 1)) frequency of the KTAE modes as function of radial
mode number 1:) continuous spectrum for the shot #34188 d) radiative damping of the KTAE modes as

function ofrndial mode number.
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CORE LOCALIZED MODES

Both in TFTR and JET equilibria there exist core localized modes in the low shear and large
aspect ratio region. These types of modes can be dangerous to plasma confinement as they are
peaked near the plasma center where the drive from alpha particles or radio frequency heated
ions is strongest, The FLR effects on the core localized modes can be studied using CASTQR
For this purpose a low shear, large aspect ratio circular equilibrium with a linear (1 Profile
varying from (1:1 to q=1.25 is introduced, which contains a single gap for n=3 modes. The
upper mode does not have significant radiative damping with increasing Larmor radius, in
contrast with the lower mode, The KTAE spectrum appears in the hot plasma configuration,

0.7 . 0.7W
I “ _ k

0.5 0.6 ‘
”A 0.5 _ (DA 0.5

o) . Z A0A00.4 } g 0.4

0.3 g 5 0.3 g
-

02 0.2%" 30.0 0.50 1.0 0.0 0.50 1.0
r I”

Figure 2 True ”:3 core localized modes that exist in a COLD plasma, In addition the continuous
spectrum is displayrd, b) the 21:3 spectrum for an equivalent HOT plasma, the continuum spectrum
(dotted line) is replaced by a discrete KTAE spectrum. The cigmmiode.structure1's also displayed

CONCLUSIONS

The KTAE spectrum has been computed in toroidal geometry using a reconstruction of JET
equilibria. In a cold plasma one or possibly two core localized TAE modes exist, while in a hot
plasma the TAE mode has increased radiative damping Wm] >10 lymsl, and a set of
undamped KTAE modes appear just above the TAB gap. In a JET hot plasma the model
predicts the existence of a set of 10w n KTAE modes with equally spaced frequencies increasing
linearly with radial mode number p and with linearly increasing radiative Clamping
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1 Introduction
Blurnin” fusion plasmas will rely on collisional heating by confined alpha particles to sus—

D

tain ignitiOTL Once they have slowed down, however, such particles constitute Helium ash

and their removal may be necessary in order to reduce fuel dilution. MllD perturbations,

either internally generated or externally applied, could in principle perform this role by
1.Csonating with the natural frequencies of trapped alpha particles, giving rise to secular

orbit effects. We study this mechanism for the expulsion of Helium ash using equations
derived via a Hamiltonian formulation pioneered by Boozer, White and co-workers [1.

4}, It. includes in principle the potential occurrence of a double resonance: a frequency

resonance which occurs when the perturbation frequency matches the local toroidal pre-

cessional drift frequency of an alphaeparticle; and a spatial resonance which occurs when

the ratio of poloidal and toroidal mode numbers matches the local value of the safety
factor. This study describes results obtained when these processes are modelled using
the new toroidal guiding centre orbit-following code TARO'l‘. The questions addressed

include: the. width of the region of enhanced diffusion in velocity space and real space;
the relative strength of the impact of this pumping mechanism on Helium ash and on the

fuel ion population; the dependence on the radial structure of the MHD perturbation;
and the distribution of point-of-loss in poloidal angle.

2, Perturbed Guiding Centre Orbits
Our code TAROT solves a system of coupled differential equations derived, with minor
adjustments, from the Hamiltonian approach of Refs [1-4]. The magnetic perturbation is
represented by (SE : V X 0B where B is the axisymmetric equilibrium magnetic field
and a is a scalar function of position,

a : Z O‘mnlt') sin(n(;‘) — 7720 — mm! — 6,1,“) (1)
711,1!

Here I!) : 12/2 for circular flux surfaces where 7‘ is the minor radius, tun," is the pertur-
bation frequency, m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, and onmf‘di) is a
perturbation amplitude profile. Incorporation of 6B and its associated electric potential
(3 [l] in the guiding centre Hamiltonian leads to a direct formulation of the resulting
perturbation of the equilibrium toroidal orbits. Figure 1 shows the secular rapid expul-
sion of a trapped lOOlceV alpha. particle with precessional drift frequency up when the
exact resonance condition run,” : wp(i!') is achieved. The alpha particle drifts out of the
plasma. with constant average radial velocity. This strong effect is not restricted to exact
frequency resonance and. depending on the size of the perturbations, particles within a
range of perpendicular energies (hence, with different can) can also be expelled rapidly from
the plasma. Even quite far from exact resonance, with | (mum — Lop)/tup |< 0.2, the alpha
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Fig 1: Expulsion of u trapped 100kcl" Helium as]: particle at emcl drift precessinnal frequency
resonance with an external magnetic perturbation. Poloidal (left) and toroidal (rig/it) orbit

projections.

particle’s radial position oscillates sinusoidally (‘2) at a frequency equal to the difference
between the applied and precessional frequencies and with an amplitude inversely pm»
portional to this frequency difference, Thus. the radial excursion is often significantly
enhanced over that of an unperturbed orbit, and this increases the diffusion of the parti-
cles substantially when collisions are included.

3. Helium Ash Pumping
The effect of selectively applied external magnetic perturbations on Helium ash transport
has been quantified both in terms of the time taken to leave the plasma and as a quasi-
cliffusive process. Ensembleaveraged results show the following general features. (1)
Typical effective. loss times are a. few milliseconds depending on mode amplitude and
other factors. (2) There are two separate pitch angle ranges where lUUkeV Helium ash
particles are lost from the plasma. This is an unexpected result which has not been
predicted from previous analytical approaches. (3) Particles with greater pitch angles
leave the plasma most rapidly. This occurs because they are more deeply trapped, giving
rise to better-defined resonance because of their restricted spatial excursion. This effect
is so strong that it can overcome pronounced frequency mis-match. (11) It is easy to select
perturbation amplitudes and frequencies such that the impact on fuel ions is negligible.
(:3) The Helium ash flux is localised in poloidal angle near the outer mideplane. For deeply
trapped particles it peaks at i10°. with a small flux at 0°, whereas for less deeply trapped
particles the flux is negligible for —5° < l} < 5° and peaks in the range :Hlfi“ — ‘20").
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Fig 9: Time evolution of minor radial coordinate of a trapped IOOke V Helium ash particle at

enact precessional drift frequency resonance (upper) and 15% off—resonance (lower) wilh an

external magnetic perturbation; we denotes cyclotron frequency,

4. Effect of Tearing Modes on Helium Ash
The diamagnetic frequency 0.). associated with tearing modes can satisfy 0.). 2* top: for
10keV bulk deuterons and deeply trapped 100l<eV Helium ash we find w./w,,a 2 0(m/q(r))
so that frequency resonance is possible. We have used numerical solutions of the linear
tearing mode equation [5] to determine the form of (1 in Eq (1) for use in TAROT.
The spatial resonance (1(7‘5) = m/n is handled using magnetic island flattening [1], (n —-
m/q)‘1 —> (n —m/q)[(n — m/q)g+ Aimhl where Am“ matches the standard island width
equation [5] Figure 3 shows the local enhancement of Helium ash diffusivity that can
occur near the mode rational surface at frequency resonance.
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Fig 3: Ensemblcmtier-aged [om] (Ii/fusion rule of IUOA'cl' Helium ash particles, randomly
distributed in pitch anglc, as a fuzlclion ofminm' radius in [/16 prescncc ofa {caring mode. The

mails has m/n : 2/]. nmrimum (SB/B = 10“1 and [grail/(llfrequency can," : —1045‘1, with
1770((C rational smfrmc a! 7'5 shown.

5. Conclusions
We have quantified the way in which externally applied and internally generated magnetic
perturbations satisfying can,” ~ up allecl the transport and confinement of Helium ash in
LOliElIHakS. In particular. Helium ash loss can he made selective in velocity-space, fuel ions
need not be affected. and the distril'mlion of point-of—losr‘. is [)Oloidally localised. Tearing
Inodes may create significant. local enhancements of Helium ash diffusion.
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1. Introduction

Global modes of the Alfvén wave exist in tokamaks because of the equilibrium current (GAE),

the toroidicity (TAE), the pressure (BAE) and the shaping of the plasma (BAE). These modes

have already been studied numerically [1,2,3] using either cylindrical kinetic or toroidal fluid

plasma models; comparisons with experiments showed however important limitations and led
to the recent development of the toroidal PENN code [4], which includes a resistive fluid and a

kinetic model based on a finite Larmor radius (FLR) expansion. Using this new tool, kinetic

effects are here studied for a GAE mode in a medium size tokamak.

2. Model
To model the propagation of Alfvén waves in a tokamak, a general MHD equilibrium is first
computed using the CHEASE code [5] and the geometry extended further into a vacuum region
limited by a perfectly conducting wall. The linear field perturbations expressed in terms of the
electromagnetic potentials (A513) are then obtained for a given model of the dielectric tensor.

The fluid plasma model [6] has been derived in the frame of resistive MHD, assuming that the
resonant wave-particle interactions and the Lannor excursion of the particles remain negligible.
The more sophisticated kinetic approach [7] is based on a finite Larmor radius (FLR) expansion

and takes both of these effects into account: it provides a consistent description of the Landau
damping and allows for conversion to either the kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW) or the surface
quasi—electrostatic wave (SQEW), depending on whether the ratio between the parallel phase
velocity of the wave and the thermal speed of the electrons m/(kflvma is smaller or bigger than
unity.

The oscillating helical antenna current driven inside the vacuum region serves to calculate the
response of the cavity and to check the consistency of the numerical solution using the balance
between the power absorbed by the plasma, the energy flux and the antenna load.
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3. GAE mode in the TCA tokamak
A force-free equilibrium of circular cross-section is defined with the parameters R020 613In,
Ro/a=3. 39 Rw/a=1. 167 B0=1. 5 T, q0=105 qa:4. 55, n5:n0:—-.5 2x1019(1- O. 98s?)0-7m
Tc:2TD=T0(1-0.8452) eV reminding the TCA experiment [9], except for the rather flat
temperature profile which has been chosen to avoid conversion to an SQEW at the plasma Edge.
A helical antenna current (n=—2, m=-1) is driven in the vacuum region half way between the
plasma edge and the perfectly conducting wall .
Using first the fluid model to calculate the plasma response, a generator frequency Scan
illustrated in figl reveals the presence of a GAE mode at 2.38 MHZ and the edge of the
continuum at 2.41 MHz. Apart from the global m=-1 structure in the center which is
characteristic for this mode, the fluid wavefield in fig.2 shows that several Alfvén resonanccs
are simultaneously present at radiallpositions s=0 79,0 88 0 93, 0.96, 0.97, 0.985 and yield
a continuum damping of ly/colz 0.75% via resonant absorption.
The same study 13 then repeated with the kinetic model for an electron temperature increasing
from To=400, 600, 800 eV to 1 keV. Fig.1 shows that the GAE mode is first clearly found at
2.32 MHz, but is then up«shifted to 2.33 and 2.37 MHz before it disappears completely for the
highest temperature. Although it is difficult to measure the damping rate precisely, approximate
values obtained for the three lowest temperatures give [y/ml s 1, 1.5 and 2.6% which are an
order of magnitude higher than those predicted by cylindrical FLR models [9]. Combined with
a Fourier analysis of the kinetic wavefields, fig.2 suggests how toroidal FLR effects damp the
GAE mode via two different mode conversion processes.
At T0=400 eV, the global GAE wavefield is clearly dominant inside and its radial extension
agrees remarkably well with the fluid result. Unlike for the fluid model, short wavelength
oscillations appear between s=0.55 and the center, with poloidal Fourier amplitudes m=-1
increasing, and m=0, +1 decreasing towards the center. A comparison with the local dispersion
relation indicates that these oscillations correspond to a KAW. The innermost Alfvén resonance
is at s=0.79, but no conversion takes place there. Therefore, we interpret the existence of the
kinetic wavefield between s=0.55 and the center as a result of the toroidal coupling between the
global wavefield and the KAW. This nomperturbative interaction (in the sense that it cannot be
obtained perturbatively from a toroidal fluid model because the finite-Larmor radius effects are a
singular perturbation ) is strongest at s=0.55 where Rg/a E 6 is still not very large. The KAW is
subsequently damped by electron Landau damping as it propagates towards the center. This
whole process has been called radiative damping in ref.[lO].
Increasing the temperature to T0=600 eV, brings the ratio m/(kflvm'e) E 0.5 at s:0.9 down to
0.37, so that the conversion begins to be possible at the outer resonances: the KAW does
however still not propagate very far and the global mode damping is probably still dominated
by the Landau damping of the KAW in the plasma core.
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=800 eV and 1 keV, this ratio is further reduced to 0.32 and 0.29, so that the modeAt To
conversio
hammer in the center, damping out the peak in the plasma response (fig.l).c

Despite the qualitative difference between the fluid and the kinetic results, both predict GAE

rates which are in good agreement with the experimentally observed lay/ml E 1-2%. The

n taking place at the resonances becomes strong enough that it drowns the GAE mode

damping
single fact that this value remained constant during all the years of exploitation of TCA speaks

however strongly in favor of the non—perturbative damping process in the plasma core, where
the parameters remained much more similar from shot to shot than in the edge region.

4_ Conclusion

An analysis has been carried out for the GAE mode observed in the TCA tokamak. Both, the

fluid and the kinetic models implemented in the toroidal PENN code predict frequencies and
dampings which are in good agreement with the experiment. Using the fluid model, the GAE

mode is located in the plasma core and damped via resonance absorption in the plasma exterior.

With the kinetic description, two conversion mechanisms lead to the Landau damping of a
KAW: one is the counterpart of the fluid models' resonance absorption and occurs in the
external parts of the plasma; the other has no such fluid correspondance, and is induced non

perturbatively in the plasma core through toroidal coupling between the global GAE wavefield

and the 108W.
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Influence of Alpha Particle Diffusion
on Burn Dynamics in Tokamaks
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1' Introduction
For the operation of a DT—fusion reactor, a good coupling of the a-particle power to the
plasma is essential. We have studied the influence of a-particle slowing down and diffusion
on fusion reactor dynamics using the volume-averaged (O-D) particle and power balance
code FRESCO [1]. The effects considered are: (A) a-particles slow down instantaneously
in collisions at the location of the fusion reaction and deposit their energy to bulk electrons
and ions in unequal proportions. (B) aparticles diffuse outward radially while slowing

down and are lost at the plasma. boundary. (C) A part of the oz-particle power may be
extracted by waves and diverted to fuel ions, which modifies fusion reaction rates and

relative heating rates betWeen electrons and ions.

2, Coupling of the a—particle power to the plasma
(A) Instantaneous slowing down in Coulomb collisions. If the slowing down time of
wparticles is much shorter than their spatial loss time, the oeparticles can be assumed to
slow down instantaneously at their birth place and deposit all their energy in the plasma.
In this caSE, the a-particle power absorbed by the plasma, P3”, is equal to the oz—particle
power produced by the plasma, Pg,"t : Ea f SB‘dV, where Ea is the initial kinetic energy
of the a-particle, 52‘ is the a-particle production rate due to thermonuclear DT-fusion
reactions, and V is the plasma volume. The average fraction gal, of is deposited in
plasma ions (EM, : l A 50H, in electrons) is calculated as fun, : ffianiSEdV/f 5';t
where 60.4 is the local ion heating fraction given by Stix [2] Typically, fun; is 0.2—0.3.
(B) Radial transport while slowing down. Actually, the a—particles diffuse radially
while slowing down in collisions. As a consequence, the a-particle power deposition profile
broadens and the a-particle power coupling efficiency 77,: = Pn/Pfi‘“ decreases below
100%. We calculate 77,, as the volume-average of the (x-particle coupling efficiency 7],, :
[1+1'5D/(27'u,)]'1 given by Sigmar et at. [3] Here 75D : 1.98X 1019Aq/2/(Z5ne 1n Awe) is
the slowingvdown time of the (Lt—particles which depends via the plasma parameters on the
plasma radius, while the spatial loss time of the a—particles, Tu : aZ/(4Da), is constant for
a spatially constant cx-particle diffusion coefficient Du. Moreover, a is the minor radius,
AC, and Z,x are the mass and charge number of the a-particlcs, and 71:, Tc and in ACHc are
the electron density, temperature and Coulomb logarithm, respectively. SI units are used,
except that TC is in keV. For Du S 2 mz/s, 77a may decrease by about 20% at typical DT-
fusion reactor densities and temperatures. In existing experiments the diffusion coefficient
of fusion product ions has been found to be typically about 0.1 mz/s [4]. In the next-step
devices, where the MHD activity is of greater concern, the value of Dc, may, however,
be significantly greater. The total a-particle power P5”, and the fractions 51.4.: are
calculated as in model (A).
(C) Extraction of the a-particle power by waves. Recently, it has been suggested
that a part of the o-particle power could be channelled to radio frequency waves [5,6]. This
would provide a possibility to control the a-particle power deposition in fusion reactors.
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The scheme relies on quasi-linear diffusion of cvparticles both in space and energy, and
on selective wave damping on plasma particles. To model the extraction of the (It-particle
power by waves and the damping of these waves on fast fuel ions, we assume that the
particle-wave interactions take place typically on shorter timescales than other plaSma
phenomena. Thus a—particle power is transferred directly to fast ions.
When a fraction 6‘ of the a»particle power is diverted to fast ions, which are here Chosen
to be deuterium ions, the fast ion density is given by Sam = €P;°'/(ErastV) where Em,
is the characteristic energy of fast ions. A spatially homogeneous fast ion distribution is
assumed, although the localization of the fast ions in the plasma core would be beneficial
due to a higher reactivity. The fast ions either fuse or slow down in collisions. When
thermal and beam~thermal DT-fusion reactions are taken into account, the total fusion
heating power is Pf,“ : Ea HS? + 5'3““)dV. The beam~thermal reactivity is averaged
over the slowing down velocity distribution of fast ions, and the energy broadening of
the a-particle distribution function due to beam—thermal reactions is neglected. The
fast ions that do not fuse are assumed to slow down in Coulomb collisions with the
thermal background. Assuming that the fast ions slow down istantaneously, the power
Psi: : E;...f(5;.5. ~ 32—min! : 0P;°‘ — Er.“ [53“t is deposited by them in the
plasma. The fractions gym,“ of 13,325 that are absorbed by thermal ions and electrons are
calculated in the same fashion as Eq..” above. Because the fast ion energy is typically
much lower than Ed, the fast ions slown down predominantly on thermal ions: the value
of Erma, for IUD-keV deuterons is about 80—90%.

3. Reactor Dynamics Model
The above models for a-particles have been included into the time—dependent particle and
power balance code FRESCO (Fusion REactor Simulation COde) [1]. FRESCO solves the
system of volume-averaged (0-D) particle and power balance equations

as: _ E.
d ‘ + Efl—VCPSbS + C—ePext — rad + Pohm + Efusl—ve-Pfgs T Pee—oi (1)t TE,¢

dEi E, — a s - — a s(lt : _ + Eu—oiPub 'l‘ CiPext + EfMt—vial; + Pet—oi (2)TEJ

dNesh Nash
: __ 5&5dt 1-5”, + h (3)

for the thermal background. Density, current density, and temperature profiles of the
form X = Xoll ~ (1‘/a)2l°'x are assumed. E, is the total energy and TE‘C is the energy
confinement time of electrons, respectively, and f, is the fraction of external heating power
Pm absorbed by electrons. Similar notations are used for ions. The formulae used for
radiative power Fwd, which includes both Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation, as
well as for Ohmic heating power Pom and the temperature relaxation term PEH; can be
found in [7]. The particle balances for thermal deuterium and tritium ions are written
similarly as that for helium ash, Eq. (3). The helium ash production rate is given by
Sash = [3,;t for model (A) and by S“), = 77°, nt for model (B). For model (C),
either Sash : KS? + SE"“‘)dV or SM}, : HHS?“ + 32““)dV is used, the latter taking
heuristically into account the possibility that the helium ash production rate decreases
when a-particles, while their energy is extracted by waves, are displaced to the plasma
periphery [5,6]. Equal ion and electron energy confinement times are assumed and they
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e estimated from the ITERSQ—P scaling law [8] with an H-mode factor of 2. Furthermore,
Elie effective particle confinement time 7;", of the thermal background is assumed to be
eight times longer than TE.

4. Results . . . .
Figure 1 shows the fusron power and helium ash concentration during the start-up and
burn phase for an ITER-srzed reactor With 50:50 DT-fuel mixture for various values of D0,.
The start-up of the plasma current and density is similar to that in [9], and the plasma.
is heated to ignition temperatures within about 100 5. After the ramp—up, the average
electron density is 1.2 x 1020 m‘3. An increase in D3 (model B) reduces the fusion power
and the ash concentration as compared to model (A). The decrease in the fusion power
dominates, and therefore the fusion burn may quench after ignition. In the (ne,T)-plane
this means that the steady state operation contour with Pm = 0 shifts to higher plasma

densities with increasing Du.

An important feature in Fig. 1 is the large overshoot in fusion power even when the fusion
burn is not extinguished. These overshoots cause severe additional thermal stresses on
the reactor structures, in particular on the divertor. To avoid the high divertor and wall
loads, more ingenious plasma scenarios should be adopted where, instead of keeping the
electron density constant after ignition, the fusion power of the reactor is controlled. With
fuelling modulation, the power overshoots can be reduced by 80—90% [7].
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the fusion power and ash concentration after a sudden
increase in D, in steady fusion burn, triggered, for instance, by an instability or increased
MHD«activity. Fuelling rates are kept constant. Interestingly, a. larger Du than that in
Fig. 1 is possible without quenching of the burn because of the density build-up.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the fusion power and the fractions fan; and 5%“, when
a given part of the a-particle power is diverted to deuterium ions at 100 keV. Because of
a higher fl'i/Tc»ratio as compared to the case where no power is diverted, the channelling
of a—particle power to fuel ions increases the fusion power of the reactor. Here SM}, 2
“5;" + 53“h)dV has been used. When Sm, = 0f(S;h + S:“h)dV is adopted, a further
amplification of the fusion power follows due to a decrease in the ash concentration. To
avoid enhanced power overshoots after ignition, it is beneficial to divert a-particle power
to fuel ions only after the start-up. For a D3He-reactor, the channeling of the fusion
particle power to fuel ions appears to be even more advantageous because the collisional
slowing down of fusion products results in a lower value of 5—, z 0.15412.
According to FRESCO calculations, the a—particle effects are of a high importance in
fusion reactor dynamics, and worth a more detailed modelling.
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TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITIONS OF FAST ION ORBITS

1, Furno, F. Porcelli, Department of Energetics, Politecnico di Torino, ITALY

L. G. Eriksson, JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 313A, UK.

INTRODUCTION. In a central plasma region of radius 8,, = AmR. with A Eq/ R, the
stand banana 01bit width, 5,, _-e "‘qp, with a—_ r / R, exceeds the radial distance from the

magnetic axis,l .Within this region the banana orbit is distorted into a potato orbit of width

of order 5p, For example, for a lMeV hydrogen mm in the JET tokamak, 5,, ~ 0.3m. Most of

the ions produced by on-axis ICRF heating on JET have potato orbits, with parallel--to-

perpendicular velocity ratio 11,, / V1 Sp(5 /R)“2. A c01rect description of the high energy ion

orbits is important to assess their effects on the energy balance and on MHD stability.

GulDlNG CENTRE HAMILTONIAN. Consider a stand low-{3 tokamak equilibrium,

Where the flux surface cross sections depart from circles by terms of order 1:. The orbit

equation for the guiding centre can be obtained from the invariance of the kinetic energy

Esmv /2, magnetic moment, p-— mv; /ZB and the toroidal canonical momentum

Pp:(Ze/c)\il-mR1’,/B /B, where 1|! > 0 is the poloidal magnetic flux. To leading order m
5.1% =o/,vm(l+80059),/2 Where on =Sign(V”), V10: (ZuBO fin)“2 , B0 is the value of B
on axis and 9» E (E/uBO)7l. We introduce the dimensionless variables 17 E r/Sp,

= (R / 5],)1, \lAllp = (2970 / 389w, where the characteristic potato width,
5” 5(2q‘L0 / QURO)3’3R0, is defined as an invariant of the motion, RO is the distance of the
magnetic axis from the torus simmetry axis, £20 52630 /mc and q0 sq(0). For fast ions
confined in a region of low magnetic shear, i.e. (dlnq/a'lnr) <<l for r <<5fl, the orbit

equation can be cast in the form
o,,(}:+i°cos9)"2=FZ—1IJW (l)

The orbit equation (1) is equivalent to the Hamiltonian for the guiding centre motion
[{(xA,)7,\Illp)=(xA2+fi2-lili)Z—£=}L (2)

where the cartesian coordinates £=fcosSj=z°sin9 are canonically conjugate, with )3
playing the role of the canonical momentum variable and )1 that of the effective energy. The
parameter plane (1,111”) is subdivided into three region by the stationary solutions of
Hamilton's equations (Fig. 1): each point in region 1 corresponds to two orbits nested into
each other, one orbit pertains to each point within region 11, while no orbits exists within
region 111. Non-standaid orbits satisfy the inequalities 1;! <1, K<l. The limiting curves
-—?\, 0(111," ), A: )L (111 ) correspond to the locus of the co- and counter- passing orbits, where

a-+1 respectively, while the separatrix curve 7»: 7t _(\|I )corresponds to the locus of the
pinch orbits. A more detailed orbit classification can be found in Ref.[l].
All the orbits are closed in the (3,5)) plane. The bounce time, Th(i,\lllp):§dr, can be
evaluated analitically in terms of elliptic integrals; it has a logaritmic singularity on the pinch
orbit, while it remains finite for the co- and counter-passing stagnation orbits.
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TRANSITION PROBABILITIES. If we now take into account the collisions of the ions
with the thermal plasma we are led to consider the drift kinetic Fokker-Planck equation

0f / 5t +vfl. v/ = C(f) +5, (3)
where f is the fast ions distribution function. v“. is the guiding centre velocity . S the fast
ion source term. C(f) = tf’v‘laiidfhat is the collisional drag term. I. the slowing down
time. In the high energy limit, E > Em, z of, with Z the electron temperature and gum a
mass-dependent factor, only the collisional drag by thermal electrons is important. Since for
MeV ions and typical plasma parameters the ratio 5 sch/1." is very small except in an
exponentially thin strip around the pinch locus. we can expand f = f}; +(r,, MAN, +.._ To
leading order in e. v“. -a = 0, thus f0 = fa(v.}.. RF ,1) is a function ofthe invariants of the
motion, After bounce averaging and perfonning the variable transformation (r.S) —> (Pa-T),
where r is the time along the orbit. the drag term splits into two parts
Elf / 6v —> 6f / 0v +[(PU — Zettl /c) / v]r§f / 8P”. With the further transformatinn
(v, Pm) —> (inf/m). Eq. (3) takes the form (IF/d; : I‘l'3<S>. where (A: r /1". F = v and the
characteristic equations are _

til=<fz)+tiim 91:291/3 (4)
where c). = dot / df and angle brakcts denote bounce averaging. The function
gUtniJ,P ,o) : (772) is double—valued within region I of Fig 1. hence we need to introduce an
index 0 = +1 for the outer orbit and o = —] for the inner orbit. The support for the function
g(}i,\ilm.~l) coincides with region I, while the function gOiJiJrl) is analytic across the
curve 7:: 91+. Note that g is single-valued on the pinch locus, where g—> 1°”: reduces to the
square of the pinch radius.

0 7..
\ auiu‘ I,, tng‘i

Fixed nuirl

rmrpru u'I-l

Pinch mail

an i i V . . . -- .2‘72 0 ~11) o i D 50 3 a w 1 7! it

Figil. Fig.2 Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 2. the characteristic curves in the (inf/U) plane can be thought of as
originating from an unstable fixed point. placed at it: 0. \I1 = ~3(16)_M, as f—> —oo. Some
of these curves intersect the pinch locus. At the intersection point a branching of the solutions
occurs. as represented by the diagram of Fig. 3. An outer orbit evolves into a pinch orbit,
thereafter a small perturbation transforms the orbit either into the adjacent inner orbit in
region I, or into the trapped orbit in region H. A third branch. which maps the pinch locus
onto itself. is dynamically unstable.
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ermine the fast ion distribution function we must decide which of the two branches an
. The Hamiltonian (2) describes the guiding centre motion on the time 'r,,,

P can be taken as constant, while the system (4) represents the orbit evolution

To det

orbit will follow

where A and ‘1‘]!

n the collisional (slow) time scale. Within this description any information of the quickly
0
varying phase is lost. A statistical closure, as described below, leads to the introduction of

transition probabilities across the locus of the pinch orbits. The equations of motion are

determined by the time dependent Hamiltonian H[.f,j7,\flm(t)] = Mr). where \i obeys Eqs.

4 . With reference to Fig. 4, let us identify the separatrix at a given time I = to and for a given

\llwdo)’ )1: [\Ijm 60)], nested into a higher it = Am" ([0) trajectory and denote by I]. I' = A, B,C

the areas enclosed respectively by the two lobes of the separatrix and the higher trajectory.

_, Dutevomll

‘— l l l l

ma
mm

als
;

a L
Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

At the later time, 5 = [0 + A? , the separatrix and the new trajectory corresponding to
91:71.”..60 +Afo) will have modified their shapes and so I, will have changed. However,
owing to Liouville theorem, 2'], =const, thus, since within a shon time A], =1:(1:,)Af, it
follows that 2'], = 0. Let, for example, If decrease, I}. <0, so that the phase trajectories
leave region C and move into A or B. The probability of transition from C to A or B is
determined as the ratio of the measure of all the trajectories moving into A or B to that of all
trajectories leaving C:

PC-nl : “I‘ll /[(' Pry); = ‘jlr /jr' (5)
A proof of this, which is referred to as Kruskal's thorem in Ref. [2]. can be found e.g. in Ref.
[3]. It should be noted that the adiabatic approximation breaks down in a very narrow strip
around the separatrix. However it can be shown that this introduces small correction of order
51n5 to the transition probabilities in (5). The computation of (5) leads to the following

analytic expressions for the transition probability functions:

PM =[1-g(\ll..)]/[1+g(\il..)]. Pg.” =1— PM (6)
where gm“)=(2/T:)arcsin[(22p—z1 +zl)/(z2 +z,)], ;, =(?\.+£1)Hl and £1, j=p.l,2 are
the roots of )7 (cf. Fig 3). Graphs of the transition probabilities along the pinch locus are
shown in Fig. 5. Note that in the standard orbit limit the transition probability to the inner
orbit approaches unity, while Pry/4 z 1 near the cusp point at \f/m = 3/4.
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[NWARD PARTICLE DRIFT. To illustrate the effects of slowing down. let us study the co-
injection of a mono-energetic neutral beam at an angle or m] :56” (COSO‘i/u : VJ. /v)- Weassume a source‘ S a 8(8)exp{—[((f—7A;,,,)/A’¢l2}5(l"l’olt Wilh ’3", = 1‘4 and A; = 0-2. Theflux surface averaged density profile is n(r,l) : (meoilil-ftErll. 13.9“)(‘11 /d")dEdR. -

a (a) *—i—rfii
i4— WMID) ./ Ptrrhlntus ’

l

. t ,1 Lost) / . .g» army/l Fig. 6.(a) Densrty profilesl w v( 1:050 at various normalized: 5 “ i=e.r.a .L ‘3? i:030 . times; (b) Branching, ,/ F . . . .u a characteristic for in ectedt J
7 as DU in IE ions with 17:13,”; (c) Orbit

evolution following the
trapped branch; (d) Orbit
evolution following the
inner orbit.

The time evolution of n(r,l) is shown in Fig.6a. Fig. 6b shows the characteristic followed by
orbits born at f = FWvThe transition probability to trapped orbits is about 27%. Figures 6c and
6d show examples of ion orbits at various times along this characteristic. Ions on inner orbits
drift inward. encircle the magnetic axis and eventually become standard passing ions. Also,
the inner leg of trapped orbits intersects the magnetic axis during slowing down. These two
effects produce the build up ofthe ion density in the centre, as can be seen in Fig. 6a.
CONCLUSIONS. We have discussed the branching of the slowing down characteristic
curves associated with the Fokker-Planck equation when the finite radial width of fast ion
orbits is taken into account. A statistical method has been proposed to predict the orbit
evolution across the branching curve[4]. Our theory is particulaty relevant to the dynamics of
energetic ions in magnetically confined plasmas. A new Significant inward radial transport of
the fast ion orbits as they slow dowrr in energy has been found.
REFERENCES. [l] F.Porcelli e! al. Proc. 21th EPS Conf. on Contra Fusion and Plasma
P/nu'ics (Montpellier. 1994). Vol II. p. 648. [2] DDobrott and J.M. Greene, Phys. Fluids 14,
1525 (1971). [3] AS. Bakaj. in Asymptotic Amt/JAWS II, Vol 985 of Lecture Notes in Math,
Ed. F. Verhulst (Springer, NY. 1983)‘ p.96. [4] F.Porcelli. L.~G.Eriksson and I.Furno,
Topological Transitions o/‘Fast Ions Orbits. JET-P(94)72, submitted to Phys. Rev. Len‘.
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1.1ntroducton
Particle flux on the divertor plate is observed in the present tokamak experiments such

as JT.60U[1], JET[2] and Dill-DB]. One of sources of particle flux is ion orbit loss, where

the ions in the region near the separatrix escape from the insides ofthe separatrix to the outer

due to the toroidal drift, High energy ions which pass through the separatrix and hit a divertor

area and neighborhood.
Particle orbit simulations are carried out to study the ion loss at the plasma edge ot‘a

tokamak. By tracing the orbits 0f high energy ions, the loss conditions and thermal flux are

analyzed in the cases with and without the radial electric fields.

2.Model
2-1.Particle orbit simulation

The equation of motion is solved in this study. Compared with the guiding centre

model, this method contains the finite Larrnor radius effect of an ion which moves over the

spatial distribution of a radial electric field, The equation is solved by Runge-Kutta-Gill

method.
2-2.Magnetic field and electric field

The magnetic field configuration is refered to that of Doublet III-D. The major radius

R=1.67m, the minor radius a=0.668m, the plasma current Ip=1.6m and the toroidal magnetic

field Bto=2.lT are applied. The reference tokamak plasma has the double null sepraratrix

configuration ,
The radial electric field Er is a function of minor radius at the midplane as shown in

Fig.1(a) by referring to the profiles obtained in the experiments of Doublet Ill-D[4]. The

corresponding field vector in the poloidal cross sectoin is shown in Fig.1(b)r Er is assumed
to be zero in the outer region of separatrixr ln Fig.1(b), the radial electric fields is reversed at

the 09 p , lon loss occurs mainly in the region of0.95< p <1.0, where 309510.317 XEmaK

and Erl:-0r588XEmaxv If Emax is positive, Er near the separatrix is negative and vice
versa.

3.Results
3-1. Ion loss region and the effect of Er
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The theory and the simulation study of ion orbit loss are shown in Refs.5,6,7. Figme

Emax

|

I 0.95

I Er1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
- (a)‘D

Zi
m

l
2 shows the orbits of deuterium ions which
have the negative velocity component parallel
the magnetic fields in the initial points, ThCSe
ions go across the separatrix and escape
through the X-point.

Figure 3 shows the particle fluxes of Skev
ions from the outer region on a midplane in
the cases ofErl =(a)0kV/m, (b)— 17,6kV/m and
(c) -35.2kV/m, Emax=0,30,60kV/m. Here,
the relations between the positions ofparticle
flux in a divertor and the initial points on a
midplane are pictured Particle flux at the
inner and outer hit points is due to the
losses oi‘Fig,2(a)and(b), respectively. When
the negative radial electric field becomes
larger, the particle flux at the inner hitpoint
decreases. Similar results are also obtained
for the particle flux from the inner region
which corresponds to the ion loss ofFig.2(c),

Fig.1 Radial e/ectriefield distribution
{a)li1 a minor radius,
(1)) Two-dimensional distribution on the
magnetic smjace.

Fig.2 Ion orbit in a poloidal surface.
(a)(b)vx3'-II0 mid/ram outer region,
(ch/3") Ofrom inner region.

Zi
m

l

-O.8
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3-2.Thermal load
Figure 4 shows the thermal loads in a divertor when the distributions of the ion

density N and the temperature T are assumed in the cases of Erl=(a)OkV/m, (b)—17.6kV/m
and (c) -35.2kV/m, Emax=0,30,60kV/m. The temperature is TH =1 :15keV and 'l‘p =03

1105‘ .,,.........,......... _
_ Er=0 —x—1DkeV:h—-

$8104 if —1:-5keV . E
g ; A —o—2keV E
1: 610" "‘3
8 : H :5
~ 410‘” 'EE ; l l K .E
5 ,— - 0
E 210 : .15

o'
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 16 1a 2

film}
(a)

1105_"'1 I I 'l"'|"l

r : —x—10kev .
E 8104 —-Ei——5kev _
Q ~ —e—2kev -

g 610‘.
3 .
a 410“
E : R
g 210*" 7’3“,_ _

. Ao" .
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

ll
(c)

1105

810"

610‘ '

4104'

210‘

0

_rr.,...,,..,...,..........
- =_ —o— OkeVErp_1 17.6kV/m 5keV _

+2kev -

0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 2

Rim]
(b)

Fig. 4 : Thermal load in a diverrar
Eryn, =(a)0. (b)-1 7. 6, (c)-35.2kV/m

=3.0keV , the density is NF: 20
X 1.0'9m‘3 and NW”: 3.5 X 1.0”
m“. When EFO, 2keV ions have
larger thermal load than other energy
ions because of the abundant number
of 2keV ions in the Maxwellian
distribution. When the negative radial
electric field is larger as shown in

Fig.4(b) and (C), the decrease ofthermal load is found for the whole ions of 2, 5 and 10keV.
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3—3.T0tal thermal flux in a divedrtor
Figure 5 shows the total thermal load due to the ion orbit loss from the inner and Outerregions in the cases of 1e = 0, -1 7.6, -35.2kV/m, where the density N and the 16mperamre Tis assumed to be constant; N is 2.0 X 1.0'9m'3 and T is 2keV. The total thermal load hastwo peaks in a divertor area corresponding to the inner and outer hit points. The totalthermal load is decreased in a negative Er.

4 105 4105
{3.5105 23.5105
i3 105 a 3105
«3.5105 ‘3 2.5105
2 2 105 2 2105
2.5105 21.5105
E 1 1o5 '5 1 105

.C1- 5 1o4 *— 510‘
0 o0.6 o. 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 0.5 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.3 2R [m] R [m]

(a) (131
4105 ._.3 5105 Fig.5: Total thermal\E '3 105 load in a divertor area_, . _

- ,.32.5 ms 121-,:,r(a)0, (27)-“ 6, (C)~3J.2klvm
N

2 2105
TE“ 1.5105 . _5 1105 4.C0nclusnon.5 5 101 In the particle transport

simulations, the loss regions of deuterium0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 ions on a midplane and the thermal loadR [m] in a divertor area made by the high energy(C) . . .ions are studied. The effect of negativeelectric fields is shown for the ion orbit loss and the total thermal load.

0
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Introduction

The interaction between magnetically confined plasmas and fusion generated a—particles

is one of the key issues to be resolved before the completion of a next step fusion device.
Global Alfvén modes such as the toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) are of
articular concern because the resonant interaction of fusion a-particles may lead to

enhanced loss of energetic particles. At high plasma temperatures a spectra of “Kinetic"
TAE modes can appear, equally spaced in frequency and occurring above the TAB

frequency [1]. In this paper we use the guiding centre code HAGIS [2] to carry out a
numerical study of trapped fast particle orbits in JET in the presence of TAE and KTAE
perturbations.

The HAGIS code

A programme, HAGIS, has been written that follows the guiding centre drift motion of
particles in the presence of general electromagnetic perturbations provided by the resistive
MHD code CASTOR. Using the straight field line coordinates 1/)p,9, C introduced by White
and Chance [3], the equilibrium magnetic field can be written

B : 6w)... 0)t + WW6 + man (1)
and the perturbations in terms of magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials,

A(r, t) = A;,,vzpp + Agve + :4q ; <3 = ea, 26) (2)
The Lagrangian for the guiding centre motion is

E = 1399+ M + #5 - H + pcéifip (3)
where f is the gyroangle, ’H the Hamiltonian, and pg, p; the canonical momenta given by

100 = PM + 1/) + do 1% = Pug - 1/11» + Ac (4)
in which p“ = v” /wc is the parallel gyroradius and rt is the toroidal flux. Presently, HAGIS

uses a simplified form of perturbation A = oz(z/),,, 0,0B, computed to match the radial
component of TB from CASTOR. Substituting'the components of (EB into the equations
of motion we obtain the same expressions for wp,0,(,p'” as used by White and Chance [3].
Based on this system of equations the HAGIS code has been developed in order to follow
particles within an arbitrary plasma geometry and in the presence of time-dependent
perturbations.
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Interaction of trapped particles with TAE modes

A series of experimental discharges were run in JET using ion cyclotron hefiting of
deuterium plasmas with absorbed power 3-4MW, B¢=1.4T, IP21MA, nc(r = 0) 2
3x1019m3, Tfl(r = 0) = SkeV. Heating was primarily through the second harmonic heatin
of minority hydrogen. Three high frequency n=3 modes were observed experimentally
and the radial structures were computed by CASTOR. Tail temperatures of lMeV were
assumed, taken from the combined Fokker—Planck and wave propagation code PION
[4]. High—energy ions interact with the Alfvén eigenmodes through the trapped particle
resonance, which can be written for the simplest case as [5, 6]

w=n<t > +ZDJM, l=0,1,2.... (5)

where wbh is the bounce frequency and < high > is the toroidal precession frequency, For
multiple eigenmodes and for (up, w n < tum, >, the structure of the resonances becomes
more complicated, and the resonances require numerical analysis.

Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out using HAGIS with 11200 particles, initial energy
between 300keV and 3MeV for 0.3msec in the presence of 3 TAE modes. The resultsI
shown in figure 1a identifies one class of particles f0r which the toroidal precession
frequencies are in fundamental resonance with the wave. A second class of resonant
particles with lower precession frequencies can be identified as those particles shown in
figure 1b with poloidal bounce frequencies in fundamental resonance with the wave.
On average, the energy fluctuations of particles in toroidal precession resonance are
twice those of particles in poloidal bounce resonance. This is in qualitative agreement
with theory [6]. Calculations have shown that a single particle resonant with the
toroidal precession frequency undergoes slow time«varying perturbations of the precession
frequency; stochastic behaviour occurs when it comes close to a neighbouring resonance.
For the complete distribution, one can consider the temporal evolution of the quantity
< Apg >= <p§> — (pg)2 (<> denotes the ensemble average) [7]. Figure 2 plots the variation
of < Apg > for particles arranged in 8 bins of initial p4. From the figure, stochastic
particle motion is evident for particles with initial pg z —0.06eV—secs. This figure is for
(SET/Ba = 3.33 x 10”, just above the stochastic threshold.

Trapped particle behaviour with KTAE modes

In some JET discharges with strong ICRH heating (P N 7MVV) of the minority hydrogen
species and Te(r=0) = 7keV, multiple KTAE modes are excited. The CASTOR
code identified seven KTAE modes with frequencies agreeing well with the measured
mode frequencies. Using HAGIS, simulations were carried out with 2500 particles, for
11115 in the presence of 7 KTAE modes with amplitude ziBr/Bo : 4 x 10’“. The
initial particle distribution used a tail temperature of lMeV, obtained from PION, and
other details of the initial distribution are similar to those used previously. Figure 3
shows the KTAE—induced energy changes of this trapped-particle distribution. In this
case all particles have poloidal bounce and toroidal precession frequencies beneath the
perturbation mode frequencies, resulting in a more complex resonance structure. The
threshold for stochasticity is calculated as JBr/Bo 2 10’4 per mode. The threshold is
lower than the other case analyzed, and this can be explained by the closeness of the
eigenfrequcncies.
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fr
Self—consistent particle-wave evolution

.mplifying approximation for the non—linear self—consistent problem, is that the

A iii/KTAE eigenmode structure is assumed to be invariant during the wave evolution,

T‘flh only the wave amplitude and phase varying. Each eigenmode has therefore just two
w
d rees of freedom, namely the amplitude A, and the phase ,65, so that the perturbation

csg be represented in the form

B = ZA,(t)fia(r)e—i(fi.(t)+u,¢))
(6)

where s is the index of the eigenmode with frequency w, and 135(r) is the fixed linear

TAB/KTAE eigenfunction, as computed by CASTOR. To include the wave evolution in

the Hammonian equations for energetic particles, the wave Lagrangian is introduced ,

__ 1 2 1 E2 '2 3
[1w — CO; [21711] +e(A - v M] + 2% f (c2 B dm (7)

plasma.

Taking into account equation 6‘ this wave Lagrangian in the approximation £3 < M can

be reduced to the form

L‘. = 2fl / s (r)i3'(r)dx3 (8)
w s Zeows 5 "

Lagrange’s equations then determine the wave evolution

. —-iw ..
A = .1 B26: — d) 9

5 2A5W/5 paélespH 5 3 ( )

. (I) _

3 = *L' 2 £41325! — 45 (10)
8 2‘4n particles ‘9 ‘7

Where WL is the normalized eigenmode energy E, for unit mode amplitude, i.e.

E, = AEWJ Given an initial particle distribution and the amplitudes and phases of the

TAB/KTAE modes, the HAGIS code can be run to obtain the simultaneous evolution of

plasma modes and energetic particles. Conservation of the total system energy with time

in the self-consistent HAGIS code is to an accuracy of ~ 10—7.

Conclusions

A Hamiltonian guiding centre particle following code HAGIS has been used to simulate

particle—wave interaction for two JET discharges with populations of high energy trapped

particles which exhibit TAE activity. ICRH—generated fast ion tails in the presence of

KTAE-modes were found to display stochastic orbit behaviour for (iBr/Ba 2 10—4. This

stochasticity threshold is below that for the TAES due to the finer structure of trapped

particle resonances and larger number of KTAE modes considered. The HAGIS code has

been generalized to incorporate self—consistent particle-wave evolution.

Diffusion from particle stochasticity will be in addition to that due to neo-classical

and other ‘anomalous’ transport processes. Presently, work is underway to obtain

experimental evidence of changes to the particle distribution due to stochasticity. In the

future, it is expected that the enhanced diffusion calculated by HAGIS will be incorporated

in Fokker-Planck modelling of the fast ion distribution.
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1. Introduction

1,, a burning plasma the heating profile and helium ash source profile will be determined

bv the slowing down and radial transport of the o-particles i It is therefore important to

understand the behaviour in tokamak plasmas of fast ions in general and a-particles in

partiCUlaT- Several experiments have shown that the behaviour of fast ions produced by

ICRH and NBH is usually consistent with nee-classical theory. The recent D-T campaign

on TFTR has confirmed that, to date, in the absence of large scale MUD this also applies

to mparticles if Orbit width and ripple effects are allowed for [1].

In this paper we use the FPP 3D Fokker-Planck code [2] to calculate fa the distribuv

tion function in velocity and real space for o—particles born in a high power TFTR D-T

Supershot, The code includes selfconsistently the full neoclassical collision operator [3]

and can treat orbits which deviate greatly from flux surfaces. Results are compared with

those from the TRANSP simulation code [1] which uses a Monte Carlo technique to

follow the o-particles. The Monte Carlo approach with relatively small numbers of test

particles is suitable for a simulation code like TRANSIj but requires very large numbers

for smoothness and detail of fa to be comparable with the Fol(ker~Plancl( approach. In

addition to the TFTR calculation, the first results from a model ICRH operator in FPP

are presented, demonstrating the importance of large orbit width effects.

2. TFTR Simulation
We used the time evolution of plasma profiles from the TRANS? simulation of a high

fusion power discharge (PM, : 7.5MW, shot 76770 [1]) to calculate the a—particle source

profile and the collisions with the background species. The plasma geometry varied

little and was kept fixed: Ra : 2.5m, Rmugnm 2 2.62m, a : 0.9m, circular plasma,

1,, : 2.5MA, Bo = 5.1T. Neutral beam heating of power 33.5MW treated the plasma for

0.85, and the simulation followed the oz-particle evolution for this period.

FF? and TRANSP agree very well for the time dependence of the profiles of alpha

density and plasma heating by the slowing-down departicles. This confirms that modest

numbers of Monte Carlo test particles can be used in a code like TRANSP (8000 were

used). The evolution of fa in velocity space and in radius is complicated with a number

of effects competing. These include: the different orbits of co- and counter-particles; the

more rapid slowing down of particles passing near the edge, since the collision frequency

varies as nE(T)/TE/2(r); the change of orbit shape as the particles slow down; the removal,
by a loss term, of particles with orbits that leave the plasma; and the time variation of

the a-particle source and the electron density and temperature profiles.
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Figure 1 shows the time evolution of fn at the high field side of the flux surface with7- : a/‘Z. Three times are shown: 0425, 0.55 and 0.8s. These distributions are calculatedfrom fn(u,6, r) for those combinations of (in, 0, 7') which correspond to orbits which Pass
through the high field side of the 1‘ : 11/2 surface. At t : 0.25 f0 peaks for counter.particles (0 = 7r). This is because these particles have orbits that pass near the Plasmacentre where the source is greatest. At later times, the imbalance between the HUmber
of co» and countereparticles persists, though is less apparent in Figure 1. This is bECaUSethe plot becomes dominated by its low energy peak. The co-particles have a low Sourcerate as they have orbits near the edge of the plasma, but they also have a high aVeragecollision frequency as they pass through regions where the electron temperature is lOW.They therefore slow down more rapidly than the counter-particles which have a higher
source rate and a lower average collision frequency. This effect tends to equalise thedistributions of co— and counterparticles at low energies, as does pitclrangle scatteringwhich can be comparable with slowing down at these energies. The imbalance of counter.over co- remains, however, and is confirmed by integration of f0 over energy to give thenumber of particles as a function of pitch-angle. Plots for the outside of the flux surface
(not shown) show similar behaviour in reverse, with co-particles outnumbering counter.particles

These differences between the distribution function for co and counter—particles and howthey vary in time, energy and around a flux surface show the importance of including or~bit width effects in the calculations. The commonly—used analytic approximation for theslowing down distribution (fa ~ l/(v3 +113” has no such pitch—angle or poloidal angledependence. It is therefore important to retain these orbit effects, both for comparisonswith experimental measurements of f5, and for use as input to other calculations (for ex-ample, of the influence of f0, on MHD behaviour such as TAE modes). A Fokker—Planckapproach, as described here, is more suitable for this purpose, particularly if details ofthe distribution function are important, because it gives smoother distributions than thealternative Monte-Carlo method.

3. Ion Cyclotron Heating
A model ICRH operator has been included in FPP to investigate orbit width effects.The operator is diffusive in the local by and averaged over particle orbits. The diffusioncoefficient is taken to be of the form D = D0(1?., Z)exp[—(la“ — ATIID)2/(Ak'l)2] with 19“,,
and Ale” the parallel wave vector and its spread for the spectrum (both taken to be3m“), and k” = (Lu — flea/v“. The spatial dependence of D°(R,Z) is in practice a
complicated function of the wave propagation, absorption and polarisation but here, forsimplicity, is taken to be D.7 = DNexp(—(Z/AZ)2) with vertical spread AZ : 0.3m.The constant DN is adjusted to give the desired value for the total absorbed powerr Thecode gives Stix-lilce distributions in the appropriate limits.
Typical JET-like parameters were used: K : 1.5, a : 1m, R0 = 3m, 111,,a = 3.2m,
n90 = 0.8mm : 4 X 1019m*3 and TDD = T” = 10keV. Fundamental minority hydrogen
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heating with 72H = 00511;, was considered. The magnetic field at RD was 2_5T and
the wave frequency was 42MHZ, giving cold resonance at Hm = 2.72m so the healing
peaked at r/a. ~ 0.4. The steadyestate distribution was calculated, with and Without
the excursion of orbits from flux surfaces allowed for. The absorbed power was set at
2.5MW, which gives tail temperatures of a few hundred keV. Figure 2 shows the ICRH
power deposition and collisional heating of the background ions and electrons (With the
electron heating dominant) for IP : 1.5MA. Figure 2(a) gives the result of the calcula‘
tion neglecting orbit widths and Figure 2(b) that including them. It is clear that the
orbit effects significantly broaden the plasma heating, confirming the previous Simpler
calculations in references [4] and [5]. This broadening will rise for high powers and lower
minority densities (which give higher tail temperatures, exceeding IMEV) and for lowQr
plasma currents which give increased orbit widths. We plan to extend this work to
include radial transport (neglected in these calculations): this is difficult to include in
simpler approaches such as those in references [1-] and [5].

Acknowledgments: This work was funded by the UK Department of Trade and
industry and Euratom. The authors are very grateful to R Budny, Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory for providing the data for the TFTR simulation.
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The Distribution Function of Fusion Products at Birth

G.J.Sadler and Ryan Belle
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, UK

ABSTRACT
It is customary to approximate well established nuclear physics cross-sections and reaction

kinematics when diagnosing present day plasmas. Some adverse consequences of applying

such approximations to fusion products are presented.

INTRODUCTION Fusion products not only carry the energy

released in the fusion process but also yield information on the distribution function of the

reacting particles The birth energy distribution function of fusion products MJ from the

reaction: Ml + M1 -> M3 + MA taking place in a plasma is given by:

flzN _ - do
fl———- = 'U ' I) '———

(993-0153 W“ ‘) M 2) do3 -r1153 «19. as,
do do/——= _—_

dQJ'dE3‘d94-dE4 (1923-1153

'|171— fizl-dfil ‘dfiz 11174 , where

-6(E3 — 15;) and

—m‘——'(Q+K)+COS(B)-V' mom ,withQ=Energy
m3 + m4 ms + m4[5; =tM-mS‘VZ +

release of the reaction, V : CM velocity, K : kinetic energy of reactants in the centre of mass

(CM), 6 = angle between relative velocity and velocity of fusion product in the CM.

6 2° Fig.1: Showing the variation of

5 ' fusion product energy as a function of 6
for: a) neutrons from d->T, b) (it-particles

% 4 a from d—>T, c) neutrons from d—>D for a

g E monoencrgetic d beam with E4 = 500 keV
g» 3 52’ in a cold plasma.
5 LE

2 For neutrons from thermal D-D and D-T
plasmas the dependence of the product

1 ' . 4 energy on the details of the reaction
' kinematics is well exploited by

0 o 50 ISO 15:0 0 measurements of the broadening of the
9 neutron peak to deduce the plasma ion

temperature. Conservation of momentum
dictates a corresponding broadening for the associated charged particles. The FWHM of the
(Jr-particle distribution from a 25 keV thermal plasma will be 900 keV and 18% of the
particles will have an energy in excess of4 MeV (2% in excess of 4.5 MeV). How well will
these Cl-pafilCiCS be confined in a device designed to confine Cit-particles with a nominal
energy of 3.5 MeV? Most, if not all, present day simulation and interpretation codes ignore

the spread in energy.
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“’00 ‘°° Fig.2.: The full width half maximum {FWHM)
and associated energy shift for 0-D and D-T neutrons

- so as a function of temperature:
FWHM = 3- JT. (ref. 1), whereg is weakly

. a, dependent on 77 (ref.2). The broadening of the
associated charged fusion product spectrum is
identical to that of the neutron.
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40 I Fig.3: illustrating the a-particie spectrum
j at birth for a perpendicular (to the toroidal

20 Ii magnetic field, 87) monoenergetic deuterium beam
0 . .3" . of Ed=200 keV circulating in a 5 keV plasma.

0 l 2 7 (Reactivities not to scale)
Energy (MeV)

Fig.4: Calculated a-particle birth spectra from a perpendicular RF—driven fast deuterium tail
(liar: 200 keV ) in a tritium background plasma (Ti: 12 kew. The distribution function is far from
monoenergetic even if viewed parallel to BT.
DRIVEN SYSTEMS: Doppler Shift For driven systems the spread will be
enhanced (the energy range of (Jr-particles from 500 keV D“ beams, as proposed for ITER,
will range from 2.2 to 5.3 MeV) and, moreover, anisotropy will play a role as discussed
below. Results were obtained with a Monte-Carlo relativistic kinematics computer code (ref.
2). The effects on the spectra are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that the spectrum shape
depends on the angle of emission.
Anisotropy: Due to the relatively low mass of the neutron, neutron emission is close
to isotropic in present day machines even for D-D neutrons despite the deviation from
isotropy of the D-D cross section in the CM above ~ 100 keV. This is not the case for the 1
MeV tritons released, which are often used for studying fast particle behaviour via their bum-
up. The number of 140 keV D" beam generated tritons emitted in a 30" forward cone is more
than doubled ( X 2.4 ) as compared to isotropic emission; is this part of the explanation for
the extremely flat and sawtooth resistant 14 MeV neutron profiles as observed in JET?
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of tritons in 3 energy ranges; beams with Ea=140
140 keV D beams injected at pitch angles of 00,

keVinjected at a pitch angle of 600.
500, and 90° and slowing down in a 10 keVplasma

(at = parallel to the Br field lines)

D-D neutron emission from d beam heating in present day machines The slight

anisotropy in the D-D neutron emission on present day machines is normally neglected.

However, ifthe variation in the shape of the energy spectra as a function of emission angle is

taken into account and detectors with energy dependent efficiencies (as in the JET neutron

profile monitor) are used, this is no longer justified. At JET with 140 keV D” beams the

NEZIZ detectors of the profile monitor are used as counters (in an energy window around 2.5
MeV) and their detection efficiency is determined by assuming a gaussian spectrum as from a

thermal plasma. This neglect of the variation of the detector efficiency with energy together

with the shape of non-gaussian beam spectra lead to a 7 % overestimation of beam-plasma

neutrons. Adding the effect from anisotropy (~6%) yields a total of 13%. A 5% error in the

NE213 bias setting or an equivalent drift in the photomultiplier gain results in a 17%
overestimation. For beam—beam neutrons the enhancement becomes 19% and anisotropy adds

13%, leading to a total of 34%.
(l-pill‘tiCleS Although the D-T cross section is almost isotropic in the CM frame,

the number of (l-pfll'tlCS produced in a forward cone of 30° by 140 keV D° beams is

increased by 50% due to the CM-laboratory frame transformation. Orbit calculations carried
out for a typical high performance JET plasma (lP=3.8 MA and BT=3.4 T) indicates a ~9 times
higher probability of prompt loss for 4.5 MeV CX-pai'tlCS than for those that are born with an
energy of 3 MeV.
D-D neutrons from high energy beams At 500 keV injection energy, as proposed for
ITER, even the 2.5 MeV neutron emission will become anisotropic (50% increase in a 30°
forward cone) thus rendering the measurement of D-D neutron yields extremely difficult and
measuring nD/nT ratios within a factor of 2 accuracy, using neutron diagnostics in the presence
of beams, can almost certainly be excluded.
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Fig.7: Neutron emission from a 140 keV
deuterium beam injected at 600 and slowing
down in a 10 keVplasma.

Fig.8: Calculated neutron spectra for perpendicular
viewing under conditions of fig. 7. Also shown is the
detection efiiciency of the JET neutron profile monitor
detector {NE213 scintillator biased at 1.9 MeV).

t t
Toto! 2.5-3.0 Mev 4.5-5.5 MeV 3.5415 MeV Total 2.02.5 MeV 3.0-3.5 MeV 2.53.0 MeV

Fig.9: cit-particles generated by 500 keV d beams
(as proposed for lTEH) injected at c 500 and Fig.10: D-D Neutron emission from 500 keV d
slowing down in a 25 keVplasma. beams injected at 60° and slowing down in a 25

keV plasma.
CONCLUSIONS Doppler shift of fusion products is significant and should not be
ignored in interpretation and prediction codes. Anisotropy of the fusion product emission in
(anisotropically) driven systems should not be ignored for: a) tritons and 3Pie-particles from
deuterium beam reactions with EhralOO keV, b) (l-pfifilCiBS from beam reactions with
EbealOO keV, c) neutrons from beam reactions with EMmZSOO keV. Broadening and
anisotropy needs to be incorporated into triton burn-up interpretation codes. Full cut-particle
spatial birth profiles (including pitch angle distribution as needed for calculating tit-particle
densities) cannot be deduced from 2 dimensional neutron profile measurements in driven
systems. Accurately diagnosing D-D neutrons generated from 500 keV d-beams in ITER-like
plasmas will be extremely difficult and requires additional, non perpendicular viewing,
energy sensitive neutron diagnostics.
References: 1. Brysk H, Plasma Physics 15 (1973) 611.

2. Van Belle P, Sadler G, Basic and Advanced Fusion Plasma Diagnostic
Techniques (Varenna 1986) Vol III 767 EUR 10797 EN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The erosion of pIasma facing materials is one of the crucial issues to be faced in the design of

fusion reactor. For most materials the dominant erosion process under ion bombardment is
a
physical sputtering, while chemical sputtering has also proven to be important for graphite

[1] Howevefi the redeposition of the eroded particles created by different erosion mechanisms

and their efficiency in plasma contamination are less understood. This paper describes the

colorimetric measurements of erosion rates in the JET MK] carbon divertor and the simulation

of colorimetric results and divertor carbon profiles using the DIVIMP code. The relative roles

of physical and chemical sputtering on the net erosion and impurity influx are also discussed.

2, EROSION / REDEPOSITION OF THE MKI CARBON DIVERTOR

During the 1994/5 JET operations a colour viewing system has been routinely used to

measure erosion/redeposition from changes in the complementary colours of redepositcd films

using the method of Wienhold er a] [2]. A CCD colour video camera views the outer part (400

x 350 mm) cfthe divertor floor from the top of the vessel using illumination provided by a

halogen lamp with a dichroic reflector. Colour images are taken automatically after each pulse

using a frame grabber. With an analysis

program, the colour coordinates RGB (red,

green, blue) of images are converted to

hue values, which are then related to the

film thickness.

Fig.1 shows the erosion profile for shot

30710 as a function of the radial distance

to the machine centre. and the toroidal

distance to the divertor tile edge. For this

pulse, the separatrix swept over the region
Fig]. Erosiom’Redeporitiorilpl'ofile for she! 30—10.
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Fig.2. Ewart/neural and simulated LII-0:ion/redeposili'un
profilesfar' a ho! um H-mndc.‘ 51ml 34209.

R:2.8 to 2,9 m. the central plasma density Was
5x10'9 m‘3. NBI heating power was 12 MW

with a duration of 3.55. As can be seen in the
region swept by the plasma, there is little
change on the net erosion profile. HoweVer, in
the SOL near the turning point of the Plasma
sweeping the erosion is about 10 nm. At high
power. much higher erosion rates have been
observed, Fig.2 shows the erosion/redeposition
profiles for a hot ion H-mode discharge, For
this pulse, the total heating power was initially
22 MW, then stepped down to 12 MW, with a

duration of about 1 s in total. The strike point was very stable during this period. The plasma
parameters at the target plates. as measured by Langmuir probes, also remained constant. As
can be seen the profile is peaked and narrow (~ 1 cm) with a net erosion of about 20 nm near
the strike point. Eroded atoms are redeposited nearby in the private region.

3. DIVIMP SIMULATIONS
To investigate the effects of different impurity production mechanisms on the net erosion and
impurity influx we have simulated measured erosion and divertor carbon profiles. using the
DIVIMP code [3.4]. A 2-D background plasma is generated using a one-dimensional quasi-

lNNER OUTER Pulse 342m:50
. (a) (C)

S‘
3 .

a Single Probe Single Prube'T 5 7 Trlple Probe 7 Triple Probe .
— Cede lnput a Code Input

(d)

m5 10.
b
3
c" 1. g

0 4 8 12 16 0 4 8 12
Distance to the Separatrlx (cm)

Fig.3. Langmuir probe data and rah/L's used as input In
the code/0r 5/10! 34.709.
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analytic model. based on the measurements of
Langmuir probes at the target plates to define
boundary conditions, assuming Ti = ZTE, The
cross-field diffusion coefficient is D‘l = l mz/s
for impurity ions. Chemical sputtering of
graphite has been newly implemented in
DIVIMP. Slow C-atoms are launched at the
target (600 K) with the yields calculated
according to the formulae by Garcia-Rosales
and Roth [5]. Fig.3 shows the Langmuir probe
data at the inner/outer target plates and the
values used as input to the code for shot 34209.
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3 1 Erosion/Redeposition

Th calculated eroSion/redeposition profiles for shot 34209 are also shown in fig.2. The net
e
5 mysical sputtering results in a very peaked profile. in agreement both

EI‘O ion caused by Pl
antitatiVBIV and in shape with the experimental data. With chemical sputtering, yields

qu '
'ncrease from 1.9% to 4.1% and the net erosion becomes flat. It appears that there is.
l
effectivel

redeposit promptly near their point of origin. This has been observed by Lieder er a1 [6].
y! no chemical sputtering. The chemically sputtered CD4 and fragments must

3,2. CII Intensity Profiles

C11 (658 mn) intensity profiles have been recorded with an absolutely calibrated Flux Camera,

which views the divertor vertically from the top of the vessel. For shot 34209 (fig.4a). with

only physical sputtering, the simulated C11 ]
Pulse No: 34209/34355 CII (658 nm)

E? intensities are in good agreement with the flux
_ — - vs .

, Phys.+Chem.f

.4 0

camera results. However, including chemical

F3

sputtering gives higher Cll intensity near the

outer strike point due to the relatively lower

temperature. This effect is much more

.N

pronounced for shot 34355 (fig.4b). In this case,
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the temperature at the target plates are so low (~

EP
SE

IS
/H

10 eV) that the effective yield is greatly

influenced: for physical sputtering, the effective
Radius (m)

Fig.4.Cllprufilesforflt)3110134209,and(b)34355. yield is OHl)’ 094%, While with chemical

sputtering it is 5.7%. Again, the C11 profile at the target shows little contribution due to

chemical sputtering. It is estimated (from fig.4b) that chemically sputtered hydrocarbons only

contribute 10% of Cr. Shimizu et a! have also found that only about 10% of target—produced

CD4 reaches C+ [7], and Kallenbach er a1 estimated only 20% of the CD4 gets to CD [8].

3.3. CIII Intensity Levels

Visible spectroscopy (KS3) has been employed to measure the integrated photon flux of Clll

(465 nm) from the inner and outer divertor areas separately. The measurements and DIVIMP

results for shots 34209 and 34355 are shown in Table 1. Using only physical sputtering, with

Ti = Te or Ti = 2TB, produces a reasonable fit to the data. Including chemical sputtering, the

calculated Clll intensity values increase dramatically. by factors of 3 ~ 25 times higher than
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the experimental data. Thus. the rate of production of the C” ions following Chemical
sputtering is low. This is consistent with the analysis of the C data discussed above.

Table 1. CI]! spectroscopic data In the inner and 011181‘ diver-tor and DIV/MP results, employing P/ll’Sical
sputter-mg only (Firm), and physical and chemical Spill/el‘mg (Phys E-C/iem; for different inn tempera/mm:

Shot No. Modelling Details Outer Inner
(x to" ph/s/nf/sn (x 1 0'“ ph/s/nfi/m

34209 Exp. KS3 dam 1.6 3.4
(52,331 Phys. Ti = 21/1. 3.1 /2.3 6.4 5.8

Phys.+Chem. Ti = ETC /TB 6.6 / 8.0 10/12

34355 Exp KS3 dam 5.0 2.2
(5125) Phys. Ti 2 2L. / T5 7.0 / 4.3 1.9/0.8

Phys.+Chem. Ti : 2'1‘../Tc 23 / 23 11/7.4

4. CONCLUSIONS

No net erosion is observed during plasma sweeping. except in the proximity of the turning
point. The erosion rate depends on the plasma density and the heating power. At medium
power (~ 10 MW). an erosion rate of order of 5 nm/s is observed near the strike point. whilst
at high power (~ 20 MW), the erosion rate reaches ~ 20 nm/s. The erosion of the target plates
is mainly due to physical sputtering. showing no obvious effect of chemical sputtering
evidently due to the prompt and localised redeposition of CD4 and molecular fragments.
Spectroscopic lines of Cr and C++ are quantitatively reproduced by the DIVIMP code with a
dominant physical sputtering sotuce. and also show little effect due to chemical sputtering,
suggesting low efficiency of producing carbon ions from CD4.
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1 Introduction _ . .

During the thermal quench phase of a tokamak plasma disruption and during ELMs the

divertor plates are hit by an intense plasma flow. In ITER this flow is estimated to have the

following parameters: impact energy around 10 keV, puls2e duration larger than 100 its, power

density W in the direction to the plate up to 10 MW/cm for disruptions and ELMs [1]. This

high divertor heat load causes sudden evaporation of a thin layer of divertor plate material

which acts as plasma shield and effectively

rotects the divertor from further excessive

evaporation [2]. It was shown numerically that

for an impinging plasma flow the vapour shield

consists of a rather cold plasma layer at the

target and a hot corona at the outside which

converts the incoming energy with an

efficiency of more than 30% into soft x-ray

radiation (SXR) [3]. The plasma shield

partially absorbs the energy of the hot plasma

but mainly radiates backwards [4]. Disruption

simulation experiments with carbon targets

irradiated by a hydrogen plasma flow of W s

10 MW/s have Shown that a vapour CIOUd Figure I. Divertor with inclinedmugneticficld

with temperature up to 80 eV is formed [5].
Plasma shield formation and target material erosion for carbon, beryllium and tungsten are

calculated with the MI-ID code FOREV for 1TER typical disruption conditions. Fig.1

schematically shows the divertor situation. Due to the inclination of the magnetic field B and

the finite width of the incoming energy flux (l) three components of plasma velocity and

magnetic field should be taken into account in the MHD modelling of the vapour behaviour.

As first step only x and 1 components of field and velocity have been considered (1'/2D MHD

model). Meanwhile a 2D version of FOREV with symmetry only along the z-axis is available

(2'/zD MHD model).
For low Z materials it is of importance how effectively the intense flash of SXR radiation

produced in the high temperature corona is transferred through the dense cold plasma layer to

the target. In order to solve this problem adequately a selfconsistent approach was developed

additionally. First results frotn the self consistent approach are compared with results from

multigroup opacity calculations.

/47_iluroiduli
/

2. Features of the MIID code FOREV
In FOREV two discrete spatial grids are used for the solid and the vapour. Heat conduction

into the bulk target, surface ion and volumetric electron energy deposition and melt front
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propagation are modelled in the solid.
Motion of the plasma, its diffusion
across magnetic field, Joule heating,
electron heat conduction and bound-
free electron energy exchange are
modelled in the vapour. Energy
deposition by monoenergetic and
Maxwellian distributed hot electrons
and energy deposition and momentum
transfer by monoenergetic ions moving
along the magnetic force lines is taken
into account. The starting velocity of
the vaporised material at the target is
limited by the sound velocity.

For radiation transport the multiray

— self consistent
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not optimized 512 grr
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Figure 2.
beryllium

photon energy (eV)

512 group Planck opacity afubsorptianfor
ofdensity I 0l 7 cm" and temperature 20 eV

forward reverse method with 6 directions per hemisphere is used. As radiation transport
mainly determines the erosion, three radiation transport approaches are available in the Code:
radiative heat conduction, multi group opacity, and self consistent modes. The last one
presently performs calculations with fixed vapour density and temperature profiles as obtained
from full 1‘/2D calculations. It uses the
TOPATOM atomic data base [6] and
produces consistent multi group Planck
opacities from actual radiation fluxes.

In the multi group opacity approach
the opacities are produced with an
optimised frequency mesh which
allows to resolve the profiles of
important lines (see Fig.2). Another
important feature of the 1'/2D MHD
code is spatial mesh optimisation which
allows to use a dense mesh in regions
of large plasma temperature and
density gradients and permanently
several cells for describing the energy
and momentum deposition of the
incoming ion beam.

For the 2‘/2D MHD calculations a
rectangular grid is used. To simulate
the tilting of the divertor plate in the
poloidal plane a special procedure for
the boundary conditions was applied.

3. Results of1‘/zD calculations
Typical temperature and electron
density profiles for a carbon plasma at
several times up to 200 us are shown
in Fig.3 for w = 10 MW/cm? A 5 T
magnetic field inclined under an angle
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7""
assumed. The impinging plasma flow consists of 10 keV ions and Maxwellian

a was fremperature 10 c with equal contributions ofboth to the power density. At 100

ans 0 ur temperature in the corona is up to T...“ = 300 eV. At the distance Lmax = 2 m

e vapour density N...;,. is 5-10l4 cm'3, diffusion across magnetic field plays a

. ole. Close to the target the vapour density reaches the value m = 5-10‘9 cm’3, the

minor r m erature at the target surface is the carbon sublimation temperature, a neutral layer
VGPOFLtZSS of less than 8 mm is obtained adjacent to the target. The magnetic field decreases

0“t ihan 15% across the vapour shield because the vapour propagates rather freely along
by 125:“ lines without distortion of the field. Erosion, backradiated fluxes and fluxes to the
the [:afier 100 HS are given in Table 1. For carbon the SXR radiation in the photon energy

urge“ 300-600 eV contributes up to n = 27% to the backradiated flux. According to the

regiiominary results from self con5istent calculations for carbon this intense SXR radiation

Sirisn’t penetrate to the target and the backradiated intensity is nearly a factor of 2 less. The

heat load at the target is due to photons with energies below 10 eV. Direct heating of the

target by the high energetic tail of the Maxwellian electrons after 30 us becomes less than the

radiation flux and negligible afler lOOus,

For beryllium the results are similar: T...ax = 350 eV, Nmin = 610” cm", NM = 21020 cm'a,

LN = 25 m, 11 = 27% (SXR in the region 120-300 eV). The thickness of the melt layer is 40

m, therefore the stability of the melt layer during a disruptive event becomes important. The

self consistently calculated radiative heat load to the target is larger. Again the backradiated

flux is less. The lower intensity influences the energy balance and would result in even higher

temperatures of the plasma corona.

0

also“
5 the mm

from the target ‘1‘

Table 1. Radiationfluxes {MW/0mg) and erosion in case of corona

tar et material carbon beryllium

the mode 512 group self consistent 512 group self consistent

flux onto target 0.4 0.48 0.15 0.33

backradiated 6.5 3.44 5.9 4.04

erosion (pm) 2.7 _ 2'1 _

4. First results of 2%D MHD calculations
In the case ofa carbon target hit by 10 keV Maxwellian electrons with power density of 10

MW/cm2 the maximum plasma temperature is 3.7 eV and no hot plasma corona is produced.

To investigate how 2 dimensional effects change the results of l'/zD modelling a first 2‘/2D

calculation was performed for this case. In the modelling the incoming Maxwellian electrons

have a Gaussian distribution of power density in y-direction (see Figs.4) with a maximum of

10 MW/cm2 at y = 10 cm and a half—width of D501 = 5 cm, The target is at x = O. The vacuum

magnetic field is S T in z- and 0.5 T in x-direction, 2D distributions of vapour density and

temperature at 35 us are shown in Fig.4. Fig.5 shows erosion profiles at difl’erent times. Afler

35 us the maximum temperature is 2.4 eV and maximum erosion is 2.8 pm (for the l'/2D case

35 um were obtained). The vapour shield converts the incoming power into radiation, a

fraction of 16% causes heating and erosion ofthe divertor plate, about 64% is radiated to the

side walls with a maximum radiation intensity at a distance of 15 cm from the target.

According to Fig.4 the vapour expansion along the field lines dominates over diffusion across

B. Thus the main two dimensional effect is radiation to the side walls, Lateral mass losses are

less important.
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5. Conclusions
1‘/2D and 2V2D modelling have been
applied to the analysis of ITER
tokamak disruptive erosion For
low Z materials the plasma corona
effectively converts a significant
fraction of the impinging plasma
energy into SXR radiation. Because
of increase of target heat load, the
self consistent approach could
become important for an adequate
calculation of erosion for beryllium
Preliminary results of ”AD
calculations have shown that
radiative side losses are more
important than lateral mass losses.
Further development of the 2'/2D
code is needed for adequate
modelling of the tokamak situation
including tilting of the target in the
poloidal plane and vaporisation of
side walls clue to intense lateral
radiation.
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1116““ measurement of erosion/deposition in the DIII-D divertor
by colorimetry
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(i)F0rscliungrzentrmn Jz‘ilich GmbH, Institutfiir Plasmaplzysik, Ass. EURATOM-KFA,
POB 1913, 52425 Jiilich, Germany

General Atomics, P.0.B. 85608, San Diego. California 92186-9784, USA

Introduction
Erosion of plasma facing materials in both present and future fusion devices such as

ITER can seriously degrade plasma performance and limit the lifetime of the device [1]. Net

erosion rates are difficult to predict and depend on several complex processes, including

chemical erosion, sputtering, transport and redeposition. Accurate erosion measurements in

operating tokamaks are needed to improve the understanding of erosion process dynamics and

material transport. Since graphite plays a key role as first wall material in most present fusion

devices, layers of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-CzH) are naturally formed on wall

components by codeposition of the eroded carbon and the plasma hydrogen [2]. Changes in

the thickness of those carbon films which correspond to growth or erosion can be measured

on a shot by shot basis by colorimetry[3]. It observes the shift of interference colors when

the film covered surface is illuminated with white light. Colorimetry was introduced in the

DIII—D tokamak. The technique and a first erosion measurement will be described.

Three Filter Colorimetry
Colorimetry is used to measure and quantify interference colors of thin transparent

layers. In order to infer a film thickness, 3 set of three color filters and a camera (black and

White) is used. The camera signals obtained with each filter when observing an incident white

spectrum, (Mk), reflected from a coated surface can be written as

XR — cR - f¢,(i)R(i)P(i)1R(t) d).
0 CG ' f¢t(l)R(A)P(A)rGo) di

Zn ct - f(Pi(/"~)R(1)P(l)13(l) d).

“<1 I]
ll

IROt), 1:00») and T30») are the transmissivities of the filters, PO») the responsivity of the

camera, cR, CG and came calibration constants (white balance) and R0») is the reflectivity of

the coated surface which depends on the film thickness.

Any spectral distribution can then be represented by the two chromaticity coordinates
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XR _ Ye“, y —‘

XR+YG+ZB XR+YG+ZB

or the corresponding hue angle hxy which represents the color impression:

_ y_yi

I

The so called "no color" point xi=yi=1/3 determines the calibration of the system ferthe unchanged "white” illumination spectrum.
The DIII-D tokamak

(R=l.67m, a=0.67m) [4]
produces a significant flux of
fast neutrons (35x1015/dis—
charge) and only radiation
hardened black and white
cameras can be used near the
device. To optimize the light
throughput, three filters were
chosen with the center
wavelengths at 543nm, 643nm
and 753nm. Fig.1a shows the
development of the calculated
color with growing film
thickness as a function of the
chromaticity coordinates x and
y. All detectable colors are
located inside a triangle (mono~
chromatic boundary curve). The
color trace for a growing film
starts at the no color point
assuming the film thickness
d=0nm, i.e. the spectrum of an
halogen lamp is reflected at a
blank graphite surface (115:2.22,
kS=O.l4). As the thickness of

1.0-

0.8-

0.6-

0.4-

0.2-

0.0

b.)300- \

3200-a
a:

100-

c
160 360 4 o260

thickness [nm]
Fig. 1 :a.) Chromaticity coordinates plotted as a function of
film thickness (a-C:H film on graphite).
Fig. I :b.) Hue - thickness relation corresponding to fig Ia.)

the film increases the color follows the curve around the no color point. Every 5mm a point
is plotted on the curve. The optical constants of the film are assumed to be n=2.0 and k=O.l.
Fig.1b shows the relation between hue and film thickness corresponding to figla. This hue-thickness relation can then be used to determine the film thickness out of a hue measurement.
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Experimental setuP
Fig-2 shows the experimental setup at DIII-D. The light of a 150W halogen lamp with

focused onto the floor of the tokamak in a region of ~15cm diameter. Near the
reflector is _ _

5 region the Divertor Material Exposure System (DIMES) [5] is located. It is used
center of thi
[0 insert samp . '

together with a filter Wheel 15 installed at the same toroidal location at a second port. The

observation
Beten the discharges the camera signal was recorded with each filter for about 10 seconds.

A 5 second sequence of frames was grabbed for each

filter from the video tape and the intensities along a

poloidal line over the center of DIMES waswingltlisjid /’\ «Lens

and averaged. A tile With the measured X R, Y G

and ZMB data is generated and can then be used in a Minor

les coplanar to the surrounding graphite tiles of the divertor floor. The camera

distance between the camera and an exposed DIMES sample is about 3m.

<— Lighl Source

colorimetric program which compares the measured

and theoretical hue angles and determines the film Camera and
thicknCSS- . fi/FitlerWheel

DIMES sample 40 (graphite) was sent to KFA- 1 v r

Jillich, IPP and was coated first with an aluminum

layer of several hundred nanometers and then with an

a—Czl-l film during an RF glow discharge in methane.

The final thickness of the a—C:H layer was about

300nm. Two small silicon waver pieces were coated

during the same discharge showing that the a—CzH

film has the optical constants n=2.0 ($0.05) and

k=0.275 ($0.01).
The coated DIMES sample was shipped back

to GA, San Diego, and was exposed to 9 DIll-D e

tokamak discharges. During each of these discharges

the outer strike point was moved onto the sample for ,nsmable

about 1 second. All discharges were ELMing H-mode Ems

discharges. The NBI power was varied between 2.5

and 7.1 MW during the second of exposure causing a

change in the ELM frequency, heat flux and the outer

strike point of the separatrix defined flux surface. The heat flux and the position of maximum

heat flux was evaluated out of IR—camera data. The peak heat flux varied between 70 - 125

W/cm2 with an average peak heat flux of 110W/cm2. The average location of the peak heat

flux was varying between 146.4cm and 149.5cm, while the outer strike point varied from

146.3cm to 147.7cm. The DIMES sample has a diameter of 4.77cm and the radial position of

its center is at 148.5c1n. (DIMES: 146.11cm — 150.88cm).

Fig. 2 : Experimental setup at DUI-D
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Fig. 3 : Developement offilm thickness

Results and discussion
Fig. 3 shows the development of the film thickness discharge by discharge. The

thickness is plotted as a function of the radial position. The last two digits of the discharge
number after which the thickness was determined is plotted directly left beside each curve.
The sample was inserted for the first time after discharge #53 (83653). This curve shows the
original film thickness (300 — 310nm). After each discharge the film thickness decreases
almost over the entire sample with the position of maximum erosion at 147.7cm. After 9
discharges (9 plasma seconds) the peak erosion is 86mm corresponding to a maximum
average erosion iate of 9 56nm/s or O. 3m/yea1 This rate observed with an average peak heat
flux of 1.1MWm‘2 (averaged over 9 discharges) would 1esult in a very high eiosion rate, if
extrapolated to ITER conditions (~~'5MWm 2), making long-term operation questionable.
Erosion/deposition mechanisms have to be studied in further detail to form a data base and
to benchmark models like ERO, ERO—TEXTOR, WBC and REDEP. For that purpose
colorimetry may be a useful instrument since it offers the possibility to measure erosion in
situ and over extended areas.

Acknowledgements: This work was made possible with the support of a fellowship by the NATO science
committee via the DAAD (Deutscher Akad. Attsmusehdienst, Kennedyallee 50, D-53I75 Balm).
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During off-normal operational regimes in largeescale tokamaks, as in the case of hard

disruptions or giant ELMs, an intense flux of high—energy plasma. particles impacts

the plasma—facing machine components. According to a set of ITER specifications,

the energy flux affecting the divertor plates of ITER during the thermal quench pha-

se of a disruption may be of the order of 1010 to 1012 XIV/m'2 (10 to 150 ll/IJ/m2 in

0.1 to 3.0 ms). The energy flux incident at the divertor plates raises the temperature of

the solid until phase transition takes place: a vapour layer forms at the surface which,

depending upon the physical properties of the substance used for coating the plates,

may deplete the incident particle and energy fluxes and, at the same time, dissipate the

energy deposited by radiation to the environment. The physics of this process is descri~

bed in preVious publications [1, 2]. Also the major details of the 1.57D time-dependent

MHD code developed for analyzing this process are outlined there (collisional deple—

tion of the incident particle and energy fluxes with allowance for the self—generated

electrostatic shielding field, gasdynamic expansion of the unionized vapour substance,

high—beta interaction of the ionized fraction with the skewed magnetic field, phase tran—

sition at the solid surface, finite rate ionization and recombination processes, conductive

energy transport, radiative energy transport with frequencyraveraged Rosseland opa-

cities, etc). The finite width of the SOL is taken into account by calculating its lateral

expansion and the additional radiant losses escaping from its lateral surfaces.

Scenario calculations were made for checking the effect of the parameters of the disrup—

ting plasma and that of the applied magnetic field on the erosion rate. In particular,

the cited: of the initial energy of the energy carriers and that of the self-generated

electrostatic shielding field are considered here in detail. The energy distribution func-

tion of the energy carriers together with the electrostatic field generated define the

penetration depth of the particles and thus the energy deposition profile. The pene-

tration depths and the associated electric fields are calculated by means of stopping

length calculations, and on the basis of the conditions of quasi—neutrality and am—
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bipolarity, respectively. In the present model, the currents carried by incident “hot“
electrons, thermal “cold" electrons, and cold ions are taken into account, as well as the
thermo—electric current contributions associated with the existence of gradients acmsS
the vapour layer [2,3]. Also the sheath potential drop forming at the plasma—Vapour
interface is taken into account. Computations were performed for various magnetic
field strengths, thus checking the effect of the magnetic field as well. In particular, the
following parameter variations were done:
(a) The mean temperature T90 (Maxwellian energy distribution modelled by a discrete
number of energy groups) was varied at a given energy flux value (the density of the
disrupting plasma was varied as 71,30 o< Tea—g).
(b) The kind of the energy carriers assumed was varied at a given energy flux value. In
these calculations, the disrupting thermal plasma (5 hell/1019 I’ll—3 reference case) was
replaced by beams of monoenergctic particles: at 7.5 AreV electron beam in one case and
an ion beam with a particle energy of 60 keV in the second case; both carrying the
same energy flux as the reference disrupting thermal plasma: qco z 2.2 X 1011 {IV/m2.
(c) The applied magnetic field strength was varied at given parameters of the disrup~
ting thermal plasma. and a given initial angle of incidence.
(d) To assess the relevance of the self-generated electric field, various approximations
were used: first, the electric field was completely neglected; second, only the field evol-
ving in the cloud interior was taken into account; third, also the sheath potential drop
evolving at the vapour—cloud interface was alien into account

Results of some scenario calculations

In all scenarios reported herein graphite or graphite-coated divertor plates were con-
sidered. An initial SOL width of 3 cm was assumed for all cases The initial angle of
inclination of the skewed magnetic field was 5 degr. The Maxwellian energy distribution
function of all disrupting thermal plasmas was modelled by 5 discrete energy groups,
each carrying the same initial energy flux.

Effect of the plasma temperature TeO
The following T60 / neg combinations were considered: 5 keV / 1.6 X 1019 m”,
7 keV / 1.0 x 1019 771—3, and 9 keV / 0.64 x 1019 771—3, yielding the same thermal
energy flux qco. The assumed magnetic field strength was 4 tesla in all cases, the angle
of incidence of the magnetic field 5 degr. The erosion depths corresponding to the three
cases and monitored at 100 ,us following the moment of plasma - wall contact are as
follows: 2.6 pm, 5.8 ,um, and 16.0 ,um. respectively.

Effect of the kind of energy carriers
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hs monitored at z 30 #5 following the plasma — wall contact are
he erosion dept

r the three case
he case of the 7.5 keV monoenergetic electron beam, and [1.06 pm for

T
{o
008 Pm for t

I the monoenergetic ion beam. The depletion of the energy fluxes across the

5 considered as follows: 1.1 inn for the 5 keV thermal plasma case,

the C858 Of . .
pective vapOm' layers is shown in Figs. 1 to 3.

res

Effect of the applied magnetic field Hg

The same disrupting reference plasma as above was assumed (5 keV/lo19 m‘3 ther-

mall
Bo : 27 47 and 6 tesla, were found to be 3.7 pm, 1.1 pm, and 0.7 ,um, respectively.

, The erosion depths monitored at 100 as for three applied magnetic field strengths

Effect of the electrostatic shielding field E

The reference disrupting thermal plasma used in these calculations had a temperature

TeD = 9 keV and a density neg = 1019 171—3. The applied magnetic field strength was

30 ,—.— 6 tesla. The erosion depths monitored for the three cases considered were: zero

e1ectric field approximation: 15 um; B field only in the cloud interior: 7.6 pm; sheath

potential drop also included: 3.6 pm. The sheath potential drop, (ID/kTehai m 1.7 [3],

is 15.3 keV in the case considered here.

Conclusions

(1) The erosion rate strongly depends not only on the energy flux carried by the plasma

particles but also on the particle energies. The particle energies and/or the form of

the respective distribution functions are of primary importance. Particles of the high-

energy wing of the distribution function penetrate deep into the vapour layer and

determine the intensity and duration of the initial vaporization burst. Monoenergetic

beams deposit their energy, as soon as a vapour layer forms, at some distance from the

solid surface, causing erosion rates and vapour shield characteristics qualitatively and

quantitatively different from those corresponding to thermal plasmas. For comparable

total energy fluxes, the fluxes carried by monoenergetic beams to the vaporizing surface

are cut off much earlier than those carried by the high—energy particles of thermal

plasmas (see Figs. 1 to 3).
(2) Since the vaporized particles, after being ionized, form a high—beta substance, the

presence of the magnetic field substantially affects the evolution dynamics of the vapour

layer and the resulting erosion rates as well.

(3) The electrostatic field evolving in the vapour layer substantially affects the energy

transport to the solid surface and thus the resulting erosion rates. The potential drop

across the vapor layer may be, if short-circuiting effects are absent, of the order of

tens of kV-s (see Fig. 4), and are of the same order of magnitude as those calculated

previously with a simpler model [2].
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Erosion of divenor target plates and the possible leaking of the eroded particles into the

confined plasma is considered as an important problem for the design of a nuclear fusion

rcflCtOF- Respective laboratory experiments are usually restricted to bombardment with

particles at fluxes, which are orders of magnitude lower than the fluxes in
monoenergetic

a real diveitor. Theoretical calculations also assume highly idealized conditions. Therefore.

in—situ measurements of material erosion and subsequent transport processes are necessary.

To gajn a better understanding of the respective processes. it is feasible to start with the

investigation of stationary discharge conditions like Ohmic and L—Mode phases.

For such stationary conditions, the erosion and transport of boron in the divertor of ASDEX

Upgrade was investigated by means of spectroscopic measurements. In a series of similar

discharges, the line emission of neutral boron atoms and of ions in several ionization states (B+

— B“) was recorded in the visible spectral range. Two spectrometers were used to view both

perpendicularly and tangentially to the outer diveitor target plates (Fig. 1). The plasma density

and temperature in the divertor region were measured by flush mounted Langmuir probes in

the target plates and by a horizontally sweeping Langmuir probe (l'VP) some centimetres above

the outer target. The heat flux to the target was determined by a thermography system. Data

were obtained for plasma densities in the range ft, : 4.7 — 6.7 x 10mm‘3 with 1,, = —l MA,

Br = +2.1T and PNBI : 2‘6MW

Right after these experiments, a radial set of the outer target plates was removed and the

boron concentration at the surface was determined by Auger-spectroscopy. Since only

a few additional discharges had been run before the opening, the so determined radial

boron distribution reflects quite accurately the surface conditions during the spectroscopic

measurements.

For the interpretation of the measured spectroscopic line intensities, the two-dimensional

Monte-Carlo impurity transport code DIVIMP [l] was used in combination with the three-
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dimensional neutral gas Monte—Carlo code EIRENE [2].

In a first step. DIVIMP calculates the edge background plasma properties using a so Called
“onion-skin” plasma model: with radial profiles of electron density and temperature at the
target as boundary conditions, nc, T5, T.-, n” and E“ are calculated along the magnetic field
assuming particle. momentum and energy balance in the flux tubes, while Cross field fluxes
are neglected. The so established two-dimensional plasma background is passed to EIRENE
to calculate the corresponding ionization source distribution of the neutral particles, This
distribution is then passed back to DIVIMP to calculate the background plasma again With
the new ionization source entering the particle balance equation. This loop is repeated until
there are no more substantial changes between subsequent iterations. The profiles of ”a and
T6 at the target plates were set up by mapping the IVP probe measurements to the Plates
and scaling them to the target probe measurements. Since in the divertor there are no dire“
measurements of T, available, Ti : Tc was assumed at the target. With this assumption_
measured and calculated power deposition to the target plates are in good agreement. Fig, 2
shows a comparison of the IVP probe measurements with the model results at the [VP
location; Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the plasma parameters along a field line just outside
the separatrix. Within the experimental error, it is possible to match Tc and tie at both the
target and the IVP location.

Using the finally obtained distribution of the plasma background parameters, the impurity
generation and transport processes were modelled assuming physical sputtering at the target
plates as the only source of boron. Auger analysis of the target surface (Fig. 4), showed
that there is net erosion of boron in the vicinity of the strike points. The resulting radial
variation of the boron concentration on the target plates was taken into account by modifying
the original erosion yield accordingly. In the DIVIMP model, the sputtered atoms move
along straight lines until they become ionized. Then, there motion is determined by friction,
electrical and temperature gradient forces along the magnetic field and by anomalous diffusion
across the magnetic field until they are deposited again at a wall element. From the resulting
distribution of the impurity density in the various ionization states, spectroscopic intensities
are calculated for the respective spectrometer Viewing chords to allow direct comparison with
the experimental results.

The calculated profile as well as the magnitude of the B11 line emission is in good agreement
with the measurements (Fig. 5). In the measured profiles there are. however. contributions
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ff
'dc the Separatrix position which are not reflected by the model calculations. simply because

inSI
th N is no substantial Sputtering source in this region because of the rapid decrease of flux

6
d incidcm particle energy. On the other hand, an assumed diffuse source of boron from the

an
vessel wall in the or

outer plasma fan. The res

int as a result of the geometric projection to the target plate coordinates [4]. A possible

odel will result in EU radiation further up in the scrape off layer of the

pective contributions will show up in the profiles just inside the strike

p0
mechanism for a such a diffuse wall source is the formation of boron hydrate molecules by

chemical erosion processes similar to the case of carbon [3]. Mass spectroscopic analyis of

(hell

The DIV

of boron on the target plates show that physical sputtering is sufficient to explain the observed

level 0f boron influx in the divertor. The corresponding erosion yield is in the range of

eutréll gas in the pump ducts shows indeed a small fraction of boron compounds.

1MP results for the B11 radiation in conjunction with the measured radial distribution

1.5—3% in the vicinity of the strikepoint.

While BI and BH emission is determined by the particle influx. the line radiation of the

subsequent ionization states will be more and more influenced by the transport of the eroded

boron into the divertor plasma. Fig. 6 shows the BIV emission above the target plate as

measured by the tangentially viewing DIV spectrometer. In contrast to the modelling result.

the maximum of the emission is close to the plate where the temperatures are in the range of

1040cV. The observed radiation cannot be attributed to direct excitation because the energy

difference to the ground state is 203 eV. On the other hand, the excitation energy from the

metastable 3S-state is only 4.4 eV. A possible mechanism for the population of this state are

CX-processes. The code results, which do not include these effects, therefore reflect only

the contributions from direct excitation, which become significant at the higher temperatures

further upstream. By the coupling of DIVIMP with EIRENE, the neutral hydrogen distribution

needed for the inclusion of CX-recombination and radiation is now available for further

analysis.

[l] PC. Stangeby et al., Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988) 1945.

[2] D. Reiter, Randschichl Kalifigurmion von Tokamaks, Ennvicklrmg rmrl Amvendzmg

stochasrischer Modelle zur Beschreibung (les Neurralgasn'anspm‘rs. Technical Report

Jul—1947. KFA Jiilich. Germany, 1984.

[3] W. Poschenrieder et al., J. of Nucl. Materials 220—222 (1995) 36.

[4] K. Krieger et. al. J. of Nucl. Materials 220—222 (1995) 548.
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Stigation of target plate interaction and impurity radiation

from the divertor during high-performance H-mode
discharges in ASDEX-Upgrade.
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A. R. Field, A. THen'mann, iG. Lieder, ‘lB. Napiontek,

M. Weinlich and the ASDEX—Upgrade team.

Max-Planck Institute fiir Plasmaphysik, EuraromJPP Association,

D—85748 Garching and TD—10117 Berlin.
4‘. now at OSRAM GmbH, 81536 Milne/ten

1. Introduction: High density tokamak operation with controlled enhancement of radiation

from the boundary and divertor plasma as a means of reducing the target plate power load is

now recognised as being essential for the success of a future reactor. In ASDEX—Upgrade,

b means of feedback controlled puffing of deuterium and neon, high performance H—mode

discharges with more than 90% radiation of the S 10 MW heating power and complete

detachment of the divertor plasma from the target plates are achieved (CDH—mode) [1]. Here.

we compare the impurity production and emission in the divertor region under varying degrees

of detachment by means of fast, mum-channel spectroscopy, thermography and Langmuir

probe measurements.

2. Experimental: Line radiation from the divertor region is collected by two arrays of 16

optical fibres, one viewing tangentially and the other almost perpendicularly to the outer target

plate (see Fig. 1). By means of interference filters and photomultipliers a narrow spectral

band (2 1 nm) can be monitored with high time resolution (2 11 as) and moderate spatial

resolution (1.540 Inm tangentially, 20 mm perpendicularly). Here, the perpendicular chords

monitor the CH(658.1 nm) line and the tangential chords the CII(514.5 nm) line, which are

excited from the 2P ground and 4P metastable states respectively. The IR-thermography

system [2] and the arrays of fixed Langmuir triple probes [3] are described elsewhere.

3. Results: Three H-mode discharges with 11, = 1 MA, Bt : —2.5 T (grad—B drift towards x-

point), fie = 7.4 to 11.8x1019 m"3 in deuterium with 8 MW of NBI heating (7.4 MW deposited

power. PH) are compared: #4875 without additional gas puffing; #4906 with deuterium puffing

into the main chamber alone; and #4881 with deuten‘um and neon puffing.

Without gas puffing radiation from the main Chamber Pmd amounts to 56% of PH leaving

32 MW flowing into the divertor region. Even between ELMs the target power density

PDup near the separatrix is about 2.5 MW/m2 resulting in local erosion of the graphite as

Shot # ‘ 4375 4906 4881

a. [x1019 m—3] 7.4 9.4 11.8

rim (om) [x1021 s-X] — (—) 6.0 (—) 4.3 (0.14)

Pm [MW] 4.0 4.3 5.8

P501. = PH - Prud [MW] 3.2 2,9 1.6

“on,“ [x1020 m—3] 0.35 2.5 1.35

Tia/Ta. msmmr 1.01 0.81 0.91

Table 1 Discharge parameters at 3.713.
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Fig. 1 Do intensity viewing enter target from above; C11 intensify viewing Iangentially 1.5 mm above target;and peak large! power loading jirum thermograp/iy.

indicated by the peaking of the C11 intensity at the target. Here, TL. measured by the tripleprobes peaks at about 10 eV which is sufficient for the physical sputtering yield to reach 1%.(Assuming Ti : TC, TC 2 Bib/5 m 5 eV is required for the incident ion energies to exceedthe sputtering threshold Em.)
During the type—I ELMs PDup increases to over 4 MW/m2 and the deposition profilebroadens outside the scparatrix. Peak values of Te just outside the separatrix increase to 2 20eV (the dynamic range of the triple probes is limited to 20 eV) resulting in a further increase inyield. The greatest relative increase of ion flux l‘i occurs further out resulting in a broadeningof the carbon influx profile during the ELMs. Overall, the associated increase in particle fluxand electron temperature (and hence incident ion energies) result in at least a factor 4 increasein sputtered carbon influx (ionisations/emitted photon for CII increases with Te).
During discharge #4906 strong deuterium puffing into the main Chamber increases He byabout 30%. Bulk radiation losses are, however. hardly increased because the mom frequentELMs induced by the gas puffing screen the impurities from the bulk plasma more effectively.As a result Pm, is hardly changed at 2.8 MW. The increased particle flux to the divertorenhances the neutral deuterium density there by a factor 7. Consequently. the deuterium lineradiation from the diver-tor increases. marginally during the ELMs but by over a factor 10between, the radiation efficiency of D0 being higher at lower temperature. That an appreciablefraction of PDiV is lost by radiation or charge-exchange processes is manifested by the strongreduction in the peak target power load to S 2 MW/mz.
Both between and during the ELMs the power deposition profile is broadened and shifteda few cm outside the separatrix. Between the ELMs the reduced ion flux Pi measured by

O 2‘; #4875 #4906 #4881 5.. FL. . “/1:t ," ~g WimD2+NClT ,,
0.201 ‘1 ‘ g1 4i 3 i2 a

> 1

o
Time [s]

Fig. 2 Power deposition profile: measured by IR-tlremrography across the order large! plate (x — distancefrominner edge).
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Fig. 3 [marshy distributions of C11 lines measured across (x — distance from inner edge) and above (y —

elevulwfl) the outer target plate as a function of time.

the Langmuir triple-probe arrays in the vicinity of the separatrix shows that the plasma is

detached from the target in this region. The electron temperature is also strongly reduced

peakjng at about 4 eV just outside (2 cm) the separatrix. Although between the ELMs the

temperature is insufficient for physical sputtering to be effective the C11 intensity observed

viewing normal to the target is enhanced compared to that without gas puffing. This emission

is not, however, localised above the target. A distributed carbon influx along the SOL in the

form of CmDn molecules produced by chemical erosion of the plasma facing structures by the

high fluxes of low energy D0 atoms is probably the source of this emission. The greater path

length of the perpendicular chords through this region leads to relatively higher intensities in

these chords than observed viewing tangentially.
The D; puffing strongly increases the number of particles exhausted by the ELMs as

well as their frequency. The ion flux Pi is increased by about a factor 2 and the ELM

duration exceeds 1 ms. The greatest increases in 1‘1 and Te occur well outside the separatrix

(5 cm), Te increasing there to about 10 eV. This leads to an enhancement of the erosion of

the target in this region as seen from the localised CII emission profiles. The ELMS thus

burn through to the target temporarily reattaching although well outside the separatrix. The

energy confinement time is somewhat degraded by the gas puffing, TE being 80% of that

from the ITER H-Inode scaling.
In order to achieve complete detachment, also during ELMs, the power flow across the

separatrix must be reduced. This is achieved by enhancing Pmd by controlled puffing of neon

into the main chamber. It is found that by simultaneously puffing deuterium the neon is better

compressed in and pumped by the divertor' thus facilitating the regulation of Pmd. During

discharge #4881 about 80% of PH is radiated from the main plasma, the neon producing a ‘

radiating mantle at the boundary, with about 75% radiated from inside the separatrix. PD-W l

is consequently reduced to 1.6 MW and smaller, high frequency (w 2 kHz) type-III ELMs

result. The energy confinement is degraded less than with D2 puffing only, TE being 90% »

of that from the ITER H-mode scaling. 1

Because less D2 is puffed than in #4906 the Da emission from the divertor is reduced,

in proportion to the D0 pressure. The heat and particle pulses from the ELMs only slightly
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Fig. 4 Profiles of ion flux density P,- and electron IL'IIIpEI‘GllU'e To mensnreri by an array of Langmuir tripleprobes in the outer target plate. (The high values of Ti. shown inside the separatrix for shot #4906 are due toearly saturation of the electron branch of the probe characteristic.)

modulate the Dcr intensity. The power density at the target is reduced to below the resolution
of the thermography system (S 1 MW/mz), Tc near the separatrix being reduced to S 5 eV
and the ion flux density P. to a low level indicating permanent detachment in this region. The
profiles of Tu and Pi peak further outside the separatrix (10 cm) where Te fluctuates with the
ELM activity between about 5 and 10 eV. The CH emission is not localised near the target
being emitted mainly from a diffuse zone extending about 5 cm above. The heat pulses from
the ELMs increase the C11 emission which decays, however, within a short distance from the
target. This indicates that the volume energy losses effectively buffer the ELM energy from
the target. Between the ELMs in the outer regions of the SOL and a few cm above the target
the temperature is sufficiently low that eroded carbon atoms or molecules may penetrate a
few cm into the plasma before being excited and further ionised by the ELM heat pulses.
4. Conclusions: The intense target plate loading occurring under normal ELMing H-mode
conditions can only be partially alleviated by strong D2 puffing which enhances recycling and
radiation losses from the SOL plasma and thus leads to partial detachment between ELMs.
The heat pulses from type»I ELMs, however, still bum through to the target producing intense
erosion. Bulk radiation losses can be increased in a controlled manner by puffing neon such
that the p0wer flow into the SOL is sufficiently reduced that the plasma remains detached from
the target. The energy pulses from the resulting more frequent type-H1 ELMs are sufficiently
small that they are buffered from the target by volume radiation losses. Under such conditions
the carbon influx and associated radiation losses are maintained by chemical erosion of the
iii—vessel graphite structures due to the high fluxes of low energy neutral deuterium atoms.
References:
[l] Gruber 0., Kallenbach A. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 74 (1995) 4217.
[2] Herrmann. A. et 21]., Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fus., 37 (1995) 17‘
[3] Weinlich M., Elektrostatirche Sande/z in star/ten Magnetfelder. PhD. Thesis, Technischen

Universit‘cit Mtinchen, 1995.
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1- Introduction

sion devices using graphite as first wall or target material the erosion of the material by

chemical sputtering via hydrocarbon formation is an outstanding problem. There is, however, a

saturation of the chemical erosion expected at , high ion 'flux- denstty due to. increasing

recombination of hydrogen [1]. EspeCially the BFOSlon‘yldldS for high ion flux densities Will be

deciSiVe for the Chotce of the material. Extensive investigations haye lfeen performed in ion beam
experiments [2] where, however, the upper flux limit of: 10 m‘-s' is rather low. Substantially

higher fluxes can be achieved in high current are devtces where a neutral plasma beam 15 used.

First experiments of this type were performed in PISCES [3]. in this paper we report on similar

experiments in the stationary plasma generator PSI—1. We describe the measuring procedures and

some preliminary results that concentrate on the comparison of three different graphite materials.

For it]

2, Experimental

The plasma in the PSI—1 device (fig. 1) is generated between a heated LaB6-cathode and an anode

made from copper. It expands through the hollow anode along the axial magnetic field into the

target chamber onto the floating target. The plasma parameters in the target chamber are

determined by the magnetic field configuration, the neutral gas pressure (absolute pressure and

pressure ratios between cathode, differential pumping stage and target chamber), and the electrical

power input of the discharge. A tungsten diaphragm (¢ 40 mm) was used to create a

homogeneous plasma column at the target location. The target (ti) 30 mm) was placed concentric

to this plasma beam.

In the experiments under discussion the electron temperature was kept constant at Te = 3.5 eV.
The electron density ne was varied between 3.5 - 7*10 6 m'3 by changing the discharge
electrical power input while keeping the neutral gas pressure constant (l.3*10'3 mbar in the
target chamber), thus varying the ion flux density between 4.4 - 8.3*1020 m'zs‘l. Under these
conditions the ionization lengths for hydrocarbons are comparable to or larger than the discharge
dimensions, hence redeposition is not expected to play a role. Radial profiles of Te and ne (fig. 2)
were routinely measured 8 mm in front of the target (with and without target) by a fast scanning

Langmuir probe. The density of neutral atomic hydrogen in the plasma column was determined
from space-resolved Hot-line intensities.

Information about the purity of the plasma was obtained from residual gas analysis and
spectroscopy. The residual gas pressure in the vacuum system is 3*10‘ mbar. Spectroscopic
analysis give no indications for any impurities. For a further assessment of the purity of the
plasma sputtering experiments with a biased tungsten-target were carried out. The threshold
energies for W—sputtering are 447 eV and 209 eV for hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. For
all heavier atoms or ions the W-threshold energy is lower. Biasing now the target to -350 V, no
tungsten could be detected in hydrogen discharges. In contrast an increasing WI—intensity could
be observed in deuterium for bias voltages beyond -300 V. A similar effect would have been
expected for traces of any impurity ions.

Samples of different graphite materials - EK 98, CFC N-llZ, CFC-10% Si - were exposed to
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various plasma conditions (table 1). The graphite targets were inserted into the plasnm for 24min each. Their temperature could not be controlled actively but was measured by an attache0thermocouple and (in some cases ) by a pyrometer. Weight loss measurements and scans With £1Cloptical profilometer over the eroded crater area were used to determine the mass loss"Additionally, surface analysis methods (SIMS, AES and SEM) were used to check for [308%].
impurities deposited on the target surface. aThe methane formation was monitored permanently with a residual gas analyzer. For Calibrationof the gas analyzer a known flux of methane was blown through a hole in a molybdenum mg“into the discharge under identical conditions as for graphite target exposure. The aXialdependence of the CH-band intensity at 430 nm was measured in front of the target and is used asinput for the ERO~code calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

A comparison of the erosion yields of three different graphite materials was performed. EK 93graphite was exposed to plasmas with various ion flux densities. The results of the atom)”measurements are summarized in table 1.
There is a good agreement between the measured weight loss and the amount of carbon derivedfrom the methane signal of the calibrated gas analyzer. Both values are higher by a factor of -.- 2than the mass loss evaluated from the crater depth profile, which was used for the determination ofthe erosion yields given in table 1. This difference may be due to the fact that the profilometerdetects solely the mass loss of the surface facing directly the plasma whereas the two Othermethods measure the total loss of the target including possible contributions from the mantlesurface. Taking the ratio of the corresponding areas into account, the yield-values of all threemethods agree fairly well. It should also be noted that measurements of the ion saturation Currentto the biased target confirmed the particle flux determined by the Langmuir probe.
In general, the erosion yields given in table 1 are higher by about a factor of 2 compared topublished data. Since it is well known that oxygen has very high yields for chemical sputtering oncarbon the possible influence of this impurity was studied separately. To this end 02 was blowninto the discharge. An addition of 0.2 % of oxygen to the H3 influx was clearly detected by Visiblespectroscopy and changed the mass spectrometer signals at m/e : 16 (CH4‘l') and 28 (C2H4+ andCO+) remarkably. It is thus concluded. that the oxygen content in the hydrogen discharge isnormally well below 0.1 % and hence of no importance.

4. Modelling

The CH4 production at the graphite target can be investigated spectroscopically by means ofmolecular band intensities. For these measurements the CH band around 431 nm is used which isdue to the AZA - XZH electronic transition of the CH molecule. Fig. 3 shows the densitydistributions of the CH molecules. as obtained from the measured photon intensity 10;), for threedifferent electron densities. The CH density was calculated using the electron excitation ratecoefficient from ref. [4].
For the interpretation of the CH densities in terms of the methane fluxes the multi—step break~upof the hydrocarbon molecules is to be considered. In the frame of a zero-dimensional model eightrate equations of the type

dn [1CH, _ ca,7__T“”z'”m, - E <O'v>,+nf~ E nC"'~<CrV>k
CH.

for the CH4...CH molecules and their ions were solved, taking into account the dissociation andionization processes according to [5]. By defining particle confinement times TCH the transportand thus the losses out of the observation volume can be approximated. Using infinite
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meat times a ratio of nay/n0“: 0.7 is obtained at an electron temperature of 3.5 eV (see
confinc

' 4a‘:)"3,,f‘1;3iai-rient time of ‘C = 2‘1‘10‘4 s for all dissociation products, which is an adequate value
“3 ditions and geometry in the PSI—1, this ratio is reduced by three orders of

for the 135““ con . - » - ~
11‘.d (fig_ 4b)_ This drastic change 15 due to the very large reaction lengths resulting from

electron density and temperature. The small CH density of about 1*1014 m‘3 as
ured by spectroscopy (fig. 3) can be explained in this way, because for the methane density a

mess of about [*101 m‘ in the plasma volume is inferred from our other measurements. In
“we. 18. the CH density can be calculated by the ERO-code [6], as done for higher plasma

densities and temperatures. In the code the real geometry of the PSI-1 and the profiles of the

ictron density and temperature are included. The code uses the same rate coefficients as
condoned abOVC for the complicated break—up of the released methane molecules. All losses due

“transport and redeposition on the target plate are taken into account. In the code it is assumed

mat the hydrocarbon molecules which leave the plasma volume do not come back into the plasma.

The calculated CH density and the particle confinement times are thus much smaller than the

measured values. The discrepancy IS probably due to elasric reflection of the different molecules.

In the future this process will be included into the ERO code.

5. Summary

Various graphites were exposed to ion flux densities up to 8-1020 m‘flls‘1 at low plasma

temperatures and densities in hydrogen discharges. Chemical erosion yields in the range of 0.02

. 0.05 were obtained.
The experiments will be continued under improved conditions: biasing of the targets and active
control of the target temperature. Also a comparison between hydrogen and deuterium is planned.

Table 1: Summary of experimental data and results
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1 Introduction

The plasma facing vessel Walls of todays thermonuclear fusion experiments are bombarded

with high fluences of energetic hydrogen ions and neutrals as well as by impurity ions. This

bombardment causes an erosion of the vessel walls and introduction of impurity atoms

into the plasma The impurities will impinge back onto the vessel walls together with

hydrogen atoms and a surface layer with a new composition is formed. In a future fusion

reactor the accumulation of implanted D/T in the surface layers of deposition dominated

areas presents a major problem of T inventory.

2 Experimental

In order to get more insight into the actual composition of the JET vessel wall, the

hydrogen trapped in the surface layers of the wall, and the problems of erosion, redepoe

sition and material transport, 30 carbon Long Term Samples (LTS), partly covered with

800 nm aluminium, were mounted on the JET vessel wall in December l993 and replaced

in September 1994 after about 2500 discharges. 20 LTS were mounted in octant 3 and

4, distributed poloidally (fig. 1), the rest were mounted in the midplane of the torus at

the inner and outer walls distributed toroidally. The wall temperature in JET during

operation is about 525 K. Beryllium is routinely evaporated over the vessel wall. The

JET Vessel wall is made of inconel (about 75% Ni, 15% Cr, 10% Fe).

The thickness and composition of the surface layers of the LTS were analysed with

MeV ion beam techniques (RES, NRA, PIKE, ERDA, HERDA).
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3 Results

The poloidal distribution of the total amount of all elements deposited on the LTS as Well
as the erosion of the evaporated Al—layer is shown in fig. ‘2‘ All samples mounted on the
inner wall of the torus showed erosion of the aluminium layer and only minor deposits.
The samples at the outer wall of the torus showed thick deposited layers With thicknessgs
up to 2.5 pm. The coinpOsition of the deposited layers was about 70% Be; 15% C and
15% 0 (fig. 3 top). The concentration of Ni, Cr and Fe in the deposited layer was about
1 atomic % (fig 3 bottom), other elements such as B, N. Si, S, Cl, K, Ca and Cu Were
detected as traces.

All LTS mounted on the inner wall of the torus in the midplane showed erosion of the
Alrlayer. The observed erosion was toroidally uniform within about 10%. The thickness
and composition of the deposited layers on the LTS mounted at the outer wall in midplane
was uniform within about 30%. if the samples were not shadowed from the Berevaporators,
Samples at the outer wall which were shadowed from the Be—evaporators showed minor
deposits and erosion of the Al~layer was observed.

The amount of deuterium was about 1 x 1017 atoms/cm? at the inner wall of the torus
due to implantation of energetic neutral deuterium atoms created in charge exchange pro-
cesses. At the outer wall of the torus between 2 X 1017 and 6 X 1017 deuterium atoms/cm2
were measured. The deuterium was distributed through the whole deposited layer at a
concentration of a few percent. The concentration of hydrogen was comparable to the
deuterium concentration.

4 Discussion

At the inner wall of the torus, as well as at the outer wall at areas shadowed from the
Besevaporation, erosion of the Alrlayer on the LTS was observed. while at the other areas
of the outer wall large. deposition is measured. This is due to:

I The observed erosion is likely caused by CX—neutrals. The calculated CX—flux to
the inner and outer wall is roughly equal, therefore the asymmetry in the erosion
behavior at the inner and outer wall cannot be ex )lained bi different CX—fluxes.l 3

o The amount of beryllium deposited (luring evaporation varies greatly over the sur—
face of the vessel. Most of the outer wall LTS positions were close to the evapo—
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Figure 1: Poloidal positions of the long term samples The samples are drawn as dots.

Samples at the inner wall of the torus were mounted in octant 4, the samples at the outer

wall of the torus were mounted in octant 3.

raters, where about 5 times more Be is deposited than at the inner wall At the

outer wall positions, the Be deposition by evaporation is larger than the removal

by (IX-sputtering. This is supported by net erosion being observed at the outer

wall at positions shadowed from the evaporatorsi At the inner wall the amount of

evaporated Be is not sufficient to protect the wall from erosion

At the inner wall the trapped D is implanted by (EX—bombardment. The regular evapora-

tion of Be at the outer wall produces fresh layers of Be which are subsequently implanted

with CX-deuterium resulting in higher amounts of D,
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1. lnlmd“Ction . . . . . . .

Impurity transport is a key issue in controlled fusron research. While there is still a lack

of detailed knowledge about the physics of radial anomalous transport, it is widely recognized

that the impurity production processes at the targets, the penetration of impurity atoms into the

lasmfi and the ion source distribution resulting from ionization by electron impact have

significant influence on the built-up of the central impurity density. The ion source distribution

inside and outside the separatrix is depending on the velocity distribution of neutrals (determined

by the plasma- wall interaction processes) and the local ionization rate (given by the local electron

density and temperature and the ionization potential of the atomic species). The penetration depth

of atoms N0: v0 / (n,< av> km) can be used to characterize the radial extension of the ion source

distribution inside the LCFS.
The velocity distribution of several impurity species has been determined at TEXTOR

from the Doppler broadening of line emission (carbon, oxygen [1], neon [2] and silicon [3]).

Different release mechanisms as physical and chemical sputtering, reflection and desorption could

be identified. These results are used to interpret the penetration measurements shown. The

findings are discussed in context with the central impurity densities observed to point out the

relevance of edge processes for the central impurity built-up.

2. Experiment and evaluation of measured data

The experiments have been performed on the tokamak TEXTOR with a major radius R:

1.75 m and a minor radius a= 0.46 m at standard values for the toroidal magnetic field BT =

2.25 T and the plasma current IF = 350 kA. The measurements shown below base on optical

methods [4] and have been carried out at test limiters made of different materials and introduced

into the vacuum vessel with the help of a limiter lock system at the bottom of the torus. The

limiters are observed from a tangential side view using a spectrometer equipped with an

intensified CCD camera as detector which yields spectra of radially resolved line emission in the

wavelength range from 200 - 800 nm. Additionally CCD camera meaSurements with interference

filters are made to analyze the overall 2d spatial distribution of emission in toroidal and radial

direction. The spatial resolution of these measurements is about 0.5 mm. More details of the

experimental set- up are given in [5].
The measured profiles of line emission from impurity atoms can be transferred to the

ionization source distribution by the adequate rate coefficients for ionization and excitation of

atoms. The neutral flux and the neutral density can be deduced from the integral of the ion source

distribution up to the radius where all neutrals are ionized [6]. The electron temperature (T,_) and

density (11,) profiles necessary for such calculations are obtained by means of a thermal helium

beam [7], the velocity distribution of neutrals from Doppler broadening of line emission. Fig.1

shows an example of a 2d normalized ion source distribution of carbon (test limiter at the main

limiter radius r=46 cm, he: 4.8 - 10‘3cm'3, Fe: 1.6 MW). The toroidal axis is oriented hori-

zontally (limiter width 10 cm). The vertical axis refers to the radial direction (LCFS at y=0),

negative values correspond to the scrape— off layer. The limiter is also curved in the poloidal
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direction and has a poloidal width of 6normalized lon source distribution cm, The left (electron drift) side of [heE
limiter is for this limiter radius shaded byg 57 smama the main toroidal ALT lI limiter due to a73 7 (712472“; short connection length of 1.5 m. From.4 t

[n :-1 cu .a ' . fr Quasi." this measurement a neutral fiddling e _'3 331,1” "f" : Ciency can be deduced, defined as the ratio3
of the total neutral flux released from thea , limiter surface (total integral of me ion{Druidnldmncem source distribution) to the neutral flux. ;_- enterin the confined lasma ‘age—rim . g P (mmor: as to starting at the LCFS). In a first approxi_
mation one can account for the effect of

Figure 1 2d ion source distribution of carbon prompt redeposttton Of 1ons Wlthln the0:0 ._ LCFS, y<0: SOL) first gyro radius by starting the integratioil
for the neutral flux entering the confinedplasma one gyro radius inside the LCFS. The largest uncertainty of the fuelling efficiency in thisintegration is given by the position of the LCFS (3F 1 camera pixel e» 0.5 mm). The resultingerror is in the order of 5% of the total ion source rate and can be rather significant regardingspecies where the neutral fuelling efficiency is small.

3. Results and discussion
To identify different mechanisms of impurity release we compare the measured radialintensity distribution of line emission with calculations based on the velocity distribution and theprofiles of n= and Te at the plasma edge. The release of carbon is at low densities (high edgetemperature) governed by physical sputtering unless the sublimation rate becomes dominant atsurface temperatures larger than 2000 °C. Fig. 2a) shows examples for both conditions (carbontest limiter at r= 45 cm, T¢(rh-m)= 60 eV). At a surface temperature of 1600 “C 8 Thompsonvelocity distribution of carbon atoms as measured in (dashed line) gives satisfactory agreementwith the measured emission profile (boxes). When the limiter is heated to temperatures over 2400°C, the penetration is considerably shorter (crosses) and can be reproduced by a thermalMaxwellian velocity distribution corresponding to the surface temperature. The penetration depthdecreases from 0.75 cm to 0.15 cm in the latter case.
At lower edge temperatures (higher central densities) chemical erosion gets more relevant(5. emission profile (boxes) for Te(rum) = 20 eV in fig. 2b)., The penetration is shorter thanexpected from physical sputtering alone (upper dashed curve). The emission profile of carbonatoms originating from molecular dissociation was experimentally determined during CD4 -puffingthrough the limiter. This distribution can be reproduced by a gaussian velocity distributioncorresponding to a dissociation energy of 1 eV (lower dashed curve) as observed in [1] for thecase of detached plasmas (chemical sputtering dominant). If one assumes 80% of the line intensitycoming from physically sputtered carbon atoms and 20% from chemically sputtered ones (pointedcurve), it is possible find reasonable agreement with the measured intensity distribution (boxes)including both physical and chemical sputtering. As dissociative excitation is less efficient withrespect to the population mechanisms of the emission line than collisional excitation of atoms,these values give a lower limit for the fraction of chemically released carbon.
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figure 2 Radial intensity distribution of CI emission (247.9 nm) for diferem plasma conditions and

release mechanisms of carbon

Variations of local re and T: have been inferred by changing fir An increase of the central

denSity leads to a decrease of the penetration depth and of the fuelling efficiency for most species

as carbon, Silicon or molybdenum, where the ionization rate at the limiter increases and the

averaged neutral velocity is independent of the local plasma parameters (tag. for physically

sputtered atoms) or decreases (as for carbon). Neon behaves differently as the fraction of fast

particles increases with increasing density (decreasing energy of neon ions hitting the limiter) due

to an increasing reflection coefficient [2]. Typical numbers are given in the following table at a

low density offic= 1.5-2.0.10‘3cm'3 and a high density ofi= 4.5-5.0-10‘3cm‘3 (Ph= 1.6 MW).

impurity local m [10”cm‘3] / an [em] f0 [96]

species local Tc [eV] at rlim

low n, high 11, low it, high na low “a high na

carbon 0.3 / 1.4 l 2.1 0.9 82 50

r“m = 46 cm 55 20

neon 0.4 / 0.8 / 1.5 2.0 - 70

r“m = 46 cm 35 15

silicon 0.3 / 1.0/ 1.0 0.5 65 34

rlim = 45 cm 70 25

molybdenum 0.45 / 1.6 / 0.3 0.1 24 <5

rlim = 45 cm 80 27

Penetration depth and fuelling efficiency decrease with increasing charge and mass

number (decreasing ionization energy of neutrals and decreasing neutral velocity). This fact

leads to a very efficient screening for molybdenum, especially at high plasma density. Here

the effect of prompt redeposition is drastic (reduction of f0 from 12% to less than 5% when

accounting for prompt redeposition) as the gyro radius (pL z 1.5 mm) is about the same as

the penetration depth. A further discussion on this effect is given in [8].
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We will now investigate the relatiml
between central impurity density and impu-
rity penetration at the edge. According to a
simple diffusion model [9] the produa of
penetration depth M inside the LCFS and
neutral flux entering the confined plasl-na
(the total flux I‘0 released times the nautral
fuelling efficiency f0) should be a measure

0.00 1.0 20 3.0 4-0 53.0 of the central impurity denSIty for a given
fie "0130,“ 4} diffusion coefficrent. Fig. 3 shows them

Figure 3 Impurity screening atlhe plasma edge quantities for Silicon under "cum beamandcemralimpurirybuiltmpofsilicon heated COI‘lditionS in a Siliconized machine
as a function of no. The central silica"density has been deduced from the SXR- pulse height spectrum. If one assumes the var-latte“

of edge parameters at the test limiter to be similar to those at the main limiters, it can be
concluded that the variation of the central silicon built-up is due to the variation of the silicOn
release and penetration at the edge. A similar coupling between edge and center can also be
observed for carbon and molybdenum in neutral beam heated plasmas. The situation is quite
different for molybdenum under ohmic conditions where neoclassical transport leads to
molybdenum accumulation in the plasma center at high densities although flux of neutrals at
the edge and penetration depth do not change.

n (0)
[13"‘1111‘31

0.5

4. Summary
The penetration of impurity atoms into the plasma edge has been investigated by

optical methods at the tokamak TEXTOR. Different release mechanisms could be identified
by comparing the radial intensity distribution of line emission with calculations based on the
velocity distributions resulting from characteristic plasma- surface interaction processes and
on measured n,—/ Tc- profiles. Penetration depth and neutral fuelling efficiency are minimal
at high densities and with additional heating. The variation of neutral flux, neutral fuelling
efficiency and penetration depth inside the LCFS determines the variation of the central
impurity density under these conditions, this strong coupling underlines the relevance of edge
processes for the central impurity built- up.
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1. Introduction

Since me introduction of carbon based materials as wall coatings and limiters in fusion devices,

a growing interest has been developed for the examination of chemically sputtered species from

these surfaces in erosion experiments. Only very qualitative information about the source function,

the transport and the redeposition properties of released hydrocarbons has been obtained during

the 1m decade because both of the lack of molecular data bases and the non sufficient diagnostic

access to the locations of their origin. One major subject of these investigations is to find the flux

dependence of the chemical hydrocarbon erosion yield, as this knowledge may allow to

extrapolate the magnitude of the molecular hydrocarbon sources in a carbon surrounded fusion

device.

2, Experiment, methods, and calibrations

The impurity release from the limiter is studied using a 0.5 m spectrometer equipped with a 2D-

CCD camera with image intensifier, which was set at a fixed toroidal position conventionally

chosen near the location of largest power loading or a hole for gas blow experiments 15 mm from

the center. The same line of sight is shared by an intensified CCD—camera with interference filters

in front, which allows the simultaneous 2D-observation of the cross section in the light of a

specific spectral line or molecular band (CD: 430.7 nm (i075 nm); C 1: 247.8 nm, C 11:

514.5 run, C 111: 464.7 nm). More experimental details can be found in [1]. The plasma

parameters at the radial position of the limiter were measured by means of thermal He— and Li—

beams [2],[3].
The limiters (10 cm long, 6 cm wide and 5 cm high) with a toroidal and poloidal curvature of 8.5

and 6 cm, respectively, were introduced into TEXTOR through a limiter lock from the bottom

of the torus. Silicon and titanium doped (SiCSO, RGTi), B4C and pure graphite (EK98)

testlimiters as well as metal limiters were used for the experiments and had been positioned at the

same plasma radius as the toroidal belt limiter ALT—u (rum: 46 cm). In order to be independent

of the limiter heating by the plasma itself, which strongly depends on the discharge conditions

chosen, the graphite limiter could be internally heated up to about 700°C. The TEXTOR vessel

itself was routinely boronized.

Specific care was taken for the conversion of measured photon intensities into molecular CD4-

fluxes. The observed CD transition (A2A-X2II at about 431 nm) is well known and spectra have

been already published in several journals (e.g.[4],[5]). Very near to this band is also a BB-
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band (at 432.9 nm) and the vline (at 433.9 nm), the latter is very convenient to be used for thedetermination of the deuterium flux and the CD4» to D-flux ratio, Moreover CDT-band emissioncan be identified at 420 nm (figl) Experimental [6] and theoretical [5] attempts have been
made to determine the value S/XB for the CD—band in order to correlate the measured Photon
ratios @CD/d’D to the CD4/D—flux ratios. These conversion factors are considerably dependent on
Te, n6, and ratio of molecular/atomic source of deuterium. Within the conventional experimentalplasma parameter range all three factors together can lead to a variation of 0.06 - 013' With
which the measured photon flux ratios have to be multiplied in order to obtain the particle fluxes
CD4/D. Therefore, not only the m plasma parameters have to be known (WhiCh thBy are mostly
not) but also the source of the level population for D7. In [7] a number of SIXB=100 for CD
is adopted and in [5] S/XB=8OO for D7. We have raised the latter value to 1000 taking into
account latest calculations, which also consider molecular sources for the atomic deuterium [eyel
population [8]. By CD4~injection through a hole in the limiter we could verify the
measurements of [6] concerning the temperature dependence of S/XB for the CD~band.
3. Results and Discussion

— Experiments with a heated graphite limiter
ln [1] experiments have been presented, where parts of a graphite limiter have been heated up to
about 1900°C. There has been found a clear indication that the methane production yield drops
continuously by a factor of 4. However, because of the inhomogeneous heating, which Smoothes
the line integrated optical observations, we performed experiments on homogeneously heated
limiters below 1000°C, where a maximum of the production yield (more or less strongly
dependent on the impinging ion energy) was found in laboratory experiments [9]. The CD4/D-
flux ratio was measured for three different discharge conditions (fig.2). Surprisingly no expressed
maximum or drop could be detected up to the achievable temperature of about 700° C and also
no expressed dependence on the boundary temperature. By further (however inhomogeneous)
heating of the limiter surface by the plasma, a drop in the production yield could actually be
detected in the course of the discharge indicated by the black box at some higher temperature (see
insert in fig.2).

— Experiments with graphite limiters
Fig.3 shows the dependence of the CD4/D—flux ratio on the impinging deuterium flux I‘D. A value
of about 1% was found for the highest fluxes, which increases to lower I‘D. The error bars shown
indicate both the uncertainty in the conversion factor (see above) and in the experimental
measurements, which is higher at lower fluxes (i.e.lower intensities). Together with experimental
values measured with a sniffer probe in the TEXTOR scrape—off layer, a weak tendency for a
decrease with growing deuterium flux can be seen by both laboratory experiments at low ion
energies and tokamak experiments as well as plasmasimulators [10].

- Experiments with different C-based limiters and coated metal limiters
Surprisingly the CD4/D-flux ratio for boron, silicon, and titanium doped graphites does not show
a significant deviation from that for pure graphite limiters (fig.4), although in these cases a
reduction of about a factor of 5 and more had been expected from laboratory experiments
[ll]. This behaviour is similar, when pure metal limiters have been exposed to the plasma
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‘n [he “miter position. Limiters, which were withdrawn only 0.5 cm behind the main limiter

Lisplayed imme . _ . . . . .

limiters 0.5 cm mSIde the main plasma radius show a Significantly lower CD4/D—flux ratio

metal 6 their surface is constantly eroded.

-

Molecular intensities and penetration depths for different discharge conditions

Under the conditions in TEXTOR the generation of higher hydrocarbons plays a minor role, as

the cl-band at 516.5 nm revealed always a very low intensity except for the case of a detached

plasma, when the radiation of this band rose dramatically. This latter condition obviously

resembles more those in the throat of the pumped limiter at TORE—S [12] or in the ASDEX-U

diverlor [7”13], Where a considerably larger contribution from higher hydrocarbons has been

routinely detected. The measured radial intensity profiles for CD and CD+ (fig.5) are verified

by an interpretation model (ERO-TEXTOR, a derivative of the ERO code [14]), which

simulates the many reaction paths by taking the reaction rates of [15] into account. However,

in 2D.observation geometry the model calculations show stronger deviations in toroidal direction

from the experimental observations, which have been obtained by detecting the light emission with

a c-camera connected with a filter for the CD—band emission (fig.6). From these

measurements fuel efficiencies for CD4—blow and sputtering can be derived, which are relatively

large (about 80%), which means that a major part of the discharge can actually be fueled by

molecules. That this fact is not strongly reflected in a major change in the atomic carbon signal

(see figj in [1]) can be attributed to different population mechanisms of these lines by electron

collisions or dissociative excitation (compare the respective numbers S/XB in [6] with those for

diately a similar CD4/D-flux ratio during the first exposure discharge. However,

becaUS

atoms!)

4, Summary and Conclusions

. No expressed maximum in the CD4/D-flux ratio could be found for graphite limiters up

to 700 ° C.
. For pure graphite limiters the highest values in the flux dependence of the CD4/D-flux

ratio are about 1% at F921020cm‘2s”1.

- No differences could be found for doped graphites and coated metal limiters.

- The ERO—TEXTOR code allows a modelling of the observed molecular 2D-emission

pattern, which fits qualitatively well the measured radial, but not the toroidal distribution,
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1, Introduction
One of the principal roles of the divertor is to preventimpurities produced at the

target from returning to the confined plasma. A series of experiments has been carried out to

investigate the screening effect of the divertor and SOL by injecting recycling (Ne and Ar ) and

nonqecycling (CH4 and N2) gases at different locations in AlcatorC-Mod diverted discharges.

The use of gaseous impurities has the advantage of giving independent control of the injection

rate under a range of operating conditions compared with studying intrinsic impurities

spectroscopic measurements of impurity densities and detailed profiles of the plasma density

and temperature in the divertor have been made.

2. Experiment.
AlcatorC—Mod is a high field , high density, divertortokamak [1,2]. Typical operating

conditions for the present experiments are 1p=0.8 MA, 1Te=11372.8x1020 m‘3, Bel-:5 Tesla,

Te(0)=1.071.8 keV and elongation :1.6, in a single null diverted configuration. The

arrangement of the impurity injection systems and the diagnostics is shown in fig 1. One gas

injection system consists of an array of capillary tubes connected to poloidal positions. A and

C, at the divertortargetplates and the inner wall. A second system delivers gas to a point, B,

near the outer midplane. The second system has a valve close to the vacuum vessel and is

faster acting than the capillary system. Pulses of gas ~ 30 ms can be injected and the

subsequent distribution of the impurities followed in space and time.[3]

The impurity radiation in the core plasma is measured with a single spatial channel,

absolutely calibrated, VUV spectrograph and, in the case of the argon, also with a crystal t

spectrometer [4] viewing Ar XVII at up to 5 chords simultaneously. The impurity brightness

in the divertor is monitored with a visible spectrometer using a 2-D CCD detector A

wavelength range of up to 45 (70) nm can be scanned in 30 ms with a spectral resolution of 0.1

(0.15) nm. Optical fibers view up to 14 locations at both the inner divertor, P,Q, and outer ‘

divertor, R,Q, simultaneously, Fig 1, In addition there are core measurements of the ne, Te. ‘1

total radiation and Zeff profiles and other spectroscopic measurements. The ”e and Te 1
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profiles in the SOL and along the target plates are measured with a scanning probe and an array
of Langmuir probes in the tiles [5]. Typical conditions at the divertor plate Which have been
used for impurity injection experiments. vary from TC=20 eV. ne:lxlOl9 m ‘3 to Te< 5
cV. rie=3x 1020r11 ‘3.

3. Results
With a short pulse (~40 ms) of neon or argon. typically 1 to 3% of the injected atoms

get into the confined plasma and stay there for the duration of the discharge, Fig 2. The MIST
code [6] is used to calculate the charge state distribution and hence the total impurity content,
calibrating the results to the measured brightness of the Ar XVII or Ne VIII. The fraction of
injectedimpurities entering the confined plasma decreases with density [3 ]. Gas has also
been injected via the capillary tubes into the private flux zone in the divertor, at the inner Wall
midplane and into the outer SOL. If the impurity flow rate into the divertor is constam‘
(typically lxlO19 s‘l), the impurity density in the plasma increases roughly linearly during the
length of the divert phase. These results indicate that neon and argon are recycling
impurities. as expected. The fraction getting into the core plasma does not depend strongly on
the position ol~ injection .

In the case of a pulse of nitrogen or methane the impurity concentration in the confined
plasma decays with a time constant of ~ 30 ms alter the injection pulse, Fig 3. This contrasts
with the recycling gases. The time constant is comparable to that measured for impurities
injected by laser ablation and indicates an impurity recycling coefficient 5 0.3. For a long
impurity injection pulse the impurity concentration rises to a constant value, The impurity
injection rate. obtained from the pressure rise in the vacuum Vessel during a calibration pulse,
has also been plotted in fig 3. It is observed that the total number of impurities in the plasmais
proportional to the injection mm over the whole injection cycle, rather than the integrated
amountas is the case for the recycling impurities. The total number of impurities in the core
plasma can therefore be normalized to a constant influx for a range of different conditions. The
results for nitrogen and carbon are shown in fig 4. The impurity number/influx is a time
constant which varies from 10“5 to 10‘2 5. depending on species and plasma conditions.
Lower impurity core densities are obtained for carbon than for nitrogen and the number of core
impurities decreases with increasing core electron density.

Using the measured SOL profiles of ”e and T,, the ionization rate of both CH4 and N2
has been calculated as a function of minor radius. For typical C-Mod conditions the methane is
ionized further frotn the separatrix than the nitrogen. This is consistent with a model in which
the ionization occurs in the SOL and the impurity density in the confined plasma is determined
by the dynamic flux balance between the injection rate, cross field diffusion to the separatrix
and parallel flow in the SOL to the target. Direct observations of the parallel flow towards the
divertor have been made by viewing the C11 and C111 spatial distribution during CH4
injection, using CCD cameras and interference filters.
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A background nitrogen impurity density is observed which builds up in successive

discharges! indicating that nitrogen is accumulating on surfaces. probably the divertor target

platCSv In the case of carbon there is always significant background both for low and high

chargesl . . , . . . .
A preliminary assessment of the spatial distribution of the impurities in the divertor has

ates since carbon is an intrinsic impurity in C—Mod.

been carried out usmg the multi—channel vtstble spectrograph With chords spanning the inner

and outer divertort In the case of argon the chordal brightness of Ar 11 is highest at the inner

divel’tor- This is consistentwith the measurements of the Do. and the total radiation. At low to

medium density the radiation comes from the regionjust above the inner divertor nose. The

results are also consistent with probe measurements which show the temperature is much lower

at the inner than the outer divCrtor target [5]. In the case of N and C there is little increase

observed in the divertor radiation during impurity injection

4, Conclusions

There is a striking difference between the rare gases, Ne and Ar, and the non recycling

species, C and N. In both cases there is good screening; this is attributed to the high plasma

and power density which leads to high ionization rates in the SOL. The radial location of

ionization is. in all cases, in the SOL. This is partly due to the low energy of the injected gas

species. Less good screeningis observed for laser injected scandium which has a directed

energy ~10 eV. For sputtered atoms, with energies 2 5eV, the peak in the ionization is

calculated to be much closer to the separatrix, also implying lower screening. The lower

screening of sputtered atoms may account for the high carbon background and the buildup of

the nitrogen background In the case of non-recycling gas injection the effective loss time

along the SOL is short compared to impurity transport times in the main plasma, It appears that

most of the impurity flux is ionized in the SOL, then flows to the target and sticks there.
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r duction - Impurity and hydrogen influxes into the plasma are routinely monitored in the

RFP device RFX (R=2m, a:0.46m) along 5 chords in one poloidal section. The optical set-up

allows the simultaneous measurement of C11 6578A, ou 4415A and H0, 6561A emissions
from exactly the same position [1]. In this paper the results of the measurements are discussed

with reference to the modes locking at the wall, which characterize all the RFX discharges,

and carbon blooming phenomena, observed at high plasma current (~800kA). Some

observations about the role of hydrogen and oxygen in carbon production are also presented.

nked modes and carbon blooms - RFX is characterized by strong asymmetries in the

plasma-wall interaction, both poloidally (shift of the plasma column)[2] and toroidally

(locked modes and toroidal field ripple) [3]. In the regions where modes are locked to the

wall an important impurity source is localized. Fig.1 shows a comparison, in terms of CH

and 011 emissions, of two discharges performed at ~800kA of plasma current, one with mode

locking at a toroidal angle near the influx measurement section and the other with mode

looking at the opposite side to the diagnostic section . It is difficult to estimate which fraction

of highly ionized carbon in the main plasma is due to the influx from the region where modes

are locked, because in general the C11 emission saturate; an increase by a factor 250 has been

estimated as lower limit in those cases. In addition, an enhanced emission by a factor of ~10

has been observed for carbon influx with the locking at :400 from the spectroscopic

diagnostic section. Therefore, the effective influx of carbon, responsible for the carbon

content in the plasma, is likely to be dominated by the locking region. The effect is less

pronounced for oxygen: in fact OII emission in presence of the locking modes increases by a

factor $10.
Carbon blooming events have been observed in ~50% of the high plasma current discharges

(2750kA). They consist in a sudden increase of the CV and CV1 emissions well correlated

with an increase in the loop voltage [4], sometimes representing an operational limit. As an

example fig.2 shows the time behaviour of CV density together with the plasma current. In

the discharges in which carbon blooms occur, the ccd camera show surface temperatures of

the graphite tiles covering the vacuum chamber higher than 1800+2000 OC, namely above

the threshold for carbon blooms [5,6,7]. This suggests that radiation enhanced sublimation or
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direct thermal sublimation are the physical processes responsible for these phenomena. In
addition. though normal fluxes are the primary reason for hot spots. also a very high Carbon
self—sputtering yield (that approximates to 1 if the incident ions have very high energies or
very high grazing incidence angles [7]) may contribute to the sustainment 0f the Carborr
blooms . In conclusion, at high plasma current the local carbon influx in the region where
modes are locked has a large influence on the carbon content in the plasma. In fact, the CI]
influx measured in regions unaffected by the locking and CV+CVI densities are not
correlated. as shown in fig.3 (where each point represents one discharge), while in discharges
performed at lower plasma current (~500kA) carbon blooms phenomena are not observed and
the correlation is much better. The density of OVII is correlated with CH influx also at high
current (fig-'1).

Impurigz production mechanisms — From the analysis of the influxes measured outSide the
toroidal section affected by the locking of the modes. it has been found that a hydrogen
unloaded wall is a more favourable condition for a low carbon influx into the plasma. In fact
it has been observed that the ratio between oxygen and carbon intluxes is strongly dependent
on the wall conditioning. Just after a helium glow discharge cleaning session, the Carbon
influx Fe decreases more than the oxygen one ( Fox ), leading to a clear increase of the ratio
fox/TC, as shown in figS. In coincidence, the electron density and the effective recycling
coef‘icient. defined as the ratio between the number of electrons actually present in the
discharge and the number of hydrogen atoms puffed into the vacuum chamber . decrease.
Hydrogen influx and efflux (as measured by a neutral particle analyzer) also decrease after an
helium glow discharge. Therefore, under the same oxygen influx. an unloaded wall, with low
recycling and low hydrogen efllux. corresponds to a lower carbon influx. indicating that
hydrogen plays an important role in the carbon production via physical and chemical
sputtering. Actually, both at low and high plasma current. carbon and hydrogen influxes are
correlated and the ratio FC/FH increases with the effective recycling, i.e. with the degree of
wall loading in RFX. as shown in fig.6.
In order to study the role of oxygen in carbon production. the influxes measured before and
after the trimethylboron bor'onizations performed in RFX have been considered. In fact, after
a boronization a decrease in the oxygen influx has been observed. by a factor ~2 for
discharges at 800kA. and by a factor as high as 6 when the boronization has been performed
between discharges at SOOkA. However. in both cases. a much lower decrease of I} has been
measured. With the hypothesis that for carbon the release mechanisms not connected with
oxygen are not influenced by the boronization. the comparison between the experimental
influxes before and after the boronization allows us to estimate that for SOOkA discharges
before boronization ~50% of carbon influx was due to oxygen. and only ~25% for higher
current discharges. This is related to the frequent occurence. at high currents. of “hot spots"
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henomenu, and to the subsequent increase of carbon emission. For both currents it has been

:bserVCd that, while before the boronization the ratio FC/TH is well correlated with Fox/PH:

[he corfcla

mum is less related to oxygen: for the higher current case this is shown in tigs.7 and 8, that

l d by a simple carbon production steady state model [8] (PCin = FCOUI):

[ion is worse after the boronization, indicating that in this condition the carbon

may be interprete

rc was. YH + mm- was
F; ’ 1 _ c 1“H 1 — Ya:

Where:YH. Ye are the physical and chemical sputtering yields due to hydrogen ',Yo, c are

the carbon sputtering yield due to oxygen and the carbon self—sputtering yield(YQ=l may be

assumedl9l)? mg no are the carbon fraction penetrating into the plasma.

To estimate the penetration efficiency the molecular emission measurements have been used.

The hydrocarbon influx deduced from the C2 5165A and the CH 4314A bands results to be

about 2—3 times greater than the measured atomic influx [10], and therefore a penetration

efficiency of 0.5 has been assumed. With this hypothesis, the linear fit in fig.7 gives YCC~O.3.

After the boronization a linear fit does not show a good regression coefficient (fig.8);

however, it would indicate for c a higher value of ~05. This is quite a high value; in RFX

it can be justified with high energies and/or grazing angles for incident ions.

gonglgisions — The impurity production mechanisms in RFX are strongly affected by the

mode locking at the wall. At high currents (~800kA), due to the high power density losses at

the wall, the formation of hot spots (21800 0C) is often observed, with the associated

phenomena of carbon blooming ; these may sometimes represent a machine operational limit.

The plasma deformation associated to the locking effects is 1/5 to 1/10 of the total surface,

but it is responsible for 50-75% of the total carbon content. Therefore the removal of mode

locking phenomena would represent a sensible improvement of the cleaning situation and of

the effective charge in RFX. Once locking is removed as the main impurity source the plasma

performance would benefit from the consideration that both oxygen and hydrogen play a role

in carbon production. The former content has been reduced by boronization procedures, while

the latter contribution may be reduced operating with unloaded graphite tiles.
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1. Introduction
.

High Z metals offer the option of reduced impurity production if the impact energies of

plasma particles are near or below the threshold for physical sputtering [1]. However the

possible benefit of low impurity production at low plasma edge temperatures competes with

strong radiation and possible accumulation effects if suppression of impurity production is not

strong enough. This narrows the operational range of accessible plasma conditions. In order to

evaluate these conditions a systematic analysis and understanding of high Z impurity production,

local ionization and penetration processes into the near wall plasma and high Z transport into the

plasma core is needed. At TEXTOR a research program has been started in the framework of

the TEXTOR-IEA cooperation to analyse these conditions using test-limiters made from solid

Engineering

molybdenum and tungsten.

2. Experimental
Movable Mo- and W-Iimiters with dimensions of 10x6 cm were inserted from the bottom

0f the vessel through a limiter lock up to 3cm inside the minor plasma radius defined by the

toroidal ALT-II pump limiter (r=46 cm). Local limiter diagnostics included lR-thermography,

calorimetry and visible spectroscopy by means of a spectrometer and 2D-CCD cameras coupled

to interference filters. Observations of high Z impurities in the main plasma were based on

VUV-spectroscopy, soft X—ray emission and radial profiles of the radiated power from

bolometry. Edge electron temperature and density profiles were measured by means of atomic

beam techniques (He and Li beams). Graphite collector probes in the SOL were used to collect

Mo,W and other impurities. Some more details are found in [2].

3. Results:
The fraction of the total convective plasma power (heating power minus radiated power)

which has been deposited onto the Mo-and W-testlimiters (determined by calorimetry) increased

from about 1% at r=46cm up to about 7% at r=44cm which indicates the relative importance

of the high-Z components in relation to the entire graphitic wall. At these positions the limiters

are always under erosion dominated conditions. The spectroscopically measured carbon and

oxygen impurity fluxes remitted from the high Z limiters amount to about 2-4 % and 0.5-1 % of

the deuterium flux. Sputter erosion modelling shows that high-Z sputtering is dominated by
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carbon and oxygen impurity impact and deuterium sputtering can be neglected [2]_ Using a
fraction of 1—8 % of the overall deuterium flux impinging on the Mo and w‘limiters
(proportional to the power fraction) and a (C+O)/D flux ratio of 2.5 % the overall Mo/D
release rate can be estimated between 6x10‘5 and lO'4 Mo/D (at Te=40 eV). Since impumy
release is dominated by C and O impact these numbers are only a factor of about 2 smaller for
the W-limiter.
3.1. High-Z accumulation behaviour in ohmically heated discharges

Under ohmic heating conditions a suddenly starting high Z impurity accumulation in the
plasma core has been observed when the central density reached a critical value. This behavior"
is similar for both the Mo and W-limiter experiments. We Will concentrate on the operation with
W-limiters (part of the results with Mo—limiter are published /2/). The general accumulation
behaviour is demonstrated in figl. showing the traces of the line averaged density, the central
electron temperature and the total radiation for an ohmic discharge for which the denSity was
ramped in steps. At n¢=3.2 1013/cm3 ( t= 3.2 s) accumulation occurs suddenly as can be seen
from the drop of the electron temperature and increase of radiation. Fig 2 shows some details of
the accumulation process: the W-concentration at the core (determined from central radiated
power, ne(0), Te(0) and W-radiation potential from corona equilibrium) rises within about 300mg
up to about 8x10‘5. After the W—concentration has somewhat increased, the ne-profiles steepen,
the electron temperature drops and sawtooth activity decreases. The drop of the central electron
temperature is due to a flattening of the Te-profiles within the q=l surface (+-12cm from the
magnetic axis). Te-profile flattening occurs always first on the high field side. The accumulation
leads finally to an internal disruption after which the central Woconcentration remains high and
Ta profiles have flat central regions with somewhat steeper gradients at outer plasma regions.
Thermal instabilities due to high-Z accumulation occur then several times during one discharge
accompanied by development of m=2 MHD instabilities which are not detectable during the first
accumulation process. Fig 3 shows that the critical central density at which accumulation is
observed depends only weakly on the limiter position,respectively on the intensity of the W-
Source.

The accumulation in ohmically heated discharges is well explained by a thermal
instability caused by the temperature dependence of the neoclassical impurity flux: growing
central W-concentration leads to growing radiation and flattening of the Te-profiles which
increases furthermore the impurity flux to the center due to decreasing temperature screening.
More details can be found in [3].
3.2 Evidence of local screening under high edge density conditions

By applying NBI and/or ICRH heating with sufficient power, high-Z accumulation is
prevented or disappears when it had occurred during the ohmic phase. This behaviour is
described in more detail in [4]. We will concentrate here on the strong evidence that sputtered
W-and Mo-impurities are locally redeposited onto the limiter surface with an efficiency reaching
values well above 90%. This behaviour is seen most clearly on the profiles of radiated power
taken at different plasma densities and limiter positions and on collector probe data measuring
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rates of Mo and W in the SOL: both, the additional radiation which must be

high-Z W—and Mo-impurities, and the W-and Mo-deposition rates decrease
the depOSitiOn

am‘lbuwd to
significantly Wi . . .

tion in the plasma evaluated from the radiation profiles under the assumption of coronal

23:25:,” together with \lV-deposition rates at. collector probes in the SOb on plasma density.

Fig 4b shows for the Mo-limiter case the densrty dependence of Mo-SXR-mtensrty for L—shell

emission (~ 2.3 keV) and Mo-deposmon rates. These data show a trend to decrease

signifiCantly With increasing local plasma density. Local spectroscopy of Mol(413.4 nm)-and WI-
"gm (4003 nm) and sputter modelling Show that the local source intensities of sputtered Mo and

W decrease only slightly (by less than a factor of 1.5) with density and can thus not account for

me strong decrease of the plasma pollution by Mo and W. Spatially resolved CCD spectroscopy

shows that the penetration depths of the W—neutrals ( and W+) decrease to less than 1-2 mm at

high plasma densities. This has to be compared with the gyroradii of 2mm of singly ionized W-

atoms having kinetic energies originating from the sputter process of about 4eV. Only slightly

larger penetration depths have been found for Mo-neutrals[5]. Local Monte Carlo modelling with

the ERO—TEXTOR code has been performed to model the penetration depths of sputtered Mo

and w-neutrals and in particular the fraction of ions being redeposited within the first gyroorbit.

FlgS shows the result of these calculations diSplaying the fraction of sputtered atoms which

survive the first gyromotion without intersecting the surface. As can be seen this value decreases

from an upper value of about 10 % at low density in ohmic plasmas down to less then 2% at

high density NBI conditions. This effect is very effective in screening sputtered Mo and W

at increasing plasma density. Fig 4a shows the dependence of the total W-

atoms and opens interesting prospectives in using high-Z wall components.

4. Summary

. Power fractions up to about 7% have been deposited onto the Mo-and W-testlimiters. Mo

and W-impurity release is dominated by carbon and oxygen impurity impact.

- Under ohmic heating a suddenly starting high 2 impurity accumulation has been observed

when the density approached a critical value. The accumulation leads to minor

disruptions which can repeat several times during one discharge. The accumulation can

be explained by a thermal instability caused by neoclassical impurity transport.

- Under NBI heating accumulation is prevented. At high local densities (~1013/cm3) the
penetration depth of Mo and W neutrals decrease down to 1-2 mm. A strong decrease of

plasma W—and Mo-pollution with increasing plasma density has been observed. This is

attributed to a strong efficiency of prompt redeposition of sputtered W-and Mo—atoms

within the first Larmor orbit as (predominantly) singly charged ions.
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Fundamémfil Deuterium, Second Harmonic Tritium and Alpha Particle

Heating and Current Drive in Fusion Plasmas*

LE. Scharer, N.T. Lam, R.S. Sand, and M. Bettenhausen

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University ofWisconsin, Madison. WI, USA 53706

Abstract

We consider the problem of second harmonic tritium heating for ll-lR plasmas and fundamental

dgutfifium heating and current drive for ITER in the presence of a population of fast alpha particles.

We also consider the influence of alpha particle heating for TFTR ZGCT supersbot experiments

uu‘lizing the XWAVE and SEMAL computer codes. We find that a substantial fraction of wave

power can be coupled to the alphas for typical fast wave spectra. We consider profile effects and the

off-aids heating as well as the on-axis (DDT resonance for fast alpha particle current drive in ITER.

Modelling of Second-Harmonic Tritium Heating on TFTR

We consider D-T supershot experiments with ICRF heating at the second harmonic

of tritium in cases where both background and beam ions are present, which produce

significant concentrations of alphas. We use the 1D full-wave single pass code XWAVE

[1] and the global full wave code SEMAL [2] which includes the alpha effects of high-

order (n 2 3) cyclotron harmonics for high fusion yield shots.

We concentrate on shot #74471, which has a 60% tritium density and small

concentrations of He3. carbon , D. and T (background and beam) and electrons. The

plasma parameters are obtained directly or inferred from TRANSP calculations of

experimental data [3]. For this case, TRANSP calculates an on-axis alpha concentration of

only 0.08% ac and we utilize an absorption equivalent [4] Maxwellian temperature of 1.3

MeV.
All densities and temperatures are assumed to follow parabolic profiles, i.e. n(T) =

n('1')t)(l—r2/a2)c with c = 1 for density and 2 for temperature. To simulate the 20 cm

Shafranov shift, we take Rum-0r = 2.83 m and the minor radius is a = 0.96 m. With the

magnetic field set at B = 4.1 T near R = 2.8 m, the 2f“ layer coexists with fundamental D

and alpha layers on the high field side. To compute the fractional power absorption for

each species, we use SEMAL, a global 1-D code with a single parallel wave number k1.

The values used for the parallel wavenumber in the heating simulations are based the

antenna coupling spectrum obtained from a simulation run with the WICS computer code
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[5,6]. The plasma density model used is based on experimental data from TFI‘R. We
choose representative values of kZ = 6 m'1 corresponding to the edge region and 11 "1.1
corresponding to the plasma core accounting for toroidal upshift. (Taking into aceoum theevolution of the wave number as the wave propagates towards the Center would giVe m0“:accurate estimates of the fractional absorption.) Figure 1 shows the total absorption Profile
for kl = 6 m'l. The modulation in the profile is indicative of standing waves and Weak
single—pass absorption. Electron absorption accounts for 30% of the total absorbed POWer
for k2 = 6 m'l. The deuterium and tritium ions absorb 45% of the power within the region
r/a < 0.8, with the remainder going to the He3 and the alphas. For kz : 11 mrl, the
fractional electron power absorption increases to 45% and the total D and T absorptionfraction drops to 31%. For these plasma parameters, the power splits predicted by SEMALagree closely with those predicted by TRANSP.

For the ion temperatures and densities of TFI'R, fusion alphas with concentrationsup to 0.4% me can be generated in the TFTR D-T plasma. Following TRANSP
calculations, we have set the alpha concentration at nag = 0.1% neg. SEMAL shows that up
to 6% of the total absorbed power is coupled to the alphas. Figure 2 depicts the absorptioii
profile of the alphas for kZ = 11 ml. The estimated value of the alpha absorption
coefficient appears consistent with measured experimental data on alpha losses.

ICRF Heating and Applications to ITER

We consider the effects of a small concentration of alpha panicles on ICRF wave
prOpagation and absorption for an ITER D-T plasma near the on-axis fundamental
deuterium cyclotron resonance.

We assume that the plasma has ne = 9 x 1013/cm3, B = 4.85 T, R0 = 6 rn, nD/nT =
0.5, T6 = TT = 15 keV and a self-consistent deuterium temperature of 15-25 keV with
corresponding fast alpha particle concentrations, including the effects of enhanced
reactivity, which we have calculated [4], of Raf = 0.1-0.8% ne. The two-ion-hybrid
resonance lies at x = -0.7 or towards the high field side from the fundamental resonance on
the axis. The corresponding left—hand circularly polarized component peaks in a localized
region near the two—ion-hybrid resonance. The Maxwellian equivalent alpha particle
distribution is chosen to have the same number of resonant particles in this region as the
slowing down distribution. The lElcnl peak extends over a comparatively narrow interval
near the two-ion hybrid resonance, and most of the power that goes to the alphas is
absorbed in that narrow region. Consequently, we choose the number of resonant particles
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ocation of the IBM! peak, to be the basis of equivalency [4] between two
at XP’ me 1

distribmions-
We find that up to 25% of the ICRF power can be coupled to alphas near the two-

_hybrid resonance on the high field side. When we reduce the wave frequency so that
ion

brid resonance is on the axxs for an advanced ITER scenano, we find that up
the two—ion by
to 80% of the ICRF power can be coupled to alphas at energies near Ea = EC = 1 MeV.

This is an arm-active scheme for core seed current for high-bootstrap-fraction confinement

Scenarios for ITER.

Summary

The influence of alpha particle absorption on ICRF fundamental deuterium and

second harmonic tritium heating can be significant and must be considered for TFI'R

Supershot heating and current drive scenarios and ITER. Alpha particle absorption

processes are predicted to be 6-10% for current-high-fusion—yield TFTR ICRF

experiments. We find that under appropriate advanced confinement TIER conditions, the

presence of the two-ion (D-T) hybrid resonance can give rise to a substantial enhancement

of the local fast alpha particle absorbed power density (Pa = 60-80% Pinc)- We are

currently examining alpha particle current drive scheme using this absorption process for

advanced confinement. high-bootstrap—fraction tokamaks.
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physics aspects of coupling the ICRF A2 antennae to JET discharges
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX143EA, U.K.

: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.A. ii CEA, Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache, France

1' Introduction

The four A2 antennae were designed for rf heating and current drive in the JET divertor

configurations ([1], Fig.1); they have been active since early 1994. Each antenna is an array

of4 side—by-Side Straps driven by 4 independent amplifiers (ZMW, 25 to 56MHZ); this allows

0partition with arbitrary current phasings, i.e. with various radiated power spectra (dominant

parallcl wavenumber k// adjustable between 0 and 6.4m'1, Fig.2). Now 12 to lSMW are

routinely launched into the plasma (including ELM-free and ELMy H modes) in 01:110

phasing. This major improvement since 1994 [2-4] is due to the reliability of the new

electronics. The record coupled power is 16.5MW with the same phasing (i.e. a total of

19,5MW at the amplifiers, the available maximum being 32MW); it is mainly limited by the

antenna coupling properties, which are the object of this paper.

incoming vacuum
ission lines

QnOn

K Crossover side current slraps

V: 4. V“:

\\ :eil
\ v#_:

f VTL Side current straps

Be screen elements

Fig.1 JET [CRF A2 antenna Fig.2 Iq/ spectra (/J,fl1)farllre main phasings in use.

2. Analysis of coupling 2

The coupling resistance RC is defined for each line+strap system by P = ‘2";“2 RC, where P is

the generator power, Vmax the associated maximum voltage on the main ctransmission line

(MTL) and Z; the line characteristic impedance (300). As the lines share the same admissible
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maximum voltage, the Ra’s reflect their respective power coupling ability. In terms of the
MTL reflection coefficient amplitude r and the VSWR 3, RC = ZC (l-r) / (1+r) = Zc / s (1).
RC critically depends upon plasma conditions (boundary shape, scrape—off 121n parameters);it includes a contribution of transmission line losses R1053 = 0.0623 «1%: (0.3 to 059)) Le.RC: RC3+R1055, where Rca corresponds to the effective strap radiation (in 07:07: Phasing
ca.20% of power is lost at SZMHZ, up to 30% at 32MHz for typical H mode conditions).
Below SOMHZ the two inner straps of each may have a lower average RC than the outer ones.Comprehensive measurements have been carried out on an antenna prototype loaded Withabsorbing foam, and their analysis is under way. The high characteristic impedance of the‘cross—over’ conductors feeding the two inner straps of each array is a source of imbalance;other possible causes are intrinsic dissymmetries between the main conductors, and their
enhancement by the tilted Faraday shield elements (Fig.1).
RC is lowest in dipole (OrtOtt) and highest in monopole (0000) mode. These variations,
inherent to the variable k// spectrum facility, are analyzed below.

2.1 Experimental determination of the antenna scattering matrix S on plasma
8 is a 4 by 4 matrix connecting the forward (V+) and reflected (V.) complex voltages at the
antenna input: V. = S V+ (2)
It gives a synthetic description of the linear response to arbitrary array excitations (for given
plasma and rf frequency). A method has been developed to routinely determine S in a single
shot. It relies on programmed phase ramps between the generator voltages, which yield a
large number of independent sets of eq.(2) (this only requires a 3 second rf pulse with steady
plasma); S results from a linear least—squares fit thereto. The associated impedance matrix is

z = 2.; (E+S) (E—S)-l (E: identity matrix) (3)
Pulse No: 34739 B £1151 MHz Pulse No: 34789 D at51 MHz'— _ 7

E 5" B ' . .I ‘ .- .. .
O 4 JW‘KJA" -. ‘VJVWX/

0 _7_7_7_ . 5 i_i_ 4 _5’ Bat 2 ._ l
:10 3 ”mm . i W‘f’mww

0 x_ i_ifl_w; _ ,v a _
33% ii BSMA

o __7_7_‘ . .__7_fi._a? B‘ .. WWW
1 fwi—ei—m . e—fi—rfi4%*Time (s)

TIrne(s)
Fig.3 Evolution of the coupling resistances during phare ramps (pulse 34789, antennae B and D at51MHZ). Their eslimalionr based on scattering matrices (dashed liner) Show a goodfit quality.
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halt/65 of antenna D during the March 1995 shutdown; the following re-assessment of

[W0 g efficiency has shown a significant improvement at low k//.
heatin

4'Spoi

Thesc 5P"ts ”6 O . . .
am, introduction of the separator, except in 01t07t and 011n0 phasrngs. Their presence and

t
e corre

bly linked with radial rf currents.

s on a limiter
bserved on a poloidal limiter when the adjacent antenna is active, before and

' tensity ar lated with the antenna—plasma distance, and their vertical position with q.95.
m
They are possi

5' Developing resilience to ELMs

Gian! ELMs induce rapid variations in Re by a factor of 4 or more, hence transient high

reflcction at the ff generators and frequent trips. Short—term solutions rely on electronic

discrimination of ELMS from arcs based on the Du signal, followed by various actions such

as desensitizing the Control electronics to suppress generator tripping during the ELM, or

restoring the power faster after an ELM-trip than after a normal trip. Long-term rf hardware

modifications for broad-band adaptation are also under study; the favourite scenario uses a

pl(matching stub in each line and fast frequency variations to perform adaptation on the ELM

timescale- This remedy would also considerably reduce the line losses.

6. Achievements in 1995

The Sideband problems linked with the control electronics [4] have been cured by the end of

1994, leading to substantial improvement in the performance and reliability of the ICRF plant

(gain of ca.50% in routinely coupled power, routine operation at MTL voltages ~ 30kV). RF-

only H modes have been produced under various conditions: at high power (present record

16.5MW in 01t1t0, 2.5MA/3.5T plasma) with characteristic sawteeth stabilization and

production of giant sawteeth; at high plasma current (8MW rf in 4.7MA/3.2T plasma); with a

low power threshold (6MW rf in 3MA/2.8T plasma). The record combined auxiliary power of

32MW (lSMW RF, 17MW NBl) has been coupled to a divertor plasma during an ELMy

H mode. ICRH has also contributed to hot~ion H modes (3MA/3T plasmas). The rf heating

efficiency has been improved at low k// after addition of a separator between the two halves of

antenna D, but the power is limited by arcs. Newly designed separators will be installed in all

modules during the 1995 shutdown.
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2.2 The main features of the results are summarized as follows
1) Large diagonal elements (ISnl > 0.75), i.e. low average coupling; the 0011131n imbalance at
low frequency is reflected by ISHI, lS44l < ISZZI, lS33l.
2) The linear regime assumption is adequate at the power levels used in determining S.
3) Models limiting interstrap coupling to first—neighbours 5i,i:r1 fairly represent most usual
phasings, but give a wrong prediction of RC in monopole, the only case Where wavenumbel-Slk/ll S m/c have been excited. On the other hand the fits of S using an a priori full matrix
fairly describe all phasings, with interstrap coupling terms Sij (i¢j) all of the same Order of
magnitude (consistent with measurements on a foam—loaded antenna in torus). This indicatesa peak in the plasma spectral resistance near k//=0; moreover the sensitivity of Re to divertor
x-point sweep is strongly enhanced in 0000, 00m: (Fig.3, t= 14.13). These features suggest
the presence of global edge or coaxial modes predicted by theory [6].
Table I: ISiJ’l arg Sij (°)
Sobtainedfrom pulse 34789 0.831 0.062 0.049 0.053 -1 13 81 54 56
(wilemiaD al51MHz, Fig.3) confirms 0.062 0.842 0.050 0.050 81 -121 58 58
the Ra's observed in neighbour 0.049 0.050 0.815 0.084 54 58 -l39 72
fixed-phasedpulses (cfiFig.4). 0.053 0050 0.084 0.798 56 58 72 -110

Antenna Dat51 MHZ p
. ----- '~»~-~...A.‘iSawtoolh l

' C rash

15.8 15.9 160
Time (s)

Fig.4 Coupling resistances measuredfor various excitations of antenna D (left). Complex reflection coefiieientsobtainedfrom Table I (fig/1i,.§'ch€llmiiC.‘ Sii is taken as phase referencefor each strap), showing good agreement(cfc). The strap phasings are a: 0000; 1): 007m; 6: 0,7r/2,Ir,—7z/2; d: 0,-71/2,7r,7r/2; e: 0nrtfl;f: DnOII.
3. The heating efficiency is defined as the ratio (change in stored energy) / (change in If
power) at a given phasing. Evaluation on the original A2 antenna using a 11-12 modulation of
the if power shows that this quantity is the highest for large-k” phasings (OmtO, 01:01:), but at
least 5 times smaller in monopole phasing. A vertical separator has been installed between the
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Three_1)imensional Antenna Coupling to Core Plasma in Fusion Devices

M-D- Carter, E.F. Jaeger, D.C. Stallings, JD. Galambos, DB. Batchelor, CY. Wang.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8071

1 Introduction

A complete understanding of the RF physics from the launcher t0 the plasma core is re-

quired to fully analyze RF experiments and to evaluate the performance of RF antenna designs

in [TER- This understanding requires a consistent model for the RF power launching system,

propagfition and absorption through the edge region, and the response of the core plasma to the

Rppower. A5

code, RANT3D [1]. has been coupled with the reduced order full wave code, PICES [2]. Pre-
a first step toward such a model, the three-dimensional (3D) antenna modeling

liminary results from this model are presented in this paper for parameters similar to those

found in the DHl—D [3] experiment.

The RANT3D code solves Maxwell’s equations in vacuum for a collection of connected

rectangular waveguide sections. The geometry of the antenna box, the septa between straps,

and other features of the tokamak first wall are modeled by these waveguide sections. The

antenna is driven by a set of prescribed currents [4] on the main current straps. Return currents

in the sidewalls and septa are determined by conducting boundary conditions and are calculated

self—consistently. The plasma boundary is determined by a generalized impedance matrix [5].

Fig. 1 shows the RANT3D model typically used for the DIII—D antenna.

The PICES code uses a reduced order approximation and a poloidal mode expansion to

generate a set of coupled differential equa—

tions that are solved by finite differences.

The code calculates the current driven by

fast waves using the absorbed power in a

current drive model by Ehst [6].

Both RANT3D and PICES have been

separately benchmarked with experimene

tal data [1,2]. For ICRF current drive

experiments, the combined model can be

used to generate the launched current

drive spectrum in 3D and follow the pow— H
75 mm

150 mm
er into the plasma core. Results from the

combined codes are presented for heating

and current drive scenarios in the next
Fig. 1 Typical RANT3D antmma mmlelfor DIIIeD.

section.
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The interface between the two codes is done in two steps. The first step is to PCI'form a
RANT3D calculation using a slab code such as PLASMAIMP [7] (cold) or GLOSI [8] (Warm)
for the plasma response. The second step is to take the tangential electric fields from lhe
RANT3D calculation and use these fields as the outer boundary condition for the PICES Code,

In the first step, the PLASMAIMP and GLOSI codes presently assume an outgoing bound.ary condition near the center of the plasma. This approximation is reasonable if the POWer
reflected directly back to the antenna by the inside wall of the tokamak is small. The COUpling
of poloidal modes by toroidal effects in the plasma is ignored in the impedance matrix at this
point; however, the 3D geometry of the antenna ultimately couples all of the poloidal and
toroidal modes in the RANT3D calculation. Both slab codes retain both field pOIarizations and
are periodic in both the toroidal and poloidal directions, The first step produces electric field
components tangent to the tokamak first wall that are zero everywhere except in the neighbor.
hood of the antenna opening as shown in Fig. 2.
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Flg. 2 Image nftangentlal electricfield components from RANT3D model used as boundary condition forPICES code. 'DIlID-like ’ paranmters ware usedfor tliir calculation 7t/2 phase (inference between straps.The values marked on the palette cm'rcspand to 1 Amp ufrurrent driven in ME]! current strap,

In the second step, the electric field components tangent to the first wall from the RANT3D
solution are mapped onto a surface having the same shape as the last closed flux surface given
by the VMEC [9] code. The tangential fields on this surface then provide the outer boundary
condition for the PICES code.
2. Results

For the model shown in Fig. 1, each of the current strap segments are in phase poloidally
and have a phase difference of n/2 toroidally for the current drive modeling. Fig. 2 shows
typical values of the modulus of BL and EH generated by RANT3D for the PICES boundary
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ff
. a warm plasma impedance matrix from GLOSI. The tangential electric fields are zero

uslng t

outside the 096m
F Ids in front of the antenna port contribute to the PICES boundary condition. Note the strong
re

localizatio
Fig- 3 shoWS a poloidal cross—section of the electric fields and absorbed power calculated by

ES using the electric field boundary condition obtained from RANT3D. The localized na-

ng of the antenna because of the conducting wall. Thus, only the localized

n of the parallel electric field component near the edge and corners of the port.

PIC
we of the electric field boundary condition provided by RANT3D is preserved in PICES.

; Electric field, E+ . Power absorbed
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Fig, 3 Electric field and absorbed pmt'erfm' the 60 MHz current drive .t‘cenariu using 'DlII-D-like'

parameters,

A study of the parasitic absorption by the second harmonic hydrogen resonance was made

to determine the importance of removing all traces of hydrogen from an experiment, (DIH-D

is able to reduce hydrogen concentrations to < 1%.) For the 60 MHz case shown in Fig. 3, the

power absorbed by the second harmonic hydrogen resonance is ~50% with 4% hydrogen, but

drops to ~30% with 1% hydrogen. Increasing the frequency to 90 MHz reduces the hydrogen

absorption to < 10% for a 1% hydrogen concentration.

Fig. 4 shows the driven current caused by fast wave absorption by electrons. A driven

current of 60 kA is predicted from the model for 0.8 MW of coupled power at 60 MHz. An

additional current of 68 kA is predicted when 0.6 MW of power is added at 90 MHz. The

increase in efficiency from 720.02 A/(s) for 60 MHz to y:0.03 A/(s) for the 90 MHz 1

scenario is largely due to the reduced cyclotron absorption by the hydrogen impurity. Experi- l

mental efforts are underway to determine the accuracy of these modeling results [3].

The first pass absorption for the waves in these scenarios was 14% and 10% for the 60 MHZ

and 90 MHZ cases respectively. The low first pass absorption causes interference patterns that

may be responsible for the the depression of the driven current density near the axis in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Depori/cd rurrentfol‘ the 60 MH: and 90 M11: scenarimfi'om PICES using a boundary conditionprovided by the RANTJD code.

The reduced current density on axis is caused by a reduced value of E” near the axis,
3. Summary

The coupling of the RANTBD and PICES codes represents a first step toward the complete
modeling of RF power delivery systems from the antenna to the core plasma. The RANT3D
code uses a 3D antenna model and information from the plasma edge to provide a realistic
‘footprint’ of the antenna for input to the full—wave PICES code. The codes have been used to
model fast wave current drive for plasma parameters similar to those found in the D1114)
experiment. The results show that both 60 MHz and 90 MHz scenarios should be able to drive
current in the 60 to 70 kA range with less that 1 MW of input ICRF power. The efficiency of
the 90 MHz current drive scenario can be ~ 50% higher than the 60 MHZ. scenario because of
absorption at the second harmonic resonance of a 1% residual hydrogen species at 60 MHz.
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On a new method to compute RF antenna characteristics
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1 The Slab Coupling Model and Implementation of the ICANT code

The I
techni

CANT code solves the antenna radiation problem using a finite boundary element

que combined with a spectral solution of the interior problemIl]. That is to say, the

current on Lll€ antenna is represented as a superposition of finite current elements (with a linear

profile or gamma function or Dirac function, for instance) The slab approximation is used and

penodicity in y and Z directions is introduced to account for toroidal geometry. The boundary

conditions between the plasma and the vacuum can be easily related to the spectral surface

impedance matriXH] 12;. That is to say, the Fourier components of the fields at x=—v are related

by the expression (Ey,EZ)= m§.(BZ,By). The plasma description can, in principle, have any

desired degree of sophistication.

(a) (b) gY 2;;
— - ,—-a ‘:

$“,"/ ANTENNA 2

>J i L
3 : WALL / PLASMA _ _

N X We.V, _. J
E___ll

Fig 1: Geometry ol‘thc system antenna—plasma (a) and of the discrete screen (b).

d b=0

We choose a finite element representation of the current J:Z Ci Ti where the finite element

current Ti automatically ensures the current continuity. The current profile is built self

consistently by imposing the vanishing of the tangential electric field on the antenna surface as

the conditions flETi dx :0. This provides the set of equations that determines the unknown

01‘s. The i—th equation of this set writes:

21 Ci Qij= ZACA QiA (1)

Where Qij :ZkyysJTfilPlTj dxdp and F. is a tensor defined by Koch et al[l] which combines

the contributions of the TE and TM parts of the electric field. Zj represents the sum over

passive elements (metallic parts of the antenna and surroundings) and 2A is the sum over the
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active elements (antenna excitation). From the set of Ci which determines the current on lh.
i . eantenna we can obtain the needed parameters to characterise the antenna (radiated powerimpedance. electric 1'teld.. . .). i

2. Radiation in vacuum of a single antenna facing a metallic wall
The code has been testedtZ] for several cases in vacuum for Which analytical formulas are
available. We present here the additional case of a single antenna facing a metallic wall.
This case is intended to show the effect of spurious coaxial mode resonances which arise When
currents profiles are computed self consistently. The radiated power is very small as
expected. Furthermore, one notices in
figure 1 the occurrence of resonances of
the self consistent propagation constant
15. These spurious resonances occur at
each zero of kyz+kZ3-k02 and are related
to the existence of a current .lx
perpendicular to the wall. At low-
frequency the value of B is in agreement

s (d+v)~ .. .‘ , - 2- .3‘With the static limit, 15 — k0 v (,s+d) HS

long as the JX effect is negligible, 1.5:. d
is small .

Fig 1 .‘ Seljlcmtsismtl propagation (‘()II.S’fflII/fl(k(})

3. Plasma with magnetosonic wave
In this section, ITER parameters are used in most computations: major radius R: 7.75 m,
minor radius r: 2.8 m attd magnetic field BT26 T. The plasma is modelled by a density step
with a surface impedance mattix resulting front the magnetosonic wave dispersion relation, k12
: at] A ttz), u : £1 - 1123, ti : 8.2/11, where S] and 82 are the xx and xy components of the
dielectric tensor. The plasma density nC ranges from 1017 to 2 1020 pm‘3. The antenna
parameters are 2wy= 1.12 m, 2wz= 0.34 m, d: 0.10 m and v=0.2 m . For the antenna array (2
or 4 straps) the spacing lengths are 0.72 m and 1.20 m, respectively in the z and y directions. :
The frequency is chosen to avoid the 15 resonances. We present results for the following cases:

—1) the single antenna (15 and real power versus no. spectral power),
>2) the two-strap case for different phasings (spectral power),
—3) the eigthrstrap case with and without septa (spectral power),

In the last case, the strap width. spacing length in the 7. direction and y direction are respectively
0.16 m, 0.34 m. 1.06 m and the strap length is shorter 2wy= 1.0 m .
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3.1 Single antenna

Figure 2a displays the evolution of the propagation constant B with the plasma density As

expected, since the impedance matrix for the magnetosonic wave includes an ideal Faraday

, .. . . . 2d+v
screen , the low densrty hunt is the vacuum value tor tlns case, [32: k0 T' For the same

reason, the above mentioned spurious resonances still occur. In the high density limit, the

a metallic wall, with very little power radiated. Figure 2b gives the real

power versus the density, and figure 3 displays the kZ—spectral power for n6: 2. 1020 pm‘3.

Comparison with the BRACC codel3] (with the [5 values of lCANT as an input) shows a good

plasma behaves like

agreement within 14%.
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Fig 3 : Single antenna - k; spectral powerjbr up: 2. [020 pm'3

3.2 Two-strap antenna

The spectral power radiated by a two—strap antenna is sh

(0,1t).(0,n/2). The k2 spectrum is falling off for those k, values t

the cut-off is close to the Alfven resonance, 8] - n23=0. The few

own in figure 4 for the phasings (0,0)

hat are above the cut—off value,

kZ z k0 (om/(.001. For (Ll « and,

propagating modes (kx2>0) lying on the high nziside of the resonance produce the small outer
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peaks of the spectrum. The main peak positions depend as expected on the spatial Structure of
the antenna array.
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3.3 Eight-strap antenna with and without septa.
Figure 5 illustrates the influence of septum bars on the spectral power radiated by an ITER.

like 8—strup antenna. For the phasing shown (Sn/2, 1:, 75/2, 0) the currents induced in the septa
decrease the power by a factor of about 4. For an imphase antenna, we find a decrease of a
factor of 9. This kind of behavior has been found for other antenna systems[4].
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Fig, 5 .' 8-sn'ap antenna wiilmm (a) and with (b) septa
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ICRF Heating and Enhanced Confinement Modes

in Alcator C—Mod“
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1, Introduction

Alcator C-Mod (R : 0.67111. 0 = 0.22 m. h‘ : 1.7 typical) is a compact high field

tokmnak with all metallic (mostly molybdenum) plasma. facing components. Presently.

mo transmitters at a frequency of 80 MHz. each capable of QMVY output. are opera-

C—Mod has operated successfully up to a toroidal field of 8.0T and a plasma

t. of 1.? MA. and up to 3.5l\=‘lv\7\"' of RF power has been coupled into the plasmational.

currcn

using two dipole antennas (two current straps driven out of phase). The main heating

scenario employed thus far has. been H minority heating in D majority plasmas at 5.3 T.

Other scenarios investigated include 3H0 minority heating in D majority at 8.0T. 59C,

and harmonic H minority heating; in D majority at 2.6 T. and mode conversion electron

heating; in H-RHe plasmas at 6.5 T. Second harmonic 3He minority heating in D major:

ity plasmas at 4.0T was not successful. H—mode is routinely observed. and Pvmode is

observed in combination with lithium pellet. injection.

2. L-Mode
‘

D(H) heating of Lumode plasmas was performed in the parameter range 37(0) : l

3.5 7 5.5131,, 2 0.4 71.2MA,fiE = (0.5 — 3) ><1020m_3 (target). a11n’l7'2H/7'2.H,..D : 0.01 }

7 0.2. At high RF powers it was necessary to reverse the direction of the ion VB drift.

direction (away from the X—point‘) to prevent the plasma from going into H—mode.

Central temperatures of T50 : 5.8keV (top of sawtooth) and Tm : 4.0 keV (saw—

tooth averaged) were obtained at fig = l X 1020 Ill—3 with Pm: : 3.5 MW". Heating

is most effective at low H concentrations (nil/HE < 0.05). Degradation of heating at

” Supported by US. D.O.E, Contract No. DE»AC02A78ET51013.

l Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusionc. Frascati 00044 Italy

i Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.7 Naka, Ibaralx’i. Japan

Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory7 Princeton. NJ, U.S.A.

“ Department. of Physics, The John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, U.S.A.

ll General Atomics1 San Diego. CA, USA.

+1 Institute for Plasma Research. University of Maryland. College Park. MD. USA.
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higher H conventrations is more pronounced at higher electron <leiisitics_
Healing de~grades gradually as the resonance layer is moved off—axis by reducing the toroidal field~with no heating observed when the resonance layer is II‘JOV‘t‘Cl out to r/a 3 0.75.For oil—axis DfH) heating the absorption efficiency. estimated from the discomjnuity of slope in the dianiagnetic stored energy. was very high (80 400%). The Plasmacurrent and input power dependences of energy confinement are I‘Ollghly (:“nSiStemwith the lTERSO—P scaling. as shown in Fig, 1. However. there is an indicmion ofgradual degradation of confinement at higher densities. as well as at. Very low deflsities(fit <1 .V 1030111”).

3. H-lVIode
lC'RF heated H. mode is routinely observed in C‘--i\‘lod. Almost all high l30\\'er( 3 2 MW") RF heated discharges make the transition into H mode. even With the Outerqz-ip (separatrix to outboard limiter distance) as small as lcni. No spevial wall c0ndi.[inning is required to obtain the HelTlOilG.
The H—niode power threshold (with the ion TB drift directed toward the lOWersingleenull Xepoint) scales similarly to the ITER scaling P/S(l\lW7/mg) : 0.044fiCBT(IOEOni‘BT) [l]. but H—inode transitions Well below this threshold (by up to a factorof 2) are often observed. as shown in Fig. 2, The peaked density profile after Li pelletinjection seems to be benefirial for accessing the H—inode. We note here that. the Valuesof P/S and EBT achieved in C—Mod are an order of magnitude greater than thoseachieved in ASDEXeUG. DHl-D. and JET. and are comparable to or greater than Whatis expected for ITER. H-mode was not observed when the ion VB drift was away fromthe eoint. indicating that the FLIDIXlC-E power threshold in this case is higher by atleast a factor of 2. H—niode was observed up to a target density of fie : 2.6 X 1020nf3(fie. : 3.2 2< 102011173 during the density decay after Li pellet injection). However,HelflOtiE‘ has not been observed below a low density limit. of WC 2 l X 10min"?

. RF ELM ire: k9 RF ELUy ’
0.10

A on ELM Free ,' .yr - OH ELMy .’ LL)g 0.08
E p/s-o.ouna : r. .) I:3 0.06 E ‘5’ at O

g: 004
Q .‘U , ' P/S-0.022nB“ a?!“ D0.02

«’ .
0.00

I
0

0 5 10 IS 20 25n.8, (x 107° m" T)Fig. 1: L~mode confinement. Solid lines Fig. 2: H—nwde threshold. Open symbolsrepresent the ITER89—P scaling. indicate plasmas with Lil pellet injection.
An H—factor (energy confinement enhancement over the lTERSQ—P L~modc scaling
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1, ICRF heated ELN‘I-free HAmodes of up to 1.5 has been observed. For our

ITER94 ELLVl’fl‘CC H-mode scaling [3] predicts 1.6 — 1.8 for the H-t‘actorx In

C ELB‘I—fl‘ee H—modcs at ET 2 3.5 T. Hitactors of up to 2 have been observed [—1].
:23) to
Hamsters.

ohmi

4, P-Mode (PEP Mode)

Li pellet (1.2 x 1020 electrons) injection followed by central ICRF lleatiug PYOdMCQS

the PEP mode [5]. These plasmas arc Characterized by highly peaked densfiy and

10“ temperature Pmfiles. resulting in an enhanced fusion rate. typically by an order

0f magnitude 0V6? Similar L~mode discharges. The PEP mode is observed over a wide

range 0f tal‘g‘ft densities (fig 2 1.0 7 2.5 x1020 Iii—3), but only When the pellet penetrates

to the plasma center.

In the T'QT: 1MA dischal'ge (3H6 minority heating) Shown in Fig. 3 a fusion

neutron rate of 9 :< 1013sec_1, Tin = 3.7keV, and T50 : 3.0keV were obtained at

”E 2 2,9 x 1030 ni’a with Pm: = 2.5 MW: In this example a transition into ELMy H,

mode occurred at 0.828 sec and a transition into ELM—free Himode occurred at 0.845 sec.

but the neutron rate starts to decline after 0.830 sec. Simultaneous PEP and H—modes

haVe also been Observed. The cause of PEP mode termination is not well understood. It

is sometimes, but not always‘ accompanied by enhanced MHD activity. It appears to be

related to the 1085 Of the peaked density profile. The neutron rate starts to decline when

the density pealvtoeverage ratio 1150 /fie falls below a critical level of approximately 1.5.
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Fig, 8: DFHe} PEP mode at BT : 7_9T Fig. 4. Power deposition profiles for on»

and [p :1MA. axis and ofi‘iaxis mode conversion elec-
tron heating

5. Mode Conversion Electron Heating

Highly localized direct electron heating using the mode converted ion Bernstein

Wave (IBVV) [6] was observed in H-3He plasmas at 6.5T. Hv3l-le plasmas are analogous

to D-T plasmas, because QH/QaHe : QD/QT. At this field, the H resonance is at

R = 0.82m and the 3H6 resonance is at R = 0.55m, both more than half way out

radially from the plasma center. Mode conversion to IBVV occurs near the ion~ion hybrid

layer, which shifts toward the high field side as the 3He concentration is decreased or
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the toroidal field is reduced. The IBVV is strongly damped near the mode conversio
layer, Effective central electron heating is observed with Want/llé : 0.25 when the mOde
conversion occurs near the plasma center.

An electron heating power density (determined from the sa\\*t00th reheat Fate) of
25 MVV/m3 was obtained with PRF : 1431“". an order of magnitude larger than the
ohmic value with Po“ : 1.1 MW. The central electron temperature increased to 5_1 key
from an ohmic value of 2.3 keV [T]. The RF power deposition profile can be determined
from the break of slope of the electron temperature at RF power steps. When the
power deposition is inside the sawtooth inversion radius the RF power depositiOn can
be determined from the difference in the sawtooth reheat rate between RF heated and
ohmic phases. \‘t11 both n’ieasuremcnts are available the two methods yield the same
result. The RF power deposition profiles for oneaxis and (near center) offeaxis heating
are shown in Fig. ‘1. For Oiieaxis heating‘ the heating profile was highly peaked \\-'ith a
FVV'HM of 5 cm. compared to a typical FVVHM of 13 cm for H minority heating
6. CONCLUSIONS

Efiicient ICRF heating of high density (Tic ,fi 3 k: 10201114) plasmas was obtained
in Alcator C—Mod at ITER relevant power densities (P/S' E O.6.\’1'\‘V"/1112). For (DH—axis
Dr‘H) heating; at 5.3T near complete absorption is achieved. The energy confinement
in L-niode plasmas was found to be consistent with the ITER89-P scaling. Central
temperatures of Tflg : 5.8 keV' (top of sawtooth] and Tm : 4.0keV (sawtooth averaged)
were obtained in an L-mode plasma at m : 1 >7 1020 Iii—‘1. H-mode is routinely observed
with ICRF heating. The highest stored energy of 130kJ was achieved in an ELhrlefree
Heinode plasma. The highest fusion reactivity of 9 x‘ 1013 sec‘1 was obtained in a PEP
mode plasma with Li pellet injection and (in—axis ICRF heating. At. Br 2 6.5T highly
localized direct electron heating by the mode converted 113“" was observed in H—3He
plasn'ias. The near term plans call for the addition of 4MVV of tunable (4080 MHz)
poWer and a FW‘CD antenna in collaboration with PPPL.
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ON THE LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE IN HL-l TOMMAK

Yudong Pan Siwen Xue Xiaodong Li Yunwen Qin and Lin Huang

Southwestern Institute of Physics.P.O.Box 432,Chengdu,610041,P.R.China

1' INTRODUCTION

In the first part, a method has been proposed to describe macroscopic parameters

in a tokamak during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) by a system of two-

dimensional Fokker-Planck equation (with electric field) in velocity space and

tokamak circuit equations. The two-dimensional F-P equation is solved to obtain RF

driven current which is then substituted into the circuit equations, and the circulation

condition for solving circuit equations is that the DC electric field in F-P equation is

equal to the induced electric field of secondary circuit (plasma).The preliminary

Simulation results of LHCD experiments in HL-l are given.
In the second part, a simple simulation model was used to analyze the LHCD

experiments and the possible ways of improving LHCD efficiency were put forward.

For some small or medium-sized tokamaks, the electron temperature is usually about

IkeV and, on this condition, the LHCD efficiency can be enhanced in large quantity

with increasing electron temperature because much of LHW power is absorbed by

electron-ion collision in the periphery of plasma if the electron temperature is lower

than lkeV. Another way of improving LHCD efficiency is to drive current by using a

spectrum with large poloidal mode number(m). Such a spectrum can be launched with

conventional antenna as long as the grill turns a definite angle about its axis. For HL-l

tokamak with Te(0)=lkeV, the calculated LHCD efl101cncy when m:100 is twice as

much as that when m=0.

2. INTERACTION BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CIRCUITS

DURING LHCD ( By Yudong Pan,Yunwen Qin and Lin Huang)

A two-dimensional kinetic equation for the electron distribution function with

velocities higher than the thermal velocity is determined by the following equations[1]:

a f a f 6 6 f
a'EeavemDemwm . (I)

, ixiiiuufl L LL23 6/,
C(f)‘ [3239”) ‘ CIA/)7 x1 {5 xi: 2x a x + "’B ”I‘l+gpsineae5'"e 56} (2)

_ L 4 ,.2, I 77:2 2E“ ii J;
an—afi(x)—filo~ille szds , ”PW“: B+(T"F)Tflpl 1 (3)

Where,C(f) is coulomb collisions of electrons with each other and with all species of

ions, 1': V/V, ,w=V,,/V,.,cosG=V,,/V, VT EJ2T/mg, £5 =VI3/V , r =vt,v is
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electron coulomb collision frequency, E is the DC electric field in [m
Eng/’2 : nsltfi/e, D is the diffusion coefficient. assuming

I) W} S w E u‘u
D( w) = '

0 u' < M", w > “‘1

it of

For 3 equivalent ctrcutt wnh LHCD operations(l‘1g.1),the set of equattons is as follou/(S)

1-10,, + Ldlan /dr + MW (10,, 7 1p, N w: : V, ‘5
Rp ([p — Irf ) + Lp (Hp/111: M 11(IUH —- 1p 'N)/dt E6;

V. 7 R. (1p , 1,, ) = Va (7)
where, most signs are known besides that Vrf is the equivalent LHCD voltage and Vd
is the equivalent voltage describing the collisional dissipation of RF driven currentp]
(note that a similar equivalent circuit has been used in Ref.[3]). The circulationi
condition for solving this set equations is that (R is the plasma major radius),

RP([p—Ir/)=2nRE . (8)
The parameters used for these simulations are listed in Table l. The simulation

results are compared with experimental data of HL-l LI-ICD in Table 2 and Fig.2 (The
latter is the results for the discharge with a bank of capacitors).

The power flow equations derived from the set of equations (5)—(7) have the form;
(11 (1'r13”, + L10}, d?” + NM] 0,, HUG” — lp/N) = P, , (9)

_ 2 fi _ MLM _Rp(1p 1,!) + LpIp d1 MIp d! — e, , (10)

where Pg, = Rf —V(,I,,/ is the electrical power transformed from a part of RF power Prf,
If MIdO}, — [paw/dz E NMIOH (1(10H — 1px N)/dt s 0 and dip/d1 2 0. we can define
the recharge efficiency definitely,

a = M]p|d(10,, — Ipp‘ N);“dr|/Prf (11)
The expected I'IL-l typical recharge efficiency is shown in Fig.3.

3. THE POSSIBLE WAYS OF IMPROVING THE LHCD EFFICIENCY OF SMALL
OR MEDIUM—SIZED TOKAMAK(by Siwen Xue and Xiaodong Li)

In the present stage, the LHCD efficiency of large tokamaks is much higher than
that of small or medium-sized tokamaks. What is the reason? This part of the paper is
to discuss how to improve the LHCD efficiency of small or medium-sized tokamaks.

In current drive phase( 21/, < 3), the power of LHW is absorbed mainly by electron
landau damping and electron-ion collision and only the power absorbed by electron
landau damping can drive current. The condition for landau damping absorption is that

"IN/7T? is at least larger than 5. Therefore, the power of LHW can be absorbed
efficiently! only when n, / is upshifted to a larger value on condition that the Te is lower.
Multi—pass ray tracing is responsible for upshifi of m, from its original value. But the
lower the Te, the larger value the ,1” must be upshifted to and thus the number that the
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P.
rays need to be reflected at plasma edge increases and more power of LHW is

absorbed by electron-ion collision in the perephery ofplasma.
The same ray tracing model(including shafranov shift) as Bonoli'sl‘” is adopted.

For avoiding complicated numerical calculation, the well-known current drive

efficiency formula:
”JAIL,“ ,XJ wx7L

AP logA S+Zefl~ <n,2,> (12)

is used to obtain the RF current profile. The method is that the power A P absorbed by

electron landau damping at a point of ray tracing is changed into the current through

above formula. In calculation, only electron landau damping and electron-ion collision

absorption are taken into account and the spectrum is chosen as

P0,”) 0C Pr exppm/ _ n/,p)2/An,2,] . where the A n” is half width of spectrum and the

Spectrum is divided into 20 rays with different initial n”. For HL-l tokamak

parameters. the change of LHCD efficiency with electron temperature is given in table

3 (Where the Pei is the power absorbed by electron-ion collision and Pr is the power

absorbed by plasma, Ti=".00'30”“3)RU“)1,_/(kA)/P(kW) and assuming 11 = 1,0 x 10‘3cm’3).

Computations Show that when Te(0)=0.75keV the power of LHW is absorbed

completely after the ray takes three time reflection at plasma edge while one time

reflection is enough for absorption of LHW when Te(0)=1.75ke\/. For HL—l

tokamak(Te(O)=O.7- lkeV), the experimental LHCD efficiency is about 0.3-0.5 and this

is in agreement with calculated LHCD efficiency.

Along with the ray tracing, ,7” is upshifted by means of increasing the poloidal

mode number(m). If the grill can launch a spectrum with a large m, the number of

times that the ray needs to be reflected at plasma edge(for upshifting ,7”) decreases.

With 0ne(or two at most) time reflection of ray at plasma edge, the power of LHW can

be absorbed completely. Therefore, the absorption of election-ion collision decreases

and the LHCD efficiency enhances. For HL-l tokamaks (Te(0)=lkeV), the calculated

LHCD efficiency when m=100 is twice as much as that when 111:0.

For small or medium—sized tokamaks, it is difficult to rise the electron

temperature. Therefore, driving current with the spectrum with a large m is a effective

way of improving LHCD efficiency. The spectrum with a large m may be launched

with conventional grill antenna as long as the grill turns a definite angle about its axis.

Thus the electrical field at grill mouth has a quantity of poloidal direction. On this

condition, part of the LHW power may be coupled to fast wave. The coupling

calculation is underway.
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[3] O.Mitarai and A.l-Iirose, Nucl. Fusion 24(1984) 481.
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Fig3 The average recharge efficiency 5 versus
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Fig.2 Comparison between simulation (dotted
line) and experimental data(solidc line) ofHL-l
LHCD(11547”): l,l' without RF current drive;
2,2’ with RF current drive.

Table 2 Compadson Between Simulation Results and EAperimental Data of HL—l LHCD
shot I7“ IF Te Zeff D (w1,w2) Prl (LOIl‘lOiTJ‘ If?” [:1]:13 ~3 . 1 1 ‘number (10 cm 1 (1.11 (av) (11) "'5 (11) (W

11702 0.90 111 1000 1.5 1.27 (3,5) 94 (250,350) 27.8 23.0
11767 1.65 82 1000 1.5 0.87 (3,5) 112 (300.400) 8. 2 14.1
11801 1.13 88 1000 1.5 1.57 (3.5) 93 (300,400) 23.4 29.8

* RF duration

Table 3 The Change of LHCD Efficiency VS. Electron Temperature
’ Te(O)(c) 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5

Pei/PT - 55% 32% 23% 14% 11%
n 0.33 0.56 0.67 0.83 0.93
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Abstract
The energy and momentum transfer between fusion»born 0: particles and lower hybrid

(LH) waves in a tokamak are studied using a Monte Carlo method. A bipolar current

denSity profile is obtained, arising from the radial diffusion associated with the wave-

or interaction. The power transfer behind the obtained current density profile is seen

to differ from that related to other bipolar current generation mechanisms, where wave

energy is required in momentum generation irrespective of the current polarity.

1. Introduction
In radiofrequency heating and current drive of tokamak plasmas increasing interest has

been recently devoted to the interaction of fusion born a particles or other fast ions with

the rf waves. The analysis of the wave—a interaction is based on the diffusion equation in

one dimension [1], which describes the wave—o: interaction by diffusion along the difiusion

paths 6 + a: = constant, where a and a: are the perpendicular energy and location of the

particle, respectively. In describing the diffusion, a Fokker—Planck diffusion coefficient [2]

is valid for sufficiently large wave angular frequency and perpendicular wavenumber.

The large poloidal wavenumber required for an effective power transfer from particles

to the wave can accompany a large parallel wavenumber due to the finite poloidal mag-

uetic field of the tokamak. Thus, the wave—a interaction scheme can contain significant

momentum generation in the direction of the magnetic field. The momentum genera— ]

tion mechanism presented in Ref. [3] for a homogeneous plasma is combined with the ?

radial and energy diffusion of the particles [1] associated with the wave—a interaction in

a toroidal geometry [4], and a Monte Carlo approach [5] is utilized in the study of energy

transfer and momentum generation.

It is found that significant current can exist for the established system, and it is shown

how the current profile and direction depend on the direction of the poloidal wavenumber.

Complete simulations in an lTER-sized tokamak in the presence of a fusion—born a

particle source and a diffuse wave intensity distribution are presented.

2. Toroidal Monte Carlo model of the wave—particle interaction

In a toroidal axisymmetric geometry, the relation

m = (kt/mom. + (qBa/mwp (1)
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is found from the \vaveeoz interaction Hamiltonian [4] by approximating the resonancecondition as La : n90 for large wave frequencies to >> 90‘ and neglecting variations in thegyrofrequency (to and major radius R. Here, (i: and 6 denote the toroidal and Poloidaldirections, respectively, p is the radial coordinate, and W; 2 TRUE/2 is the Perpendicularkinetic energy. The a particle mass and velocity are m and 17, respectively, and B isthe magnetic field. Assuming k0; : 0, Eq. (1) yields c1114, : (kn/mwXBe/BWW, Wherek." : k9B4,/B — kn/B is the perpendicular component of the wavenumber projectedon the magnetic surface and dW : (mwQa/knflp. The local coordinate system 9, ,7,z has been defined where z is in the direction of the magnetic field vector and 77 is thecoordinate perpendicular to the magnetic field on the magnetic surfaCe. The Particleexperiences a positive shift in v4; for either negative k,7 (for positive 39/31.), when Wreduces due to the particle transport to larger p, or for positive kn, when W increasesdue to the particle transport to smaller p. This shift occurs for all particles irrespectiVCof their toroidal velocity. Assuming that THC/R, Mull/w, and 35/3 are small quantities,one obtains

d1)” : kHdl/Vi/mw (2)
with k“ E k; : kn/B + k¢B¢/B, which agrees with the quasilinear model [3] derivedin local velocity space for a uniform configuration space in the presence of a wave with
finite k“.

The equivalent Monte Carlo operators [5]

AWL = (1/SJl3/5Wi *(kn/mwWB/aplhsDMtiVZDAt. (3)ap = ~AWi(kn/mwfl)fi, (4)
Av” = (la/WWWi-(Ba/Btllkn/MAWL (5)

are obtained for the changes of a particle perpendicular energy, magnetic surface coordi—nate7 and parallel component of the velocity with respect to the magnetic field during thetime step At. Here, 5 : (1 + kv/w)/[(ka/w)(Bg/B¢,) — l] and kl = k¢B¢/B. 3(p) isthe area of the magnetic surface at p. The diffusion coefficient D is given in unnormahzedunits as (l/ZIk,,i)(w/kn)2(2eE,,)2/ vi * LUZ/A237.

As is already clear from Eq. (I), the operators for AU“ and Ap are directly proportionalto AWL. In writing Eq. (3), D has been assumed not to depend on 1)”, which similarlyto the other assumptions is valid ifw >> (20,, lkvVw << 1, and [Ann] << lAvii. The timestep in the operators has to be chosen small enough so that x/QDAt/PVL << 1 in orderto ensure sufficiently accurate statistics.

In order to properly account for the waveea interaction close to e : em, all the testparticles are made to be reflected along the diffusion path by the wave boundary vi :w/|k,,[, which is the Monte Carlo interpretation of the fact that the particles cannot leavethe wave region because of the wave forces acting upon them. It has been shown earlierthat special absorbing boundary conditions are required for wave amplification [5,6,7].

3. Reactor Simulations
The parameters R 2 7.75 In, a = 2.8 m, B : 6.157 T, I : 15 MA, The = 20 keV,
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r—i

: 0.84 X 1020 m‘3 are Chosen for the major radius, minor radius, magnetic field, plasma

cdrrent’ ion (1') and electron (e) temperature, and plasma electron density, respectively.

All elongation n = 1.68 for the cross section with a. parabolic current profile and equal

deuterium and tritium concentrations with no impurities are assumed. These parameters

yield a fusion or pOWCr of 252 MW. The lower hybrid wave is modelled with a single

oloidal wavenumber and a frequency of 3.7 GHz. The wave is centered at p0 = 1.4 m

with Pd : 0.42 m. We use a. wave electric field of lEHOl : 3 kV/m, which with kxo : #220

111’] corresponds to an LH input power of about 100 MW and a lknl value of 4553 111—].

In the calculations utilizing the ASCOT code [8], the 3.5 MeV 01 particles are initially

distributed uniformly in pitch vH/v, and in p and 0 according to the local fusion reactivity.

They are followed until they either are thermalized or escape from the plasma.

The cumulative energy transfer to the wave, the power deposition profile and the or

current density pIOfile for this case are shown in Fig. 1. The cumulative energy transfer

(Fig- 1a) saturates in about 3.5 seconds to a fraction of about 0.4 of the or birth energy,

indicating a power transfer of about 100 MW. The radial profile of the power transfer

is shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1c depicts the radial distribution of the a current density

caused by the wave—a interaction. In the presence of the reflective boundary at e : 5,”,

the net current obtained varies in sign according to the sign of km a positive kn yielding

a positive current (in the direction of the plasma current) and vice versa. The total a

current is about +0.64/—0.29 MA for positive and negative kn, respectively. The positive

current peak obtained in the case of positive kn represents a total current of about +0.66

MA, while in the case of negative h" the negative and positive current peaks represent

total currents of about —0.50 MA and +0.23 MA, respectively. It of interest to note that

the currents obtained from the wave-oz interaction approach the currents in the range of

0.7 MA required for MHD stabilization of the plasma in ITER.

The polarity of the current profile remains unchanged regardless of the sign of k,,. This

follows from the fact that since k" oc kg m km particles escaping (due to collisions

with the background) from the spatial wave region along the diffusion paths of Eq. (4)

0.4
l

>o 0.3 "E
‘

E 3
.

‘

2 E “a
E 0.2 g 2

o C E

g; 0.1 8,
fl

‘1‘ ‘5
0.0

(“l Tim (6) (b) p (m) (c)

Fig. 1: (a) The average fraction of the a particle birth energy transferred to the wave

as a function of time for |Ezl E lEngl : 3 kV/m and poloidal wavenumbers kn : i4553

m”. (b) The power deposition profiles for the cases in Fig. 1a. (2) The a current density

profiles for the cases of Fig. 1a.
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always contribute to the current in one specific direction at a specific Spatial boundar
in accordance with Eq. (2), since the direction of the diffusion paths Changes with thesign of kn.

In both cases of Fig. 1, the obtained currents exceed and are much more loeah'Zed than
the bootstrap current of the (:1 particles. Simulations with a much larger number- of 0
particles (N 40000 — 80000) indicate a fairly broad bootstrap current profile being finitealso at the axis but with a maximum current density less than 30000 A/mz. In the results
of Fig. 1, this current is overwhelmed by the statistical noise, and can not be resolved.

4. Conclusions
In practical situations of smooth wave diffusion profiles, with no absorbing boundaries or
mechanisms which can remove fast ions approaching the outer edge or the lOWer Velocity
limit of the wave regime, the net power transfer from the ions to the Wave calculated
with the present Monte Carlo method has been shown to be negative indicating wave
damping.

On the other hand, a fast ion current enhanced by the finite B9 effect is found irrespectiVe
of power transfer direction. Thus a significant a particle current may accompany the
wave Landau damping, and can clearly exceed the bootstrap current of 11 particles by
neoclassical diffusion. In ITER—relevant conditions, we obtain a current profiles Which
represent total currents approaching the 0.7 MA range required for MHD stabilization.

The a particle current is affected by the choice of the signs of It'd. and kg, and by the
boundary conditions applied at the boundary vi : w/[kn]. The choice in the sign of
kn affects the direction of the current but has no impact in practical situations on the
direction of the power transfer. On the other hand, boundary conditions can determine
the net power transfer direction, and thus affect also the direction of the current. The
current profile depends strongly on the radial diffusion of the or particles. With intense
waves, a bipolar shape of the current profile specified by the Sign of AW and by the
direction of the diffusion paths is found.
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Abstract:

As part of the JET experimental campaign in the pumped divertor configuration with the

new ICRF A2 antennae [1], studies of Fast Wave Heating and Current Drive scenarii have been

gamed out [2]. For the experiments described in this paper, the scenario with 3rd harmonic D

cyclotron layer at centre and both fundamental and 2nd harmonic H cyclotron layers at the edge

has been chosen. The experiments have been carried out in 2 MA D plasmas and 2.2 T on axis

with fICRF=5L4 MHZ and a target temperature of Te(0)~1.5-2 keV. Significant Fast Wave

Heating has been observed and studied for varying plasma parameters (BT, ICRF power,

antenna phasing, density). There is evidence of both Fast Wave Direct Electron Heating and

heating through 3rd harmonic D cyclotron absorption. These two effects disappear when the

2nd harmonic H cyclotron layer enters in the plasma on the high field side. The power partition

between these two heating channels is difficult to assess experimentally. The results are

compared with numerical simulations of the power deposition (PION, SINGLE). Furthermore,

aprediction of the current drive efficiency is given (ALCYON). This scenario provides efficient

heating, since elmy H-mode is triggered when the electron density and the ICRF power in

01m0 phasing are increased and a RF only record DD reaction rate of 1.8 1016 s‘1 has been

achieved. 01:01: phasing gives similar results.

Fast Wave Electron Heating and Current Drive scenario:

The target plasma parameters are BT=2.2 T, 1:2 MA and Te(0)~1.5-2 keV in

Deuterium. At ICRF frequency of 51.4 MHz, 3rd harmonic D cyclotron layer is at centre while

both fundamental H cyclotron resonance (also 2D and 2 4He) and 2nd harmonic H (also 4D

and 4 4He) cyclotron layers are marginally present at the edge (e.g. # 35320, fig. 1). Unless

otherwise specified, the phasing is OmtO. A similar scenario has been experimented on Tore

Supra [3].

Experiment:
A heating with sawteeth is observed but is sensitive to H resonance layer position. A

scan of the magnetic toroidal field has been done (# 35520). When the H cyclotron 2nd
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harmonic layer enters plasma on the low field side (fig. 1), the density, the radiated POWer and
neutral H flux (Neutral Particle Analyser horizontal line) increase while the DD reaction rate,
high energy neutral D flux (NPA horizontal line) and Tc drop. There is evidence of Fast ac
Electron Heating. The analysis of the fast switch off of PICRF and of the sawteeth Slope [4]
yields peaked deposition profiles (# 35319, fig. 2a, b). One finds PFWEH=0-9 MW fur- anICRF launched power of 6.5 MW which means 14% of damping on electrons in 0M0
phasing (fig. 2b). The power directly coupled to electrons in + 90° and - 90° phasing isestimated to be less than 50% of OrtrtO heating [5]. The pre—heating with LH power PTOduces
no visible difference. Two pulses in 4He have been performed. The second one (# 35323) is
approximately 50% 4He and 50% D and the results are similar to D plasma (# 35325)_ In
particular. the Te profiles are identical. Part of the ICRF power is clearly absorbed at the 3rd
harmonic D cyclotron resonance as indicated by a high DD rate and ’Y emission from the plasma
centre (3.1 MeV from 12C(d, p)13C with Ed>l.8 MeV). Fast D is detected with the vertical
high energy NPA up to the highest energy channel available (E=1.1 MeV) (fig. 3)_ This
contrasts with Tore Supra results that show dominant electron heating and no fast ions in 4He
plasma [3]. This is likely to be due to the better ion confinement in JET that allows the build up
of a hot ion tail but models have to be developed. A power and density scans have been done.
When the density and ICRF power increase, the plasma evolves towards better performancc
(fig. 4): the diamagnetic energy content and the DD reaction rate increase and one finally
obtains an elmy H-mode. The H factor was 1.6 (ITER89-P) and 0.8 for H93 (H-mode scaling
with subtraction of the energy of fast particles) for pulse # 35525 with OTCTEO phasing (fig, 3)
(similar results were obtained for # 35526 with OrtOrr phasing). For this pulse, the record DD
reaction rate for ICRF only (1.8 1016 5‘1) was achieved with PICRF=12-9 MW. The other
parameters are WD1A=3.2 MJ (with Wfagt particles=0-6 MI). <ne>=3.9. 1019 m3,
Tc(0)=5.7 keV, Ploml=l3.5 MW. This performance is comparable to hot ion mode (DD
reaction rate of 2.10]6 5'1 for PNBI~14-6 MW at 1.75 MA, # 34489).

Numerical simulations (based on the ICRF and plasma parameters of pulse # 35320):
The power partition between Fast Wave Direct Electrons Heating and heating through D

cyclotron absorption at the 3rd hamionic is difficult to estimate. Single Pass Absorption (SPA)
estimate (SINGLE code [6], (fig. 5)) is larger for electron (4.5 keV) compared to D absorption
of the bulk (2.7 keV) but the SPA for a population of fast D (1% of the D bulk) becomes
predominant above 300 keV at the most favourable k// for electron damping (N=33, k//=ll m'1
on axis). The PION code simulation (self consistent treatment of the D tail formation and the
Fast Wave absorption [7]) with hot D confined up to an energy of 2.5 MeV indicates
equipartition of the coupled ICRF power between electron and deuterium. The ALCYON (2D
full wave code [8]) simulation provides almost identical power deposition profile on electrons
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, 01:1:0 and 01:07: phasing and predicts a current drive efficiency of 0.018 1020 A/W/m2
for 90°
in 90° phasing.

Conclusion:

significant Fast Wave Direct Electron heating (~14%) and heating through D absorption

at cyclotron 3rd harmonic have been observed. This contrasts with the Tore Supra results that

show dominant electron heating and no fast ions with the same scenario [3]. The power

artition is difficult to assess. The competition with lower cyclotron harmonic (H or D) should

be avoided (edge absorption). The Fast Wave Current Drive efficiency is estimated to be

0.018 1020 A/W/m2 for 90° phasing with the plasma parameters of pulse # 35320 which is

comparable to the Tore Supra results [3]. Elmy H-mode is triggered when density and ICRF

power in 01:1!0 phasing are increased and a RF only record DD rate of 1.8 1016 5'1 has been

achieved. Similar effect is observed in 011011 phasing. An efficient heating scenario at 2 MA,

22 T with no minority ion population has been found, which can start on low Tc (1-2 keV)

target plasma and might provide suitable conditions for very long pulse (60 5) operation for

advanced tokamak scenarii on JET.
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I INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the PBX-M (Plasma Beta Exp't - Modification) tokamak

experiment is to use current and profile control techniques to explore advanced tokamak

regimCS- In this machine, Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) with a 2 MW source power

at 4.6 (31-12 has been chosen to shape the current density profile. Wave-induced MHD

oscillations are expected to affect the confinement of the suprathermal electrons created by the

LH waves degrading both the performance and the control of the discharges. We analyze

here the role of MHD activity in those discharges so as to optimize the plasma performance.

This work is supported by a data base of about 200 shots selected in the 1993 run period of

PBX-M. The tools used for this study are i), a soft X-ray (SXR) diode array with a

frequency bandwidth of [0-300] kHz and a detectivity in the energy range of [1.2-12] keV

ii), a 2D hard X-rays (HXR) pinhole camera /1/ working in the energy range of [45-150]

keV with a temporal resolution of 5 ms and iii), a magnetic probe array with sampling rates

up to 100 kHz.

II OBSERVATIONS BEFORE THE MHD ONSET

In the data base, the average line density just before the application of the LH power

(up to 480 kW') is in the range 1-3 1019 m3, the plasma current ranges between 145 and 250

Us and the toroidal magnetic field between 1.25 and 1.9 T. In most of the cases, the filling

gas is D2 and the plasma bean shaped.

The HXR images are often characterized by a bright ring that is supposed to roughly

localize the LH power tégpostiltipn in the poloidal plane. The radius of this bright ring is

plotted in Fig. 1 versus h: = (0—6 , a parameter relevant of the accessibility of the LH waves.

The linear dependence observed indicates that the wave absorption (Landau damping of the

wave launched at N”: 2.1 on a 1 keV Maxwellian distribution requiring N” > 5) seems to

occur at a radial position determined by the wave accessibility condition. If the HXR bright

ring were related to the power absorption radius. this would imply that there is no N” upshift

for the waves absorbed in PBX-M. Another possibility is that the bright ting corresponds to

the emission of a few energetic electrons only (which also corresponds to most of the RF

current deposidon since the current drive efficiency is higher for high energy electrons). As a

consequence. the HXR bright ring will be supposed to represent the deposition of the RF
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current. It appears on Fig. 1 that the localization of the RF current is not the parameter able toseparate Ml-ID active and quiescent discharges before the WD onset.
A way to separate those discharges is to plot the internal inductance Ii (taken in me“

of the cases 50 ms after turning on the LH power) as a function of the parameter p E
where P is the LH power (Fig. 2). High power combined with on—axis coupling of the Ln];
waves is most likely MHD unstable. The fact that li may be a determining parameter Confirms
the role played by the current profile on MHD stability. Within the error bars in the
detennination of the internal inductance, it is reasonable to define two separate domains 0,,
the figure. The separation curve is attributed to the local contribution of LHCD to the KOtal
plasma current. This2 representation then combines local effects associated with the RF
current deposition (n—) and the global property of the ohmic target plasma (la).

(3

In the horizontal mid-plane, a direct Abel inversion of the HXR integrated image can .
be achieved. An inverted profile calculated for a typical off-axis coupling of the LH pOWer
namely, a "hollow" discharge, is shown on Fig. 3a. An asymmetry such as the one visible on
Fig.3b appears sometimes on several successive profiles prior to the MHD onset for all the
hollow-type discharges analyzed. This corresponds in all the cases (7 available in the data
base) to LH pulses starting with hollow images, characterized by a bright ring that suddenly
becomes rather uniform, with an intensity averaged with respect to the previous imageS, Th5
good correlation with the MHD activity may exclude any instrumental problem. A resonance
between the population of fast trapped electrons and turbulent waves present in the
background plasma has been proposed elsewhere to support the observations /2/.

III NATURE AND EFFECTS OF MHD
The onset of a 1/1, 2/l, 3/1 rotating mode is frequently observed a few tens of ms

after turning on the LH power. The three components are coupled (same frequency) but the
SXR normalized fluctuation amplitude is maximum for 2/1 and 3/1, which turn out to be the
driving modes (Fig. 4a). After saturation of the mode, we observe a minor disruption with an
inversion radius of 20 cm. The minor disruption associated with the collapse of the 2/1, 3/1
components, triggers a very fast growth of the pre-existing l/1 component (Fig. 4b). The
radius of the HXR bright ring (< 16 cm) is consistent with a RF current driven within the
q = 2 surface (= 20 cm). It has been observed that the m = 2 and m = 3 components are
more destabilized at deposition radii closer to the q = 2 radius, which is consistent with a
steepening of the current density gradient inside this resonant surface. The destabilized 2/1
mode then drives the 3/1 and 1/1 components by toroidal coupling since the frequencies are
the same for the three modes. The minor disruption probably involves a reconnection
between the q = 2 and q = 3 surfaces.

MHD instabilities induce SXR intensity losses of about 50% mainly localized around
10 cm, between the q = l and the q = 2 surfaces. This is consistent with HXR
measurements except that intensity losses are smaller by a factor 2 for energetic electrons. On
the other hand, global modes reduce by a few centimeters only the deposition radius of the
RF current . MHD reduces slightly the HXR profile hollowness (enhanced diffusion of fast
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r’i

electrons) and to

HXR images usually
nds to smooth the asymmetries if any. The increase of peakedness of the

observed during MHD activity is the effect of the associated minor

disrruptions that trigger runaway electrons. Hot spots appear often on the HXR images as

soon as global MHD develops. These generally do not induce a catastrophic end of the

discharge. Mode locking is a particular evolution of a growing magnetic activity. HXR

intensities do not behave differently in that case in other words, whether island chains

ate or not (in the range 1—5 kHz) does not affect substantially the behaviour of energetic
wt

electrons.
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I. Introduction

The lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system installed on TdeV (R/a= 0.86/025 m;

Br <1,8T; 1,, < 250 kA) operates routinely and has already delivered 1.3 MW of RF power at

the generatorll]. No significant arcing has been observed even at the maximum power density

reaCt at the grill mouth (5 kW/cmz). The peak of the launched N” spectrum can be adjusted

within the limits 2.0 S N,,S 3.3. Completely RF driven discharges of 190 kA were sustained

over half a second at moderate densities (r'ic = 1.9 x 10'9 m") [2]. The duration of the LH

current driven plasma is limited only by the power handling capabilities of the divertor plates

(maximum 4 s). The system is used mainly for current drive experiments and as an electron

heating system for divertor biasing studies with auxiliary heating. In this paper, we focus on

a comparison of global energy confinement with scaling laws as well as current profile

modification experiments with LHCD leading to enhanced electron energy confinement.

11. Global Energy Confinement Scaling

The global energy confinement of combined ohmic and lower hybrid driven plasmas

has been anald at various plasma densities and plasma currents. A11 plasma discharges are

in deuterium with good isotopic ratio (nD/(nH+nD) > 0.8) due to the boronized vessel. Only

plasmas with low radiated power have been selected for the present analysis (Pun/Fret < 0.4).

In TdeV, the energy content of the plasma is inferred using three different methods.

First, the diamagnetic energy is measured by the diamagnetic loop with proper error fields

correction.Secondly, the kinetic energy is obtained by integrating over the plasma cross-section

the electronic and ionic pressure which are measured respectively by Thomson scattering and

charge exchange combined with interferometric data. Finally, the "equilibrium energy" is

determined by subtracting half the internal inductance (Ii) obtained by polarimetry from the

(Bp+li/2) calculated with the Lackner equilibrium code.

Figure 1 shows the global energy confinement time (TE) measured using these methods

versus the total power for two different line average densities (n, = 3 and 5 x 1019 m"). The

plasma current is 190 kA, BT = 1.8 T (q95=3.8) and the RF power varies from 0 to 0.8 MW

at a N” of 3.3. The total power (PTOT) is defined as the ohmic power plus the injected RF

power minus the radiated power from the main plasma. No correction for the fraction of

absorbed power has been included. Overall, there is good agreement among the three

‘Association Euratom—CEA, Cadarache, France 2Univ. of Maryland, USA.

* Supported by the Centre canadien dc fusion magnétique with funds from AECL, Hydro-Quebec and INRS.
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independent methods, which gives confidence in the various measurements. The 15 Values
predicted by the ITER-B9P[3] and Rebut-Lallia[4] scalings are also plotted on the 53mg
graphs. For the latter case, the total energy content is obtained by dividing by 0.7 (kinetic
measurement of WJ(Wc +Wi)) the following expression for the electron energy Content:

W,“ = 0.026 ZZ"Z$‘(BTI,,)W(m2R)W12 + 0.012 IPPmAKaZR/Zefyfl
(in units of M1, 10‘9 m'3, Tesla, MA, m, MW. Zerr is the effective charge number, x is the
plasma elongation). The power dependence of the energy content follows more closely the
Rebut-Lallia scaling. Also, the global confinement shows a significant dependence on plasmadensity, a behaviour which is inconsistent with HER-89F scaling(o<t‘ic°‘1). The ITER scalingwas mainly derived from experiments using NBI which principally heats the ions. Experiments
performed with electron heating systems such as ECRH (T-10[3]) and LHCD (Tore-Supra[5])also show a strong dependence of the energy content on density. This supports arguments
(Petty et a1. .[6]) that it is important to uncouple the ion and electron energy loss channels
instead of considering the global confinement as a whole.

The kinetic electron energy content is
compared with the Rebut-Lallia scaling in figure
2 for a broader scan in plasma parameters fix m’I‘ozaou(1P=150, 190 and 230 kA; fin: 1.5-8 x 1019 me; A 4 _ wfxfflwmuBT=1.8 T and PH]. =0, 250 and 500 kW @ N,, 35 x, .. -‘
= 3.3). There is close agreement between the E .3? ’0‘ *SAT‘E’W
two except for two features. First, the energy 3" 2 _ a?
content seems to saturate at larger density and a" xOHMIC
the saturation value depends on the plasma D RF
current as indicated on the figure. This has been 0 . . ’ LHE?
observed on many tokamaks. Secondly, there 0 2 4 6 8
are some points which indicate better W RL (kJ)
confinement than the scaling predictions. This °
enhancement is similar to the Lower Hybrid
Enhanced Performance (LHEP) mode as Figure 2: Kinetic electron energy
observed on Tore—supra[5.7] and will be versus Rebut-Lallia showing the
discussed in the next section. saturation and the LHEP regions.
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111- LH Current Profile Modification

The aim of LH current profile experiments is to explore the confinement and stability

of various current density shapes (hollow or peaked) under stationary conditions. The LHCD

system of TdeV is an efficient tool to produce current profile modifications. Due to the low

magnedc field and low plasma temperature (weak electron damping), the LH wave propagates

many times around the torus before being absorbed[8]. In this multi-pass regime, the LH rays

wander Within the phase—space domain (N,,, r) whose boundaries are defined by the slow wave

dispCTSion relation (caustic and accessibility). The upper limit (caustic) which defines the

1ocali0n 0f the absorbed power depends mainly on the current and density profiles[9].

Therefore the power deposition in TdeV can be tuned by a proper selection of N,,, q95 and

Nll'“(accessibilityoc nJBTZ),

Figure 3 illustrates the large changes in 0,2 , ' ' . 0

‘mtemal inductance (A1,. = l,“- l,-°“) that can be 0

induced with LHCD for discharges with q” 3“ I £5 08

between 4 and 6.5. For smaller q,,, which 00' ----------------------He--------------

corresponds to broader current profile, only a 5: ct 0’

small decrease of I, has been observed. Peaking g; 43.2 D D N _ 23

of the current profile at large q” is obtained by E . N”;2‘5

launching LH waves with large N”, for which "<7 n I NN=2:8

the plasma centre is accessible (N,, > N,,'°°). ("4' D x N::=3.0

Inversely, broadening of the current profile is D5 o ”11:33

Obtained with small N,, and/or LH waves for -0,6 -
, . . . 41,5 0,0 0,5 10 15

wtil the plasma centre is inaccessible. N”_N"aee '

Occasionally, an MED event which increases

suprathermal electron losses occurs[2]. Figure 3: Variation of I, with N,, -

preventing these changes in i, from occurring . N,,"" for plasmas with 4<q95<65.

Increases in l,- are accompanied by peaking of temperature, current density and soft

x-ray emission(2-20 keV) profiles. Hard x‘rays (30—80 keV) which are mainly bremsstrahlung

emission from LH induced suprathermal electrons, also exhibit this peaking behaviour. In

contrast, a decrease of I,- is associated with broadening of all the previous profiles. An electron

cyclotron absorption diagnostic[9] which measures the electron distribution function at two

radial positions, also sees the broadening and even a hollow profile when low N,, waves are

injected. The density profile always broadens with LHCD, possibly an indication of increase

in edge recycling [10] and/or radial changes in the particle diffusivity (DJ).

The time evolution of a LHEP shot (25198) is shown in fig. 4 (IP =140 kA, Br: 1.4T,

n, = 1.9 x 10” m") for which 500 kW of RF power at a N” value of 3.3 were injected. In the

ohmic phase, sawteeth are observed (TST = 2.5 ms). Their inversion radius inferred from the

soft x-ray camera (rim/a ~04) agrees with the radius of the q=1 surface measured from

polaiimetry or calculated with nee—classical theory. During the RF pulse, the loop voltage

drops by 75% of its ohmic value (dotted line) and the central electron temperature nearly

doubles. The internal inductance increases from 1.6 to 1.7 and q0 decreases from 0.8 to 0.7.

However, the sawteeth are stabilised within 10 msec during the RF ramp up with less than 150

kW of power. CRONOS[7] simulation of current diffusion shows that a time of 100 ms will

be necessary to increase qo from 0.8 to 1, further indicating that the sawtooth stabilisation is
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exhibiting LHEP behaviour. predicted power deposition profiles.

not caused by current modification. The electron kinetic energy is about 40% larger than the
Rebut—Lallia (dashed line) predicted value (HRL=1.4) at [3,, = 0.35. The experimental Cllrrent
density profile steepens at half-radius during the RF as shown in figure 5. The improvedconfinement regime could be explained by sawtooth stabilisation and/or an increase of themagnetic shear in the confinement zone.

Complete analysis of the non-inductive current profile has been performed with the
ACCOME[8] ray tracing code and WDFPH 1] which uses a statistical approach. Both codes
yield central power deposition within r/a = 0.3, as illustrated in figure 5. As a final validation
of the calculated J”, a dynamic analysis of the resistive current diffusion was carried out using
CRONOS. Good agreement is observed between the time evolution of the measured Faraday
rotation signal and its simulated behaviour.
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Absorption of finite-size LH wave beams in tokamak plasmas

G.V.Pe1‘everzev

hilaxAPlanck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik. US$748 Garching, Germany

1_ Introduction

The method commonly used for describing lower hybrid (LH) heating and current drive

in tokamak plasmas is ray tracing (RT). in this technique a wave front is split into

small pieces, which are then assumed to be fully independent and treated separately

from one another. EaCh of them has its own space trajectory. a wave number and a

group velocity. This approach has proved to be highly useful and efficient in conven-

tional optics. However, direct transfer of the technique to LH waves is not justified [l].

The problem is that the RT technique can only be used over a ray length C satisfying the

well-known Fresnel condition 6 g (Any/A. where Ad is the linear size of each piece of

the phase front and A is the wavelength in the medium. Otherwise i.e. at remote points

of a trajectory the interference pattern is created by the whole wave field distribution and

so the individual pieces cannot be treated as independent any longer. As the absorption

in plasmas is usually very small, the ray path before complete decay is very long and

the Fresnel condition can hardly be met in most plasma. applications. As a result of this

violation the RT technique fails to describe the spectral and space broadening of the LH

wave packet which takes place during LH wave propagation in tokainaks [2].

For the same physical reason RT does not properly describe Lll wave absorption

either. An advanced beam tracing (BT) technique was recently developed [3] which allows

one to deal with a wave packet as a whole. It is shown in the present report that successive

implementation of the technique results in a modified expression for the wave absorption

in which the convolution of the two Fourier harmonics (rt-function) appearing in the

welleknown formula for Landau damping is replaced by a convolution of two Gaussian

functions of finite spectral width. The conventional expression For Landau damping is

then obtained as a particular limiting case of a monochromatic wave.

2. General formulation

Consider high—frequency (to >> roman) electrostatic oscillations of the electron compo;

nent of an inhomogeneous plasma. These oscillations are described with a set of kinetic

and Poisson equations which in conventional notation reacts

'f5 6 fife e‘VXBg Bflg

BtTv etmw'at‘afic '07—“ t”
Agra =4’l71'6 (11" — ferlan) . ('2)

The usual procedure [4] for solving the kinetic equation Eq. (1) can be applied7 which
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comprises (i) linearization of Eq. (1) assuming that the. electron distribution fun
takes the. form f5 : f0; + 6L. and that its perturbed part 6ft : 6ffi(l,1“v)

Ction fe

'5 small Withrespect to the steadyestate distribution function f0,. : fo.(1‘,V). (ii) solving the linefll’ized
equation in the Fourier space and transition back to the contiguralional Space. AS a Hawk

i
tFOStatic

al assumptionqvfhfi/wrg << 1 is adopted so that the approximation of a cold plasma is illiplied. On

an expression for the perturbed distribution function 29f6 in terms of the elec
potential ,9 is obtained. The expression is strongly simplified if the addition

substituting the resulting expression for of}. into the Poisson equation (‘3) one Obtains
2 22171' 673k] = divévtp : —1 277,. .‘F*1 {1)ftlll).7’—[p]}l (3)

Here f is the Hermitian dielectric tensor for a. cold plasma [4].!)ftlr“) : 7 a‘b/a'l'l'luum/k
and the notations «pk : flSQl =/ 99(1‘)e_fkrr/:l.z‘. 3.9 = &p(l‘) : f‘ltpk] 2 (1377)»3/ afikclk’dakf.’
are used for the Fourier transform. The time dependence of the electrostatic wave Do-tential up and life is assumed to have the form e’M and is omitted here and in What
follows. Using Eq. (3), one can form the combination /‘ {59"}?l 7 #973191} ((31.1 Where
i!" denotes some space domain bounded by a surface .S'. The domain will be specified
later. So far we assume only that its linear size is large in comparison with the wavelength
diam(V) >> /\ . and then after standard transformations we obtain the equation

A M, _ 517.362 (13/; 2fox-W e on“ V59 ids : —2t‘/QDI(A:H) tan (4)5 ms.

describing the energy conservation law.

3. Wave absorption in the beam tracing approach
Before proceeding further we emphasize that no assumptions were imposed on the po-
tential tp during the derivation of Eqs. (SH-l). Starting from this point. we assume that
the wavelength A is small in comparison with the characteristic length L of the inho-
mogeneity of the medium so that the problem involves a large parameter K : L//\ > 1.
Then, as shown in [3], the homogeneous equation ’Php‘oll : 0 has a general solution
rpm)(r) = Z“ C,E°)(D,,(r) : p(r)ZnC,(1"lga,i(r), where Ct”) are constants and the functions
(1),,(1‘) : p(1')x,;1nt1‘) are so-called Gaussian or beam modes. Each of them satisfies the
homogeneous equation 73W") 2 t]. The most rapid and therefore the most significant
variation of the solution is described by the common factor

. 1‘; -i 0Mr) : exp{ri.‘.\ll(r) e ;[11‘(r)+ WU)”, (5)

where \ll(r) is the eikonal and the two real functions 1dr) and iitr) describe the field
amplitude decay 'l'hesc functions are determined by a set ofordinary differential equations
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formulated 1n [3]. Here we. assume that all three of them are known functions. l‘ormula (5)

shows that a plopagating wave packet can be imagined as a tube or beam extending along

the spatial curve 11(1):11(r)= . which can be viewed as a beam axis. It can be shown

thal the curve is tangential to the direction of the group velocity v9, that rs v,,- V11-

Vg V11 : O. The amplitude hpl of the wave packet varies only slightly along the beam

axis In COIItIaSt in the perpendicular crossesection the amplitude decays rapidly so that

In” ~
1154/2 < L. It is also seen that the RT solution 15 included in Eq. (5) as a particularthe beam is Strongly localized with the characteristic size A—# [firnafl

case namely the limiting case of a very wide wave packet 11(1‘m) u1‘( )~N (l or A —> L.

We could now use the full system of functions (I),l as a basis of expansion and,

making use of the Gallerkin method seek a solution 119 of the full problem Eq. (3) in

the form 30(1‘): 2:“ Cn(r )©n(r‘). In this case no special assumption about the right»

hand side of Eq. (3) is needed. However. to avoid unreasonable complications we talxe

advantage Of the smallness of the right-hand side of Eq. (3). Physically, this means

that the energy absorption is very small and the energy exchange between the different

eigennrodes 1n the expansion for 1p is negle< ted This allons us to keep in the expansion

one harmonicap =C1Q1 only and substitute it directly into Eq. (4) instead of Eq. (3).

For tolx'anrak applications it is convenient to choose the integration domain in Eq. (4) as

a thin layer enclosing a magnetic surface 5 This means that the domain V is taken

as a torus bounded by the magnetic. surface S with subsequent passage to the limit

aliIEo—AVlfv d3 1 Introducing the notations for the carrying wave Vector E of the wave

packet its effective group velocity v; and the wave energy density W averaged over a

magnetic surface,

1 v“: 2 [va1é+é*)E)( w— 1‘79”l wlC'rl da
E : 1V‘II ‘1" u=u:0 g 2; 11:11:11 ([l'v’ 1671' 3271 1]“ (IV

we obtain

k

Here the. variable V denotes the Volume of the torus‘ a is an arbitrar ' ma netic sure}

lace label (1),“ —~<D1“(.1‘ this“) 2 /¢1(1~)ee’lkllzdz is the longitudinal with respect to

fldV w47r62 , div“ -
(TV (1% —) : 41:27:” fg—WDN”)F(GJ»1)- . (‘3)

the direction of the external magnetic field Fourier transform of the eigenfunction (91(r )

and F((a k”)=(/)<I>1"|dS)/(/rll.u/((I>1nl113) is normalized to the unity spectral

distribution of the wave energy density averaged over the magnetic surface a Only the

leadingrorder terms with respect to the large parameter H1 — L//\ are retained 111 E11. (6)

This means that all spatially dependent functions except for (1)1(1‘) are considered as slowly

varying over the space size A and are taken out of the integrals. The error introduced by

this pro(edure rs of the order 001'. 1(2).
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4. Discussion and comparison with ray tracing
Equation (6) represents the energy conservation law in the beam tracing (BT) approach,It the wave packet gtr) is sufficiently extended in the real space. then it can be Stroflgly
localized in the spectral space so that the distribution function F in Eq. (6) is reduced toFta. Iv") = 2n6(1‘:“ —1T“(a)). Then the factor in front of ll" on the righthand side of

wwwgf afm
*2 .7 ,I“ nc ch”

1501- (6)
and Eq. (5)

. l'lt:”/kltcoincides in outward appearance With the correspondent equation of RT. This coincidence

arrives at. the usual expression for the Landau damping

though. is no more than a formal one. The difference is that B‘T deals with the total energy
Flux l'lh‘gi—X through a. magnetic surface and shows that it is absorbed at the rate describedby the right—hand side of Eq. (6) which in turn is determined by the whole Spectrum of
the wave packet. The absorption is manifested as a. decrease of the Dre-factor [0,] or W
in Eq. (6) without any change in the structure of the function (Pitt). ln contrasL theanalogous equation for RT is concerned with only a small fraction of the total energy flux
and its absorption is determined by an average value of the wave Vector I”. If this fraction
of the whole packet is absorbed, the others further propagate fully independently.

Along with this clear difference. there is a. basic similarity between the two apr
proaches. If we consider a partial plane wave treated by RT and the function (I), of the
RT solution as approximate eigenfunctions of the problem (3), then the two approaches
describe propagation and absorption of an eigenfunction as a whole. From this point of
View the two approaches describe the same physical process and supplement one another,
For a wide wave packet the diffraction can be neglected and then RT gives the apprOpriatc
description. In the opposite case, the B'I' approach has to be used. Unfortunately,
a criterion for the applicability of RT cannot be obtained Within its frarnex-vorlc. The
Fresnel condition [l] or the RT solution [3] should be used to prove the applicability of
RT. For the particular case of Lll current drive in presentrday toltaniaks, the wave beam
spectra undergo essential diffractional broadening ['2] As a result, the RT technique may
underestimate the absorption by orders of magnitude and therefore the BT description
should be used.
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A Photoelectron Spectrometer with Magnetic Analyzer
(Measurements on the T-10 Tokamak)

Yu.V. Gott and V.A. Shurygin

RRC "Kurchatov institute“, Moscow, Russia

1, Introduction
The basic principles of the photoelectron diagnostics are the conversion of the

[asma x-r'dy flux to the photoelectrons and the energy analysis of these photoelectrons

in the electric or magnetic fields. Although the quantum efficiency of this conversion is

rather low (about 10’2 - lO'3 electrons/quantum), the large intensity of the plasma x-ray

emission allows the effective analysis of the x-ray spectra even at low electron

‘emperatures and modest sizes of plasmas both in the tokamaks and in the mirror traps

[1.5]. Recently the temporal evolution of the X-ray spectrum in the energy range of 0.1 -

I.5 he" was measured by a differential photoelectron spectrometer (PBS) with resolution

of about 50 us in the startup phase of a discharge and during a major disruption in a

small tokamak TVD [5]. It is evident that in the larger tokamaks with higher

temperatures the efficiency of the photoelectron technique increases in proportion to the

plasma x—ray flux. ln this paper. we report the first series of measurements with the

compact PES. which is intended for the x-ray studies in a wide energy range (0.1 -100

keV) in the T—10 tokamak.

2. PES design and calibration
The high sensitivity of the photoelectron measurements with PES is provided by its

analyzer with high transmission (~ 2 “/o) and by its target with large area (~15 cml), since

the PES energy resolution (~ 30 - 40 “/h) is dominated by the equilibrium energy

distribution of the photoelectrons emitted from the thick target under effect of the

monoenergetic photons [2]. The design of this spectrometer seems to be rather simple, as

shown in Fig. 1, since the energy resolution of the PES analyzer can be as low as 10-20 ”/0.

The photoelectrons emitted from the target 1 are analyzed in energy in longitudinal

magnetic field produced by the coils 4 and then registered by the microchannel electron

multiplier 3. It is important that calibration of the PES analyzer can be made in Si!“ using

the plasma x-ray emission as follows. The plasma x-rays pass through the carbon filter

(with thickness of about 500 A). which is placed before the PES enter and intended to

protect the detector 3 from ultraviolet radiation and neutrals coming from the plasma.

The incident x-rays are converted by the PES target 1 to the flux of slow secondary

electrons (besides the photoelectrons) with energies E; < 50 eV with efficiency which is

more than two orders of magnitude higher than that for the photoelectrons Hence, the

intensity of this flux appears to be enough high and to be proportional to the intensity of

the x—ray emission in the region 157, > 100 eV. The energy distribution of these slow

secondary electrons is independent of the spectrum of the exciting radiation and has a

maximum in the region is < 10 eV. The negative voltage Uof about 0.1 — 5.0 k\’ is

applied between the metal target and the PES walls. Therefore, the secondary electrons

are accelerated transverse to the target surface up to the energy 9U >> [5. The energy

analysis of these accelerated electrons with PBS analyzer provides the shape of the

analyzer response function and the relation between their energies (given by U ) and the

current in the analyzer coils. Hence, there is no need in special x-ray calibration of such
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instruments, as the equilibrium photoelectron energy distribution is knOWn [2] and thPES analyzer can be calibrated in .ritu in such a way. The emission of slow SECOnda eelectrons under effect of the plasma x-rays gives a good opportunity to measure theintegral x-ray flux emitted by the plasma and passing through the changeable filters (Seefor example [6]). The temporal evolution of the sawtooth oscillations in the x-ray flail
with EV > 100 eV and their inversion after the gyrotron launching in T-lO is Shown in
Fig.2.

X-raysi

10 cm

Fig. 1. PES with magnetic (Ina/Jaw: / - target, 2 - diup/Imgms, 3 - detector, 4 -
coils, 5 - magnetic shielding.

3. Efficiency of the target
The transfonnation of the plasma x-ray spectrum into the corresponding

components of the photoclectron spectrum: lines and continuum is performed in the PES
target [2]. The efficiency of this transformation is determined by the photoionization
cross-sections ,u” of the atomic shells of a target and by the effective range R of the
photoelectrons escaping from the target. Moreover, the relative contribution of different
atomic subshells to the photoelectron spectrum depends on the x-ray spectrum I7(1?7).
In the case of the continuum of a Maxwellian plasma, when [A ac exp(—E.,, / 7;), the/
photoelectron spectrum is found to be determined by 1:, [2]

lemF(Ee,C)-exp(-Ee/C). (I)
where the function

F(Evv];)=Zl—IIIR‘CXN’fn/n)’ (2)

describes the efficiency of the x-ray spectrum transformation into the photoelectron
continuum, E” is the electron binding energy in the n-th subshell. Using the function (2)
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P.

e efficiency of the targets with different Z can be calculated. A comparison of these

efficiencies computed with 7:,=l.0 keV for carbon, aluminum, titanium and silver targets

is shown in Fig.3. The contributions of all atomic shells from K— to N- were taken into

account in these calculations. From (2) it follows that the photoelectron spectrum is

rOduCCd mainly by the subshells with E” / Te < l, for example. by the Mr - Mv subshells

in the case of silver target and I;=1.0 keV. It is important to note that the efficiency of

the pES target not only increases with increasing Z, but also it becomes more weaker

function of the energy in a wide energy range. In the present experiments several target

materials were tested in PBS. It was found that the silver target provides the most intense

photoelectron si a1.

. h t # 625PES 3 o 66

8 .
le? .1 r ]‘ WAN

V lilWll l l ll4 v -‘ ll Ti (2:22)
I |

l = .

gyrotron A1 (Z 13) '
(2:6)

0 400 500 600 1° 15
time,ms Ee_keV

Fig.2. Time trace of PES signal in the Fig. 3. Efficiency for several target

integral regime {with Ti target). materials calculatedfram (2).

4. Observations in T-lO
The spectral signals produced by PES can be recorded in two main regimes. The

first allows one to measure the photoelectron spectrum excited by the plasma x-ray

emission. The second regime can be used to record the time traces for different x-ray

energies with high temporal resolution. A photoelectron spectrum and an example of 7;

determination are shown in Fig.4. This spectrum was recorded in the time interval of

about 200 ms. This time was limited due to low intensity of the x-rays incident on the

PES target from the plasma. Unfortunately, in these first experiments the x-ray Flux

coming to the PES target was strongly restricted by the small size collimator with the

spatial resolution in the plasma centre of about 1.5 cm. It is evident that the increase of

this size up to 5-8 cm leads to significant (squared) increasing of the measured signal. It is

expected that in the next experimental series the temporal resolution for the spectrum

recording will be of the order of several milliseconds at least. The x-ray energy range of

PBS was restricted also by the collimator size, as the spectral intensity of the x-ray

emission towards the higher energies falls very rapidly. The upper limit of this range was

about 8 keV. The lowest one was about 100-200 eV due to carbon filter before PBS.

The recording of the time traces for the spectral signals are of special interest, since

the correlation of these traces with ECE signals reveals the valuable information about

interaction processes between the plasma electrons and impurities. The correlation

between the PES signals (57 z 1 keV) and the ECE signals recorded just after the

disruption in T-lO is shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 it is seen that the PES signals are

shifted in time compared with the ECE signals and the delay time is about 1.9 ms. It is
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clear that the high temporal resolution of the PES spectral signals and their sca
wide energy range give the new approach to study the nonstationary
particularly, for the edge plasma study with proper analysis [5].
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Fig/.4 Pliotoelectron spectrum (Ag- Fig. 5. Correlation helii'cen PES and
target) measured/hr u ones/201. ECE signals-just after disruption.

5. Conclusions
Compact PBS with magnetic analyzer was constructed and installed on T-lO for thex-ray studies in a wide energy ranges. The PES calibration technique in silu was based on

the emission of secondary electrons using directly the plasma x-ray emission as an
exciting source. The experiments and calculations show the high registration efficiency or”
the targets with higher Z . Moreover, they have also the weaker energy dependence of
their efficiencies in comparison with lower Z targets. It is shown that PES has three main
regimes which are l) the integral x~ray flux measuring (the regime of the x-ray detector),
2) the differential regime to measure the x~ray spectra for a one shot of plasma device, 3)
the recording of time traces of spectral intensities in different x-ray energy regions. The
results were compared with those ofthe traditional diagnostics (PHA system and ECE).

It should be noted that the developed spectrometer is supposed to have the low
sensitivity to the hard x-ray and neutron radiation, as its detector located far from the
diagnostic channel axis and does not see the plasma directly. Since the corresponding
radiation background in the instrument is known to decrease rapidly with increasing
distance from the axis channel. the needed rearrangement can readily be performed for
PBS. Hence, this diagnostics is very promising and can be suitable for the large tokamak
devices with D-T plasmas. It should be tested on existing large tokamaks.
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Measurement of Line Radiance of Low—Z Impurity by USX

and VUV Spectroscopy on CASTOR Tokamak

J Badalec, J Moravee, V Pil‘l‘l

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,

Za Slovankou 3‘ P.O.B0x 17, CZ-lS'Z 1] Prague 8, Czech Republic

1, Introduction
In most tukamak experiments Carbon and Oxygen are identified as the dominant lowv

Z impurities h’lOreover, a remarkable dependence of the density limit on the Oxygen

CL)ncentration has been reported [1]
The present Work aims to evaluate absolute intensities of Carbon and Oxygen spectral

lines using the vacmun-ultraviolet (VUV) spectroscopy and the ultra-soft x-ray (l'SX)

diagnostic based on the multilayer mirror (MLM). An improved diagnostic technique of

\JUV and USX spectroscopy enables to measure the line radiance of high ionized stage

up to the H—like ions even in. a smallescale tokamak.

A simple radiative model had to be developed to allow an estimation ol~ Carbon and

Oxygen concentration, because a space resolved measurement‘ which would give more

complex experimental data, was not available.

2. Model
The measured line radiance BM can be compared with an intensity calculated using

an appropriate model in order to determine the concentration of the impurity.

The line radiance, which corresponds to the transition p —i q, is

1 f7112(7')71ull‘ll’i7q(7l)d7" , H)
Brena

where n:(r) is a density of the ion of the z-th stage and the excitation rate coefficient

l’MTglrfl is calculated after Van Regeinorter formula.

The density of the individual ions can be determined using the coronal model [Bl for

calculation of the fractional abundances fl:,T€(r]) of the ions

71.;(7‘) = umph') - f(:‘TL,(1‘)) . (ii

In the present model1 we have supposed a parabolic profile both of the teniperatuiv

and plasma density and also a parabolic distribution of impurity atoms 71mph)

mmpfir) : alr) : C , netr) . (33)

where (7' is the concentration.

Using ('2),(3) the line radiance BW can be expressed as

BM .1 E . C. . 112(0)2/0 (1-152) l’m (16) (ll? :

l , :7
= #wz-(“n‘flUl' "QM » l‘l)

‘27r
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where QM substitutes for the integral and the central electron density IMO) is (lt‘l'lved
from measured line. average value 71}. Thus, the impurity concentration is

"75H tc, : ‘L
O‘Netol‘l'QM i (0')

where the line radiance BM is measured by USX or \lllV" spectroscopy.

3. Experiment
The experiment was performed on the small-size PASTOR tukamak [major Fading

11’ : 0.4 in. minor radius a : 0083 m, toroidal magnetic field 37' Z l Tl with plasmacurrent [p : 6 — l6 lCA. central electron temperature T; : 150 — 30!} eV and pldqlna
density in E 1‘2‘1019ii1’3i

Spectral line radiation of the dominant low.Elecrrunmostly-[1519,1114] Z impurities (Oxygen and Carbon) are mm»
sured in the C'ASTOR simultaneously ina, the ultraesoft x-ray (USX) and \‘acnnim

'“ ultraviolet (VUV) ranges. The lirit—uot—sigm
both of the spectrometers are crossing [110““5"“ CWGMIW plasma in the toliamak midplane.
The l, '
ment is a combination of filter method and

X spectroscopy used in this L'.\'peri~

dispersive spectroscopy. The radiation is
first filtered by suitable metallic submi»
crou films to stop visible and VllV light

\WJV Lin: Radiant! “520‘ phat . 5-1 m-Z . sr-ll

=- and then diffracted by a flat multilayer
mirror (MLM) according to the Bragg rule
and detected by a rlmnneltron
A two-channel MLM spectrometer ol- clas»sml‘i"°'l‘dian"llcls'""°“"' "“"Ml sir scheme has been designed in [PP Praguei [3]. A <2]ocl<~lil<e mechanism allows the
mirror and the detector to he turned SCI}

= arately at the angle G) and 2(4), respecw
Lively, without a vacuum break. Both the
channels are placed in common housing
with an autonomous pumping, which can
be easily disconnected from tokamali vain

Time [ms]

Figure l: kamak discharge parameters. uum. All that allows a quick modification
ml the setup (exchange of mirrors or file
ters) and makes the diagnostic flexible.

The MLM spectrometer covers the wavelength ranges M ~ 24 A (500-880 eV) and 31»
45 A (BTOe‘lOO 6V). depending on the used mirror, what allows the He~lil<e and Helilce
ions radiation to he measured with spectral resolution power /\/A,\ ”N“ 30 . A relatively
high throughput of the MLM spectrometer due to the high reflectivity of the nnrltilayer
mirror‘ high transmittance of the metal filter and high gain of channeltron, which is used
as detector in photon counting mode, allows the resonant. line radiance of the high ions
to he measured with a good time resolution (:3 (Ll ms) even in a lowsize and low-density
plasma such as is in the CASTOR tokamak ('2 a a e [1,; 3 1015771”). '
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_\ Spvfl-Nalnlokfl type grating VUV monochromator covers a wavelength range DUO:

6000 \ with spectral resolution ahout 3 A in the \r’UV range [-5]. That allows the radiancc

1f resonant line Of the lower-stage. ions to he measured up to the Li—like ("H ((3 IV) and
L L < ~ - t 1 . ' ' ~ - 1 - w .v‘

5+ {0 \'1) ions. i\‘loreover. the transmou Zs 3572p 313' oi the Heelilie ions (I'T (t, V) and

06+ (O VII), which are linked with the intercomhination lines. can he measured by the

\TV monochromator as well.
' 19 time evolution of line»ol‘—si 'ht interrral radiance B. of the. ions mentioned above

D. M

was measured in Ohmic discharges oi the CASTOR tolcamalt in several regime-5‘ \\‘lllt‘l1

differs in plasma current, The main discharge parameters were kept as possible the same

during, every set ol measurements.
Absolute data of the main component. of the MLM spectrometer, namely the filter

transmissivit)’. mirror reflexivity and efficiency of the detector were available. The cali‘

Nation coetlicient was available also for the VllV monochromatm‘. Consequently. the line

' 'ance Bi. could be measured in ahsolute units )hoton - cm‘2 4 s"' - 51"] .
rat! H l

4, Results

'he concentration of (‘arbon and Own were calculated usinD the model descrilwd
~ D D

'lmve. A desiflned com )uter code uses the. )lasina densitv and si rnals of the MLM or \"llV
it n l . P:

bPertrometers from the tokamak database. as input data and the. electron temperature as

a parameter. Since. a direct measurement of the electron temperature was not available

in this experiment. the temperature was evaluated from the experimental data of plasma

current and loo voltaoe after S )itzer. The S )itzer tem )erature has varied from 150 eV
ca l l

m 300 (JV. de )cndin on the )lasma current. The concentration of ('arlmn was derived
1
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Figure '2: Concentration of Carbon derived from lv’Ul" line C' H" (left) and [WK li‘m: (7' l'

(rig/it).

independently from the simultaneously measured radiances of resonant USX line (‘ \"

(40.7 A) and two resonant VUV lines of ('1 IV (13345) A) and C III (977 A) An other VliV

line C‘ \" (2271A) was measured, which doesn’t origin from a resonant transition, but

from the the transition ‘25 35-21) 3P.
In Figda. the concentration of Carbon is shown which is derived from the USX line

(' V (40. T A) radiance measurement. ln Fig.1l)‘ the Carbon concentration derived from

the VUV line (7 [V (1549 A) radiance is presented.
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Comparing time evolution of the concentration in Figla and Fig. 11). it seems that 111..best fit of the concentration comes for fl}: 150-200 CV. The best fitted value of 051111011
runcenlration is 375% of electron density. The concentration derived from C lll ling; {Hot
shown) is higher by a factor 1.2 for all electron temperatures,

The Concentration of Oxygen was derived from the USX line O \"ll (2l A) illlrl
the \‘l,7\' line 0 \‘l (IO-3‘2 M radiances. The concentration of Oxygen. estimated in this
experiment. was generally in one order less than the (‘arhon concentration. "the Oxygenconcentration of (J.5~l‘§’i\ is llesl fitted for electron temperature T; :1 lSO e\'. While the

)(J e\5.1SpiIZer temperature was evaluated to be "230717

5. Conclusion
'l‘he line radiance of the Carbon and Oxygen ions was measured sinutltaueously iVITV and llHX wavelength ranges. L
The modelling of impurity ions radiation in corona] equilibrium enables the come“.tration of ("arbon and Oxygen to be estimated [as a macroscopic quantity] from the

measurement of line radiance, supposing parabolic profile of plasma density and “miller

[1

ature.

The evaluated concentration is in relatively good coeincidence although they are (1....
rived independently from line radiance of dillerent ions and even for transitions with
different atomic constant. The central electron temperature fitted in our computer code
seems to he lower than is the temperature of thermal electrons.

A more sophisticated model including the impurity transport and supported by blfiu'p
resolved measurement of impurity radiation seems to be a way how to explain discrepan»
cies in temperature dependence of the impurity concentration for dill'erent ions.
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High Resolution SpeC‘troscopic Measurements of Impurity Radiation Distributions and

Neutral Deuterium Profiles in the JET Scrape—off Layer.
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von Hellermann
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1, Introduction

A periscope has been installed to image visible radiation from the plasma scrape-off layer at the

top of JET on 49 fibres with 0.450m spatial resolution 44 fibres are imaged on the entrance slit

of an astigmatism-corrected low- resolution spectrometer to yield a line integrated spatial

emission profile, 5 fibres are passed to a high resolution spectrometer. Abel inversion of C111

and CVT line intensity profiles identifies emission layer positions. Passive charge-exchange

radiation of CV1 (n28-7) is used to determine the fast neutral deuterium density in the edge.

2. Emission Layer Determination

Observed line intensity profiles are linked to local emissivity layers by a set of 44 coupled

equations For the Abel inversion the flux range tu=0.5 to 1.2 is subdivided into 25 equidistant

layers in \il—space. The numerical inversion is obtained by a) a best fit solution for 25

emissivities and b) by a fit of two gaussian emission distributions The average agreement

between measured and simulated profile is ~15%.

The Doppler shifi from the Li 1 emission of a 60 keV Li-beam yields accurate vertical position

coordinates. The fiJll EFIT equilibrium is used to provide a pathlength distribution along the

viewing lines in flux space.

3. The Location of the Edge : CIII Emission Profiles

CIII profile measurements were taken on a sequence of pulses from an elm—free H—mode

campaign with 5MA plasma current, 3 T field with new Be-tiles in the JET divertor. Both

EFIT equilibrium and XLOC boundary determination give magnetic separatrix heights at major

radius R=3.252m within i 2cm. This position of the magnetic boundary agrees with thermal Li

emission ( vertical injection at R=3.252 ), The C111 intensity profile (7»=465.0nm) for two

viewing mirror positions has a max. in channels intercepting the beam trajectory at height
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— 005 (psithe magnetic data. During onset of the heating
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- 1 WI
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\ 10decreases by factor 4 , _ mr
o_oi.,i..ii...i.i..i.

Fig.3: Time evolution of emission layer WIdl/l and 51 52 53 54
integrated layer intans‘itv. time (5)

4. The “hike—warm” charge—exchange layer : CV] emission profiles
Plasma induced emission from CW (l=529.05nm) originates from two difierent emission
layers : a “cold” feature (T;~480 eV), corresponding to emission induced by electron collisions

in the CVI ion shell, and a “luke-warm” feature (T,~4keV) corresponding to cx-emission ( see
section 5 ). Dun'ng high-performance hot-ion mode plasmas with 3.8 MA plasma current at
3.3T field, the passive cx feature is found by spectral line shape analysis to be 6 times more
intense than the electron induced radiation. Because of errors in the magnetic data, the Abel
inversion was done using an EFIT equilibrium shifted upwards by ~8.5cm (Figs. 4-5). The
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relative spacing of layers was found to be insensitive to vertical shifis. The outside emissivity

layer is placed at the separatrix and is interpreted as the electron induced component. The layer

at \p~0.8 is attributed to the charge-exchange induced featureThe motion of the outer layer is

seen to Correlate exactly with the difference in magnetic prediction of plasma separatrix

position at R=3.252m. This is also the case when comparing the motion of thermal Li—beam

emission regions with that of the magnetic boundary. Comparing the width of the emission

layer with the heating beam power and the vertical Dix-signal, a decrease during the

development of the H—mode, and increase during the giant elm phase is seen (Fig. 5).

5. The fast Neutral Deuterium Distribution

Fast deuterons near the plasma edge region collide with cold recycling neutral deuterium.

Resonant charge—exchange occurs with some of this recycling deuterium before it is ionjsed.

The D population fraction in the F2 level will charge-exchange resonantly with C6? to give

rise to the hot CV'I (n=8) radiating shell :

eCX(R) = ng+(R)-ng=2(R)o§f’§(cvin : s— 7)

The effective emission coefficient Q has been calculated for the range of electron temperatures

and densities as measured by LIDAR. Ion-temperature and C“ concentration profiles are

obtained from the heating-beam cx-diagnostics. The fast deuterium temperature is taken to be

the same as the local plasma temperature inside the confined plasma, outside it has been fixed

at 5 eV For the inner cx-layer, electron excitation processes can be neglected as a source of

N=8-7 radiation. Using a collisional radiative population model (ADAS) the total fast neutral
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deuterium is estimated. A particular point ofinterest in this shot is the premature neutmn rat8roll-over at 535, which is accompanied by increased levels of D“ emission The integrated fast
deuterium density rises by 25% during the roll-over at 535, and another rise of 40% is Seen
during the power step—down at 53.53.

i6
e<A:%4O “A

B: 1.0E+12 3
'C:20EH2 g

D3DEH2 g E
E: 4,0E+12 g A :5
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” H:IOE+12 -5 0.5E I: 8.0E+12 E
kQDEHZ aEon

C 525 53.0 53.5 54.0
, time (s)

________44_________4___»‘______
0'75 0'80 0'85 0‘90 0'95 Fig. 7: Integrated deuterium densitynormalised radius rla '

hem-yen ruins and 0.9-/ cmnpared [a
Fig. 6: Fast neutral deuterirmr density distribution in "1'3. Iré’IIfI‘DII I'fllé’

Although the neutral deuterium densities calculated at a depth of r/a:0.9 are rather small, the
recycling cold deuterium which resonantly charge-exchanged with deuterons will have a much
higher density, since the charge-exchange process has to compete with rapid ionisation,

7. Conclusions

0 Passive intensity profiles may be used to identify the location plasma boundary location, and
provide an independent means to verify positions from magnetic coil measurements

- The existence of a hot charge-exchange induced layer interior to the plasma boundary was
verified, and previous crude estimates of position and width could be substantiated.

0 From the cx-emission layer a hot neutral deuterium density distribution could be calculated.
0 Evidence for a neutral deuterium enhancement was found during the neutron rate roll-over

phase.

We should like to thank the Swiss National Science Foundation for partially funding this work.
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COMBINED MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRIC AND POLOIDAL

MAGNETIC FIELD IN A TOKAMAK DEVICE

G. Bcrtschingcr

Forschungszentrum Julich, Asst EURATOM-KFA 52425 Julich, FRG

Abstract

For TEXTOR an active diagnostic is proposed to measure simultaneously the magnetic and

the electric field. The method uses a molecular beam injected into the plasma. By analysis

of the dissociation products the direction of the magnetic field and the electric field are

measured. Using asymmetric molecules increases the resolution and allows to optimize the

experiment for both measurements at the same time. In the plasma center it is expected to get

a space resolution of 2.5 to 4.5 cm and a temporal resolution of .1 to 1 ms The accuracy is

1.5% for the magnetic field and 36 V/cm for the electric field,

Introduction

In a hot plasma, the losses for electrons and ions are different. Even though originally quasi

neutral, the different losses lead to a static plasma potential until the electrical field equalizes

the confinement times of electrons and ions. So the plasma potential indirectly influences the

confinement, It was shown that even the total confinement time can be changed by biasing

the plasma edge. As the local transport coefficients depend on a variety of plasma

parameters, the plasma potential or correspondingly the electric field has to be measured

separately. In addition, changes in the magnetic structure of the tokamak induce transient

electric fields. During the sawtooth crash, the transport is strongly enhanced and is expected

to produce strong electric fields. Measurement of these electric fields with time resolution

high enough to follow the dynamics of the sawtooth crash will give additional information

on the process of reconnection of magnetic islands. The crash time is in the order of some

10‘4 s and the width of the magnetic islands is some cm, therefore a time resolution well

below 1 ms and a spatial resolution of a few cm is required.

Description of the method

The method was originally proposed by lobes [1] to measure the magnetic field and was

extended by W. Herrmann to measure the electric field [4].

A beam of diatomic molecules is injected into the plasma. In the plasma, the molecules are

ionized The ion gyrates around the guiding center of the local magnetic field. By collisions

with the plasma electrons or ions, the molecular ion dissociates into a neutral and an ionized

atom. After dissociation, the velocities of the ion and the atom are equal to the velocity of

the molecular ion. The remaining neutral will follow the tangent to the Larmor cycle at the

position of dissociation and can leave the plasma, the ion will be confined in the plasma. The
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neutral is then detected in a neutral particle analyser. The analyser measures both thedirection and the energy of the escaping neutrals.
If there is a potential difference along the gyration path, the molecular ion wil

energy. So the energy of the neutral depends on the difference of the elect-r
between ionization and dissociation. For a symmetric molecule, e. g. hydrogen 0
the energy of the escaping particle is half the beam energy, In an experimen
molecular beam and the line of sight of the analyzer are perpendicular,

1 Change its
10 POIentiaI
r deuterium,
t where the

the Potentialdifference is measured over one gyro radius For a hydrogen beam with an energy of 30 keVthe Larmor radius is 1.6 cm in a magnetic field of 2.25 T. To measure potential different“in the range of a few tens of V, the resolution of the analyser has to be about 50 eV at anenergy of 15 keV.

Accuracy of the measurement
In order to investigate the accuracy and the spatial and temporal resolution, we use a

neutral beam of 1 mA and a diameter of 25 mm, The beam energy is between 20 keV and35 keV, corresponding to the data of the Rutherford Scattering Experiment RUSC, untilrecently operated at TEXTOR by the FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen',
For symmetric molecules the accuracy of the measurement of the magnetic field Wereanalyzed by Herrmann [2] and by Afanasiev et. al. [3], of the electric field by Herrmann [4],

It was shown that the accuracy of the magnetic field measurement is independent of the
mass, but increases with the beam energy, for the electric field measurement the accuracy is
independent of energy but it is higher for higher mass. The Larmor radius increases with
increasing mass and energy and the space resolution decreases. In a real experiment in a
medium size tokamak the spatial resolution is mainly determined by the width of the neutral
beam however.

The calculations of Herrmann [2,4] are extended to asymmetric molecules, e. g. HD, what
can easily be produced in a ion source operated with a mixture of H2 and D2 gas. It is shown
that for asymmetric molecules the resolution of both the magnetic and the electric field
measurement is higher compared to symmetric H2 or D2 molecules. Using HD instead of H2,
D2 is favorable for both measurements, whereas for symmetric molecules H2 has to be used
for the magnetic field measurement and D2 for the electric field measurement. At the very
edge, highly asymmetric molecules as CH or HCl can probably be used, further increasing
the resolution.

Apart from spatial resolution, which depends on the width of the beam and the Larmor
radius, the resolution is determined by molecular and atomic processes.
In the ion source, molecular ions are produced by electron collisions in a discharge. By
properly choosing the discharge conditions, the fraction of molecular ions is maximized. The
ions are then accelerated in an electrostatic gap and pass a neutralizer, filled with hydrogen
or deuterium gas where they undergo charge exchimge. In the plasma the fast neutral
molecules are reionized, mainly by electron collisions or by charge exchange with plasma
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ionS- About 10 % of the molecules are ionized by collisions with protons. The dissociation

of the molecular ion is mainly by electron and proton collisions. Finally the escaping neutral

atom '15 ionized in a gas stripper, its energy is measured and it is detected by a channelplate

detector.

On the way between the ion source and the detector, there are 4 conversions between ions

and neutrals, and a dissociation process. Each conversion may change the energy and the

direction of the particle. For the determination of the magnetic field, changes in the direction

will decrease the accuracy of the experiment, changes in the energy will influence the

measurement of the electric field.

The energy width of the ion source is about 10 eV, the energy loss by charge exchange and

collisions by electrons is negligible. The main energy loss is due to stripping in the analyser

and is measured to be below 50 eV. The energy loss is taken into account by a suitable

calibration process, either by injecting the neutral beam into the discharge vessel filled with

hydrogen gas and with applied toroidal field or by measurements in the plasma center where

no electric field is expected.

Kinematic effects

The main broadening is due to kinematic effects in the dissociation process ofthe molecular

ion. After ionization, the H; ion is in the ground state, higher states are unstable. The

average excitation energy of the H; molecule in the dissociation process is about 8.6 eV

which occurs in the frame of center of gravity. In the lab frame, the velocities of the particles

in the center of gravity frame add to the velocity of the molecule in the center of gravity.

For a molecule with the masses m1 and m2 of its components, a kinetic energy E0 of the

molecule and a Franck-Condom energy Q, the energy change is maximum, if the velocity of

the center of gravity and the dissociation are parallel. The full energy width of mass m2 is

then

4E00m1 4E00I—l1 . ml . .

AE2FC = —. = __—— With pi = __ the mass number of the particle 1.
m2 “2 mp

The resolution of the electric field measurement depends on the ratio between the energy

broadening due to Franck-Condon effect and the energy the particle gains by acceleration of

the molecular ion in the electric field F over a Larmor radius p]. The fraction (1 is the

measurable shift of the maximum compared to the total energy width AEZ FC and is supposed

to be 5% full width (10% FWHM). The detectable field is

AEF =2 _2_F_C =aB 2_Q_ * “A; , l
e PI mp H2 (PWHzl

The ratio between broadening and Larmor radius is independent of the injection energy. Both
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kinematic broadening and Larmor radius increase with the square root of injection energy. So
the injection energy can be used for adjusting the spatial resolution. The kinematic
broadening can be reduced by proper choice of the masses “t

For the magnetic field measurement, the width is maximum if the directiOns of the
molecule and the dissociation products are perpendicular. The maximum angular Width is

5 = Si and decreases with increasing beam energy EO and asymmetry i2 of the
\i Eu H2 H1

molecule
Optimization using symmetric molecules requires Hz for magnetic field measurement and

D2 for electric field measurement. With asymmetric molecules, the light particle Will get
more momentum than the heavy one reducing the energy width of the detected particle and
allowing simultaneous optimization.

Expected data for the experiment at TEXTOR :

B1 1.6 .............. 2.8 T
a 0.46 m
116(0) moI ......... mo” cm“
beam energy 30 keV.
beam current 1 mA
count rate at detector (F0) 107 ......... 106 s‘l
time resolution 10'3 5
space resolution 4.5 cm
resolution of the electric field measurement (2.25 T)

H2 D3 HD
65 V/cm 46 V/cm 37 V/cm

resolution of the pitch angle measurement
H2, D2 HD
2 mrad (1.5 %) 1.5 mrad (l %)
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Mimi; On Tore Supra, high-resolution X—ray spectroscopy of the n=2-n:1

transitions in He- and Li—like ions of intrinsic impurities (Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu) is a

standard diagnostic for electron and ion temperatures, and for the toroidal rotation

velocity [1]. In this paper, we present a technique for the absolute calibration of our

Crystal spectrometer [2] which enables us to determine also the absolute densities of

these impurity elements.

Basic relations. For any spectral feature, Le. a line or an interval of the continuum ,

the count rate, r, of the detector is linked to the brightness, e, of the source, by :

r [counts/s] = n [counts/photon]*C [cm/‘2 sr]* a [photons/cm"2 51' s]

where C : TBe * tHe * hc " 1c * Ri * hd / (R"sin®)

Here n is the quantum efficiency of the detector, and C is the effective throughput.

tBe and title are the transmission factors of two Beryllium foils (each 0.027cm thick)

and of the Helium in the spectrometer (total path length 590cm; pressure 1 atm),

respectively. he and 1c are the height and length of the crystal, respectively. Ri is the

integrated reflectivity of the crystal, and R the bending radius; hd is the height of

the position-encoding proportionnal counter and O is the Bragg angle.

In principle, the n*C product may be calculated ( Ccalc, in the following) with the

data given in table I, probably with considerable uncertainty ( transmission of Be

at XZ3A, Ri, ...). It is the purpose of this paper to present, and to make the use of,

an experimental procedure to determine 11*C (Cexp, in the following).

Experiments. As will be explained in the following paragraph, Cexp is obtained

from the continuum radiation (which is dominated by the filling gas and the light

impurities). The line spectra from the metal impurities discussed here are

superposed on this continuum, together with a parasitic background from neutrons,

gammas and stray light. In order to get the true "spectral" continuum (ff + fb),

we have placed a metal strip on the focussing circle (on the source side)

producing an ”absorption dip" which indicates the true continuum level we need.

This is shown in Fig.1 and 2 for highly ionized Cr and Mn , respectively. The data

we take from the spectra are the intensities of the (ff + fb)—continuum (counts /A s)

and of the n:2-n=1 transition, w, of the helium—like ion (counts/s). The Mn

spectrum demonstrates the situation for an extremely low-density impurity.
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Finally we notice that the measured continuum level is not affected by contributions
from higher orders of diffraction, because both 2-: and Ri decrease with the PhOtonenergy.
Determination of Cexp (or r/g! At any wavelength (visible or X), the brightness ofthe continuum is dominated by the ions from the working gas and from light
impurities ( carbon, oxygen ). On Tore Supra, We have a Zeff - diagnostic based
on an absolute measurement of the continuum in the visible, and an XUV
spectrometer for the lines emitted by the C and 0 ions. Data from these two
diagnostics are the input of an atomic physics and particle transport code [3,4 ],
which calculates the radiation properties (lines and continuum) of the plasma,
We therefore know the spectral brightness of the continuum at the wavelengths of
the lines w of Cr22+, Mn23+ and Fe24+. The values of Cexp (=r/e) thus obtained
are given in the last column of Table I. For Cr and Fe, we have been able to apply
the procedure to several discharges and time slices with ohmic and additional
heating, and have found very little scatter for Cexp ( 5 u/o for Cr, 14% for Fe ).
Several factors may be responsible for the differences between Ccalc and Cexp (see
table I ). For Ccalc, for exemple, a possible candidate is the value of the integrated
reflectivity, Ri, ( calculated here following Hirsch and Ramachandran ) which is not
necessarily valid for a real, curved crystal. tBe has been calculated from the
physical data and chemical composition of " typical" Be foils, and n from the phot0-
electric cross-section of the gas used for the proportional counter ( 80% Xe,
20% C02; 1.5atm. ).
Determination of absolute metal impurity densities. The code mentioned above
also contains "test densities“ for the metal impurities ( at a level too low to affect the
continuum) and calculates the corresponding brightnesses of the principal lines of
the X-ray spectra ( w, q,j ). From the experiment we have got the absolute
brightness of the line w ( : r /Cexp ), and thus obtained the absolute density of the
impurity element by adjusting the test density.
In Fig.3 we show the results from two similar discharges with four pulses of LH
additional heating ( Bt=3.8T, Ip=0.6MA, n1=3 1019m'2 ) in which we have studiedthe densities of Fe and Cr. Notice the strong modulation of Te ( between 2 and4keV ) and of the brightnesses of the continuum at 2.173A and of the resonance linew of Cr22+ ( similar modulations are seen on the features recorded for Fe, i.e. thecontinuum at 1.844}; and the line W of FeZ4+). For the absolute density ( in units of
1014m'3 ) we have obtained values as low as 0.8 for Fe and 0.4 for Cr during theohmic time slices, and up to 2.7 for Fe and 1.0 for Cr during the time slices with the
LH additional heating.
In another type of discharges ( Bt=3.7T, Ip=1.5MA, nl=6.6 1019m'2, ICRF at 1MW)
we have studied Mn. With the data obtained from Fig.2, we have obtained adensity of 0.25 1014m-3 during ICRF.
Minimum detectable impurity densities. The threshold for detection is given by
the photon noise of the spectrum. If we consider a time resolution of a few seconds,
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the spectrum shown in Fig.2, with 5000 + — 200 counts in the line w of MnZ3+, may

illustrate the minimum quality required. Inspecting Fig.1, with an excellent

i al—to -noise ratio for the line w of Cr22+, we estimate that a much lower count

rate for the line (say, 5 times lower) would also be quite acceptable. We conclude

that for Cr and Mn the minimum detectable density in Tore—Supra plasmas with

Te 2 zkeV is of the order of 2 1013m'3. For Fe, the same threshold needs a slightly

higher temperature (2 2.5 keV).
1m urit trans ort and fractional ion densities. For the deduction of the total

densities of Cr and Fe (nCr, nFe in the following) from the measured absolute
brighmesses of the lines w (from the 2—electron ions), the fractional ion densities,

i.e- the nature of the ionization equilibrium, must be known. It is interesting to

check the impact of the latter on nCr and nFe. This approach is also suggested by

the observed line intensity ratio Iq/lw, always higher than expected (a similar

discrepancy for Ni is discussed in [5]). For example, for Cr with LH additional

heating (see Fig.1) we observe 0.2, rather than 0.1, indicating that the plasma is less

ionized than expected from the standard transport model (diffusion coefficient D

and inward convection velocity v=r/a‘VA ).The origin of this "under —ionization”

is not well understood, but it can be recovered by an appropriate modification of

the coefficients D and VA [4], or by adding charge exchange recombination (CX).

In Table II we show the results from six runs with different coefficients, including

standard or near standard (No 2,3,5) and unlikely (No 1,4, 6) ones. Obviously, the

Value of nCr is very little affected.
Conclusion We have measured absolute densities of Cr, Mn, and Fe with an

absolutely calibrated crystal spectrometer. Minimum detectable densities are of the

order of 2 1013m‘ 3.
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ion 1w [A] hkl 2d[A] TBe rHe Ri [rad] TI Ccalc[*] Cexp[*]

Cr 22+ 2.1814 223 2.3604 0.56 0.92 1.24 (3—5 0.95 8.5 e~7 10.8 8—7

Mn 23+ 2.0061 312 2.1632 0.65 0.93 0.59 e»5 0.91 4.5 e-7 7.4 e47
Fe 24+ 1.8498 115 1.9792 0.55 0.96 0.65 e—S 0.82 3.9 6-7 2.80 (3—7

hc = 2.3cm, IC = 4.Scm, hd = 4cm, Rsin® = 295Cm, * counts/(photon/cmAZ sr)

5

Table 1

Run D VA comment Iq/ Iw nCr

mZ/s in/s 1014m'3

1 0.15 0.4 corona equilibrium 0.06 0.82
2 1.5 4 Tore Supra standard conditions 0.1 0.80

3 1.5 4 D andVA divided by 10 for r S 0.3"a 0.07 0.90

4 1-5 4 with CX; central D° density = 5 1013m'3 0-18 0-81

5 1.5 8 VA 2 2 times standard value 0.09 0.76

6 4.5 12 very fast inflow and diffusion 0.18 0.82
Table II
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Introduction

Planar arrays of photodiode detectors for soft X—ray tomography on magnetic fusion

devices have become very popular. They are economic and allow very compact camera

designs. Unlike X—ray cameras based on single element detectors placed on a semicircle

around the pinhole, the angle of incidence is different for each diode of such an array.

Since uniformity of response is crucial for tomography we have investigated the effect and

ways to compensate for it.

Modeling of pn-Photodiode Response

We adopt a simplified model [1, 2] to calculate the efficiency of n-type Si pn photodiodes1 .

Below the Si3N4—passivated surface the substrate of thickness D is strongly doped. Passi-

vation and p+—zone form a dead layer of thickness d With a transmission ‘1' : emp(7add).

The probability p(z) of detecting a charge generated within the depletion zone of

thickness V is unity, whereas for charges generated at a distance 2; {mm the junction

12(3) 2 sander/LP). LP is the diffusion length of the minority carriers. The responsivity

equals 1‘ 2 7‘0 X cx exp(—om=) 13(1) dm. 1' : 7'01] Where To : cg/Ee-,ho(e = 1/3.63 AW'l.

The efficiency 1] then is

no.0) = -r[1 — E‘fffio + aLpexpl—(a + wow , mm, a = :(8) (1)
Values of the absorption coefficients a were taken from [3]. For radiation with a spectral

power distribution w(u) (units AW‘1 Hzf1 ), We define a spectrum averaged efficiency

< 17 > as

< 1] >2 / 7](V)111(V)du/ /w(u)du, (2)

< T] > multiplied by 1'0 equals the photocurrent induced by 1W of radiation with a spectral

distribution 111(11).

WNTRONICLDZO—ST arrays in photoarnperic mode, D : 380nm,

V = 3pm [4]
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Determination of Diode Efficiencies from Angular Dependences
The spectral efficiency 17(1)) can be determined from measurements of angular dependences
of the diode signal using monochromatic light [5] We have applied a similar approach usinga commercial X—ray source. With the help of FHA-spectra of our X-ray source for 10“,
and 30kV we were able to calculate < 7] > as a function of the unknown parameters Lp and
d, Le. < 17 >=< 77(0,L,,,d) >. Comparison of theoretical and experimental Photodiode
current densities j following

jdiode(500) fl fl(50°,Lp,d) >
jdiodc(00) < 77(0°,L,,,d) > . (3)

yielded approximate values of Lp and d. 77(u) is then determined by (1). Note that onlyrelative measurements are required.
We have applied the method to CENTRONIC LD20-5T arrays which equip the soft

X—ray cameras of the TCV tokamalc. Typical diffusion lengths are 2: 200nm, the dead
layer thickness varies between 0.5 — 0.8,um. Details may be found in [6]

Angular Dependence of < 17 > for Radiation from a Plasma

1.1
/\
g" 1.05 AO

9F eV 1
\ XA 0.95 - » A
3 3:?

VV 0.9 ' . ' 5

0.85 io 509?]

Figure l: < 71(0) > / < 17(0") > for Hum Figure 2: < n(0) > / < n(0°) > for 47pm
curved Be, L : 200nm, d : 0.5mm flat Be, L = 200nm, d: 0.5;Lm

We have calculated < 7] > as a function of the angle of incidence n9 for soft X-rays item a
thermal plasma using [7]

i ‘ mew/kw» wi , i 2mm] We th Tim—mowu p) (4)O
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whiCh is a reasonable fit to spectral distributions seen in many fusion devices. Figures

1 and 2 display < 17(9) > / < 11(0") > for kTe(0) = 0.3,1,5,10keV. To obtain fig.

1 100’) was multiplied by the transmission factors of 47am thick Be independent of 0.
I

ThiS corresponds to the soft x-ray cameras on TCV and ALCATOR C-mod which are

equip
eficctive thickness varies like 1/ cos(0).

Ped with curved Be foils. For fig. 2, the Be foil was assumed to be flat, Le. the

A5 a result, We see that the actual angle of incidence has to be taken into account for

the calibration. Otherwise errors of up to 10% at 0 = 60" may result, even if the Be foil

thickness is 9-independent. For a flat foil, errors may exceed 40%.

Figure 3: a) simulated emissivity distribution, b) reconstruction [tom uncalibrated, simulated

data, c) from simulated, calibrated data, d)from experimental, uncalibrated data, e)from ex-

perimental, calibrated data. Calibration with < 11(0) >. Granetz method, in,” : 8,mm¢,r = 3

A more sophisticated approximation of the spectral distribution than (4) can be ob-

tained using actual results from other diagnostics such as magnetics or Thomson scat-

tering. We have simulated the spectral plasma emissivity of TCV discharge # 7067 at

t = 0.4975, using the flux contours 1b from magnetic reconstruction, assuming a flat den-

sity profile and T6 = 0.6keV ~ 11:25,", ,where 10mm : ¢/¢a,,,. Fig 3 shows some examples

of tomographic inversions using the Cormack~Granetz method [8] with [max = 8 and

mm” : 3. Part a) shows the simulated emissivity profile, b) is a reconstruction based on

the simulated, uncalibrated detector signals, making use of the actual parameters D, d, V

and LF of the 180 diodes installed on TCV. Part c) shows a reconstruction using the same

artificial dataset, calibrated with < 7] >, where 711(11) is taken from the simulation. Part
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d) represents a reconstruction of uncalibrated, experimental data, for e) the experimental
data were calibrated with the same factors as c).

Although this correction is possibly not yet sufficient (n—type Si PhOtOdiodes may
become unstable, see [9])7 the results displayed in fig. 3 clearly show that a calibration
using < 11(0) > improves the accuracy of the tomographic reconstruction.
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The TCV tokamak has recently been equipped with an ultrasoft X-ray

mulfichromator allowing low resolution (MAX=30) measurements in the energy range 200—

300 eV. Its purpose is to monitor emission from the main resonance lines of highly ionized

light impurities such as Boron, Carbon and Oxygen. Wavelength selectivity is achieved by

Synthetic multilayer mirrors (MLM) [1,2] having 30-40 alternate layers with layer periods

in the range 30 to 70A depending on the wavelength range to be investigated.

1. Spectrometer design

The spectrometer developed at the IPP ‘/ _-\_\

Prague is of the 9729 design (fig. 1). The / l
/ ‘ aulpul aperline I

centre wavelength of each of the 4 channels / ‘f\\[ |

of the device can be independently adjusted 7J_ J ’_\.§1\L’§;\\_L {‘__ _, a

While maintaining alignement. This is lum Pom ‘ \I\ l MLMxL

achieved by mechanically coupling the \ magnetic Ishielding // l g

mirror incidence angle and position, as well \\ l // 1L?
\_;._/

as the detector orientation. The channeltron L_i_Ri_~l*

dectectors are housed in a cylindrical soft I

. . , - - . . . -R-CGSL‘Ei | .4
iron magnetic shield With a total thickness X- 5mm ‘

of 4 cm to guard them from the polmdal l= “1mm l

fields (~0.l T) at its location 1.5 m above R-120mm l

the TCV vacuum vessel. Russian type 20mm l
r =

VEU—6 channeltrons with a gain of 107 and l
d = ll mm 1

a maximum count rate of 0.5 MHz are used

with tungsten photon—electron converters ”PM 3PM“ ilt'7'

biased to -400 V at the channeltron input. 4“

Although this leads to a approximately

fourfold reduction in overall sensitivity as Fig 1 Geometry of ultra-xos-ray Irlullichromulor.

compared to an open Channeltron, it has the Detectors are inside the magnetic shielding outlined

advantage of a uniform response accross by the broken circle. Separation from the TCV

the detector surface. vacuum is achieved by polymer foils placed below

the input aperture.

Pulse shaping electronics are included in the channeltron package. The flat multilayer
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mirrors were fabricated at the lnstittite of Applied Physics, Nizhnij Novgorod, Russia. The
four channels of the device use different mirrors optimized for the ranges 200-300, 300400,
400-500 and 500-800 eV respectively.

The vacuum of the apparatus is separated from the TCV vacuum by 0-3 pm thick
polymer foils supported by silicon gn'ds3 which withstand pressures in excess of 1 bar and
have acceptable absorption in the energy range of interest. We found that transmission of
tmdcsirable VUV radiation through the polymer window was still significant, as indicated
by radiation spikes at breakdown and during plasma termination. Thin (0.21mi) film metal
filters have therefore been inserted between the polymer vacuum window and the
entrance aperture of the instrument. The characteristics of the components were measured
at the 101713E Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia and are summarized in table 1 for the
energies corresponding to the strongest lines from hydrogen-like stages of B,C,N and 0.

Table l. Characteristics of spectrometer components at 4 typical photon energies

E (eV) AL" (6V) RMLM Twindow Filter Tniter new,

255 15 0.23 045 Ag 0062 3.3-10‘3
367 13 0.12 0.26 Ag 0.125 5.7-10‘3
501 32 0.13 0.46 Sn 0.12 6.7-10'3
654 22 0.10 0.53 Ni/C 0.38 6.3-10'3

The throughput defined as £2 AQ'TfiIter'Twindow‘RMLM'TlChanAEa is shown as a function
of photon energy in fig. 2, where A!) is the etendue of the instrument, T stands for
transmission, RMLM is the mirror peak reflectivity, Tlchan the channeltron quantum
efficiency and AE the energy resolution.

2) Results

The vertically viewing instrument is placed slightly outside the magnetic axis
position, with viewing lines crossing the plasma midplane at r/a~0.4. This is not a
limitation since most of the line radiation investigated originates from the plasma
periphery. Normally the instrument is left to monitor a selected set of lines. Typical count
rates for Carbon are 50 kHz in L-modes and 200 kHz in H-modes. In a demonstration
experiment a spectrum over the full range was built up in a series of reproducible
discharges in L»m0de with the following parameters: BT=1.43 T, Ip = 400 kA, <ne> =
5'1019m‘3, R2089m, a = 0.24 cm, K:1.5, Te(0) = 600 eV. The discharges were limited on
carbon tiles covering the inner wall. The results in fig. 3 are averages over the ~1 s flat—top
of the discharges and show clear peaks at the energies of the main lines of BIV (206 eV),
BV (255 eV), CV(308 eV), CVI (367 eV), OVII (574 eV) and OVIII (654 eV). The
vessel had not been boronized since the last shut—down when approximately half of the
carbon tiles had been replaced. The Boron detected was a remnant from the inner wall
tiles which had not been replaced. No Nitrogen or Iron lines were positively identified.
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fig; Ultra-soft X—ray spectrum obtained by a shot-to-shot scan ofplzoton energy.

The main lines were revisited a few days (70 discharges) after a fresh boronization

(‘+' symbols on fig.3). Unfortunately these discharges were not very reproducible and not

identical to those of the spectral scan. Oxygen signals were reduced by a factor of 5,

Carbon signals by a factor of 2-4, Boron was enhanced by a factor of 274.
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For the first 50 discharges following the boronisation the Boron signals remained
one ordcnof magnitude above their pre-boronization levels. During the first few Shots the
impurity concentration estimated from X—rays emitted from the plasma core4 was Nearly a
factor of 2 above its pre-boronization level despite a five-fold reduction in Oxygen and
Carbon. This is attributed to Boron being substituted to Carbon as the main light imPUrity

tion is
not possible with the presently available data, because impurity signals are also Observed

immediately following a boronization. An exact evaluation of the effect of boroniza

to be sensitive to the very variable operating conditions in TCV, with different wall areas
being exposed to the plasma at different times.

Since absolute transmission and sensitivity data are available for all of the
components a determination of absolute impurity levels is possible if coronal equilibr'mm
can be assumed. For the discharges use in fig. 3 (before boronization) the absolute line
emission from hydrogen like impurity ions is consistent with coronal equilibrium modelled
using the IONEQS code for nc/nc ~ 2%, nB/ne ~ 1% and nO/nc ~ 0.1%. However the ratio of
intensity from the helium-like lines (such as CV at 308 eV) to the hydrogen like lines
(such as CV1 at 367 eV) is several times larger than expected from coronal equilibrium
This observation may be explained by inward transport of ions where the higher electron
temperature leads to strongly enhanced excitation rates before ionisation to the next
stage takes place. Preliminary IONEQ calculations using diffusion coefficients of a few
mZ/s are in qualitative agreement with our observations. The above concentrations. which
together add up [0 74;” ~ 1.9 are therefore likely to be overestimates. This is corroborated
by the above mentionned X~ray (E>1.5 keV) measurements which are mainly sensitive to
fully ionized impurities in the core and are consistent with Zeff S 1.2.

To conclude, the use of multilayer mirrors for spectroscopic measurements in the
ultra-soft X—ray region allows the measurement of line emission from highly ionised light
impurities in a way which is similar to the popular filter methods in the visible wavelength
range for lower ionisation stages. Present results indicate that even heliurn—like and
hydrogen—like ionization stages of light impurities are not iti coronal equilibrium in TCV. It
may be worth investigating the neutron resistance of MLMs since they may open up new
diagnostics possibilities for the next generation of large fusion research devices.

Acknowledgements: This work was partly supported by the Fonds National Suisse
de la Recherche Scientifique. The help of many colleages is gratefully acknowledged.
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1, Introduction

A method has been proposed by Chang [1,2] to expel the lower energy part of the fast 0.

particle population in a reactor using off-axis RF heating. This method was tested on TEXTOR

With RF heating at the second harmonic of fast 3He++ ions produced by beam injection [3,4].

The experimental situation is presented in fig. 1. The co-injeetor injects 0.8 MW of 40 c

3He, the counter—injector injects 0.8 MW of 50 keV D. Two RF antennae are coupling a power

up to 1 MW into the plasma. The toroidal magnetic field is varied between 1.7 and 2.1 T to

move the RF heating layer from high to low field side. According to theory, for the

experimental situation of fig. 1, 0.5 to 1 MW of RF power coupled to 3He at high field side

produces an outward flux of fast 3He comparable to the N81 fuelling rate. Conversely, low

field side heating produces an inward flux while central heating produces no net flux. Fast

3He++ ion population is measured using charge exchange spectroscopy with injected D atoms

and spectra are compared to a theoretical modelling of He [1 (“:4a3) light emission .

2. The spectroscopic measurements

The light emitted by He ll (n:4—>3) is observed using a ten lines of sight spectrometer. The 10

chords are located in the equatorial plane at 30 (outboard), 26, 20,16,ll,8,4,0,~2,-6 cm

(inboard) from the machine axis. The light is focused on ten quartz fibres and transmitted to a

spectrometer with Lithrow mounting used in conjunction with a 2D camera. The spectral

resolution is 0.15 A/pixel at this wavelength and the time resolution of the measurement is 100

ms. The spectra measured along the 10 chords are presented in fig.2 and 3. The former series

of spectra is measured with only helium beam (without D beam) . A significant level of signal is

observed which can be explained by an important fraction of injected 3I-IeO ionised to 3He+

which survives in this state for more than one toroidal revolution. During its survival time, it

undergoes collisional excitation and emits Pu light. We call this signal spontaneous emission

(SE) signal. The second series is obtained when the deuterium beam is switched on and

provides D neutrals for charge exchange with He++ in the observation region.
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2. Modelling of the spontaneous emission (SE)
We evaluate the signal intensity linked to spontaneous emission by the Hc+ ions starting from
the NB] deposttion profile computed using the exact TEXTOR plasma geometry including lhe
Shafranov shift and the spatial distribution of the injected neutrals (code DEPON)_ This

deposition profile is used as initial conditions for a drift—orbit tracing code that follows the
tntjectory of sets of injected 3He+ ions. Along each orbit we take into account the attenuation
of the intensity of the 3He+ due to ionisation by the electrons and charge exchange With D+
and He++r We follovi-ed the trajectories during 4 turns around the torus, the excitation
probability of each set of ions in the viewing lines giving the rate of light emission . To
calculate the Doppler shift of the emission we estimate the projection of the velocity of the
3He+* ion in the observation line, knowing the component of the velocity parallel to the

magnetic field and averaging over all possible directions of the perpendicular velocity, All
contributions of the individual sample ions are summed. The deformation of the spectrum due
to the instrumental width of the spectrometer is also included. Examples of simulated Spectra

are given in fig. 2. Maximum Doppler shift of the line for an energy of the 3Hc0 of 40 keV is
24.9 A. The Doppler shift is due to the velocity v] in observation line which is related to the
parameters of the trajectory via:

l: cos Xi cog ([3) where vi is the velocity and Xi the pitch angle of injected Hc0 at

I the position of the first ionisation and B is the angle between

magnetic field and direction of observation at the position of light emissionThc average value
of Xi is of the order of 15°. The value of It depends on the observation channel and his average

value is increasing when we go from the outer to the inner part of the torus. In this simulation,

we neglect the impact of Stark and Zeeman effects. The enlargement of the line due to these

effects would be respectively of the order of l A for the Stark effect and of the order of 0.5 A

for the Zecman effect. We also neglect the scattering of the He+. When comparing the

experimental spectra with the calculated one (without any adjustable parameter in the model) we

observe that the evolution of the spectra from one line of sight to the other one is well

reproduced. The peaks on the central channels are broader than outboard. The relative

maximum intensity from channel to channel is also well described. To simulate the time

evolution of the spectra during a discharge, we will suppose that the unavoidable density

increase during the shot in presence of helium injection is due to helium. The charge exchange

between He+ and He++ contributes strongly to the attenuation of the He‘r beam and the model

reproduce quite well the reduction of the intensity observed [3] experimentally . The presence

of a tail at low wavelength iii the experimental spectra IS not well explained by the model. The

attenuation of this tail with increasing density is exactly proportional to the attenuation of the

main peak, which may suggest that this tail is also due to the light emitted by He+ due to the

neutrals ionised only once. A possible explanation is the presence in the beam of metastable
component ionised very easily, deposited at large Xi‘
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3_ The charge exchange spectra

To simulate the CX signal we mtist estimate the radial dependence of the velocity distribution

function of the beam ions. To evaluate the slowing down distribution function in absence of

[CRH we develop it in Legendre polynomials ISLthe coefficients of the development being a

function of Xi at the position of first ionisation. Using the power deposition profile calculated

with the DEPON code we add, for a given r, the contributions coming from the different Xi'

With this velocity distribution function. following the method described by von Hellermann [6]

we evaluate the expected slowing down charge exchange spectrum. The results are presented in

fig. 4 for the two different plasma conditions. The mean radius of the charge exchange signal is

varying from 4-4 cm to ~8cm.The maximum of CX signal at low wavelength is due to the

maximum in the effective emission rate at 37 keV/amu .

Before comparing theoretical predictions and experiment, we must subtract the SE component

from the measured spectrum. Due to the well—understood density dependence of this

component, we correct the spectrum taking into account the density dependence of the

spontaneous emission. The profiles before and after correction are compared in fig. 3. The

evolution of the spectra with wavelength and the ratio of intensity from one line of sight to the

other one is rather well described by the model in the central region. A theoretical

underestimation of the emission is observed on the outer channel which may be explained since

we neglect diffusion but also by an underestimation of the power deposited at high radius. The

presence of ICRH does not strongly modify the shape of observed spectra but modifies quite

strongly the intensity of the light emitted. We also present in fig. 5 the ratio of the spectra

obtained when the heating layer is moved from the centre to the high field side. Plasma

conditions for the two situations are not completely similar. Taking into account this change in

the conditions we find that, out of the :35s change in light intensity in the most central

channel, 20% are explained by the change in plasma conditions (reflected by the differences

between the two simulations presented in fig 4 ) while the remaining 15 per cent is the true

effect of ICRH. This corroborates the earlier analysis of the intensity changes in the innermost

channels [3].

4. Conclusions
To interpret the charge exchange signal measured during RF control experiment it is necessary

to correct the measured spectra to take into account of the light emitted by the not yet completely

ioniscd ions of the beam. A modelling of that signal and of the CX signal was performed. The

new analysis of the experimental results confirms the role played by off—a‘tis ICRH heating in

the control of the helium beam slowing down population.
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Use of Heated, Diagnostic Optical Fiber for the Suppression of

Transmission Loss during D-T TFTR Discharges
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Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory,

P O Box 451, Princeton N J 08543.

1) JETJOint Undertaking, UK. 2) OSI'um/Sylv. Labs, MA. USA. 3) NRL. Was/1., D. C.. USA.

1, Introduction and Motivation

There have been many studies characterizing the behavior of optical fiber in nuclear

envimnmentsfl]. Increased absorption and induced luminescence occur when the fiber is

exposed to ionizing radiation[2]. Similar effects are seen in tokamak discharges[3,4].

Increased neutron flux during D-T discharges (with tritium injected by the neutral beams)

strongly enhances the absorption and luminescence. On devices using tritium, TFTR

(Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) and JET (Joint European Torus), there are indications that

data may be compromised. For future devices such as TPX and ITER, there is a need to

address these issues, their avoidance or compensation, so that fiber based systems can

Operate[5].

Transmission loss can be transient and permanent. Transient loss shows recovery, often

described by a "stretched exponential“ [6], to pre-irradiation levels on short time scales.

Mechanisms for transmission loss have been suggested[7] and involve impurity or defect

related arrays of short—lived color centers. Annealing has been found to remove some or all of

the incurred damage [8]. It has been shown that some defects may be permanently removed

through radiation hardening[9]. We present results from a study evaluating the use of elevated

temperature to reduce transmission loss in optical fiber during D—T discharges on TFTR.

2. Experimental Setup.

Details of the experimental arrangement have been given elsewhere [10]. To enhance the

effects of neutron irradiation, long lengths of fiber (155 in), were coiled into loops ~30 cm in

diameter. All silica, aluminum jacketed, 600 um core diameter fibers were wrapped in

heating tape and placed in insulating ovens in proximity to the TFTR device. Source and

detectors were located in experimental areas neighboring the tokamak test cell and light

carried to and from the test fiber loop using lead-in/leadiout fiber. Source light was passed

through a chopper wheel rotating at 1200 rpm, consisting of two segments; one being variably

filtered (400 - 700 nm), the other blocking the source for luminescence measurements. The

detector consisted of either an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) or a 1/4 in spectrometer

with a CCD detector. The contribution of the lead fibers was determined by connecting a set

without a test loop. The source intensity was constantly monitored and the data were

corrected for any variations.

3. Results.
3.1. Transient Transmission Loss and Luminescence

Fig. 1 shows the transmission through three optical fibers loops measured simultaneously on

a single discharge. While there is some variation in the response to the neutron event, both
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unheated fibers (from different preforms)
show a precipitous drop as the event
starts, following the integrated neutron
flux closely. Over the range available in
this study, the transmission loss was
found to be linear with the neutron yield,
allowing normalization to this as well as
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A careful accounting of the contribution Time (sec)
of the lead fibers and interpolation of the
luminescence data allowed these factors Fig. 1- Time “5100’ Qf’rmsmifflml during a DJ“to be removed from the transmission discharge (#76504) The data are integrated
signal. Over 10 discharges, the peak loss SPENT/”3“ The ”EW'O’I/luv“ "WC/19d 4X109n/cmz,
in the heated fiber was
(‘0.0013 i 0.010) x1040 dB/m/n while the unheated fiber from an identical preform suffered(1.00 i 0.05) x10’20 dB/m/n loss. The observed loss in the heated fiber is, therefore
determined by the error bar. This implies an improvement of >100x by heating the Optical
fiber. Recovery begins immediately after the irradiation. It is well described by a "stretched"
exponential, exp[——(t/‘t)0‘], where "c = 0.26 s i 0.06 and CL = 0.21 i 0.01.
The spectral dependence of the transmission loss was investigated. Stray light and the strong
absorption of the test fiber limited the useful spectral range to 500 — 700 nm. A logarithmic
ratio of the spectra was taken with the background, but not the lead fiber contributions,
removed. Results of this ratio, 10-log(TJ/l‘2), where T10») is the spectral transmission taken
before exposure and T200 is the
transmission taken immediately after,
are shown in Fig. 2. The very strong
wavelength dependence was consistent
throughout the data set.
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The data fit a 1/?»4 dependence veiy well
which is what one might expect from
enhanced Rayleigh scattering [11] from
point source defects. The fit is over a
limited spectral range and the data may
instead be described by the tail of a
gaussian from an impurity band centered
near 3500 A and ~200 nm wide. This fit, 500 550 600 650 700
not shown, is also very good. There is Wavelength ("I”)
little reason to expect Rayleigh
scattering to change dramatically with
temperature and an impurity mechanism
would more readily explain the observed
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Fig. 2. The ratio of transmission spectra taken
before and after the neutron eventfor both the
heated and unheatedfibers. The data are averaged
over I second windows.
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decrease in attenuation with heating. There

is, furthermore, evidence that a chlorine 100:

impurity [12'] exists in thiS region. More ,3 : originally heated fiber:

data are required at shorter wavelengths to E _ preform b

poSitiVEly identify the loss mechanism. % _ /

The time history of the luminescence, 8' _

corrected for transmission loss [13], a q)

dearly followed the neutron rate during a

the UT discharge. With the heated fiber, 2 10:—
[heoluminescence spectra lhad a diitinct average leadW W

l/7t- dependence. This, a orig w1t ‘the O 100 200 300 400

observed time history, prov1des strong fiber temperature (°C)

evidence that Cerenkov radiation is the

primary source 0f luminescence. Fig. 4 Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the

shows the [owl luminescence level as the transmission lossfor one nftliefibers used in the

fiber coil was heated from room lzearedfiberstudy.

temperature to 400° C. There is a small,

systematic drop with temperature indicating a weak, additional radioluminescent component.

Also there is a slightly weaker wavelength dependence seen with the unheated fiber.

While it is a clear that transient loss can be significantly suppressed by maintaining the fiber

at an elevated temperature, the required temperature may depend on the fiber type and the

exposure history. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the susceptibility of one of the test fibers on

operating temperature. The largest improvement in transmission occurs as the ambient

temperature was raised from room temperature to 250° C. Variation in this dependence was

found even among fibers of the same type, from differing preforms.

Two sources of luminescence were examined: radioluminescence[l4] from recombination

radiation in neutron—induced damage centers and Cerenkov radiation [15] due to high energy

electrons propagating through the fiber faster than the speed of light. Cerenkov radiation

should display a distinct spectral signature (1/79), follow the radiation time history, and be

insensitive to operating temperature.

Radioluminescence from damage centers . . . . i t I

should be reduced and possibly eliminated
in the heated fiberi

3.2 Long Term Loss and Annealing

Following some 30 D—T discharges a
comparison of the transmission spectra
with that taken before any exposure was
made. This long—term loss was
predominantly in the red spectral region 20 I .

reaching ~4.0 dB near 700 nm. There was 0 100
no detectable long—term loss in the fiber

that was kept at 400° C throughout the
Fig. 4. The Imninescence Ieve1(spectrally
integrated) as afunctinn of temperature
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The previously unheated fiber loops were then annealed. Transmission mCRSUrements Were
made as the temperature was raised in 50° C steps to a maximum of 4000 C. They were RBpt
at this temperature for 2 hours and then allowed to cool to room temperature. Fina]
transmission measurements were then made. Virtually complete recovery of the IOHE-term
loss was observed in the region of maximum loss, from 600 - 700 nm. In the blue region (500
to 550 nm) of the spectrum, hon/ever, significant loss was incurred while the fibers Were
heated. While most of this loss was recovered when the fiber Was cooled to room
temperature, the damaged fiber retains a reduced transmission of ~0.5 dB at 525 nm at fool-n
temperature.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
We have obtained data that characterizes the transmission and luminescence in diagnostic
optical fiber during transient neutron bombardment associated with TFTR D-T discharges. By
placing the fiber in an environment heated to 400° C, suppression of the transmission loss by
at least 100x was attained. Variation with fiber type was significant and incliVidual testing is
required for proper Characterization. Luminescence was predominantly Cerenkov radiatj0n
with a small radioluminescent component and was largely unaffected by Operation at high
temperature. Shielding, compensation fiber loops, or a modulation of the light source could
he used to remove luminescence. No long—term loss was observed in the heated fiber during
this study. Results were not significantly altered when the light level
(~5X1012phOlOnS/CIHZ/S/SI‘) was reduced by ~10x, indicating that photobleaching was not
important.
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INTRODUCTION
Ion cyclotron emission (ICE) has been observed in TFTR during both

deuterium and deuterium—tritium (DT) discharges, using a system of radio-

frequency probes located near the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel. In

deuterium discharges, emission is observed at harmonics of the 3He fusion

product cyclotron frequency evaluated at the outer midplane edge, while in DT

discharges, emission is seen at harmonics of the alpha particle cyclotron

frequency (Qa), again evaluated at the outer midplane edge. A similar origin for

charged fusion product ICE has been observed in JET [1]. In typical TFTR

supershot discharges, however, emission from fusion products is observed only

during the first 100 to 250 ms following the start of neutral beam injection (N81),

and the temporal evolution of fusion product ICE does not, in general, follow

that of the neutron emission [2,3]. This is in contrast to the JET observations [1],

in which fusion product ICE evolved with the predicted alpha particle

population in the outer midplane plasma edge. Recent experiments indicate that

these differences may be due to the low edge density in TFTR supershot

discharges. In TFTR supershots, the birth alpha particle velocity is below the

Alfvén speed in the edge plasma, while in JET, newly born alpha particles are

super-Alfvénic, even near the plasma edge. Helium gas puffing has been used to

produce discharges in TFTR with edge densities high enough that alpha particles

are super-Alfvénic. When this is the case, alpha particle ICE persists.

THE MAGNETOACOUSTIC CYCLOTRON INSTABILITY

The Magnetoacoustic (or Alfvén) Cyclotron Instability (MCI) has been

identified as the probable mechanism behind fusion product driven ICE in both

JET and TFTR [4,5,6]. While ICE can be modeled with varying degrees of
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sophistication, much of the relevant physics is captured by simply solving the
local dispersion relation for a uniform plasma with conditions comparable to
those in the plasma edge. At the onset of NBI, the alpha particle population in
the plasma edge is dominated by barely trapped particles born near the core onvery wide banana orbits. (In the plasma edge, only orbits with a very “arrow
range of pitch angles will sample a significant fraction of the plasma col-e.)
Figure 1 depicts such an orbit in TFTR. A simple model for the
distribution of birth alpha particles at the plasma edge is thus
fa oc exp{~(v” - v,1)2/v,”2 - (VI - u)2/v,i2}, where vdz + 142 = vow2 (Vac is the alpha
particle birth velocity) and u/vd = tameo) (90 is a pitch angle lying close to the
trapped/passing boundary). When local dispersion relations for SUCh
distributions are solved numerically, modes near harmonics of flu are found to
be unstable, depending on the width of the distribution (0 E vr/u), the fractional
density of alpha particles (E E Ira/m), and the ratio of the alpha particle velocity to
the local Alfvén speed (C E wag/VA). In particular, while growth rates are
proportional to E, the value of 0 required for instability is a strong function of g
with instability being possible for much wider distributions if the Alfvén speed is
lower [5,7]. One would expect, therefore, that while the initial edge alpha particle
population is narrow enough, ICE would be observed as i increases, but that as
the distribution widens, the ICE would eventually be stabilized for SUb-Alfvénic
alpha particles. If the alpha particles are super-Alfvénic, however, the instability
will be more easily excited, even after the distribution function has widened
significantly. To better understand the evolution of sub-Alfvénic ICE, one can
allow the distribution function to widen due to collisions while it grows clue to
the birth of additional fusion products. As shown in reference 5, for parameters
appropriate to the outer midplane edge of a TFTR deuterium supershot plasma
(TE = 3 keV, ”e = 2x1019 rn'3), the growth rate for the 3He cyclotron fundamental is
predicted to evolve as in figure 2. The duration of the instability is consistent
with the duration of ICE empirically observed.

ICE IN "IT-TR L-MODES
Recently, ICE data were obtained during several TFTR discharges with

edge densities high enough that 3.5 MeV fusion alpha particles were super-
Alfvénic even in the edge plasma. MCI theory suggests that, under such
conditions, alpha particle driven ICE should be more easily excited. Figures 3, 4,
and 5 provide a comparison of data from three different discharges. The first
(figure 3) is a supershot in which edge alpha particles are sub-Alfvénic. In this
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case, alpha particle driven ICE is observed only at the start of N81, when the

alpha particle distribution function is a narrow drifting ring. The second

discharge (figure 4) is a supershot in which a large He puff causes an L-mode

transition. In this case, alpha particle driven ICE is again observed briefly at the

onset of beams, but also reappears after the He puff, when the density is high

enough that C > 1. The final case (figure 5) is an L-mode discharge in which the

alpha particle birth speed is greater than the edge Alfvén speed throughout NBI.

In this case, alpha particle driven ICE is observed immediately after the onset of

beams, but persists until the beams are turned off. In all three cases, alpha

particle driven ICE is observed only when alpha particles in the edge plasma

have a very narrow distribution function, or when they are super-Alfvénic.

CONCLUSION
The data described above provide valuable support for the MCI theory of

ion cyclotron emission. While the theoretical treatment presented is simplistic

by construction, it nevertheless is qualitatively consistent with empirical

observation. More elaborate models (such as the global eigenmode calculation

presented in reference 6) should lead to further improvements in our

understanding. While the rapidity with which the alpha particle ICE stabilizes as

the beams are turned off (see figure 5) remains poorly understood, additional

measurements of ICE during L-mode plasmas are planned.
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1. Introduction

To study the behaviour of multiply ionised impurities in a tokamak plasma We used a five

channel soft x—ray polychromator of a new design developed at the loffe Institute The

instrument as installed at the RTP—tokamak in Rijnhuizen covers the wavelength range from

2 to 5 nm. Due to its high sensitivity and a time resolution of 0.25 ms several phenomena in

the plasma could be easily observed as a function of time. Absolute intensity calibration,

combined with a good knowledge of the geometry of the setup and its position relative to the

plasma allows absolute measurement of several quantities.

2. Experimental setup.

The Multi—Layer—Mirror polychromator has five channels of similar construction. The

wavelength selective element of this type of polychromator is a mirror consisting of layers of

alternating higher and lower refractive index (see fig.l).

Fig.la: A mulri layer stack Fin: Requiremenrfor constructive interference

The thickness of these layers is chosen such that all refracted rays are interfering in a

constructive way. The path difference, A, which for maximum intensity has to be an integral
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number of wavelengths, is given by the Bragg—condition :
A = 2nd sin 6 [l]

with d the thickness of the layer. It its refractive index and E) the angle of incidence. It is Clear
from this formula that the optimally reflected wavelength can be tuned by rotating the mirror.
One channel is schematically depicted in fig. 2.

channottran

photo !\
cathode \collimator

Fig.2: Single polychromaror channel; timing is done by adjusting the micrometer
A filter in front of the mirror excludes longer wavelengths which otherwise could be reflected
to the detector by the front layer of the mirror. The photons are detected by a channeltron With
a photocathode. The resolving power of this system is of the order of 40, but its real strength
is that it can be absolutely calibrated for intensity. As is shown in fig. 3. both the transmission
of the filter and the sensitivity of the channeltron as a function of wavelength are well known.

I:
9o x:5 -» .n: o.. ‘6 e 3 E>, '5‘. I: 2 E.t: x .2 O V,.5 a .2 8 r:_ 3 a: a.) gE '3' 0 T;3. ‘i‘ E No a 'o

T 5 T

W
i»

6.1 _ LI 5 OJ“ 0.! LDphoton energy In keV photon energy in keV
FigJa: Sensitivity of the channeltrons Fig.3b.' Filter transmission

curve 1.‘ absolute sensitivity of the clianneln'on solid curve : calculated transmission
curve 2 : literature datafor tungsten [I] crosses .' measured data

Also the reflectivity of the mirrors can be calibrated absolutely in the Ioffe Institute. The field
of view is determined by a long tube, so the geometry of the part of the plasma which is
observed is also well known. Another advantage of the use of multi—layer systems in the
wavelength region under consideration is the avoidance of grazing incidence optics, the only
alternative with reasonable reflectivity, but suffering from severe optical aberrations. All
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together this makes this instrument an excellent device for absolute intensity measurements in

the soft x—ray region as long as the spectrum is not too dense. The complete instrument consists

of five channels with different orientation respective to the plasma as depicted in fig. 4. In this

way also spatial resolution can be obtained.

tmm plasma nolltmatm mm mm multilayer mlrrm

Fig.4: Thefive channel polychromaror

3. Experimental results.

The instrument has been used until now in the following configuration: the outermost channels

are tuned to the 4.86 nm line of B V, the central one to O VII (2.164 nm) and the remaining two

to C VI at 3.37 nm. A systematic exploration of the parameter space for discharges in the RTP

tokamak related to the MLM polychromator signals has not yet been made. However some first

results show already some interesting phenomena. During a few discharges a sudden increase in

the C VI signal from the upper part of the plasma was observed, coinciding with a comparable

decrease in the carbon signal from the lower part (see fig. 5). No other diagnostics showed any

related change in signal, except a few channels of the 80—channel soft x—ray tomography

system, indicating that this effect happened near the inner wall of the vessel.

1

E E
s s
9' e'
5 05 E‘— 0.5
g a

II)

5 s
.E E

(J 0

O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 i a at 02 0,3 0,4 05 5

Fig.5: The intensity afthe C VI line at 3.37 nm as afunction oftime,‘

on the left the upper part ofthe plasma, on the right the lower part.

Often we see a fairly large signal on all channels at the end of the discharge, but this is not

always the case (see fig. 6) as could be concluded from a survey with 39 shots of higher and 86
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shots with lower densities. It only appears for densities below 5*1018. No EXCEPIions Were
found. An explanation could be that after the end of the discharge impurities released from
the wall are penetrating the plasma and are ionised. At higher densities it is more difficUh
for these atoms to reach hotter parts in a short enough time to emit light.

counls Dev ms counts per ms

Fig.6: The time development oftlie 0 VII line at 2.164 nm;

Left a plasma shot with integrated density of3.8*1018; rig/it a shot with a density 0f14*10’3
The irradiation of the plasma with 110 GHz radiation can also trigger the emission of the
above mentioned lines as is also clear from fig. 6 left, where ECRH radiation was injected
from 165-205 ms. During experiments where Ne was mixed into the tokamak we observed
changes in the soft x—ray signals coinciding with small changes in the integrated density.
Again it seems that particles, released from the wall, are responsible for the observed
emission and the slight increase in density.

4. Concluding remarks.
A complete mirror set is now available for the C VI line we studied. By equipping all
channels with the same mirrors and filters a crude kind of tomography in the soft x—ray
region is possible. however with a relatively narrow wavelength bandwidth and accurate

intensity measurement. In this setup the system should be rotated through 90° to get all
viewing lines in the same equitorial plane to compare the time behaviour of different
species without interference of spatial dependencies. The Multi—Layer—Mirror
polychromator is a very useful new device to monitor the behaviour of multiply ionized
light impurities as a function of time. Absolute numbers on density can be obtained thanks
to our good knowledge of the individual instrumental components. Either information on
different species or on the spatial behaviour of one impurity can be obtained by the present
setup. This work was performed with financial support from N.W.O. and Euratom.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The application of tomographic techniques to the study of vector fields has been demon-

strated only in the last few years. Various applications in plasma diagnostics are dis—

cussed at length elsewhere [1]. In this paper we consider the possibility for time—resolved

tomographic reconstruction of ion flow velocity fields from line—integrated spectroscopic

measurements.

The method relies on directly measuring the low order spectral moments of the transi—

tion radiation from a given ionic species. The zeroth moment is the spectrally-integrated

brightness of the chord—averaged emission. The second moment is proportional to the ionic

temperature weighted by the emission intensity and integrated over the viewing chord.

Both these quantities can be tomographically inverted to obtain the spatial distribution

of the plasma emission and emission-weighted temperature. The first moment (Doppler

shift) is proportional to the emission- weighted component of the ion velocity in the direc—

tion of, and integrated over the line-of—sight. From a sufficient number of measurements

it is possible, using principles of vector tomography, to recover the 2-d structure of the

emission weighted flow field [1] The three low order moments can be simultaneously

measured using a path-modulated Michelson interferometer and a single detector. In this

paper we discuss the spectroscopic instrument and present some preliminary experimental

results obtained for discharges in RTP.

2 VECTOR TOMOGRAPHIC SPECTROSCOPY

We assume a locally Gaussian, isotropic emission profile:

1(1', T; u) = T/LTEULR’T) exp [—%] (1)
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where 7' is a position in the plasma. and 10(r) is the local emission intensity The Species
temperature is given by kTs/(mscg) 2 02(7') where ms is the. atomic weight. The Doppler.
shifted line centre frequency is 13(7'. [) = u0+AuD(r, I) where [/0 is the rest frame frequencyand AI/DU‘, l)/V0 : vD(r).Z/c E [30(r).l where vD is the gross flow veloeity of the emit.
ting species The measurement is approximated by an integral g(p‘ d: U) 0f the emissiOH 1
over the line L(p, r12) with impact parameter p and direction 6) in a planar cross-section of
the plasma (the reg plane)‘ The spectral information is carried by the low order spectra]
moments of the line-integrated emission:

(m) _ °° i, (V 71/0)“
fl (1)3é)”/:mg(p~®-V)TClI/V (2)

It is straightforward to show that

(1) :/ _ l (2) = 2 2#0 M heme» d #0 AM 10m [0 (r) + ism] dd (3)
The three low order spectral moments can be measured experimentally by exploiting

the frequency response of the dispersing instrument. One means to control and/or in-
crease the sensitivity to the first moment is to use a Michelson interferometer, or Fourier
transform spectrometer (FTS). An interferometer offers high optical throughput and can
be adapted easily for multiple spatial channels. Moreover, because the line is not spec.
trally resolved, time resolution is not compromised by having to flush a multi- element
CCD array. The int-ensit}r at the output port is proportional to

53; 2/ 9(1), c5; 1/)[1 :f: Ccos(27ruA/c)] dz/ (4)o
where A is the path length difference and C S 1 is the fringe contrast. By sinusoidally
modulating A the kernel non-linearity gives rise to harmonic components whose ampli-
tudes convey the spectral moment information. For modulation up : $90 + 991 sin Qt where
990 >> 901, the resulting signal is

S: = #(0) i g" [0(7‘) Mr) dz (5)MW?)
with

00

Ii'(7') : Z '2J2,,(i,01) exp [—7(7‘)] cos [<pO(1 + [3D(r))] eos(2t)
11:0

— : 2.]2n+1(np1) exp [77(r)]sin [990(1 + 30(r))]sin [(211 + Um] (6)

and where the primed sum means that the n 2 0 terms are to be halved, 7 = 02(r)tpg/2
and terms of order «pi/990 have been ignored. The moments are directly obtained when
7'2 <1 and #70 = (2m.+1)rr/2.
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We have constructed a proof—of-principle dual channel Michelson interferometer to

test these ideas for Ha emission in the RTP tokamak, Two lens coupled optical fibres

are installed, one Viewing in the poloidal plane, and the other viewing toroidally at the

horizontal midplane. The fibres conduct the light via an interference filter to the interfer-

ometer. A mirror driven by a loudspeaker at 2 kHz generates the path length modulation.

The photomultiplier signals are low pass filtered (10 kHz) prior to digitization at 25 kHz.

Light from a hydrogen lamp and He—Ne laser are simultaneously analyzed, the former can

be used to estimate the position at which A = 0 While the latter is used to monitor fringe

Visibility and time variations in the dc phase gag.

In these experiments, we compare the amplitudes of the odd and even harmonics

(normalized to dc) to obtain intensity weighted estimates of [3D and exp(#7). Since

maximum sensitivity to fig is obtained for '7 = 0.57 the minimum measureable weighted

average flow velocity is limited to 30 2 {JD/c Z (p/C)(kt/msc2)1/2 where p : (Weill/um)

is the detectable ratio of the second harmonic and dc amplitudes (determined by the noise

level). Taking hydrogen at T5 = 10 eV, C = 0.5 and p : .01 gives 270 Z 600 m/s. The

fundamental resolution of the method thus looks promising,

The left and right columns of Fig. 1 show respectively the processed data for sequen—

tial, similar ohmic dicharges in RTP. The top trace in each case shows the modulated

emission for A : 0.5 mm. The corresponding power spectra (below) show carriers at

harmonics of the modulation frequency and the isolating bandpass filters used for the

calculations. The dc and two lowest harmonics are shown in the centre traces while the

bottom two graphs show the inferred temperatures and flow velocities respectively. In

these preliminary experiments, the phase noise was dominated by acoustic noise from a

mearby cooling system at 50Hz (and its harmonics) at a level p ,S 1. Small alignment

inaccuracies caused this to be not completely compensated by the He—Ne laser signal so

that the computed drift velocities presented below were required to be low-pass filtered at

50 Hz. These uncertainties, also resulted in some error in estimation of the fringe visibility

(which varies with A) so that the atom temperatures are not calibrated. Nevertheless,

note that the changes in measured toroidal velocities agree approximately (within a sign

change) and that the temperature behaviour is reproducible. These variations disappear

when A = 0. Measurement of the absolute velocity (absolute phase change) requires a

measurement of 900 using an atomic lamp source just prior to the discharge. It is hoped to

build in future a more robust solid-state polarizing interferometer that uses piezo-elastic

birefringence modulation, in order to eliminate some of the difficulties encountered in this

prototype instrument.

John Howard is grateful to the Australian Research Council and NWO in the Nether—
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1, Introduction

[n recent line Of sight measurements across the TH tokamak variations have been seen in the

intensity ratios of the Heelike carbon (C v) triplet lines 152535171521J3P2 (2271.59 A) and

13253SI-ls2p3P0J (2277.97 A and 2278.63 A). The ratio of these closely spaced and widely

studied lines deviates here from their upper level statistical weights. In order to explain this

anomaly. which has not been reported previously in similar fusion plasmas several candidates

were investigated The first. line blending can be dismissed since there are no other low Z

lines within +/- 0.5 A. while TJ-l electron temperatures and densities are several magnitudes

too low for changes to occur in the upper level spontaneous emission coefficients [1] or for

competition between the decay rates of the 23F] level to the metastable state 2351 and that to

the ground state 1150 to alter the line ratio [2]. The only viable explanation found is charge

exchange (CX) [3], where electrons are selectively captured by high n-states of C v during

slow collisions between H—like carbon (C v1) and those neutral hydrogen atoms which exist in

the hot plasma centre. We give equations which include CX and the subsequent decay of the

captured electrons to estimate the population distribution among the 231’ levels and use them to

reproduce. through a model of the TI,1 plasma. the line intensity ratios scene Furthermore, we

suggest that these and similar variations in other low Z eAlike ions may provide a means of

monitoring neutral hydrogen atoms in plasmas.

2. Experimental Approach

In our experiment series of line of sight UV measurements were made through ohmically

heated discharges in the TJ—I tokamak. This machine, which has major radius 30 cm and

minor radius 10 cm. was operated here with plasma currents z 40 kA. a toroidal field of l T

and line averaged electron densities between 2 and 2.5x1013 cm'3. Optical access to the entire

plasma was possible using a quartz window on the machine. Light from the plasma was

rotated through 90 degrees by a set of three mirrors located close to the window before being

focused by a lens onto the slit of a 1 In focal length monochromator which had both spatial

and temporal resolution capabilities. Spectra were recorded using a commercial multichannel

intensified detector with 700 active pixels mounted at the focal plane. With the detector

operating in gated mode, line emissions were integrated for 4 , 6 ms. this period being centred
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about the peak of the discharge, Rotation of the mirror closest to the Window allowed the
optical line of sight through the plasma to be varied on a shot to shot basis. This mirror was
replaced by a fast rotating polygonal prism to obtain line-integrated emission profiles, A PC
was used to control the detector and to store data.

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows that the C V emission lines, centred at 2271.59 A and at 2278.41 A, are clear of
contamination lines except for the Be-like carbon (C III) line at 2296.9 A and that despite the
use of a high resolution monochromator the lines at 2277.97 A (from 23P0) and at 2273.63 A

(from 23Pi) were not resolved. Using the 2271.59 A line intensities of such spectra the CV
distribution across the TH was determined. See Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2b a sharp rise is seen in the
ratio of the two lines, R=I(227 1.59 A) /I(2278.4l A), when moving inwards from the Plasma
edge followed by a slow drop which continues to the centre. The changes are greater than
experimental error while R is significantly larger, except at the edge, than R=1.9 predicted by
extrapolating to the TH conditions the formulae developed by Engelhardt er al. [2]. It is these
and similar variations seen in the sets of discharges that are the basis for our investigations,
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Fig. I: 0m: ofa series aflirze ofsig/it raw spectra collected during one ofseveral sets of NJ discharges.
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Fig. 2: a) Measured 2271.59 A line intensity with background subtracted and b) R=I(227l.59/i) /I(2277. 75

A) acrass a plasma radius. Model results are also shown.
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4. Discussion
AS the plasma is optically transparent the ratios of the 23S»23P2‘0‘1 line intensities can be

expressed in terms of the ratios of the 23PM” levels steady state populations nk, since

Im=Akmnk (C1113 5‘1), Where Am, the level It transition decay rate to the metastable level 235

is similar for each transition. To estimate nk we have developed equations which include

Contributions from both electronic collisions, NL,[ngCgk+n,"k] and CX processes,

IVUNIIOkVU' Cascades to these levels which originate as electron excitations into states 11 = 3 &

4 or as dielectric and radiative recombination of C V] are considered minimal and are neglected

[4]. Thus the equations for ilk, which can also be applied to other low Z He-like ions, are

%[‘Vr~[”gcgz + ”maul” + NnNnUz‘ii
for k=2z n; : (1)

I1

Agni + [Vt-2 C2 j
I=l

;6[Nr["gcul +nuilH+ NnN/io'tvu
for kzl', HI = ———‘———— (2)

ll

A”, + Alg + NUXCU
i=1

I/NnC +IzC +NNO'V/o 5 Ha Ia 4710ifor k=0; "0 :_[_["_t__”_'_’. (3)

[AM + NF: C0,]
j=l

Here the values 5/9, 3/9 and 1/9 are the statistical weights for 23P2, 23F] and 23P0, Ne, N0

and N,, are the electron, neutral and H-like ion densities (cm‘3), Am and A1 g refer to transition

probabilities from 23Pk to 2351 and from 231’] to the ground state, Cgk and CM are rate

coefficients for excitations from the ground g and metastable in states to 23F, i refers to all

electron excitation and tie-excitations out of the 23F levels and Hg and n," are the absolute He-

like ion ground and metastable populations (cm‘3). For the latter their relative values are

estimated by considering all rates into and out of the triplet states [5]. Although n,“ is

eveiywhere less than 10’4 ng it is included as excitation rates from this level are several orders

of magnitude larger than those from the ground state. Since practically all CX collisions lead to

excited ions. which decay to the ground or metastable levels through photon emission, the

cascade corrected emission cross sections O'k for the C v 23F levels (cmz) can be estimated by

0'2 = C(33) + 0.556(3d) + 0.550(43) + 0.2101411) + 0.430(4d) + 0.55014]) (4)

0'1 2 0.330(3d) + 0.0230(4p) + 0.260(4d) + 0.330(4fl (5)

00 = 0.110(3d) + 0‘0080t4p) + 0.090(4d) + 0.11crt4f) (6)

where the branching ratios are by Suraud er a]. [6] and the partial cross—sections for the triplet

manifold, 0135') etc., are from Shimakura er a]. [7]. Here direct capture cross sections for

states 11:2, 3 and >5 are negligible and neglected. In slow collisions of C Vt with neutral

hydrogen the 4s3S. 4p3P and 4:13D levels have the largest cross sections, typically a few times

1015 cmz. thus the on cross sections can be 10 or more times larger than those of 01 and 0'0.
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Finally. V“ the relative ion—neutral collision velocity (cm s") is determined using the Standard
ion—thermal velocity formula with fixed Helike ion (150 eV) and neutral (25 eV) temper-amres.

In our model the plasma is partitioned into discrete shells described by established TJ~I
electron and temperature distributions. 11g and Hm distributions based on 2271.59 A line
measurements and best guess N,J and N], values. To simulate line of sight measurements the
11k level populations are summed along representative paths. Since N0 and NI: could not be
determined directly from measured data best guesses were made for their combined
distribution. Several iterations were needed to establish these best guesses and to achieve “00d

5
fits with the measured data. See Figs. 2 & 3. ll‘it is assumed that the C v and C VI densities are
similar then we estimate that the central neutral concentration is a few 108 cm
N ,

‘3. 1n converse, if
I . 11g and 11m, and N,, are well known then this method should provide a sensitive means to

determine neutral hydrogen concentrations, We predict that the line variations should be
sensitive to neutral concentrations >10R cm'3 for C v in the T1-1. Finally, while CX partial
crossesections are not currently available for slow collisions between neutral hydrogen and all
low Z H—like ions. we can deduce from total cross-section values and from the classical model
n=qU-7S where q is the charge on the target [8], that variations may be also seen in the triplet
line intensities for the He-like ions between nitrogen and neon. albeit for different plasma
temperature ranges. This in turn leads to the possibility of measuring neutral distributions over
a wide range of electron temperatures.
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Fig.3. TJ»! radial distribution QfNLJng+HmJ and NON/z (0.11.). Here IV(,=/V(,(0)//-ll/IU / 3'5]:
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The vacuum ultra violet spectrum of W VIII
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1. Introduction

Because ofthe intolerable large erosion of low Z materials in case of high wall loading,

tungsten has recently got a renewed interest as construction material of tokamak reactors.

Therefore its tokamak relevant properties are investigated by various authors [1,2]. Among

these properties the transport behaviour is also a key issue. For such an investigation tungsten

is injected, for instance, by laser blow-offinjection method into the tokamak plasma. In order

to investigate the transport ofthe injected material. its spectrum has to be known. Tungsten is

ionised relatively easily to as high ionisation degree as seven at minor radius 2 cm even in the

plasma of the MT-lM tokamak of as moderate temperature as 200 eV at plasma centre since

the ionisation potential ofW6+ is 1 19.7 eV.

The spectrum of seven times ionised tungsten (W Vlll) has been measured in the

wavelength range from 130 to 300 A with a spectral resolution ofS A Tungsten was injected

by the blow-off method [3] as impurity in the plasma ofthe MT-lM tokamak For explaining

the spectrum, an empirical method for extrapolating the unknown excitation energy levels of

complex ions based on known levels ot‘less complex ones was developed and is presented.

The parameters of our plasma were as follows: major radius 40 cm, limiter radius: 9 cm,

plasma current: 20 kA, line averaged electron density through a central chord 2-1013 cm‘3 and

discharge duration 8 ms.

2. Experimental set-up and observations

A layer of turn thick tungsten was evaporated on a glass disk. The opposite side of the

disk was irradiated by a 30 ns long 700 ml energy Nd—Glass laser pulse focused to a spot of

1.5 mm diameter A beam of tungsten atoms, ions and layer fragments (pellets) was formed

and flew towards the tokamak with a velocity of250 m/s. Only the pellets reached the central
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regions ofthe plasma because the ionic component of the beam (due to the magnetie field ofthe tokamalt) did not penetrate the plasma at all and the atoms (clue to the rapid ionisatio )nwere deposited at the outer regions.
The spectroscopic instrument used was a 0.3 m Seya-Namioka type vacuum ultra Violet

monochromator with a holographic grating of20 Alinm dispersion and 0 25 mm wide eml‘ance
and exit slits. For the detection of photons a VEU-7 type mierochannel plate operated at 1 75
kV supply voltage was used The measured speetmm oftungsten can be Seen on Fig}. It was
recorded on a shabby—shot basis. Several shots were done at each wavelength setting and the
average ofthe measured values was calculated.
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At three selected wavelengths (I85 A. 215 A and 235 A) the line averaged radial
distribution of the radiation was also recorded by swinging the monochromator around a
suitable axis. Discrimination between the ionisation stages of tungsten was carried out by
comparing the measured time histories and radial distributions ol‘the signals with the result ofa
Monte Carlo simulation [4] that computes the radial movement and successive ionisation of
tungsten atoms and ions

3. Data evaluation

The method described below for estimating the unknown energy levels of complex ions
was developed in a purely empirical way by studying large amount of energy level data The
electron configuration of the valence shell of W7+ is SsZSpS, i e, it is isoelcctronic with the
fluorine’s outermost shell, The same valence shell Configuration and ionic charge as W7+ have
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the Cr7+ and Mo7+ ions. But the principal quantum number ofthe valence electrons is 3 and

4‘ respectively, for the latter two ions and 5 for tungsten. As the energy of the excited levels

ofthese ions is taken the sum ofthe ionisation potentials of all the ions of ionisation degree

less than that of the ion plus the excitation energy. One can compare corresponding energy

levels of the difierent ions (ie the levels with the same core~ and excited electron

configuration and same atomic L. S and J quantum numbers) and look for some special

relationship between them.

On Fig. 2 we plotted some term energies of chromium as a function ofthe corresponding

term energies of molybdenum. The solid circles represent the ground states (i.e. the ionisation

potentials) ofthe ions ofthe different charge, The line on the figure is fitted to these points.

The triangles and squares are energy level values from [5,6] and lie with a satisfactory

agreement on the line fitted to the ionisation potentials With the help of such a type oflinear

relationship one can calculate the levels of one element. ifthe levels ofthe other one is known

Detailed numerical calculations show, that utilising this method and the known values of the

energy levels of molybdenum the calculated values for the excited states of chromium differ

from the values in [5] by only less than one percent,

For the calculations ofW VIII levels we used the level schemes of Cr7‘L and Mo“. Fig. 3

demonstrates the procedure in case of molybdenum. The term energies of W VII are also

plotted as a function ofthe same term energies ofMo VII (filled quadrangles).

. ole-11H“ My.Melutilirlygntm'. new l

Figure 3: The innimlion and term cue/grey of Figure 4: Calculated lr'Ul 's‘pectrum oflV I’ll]. The

H" VIII as (I function of ionisalimi and term mtmbel‘ol'rrttliam'e transitions in [0.4 intervals is

energies ofll/u (71]. shown.

We calculated the wavelengths of some possible radiative transitions for WW that have the

ground state as their final state. Since no theoretical intensity data are available for these
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transitions as a first approach, Fig, 4 shows the number ofcalculated transitions in each 10 A
interval as a function of the wavelength in the 130-300 A range The similarity betwe

' e“ lhemeasured spectrum (Fig l) and calculated number ol‘transition (Fig. 4) is remarkable

4. Conclusion

'l‘ungsten pellets have been injected into the MTilM tokamak plasma bv using the laser blm. _ v.
offtechnique and the W Vlll spectrum is recorded in the I30 » 300 A wavelength range I- norder to explain the spectrum a method of extrapolation is used for the calculation of
excitation energy levels ol'W7' ions knowing the levels ol‘Cr7+ and Mop/'1L tons, The method is
applicable in all cases where the knowledge ofthe levels or radiative transitions of an ion With
a limited (about [0 percent) accuracy is satisfactory
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Modulational Interaction of Short—Wavelength Ion Acoustic
Oscillations in Dusty Plasmas

Sergey I. Popelm and Mn Y. Yuibl
(a) lnstitute for Dynamics of Geosphercs. Leninsky pr. 38, Building 6.,

117979 Moscow Russia
(b) lnstitut fiir Theoretische Physik, RuhriUniversitat Bochum.

[3744780 Bochum, Germany

Investigation of plasmas containing heavy impurity ions or dust particles is important

for the understanding of space and astrophysical phenomena (planetary rings, cometary

tails, interstellar clouds, etc), the Earth's environment (noctilucent clouds, anroras, etc),

many laboratory and technological plasmas (low—temperature rf and dc glow discharges,

rf plasma etching, the wall region fusion plasmas, etc), as well as many materials (semi

conductors, dusty crystals, etc). The impurity ions or dust particles often have large

mass, are charged negatively with large charge numbers (lZdl up to 103), and are of aver?

age sizes usually much less than the Debye length (see, cg, [1]). Such charged impurity

particles can significantly modify the properties of the normal modes and their evolur

tion. Moreover, their presence results in the appearance of new normal modes, such as

the dustiacoustic waves [2,3], which involve oscillations at such low frequency that the

electrons and ions remain in equilibrium and the dynamics is mainly due to the dust

particles. The. presence in dusty plasmas of the (lust—acoustic oscillations results in the

possiblility of modulational instabilities associated with the latter. Here we investigate

the modulational instability of shortiwavelength ionr acoustic waves in a dusty plasma.

Consider a uniform unmagnetized collisionless hydrogen plasma containing massive

impurity particles or dust grains with an average negative charge 2,16, where e is the

electron charge. VVheu dust grains are involved, the size of the latter is assumed to be

much smaller than the Dbe length, the wavelength of the perturbations, as well as the

distance between the plasma particles. Thus we can treat the dust grains as negatively

charged point masses. We also assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:

TL. > T, >> Tug/2,1, m5 < m, < md/Zd, no; N no, N umzd, (l)

Where ma, iron, and To. (a : c,i,d) are the mass, the unperturbed density, and the

temperature of the electrons, ions, and dust particles, respectively. Thus both ion~acoustic

and dust eacoustic oscillations can exist in the plasma.
In the shortAwavelengt-hs limit (lkh‘p; << 1 << lkh'p“ << dim/inc, the last inequality

being needed in order to avoid strong electron Landau damping), the dispersion relation

of the ioneacoustic oscillations can be written as

1 :

wk = w,,,(1i m>« (3)
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where £41m is the ion plasma frequency“ rpm) is the electron (ion) Deliye lCUgth Th
‘ edispersion relation (2) for short wavelength ion acoustic waves (sometimes called '» ' - lOnLangmuir waves] is typical for media with inverse dispersion [1].

To investigate the modulational instability of the oscillations with linear diSPGI‘sion (9)
we introduce the slowly varying wave envelope of the ion Langmuir pump wave E Ltl‘ t), , ‘ “
where l

E 2 — E ex>~i'm1 c.1‘.,2i ii, I( U'..ll l (3)
'1The evolution of I‘J,L(r. t) is governed by the following equation [I]

c) a; > to (511-V' iiAE, ,, sLV-E, :i A —IEz .( (W A) 37%,5 '1‘ 2 no, ’4 (l)

where A is the Laplacian and we have introduced the effective density modulation 5711'-
The evolution of the effective density modulation 6m depends on the regime consid.

£2 < up, and [Klan << (0| << lKll’r..
where K is the wave \r‘ector of the modulations and L371“) : (/Thpflmqi) is the electron

eredi First“ if the modulation frequency 9 satisfies

(ion) thermal speed‘ the dust particles do not contribute. For this case the treatment [:1]
of the ion Langmuir wave inodualtional instability in a dust—tree ttt’t1’COlTlpOllC‘IIt plasma
is applicable Here the slow density perturbations are also associated With the ion modes
We note [5] that for the situation [Kltm << lQl < (Klan, modulation is possible onl
when |K| << lkul- where ku is the wave vector of the ion Langmuir pump wave.

y

A more important. case is one that satisfies ll{|lt7'd << (Qt << (Klim- and |Kei <<
1. where a“ : (/Trg/mll is the thermal speed of the impurity particles. Under these
conditions, the hiwel'requency motion is described by [5]

r2 ‘ , 2c) _'“2 f (51!, , Zdllgd l ‘n (5). ‘ Ad ‘ — 1— ‘ ‘ -0% no; lbmtgimd l

where

m- .oI—
d

Hod Zd
Us“ = —

1701

is the dust acoustic speed. In this case the slowly varying density perturbations are

(E) (6)m 4

associated with the dusteacousic mode (which has the linear dispersion wk : |k|usd). We
emphasize that here the magnitude (lK|) of the perturbation wave vector can be. both
larger and smaller than that tlknll of the pump,

To find the growth regimes and rates of the modulational instability described by the
system (i) and (5% we shall follow standard procedure [6] and present only the essential
steps and formulas. We assume that unperturbed (monochromatic pump) wave has an
amplitude E0 given by Em : E06(k — ko‘l‘ in the lowest approximation. we have the
homogeneous and stationary solution 6110, [or any lEUl2~ By renorrnalizing the background
density 710; —v not + 6n”! we can remove the static density perturbation 6710,. Thus, by
combining (1) and (:3) in the Fourier space, we obtain the dispersion relation for the
modulational instability. It has unstable solutions [5] [or the cases of both “short scale.”
(when |K| >> lkul) and “longscale” (when IKl << lkttl) modulational instabilities.
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Here we consider the case of shortAwavelength (|K| >> lkgl) n’nxlulations. In this case,

the dispersion-relation takes the form [5]

Q ll . 200529]
1 : SfirFOSOSIIlze +}

l Wm lKl lkolZV‘hi

n 2 so lko|<ios(') 1 '
x 4 —— —si#.—— ——

win Wm |K13ra lkulira
where, 9 is the angle between K and k0, D is the frequency of the density modulation.

ElEol‘Z‘ (T)

the arameter S is defined byP .

3 :44m
2327r110J‘, (m 7 lt-Edj'

h F;

We let [Cosel ~ lsinOl ~ 1. so that interactions with the largest growth rates are repre:

sented. Interactions corresponding to K H kg and K 1. k0 are not so important since for

these the growth rates are much smaller. \Ne also assume

a 4n (9)
Wm lkOlzl‘Eir lkut

so that (7) reduces to
w i lk0l _ .

1 : 2—F-—t * 1 - E 2.S2 lcosOsin O lEul . (10)

which corresponds to the case with the maximum growth rate for IKl >> [kgt Here, only

supersonic (7 >> [KIvsdl development of the modulational instability is possible. The

growth rate of the instability is

L

7 ~ (iKIikoluiiwm)’ , (11)

where W” : lE0|2/167rno,T;. The growth rate can have the maximum value given by

mm . Tit/V1 i ,. l- 1 .- t _
;~lnln{lk0l2r%c(avf )iv(lkUlTDe)5 (QT) ”/37 (g) (lkUeeG‘l'l/li}a (12)

Lap. T? i

where a : TmZd/md. Equation (1?) follows from the Conditions (9)7 ‘, >> lKlusd, as well

as the inequality |K|rw << 1. The maximum growth rate can be realized if

1 T. or.» MKV
’lkUlSTEECTTi, lkl)lTDe(Tc> “(0‘2 , (13)l/V >> max {

Thus we see that as a result of the. modulational instability, the ion Langmuir waves

with wavelengths larger than those of the pump wave can appear in a dusty plasma. Since

these waves can interact with the thermal ions, energy transfer to the latter becomes

possible. It follows that in a dusty plasma the bulk plasma ions can be heated by the ion



Langmuir waves. The corresponding rate of ion heating (,lepends on the. parameters of the
plasma as well as the pump wave. For example. if

r. t 1 .. . 1» . 1<7) t!1(0|]'D€(111)/'): g min{ “Tb? (QT—Til)(|l(0|1,j,)a <%)t {iii}: (1-1)
TE

then ion Langmuir wave modulations with lKll‘Dz ~ I (i. e. those \\ hich are. resonant With
he thermal ions) grow at the rate (11) The rate. of bulk ions heating can be estimated

to be
1 (IT, (fltkolf'ulolx) 1"

71g (I! r [lg‘Ti7/2jtfi/2 (to)

We emphasize that the possibility of treating the bulk plasma ions is the result Of nonlinear-
mupling between finite amplitude ion Langmuir waves and the (lust: acoustic perturba.
tions. Modulatioual processes in which the lowefrequencv perturbations are associated
with the ordinary iorksound perturbations do not result in such ion heating because the
limit IK| >> lkol does not occur.

The nonlinear evolution of the Inodulational instability can result in a. formatjcm
of coherent objects such as solitons. phase—space holes, and collapsing cavities. One~
dimensional ion Iiangniuir solitary waves are described [5] by the nonlinear equation for
the slowly varying wave envelope Em. This equation is typical for media with inverse, or
negative, dispersion, and has solutions in the form of spiky envelope solitons [.5] Similar
solitons were found for other media with inverse. dispersion [7]. A physically important
feature of the ion Langmuir soliton is the presence in its Fourier spectrum of harmonics
with large wave vectors. These shortewavelength harmonics can strongly interact with
the thermal ions and are thus heavily damped. Since all the harmonics in the. soliton are
correlated in amplitude and phase, the entire soliton will also be damped, leading to the
heating of the bulk plasma ions. Thus. for plasmas containing heavy impurity or dust
particles, the modulational instability of finite—amplitude shortewavelength iorracoustic
waves can lead to the heating of the bulk plasma ions at both the initial and final stages
of its evolution.
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Vlasov Eulerian Simulation in two Dimensions
Phase Space Hole Deflation by a Static Magnetic Field

E. Fijalkow, MAPMO-CNRS, Universite d'Orléans

Batiment de Mathématiques, BP 6759,
45067 Orleans CEDEX '2, France.

In the absence of magnetic field, two dimensional simulations shown the generation of

phase space holes, as the response of the plasma to initial perturbations. Introduction

of an increasing static magnetic field induced the deflation of the holes and their total

disappearing.

The simulation code.

An Eulerian code [1] based on time splitting and phase space invariance properties of

the splitted equations is used to solved the 2D, normalized to plasma frequency, Debye

length and thermal velocity, Vlasov equation

0f ' 3f 6f 8f—— v— i 131— 132— EevIB.—=O 1
61+‘8y+v”8y+( ”y )avr'l'i I L Jaw ()

coupled to Poisson equation for the electric field. Every time step is symmetric, and at

least of order two. For the actual simulation, the system is periodic in space variables

The initial conditions are the same for all simulations, only the value of B: varies:

8f

f(I,y. vhvyj : 0) : exp(—(L': + L‘:)/2) {l + .3(cos [(01 + cos‘Z/coy)} (‘2)

Numerical results.

As in the one dimensional case [‘2], holes are created in phase space, as response of the

plasma to initial perturbations. Fig. 1 present projections of the distribution function

f in two subspaces: (1311:) (y, U” at initial time. Fig.2 shows the phase space holes at

T = 16 and T = 100. As in the one dimensional case the holes remain as long as the

simulation.

It is interesting to note that in spite the fact that the electric field changes direction

and amplitude during the evolution. EAL y) averaged on y is more than ten order of

magnitude lower than EAL y) averaged on I (respectively averaged on I for Ey).

Fig. 3 presents four snapshots of the time evolution for a small magnetic field : wc : 0.1.

The begining of the time evolution looks like the preceding case one. but is slower in

its evolution. At T : '24 we see that the remaining hole is very small, but density
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deflation remains. Al. T : 56 the hole disappears but the phase 5
strongly perturbed and remains like that at longer times (7‘ 2 9°)
inagnetir field (wt =

pace structure is
_ . With an

.9) no holes are created from the begining of evolut ion Thespace structure takes forms like that of fig. 4. For strong magnctic field newstructures appear in the density structures that do not vary wit
- fig. 5 gives an example for wc : .9. T = 96 and 100.
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A New Drift Wave Soliton in an Inhomogeneous Plasma

Y Nejoh
Hachinohe Institute of Technology,

Myo—Obiraki, Hachinohe, 031, Japan.

1, Introduction
Drift waves in inhomogeneous magnetized plasmas have been studied experimentally and

meomtically in the context of vortices and solitary waves[1]. The drift wave equations take

an important place in theories of a magnetized plasma. Recently, the low frequency drift

solitary wave is Studied theoretically[2]. In the situation where the nonlinear drift wave

propagates in interplanetary space, it may be possible that the spiky solitary waves are detected

by satellites[3]. Although the lowest-order nonlinearity has been considered in conventional

research, the new nonlinear wave mode in the drift wave has not been taken into account.

Zakharov stresses the importance of the higher-order nonlinearity with regard to the collapse

of Langmuir waves[4]. However, the drift wave is not taken into account and the profilre of

the nonlinear wave is not shown.
We consider a nonlinear drift wave equation in an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma as a

model equation, that is H—M equation. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate a new

type of spiky solitary wave of the nonlinear drift wave equation. It will be expected that this

investigation may be applied to explaining the behavior of larger amplitude nonlinear drift

waves propagating in plasmas.

2. Derivation of A Nonlinear Evolution Equation
We begin by considering a nonlinear drift wave equation as a model:

a . 7 ~ 7Elv'tl'fl‘lv‘fixhlv(V‘¢‘1°g"0)=0' (1)

We take the following assumptions:

l.the magnetic field B=Boiz is assumed to be constant and homogeneous.

2.the density no is inhomogeneous in the x—direction and depends strongly on the spatial

variation.
3.the drift wave is not connected with the temperature gradient.
4.the nonlinearity competes with the dispersion effect.

When the density no=n 0(x) varying in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field

in the z-direction, eq (1) is reduced to

- a 7 75;(V“¢-¢euand+[a v~¢—¢—m9al=0, (a

where
an a I; an a I}

[abharar-ayax
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In order to obtain stationary wave solution, we put ¢= at (x, 77), 7] = y ~ ur _ (3)
Then eq.(2) becomes

[(p—ux, \73¢—¢—log110]=0. (4)

Equation (4) has the integral F(_ ¢— ux l = V 2 ¢— (1)- lognn
where the function F is an arbitrary function of the argument. Such solutions travel With
the velocity u in the y direction. In the case of localized solitary solutions, 1: is
determined from the condition that ¢=0 at y n i on. Then we obtain

v3¢—¢+log[nu(x—¢/u)]—lognolxl=0. (5)

Expanding 10g[fl0(.\‘-¢/u)] in the power series of 4; , substituting it into (5), one obtains

3 Z 3 4V ¢=cl¢+c2¢ +c3¢ +c,¢ , (6)

where the coefficients are determined to be
2a , a 2 636x lognuLxuti [6x2 lognoLal- 7 x [ax] logn01

C1=1+;

41 83 a3 1 7 a.=a —,lom +x lon +- ‘—L: 2142 “ax. t: o :50 (3x3 g 0L0 2x 6x410gn0 "=0 ,

l 63 a4=¥ lo I +

l a“
=——— ‘—--10 n ,

C4 24114 [[8154 g nib")

where c1>0, Cz<0, c3>(l, C4<0. Since the behavior of stationary wave solutions is

determined largely by the spatial dependence of the density n0=n0(x), we assume a simple

exponential density profile, no(x):exp(-fic), and constant temperature. Here f is the usual
expansion parameter f =r/ L, where r : L's/(Di is the drift wave dispersion scale length, and
L is the density gradient scale length. As is seen in the observation, as and u); are the sound
velocity and the ion cyclotron frequency, respectively.

Since eq. (6) heavily depends on x, we can approximate d¢/dq << dgb/dx. Then the

left-hand side of (6) is reduced to V 2¢ = (VHS/03:2 . Using these approximations and
integrating (6), we obtain
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a “ 3 2 1 2 . g{3% =c.¢ +§c2¢3+§cg¢‘+gca¢5=—Wool

=¢Z(a1—az¢-a.¢2-ar¢3l
(7)

where
a1=C1, aj=-(2/3)c:, (13=-(l/.3)Cj and a4=-{2/5)C4.

3. A Spiky Solitary Wave
In order to obtain stationary wave solution, we transform (7) to

64> 2 z _[5;] =A¢ (wo- ¢)1, (8)

because the solution exist only in the region of -QF(¢)>(), where we determine thatA =tl4‘

¢D=-fl3/3fl4 . A relationship between the potential function - 9K (45) and ¢ is shown in

Fig.1. One can understand that the proper localized solution is obtained in the upper region

of the horizontal axis. As a re5ult of this, we have to integrate (8) independently in the
above region.

Imposing the boundary conditions 42, d¢/dx *0 at x -‘ too, we have, from (8),

¢fl

d¢ ,
mm x—x0 = ~37 inthere ionof 0< < 9

i ) £¢(%_¢)1_ g (P (00 ()

where ¢0 denotes the maximum amplitude of the drift wave at x «x0. We should note the

Sign of the coefficients of (7). If the coefficients a1>0, a2>0, H3<0, not), then 14 >0 and

(po >0 .

Integrating (9) and using the boundary conditions, we have

¢‘(x)="’°se°h2i (717%— igwomo—xn-emi

where @765 (pqifi —arctanh4 (with .
0 0 0

The wave profile of ((25 (x ) is continuous and finite atx exo, A new spiky solitary wave is

, (10)
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formed by (10). We illustrate the wave profile in Fig.2.

M $4

0
To ¢

0 igL’ —
o (A ”1/ 2 ) sai’tx- x»)

Fig.1: The parentialfiuzctiorz — V/‘vs. Fig.2: Ike profile ofa spiky solitary
potential q). wave.

4. Concluding Discussion
We have presented a new type of nonlinear wave mode which occur in nonlinear drift waves,
assuming the spatial dependence of the density and using a quasi-one dimensional
approximation. The stationary wave solution of the derived nonlinear equation are obtained
due to the fifth-order nonlinearity, and bear a spiky solitary wave. The new spiky solitary
wave solution appear to make a step forward in the general scheme of nonlinear normal modes
for plasma waves.

in actual situations, spiky solitary waves are frequently observed in interplanetary space.
llcncc, referring to the present spiky solitary waves, we can understand the properties
concerning the new nonlinear wave mode of nonlinear drift waves in space. Although the
author has not examined the application of these results to a specific observational result, this
study is important in discussing the nonlinear wave modes which occur in plasmas.
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The effects of sub-Alfvénic shear flow on the resistive G-mode

RB Paris. L Hon
Department of Mathematical and Computer Sciences, University of Abertay Dundee,
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and

AD Wood
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1. Introduction
Since equilibrium mass flows observed in laboratory plasmas are typically much slower

than the Alfvén speed, initial studies [1,2] on the effects of shear flow on the resistive

tearing mode restricted their attention to the sub—Albrenic regime. It was shown that
the inviscid tearing mode is destabilised by a parallel Shear flow and, moreover, that the
well-known stability threshold, A” : 0 can be modified to result in the possibility of an
unstable mode when A/ S U. More recent work on both the linear and nonlinear regimes
has considered flows along the magnetic field comparable to the Alfvén speed [3,4]. in the
external ideal region, the parallel shear flow can now dramatically modify the value of the
external matching parameter A’ to produce a strong stabilisation of the tearing mode.

Here the investigation of the effects of a parallel equilibrium shear flow and viscosity
is extended to the linear resistive gravitational interchange (or Grmode) by including a
gravitational acceleration acting normal to the plane current layer‘ The equilibrium How
we consider is again supposed to be in the subeAlfvénic regime. Such flows result in a
simplification of the problem since, in the high conductivity limit, the flow is thereby con—
fined to the resistive boundary layer and is too slow to excite the ideal Kelvin—Hehnholtz
instability.

In contrast to the pure tearing mode where subeAlfvénic flow exerts a destabilising
influence, it is found that the effect of flow on the G—mode is a stabilising one. Such
a stabilising tendency is supported by previous work on the influence of mass flows on
the ideal, pressureedriven interchange instability in cylindrical geometry [5] and in recent
work on the ideal ballooning mode [6].

2. The model
We consider the standard plane slab model of an incompressible plasma specified by

the magnetic field B0 = {303(y),0, Baz(y)} with a diffuse density profile Pail/l and acted
upon by a gravitational acceleration g : {0,g,0} in the positive y direction. In the high
conductivity limit, we assume that the equilibrium velocity consists only of a shear flow
V0(y) directed along Bu. Linearisation of the dissipative MHD equations for a plasma.
with a uniform resistivity 17 and perpendicular coefficient of viscosity ,LL‘L yields two coupled
equations describing the y-components of the first-order velocity vyl and magnetic field
By1~

Taking all first-order quantities to vary like exp [i(kmm+k::)+wt], where k = {1:7, 07 kg}
is the wave vector and w is the growth rate, we obtain the system of equations describing
the resistive tearing and gravitational interchange modes in the presence of an equilibrium
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shear flow as

P + 2R0 CW
0125l {1/5” _ ¢l(a2 + F”/F)}

(p + mow + W : ui" — aw, (2)
where the primes denotes differentiation with respect to l1 and we haVe introduced thestandard dimensionless variables [7] (b = Byl/B, W : filklmvtW) = (k.B0)/|la = lklaap = Wm P = po/(Phu = Ways = TR/THvRDl/il = (krVolTRflo = *QipiJ/polrzlNO 2 (mil/7;, and T3 = 117ra2/777 TH : a(:17r(p))1/2/B are the resistive and hydromagnetfilcy
time scales, (p), B are measures of the density and magnetic field strength and a is thecharacteristic dimension of the current layer.

We consider the equilibrium mass flow along the field to be significantly sub-Alfvénic[12] characterised by the ordering lVol ~ 54/51),“ where DA is the Alfvén speed in thelayer. which is typical of the range of observed toroidal rotation speeds in tokamaks In theideal outer region the behaviour of 113 is then the same as in the fiowless case [7], so that thefamiliar matching parameter, A’ = [d In Wriglgf, is independent of the equilibrium shearflow in this ordering and can consequently be considered as a given parameter dependenton the global structure of the equilibrium magnetic field and the wavenumber (1.
Assuming the “weak” viscous ordering ND ~ 3—2/5 and a Suydam stable layer, wenow put F N F’p, Ho ~ Rf) u, H : W+ iRg/F’ in the boundary layer and rescale allthe variables based on the boundaryrlayer thickness 6. rl‘his yields the boundary-layerequations in the “constant—:1)“ approximation given by

. ,, , . , ,252GW d? a 2ib—l—zRolilfll’V)’Qzl’wl‘llPRolll'l/Jra ° —No<—‘—a’) W:

(1)

. (PH . C(H—iR) d4H sinx3 __ 3 _‘7 —:(I +1R0) (102 0 H+ P+iR9 Ndfl“ P0+ 7r (3)

A'/A=cosx=/ (P+6H)d9, (4)

where 0 : ,u/(S, P = pA'4/5(aS'F’)'2/5,H : F’IlA'3/5(Q.S'F’)‘4/5,6 = A1/5(GSFI)_2/5,R = REA‘3/5(QS'F’)“‘/5,G : (Go/(F’)2)A’6/5(HSF’)2/5,N = NBA—6/5(USFI)2/5 and [2]
Ae‘XEAf—WMFN/F'), A>0, —fl<x$7r. (5)

Introduction of the complex Fourier transform hUc) : ff; H(0)e“ka d0, then shows
that Eqs.(3) and (4) can be expressed as a pair of thirdrorder boundary value problems
on (00,0) and (0,00) given by

d
(RE—P)L[h]—Gh:0, —oo<k<0, 0<k<oo, (6)

where L denotes the viscous-tearing mode operator

¥ deh d(k2h)
= W R dk

subject to the boundary conditions

Llh] —(1c2P + rim/l,

h’(0:l:) : iteil", Mos) : h”(0+) + 27riG. Mice) = 0.
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The eigenvalue relation is then expressed in terms of the discontinuity in /z(k) across k = O

by
27riP : h(0+) — Ii(0—). (7)

3. Results and discussion
We present the results as eigenvalue loci in the complex P-plane as the flow parameter

H increases from zero. For the inviscid tearing mode (G : 0), it has been previously

found [8] that part of the spectrum exhibits a discontinuous behaviour when R 75 0.

The eigenvalue loci corresponding to 0 S x 3 %7r emanate from their no—flow values in

a continuous manner, while those that eventually form part of the unstable spectrum

when §7r < X < 7r originate not from the corresponding stable eigenvalues situated on

arg P : igrr (except when x = 71'), but emerge from the accumulation point of the

spectrum at the origin P 2 0. The loci which emanate from the rays arg P : ign‘

remain in Re(P) < O, eventually moving towards and out along the negative real axis

with increasing flow R and consequently have not been shown.
When (1' > 0, there is an abrupt change in the inviscid spectrum. The noellow eigen-

values with the largest Re(P) are now all situated on the positive axis. The eigenvalue

loci corresponding to 0 S X 5 %7r emanate in a continuous manner from their no—flow
locations as R is increased. The loci corresponding to 157T < X 3 7r again consist of two

distinct branches: the first branch emerges from the accumulation point (which was at

the origin when G : 0) situated at the point corresponding to the no-flow eigenvalue with
\ : %W. The second branch emanates continuously from the notion! positions on the real

axis and corresponds to loci with steadily decreasing Re(P) as R increases [this branch is
not shown].

In Fig. 1 we show the eigenvalue loci for different values of C When N : 0. The case
G : 0 corresponds to the pure. tearing mode, which is seen to be destabilised by the. pres-

ence of a shear flow. Modes which are stable in the standard no-fiow case (corresponding

to %7T < X < 71') can be driven unstable by sufficiently large flow in the subeAlfvénic regime

[1,2].
The inclusion of the effects of a gravitational term is complicated by the fact that it

is not possible to separate the resistive G-mode from the tearing mode, so that a. certain
degree of mode mixing is unavoidable. As G progressively increases1 the loci pattern

moves to the right without topological change. For small R, it is seen that there is a

stabilising effect for an increasing range of values of x, which includes v : 0 (where the

tearing mode is most active) once G exceeds approximately 0.5. For larger values of R,

however, all the loci (except that corresponding to X : 7r) do eventually bend back in the

direction of increasing Re( P) due to the destabilisation effects of the tearing mode.
\c have carried out an asymptotic calculation to determine the dependence of P for

large values of the flow parameter R (but still such that the ordering of the equilibrium
flow [Vol ~ 8—1/5UI1 remains valid). From [9]7 it is found that

paw/«Hf molt/3) arm/s)
_. 27‘. 32/331/3 31/3 32/32W (Hf>>1). (a)

The first two terms are the familiar contribution to the tearing mode [1,2], which scales

like R1” [or large R, while the leading—order contribution to the G-mode is independent
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1111( P)

n: m n: n‘ m u an a: h; as m 11
Re(P)

Fig.1: The; eigenvalue loci in the compler plane for diflerent values ofR and C when
N : 0. The case G : 0 (‘ol'i'esponds fo the pure Haring mode.

of \ and scales like 12—2/3. (Vlonsequently. in contrast to the tearing mode where increasing
the flow results in an increased growth rate (when [\l < 77). the gravitational contribution
to P is seen to decrease as H increases, The approxinmtion in Eq.(8) is found to agree
well with the numerical results in Fig. 1 when R > 1. The effects of Viscosity (N # 0)
on the eigenvalue loci is discussed in [9]

This work was supported by European Connnission Fusion Contract No. 4016941
FUA IRL.
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Construction and Validation of a Dynamical L-/H— and

ELM-model from Experimental data.

P. E. Bak
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdoir ()xom OXM 3EA, England

July 28, 199.5

1 Introduction

The experimentally observed dynanncs of L-/llv and ELt mode during operation of JET shows a variety of

different scenarios of plasma recycling whose qualitative behaviour has been identified through the Du-radiat ion.

This includes qualitative different so-called dithering cycles, ire. H-L-H transitions, which are identified after

the initial lrll transition. Further qualitative different scenarios of ELMy H-rnodes including intermit tency like

chan'acteristics and highly irregular periods of grassy ELMs. Compound ELMs. which are Giant ELMS followed

by series of grassy ELMs are described. The analyses to be described are limited to the temporal dynamics.

However verification and construction of models with the observed dynamics has to be done accordingly This

work outlines a minimal framework for as simple a model as possible including the complex experimentally

observed dynamics.

2 Experimentally observed ELM scenarios

The dynamical behavioln‘ that is observed is based on the rccy~

cling of particles in the edge of the plasma which is proportional to

the intensity of the emitted DO radiation. The sampling rate is nor-

mally between 20 7 ifOkH: and obtained from the lines of sight as

seen in figure 1. Tile measurement is relatively localised lo the edge

of the plasma since most of the neutrals are ionised around the last.

closed surface. Various scenarios of H—LJ'I transitions and ELM dye

namics measured during the recent experimental campaign at .lET

are identified and qualitatively described in the following, The ELM

prolonged High confinement regime is of special interest for steady

state Operation and a detailed understanding of the on- and offset of

ELMs are essential for impurity control as well as power load on the

target plates. The advantage of ELM controlled impurity control to Figure 1; 0,033 section aft/Ir JET 15w,

the loss of confinement is due to the more steep density profile than me] showing the jiugr surfaces {Hill the

temperature profile. Jim-:5 of sight of the D,, uwnsm'mner

As an example of the experimentally observed scenarios of the ' """' '*_'—* ' -

particle outflnx the [JG-signal during JET pulse 247115 is examined.

The pulse was a I, : (MIA and B1‘ : 2.8T discharge with addi— 7

tional Neutral Beam Heating (NBI) applied as follows: SJUW' between : . I‘- l.

r : 54.0 s 56.0.5; 4MW between t : 56,0 7 57.0.9 and finally ZMW ,. ’WWTN W‘Wifltfltt

between I : 57.0 7 58.0.5“. The dithering cycles and the ELMy H—nlode , R I?» Tl ii] l “

during the SAL—i NBl I = 54.0 A 55.03 is the scenarios that will be de‘ ZN iu-dmlmtiul JLqilllLfi-kiilli
l ,_

v—v—t— .77.

'Uhmn _j...__.

scribed in the following using the horizontal Du—lrace SB-ADSG. The f ’# '— n

plasma enters the l’I-IllOClt‘. between t = 54.1 —5£l.15, figure 2‘ which is oi ‘l i t j i

seen as steep decrease ill the DD as a result. of the higher confinement i 4;“ dine/”Lid _, '

and decreased ontt‘hlx from the plasma edge. A few teens of millisec- : l l L l _ l

onds aft er the steep drop in the D0»sig11al the particle outflux starts xi); I film ELL—Ti
as as m a; m

oscillating, / = 54.24 — 511.335. which essentially is two unstable states w 17 a: "7 0‘

one of which is characterised by a higher level in the Dfl-signal with [3&n .2: Difj'crcnt scemw‘toes olftl‘ithm:

small random fluctuations and a second state which has a base line toy and ELfl'f‘l] H—mwln [or pulse 94355-

wcll below the first state and is characterised by a repetitive sequence ‘

of outtlux starting with a sharp peak. followed by a smooter and longer lasting rise and finally before the battle

lransilion to the first state comes a series of smaller spikes, The total sequence is repeated with a constant

ti'equt-ncy of w 5211:. The plasma then enters another regime. I = 54.4 7 54,55, which again can be described as
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a mode competition. One state with a generally higher Da71evel overlaid with Series of large 51. . , 1mil’ rl‘i’lns' ‘where each event has the. characteristic of an ELM. A second state With a lower quiescent Dn 4v Birlmm- , , __ . . . . . . . . . , e ,t : 0-1.52 — aims, a series of Similar events is ideiitihed. The Dal-level starts risnig and “e?“
.

a smaller peak in thmic followed by n large;- peak before the level falls back. “'llh’ll is repeated with a frequency around ”6H BAt t — J .05 the plasma is in ELM free ll—mode for approximately 501m; and then a series of ELMs antic-1one third of a second. The Elihls varies in size as well as duration and the nu- and oltset 0f the ELMs 11,: D lol-instant aneous, ‘ l’lJ

‘ with

"I15

lfltltlittmttnlllmtt

Mutthnttattlittl lit

-. ttttt [Lilith lllbll

w: ‘ ‘intuimntnllltltilluminantl
- flulfllmflllfldltlllmbiillltlnze

t

l
thh'LlittttJMlttltLhtuttttL

Figure 3: Difi'crrnl types of ELiMy characteristics of H-nmrlc JET plasmas 2.9077. 57.9075 mtr] 3.1.907 msprcttimtlyThe lime. (urns are normalised with. the. actual time window green 7'71 each szthfigurfi. '

A different type of ELMy H-mode behaviour is seen in pulse no Qlltii'Ti which was a I], 2 2111A and B-,- = 13]"pulse with additional heating using NBI. The dynamics is shown illustrated in figure. 3 Where the following tracesshow dili'erent qualitative behaviour of the ELMS, = 06.10 7 56-10 is characterised by its burst like nature.which starts with a sharp rise in the Du-signal lrorn the quieseent H—mode level and then a Hat burst like levellasting, for teens of milliseconds after which the Du7level returns to the quiescent H-mode level. After thisthe characteristic of the Dn-signal changes to a more regular behaviorm t = 50.40 ~7 50.70. with periods ofll) 7 1001115 with ELMs occurring regularly with a repetition frequency at about 37011;. Between these periods
the D,,7leve.l shows the quiescent H7mode level, This is followed by a sequence, t : 50.70 — 50.05. which has
larger ELMs and the occurrence of ELMS is now only a few events at the time. Finally the ELM t‘liaracterist.iey
t 2 57.00 7 57.40, is of the same qualitative time as seen between t = 50.40 7 50.70. In pulse 33075 with
1,7 = 2,:Silli4 and BT = 2.811124 a so—called sub H7mode is achieved. where the Dn-signal over a ”long" time
period exhibit a steady but highly irregular temporal behaviour. There are no bursHike behaviour and the sizeof the ELMs and the time interval between consecutive ELMs varies over a wide rage. Transient type Ofevents
from no 3»l207are observed. This was a [p = 11011114 and BT = 4.0111A H—mode pulse with a long ELM-free
period ended by a st. es of giant ELMS, some of which are. of the compound type. Apart from the duration
the compound ELMs has the same. (:lnu‘acteristic: A giant ELM followed by periods at a few small events and
a larger event. Eventually the D.,—le\'el is back at. the quiescent H7mode level.

3 Modelling and Data analysis
The most suitable matlmmatical that allows complex dynamics. which is relatively easy to handle analytical
and numerical and holds the possibility of an explicit or at least implicit comparison with experimental data
is within the Framework of dynamical systems. In general a dynamical ' em is described by a N-dimensional
state vector, x, whose temporal evolution is defined by a set of ordinary differential equations given by the
vector field, F, or mapping, lVI‘

5c : F[x(t);f] xi“ : Mlxn r] (i)
where the vector field generally has an explicit time dependency and in which case the system is termed non-
autonomeus otherwrse autonomous. The time, evolution Of the system is referred to as the trajectory or orbit
and takes place in the phase space (.Irm,1'[2l,.....r'\NJ). Representations such as 1 either occurs dimetly from
“13“ ln’lllt'iple or as a result of a truncation of parlial differential equations. To reconstruct the phase space of
an experiment with non linearity it is not not “'iry to measure all the state variables simultaneously but only
one observable under the hypothesis of Takens Theorendll‘ which states the existence of a mapping; which is
a dillemorpliis between the evolution of the. dynamics in the phase space and the asymptotic dynamics of an
experiment al system. The. reconstruction is performed by use of the method of delays and a practit' favourable
implementation 01’ the method proposed by BroomheadlZ]. The time series is obtained as a compression of t 110
state vector into one observable
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Xi = ‘I’FmWiii : (Unit‘s): -- - , Ul+(n-—l)J)T (2)

l the trajectory matrix is composed as
1111‘

TxlT v1 1:2 e3

_1 Xv ,i U U' l}. , .
X=N2 2 =N= 2 t ‘ :s-a-c (3)

Evelll like or discrete phenomena, such as the ELMs, can he studied in an equivalent manner by defining :1 time

cerit’fi by the time interval between two consecutive event and their size such as

n ELU EL'U ELu ELM ELM ELM n .ELW .ELU .r.;\
Tr“; ‘ ‘ii ‘ >'“iti+l‘ ‘h’ ww‘N ‘iN—li S—(‘51 ’ 1"“5i ‘ inn-55,41) (4)

The size 0f finch ELM can then be determined by estimating the area ”under” each ELM. The time series T

and S can the be studied separately or together

T.-+1 = MTlTrl 3m = MS[S;] (Tl+lisi+1)= MTSlTiv‘l (5)

To illustrate this a dynamical model of

the I.—H transition consisting of three non»

linear ordinary differential equations in which

the stationary H»mode in a part of param~

eter space becomes unstable and shows os-
cillations which can be understood as ELMs[3l
is studied. The model describes the tem—
poral evolution of the three characteristic

variables: The turbulent kinetic energy K,

the background shear flow kinetic energy

F, and the potential energy related to the

profile U , which all are defined as:

, 1 0 1 -2 ' - ’I. = Manda <6) ., . a . .
1 01 in] JV“ u l 4 ‘- :' a

F = —/ *UZdJI, (7 —*u .~" *1 m” i .“
5. ,,2 U ) . .. . .
1 ‘0 P0 (7.7;) i"

f : _ d“. u 1' n ' '
K 6 ./,b nonii LC 1 (8) M L -.._....» e. l

i. ii .o u u z: i. n . . i 1.- , . . .

And from the reduced resistive MHD equa—

trons and appropriatenormalization the fal‘ Figure 4: Dynamics obtained from the Eugenia/Horton, Limit

lowmg closed “Ht Of the equations for en- cycle oscillation in the H-motlc, ELM»like sequence with n sharp

ergy transfer between u,k and f has been transition characteristic, Poincare map for an externally applied

derived time dependent perturbation and the corresponding TS-mrip.

1'1, : q—“itl/zk, (9)

iv = uWk 7 cu-Wfk _ d-1(u)i~‘-’, (10)
f : cu‘lflfk—cmiufi. (11)

where q is the normalized potential energy input, which is externally controllable parameter. E is a non—

diinensional numerical constant. d(u) is the L-rnode anomalous diffusivity and a function of it through it’s

background temperature dependency. And m(u) is related to the ion collisional viscosity. The stationary solu-

tions corresponds to the L and H mode given by ('UL‘ kL, fL) and (uHq, f”) respectively Both uL and it”

are functions of the control parameter q.

The qualitative reconstruction of phase space has been applied to different periods of dynamics in pulse no

2117115, The (unbedding dimension was chosen to be 80 with a unit lag time. .I = 1. The singular spectrum

generally has the form as seen in figure 5, which is from data between t = 54.4 — 54.5.5" and from which it

is seen that the most significant dynamics can be described by a projection onto the three . possibly four -

most significant singular vectors. Further it is concluded that the system evolves in a low dimensional space.

The projection onto the most significant vectors to perform the qualitative reconstruction is seen in Figure 5,

where the H—L mode competition between t : 54.4 — 54.453 shows that the. evolution in the 3 dimensional
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phase spat‘e takes place on a geometrit'al objet't \vliose topology is torus like. Rt‘t‘onstruetion of H“,
H’lllOLlD. t : 5-1.0 55.15 shows indications of at lractions in terms of the trajet‘torv hillowiug hamlg in th. , , . , e
spat'e. however the data set is not. very large and any t'onelusive
(-xpt-Iimentally observed dynannes the topologv of the evolution in the phase space has to he M711".
lilt—JElSllI'CS SllCll as L_\'HPUHU\' l‘XPClI‘ll-‘Illh‘.

Lu
uw

w
1;.

.
L:

m

‘59 w iii..iJ__-_l
amanuwenm

30:12! VIM 1i:

ELMY
T Phase0 mulpiiro thetenients cannot lie mad

ltt-rl ”Sim:
u

Correlation between the size of an Fl..\
and the l’lIlltZ‘fllfl‘Cl‘Gl‘lt'C‘ of consecutive EJLiliis mapped in iigure ti showing the imam; ;
the map hrITfi as well as a return [milieu

resentation of the time dilference between
i'onset'utiw EIJR‘IS, l\/1r. \Vith the Mini-l
number of ELMS used no i'lear pivtureriq
seen however there is a Clear indit‘ation of
more favourable sequences nf ELMS than
others. Using these tet'hniques an iutljrert
comparison between exist ing models or trim.
cations of PDEs tn ODEs, as rgqninid [Or
the Itoh—modelH]. and identification of :1“.
qualitatiw requirement s nt'the model i
the obs

5 from
'ed dynamics has been forinalisnrl‘

Naturally a more detailed treatment is re-
quired. which is beyond the s’t‘tlpe of this
paper. but not. impossible.

Figure 5: Singular l'uluc spectmmi from the 'r'er-unsl‘ruction p01"
forum! (in [he lrrm‘ series obtained from. 11m} Qualitative recon:
siren-lion (If till/HHUHIK‘S observed during the. HiLiH (Tami/701w us
arr/l as during HM ELM}; Hannde m [mls‘r‘ :JJ'IJS

fl'h-m y‘ , - m .. t3 .. .. is a.“ . h . i . , . . u: t. u z
in ‘1...) ‘

i

' g
in 1

i l - = a - i . L t‘. .. t. .. .i t ; , . L'.‘ L 1 C u u C, t. .. .‘i«rs-=1: “I m

Figure ti: (i‘nr‘v‘e/nlinn (1714/ Return map analysts of ELMy sequence obtained during the Hit/l1 culi‘fiumncul mode
nf JET-pulse 32.0677 I T 56.7 — 56953. Time and Size map [.71M 5,] and Return map [11.11“].

4 Conclusion

it is i-onelnded that. on the basis of the complex dynamics observed during Li/lli dithering eyttles and the (:lit‘l'ert-nt
st'vnarins nt' ELMS a comprehensive model must in principle exhibit the same qualitariu behaviour. and that
dynamical systems in terms of a set of three1 or t'inite low—dimensional. non-linear Coupled ordinary dill'erential
erpiations is the minimal mathematical framework in Whit'li this can be achieved and still holds a relatively easy
\\‘a\' to t'ompare with the experimentally observed. l—‘urther qualitative phase spave reconstruction is intrnrlui‘ed
as a methnrl in irleniifv elements of dynamics as well as a tool tn validate a model against experimental results.
Dist'rete mappings are introrlut'ed to identify long term correlation of ELMy scenarios and again the images of
these mappings ean be used to validate the models. It is believed that with the (liter-ts of transient inn-nomena
and trunt'atinns of partial differential equations in mind that the proposed framework is essential and sutfittient
to build the Iu‘it'lge between observed ll-/H~ and ELM)’ dynamit's and models.
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1. Introduction
The main aim of the JET fast ion and alpha particle diagnostic is to measure the velocity

distribution of the fast alpha particles in JET during the DT phase from collective scattering

of high power 140 GHz radiation [l]-[3]. Successful experiments at similar frequencies

have recently been reported on the Wendelstein W7-AS stellarator [41. We report the first

observations of collective scattering from JET plasmas. They indicate that the diagnostic

will give the predicted performance for observations of alpha particles in JET.

2. The diagnostic system
The gyrotron source can generate 500 kW RF at 140 GHz for 0.5 s, with > 90 % in a

Gaussian beam. For these first measurements up to 15 pulses of 1 to 5 ms duration were

used. Access to the central plasma is possible at high magnetic fields (B > 3 T). The

steerable injected and received beams are focused to waists of 30 mm radius near the

Corrugated Torus
Universal WaVeguide
polariser

plasma centre.

Launch

25A Modulator Gyrotron 0.0
100W Regulator 14OGHz transmission

. t

T antenna

Num. . .
G? Control ProtectionQ— 503“”a volume

0 .
Receive
antenna ln-vessel

window

134—146 GHZ
Data Signal Heterodyne Universal Corrugated waveguide

acquisition conditioning detection polariser waveguide .
Window

“395.3736:

Fig, 1: Schematic overview offlie K134 diagnostic

The gyrotron was operated at ~ 90 % of maximum power to give a stable. spectrally clean

output. After filtering and polarization the power was 370 kW. of which almost 100 %

reached the torus via ~ 60 m of 88.9 mm ID corrugated waveguide, During transmission

the 190 mm diameter water-free fused silica torus window was heated at 100° C/s in the
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centre. The beam profile at the torus. determined from the pattern on thermose. . . “SiliVepaper, appeared to be closely Gausstan. The effective reflectivity of the vessel was low
even with no plasma the power injected into the torus caused no damage to any of th.

ediagnostic detectors sensitive to this frequency.

On the receiver side, stray gyrotron radiation reaching the receiver antenna (~ 10 mW) Was
removed by two notch filters in series, with at least 80 dB attenuation and a full width of
200 MHz at —3 dB. Frequencies outside the notch filter, generated briefly during Switch—0n
and switch-off of the gyrotron, caused temporary saturation of the receiver and negatiVe
spikes in the raw data. The receiver bandwidth (134 to 146 GHZ) is divided into 32
channels, 21 in the lower sideband and 10 in the upper, and one monitoring Stray 140 GHz.

3. Results
0 to 0 mode scattering was selected to minimise the effects of refraction. Intersection was
required at R = 3.0 m, 20 cm above the toms centre, with lkl = [ks—kil = 1520 m —1_ To
set up the system the incident and scattered rays satisfying the required scattering geometry
were found for an actual plasma similar to those expected, with B0 2 34 T.
neo = 3.4 >< 1019 m '3. From this the necessary settings of the antenna mirrors and of the
universal polarizers were computed. The resulting angle between B and k was 122° and the
scattering angle 32°. In operation, one beam was adjusted slightly to optimise the overlap.

Clear scattering signals were seen from plasmas with BO > 3 T. Fig. 2[a] is a sample of
the raw data. At lower fields (between ~2 and ~3 T) absorption of a pulse by EC
resonances causes local heating and increased ECE around a flux surface. This is seen in
Fig. 2[b]. The linear rise during the pulse and subsequent cooling time constant of a few ms
clearly identifies the heating signal. No significant local heating was seen for E0 > 3 T.

Pulse No: 35493 Pulse No: 35293
(a) Channel 23 (b) Channel 8

ECE + Scattering
I ~/

Si
gn

al
po

we
r

Si
gn

al
po

we
r

l ECE
Gyrotron pulse ‘ . l. ‘W'WWQ‘ ‘ .lllllW S 91 i ,n l l ‘ r7‘ l 5 , , ‘Hivolron pulse 1 : 5

16.022 16.026 16.030 16.034 15.038 19,036 19.040 16.044 16.046 16.052 16056
Time (5) Tlme (s)

Fig. 2: Raw datafrom plasmas with [(1/3 = 3‘] Trmd [7)] B = 2.9 T
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[n the absence of plasma virtually no signals were observed except in the channel at the

gyI-otron frequency. Relative calibration was obtained from detected ECE, assumed to be

ConStant over the ranges of interest, and taking into account the measured transmission of

the notch filters. System nonliniarity varying between channels was compensated for by

using differences between two ECE levels near those observed. Calibration and system

nonlinearity are the most important sources of uncertainty in present spectra. In particular

the channel at —100 MHz (see Fig. 3a) is unreliable. A rough absolute calibration was

obtained by comparing the detected ECE level with that measured by a calibrated ECE

diagnostic with a different viewing direction.

Clear scattered signals were obtained for shots with moderate ICRH power coupling to 2nd

harmonic of the bulk deuterium. Significant amounts of nitrogen were present (injected for

divertor studies). The spectra obtained for these plasmas were all qualitatively similar to

Fig. 3a. Spectra were also obtained for a wide variety of other plasma conditions, but the

overlap of the injected and detected beams was not always optimised.

Pulse No: 35305 Pulse No: 35503a
1 e ' (a) g

. b
8m

i‘ “- ECE
g 1
3 E
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Fig. 3: Shot no. 35608 at 57.5 sec: 5 MWICRH. TECE at 140 GHz : 325 eV.
[(1] Sper‘lml intensity ofxcattered light normalized to spectral intensity ofECE at 140 GHz.

Histogram: . Measured Scattered signal integrated over 2 gyrotron pulser (1.6 ms).

Curve: theoretical fit. Given: B = 3.1 T, "e = 4.1 X 1019 "1'3, Te = 3.0 keV.
angle (kl-,kS) = 32°, angle(k.B} =122°. Fitted: MD] = 1.2 X [0’9 "1'3, TD]: 3 keV.
"D2 = 0.8 x 1019,,1—3, TDZ = 20 keV, MN = 0.3 x10’9m'3, TN = JkeV.

[7)] Spectral intensity offluctuations in ECE and detector noise normalized {0 spectra! intensity of
ECE at I40 GHz. Integration time: 1.6 ms.

The histogram represents the measured spectral intensity in each channel normalized to that

of ECE at 140 GHz. The curve is theoretical (Bindslev [3]) based on B, ne and Tc obtained

from other diagnostics: the ion parameters were fitted. The fit is only illustrative. It
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assumes that scattering in the wings is due mainly to a hot D ion population while the shacentral peak is due to N. The shift of ~30 MHz suggests a toroidal drift Velocity r:_ o.. 1.6 x 10:111/5, The absolute level of the measured spectra] intensity is ~70 % of lh
atpredicted by theory for perfect beam overlap. The discrepancies are well Within Iheuncertainties of the data.

From Fig.3 (a) and (b) the post~detcction S/N, i.e.
Scattered signal / Fluctuations on integrated (signal + ECE + detector noise)

is in the range from 10 to 100. Similar values are found for other spectra.

4. Conclusions
The diagnostic behaved as expected, and the observed signal-to—noise ratios Were in
satisfactory agreement with theory. When the full pulse length of the gyrotron can be used
with fast modulation, the diagnostic should give the expected performance for observations
of fast ions and alpha particles.
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Introduction
Normally, when refuelling the plasma with gas puffing, the line

averaged density clamps to the plasma current I]: and stays below the

empirical Greenwald limit. This limitation would result in a density
limit of about 0.8 * 1020 m-3 for ITER (EDA), causing problems both to

reach detached divertor plasmas and for burn control at the accordingly

higher temperatures. One main intention of our current work is

therefore to develop scenarios allowing for a more flexible plasma

density control and densities beyond the Greenwald limit during the H-

mode phases by means of injection of cryogenic solid hydrogen pellets.
In a first step, we investigated pellet particle fuelling efficiencies

attainable using various deposition depths, finding shallow deposition
to be unfavourable for refuelling. Than, applying optimized injection

parameters our effords concentrated on the increase of the plasma

density beyond the Greenwald limit. Applying pellet fuelling without

additional gas puffing into ELM’y H-modes does, in contrast to the
ohmic case, not enhance the density operating space. The combination of

repetitive pellet fuelling and moderate gas puffing however achieved
line averaged densities well beyond the Greenwald limit.

Experimental setup
Several pellet fuelling experiments are executed on ASDEX Upgrade

plasmas with lower single null configuration, lp = 0.8 - 1.0 MA, B, = 2.1

— 2.5 T, qg5 = 3.5 - 4 and PNBI up to 7.5 MW. For pellet injection

experiments, a centrifuge pellet injector /l/ is available capable to
deliver series containing more than 100 pellets at repetition rates up

to 80 Hz. By changing the pellet velocity in the range of 240 to 1200

m/s and its particle content from 1.5 to 4 x 1020 per pellet, a gradually
transition from shallow to deep material deposition can be performed.

Affect of ELM’s on the pellet refuellinc efficiengr

To get the relation between pellet injection parameters and fuelling

efficiency sf (plasma particle inventory rise divided by pellet particle

content), 8f was determined for a series of discharges where the pellet

penetration depths A as well as the heating power was varied. The
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maximum 8f values show a strong degradation of the fuelling efficiency
with increasing heating power like in other tokamaks /2/, they
decreased from almost unity without additional heating power to about
0.3 for PNBI = 7.5 MW. Besides the 8f degradation with PNBIv a strong
dependence of {if on the penetration depths was observed. it turned Out
that a significant persistent density increase was achieved in ELM’y H-
mode discharges only for sufficient penetration depths. In Fig. 1 8‘
values are plotted versus A for discharges with identical heating pOWer
(PNBI = 5 MW). Whereas almost a vanishing fuelling efficiency is found
for shallow penetration, an increasing penetration depth causes an
increase in {if for the type-l ELM’ing H-mode discharges (circles). For
sufficiently deep particle deposition finally a maximum fuelling
efficiency (about 0.3) is reached as observed for L-mode discharges. For
L-mode discharges, the fuelling efficiency is almost unaffected by the
pellet penetration depths (triangles).

We attribute sf degradation for shallow deposition in ELM’y H—mode
discharges to particle losses correlated with the ELM which is induced
by each injected pellet in an H—mode plasma. To get more insight into
the behaviour of Ef we modelled energy and particle transport on a fast
timescale following the pellet particle deposition. The code used
originally has been developed for modelling the dynamic behaviour of
the L-H transition /3/. Code runs confirmed the release of an ELM by
each pellet injected into the H-mode phase. The ELM results from a
pressure blob occurring near the location of maximum pellet particle
deposition, moving outside to the transport barrier layer causing a
local exceed of a critical pressure gradient. Deeper penetration of the
pellet leads to an increasing delay between injection and ELM release
since the diffusion of the pressure blob to the transport layer lasts
longer. Thus, particle diffusion yields a broader distribution of the
original pellet deposition profile when the ELM occurs. Results obtained
when modelling pellets of different masses and penetration depths are
shown in Fig. 2. Qualitatively, these results agree well with our
experimental findings, showing a strong decrease in fuelling efficiency
with reduced penetration depths. From the transport analysis however,
no explanation is yielded for the reduction of the maximum fuelling
efficiency to about 0.3 at PNBI = 5 MW. A reason for this migth be a
rapid radial transport out of the plama due to the local B-enhancement
in the pellet ablation zone. The investigation of this phenomena is still
going on.

High density ELM'y H-mode discharges
With the above knowledge, an attempt was made to optimize density

enhancement for discharges refuelled using pellets of maximum size
and velocity. It turned out replacing the gas puffing by pellet injection
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does not enhance the accessible density range whereas a combination of
gas puffing and pellet refuelling can lead to plasma densities far
beyond the Greenwald limit. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where the
temporal evolution for a pair of discharges is shown. During this
discharges (PNBj = 5 MW) a pellet sequence was injected at a repetition
rate of 30 Hz for a duration of 1.3 3. While pellet injection completely
replaces gas puffing to the plasma for the one discharge (#6522), gas
puffing was maintained during the pellet sequence for the other one
(#6523). For the case pellets replacing the gas puff at t = 2.25 s, only a
slight increase in density takes place during the pellet sequence
despite a particle flux delivered by the pellets is more than three times
that of the previous gas puff. In this discharge, n—e only approaches to
the Greenwald limit (1.3 * 1020 m3, dashed line in Fig. 3). With the
combination of gas puff and pellet injection, much stronger influence
on the discharge can be caused. First, pellet injection doubles the line
averaged electron density while the density profile keeps its shape. For
a duration of about 0.3 s, the discharge shows a plateau in the line
averaged density while the density profile ondergoes moderate peaking.
While the plasma stored energy still stays almost constant, finally
pellets successively cool down the plasma and therefore increase their
penetration depths. During the last part of the sequence pellets already
advance to the plama center, causing a strong peaking of the density
profile and a strong further increase of the line averaged density. At
the end of the pellet sequence, the density rapidly decreases until the
discharge is terminated by accidental switching-off of the NBI heating.

Conclusions
For effective refuelling of ELM’y H-mode discharges by pellets

penetration depths well beyond the ELM affected region must be applied.
The obviously favourable refuelling scenario for such discharges is to
use pellet injection combined with additional gas puffing. Such, a
maximum value of fig: 2.6 * 1020 m‘3 was reached transiently,
exceeding the Greenwald limit by a factor of two. For further improving
the refuelling scenario in order to achieve stable operation conditions,
too strong cooling of the plama by the pellets must be avoided.
Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the heating power and/or the pellet
injection rate to the actual plasma conditions. The new ASDEX Upgrade
control system, already taken successfully into operation, will allow
for this purpose in our next experimental campaign.
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Toroidal momentum slowing down and replacement times

in JET divertor discharges
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Introduction and summary Several observations of correlated ion energy and toroidal

angular momentum confinement during neutral beam injection (NBl) have been reported. For

example. it was found on ASDEX that toroidal momentum and energy replacement times

were similar [1] with TL approaching TE for values above 60 msec. On TFTR it was found that

ion and momentum diffusivities are equal in L-Mode discharges [2]. At JET. correlation

between central rotation frequency and ion temperature has been observed [3]. It was also

found that combined neutral beam and radio frequency (RF) heating resulted in a reduced

central angular frequency [3.4]. whilst slightly improving the energy confinement [5].

In this paper we study the decay of the toroidal angular momentum after NBI in JET and

compare the results with the behaviour of the replacement time during NBI. During NBI,

when the global energy content is dominated by the ions, we find that the energy replacement

time is equal to that of the angular momentum. The angular momentum decay time after NBI.

when the global energy content is dominated by electrons, is up to 30% larger than the energy

replacement time. In contrast to combined heating we find no evidence for stronger

deterioration of momentum than energy confinement in discharges with RF heating only.

Toroidal angular frequency and toroidal angular momentum density The toroidal angular

frequency. 0). is derived from Doppler shift measurements using a high resolution X-ray

crystal spectrometer and active visible charge exchange spectroscopy. The charge exchange

recombination spectrum of C+6+D —>C+5 (8—)7) is observed at 10 positions along the

upsteered neutral beams in Octant 8. Radial profiles, expressed in terms of the normalised

minor radius. p=r/a, are constructed assuming the angular frequency to be constant on a flux

surface by projecting the intersection points of the lines of sight with the neutral beams along

the corresponding flux surfaces into the outer half of the magnetic midplane. The resonance

line w of helium-like nickel (Nifle) is observed along a line of sight in the geometric midplane

of the torus. i.e. 20-30 cm below the magnetic axis. The corresponding effective normalised

minor radius of the helium-like nickel emission shell. (p). and its width, are calculated from
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the projected radial profiles of electron temperature and density using a coronal equilibrmm
model for the fraction ofhelium-like nickel and for the emissivity ofthe resonance line.
The relative accuracy. clue to photon statistics, of the derived angular frequency, is Am=1.2
krad/sec for both diagnostics. The reference wavelength for the Doppler shift of the visible
spectrum is provided by a diode pumped Nd—YAG Laser (A: 532 nm). The achieved accuracy
of the absolute level is about 5 krad/sec. The time resolution of the visible spectra is typically

50 msec. The reference wavelength of the X-ray spectrometer was determined from a
comparison of the derived angular frequencies from both diagnostics under steady-state
conditions. The uncertainty of the absolute level is about 10 krad/sec. The time resolution of
the X-ray spectra varies in the range 30-120 msec,

The toroidal angular momentum density is calculated using the local electron density as a =
mp He 0) (R2 + 7'2/2). where R is the major and r is the minor radius of the flux surface on
which 0) is measured. The mass contributed to the plasma by each electron is the mass of

deuterium. mu, independent of nfi since the major plasma constituents, i.e. 2H, 4He and 12C,
have nuclei with equal number of neutrons and protons.

Angular momentum slowing down time Directly after the neutral beam power is turned off,
the toroidal angular momentum density measured with the X-ray crystal spectrometer is first
observed to decay in an irregular manner (typically for about 0.2—0.5 sec). For most
discharges, this is followed by a phase of exponential decay. The first phase reflects the
change of the radial profile from driven steady state to source free profile. We assume that
after this phase the profile decays exponentially as a whole, and that the decay time constant,
1,, measured at p:(p) is representative of the global toroidal slowing down time. We analyse
this decay by performing a least squares fit of the data to an exponential function. We require
good time resolution (better than 1M3) and statistical accuracy for at least three decay times.
Discharges where the decay appears not to be exponential are not included.

Angular momentum and energy replacement time During NBI we integrate the angular
momentum density profile to obtain the total angular momentum, L, of the plasma. The
torque. M. exerted by the neutral beams on the plasma. is calculated from an analytical beam
deposition code, that takes the measured local impurity densities into account. Thus we obtain
the global angular momentum replacement time as 'rfiL/(M-dL/dt). During NBI we integrate
measured electron and ion energy densities to obtain the total thermal energy, WNW;- From
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the beam deposition code, we also calculate the fast energy content, Wfafl. Thus we obtain the

global energy replacement time as rE=(WE+W,+m,)/(P~d(I/VL.+W,+mJ/dt). In this paper we

restrict ourselves to quasi steady state conditions, dL /dt < 0. 1M and dWW/dt < 0. 1 P. Outside

the NBI phase only the electron energy density profile is available. We therefore approximate

W,- as W. amen/Team).
Results and discussion A comparison of I, with TE is shown in Fig. l for discharges with and

Without radio frequency heating. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding comparison of IL with IE. It

can be seen that r, > TE, i.e. without neutral beam heating. There are no data with IE

significantly larger than 1,. During NBI we find TL: ‘EE within the errors of the measurement.

The dominant driving terms, i.e. neutral beam heating and toroidal torque, have similar radial

profiles. Energy and toroidal momentum are however subject to different internal and edge

losses, i.e. energy transfer between ions and electrons, radiation, ripple damping, and

momentum transfer by charge exchange. Nevertheless both replacement times come out the

same, in agreement with the result obtained on ASDEX [1]. In Fig. 3 we present the scaling of

TE/‘EL and 15/1: , with (Wi+WfaS,-WJ/Ww,. This quantity is negative if the plasma energy is

mostly in electrons, and positive if it is mostly in ions. From this figure we conclude that IE

can at best approach 1L (and 1,) when the plasma energy (and thus the energy confinement) is

dominated by ions, and that it is smaller if the plasma energy is dominated by electrons.
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Fig. 1: Time constant for exponential decay of the

angular momentum density after neutral beam

injection vs. energy replacement time.

Fig. 2: Angular momentmn replacement time

during neutral beam injection vs. simultaneously

measured energy replacement time.
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There is no evidence of stronger deterioration of the confinement of angular momentum

compared to energy with combined neutral beam and RF heating within our data base,

probably since the RF heating power during NBI accounts for less than 10% of the total

heating power (see Fig. 4). Note, however, that the example shown in [5] was obtained at 1.8

MW of RF power, compared to 15 MW of NBI power. When RF heating is the dominant

heating power, it can be seen that the energy replacement time without neutral beam injection

degrades faster than the angular momentum decay time. This is consistent with the relative

increase of the electron energy content of the plasma as shown in Fig. 3.

It has been suggested [4] that the reduction of central angular frequency in combined heating

discharges is due to a coupling of RF power to the fast particles, scattering them into trapped

orbits where they would not contribute to the torque but instead to heating. This explanation is

consistent with our observations after neutral beam injection, i.e. that RF heating alone does

not reduce momentum confinement whilst simultaneously improving energy confinement.
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